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PREFACE.

THE object of this volume is to give a version of the original so

strictly faithful as to be of service to the classical student
;
while

the style, though perfectly simple and unpretending, may contain

nothing so opposed to the idiom of our own language as to deter

the general reader who may wish to know exactly what the Greek

historian wrote. To gain both these ends, however, except in a

limited degree, is perhaps scarcely possible in translating an author

like Thucydides ;
whose style is frequently so very obscure, as

regards the meaning, and so totally different, as regards the form

and arrangement of his narrative, from what we are accustomed

to in our own writers of history. It may be well therefore to say,

that wherever the two parts of the object I have mentioned seemed

incompatible, the latter, as the less important, has been sacrificed

to the former
; particularly in the earlier part of the work, where

the student naturally stands most in need of every help that can

be given him. "With this explanation, I venture to hope that the

present version may be found, in not a few passages, to answer the

end proposed better than any of those which preceded it. The

very great additions which within the last few years have been

made to our knowledge of the original, may reasonably exempt
the expression of such a hope from the charge of arrogance. And

though want of leisure, arising from more pressing occupations,

has prevented my deriving all the benefit I might have done from

the works of more learned laborers in the same field, yet even an

imperfect acquaintance with the annotations of such scholars as
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.v edited Thueydides, could se;i:vely tail to give me a

decided advantage over earlier translators. To one of thuse

scholars, especially, I am bound most thankfully to ackno\

my very great obligations; though hi> -rd to sucli

ions of gratitude. It was under the personal instruction o!

mold that I had the happiness to make, my first acquaintance
with the language of his favorite author ; and his annotations upon
the work 1, -nt of my hands, since they were

first published. The text of his last edition is what I have adopted
for this translation

;
and I have sometimes felt compelled to bor-

row the very words with which he rendered a difficult p-

for when his version was meant to be literal, it seemed almost im-

possible to change it without sacrificing some part of the

The very few notes, too, which were compatible with the form

and design of the volume, are in many cases only extracts from,

or references to, his more copious illustrations of the text : though
the views of other editors, particularly of Haack, Bekker, <

i'oppo, and Bloomfield, are also quoted on doubtful pas

where my mind was not quite made up, with respect either to the

best reading, or the most probable interpretation. With such

valuable aids at my command, my task might well have been exe-

cuted far better than it is. lint such as it is, I commit it

humbly to the judgment of the public; more particularly of those

who are acquainted with tho original, and will therefore 1

able to appreciate the difficulties which a translator of Thucydidui
has to encounter.



THUCYDIDES.

BOOK I.

,
an Athenian, wrote the history of the war

between the Peloponnesians and the Athenians, how they
warred against each other

; havhig begun from its very outset,

with the expectation that it would prove a great one, and

more worthy
1 of relation than all t^at had been before it

;
in-

ferring so much, as well from the fact that both sides were at

the height of all kinds of preparation for it, as also because

he saw the rest of Greece joining with the one side or the

other, some immediately, and some intending so to do. For

this was certainly the greatest movement that ever happened

among the Greeks, and some part of the barbarians, and ex-

tending, as one may say, even to most nations of the world.

For the events that preceded this, and those again that are yot
more ancient,

2
it was impossible, through length of time, 1o

ascertain with certainty ;
but

3 from such evidence as I am led

1

Literally, "most worthy of all," etc.
;
but this use of the superlative,

though ono of the most common idioms of tho Greek language, has not
been naturalized in our own

; notwithstanding Milton's well-known im'-

tation of it, in which ho makes Adam the "
goodliest of all his sons since

born, Tho fairest of her daughters Eve."
2 As he refers, I think, to his own actual investigations on the subject,

there seems no reason for giving to i/v tho hypothetical force, as trans-

lators have generally done. The same remark applies to the use of tho

same verb in the first sentence of chap. 22, xaAetrov TTJV uKpiileiav avrf/v
rtiv "kexOsvTwv (ha

lui>rji

uovvaai f/v ;
and tho truth of it appears to be con-

firmed by the expression tTwruvuf 6 EvfuaKero in tho same chapter.
8 Tho relative uv is referred by some to OKoirovvri, by others to

maTEvaai
;
and in either case it would seem but an ordinary instance of

attraction; though Arnold thinks that " neither of these expressions can
be admitted." I have preferred tho latter, both because the participial
clause might very naturally be inserted in this parenthetical way ;

and
from reference to a very similar passage in the beginning of chap. 20, Ta
/nv ovv TraA.at.ijL ToiauTct svpov, %a'h.ETril ovra Travrl $f/c TSKft^piu ntaTevvau

Schafer, as quoted by Goller, supplies t from the antecedent clause.
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not think they
. either witi

_'. I ident, that what is now called Hellas, was not

of' old inhabited in a settled manner; hut that former 1\

frequent removals, and that eaeli tribe readily left tho

of their ;;! :i time,

to time more numerous. For as there was no trallic, and they
did not mix with one another without fear, either

land; and they each soused what they had as hut barely to

>:i it, without having any superfluity of riches, or plant-
ieir land (b'-cause it was uncertain when another should

them, and carry all away, especially as th

the defense of walls) ;
and as they thought that \

any v. in their necessary daily susten,. made

iilieulty in removing : and for this cause they v,*

-. either in greatness of cities, or other resources. And
the best of the land was always the most subject to

changes of inhabitants
;

as that which is now called Th-

and Boeotia, and th>' -art. of the iVlopoin.

Arcadia), and of the rest of (Ire'-ce \\

fertile. For through !a;id, bo!->

of some particular men ^rowiir

them, whereby 1 hey were ruined; and withal they were more
th" plot.; ,,ny rate, having

inhabited by the same
|

And this which follows is not the !

lion, that it was owiii'j; to its migrations that (Ireeee did not

in other
|

linn weiv driven out of i

power-
them retired to Athen . "irity;

and b(>eomin^ . ,rlv period, made th

still i^re.-iter in the number of inh;ibii

into Ionia, a* Attica itself

And to me lli.-

of all' 1 by this too. |
'-

nothinir j n

common ; /md, ; . me, the \\ !

of 1I"I! n, <!:< son of

at i;n])]yiiig any
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Deucalion, it does not appear that this appellation existed at all
;

but that in their different tribes, and the Pelasgian to the

greatest extent, they furnished from themselves the name [of
their people].

1 But when Ilellen and his sons had grown
strong in Phthiotis, and men invited them for their aid into the

other cities
;
from associating with them, separate communities

were now more commonly called Hellenes :

2 and yet not for a

long time after could that name prevail among them all. And
Homer proves this most fully ; for, though born long after the

Trojan war, he has nowhere called them all by that name, nor

indeed any others but those that came with Achilles out of

Phthiotis
;
who were the very original Hellenes

;
but in his

poems he mentions Danaans, Argives, and Achseans. Nor again
does he speak of barbarians

;
because neither were the Hellenes,

in my opinion, as yet distinguished by one common term in op-

position to that. The several Hellenic communities, then, who
in the different cities understood each other's language, and
weiv 3

afterward all so called, did nothing in a body before the

Trojan war, through want of strength and mutual intercourse.

Nay, even for this expedition they united [only] because they
now made more use of the sea. 4. For Minos was the most

ancient of all with whom we are acquainted by report, that ac-

quired a navy : and he made himself master of the greater part
of what is now the Grecian sea

;
and both ruled over the islands

called Cyclades, and was the first that colonized most of them,

having expelled the Carians, and established his own sons in

them as governors ; and, as was natural, he swept piracy
from the sea as much as he could, for the better coming in to

him of his revenues. 5. For the Grecians in old time, and of

the barbarians both those on the continent who lived near tho

sea, and all who inhabited islands, after they began to cross

over more commonly to one another in ships, turned to piracy,
1

i. e., thero were different tribes, of which tho Pelasgian was the pre-
dominant ono, called by their different names, instead of being all com-

prehended under one, as they were afterward. Or it may refer to tho

gradual formation of such general names even at that early period, by
one tribe extending its own appellation to others.

2 For a striking instance of such a change in the language of a bar-

barian people at a much later period, I may refer to the inhabitants of

the Amphilochian Argos, of whom Thucydides fAys, II. 68, ehtyviadriaav

TT)V vijv yhcJOGav rare irpurov UKO TLJV A/LnrpaKu.iTuv vvoiK7]auvTUi>' ol

d ciMoi 'Aftfihoxot ftdpdapoi daiv.
* See Arnold's note on this difficult passage.
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under the conduct tit' their most powerful men, with a view both

to their <>\\, ! to maintenance for the, needy ;
;in<l fall-

ingup' i;it were uui- >rlili-d, and inhabited like vii!-

;led them, and made most of their livelihood by this

ih is employment did not yet involve any disgrace,
but rather brought with it even somewhat of glory. This is

shown by some, that dwell on the continent even at the pres-

v, with whom it is an honor to perform th;

and by the ancient poets who introduce men asking th"

.;il to iheir roasts, in all cases alike, w!

they an- pirat'-s : as though neither those of whom tv

quire, disowned the employment; nor those who were, inler-

in knowing, reproached them with it. They also r

;other on the continent
;
and to tins day many pa

r the old fashion; as the, Locri Ozohe, the

JEtolians, and Aearnanians, and those in that part of the con-

tinent. And the fashion of waring arms lias continued among
- from their old trade of piracy. (>. F<-r

the whole of Greece us.-d to wear arms, owing to their liabita-

t unprotected, and their communication with ca<-h

other in- -cure
;
and they ]ia-:-el their ordinary lite with weapons,

like the barbarians. And those p:irts of Greece which still live

in this way, are a. proof of the same mode of Hie. having also

formerly e\ , all. Now the Athenians were i!

their armor, and 1

;. -tyle of life

cluing :T luxury. And ti

'

their rich men
no loirj,' ti; ased wearing from delicacy linen tunics,

and binding up (he hair on their he. ids with a tie of

golden grasshoppers. Whence also this fashion prevailed for a

\\ith the elders of the loiiians, from their allinity to

tin-in. IJut. on ill,- .-.mtrary a m<>d>

.ing to th" ' bv the I.

.-iini in other i-espects their wealthier it)'

formed themselves in their living to the common people.

they \yeiv the first \\lio stripped IhemsfKvs, and u;.

jiublic,
smeari'd themselves wit!.

\:id formerly even at the <

>ly
round their middle ; and it i-

1

?'.
-

'.incli tin- (erin was still :ip]>l
1".

'

J Th '!Kil of tlio ;;/).)//
in later ti:.
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not many years since it ceased to be so. Nay even now among
some of the barbarians, and especially those of Asia, pri/

boxing and wrestling are given, and they wear girdles when they
.d for them. And in many other respects also one might

show that the anciciii (Creeks lived in a manner similar to the

barbarians of the present, age.
7. Of the cities, again, such as were founded most recently,

and when there were now greater facilities of navigation, having
greater abundance of wealth, they were built with walls on the

very shores
;
and occupied isthmuses, with a view both to com-

merce and to security against their several neighbors : whereas

the old ones, owing to the
1

long continuance of piracy, were

built further off from the sea, both those in the islands and those

on the mainlands
; (for they used to plunder one another, and

all the rest who lived by the sea without being seamen) ;
and

even to the present day they are built inland.

8. And the islanders especially were pirates, being Carians

and Phoenicians. For it was these that had colonized most of

the islands. And this is a proof of it : When Delos was

purified by the Athenians in the course of this war, and all the

sepulchers of those who had died in the island were taken up,
above half were found to bo Carians

; being known by the

fashion of the arms buried with them, and by the manner in

which they still bury. But when the navy of Minos was estab-

lished, there were greater facilities of sailing to each other. For

the malefactors in the islands were expelled by him, at the same
time that he was colonizing most of them. And the men on
the sea-coast, now making greater acquisition of wealth, led a

more settled life
;
and some of them even surrounded them-

selves with walls, on the strength of growing richer than they
had before be<'n. For through desire of gain, the lower orders

submitted to be slaves to their betters
;
and the more powerful,

having a superabundance of money, brought the smaller cities

into subjection. And being now more in this state of things,
some time after they made the expedition against Troy.

9. And Agamemnon appears to me to have assembled the

armament because he surpassed the men of that day in power,
and not so much because he took the suitors of Helen bound

1
Go'ller roads uvTivxovaai instead of uvnaxovaav, which he pro-

nounces inexplicable, and interprets it thus, "Veteres urbes ob latrG'

cinia, postquam diu et restiterunt et perduraverunt, longius a mari con-

ditse suut."
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by their oaths to Tyndarus. It is said too l>y those of the

'\.'d the most certain accounts

lition from their forefathers, that iVlops first acquired
bv the abund,; l.es with which he came from
men who were in ne.-dy circumstances

;
and although

;i new-comer, yet gave his i:ame to the country;
1

an.;

;1 to the lot of his descendants,
as Eur as killed in Atlica l>v the lleraclida^ and A

!>r.>; li.-r. and EurystheUS, when going on the

expedition, intrusted Mycenae and the government to Atreus, on

ind of their connection; (lie happened to he flying i'rciu

his father on account of the death of Chrysippus) : and when

Kurysiheus did not return .".gain, they say that at tin- wish of

the Mvcena-ans i , through their fear of the ]Ier::cli(!;e,

and aK powerfill, and lia<l courted

.-(! tliG kingdom of t!u- Myccna-ans
and all that Eurystheus ruled over; and that so t!

l'eloj>s
1 :ler than those of Perseus. And I

think that .'
>n, from having received this inheritance,

;dso at tluf same time to

he cxjicdi-
inuch l.y f . !'<>; he appears to have

:nd to liave. furnished ih< m
for J)^A Ajv tlomer has ~\u, if lie is

snlli' -ient airho.-ity foi- any fntv an<l also, in [his account of
|

be li;is mentioned that he "O'er
numer 'ived on the

(I ould not he num<T<

n^yjiUitfcc.! And w- must conj
"s exiiedTtion, v. ! before it.

10.
'

IKC having been a small place, or if any
town in t'

would be : proof to ivst. upon, for disbelieving that

be poets have said, and as report
'

the city of the La<'eda-moiii;:' d des-

the }>ublic build-

iliink that, whi-n a !

1 Ormon-
lit.iT.-iHy. "jp f tho couiitry aftor

2
Liu-rally, "sufficient to prove it

'
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posterity would have great disbelief of their power in propor-
tion to their fame. (And yet they occupy two of the five

divisions of the Peloponnese, and take the lead of the whole of

it, and of their allies out of it in great numbers. Still, as the

Hty ifl *T^*V* bm'lf nlnggly, nor has
siiipptuous . temples and

public buildings, but is_built in villages, a/for fha old fashion
nn Jnforinr Mfinj-anrw

_
Whereas

_

if the Athenians were to suffer the same fate, I think their

power would be conjectured, from the appearance of the city
to the eye, to have been double what it is. It is not there-

fore right to be incredulous, nor to look at the appearance of

cities rather than their power ;
but to think that that expedi-

tion was greater indeed than any that were before it, but in-

ferior to those of the present day ;
if on this point again we

must believe the poetry of Homer, which it is natural that he,
as a poet, set off on the side of exaggeration ; but, neverthe-

less, even on this view it appears inferior. For he has made
it to consist, of- -twelve hundred ships, those of the Boeotians

carrying 120 men, and those of Philoctetes 50; meaning to

show, as I think, the largest and the least
;
at any rate he has

made no mention of the size of any others in the catalogue of

the ships. And that they all were themselves rowers and

fighting men, he has shown in the case of the ships of Philoc-

tetes. For he has represented all the men at the oar as bow-
men. And it is not probable that many supernumeraries would
sail with them, except the kings and highest officers

; especially
as they were going to cross the open sea with munitions of

war; and, on the other hand, had not their vessels decked, but

equipped, after the old fashion, more like privateers. Looking
then at the mean of the largest and the smallest ships, they do
not appear to have gone in any great number, considering that

they were sent by the whole of Greece in common.
11. And the reason was not so much scarcity of men as

want of money. For owing to difficulty of subsistence, they
took their army the smaller, and such only as they hoped
would live on the country itself while carrying on the war

;

and when on their arrival they were superior in battle (and
that they were so is evident, for they would not else have
built the fortifications for their camp), they appear not even

then to have employed all their force, but to have turned to

the cultivation of the Chersonese, and to piracy, for want of
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food. And in this way the Trojans, owing to their being
; :e more easily held out

1

by <

match i'or those who I

behind. Hut. it' they had gone with abundance of food, and in

a body had continuously earned through the Avar, without,

foraging ami agriculture, they would easily have

them in battle, and taken the place; since even though not

united, but only with the part that was successively p-

they held out against them. Now by pressing tin-

[I say], they would liave taken Troy l>otli in less time, and with

less trouble; but through want of money both the under!

before this'" were weak, and this itself, though more famous

than the former, is .shown by facts
3
to have been inferior to its

and to the present report of it, which has prevailed by
means of the

poets.
12. For even after the Trojan war Greece was still moving

about, and settling itself;
4

so that it could not increase its

hy remaining at rest. For the return of the Greeks

from Troy, having taken place so late, caused many revolu-

tions; and fact!.
ally speaking, arose in the states; in

consequence of which men were expelled, and founded

who are now called liu'otians, being driven out of

by the Thessalians in the sixtieth year after the taking
iled in what is now called Bceotia, but was before

called the Cadmean country. (Though there was a <i

of them in this country 1" joined tins

expedition against Tl ; the IWians in the eightieth
jsion of the lVlo]ionnese with the I leradida 1

.

And Greece having with
difficulty, after a long tii

settled peace, and being no l..iig
( -r subject to inigra:i

! out. colonie.^ and the Athenians coloni/ed loni-

;ls; and the iVloponnesians, the greater part
of Italy and Sicily, and some places in the rest, of Greece.

1 Put

all th- founded ,-|
,j
;ul \V ar.

ilk.

3 Tlr .noun in tli- tO ruT/>u<'Mi,

tiity tin- Trojan i
linr in the !

tton.
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\'ow -when Greece was becoming more power, ui, and

:ii'<|iiiring possession of money still more than before, tyran-
.

rally speaking, were established in tin 4

eiti<->, from
the revenues becoming greater; whereas before there ha<l

been Jiereditary kindly governments \viih dciinile privilcg.

and Greece began to lit out navies, and they paid more at-

tention to the sea. Now the Corinthians are said first

to have managed naval matters most nearly to the present

fashion, and triremes to have been built at Corinth first in

Greece. And Aminocles, a Corinthian shipwright, appears to

h.-ivo built four ships for the Samians also. Now it is about

three hundred years to the end of this war from the time that

Aminocles went to the Sarnians
;
and the most ancient sea-

with which wojtro_ acquainted was- fought-"between the
Cnvinthi fins' and fluT Corcvraeans. And from that too it is

al>.)iit two hundred and sixty years _to
the, same period?- For

the Corinthians, having their city situated on the isthmus, had

always possessed an emporium ;
as the Greeks of old, both

those within the Peloponncse and those without, had inter-

course with each other by land more than by sea, through
their country : and they were very rich, as is shown even by
the old poets; for they gave the title of "

wealthy" to the place.
And when the Greeks began to make more voyages, having got
their ships they put down piracy ;

and rendered their city rich

in income of money, as they afforded an emporium both ways.
And the lonians afterward had a large navy in

f the Bersiaus, and. C
and while at war with Cyrus, commanded the sea along their

coast for some time. Pojjrr-rntes also, tyrant of Samos, in tho

time of Cambyses, having a strong fleet, both made some other

of the islands subject to him, and took Rhenea and dedicated

it to the Delian Apollo. And the Phoeaeans, while founding
Massalia, conquered the Carthaginians in a sea-fight.

14. These were tho strongest of their navies. But even

these, though many generations after the Trojan war, appear
to have used but few triremes, and to have been still fitted

out with fifty-oared vessels, and long boats, as that fleet was.

And it was but a short time before the Median war, and the

death of Darius, who was king of the Persians after Cambyses,
that triremes were possessed in any number by the tyrants of

Sicily arid the Corcyraeans. For these were the IssK navies
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worth mentioning established in Greece before the expedition
of X' - the ^Eginetans and Athenians, and whoever

ad any, possessed but small ones, and of those the g

part rit'ty-oarcd vessels; and it was only lately that Thcmis-
uaded the Athenians, when at war with the .

tans, and when the barbarian was also expected, to build those

very ships with which they fought him by sea; and these Avere

not yet decked throughout.
15. Of such a [deficient] character then were the nayJs*ef"

thi' Greeks, both the ancient o; . s avIii3Pwcro bni 1 1.

afterward., And yet those Avho paid attention to them <>

the greatest power, both by income of money and dominion over

others : for they sailed against the islands, and subdued them
;

especially those Avho had not a sufficient^extent^fcQuntryr~fiut
nd, from wbioh any power

1

Avas acquired, there

was none. Such as did arise, were all against their

neighbors ;
and the Greeks did not go out in any

'

petitions far from their country for the subjugation of otlnu's.

For they had not ranged themselves with the chief si,-;

subjects ; nor, on the other hand, did they of their own ac-

cord, on fair and equal terms, make common expeditions ;
but

it Avas rather neighboring states that separately waged war

upon each other. But it was for the Avar carried on at an

'1 between the ChalcidiajiS and Kretrians, ti.

[so was most geji.'raily divided in allian

the other.

lo'. \ow t<> others there, arose in o'.her Avays oi

their increase; and in the case of the lonians, Avhen their

power
had advanced to a high pilch, (

'yrus and the IVrsiau

kingdom, having subdued Cru>sus and all within the Ilalvsto

i against them, and reduced to bondage 'their

cities on the mainland, as Darius afterward did even the islands,

conquering {hem by means of the ileet of the Phoenicians.

^ 17. As for the tyrants, such as th-re Aveiv in the (.

they provided only for Avhat concern<'<l then

Avith a view to the safety of their own persons, and l

!

grandizemenl of their own family, they go\-erned their cities

far as they possjf.ly could
;
and nothii!

1 From tho position of tho /,' ikothc

Tollowing word more emphatic ;
as it

1, before verbs esp<
an instance of which occurs in UK- \ i-orro.
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morablo was achieved by them
; [indeed nothing], except it

might !>> against their own several border states. [I speak ol

those in old Givi'i-e],
for those in Sicily advanced to a very

great degree of power. Thus on all sides Greece for a long time

was kept in check
;
so that it both performed nothing illustrious

in common, and was less daring as regards indr Mual states.

18. But after the tyrants of the Athenians and those in

the rest of Greece (which even at an earlier period
1 was for

a long time subject to tyrants), the most and last, excepting
those in Sicily, had been deposed by the Lacedaemonians

; (for

Lacedaemon, after the settlement of the Dorians, who now in-

habit it, though torn by factions for the longest time of any

country that we are acquainted with, yet from the earliest

period enjoyed good laws, and was always free from tyrants;
for it is about four hundred years, or a little more, to the end

of this war, that the Lacedemonians have been in possession
of the same form of government ;

and being for this reason

powerful, they settled matters in the other states also
;) after,

2

I say, the deposition of the tyrants in the rest of Greece,
not many years subsequently the battle of Marathon was

fought between the Medes and Athenian?. And in the tenth

year after it, the barbarians came again with the great arma-

ment against Greece to enslave it. And when great dan-

ger was impending, the Lacedaemonians took the lead of the

confederate Greeks, as being the most powerful ;
and the

Athenians, on the approach of the Medes, determined to leave

their city, and having broken up their establishments,
8 went

on board their ships, and became a naval people. And having

together repulsed the barbarian, no long time after, both those

Greeks who had revolted from the king, and those who had

joined in the war [against him], were divided between the

Athenians and Lacedaemonians. For these states respectively

appeared the most powerful ;
for the one was strong by land,

and the other by sea. And for a short time the confederacy
held together; but afterward the Lacedaemonians and Athe-

nians, having quarreled, waged war against each other with

their allies : and of the rest of the Greeks, whoever in any

1 L e.
}
than tho Athenians.

2 A common force of dt after a long parenthesis.
3

Or,
"
having removed their furniture," tho word meaning just the re-

verse of KaraoKeva^o/nai. Bloomfield connects it with if rf vai<(.
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quarter were at variance, now betook themselves to these.

So that, from the Persian war all the time to this, making
time, and at another war, either with each

or with their own revolting allies, they prepared then

well in military matters, and became more experienced from

going through their training in scenes of danger.
1

19. Now the Lacedaemonians did not treat
2

as tributaries

the allies whom they led, but only took care that they should

be governed by an oligarchy, in accordance with their own

interest; whereas the Athenians had in course of time taken

ships from the states [in
their league], except the Chians and

Lesbians, and had commanded all to pay a tribute in money.
And their own separate resources for this war were greater
than when before they had been in their fullest bloom with

their entire alliance.

20. Such then I found to be the early state of tilings,

though it is difficult to trust every proof of it in sun-

For men receive alike without examination from e.'ich other

the reports of past events, even though they may have hap-
in tln-ir <>\vn country. For instance, the mass of the

Athenians think that Jlipparchus was tyrant when he was
slain by Harmodiua and

;
and do not know that

1 " Their field of exercise was not the parade, but the field of 1

Ari
a The full force of the Greek could not I think bo <

,. ithoutthis change of tho

participle into tho verb, tho original verb of the smtenep followi;

subordinate clause. This is by no means an uncommon const:

and Kiihner ; i more numerous, and perhap
lie single one l>y which he illustrates it, \ i/.. Soph. Ml.

'>i> ye OUT i

1 1 is nil-

-: "Although the <I reeks mal

:np:miment Q,
:mil thus distinguish it,

from li

liment, while the

the principal verb of li

fir. Cr. Ji In Matthi;

that I am a \van- of. 'I"

irnilar manner, chap. 1 1 !

.\j. I. S.

-.f ft?, oi r

iyovvro :
"
occupied tho center whou th on."
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Ilippias held the government as being the eldest of the sons of

Pisistrjitus, and llinpardius and Thessalus were his brothers.

But Harinodius and Aristogitou having suspected that on that

day, a;i 1 ai. the very moment, some information had been given
to Hippias by their accomplices, abstained from attacking him,
as being forewarned

;
but as they wished before they wrn!

seized to do something even at all hazards, having fallen in with

Hipparchus near the Leocorium, as it is called, while arranging
the Panathenaic procession, they slew him. And there are

many other things also, even at the present day, and not such

as are thrown into oblivion by time, of which the rest of tho

Greeks too have not correct notions
; as, that the kings of the

Lacedaemonians do not vote with one vote each, but with two
;

and that they have a Pitanensian Lochus
;
which never yet ex-

isted. With so little pains is the investigation of truth pursued

by most men
;
and they rather turn to views already formed.

21. If, however, from tho proofs which have been men-
tioned any one should suppose that things were, on the whole,
such as I have described them

;
instead of rather believing

what either poets have sung of them, setting them off in

terms of exaggeration, or historians have composed, in lan-

guage more attractive
1
to the ear than truthful, their subjects

-

admitting of no proof, and most of them, through length of

time,
2

having come to be regarded as fabulous and if ho
should consider that, allowing for their antiquity, they have
been sufficiently ascertained from the most certain data

;
he

would not be mistaken in his opinion. And though men al-

ways think the war of their own times to be the greatest
while they are engaged in it, but when they have ceased from

it, regard earlier events with more admiration; yet, to such as

look at it from the facts themselves, this war will evidently

appear to be greater than those.

22. And as for what they severally advanced in speaking,
cither when about to go to war, or when already in it, it was
hard to remember the exact words of what was said

;
both for

myself, with regard to what I heard in person, and for th>s^

who reported it to me from any other quarters : but as I thought
that they would severally have spoken most to the purpose on

1

Literally, "for listening to;" in reference to tho public recitation

which, in ancient times, was the ordinary mode of publishing works of

literature.
2

Literally,
"
having won their way to the fabulous."
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the subjects from time to time before them, while I adher

close', the general sense of what was really said,

so have I recorded it. But with regard to the facts of what
i the war, I did not presume to state them on hear-

say from any chance informant, nor as I thought probable

myself; but those at which I was personally present, and,
when informed by others, only after investigating them ac-

curately in every particular, as far as was possible. And it

i:h labor that they were ascertained
;
because tlios.-

..t in the several affairs did not give the snin

count of the same things, but MS each was well inclined to

either party, or remembered [the circumstances.] Now, for

hearing it recited, perhaps the unfabulous character of my
work will appear loss agreeable : but as many as shall wish to

see the truth of Avhat both has happened, and will hereafter

happen again, according to human nature the same or pretty

nearly so for such to think it useful will be sufficient. And
it is composed as a possession forever, rather than as a prize-
task to listen to at the present moment.

23. Now, of former achievements, the greatest that was per-
1 was the Median

;
and yet that had its decision quickly,

in two battles by sea and two by land. ]>ut of this war both

the duration was very long, and Bufferings .hfi&H Greece in the

of it, such of it as were never matcheoin the same time.

For neither were so many oil! iken and laid desolate,

some by barba'ians, and some by the p:iriies themselves op-
iii the war; (some, too, changed their inhabitants when

;) nor was there so much banishing of men and blood-

\ i:i the war itself, and partly through sedition.

And things which were before spoken of from hearsay, bui.

seantilv confirmed bv faet, wen-, rendered not. incredible
;
both

about earthquakes, whieh a! ODO8 extended over ;

part of the Morld, and i at at the, same til;

I he sun, which happened more frequently than was
>rd of former times: .:' droughts in some

par!:-*,

and from them famines also: and what , hurt them mo
the plague. For all these

upon thei.. along with this war : which the

Atln niain and IMopoin; -'-:iug the thirty
; the taki: \s for the reason why

if, I hav- .ted their grounds of complaint
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and their <lifV'ivw<'s, that no one iniglit ever have to inquire
from what origin so great a war broke out among the Greek.-..

For the truest ivason, though least brought forward in words,

I consider to have been, that the Athenians, by becoming

great, and causing alarm to the Lacedaemonians, compelled
them to proceed to hostilities. But the following were the

grounds of complaints openly alleged on either side, from which

they broke the truce, and set to the war.

24. Epidamnus is a city situated on the right hand as you
sail into the Ionian Gulf; bordering upon it are the Taulantii,

a barbarian people of Illyria. It was planted by the Cor-

cyraans, but the leader of the colony was one Phalius, the

son of Heratoclidas, a Corinthian of the lineage of Hercules,

who,
1

according to the ancient custom, was invited for this

object from the mother city. There were also some of the

Corinthians, and of the rest of the Doric nation, who joined in

the colony. In process of time, the city cf Epidamnus became

great and populous ;
but having for many years together, as is

reported, been torn by factions arising from a war made upon
them by the neighboring barbarians, they were brought low,

and deprived of the greatest part of their power. But the

last thing which had taken place before this war was, that the

commons had driven out the nobles, who, having retired, were

plundering those in the city both by land and sea, in conjunc-
tion with the barbarians. The Epidamnians that were in the

town, being hard pressed, sent embassadors to Corcyra, as

being their mother-city, praying the Coreyraeans not to stand

by and see them perish, but to reconcile their exiles to them,
and to put an end to the barbarian war. And this they en-

treated in the character of suppliants, sitting down in the

temple of Juno. But the Corcyrasans, not admitting tluir

supplication, sent them away again without effect.
(J25/

So

the Epidamnians, finding that there was no relief for them

from the Corcyrcenns, were at a loss how to settle the present

affair; and sending to Delphi, inquired of the god whether

they should deliver up their city to the Corinthians, as their

founders, and try to obtain some aid from them. He answered,
that they should deliver it to them, and make them th<-ir

leaders. So the Epidamnians went to Corinth, and according
1 The conjunction d// in this and similar passages merely serves to call

for the reader's attention.
" In compliance, you must know, with tho

ancient custom." Arnold.
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to tli- ive up tlii'ir ciiy, declaring ho\v

the first founder of i; orinthian, :ind what .answer the

had given them
;
and entreated tliat they would not

stand by ami s-o them <
. but help them. And the

Corinthians undertook their defense, both on the ground of

equity (as thinking the colony no le ; ;s their own than the

rreans'), and also for hatred of the Corcyraeans ; because,

although ti. ;eir colony, they slighted them. For they
neither > ihem the customary privileges in their general

:

lies, nor to any individual Corinthian,
3 when

niing the initiatory rites of sacrifice, ;is their other colo-

nies did
;
but despised them, as they were bolh equal in wealth

to the very richest of the Greeks at that time, and more \

ful in ; for war, and sometimes prided thcmsel .

being even very far superior in their fleet; and on the

ground of the Phceacians, who were famous in naval m
having before lived in Corcyra. And on this account too they

prepared their navy with the greater spirit, and were not de-

iieicnt in power; for they had 1 'JO triremes when they began
the war. 1^0. The Corinthians therefore, liaving complaints

\\ them for all these things, gladly ]

d the

aid to Epidamnus, not only telling whosoever would to go and

dwell there, but also sending a garrison of AmhracioK

3,
and their own citizens

;
which succors marched by

land 10 Apollonia, a colony of the Corinthia:: >>f the

'
Tlio verbs in this and the two following sentences are in the oritrinal

partici, . !. he iimierstdoil from the ;

Literally, "f'>r they did so liy iieillier <rivini:
:

I h-ive fillou-.-l thn interpretation wlii'-

\\onls \\<i,, depend upon

1

'

M-inthian wh
Monies, to he

introductoi

tliat should )i;ivc

he mother-country in a i
d man-

\.-ils. IMooni-

ina it as

union form
. which in 1 TIrieydid 's to jireiix tlio TT/H'I for tho

note p. 540.
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Corcyneans, K-st they should bo hindered by them in their pass-

age by sea. The Corcyraeans, on finding that the settlers
1

and tin- garrisons were come to Epidamnus, and that the colony
was delivered up to the Corinthians, were very angry ;

and

sailing immediately thither with twenty-five ships, and after-

ward with another fleet, commanded them, by way of insult,

both to recall tints*; whom they had banished (for the exiles

of the Epidamniftna had come to Corcyra, pointing out the

sepulchers of their ancestors and their kindred to them, on
the plea of which they begged that they would restore them),
and to dismiss the garrison sent thither by the Corinthians

and the settlers. But the Epidamnians gave no ear to them.

Whereupon the Corcyraeans went against them with forty

ships, together with the banished men, with a view to restore

them
; taking with them the Illyrians also. And sitting down

before the city, they made proclamation, that such of the Epi-
danmians as would, and all strangers, might depart safely;
otherwise they would treat them as enemies. But when they
did not obey them, the Corcyraeans proceeded (the place

being an isthmus) to besiege the city.

27. Now the Corinthians, when news was brought from

Epidamnus of its being besieged, immediately began to pre-

pare an army ;
and at the same time prepared a colony to

Epidamnus, and that any one who would might go on a fair

and equal footing ;
and that if any one should not be willing

to join the expedition immediately, but still wished to have
a share in the colony, he might stay behind on depositing

fifty Corinthian drachmas. And there were many both that

went, and that paid down the money. Moreover, they begged
the Megareans to convoy them with some ships, in case they
might be stopped in their passage by the Corcyrasans ;

and

they prepared to sail with them with eight, and the citizens

of Pale, in Ccphaloriia, with four. They also begged the

Epidaurians, who furnished five, the citizens of Hermione

one, the Traezenians two, the Leucadians ten, and the Am-
braciots eight. The Thebans and Phliasians they asked for

money ;
and the Eleans both for money and empty ships :

while of the Corinthians themselves there were getting ready
thirty ships, and three thousand heavy armed.

1

Properly,
" tho inhabitants," i. e., those who were sent to inhabit

the town.
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28. Now -when tlie Corcyraeans heard of tins preparation,

they went to Corinth in company with some Lacedaemonian

icyoiiiaii Ambassadors, whom they took with them, and

required the Corinthians to recall the garrison and settlers

that were in Epidamnus, as they had nothing to do with the

place. But 'if they laid any claim to it, they were willing to

submit to trial
'

in the Peloponnesus before such cities as they
should both agree on

;
and to whichever of the two parties

it should be decided that the colony belonged, they should

retain it. They were willing also to refer their cause to the

oracle of Delphi. But they told them not to proceed to war
;

else they would themselves also, they said, be forced by their

violence to make very different friends from those they already

had, for the sake of gaining assistance. The Corinthians an-

swered them, that if they would withdraw their fleet and the

barbarians from before Epidamnus, they would consult on the

matter
;
but till that was done, it was not right that the Epidam-

nians should be besieged, while they were appealing to justice.
The Corcyrseans replied, that if the Corinthians too would with-

draw the men they had in Epidamnus, they would do so
;
or

they were also content to let the men on both sides stay where,

they were, and to make a treaty till the cause should be de

29. The Corinthians did not listen to any of these prc-
; but when their ships were manned, and their con-

tea had come, having iirst sent a, herald t-> declare war

upon the Coreyneans, (hey weighed anchor with seventy-five

ships and two thousand h< sail for Kpidam-
nus to wage war against the Corcyrseans. Their ileet was
commanded by Aiisteus the son of I'elliehas, (Villicratcs the,

son of Caliias, and Timanor the, son of Timaiithes
;

the

land forces by Archctimus, the son of Eurytimus, and Isar-

chidas the son of [sarchtis. After they were come to Actium
in the terri: actonum, where is the temple of Apollo,

mouth of the (Julf of Ambracia, the Coivyra'ai
I a. herald to them to forbid their sailing against them

;

and at 1 h<- same time, were manning their ships ; having both

1 " T -ion ;"
"
to Ol

'

; ion hy
" In their disputes wifii

l;uv of nut!.

; ;md before lliey :ippe:i]ed ! ;inns. it, wa.s

. Mood ami common religion, to try to settlo

their differences by a rcfcronco to the principles of this law." Arnold.
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undergirded the old ones, so as to make them sea-worthy, <'ui<l

^nipped the rest. When the herald brought back from the

Corinthians no peaceable answer, and their ships were manned,
to the number of eighty sail (for forty were besieging Epidam-
nus), they put out against them, and formed their line, and en-

gaged them : and the Corcyraeans won a decided victory, and

destroyed fifteen ships of the Corinthians. It happened likewise

the same d:iy, that those too who were besieging Epidamnus
reduced it to surrender, on condition that they should sell the

strangers, and keep the Corinthians in bonds, till something else

should be determined.

30. After the battle, the Corcyraeans having set up a trophy
on Leucimna, a promontory of Corcyra, slew the other pris-

oners they had taken, but kept the Corinthians in bonds.

Subsequently, when the Corinthians and their allies, after

being vanquished at sea, were gone home, the Corcyraeans were

masters of the whole sea in those parts, and sailed to Leucas, a

Corinthian colony, and wasted part of the territory ;
and burned

Cyllene, the arsenal of the Eleans, because they had furnished

both money and shipping to the Corinthians. And most of the

time after the battle they were masters of the sea, and continued

sailing against and ravaging the allies of the Corinthians
; until,

1

on the return of summer, the Corinthians sent ships and an

army, in consequence of the distress of their allies, and formed

an encampment on Actium, and about Chimerium in Thesprotis,
for the protection of Leucas and such other states as were friendly
to them. The Corcyraans also formed an encampment in op-

position to them, on Leucimna, both for their ships and land-

forces. And neither party sailed against the other
;
but remain-

ing in opposite stations this summer, at the approach of winter

they then each retired homeward.
31. Now the whole of the year after the sea-fight, and the

succeeding one, the Corinthians, being indignant about the

war with the Corcyraeans, were building ships, and preparing
with all their might a naval armament, drawing together
rowers both from the Peloponnese itself and the rest of Greece,

by the inducement of the pay they gave. And the Corcy-

1 Tho reading retained by Bckker, Giiller, and others, Trepiovrt TCJ

0,-'pfi, is supposed to signify, "during the remainder of the summer."
For the arguments in favor of each reading, seo the notes of Goller, Ar-

nold, and Bloomfield.
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.; of their preparations, were alarmed; and be-

ing in alliance with none of the Greeks, and not having enrolled

ives in tiie league either of the Athenians or of the 1

da'inonians, they determined to go to the Athenians, and make
alliance with them, and endeavor to obtain some assistance from

ihein. And the Corinthians, on hearing this, went themselves

also to Athens on MI embassy, to prevent the addition of the

Athenian navy to that of the Corcyrseans being an impediment
to their concluding the war as they wished. And an assembly

having been convened, they came to controversy; and tin-

cyraeans spoke as follows:

"It is but just, Athenians, that those who without any

previous obligation, cither of great benefit or alliance, come
to their neighbors, as we now do, to beg their assistance,

should convince them in the first place,
1

if possible, that they
risk what is even expedient; but if not that, at any rate what
is not injurious ;

and in the second place, that they will also

retain a lasting sense of the favor: and if they establish none

of these points clearly, they should not be angry if they do

not succeed. But the Corcyrseans have, sent us with a con-

viction that, together with their request for alliance, they
will show that these points may be relied on by you.
the same policy has happened" to prove inconsistent in your

! to our request, and inexpedient, wi'.h :

to our own interest at the present time. For having never

time past voluntarily become the alii l>''ty,

B no\v come to beg this of others; and at the same time

we have, owing to it, been left destitute, \\iih regard to the pivs-
:r with the Corinthians; and what beloiv sn-med our

prudence, vix. not to join in the peril of our neighbor's views

by b.-ing in alliance with others, has turned out now to be

t. fol I v and weakness. In th-- -ight, indeed, by
ourselves and single-handed we repulsed the, Corinthians.

Hut .- it against us with a larger force from

1 This is
j

I

liii-in l.y
'

:

120. T Sc
Jelf (.,
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the Peloponnese and the rest of Greece, and we see ourselves un-

able to escape by our own power alone
;
and at the same time:

our peril is great, if we are subjugated by them
;
we must beg

assistance both from you and every one else : and it is pardon-
able, if we venture on a course contrary to our former non-inter-

ference, [which was practiced] not from any evil intention, but

rather from an error of judgment.
33.

" Now if you are persuaded by us, the occurrence of our

request will be honorable to you in many respects ; first, be-

cause- you will be granting the assistance to men who are in-

jured, and not injuring others: in the next place, by receiving-
men who have their highest interests at stake, you would bestow

the obligation with testimony [to the fact]
1

that would, as far

as possible, be always remembered
;
and [lastly], we are in pos-

session of a navy the largest except yours. And consider what

good fortune is more rare, or what more annoying to the enemy,
than if that power, the addition of which to yours you would
have valued above much money and favor, come of its own

accord, offering itself without dangers and expense ;
and more-

over affording, in the eyes of the world at large, a character for

goodness, and to those whom you will assist, obligation ;
and

to yourselves, strength ;
all of which advantages together have

fallen to the lot of few indeed in the whole course of time :

and few are there who, when begging alliance, go conferring

safety and honor on the men whose aid they invoke, no less

than to receive them. And as for the war in which we should

be useful, if any of you do not think that it will arise, he is

deceived in his opinion ;
and does not observe that the Lace-

da-monians, through their fear of you, are longing for war;
and that the Corinthians have power with them, and are hos-

tile to you, and are now first subduing us with a view to at-

tacking yow, that we may not stand with each other in com-
mon hostility to them

;
and that they may not fail to gain ono

of two advantages, either to injure us, or to strengthen thein-

s'-lves. But it is our business, on the contrary, to be before-

hand with them, by our offering and your accepting the alli-

1
i. e.,

" The fact of their having been preserved from such imminent

peril will be the most enduring record of the obligation under which you
have thereby laid them." Goller explains KaraOslcBe as being "a meta-

phor taken from laying up money in a bank, that it may be drawn out

afterward with interest."
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and to plot against them first, rather than to meet their

plots against us.

34. "But should they say that it is not just for you to r<

their colonists, let them learn that every colony, if well !:

honors its mother-country; but if wronged, is estranged
from it

;
for they are not sent out to be slaves, but to be on

the same footing with those who are left at home. And that

they wronged us, is evident; for when challenged
1

to a judicial
decision respecting Epidamnus, they chose to prosecute the

charges by war rather than by equity. And let what they
are doing to us, their kinsmen, be a warning to yon, that you

may both avoid being seduced by them, through any false

pretense ;
and may refuse to assist them, if they ask you in a

straightforward manner : for he who incurs the fewest r

from gratifying his enemies would continue in the greatest

safety.
35. "But neither will you break the treaty with the ;

daemoniaus by receiving us, who are allies of neither party.
For it is mentioned in it that whichever of the (Jreeian states

is in alliance with no other, it has permission to go to which-

ever side it may please. And it is hard it' these shall be

rllowed to man their ships both from the confederates, and
<vcr from the rest of (ireece also, and especially

objects, while, they will exclude us both from our pro-
md from assistance from any other <|iiarier;

and then consider it an injustice if you are persuaded to

what we request. But much greater fault shall we lind with

you, if wo do not persuade you. For us who are in peril,

and not actuated by any hostile feeling, you will reject; while,

men who are thus actuated, and have made the attack,

you will bo so far from restraining that you will even <\

their gaining additional power from your dominions; which

you should not do; but, should either slop their nx-iv

drawn from your country, or send suecnr to us also, in what-

ever way you may he peasuaded ;
but. it wre, best of all to

receive us openly, and assist, us. And many, as we hi;

the beginning, are the advantages we hold forth to you; but,

ritest of them is, that we both ha-

note on I. 27. 2.

!'T observes that wo should 1> er than

vav; but the construction is confused, and the imperfect ijnnv is to bo
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(whirh is the surest bond), and those not weak, but able to harm

such as have stood aloof from them. And as it is a naval, and

not a land alliance that is offered to you, the, loss of it is not the

same
;
but it were best, if possible,

1

to allow no one else to
]><>s-

i ips ;
but if not, whoever is strongest in them, to have him

for your friend.

36. "And whoeyep-tirmks that these things which wo have

urged are indeed ^xpedient^ but is afraid that through being

persuaded by them he would break the treaty ;
let him know

that his fear, being attended by strength, will cause greater

alarm to his enemies
;
but that his confidence in not having

received us, being powerless, will be less formidable to his foes

who are strong ;
and also, that it is not about Corcyra more

than about <JUhens too that he is deliberating; and that

he is not providing the best for her, when for the war that is

coming, and all but here, he hesitates, from present consider-

ations, to receive a country which is made either a friend or a

foe, with the greatest opportunities [for good or evil]. For

it lies well for the voyage along shore to Italy and
Sicily,

Iso as'bo'th. tO"TH'e"vcnt a navy from coming thence' to the Felo-

ponhesians, and to help on its way^afleet
from tnese.jtansio

;JJncTm
other respects TtfisTmost advantageous. But tEe

shortest summary,
2 both for general and particular statements,

from which you may learn not to give us up, is the following :

There being
3
but three navies worth mentioning among the

Greeks, yours, ours, and that of the Corinthians, if you allow

referred to vTre'nropsv, rather than to dTrodeiKvv/uev. "Wo say, what wo
said before, namely, that wo had both tho same enemies." Arnold.

1 Arnold says that
" the infinitive moods kdv and txeiv depend upon a

verb understood, which is to be borrowed from the preceding clause : for

oi'K ofj-oia is the same thing in sense as ova 6[ioiu v[2<f>epi ; from whence
the verb iy/0p is to bo tacitly repeated with what follows." That

some such impersonal verb is understood is very probable ;
but is not

oii/c onoia rather equivalent to OVK opoiuc d^v/u^opov tari ?
" Not merely

the same as it would be in the case of a land alliance, but much greater."

Compare two expressions in I. 143. 3, 4, nal uAAa OVK d-iro TOV laov

(Ueyu/la w nal OVKETI, IK TOV ofioiov larai nehoTrovvijaov [tt-pog TI

Tjur]6r/vai KOL TTJV '\TTLK%V a-rraaav K. r. A.
2 This is Poppo's interpretation of the passage, and it is perhaps im-

possible to express its full meaning more literally. lie considers roZf

Zv/j-iract and EKCKJTOV as neuters.
3 I have followed the explanation of those who suppose the conjunc-

tion 6s to be placed in tho apodosis of the sentence Gr&ller and Poppo
supply tare from tho preceding fiudoire.
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two of these to come together, and the Corinthians bring us

under their po\\vr first, you will have to fight at sea with both

Corcyrrcan^ and Peloponnesians ;
but if you receive us you will

be able to contend against them with the greater number of

ships on your side."
l Thus spoke the Corcyraans ;

and the Co-

rinthians after them as follows.

37. "Si !!<-' these Corcyraans have made their harangue, not

only about receiving them, but also to show that we are acting

unjustly, and they aro unfairly attacked
;

it is necessary that

we too should first touch on both these points, and so proceed
to the rest of our speech ;

that you may know more certainly
beforehand the ground of our request, and may with good/

1

reason ivjeet their petition. Now they say that it was from

regard io prudence that hitherto they accepted the alliance of

no party : whereas they adopted this practice for villainy, and
not for virtue

;
but from wishing to have no ally or witness

in their unjust deeds, nor to be put to the blush by calling
him to their aid. And their city also, lying in a self-sufficient

position, makes them judges of the injuries they inflict on any
one, rather than that there should bo judges appointed by
airreenn'iit ; Ix-caii^e, while they very seldom sail from home
to their neighbors, they very frequently receive oiheis, who of

y touch there. And herein consists the specious shun-

ning of con;' which they have put forward; nottli.it

iy avoid committing injustice with others, but that

mmit them by themselves ; and that wherever they
have the power, they may act with violence; and where they

rvation, they may take, unfair advantage; ;md if

Case th-y have sei/ed on something, they may not be put
to the blush. And yet, if they were, as they say, honest men,
the more impregnable they wen; to their neighbors, the more

manifestly might they have shown their virui", by gi\ing and

taking wnat was just.

38. "Hut neither to others nor to us are they of such a char-

but although our colonists, they have all along revolted

from us, and are now making war upon us; Baying that they
> be ill-treated. J>ul -ire say that neither

did we settle tin-in there to be insulted by them, but i

1 fin!' . making it depend upon -'/riant, like

in the p illi all

in point of number that our ships would give you. Ar-

nol'l thinks Jjekkcr right in retaining the old reading.
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their leaders, and to bo properly respected by them. Our other

colonies, at least, honor us, and we are- very much beloved by
our colonists

;
and it is evident, that if we are pleasing to the

ir part, we should not, on a right view of the case, bo

displeasing to these alone
;
nor do we attack them unbecom-

ingly,
' without being also signally injured by them. Even if

we were in the wrong, it had been honorable for them to have

yielded to our humor; but disgraceful for us to have done

violence to their moderation : but through pride, and power
of wealth, they have both acted wrongly toward us in many-
other things, and with regard to Epidamnus, which belonged
to us, when it was ill-treated they did not claim it

;
but when

we went to its assistance, they took it by force, and keep it.

39. "And they say, forsooth, that they were before willing
to have it judiciously decided: but v/ith regard to this, it is not

the man who proposes it with superiority,
14 and in safety, that

should be considered to say any thing ;
but that man, who

puts alike his actions and words on the same footing,
3
before

he enters on the struggle. But as for these men, it was not

before they besieged the place, but when they thought that

we should not put up with it, that they also advanced the

specious plea of a judicial decision. And they are come hither,
not only having themselves done wrong there, but now re-

questing you also to join, them, not in alliance, but in injury ;

and to receive them, when they are at variance with us. But
then ought they to have applied to you, when

they
were most

secure
;
and not at a time when we have been injured and

they are in peril ;
nor at a time when you, though you did

not share their power then, will now give them a share of

your aid
;
and though you stood aloof from their misdeeds,

will incur equal blame from us
;
but they ought long ago to

have communicated their power to you, and so to have the

1
i. e., as we should do, if we were not signally injured by them,

(roller takes the i-Kiorparevofj.^ in a more general sense, as expressing
the habitual policy of the Corinthians. "Neque solemus belluin inferro

indigno majoris patriso modo, nisi insigni injuria cogimur."
2 A secondary meaning of Trpona'AeiaHai, very common when it is not

followed by an accusative of the person with tf. See II. 72. 3, 5 73
1

;
74. 1, 2.

3
i. e., who does not say one thing and do another. Poppo takes laov

in the sense of "equity:" "cum, qui factis pariter atquo oratione sequi-
tateiu retinet."
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result* also in common. [As,
1

however, you have had no share

only in the accusations brought against them, so you should

not participate in the consequences of their actions.]

40. "That we ourselves, then, come with accusations on

proper grounds, and that these are violent and rapacious, has

been proved : and that you could not with justice receive them,

you must now learn. For if it is said in the treaty that any
of the states not registered in it may go to whichever side it

please, the agreement was not meant for those who go to tho

detriment of others
;
but to any one who, without withdraw-

ing himself from another, is in need of protection; and who
wr

ill not cause war instead of peace to those who receive him,

([as they will not do"] if they are wise
;)

which would now be

your case, if not persuaded by us. For you would not only
ne auxiliaries to these, but also enemies to us, instead of

being connected by treaty ;
for if you come with them, we

must defend ourselves against them without excepting you.
And yet you ought, if possible, to stand aloof from both par-
ties

;
or if not that, on the contrary, to go with us against

them
; (with the Corinthians, at any rate, you are connected

by treaty ;
while with the Corcyneans you were n

much as in truce;) and not to establish the law, that we should

those who an 1

revolting from others. For neither did

we, -when the Samians had revolted, give our vole againsf

you, when tli" ivst of the 1'eloponnesians were divided i;>

their votes, as to whether they should assist (hem; but we

openlv maintained the contrarv, that each one should punish
his own allies. For if you receive and assist those who are

doing wrong, tlx-iv will he found no fewer of your allies also

who will come over to us; and you Avill make the law a^ainsf

yourselves, rather than against us.

1 1. "These, then, an.: the pleas of right which we have to

1 " These words, which :iro wanting in the i

MSS.. have been emitted by I'.ekker, and inclosed in brackets by <! oiler.

Ir. nioomfield defends them, except the single word /c/n.jr, which ho
^ an unintelligible." Ar/mlil.

>J

Tli' in the expression, and (lie WC
illy nothing to do with it is actuali;

which parenthetically to the writer's mind, but

which lie did not set down in words; if written at length it would run

The benefit of t' a intended lor such only as should
not. involve those who em in war (as, if you arc wise, you
will take care that these men do not involve ymi)." A
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to you, sufficiently strong according to the laws of the G
and wo have the following advice, and claim on you for favor,

which, being not cn.-inics so as to hurt you, nor on the other

hand, such friends as to be very intimate with you, we say ought
to be repaid to us at the present time. For once, when you were

in want of long ships for the war with the ^Eginetans, before

that with the Medes, you received from the Corinthians

twenty ships. And this service, and that with regard to the

Samians, namely, that it was through us that the Pelopon-
ix'sians did not assist them, gave you the mastery of the JEgi-

netans, and the chastisement of the Samians : and it took

place in those critical times in which men, when proceeding

against their enemies, are most regardless of every thing be-

sides victory.
1 For they esteem him a friend who assists

them, even though he may before have been an ene*my ;
and

him a foe who opposes them, though he may have happened
to be a friend

; nay they even mismanage their own affairs for

the sake of their animosity at the moment.
42. "

Thinking then of these things, and each younger man

having learned them from some one older, let him resolve to

requite us with the like, and not deem that these things are

justly urged, but that others are expedient in case of his going
to war. For expediency most attends that line of conduct in

which one does least wrong. And as for the
2

coming of the

war, frightening you with which the Corcyraeans bid you
commit injustice, it lies as yet in uncertainty ;

and it is not

worth while, through being excited by it, to incur a certain

enmity with the Corinthians, immediate, and not coming;
but rather it were prudent to remove somewhat of our before

existing suspicion on account of the Megareans. For the latest

obligation, when well timed, even though it may be compara-

tively small, has power to wipe out a greater subject of com-

plaint. And be not induced by the fact that it is a great
naval alliance that they offer you. For not to injure your

equals is a power more to be relied on, than, through being

buoyed up by momentary appearances, to gain an unfair advan-

tage by a perilous course.

43. " \Ve then, having fallen under the rule which we pro-
1

Or,
" in comparison with victory."

2
Referring to these words of the Corcyraeans, brav tf TOV

Kul fjrjov ov irapnvTa -rroAe/zov TO avrina ireptaKoiruv ivtioiufy

eZv K. T. A. Chap. 36. 1.
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pounded ourselves at Laeedreinon, that every one should

punish liis own allies, now claim to receive the same from you ;

and not that you, after being benefited by our vote, should

harm us by yours. Make us then a fair return; knowing
that this is that very crisis in which he that helps is most a

friend, and he that opposes, a foe. And for these Corcyncans,
neither receive them as allies in spite of us, nor help them in

doing wrong. By thus acting, you will both do what !>

you, and advise the best for yourselves." To this effect then

di 1 the Corinthians also speak.
44. Now the Athenians, after hearing both sides, when an

assembly had been 1

even twice held, in the former rather

admitted the arguments of the Corinthians; but in tl.

held the next day they (-'ringed their minds, and determined,
not indeed to make an alliance with the Corcyneans, so as to

have the same enemies and friends (for if the Corcyneans had

i them to sail against Corinth, the treaty with the IV-

loponnesians would have been broken by them); but they
a defensive alliance, to succor each other's country,

should any one go against Corcyra, or A! liens, or their allies.

;ey thought thai, even as it was, they should ha-.

war with the 1 Vloponnesiaiis ;
and they wished not to give

vyra, t'i the Corinthians, with so large ;i navv as it had,

but to wear them out as much as p unsl <\a"h other;
that both the Corinthians ^and-ika-jest-who h. might
be in a. TYfta.frP

r fton^"" when they went to war witli them,
if it should be necessary to do so. An 1 at tlio

appeared to themjojie well in the line of \

l*hore to Italy and
Sio.ity.

1."). With such a view of th< Athenians admitted

the Corcyraeans into alliance; and when the Corinthians had

departed, thev S"tit ten ships to assist them. The commaii<lers

of them were Lacedsemonius, the son <>f Cimon, Diot.imus,

tin- son of Slrombichus, and IVdeas, the son of Kpidees. They
< harged them not to engage \\iih the. (

1

orinthians, unless they
i sail agai; a, and threaten to land, or against

the places belonging to them; but in that <

:' them to their utmost: and this charge ihey gave them
with a \-ic\v t<> not breaking the treaty. So th prive at

' The tfri-ut iinportau^o of the subject }uv\ ented their deciding in a

single day.
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46. But the Corinthians, when thoy had made their prep-
arations, set sail against. ( 'orcyra with a hundred and

fifty

ships. There were ten of the Kleans, of the Megan-am twelve,
of the Lenea'lians ton, of the Ambraciots seven and twenty,
of tlie Anactorians one, and of the Corinthians themselves

ninety. In command of these there were different men for the

different forces according to their states, and of the Co-

rinthians, Xenoclides, the son of Euthycles, with four others.

And when, in their course from Leucas, they made land on
the continent opposite Corcyra, they came to anchor at Chi-

merium in the territory of Thesprotis. It
1

is a harbor, and a

city name:! Ephyre lies beyond it, away from the sea, in the

Klt-aii district of Thesprotis. By it the Acherusian lake empties
itself into the sea

;
and into this lake the river Acheron, which

flows through Thesprotis, empties itself; from which also it

takes its name. The river Thyamis also flows there, bounding

Thesprotis arid Cestrine
;
and between these rivers the promon-

tory of Chimerium rises. The Corinthians then came to anchor

at that purt of the continent, and formed their encampment.
47. But the Corcyraeans, when they perceived them sailing

up, manned a hundred and ten ships, which were commanded

by Miciades, (Esimides, and Eurybates ;
and encamped on one

of the islands which are called Sybota ;
and the ten Athenian

ships were with them. And on the promontory of Leucimna
was their land force, and a thousand heavy-armed of the

Zacynthians, who had come to their assistance. The Co-

rinthians also had on the mainland many of the barbarians, who
had joined them to give assistance

;
for the people in that part

of the continent have always
2
been friendly with them.

48. When the preparations of the Corinthians were made,

taking three days' provision, they put out from. Chimerium by
night, with the purpose of engaging ;

and in the morning, while

on their course, they observed the ships of the Corcyraeans out

1
Bloomfield, in his new edition, has a long note to prove that it ought

to bo translated "
there is a harbor," instead of "

it is ;" but I can not see

the force of his argument; as the quotation from Colonel Leake, on
which he chiefly relies, establishes no more than what Arnold had al-

ready observed, that in sect. 6,
" the point of Chimerium seems to bo

distinguished by Thucydides from the port of Chimerium;" of which he

dearly is speaking in this section.
2

Literally, "always in former" times;" like the expression "ever of

old," in the Psalms.
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at sea, and sailing against them. And when they saw each

other, they drew up in opposite lines of battle. On the right

wing of tlic C.-rcyneans were the Athenian ships, but the rest of

the line they themselves occupied, having formed three squad-
rons of their ships, which were commanded each by one of the

three generals In tliis \vay did the Corcyraeans form their line.

< >n the side of the Corinthians, the Megarean and Ambraciot

ships oeeii})ied the right wing ;
in the center were the rest of

the allies severally; while the left wing was occupied by the

Corinthians themselves with their best sailing ships, opposed to

the Athenians and the right of the Corcynrans.
49. As soon as the signals on each side were raised, they

closed, and fought; both sides having many heavy-armed on

the decks, and many bowmen and dartmen
;
as they were still

rudely equipped in the old fashion. And the battle was well

contested
;

not so much in point of skill, but more like a land

light. For whenever they happened to run on board one an-

other, they did not easily get clear again, owing to the nnm-
;id confusion of the ships ;

and because they trusted for

victory in a greater measure, to the heavy-armed on deck,

who set to and fought, while the ships remained stationary.
There was no breaking through the, line, but they fought with

ii"iveness and strength, more thanwiih science. < >n all sides

then there was much confusion, and the battle was a disor-

derly
i .He ; and <bning it the Athenian vessels coming up to

the < 'orcvra-ans, if they were pressed at any point, struck fear

into the enemy, but did not begin lighting, as the commanders
afraid of the charge given by the Athenians. It was

the light, M ing of the Corinthians which Mas most distressed;

for tli us with twenty ships having routed and pur-
sued them in a skittered condition to the cotinent, sailed up

T encampment, and having made a descent upon them,
burnt the deserted tents, and plundered their goods. On that

j-ide then the < 'oriiil hiaiis and their allies \\vre worsted, and

torious : but where the Coiinthians

. on t'ic left, they had a decided vicfo;

i

]',!

.' liirlitin^ li;ui'l to hand.'
1

Such a meaning inav ]"
'

'ilmvin^ words, /' hut I think

'--rided than mijrlit bootherwi

'dinparc
' ion KaraoTuvTf^ i II. 1 ;

inrl V,
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twentv ships of the Ooreyrrcans, from .a number [originally]

smaller, had not returned from the pursuit. But the, Athenians,
seeing the Corcyraeans hard pressed, assisted them now more

unequivocally ; though at first tliev refrained 1'rom charging any

vessel; hut \\\\^\ the rout had clearly taken place, and the

Corinthians wore lying close on them, then indeed every one at

length set to work, and there was no longer any distinction,

but it had come to such urgent necessity, that the Corinthians

and Athenians attacked each other.

50. Now when the rout had taken place, the Corinthians did

not take in tow and haul oft* the hulls of the vessels which they
might happen to have sunk,

1
but turned their attention to the

men, sailing throughout to butcher, rather than to make prison-
ers

;
and some of their own friends, not being aware that those

in the right wing had been worsted, they unwittingly killed.

For as both fleets were numerous, and extended over a wide

space of the sea; when they closed with each other, they did

not easily distinguish, who were conquering, or being con-

quered ;
for this engagement, for one of Greeks against

Greeks, was greater in the number of vessels than any of

those before it. After the Corinthians had pursued the Cor-

cyraeans to land, they turned their attention to the wrecks,
and their own dead, and got possession of most of them, so as

to take them to Sybota, where their land force composed of

the barbarians had come to their assistance. Now Sybota is a

desert port of Thesprotis. Having done this, they mustered

again, and sailed against the Corcyra?ans, who with their sea-

worthy ships, and such as were left,
2
in conjunction with those

of the Athenians, on their side also sailed out to meet them,

fearing lest they should attempt to land on their territory. It

was now late, and the Pasan had been sung by them for the

advance, when the Corinthians suddenly began to row stern-

ward, on observing twenty ships of the Athenians sailing up ;

1 " KaTatiueiv vavv does not mean to sink a ship to the bottom, but to

make her water-logged, so that she was useless, although she did not

absolutely go down. The Greek triremes were so light and so shallow-

that they would float in a manner under water, or rather with parts of

the vessel still out of water, on which the crew used to take refuge."
Arnold.

2 "Probabilis est opinio Popponis, ruf AoiTruf intelligi decem illas

naves, quse ex 120 navibus Corcyraeorum superabant ;
nam pugnam in-

gressi erant cum navibus 110 (vid. cap. 47. 1) habebant autem universaa
1-20. Vid. cap. 25. 5. Gttler.
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which tin' Athenians had sent after tlio ten to help them
;

fearing (as \vas the case), that the Corcyneans might be eon-

d, ami tlu-ir own ton ships be
1

too few to aid them.

51. Tin-si', then, tlie Corinthians having iirst seen, and sus-

pecting that they were from Athens, [and were] not merely u-.\

many as they saw, but more, began to retreat. J>ut by the

( '"iwneans they were not seen (for they were advancing more
out of their view), and they wondered at the Corinthians row-

ing astern, till some saw them and said, "There are ships
vonder sailing toward us." Then they also withdrew ; tor it

was now growing dark, and the Corinthians by turning back

had occasioned the suspension of hostilities. In this way they

parted from each other, and the battle ceased at night. And
when the Corcyraeans were encamped on Leucimna, these

twenty ships from Athens, which were commanded by (Ilauco,
ihe son of Leager, and Andocides, the son of Leogoras, com-

ing on through the dead bodies and the wrecks, sailed up to

the camp not long after they had been descried. Now the

Corcyrncans (it being night) were afraid they might be

mies
;
but afterward they recognized them, and they came to

anchor.

52. The next day the thirty Athenian ships, and as many
of tli an as were sea-worthy, put out and sailed

harbor at Sybota, in which the Corinthians were an-

chored, wishing to know whether they would engage. l>ut.

they, having put out with their ships from the land, and
formed them in line at sea, remained

<jiiiet. ;
not intending

voluntarily to begin a battle, sine.! thev saw that fresh ships
ft

1"m Athens had joined them; and that they themselves wer<\

involved in many dillieulties, with regard to the safe keeping
of the prisoners they had on board, and because there were no

means of refitting their ships in sodes'Tted a place. Nay, they
were thinking of their voyage home, how they should return;

being afraid that the Athenians might, consider the treaty to

been broken, because thev had com. 1 to blows, and not

allow them to >:i\\ away.
rmined therefore to

put.
some men on board

n skiff and send them without a herald's wand to the

and make an experiment. And haYU I hem,
' ArnoM c vure'

illiil HiTOilotUS V I. 1 H'..
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tin v
B]

ojlows: "You do wrong, Athenians, in be-

ginning \\.-ir, ami breaking treaty: for while we are avenging
ourselves on our enemies, you stand in our way, and raix-

anus against us. Now it' your purpose is to stop our .sail-

ing to Coreyra, or wherever else, \\e wish, and if you mean
to break the treaty,

1

then seize us here in the first place,
and treat us as enemies." They spoke to this effect, and
ail the army of the Corcyrasaus that heard them imme-

diately cried out, "Seize them and put them to death !" But
(he Athenians answered as follows: "We are neither oom-

mencing war, Peloponnesians, nor breaking the treaty ;
but

we have come to assist the Corcyrseans here, who are our
allies. If therefore you wish to sail any whore else, wo do not

stop you ;
but if you sail against Corcyra, or to any of the

places belonging to them, we shall, to the best of our power,
not permit it."

54. The Athenians having made this reply, the Corinthians

bewail to prepare for their voyage homeward, and erected a

trophy at Sybota on the continent : while the Corcyraans took

up the wrecks and dead bodies which had been carried to them

by the current and the wind, which had risen in the night,
and scattered them in all directions; and erected a counter-

trophy at Sybota on the island, considering that they had been

victorious, It was on the following view of the case that each

side claimed the victory. The Corinthians erected a trophy,
as having had the advantage in the battle until night, so that

they got possession of most wrecks and dead bodies
;
as having

no less than a thousand prisoners ;
and as having sunk more

than seventy ships. The Corcyraans erected a trophy for there

reasons
;

because they had destroyed about thirty ships ;
and

after the Athenians were come, had taken up the wrecks

and dead on their side
;
and because the Corinthians the day

before had rowed sternward and retreated from them, on see-

ing the Athenian ships ;
and after they were come,

3
did not

sail out from Sybota to oppose them. Thus each side claimed

to be victorious.

1 A.VE TE is the present tense with a kind of future signification, as it

often has.
"
If you are for breaking," etc.

2 Arnold repeats the nl \\OiiraJni. with ///^or, and refers to chap. 52. 2,

which, he thinks,
" decides that the words are rightly inserted, and that

the Athenians are the real subject of the verb ?//,0or." Poppo puts the

words in brackets, and Goller omits them altogether.
2*
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55. As t1u> Corinthians were sailing away homeward, they
took ly treaeherv Anactorium, which is situated at the mouth
<>f tin- Ambraeian (Jnlf, and was possessed in common by the

:eans and them
;
and after establishing in it a Corinthian

population [only],
1

they retired homeward
;
and of the i

neans, oi<_>;ht hundred who were slaves they sold, but two hun-

<ire 1 and
fifty they kept in custody, and treated with <nvat addi-

tion, that on their return they might win over ( 'oivvra to them.

For most of them happened to bo the first men of the city in

power. Corcyra then in this way outlived the war2
with the

Corinthians; and the ships of the Athenians returned from it.

This was the first ground the Corinthians had for their war

against the Athenians, namely, that in time of peace they had

fought with them by sea in conjunction with the Corcyra-ans.
5G. Immediately after this the following disagreements arose

between the Athenians and Peloponnesians, to lead them to

war. While the Corinthians were contriving how to avenge
themselves on them, the Athenians, suspecting their hostiliiv,

ordered the Potida'ans, who live on the isthmus of Pallene,

being colonists of the Corinthians, but their own subjects and

tributaries, to throw down the wall toward Pallene, and give

hostages; and to dismiss, and not receive in future, the ma<ds-

\\hom the Corinthians used to send every year ; being
afraid that they might revolt at the instigation of Perdiccas

and the Corinthians, and lead the rest of their allies Thrace-

ward 1

t/> revolt with them.

57. These precautionary measures with regard to the i'o-

tida-ans the Athenians bewail to adopt immediately after the

sea-fight at Corcyra. For the Corinthians were now openly
at variance with them; and Perdiccas the son of Alexander,

king of the Macedonians, had been made their eiiemv, though
he was before an ally and a friend. He became such, be-

1
i. e., to tho exclusion of the Corcyneans, who had before had joint

possession of tho town with them.
3

Or, as duller interprets it,
u
liad (lie better of (he war."

8 " The term &7}/i/oi</>*,<)/, or Aa/u<ny>yot, was a title applied to the chief

of the Peloponnesians, expressive ot" (heir doin^
' the

of (lie people.' A as (pioted liy llie Seholiiist, eonsid

lion :'-/ sujMTlluous. (If'iller mid' ;

other oountr a eol-

to tlie deiiiiur-i ;i])poin(ed hy (he colonists themselves."
-V general term applied to the Creek states which lined the north-

ern coast of the ^Egean from Thessaly to the Hellespont." Arnold.
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cause tin 1 Athenians had made an alliance with his brother

Philip and Derdas, when acting together against him. And
bein<r alarmed, lie both scnt to LacedaemOB, and tried to con-

trive that they might be involved in Avar with the Peloponnc-
sians, and endeavored to win over the Corinthians, with a

view to Potid;ea's revolting; and made proposals also to the

Thraceward Chalcidians and the Bottiaeans to join in the re-

volt, thinking that if he had in alliance with him these places
on his borders, he should more easily carry on the war in con-

jnneiion with them. Tho Athenians perceiving these things,
and wishing to anticipate the revolt of the cities, as they hap-

p-'iir-l
to 1>" se n< ling out thirty ships and a thousand heavy-

armed against his country, with Archcstratus, the son of Ly-
comedes, ^s general with ten others, gave orders to the

commanders of the fleet to take hostages of the Potidaeans, and

throw down the wall, and keep a watchful eye over the neigh-

boring cities, to prevent their revolting.
58. Now the Potidaeans sent embassadors to the Athenians,

to try if by any means they might persuade them to adopt no new
measures against them

;
and went also to Lacedaemon in compa-

ny with the Corinthians, to provide themselves with assistance,

should it be necessary ;
and when, after long negotiating, they

obtained no favorable answer from the Athenians, but the

ships commissioned against Macedonia were sailing just as

much against them ; and when the authorities at Laceda>mon

promised them, that should the Athenians go against Potidaea,

they would make an incursion into Attica; then indeed, at

that fovorable moment, they revolted with the Chalcidians

and Bottiaeans, having entered into a league together. And
Perdiccas persuaded the Chalcidians to abandon and throw
down their cities on the sea, and remove inland to Olynthus
and make that one city a place of strength for themselves.

And to those who abandoned them he gave a part of his own

territory in Mygdonia, round lake Bolbe, to enjoy as long as

the war with the Athenians lasted. And so, throwing down
their cities, they removed inland, and prepared for war.

59. The thirty ships of the Athenians arrived at the Thrace-

ward towns, and found Potidaea and the rest in revolt: and the

generals thinking it impossible with their present force to carry
on war both with Philip and the revolted towns, turned their

attention to Macedonia, the object for which they were first,
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sent out
;
and having established themselves there,

1

carried on

the war in conjunction with Philip and the brothers of Derdas,
who had invaded the country with an army from the interior.

60. And at this time, when Potidaea had revolted and the

Athenian ships were cruising about Macedonia, the Corinthi-

ans, being alarmed for the place, and considering the danger
to affect themselves, sent volunteers of their own people and
mercenaries of the rest of the Peloponnesians, sixteen hun-
dred heavy-armed in all and four hundred light-armed. Their

general wrs Aristeus, the son of Adirnantus
;
and it was

from friendship for him especially that most of the soldiers

from Corinth joined the expedition as volunteers; for he was

always favorably disposed toward the Poti<la>ans. And they
arrived in Thrace the fortieth day after Potidaea had revolted.

61. To the Athenians too came immediately the tidings of

the cities having revolted; and when they found that the

forces with Aristeus had gone then; besides, the}' sent two
thousand heavy-armed of their own men and forty ships to

the revolted towns, Avith Callias, this son of Calliades, as

general with four others
; who, on arriving in Macedonia, iirst,

found that the former thousand had just taken Therine, and
were besieging Pydiui. So they also sat down before 1'ydna,
and besieged it; but afterward, having made terms and a

compulsory alliance" with Verdiccas, as they were hurried On

by Potidaea and the, arrival of Aristeus there, they withdrew
from Macedonia; and having gone to I'.enea, and thence

turned again [to the coast] (after first attempting the place
without taking it), they continued their march by land to

Potidsea, with three thousand heavy-armed of their own,
an<l many of the allies besides, and six hundred horse of the

Macedonians with Philip and I'ans.-mias. At the same time

seventy ships were sailing in a line with them. And ad-

vancing by short marches, they arrived at (Jigoims, and pitched
their cam}..

62. Now the Potidseans and the Peloponnesians with Aris-

teus, in expectation of the Athenians, were encamped toward

1

!.<'..
" Quum eo venissent, custni. -posuissriit." /.' /</ l>y

or it iiiny nic:ui no more tli.-ui
"
having set to," as in the pi

e 'in rh:it>. -I!'. '.'.

..
' which they only in:ulo because they could not help it." Com-

pare II. 70. i, Bpuoeus ~:
i>i uvaynaias, "Food which none but a starv-

ing man would eat." Arnold.
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Olynthus, on the isthinus, and had established their market

outside llic city. As general of all the infantry the allies had

chosen Aristeus
;
of the cavalry, Perdiccas; for he had broken

terms again immediately with the Athenians, and was in alli-

ance with tho Potidaeans, having appointed lolaus to ivpro-
sent liim as commander. The plan of Aristeus was to keep
his own force

1 on the isthmus, and watch the Athenians, in

case of their coming against them
;
while the Chalcidians, and

the allies beyond the isthmus, and the two hundred cavalry
with Perdiccas, should remain at Olynthus; and when the

Athenians advanced against his force, they should come up in

their rear to assist him, and inclose the enemy between them.

But on the other hand, Callias, the general of the Athenians,
and his fellow-commanders, dispatch the cavalry of the Ma-
cedonians and a few of the allies toward Olynthus, to prevent
the troops there from giving any assistance ;

while they them-

selves broke up their camp, and proceeded to Potidsea. And
when they were at the isthmus, and saw the enemy preparing
for battle, they also took an opposite position ;

and not long
after they began the engagement. And just the wing ot

Aristeus, and such picked troops of the Corinthians and the

rest as were around him, routed the wing opposed to them,
and advanced in pursuit a considerable distance; but the re-

maining force of the Potidaeans and Peloponnesians was beaten

by the Athenians, and fled within the wall for refuge.
63. When Aristeus was returning from the pursuit, seeing

the rest of the army conquered, he was at a loss which place
he should risk going to, whether toward Olynthus, or to

Potidcea. He determined, however, to draw his men into as

small a space as possible, and at a running pace force his way
into Potidrca : and he passed along the breakwater through the

sea, annoyed by missiles [from the Athenian ships], and with

difficulty ; having lost a few men, but saved the rest. Now
the auxiliaries of the PotidaBans from Olynthus (the town is

about sixty stades off, and within sight), when the battle was

beginning, and the signals had been hoisted, advanced a short

distance to give succor, and the Macedonian horse drew up
against them to prevent it; but when the victory soon de-

clared for the Athenians, and the signals had been taken

1

IXOVTI.] Constructio ad sensum fticta: nam verborum TOV

TJV idem sensus, ac si dixisset TV/; 'hoinrtl fdo^c. GoUer.
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down, they retired again witliin the wall, and th-

ans to the Athenians. So neither side- had any cavalry ^res-
ent [in the engagement]. After the battle the Athenians

1 a trophy, and gave bark their dead to the Potidffians

under truce. There were killed of the Potidaeans and their

allies a little less than three hundred, and of the Athenians

themselves one hundred and fifty,
and Callias their general.

G4. Now against the wall on j

the side of the isthmus the

Athenians immediately raised works, and maimed them. Hut
that toward Pallene had no works raised against it

;
for they

did not think themselves strong enough both to keep a garrison
on the isthmus, and to cross over the Pallene and raise works

there; fearing that the Potidaeans and their allies might at-

tack them when divided. And the Athenians in the city,

hearing that Pallene had no works on it, some time after

send sixteen hundred heavy-armed of their own, and I'hor-

mio, the son of Asopius, as general; who reached Pallene,
and setting out from Aphytis,

2
led his army to Potida'a,

advancing by short man-lies, and ravaging the country at the

same time: and when no one came out to oiler him battle, lie

threw up works against the wall on the side of Pallene. And
thus Potida-a was now besieged with all their power, on both

sides, and from the sea at the same time by ships that wi-;v

blockading it.

Co. Now Aristeus, when it was surrounded with works,

and he h:id no hope of its escape, unless some movement,

from the Pclopomiese, or something els, 1

beyond their calcula-

tions should occur, adviced all, except five hundred, to watch

for a Avind and sail out of it, that their provisions might hold

out the lon<jfer; and he was willing himself to be one of those

who remained. Hut when he did not persuade them, from a

wish to provide, what was the next best thing to be done, and

in order that affairs out of the place might, proceed in the

-ay possible, he sailed out, without being observed by

1

Literally, "having walked of,"/, e.,
<Mit off by a transverse \\ ;i ll

ID \vitli (lie country. Tin- absence of ;my HI;-'

on the le of the city is affcrward ex;
rov nrniir.

5
J do not think that more is meant by o/>//<-'/

/n '"'.' > n tnis passage th.in

Bet out bv lain! from Aphytis, having come with his ships
J

convenient for his plan of advancing to 1'

through Pul!
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(he guard-ships of the Athenians. And remaining among
tin- Clialeidians, ho joined in the other measures of the war;
and laid an ambuscade near the city of the Sermylians, and

cut off many of them
;
and sending to the Peloponnese,

1

en-

deavored to contrive a way in which some assistance might
be brought. After the works round Potida-a weie finished,

Thorium witli his sixteen hundred men proceeded to ravage
Chalcidice and Bottice, and took some of the towns also.

66. The Athenians then and Peloponncsians had had
these previous grounds of complaint against each other; the

Corinthians, because Potidsea, whieh was a colony of tlieir

own, and men of Corinth and from the Peloponnese in it,

were being besieged ;
the Athenians against the Peloponne-

sians, because they had caused the revolt of a city whieh was

their ally and tributary, and had come and openly fought
with them in conjunction with the Potid.Tans. The war
however had not yet positively broken out, but at present
there was a suspension of hostilities; for the Corinthians had

done these things on their own responsibility alone.

67. When, however, Potidrea was being besieged, they did

not remain quiet, as they had men in it, and were alarmed for

the place. And immediately they summoned the allies to

Lacedaemon, and came and cried out against the Athenians,
as having broken the treaty, and as injuring the Peloponnese.
And the ^Eginetans, though they did not openly send embas-

sadors, for fear of the Athenians, yet in secret most of all

urged on the war in conjunction with them, saying that they
were not independent according to the treaty. So the Lace-

daemonians, after summoning any one of the allies besides,

who said that in any other respect he had been injured by the

Alln-irians, held their ordinary assembly, and told them to

cpeak. And others came forward and severally made their

complaints, and especially the Megareans, who urged no few

other grounds of quarrel, but most of all their being excluded

from the ports in the Athenian dominions, and from the Attic

market, contrary to the treaty. And the Corinthians came
forward last, after permitting the others first to exasperate the

Lacedaemonians
;
and they spoke after them as follows.

1 The original is a condensed expression, the participle TTC^TTUV being

understood, as is evident from chap. 57 3, where it is expressed,
re l-noaccEV tc re TI/V AaKe6a.iju.ova TTturcuv UTTUC, K. T. /.
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68. "The trustiness of your policy ji;ul iulercourso among
Ives, Lacedaemonians, renders you the more distrustful

with regard to others, if wo say any thing [against them]; and

from this you have a character for sober-mindedness, hut i

too great ignorance with regard to foreign affairs. For though
we often forewarned you what injuries we were going to re-

ceive from the Athenians, you did not gain information

ing what we told you from time to time, but rath

pecte 1 the speakers of speaking for their own private int>

And for this reason it was not before we suffered, but when
in the very act or' suffering, that you have summoned

the allies here; among whom we may speak with the

ost propriety, inasmuch as we have also tb' com-

plaints to make, being insulted by the Athenians, and ne-

glected by you. And if they were, an obscure people any
where 1 who were injuring Greece, you might have required
additional warning, as not being acquainted with them ; but

, whv nei' 1 we speak at any great length, when you see

that some of us are already enslaved, and that they are
]
(lot-

ting against others, and especially against our allies, and nave

br a long time prepared bdor.-hand, in ea^e they should

ever go to war. For they would not else have stolen t'orcyra
from us, and kept it in spile of us, and In-sieged

which places, the one is the most convenient for their deriving
the full benefit from their possession Thraceward,* and the other

would have supplied the largest navy to the Peloponnesians.
69. "And for these things it is you who arc to blame,

by having at first permitled them to fortify their city after

the Median war, and subsequently to build the long Avails;

and by continually up lo 1 '"'
l
l|VS <

-nt tiiiu- depriving of liberty,
not only tho^e. \\h<> had been enslaved by them, but, your own
allies also now. For it is not he who has enslaved them, but

he who has the power to stop it, but overlooks it, that more

truly does this; evp,.;'i.
;

lly
if I. ',, reputation for vir-

i Tlu 1 irov in the ori.trinnl wmiM ]
^e<l by

our eollo(|iii;il jiliruse,
"

in s<n,.

!ir ilo-

aonians

-! nut (lie li

I'Mt einpliutically, as in opposHion ( .i;in di>uiinion jus*;
i l.?
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tuo as being the liberator of Greece. But with difficulty have

mhU'd now, and not even now li.r any clearly defined

For \\e ought to be considering no longer whether

we are injured, but in what way wo shall defend ourselves.

For the aggressors come, with their plans already formed

against us who have npt made up our minds; at once, and not

putting it oft'.
1 And we know in what way, and how gradu-

ally, the Athenians encroach upon their neighbors. And
while they think that they are not observed through your
want of perception,

2

they feel less confident
;
but when they

know that you are aware of their designs, but overlook them,

they will press on you with all their power. For you alone

of the Greeks, Lacedaemonians, remain quiet, defending your-
selves against any one, not by exertion of your power, but my
mere demonstration of it

;
and you alone put down the power

of your enemies, not when beginning, but when growing twice

as great as it was. And yet you used to have the name of

cautious
;
but in your case the name, it seems, was more than

the reality. For we ourselves know that the Medc came from

the ends of the earth to the Peloponnese, before your forces

went out to meet him as they should have done
;
and now the

Athenians, who arc not far removed, as he was, but close at

hand, you overlook
;
and instead of attacking them, prefer to

defend yourselves against their attack, and to reduce your-
selves to mere chances in struggling with them when in a

much more powerful condition : though you know that even

the barbarian was chiefly wrecked upon himself;
3 and that

with regard to these very Athenians, we have often ere this

escaped more by their errors than by assistance from you.
For indeed hopes of you have before now in some instances

even ruined some, while unprepared through trusting you.
And let none of you think that this is spoken Tor enmity,
rather than for expostulation; for expostulation is due to

friends who are in error, but accusation to enemies who have

committed injustice.

YO. "At the same time we consider that we, if any, have a

right to administer rebuke to our neighbors, especially as the

1
Or,

;i not merely threatening to attack us," a^ in"/ / i/ai^ is used below.
2

Or, ciul TO dvaiaOr/Tov v/nuv may be taken with Oapoovai, and be ren-

dered "through your not perceiving it.''

3
i. e., he was himself, as it were, the rock on which his fortune split

" Perished by his own folly." Arnold.
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differences [between you and them] are great; of which you
do not seem to us to have any perception, nor to hav

. iiisidered with Avhat kind of people you will have to

struggle in tlie Athenians, and how very, nay, how entirely
dill't'ivnt i'roiu yourselves. They, for instance, are innovating,
and quick to plan and accomplish by action what they have

designed; while you are disposed to keep what you have, and
form no new design, and by action not even to carry out what
is necessary. Again, they are bold even beyond their power,
and adventurous beyond their judgment, and sanguine in dan-

gers ; while your character is to undertake things beneath

your power, and not to trust even the sure grounds of your

judgment, and to think that you will never escape from your
dangers. Moreover, they are unhesitating, in opposition to

you who are dilatory ;
and fond of going from home, in op-

position to you who are most fond of staying at home: for

(hey think that by their absence they may acquire something;
whereas you think that by attempting [more] you would do

harm to what you have. When they conquer their enemies,

they carry out their advantage to the utmost
;
and when con-

quered, they fall hack the least. Further, they use their bodies

as least belonging to them, for the good of their countrv
;'

but

their mind, as (icing most peculiarly their own, for achieving

something on her account, And what they have planned but

not. carried out, they think that in this they lose something

already their own
;
what they have attempted and gained,

that in this they have achieved but little in comparison with

what they mo;m to do. Then, if they fail in an attempt at

any thing, by forming fresh hopes in its stead, they supply the

deficiency: for they are the only people ihat" succeed to the full

extent of their hope, in what they have planned, because they

quickly underlake what they have resolved. And in this way
they labor, with toils and dangers, all their life long; and least

enjy what they have, because they are always getting,
and

ihink a feast to be nothing else but to gain their ends, and iib

1 For tills use of u/'/.orpioc compare Homer, Odyss. 20. 346.

firtjnT7/(>ni,
At lln'/'/ar

'

lid I!" ition of it, Sat. 2. 3. 72.

"Cum rajiies in jus malis rideiitom all*

8 More literally, "poss< as they hope for.
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active quiet to be no less a calamity than laborious occupation.
So that if any one should sum up their character, by saying
that they are ma!i neither to he quiet themselves, nor let the

rest <it' the world be so, he would speak correctly.

71.
'' And yet when such is the character of this state that

is opposed to you, Lacedaemonians, you go on delaying, and

think that peace is not most lasting in the case of those men,
who with their resources do what is right, while as regards
their feelings, they are known to be determined not to put up
with it, if they are injured ;

but you practice fair dealing on

the principle of neither annoying others, nor being hurt your-
selves in self-defense. Scarcely, however, could, you have

succeeded in this, though you had lived by a state of congenial
views : while as it is, your ways, as we just now showed you,
are old-fashioned compared with them. But, as in the case of

art, improvements must ever prevail ;
and though for a state

that enjoys quiet, unchanged institutions are best
; yet, for those

who are compelled to apply to many things, many a new de-

vice is also necessary. And for this reason the institutions of

the Athenians, from their great experience, have been re-

modeled to a greater extent than yours. At this point then

let your dilatoriness cease : and now assist us, and especially
the Potida3ans, as you undertook, by making with all speed an

incursion into Attica
;

that you may not give up men who are

your friends and kinsmen to their bitterest enemies, and turn

the rest of us in despair to some other alliance. And in that

we should do nothing unjust, in the sight either of the gods
who received our oaths

1

or of the men who witness [our con-

duct] : for the breakers of a treaty are not those who from

destitution apply to others, but those who do not assist their

confederates. If, however, you will be zealous, we AVI 11 stand

by you ;
for neither should Ave act rightly in changing, nor

should Ave find others more congenial. Wherefore deliberate

Avell, and endeavor to keep a supremacy in the Peloponnese
no less than your fathers bequeathed to you."

72. To this effect spoke the Corinthians. And the Athe-

nians, happening before this to have an embassy at Lacedse-

mon, and hearing Avhat was said, thought that they ought to

come before the Lacedaemonians, not to make any defense on

1

Or, as Arnold, after Reisko and others, explains it,

" who are capable
of feeling and observing."
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the subject of the charges Avhich ;

!

brought against

tliciii, hut to provo, on a general view of the question, tliat

they ought not to deliberate in a hurry, but take more lime to

consider it. They Avished also to show how powerful their

city was
;
and to remind the older men of what they knew,

and to relate to the younger what they were unacquainted

with; thinking that in consequenee of what they said, they
would be more disposed to remain quiet than to go to Avar.

So they came to the Lacedaemonians,
1 and said that they also,

[as the Corinthians had done], wished to speak to their peo-

ple, if nothing prevented. They told them to come forward;
and the Athenians came forward, and spoke as follows.

73.
" Our embassy was not sent for the purpose of controversy

Avith your allies, but on the business on which the slate sent us.

"Perceiving, however, that there is no small outcrv against ns,

Ave have come forward, not to answer the charges of the states

(for our Avords would not be addressed to you as judges, either

of us or of them), but to prevent your adopting bad counsel

through being easily persuaded by the allies on mats,

great importance; and at the same time Avith a wish to show,
on a vieAV of the general argument as it affects us, that wo
do not improperly hold what AVC possess, and that our si

worthy of consideration. Now as to things of very ancient,

date, \\hy need we mention them I since hearsay musi

them, rather than the eyes of those Avho will be our auditors.

But the Median war, and the deeds with which you your
are acquainted, AVC must speak of; though it Avill he rather

irksome to us to be forever bringing them forward : for when
AVC performed them, the danger was run for a benefit, of the

reality of which you had your share; and let us not i

prived of the Avhole credit, if it is of any service to us. Our

words, however, will he spoken, no!, so much for the purpose-,

iilpation, as of testimony, and of showing with what kind

of a state you will have to contend, it' you do not Ink,

counsel. FOE we Bay that at Marathon \ tood in the

van of danger against the barbarian ; and that when li-- came.

nd time, though we were not able to defend on;

by land, w< I
hoard our ships Avith all our people, and

ht at Salamis; which prevented his sail-

1
i. e., to the government, whoso consent was required before thej

could address the assembled people.
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ing against and ravaging the Poloponnese, city by city, whilo

you would have, been unable to assist one another against his

numerous ships. And he himself gave the greatest proof of

this
;

for when conquered by sea, thinking that his power was

no longer what it had been, he retreated as quickly as he

could with the greater part of his army.
74.

" Such now having been the result, and it having been

clearly shown that it was on the fleet of the Greeks that their

cause depended, we contributed the three most useful things
toward it

; viz., the greatest number of ships, the most

able man as a general, and the most unshrinking zeal. To-

ward the four hundred ships we contributed not less than

two parts ;'
and Themistocles as commander, who was chiefly

instrumental of their fighting in the Strait, which most

clearly saved their cause
;
and you yourselves for this reason

honored him most, for a stranger, of all that have ever gone
to you. And a zeal by far the most daring we exhibited, in-

asmuch as when no one came to assist us by land, the rest as

far as us being already enslaved, we determined, though we
had left our city, and sacrificed our property, "not even in

Ihose circumstances to abandon the common cause of the re-

maining allies, nor to become useless to them by dispersing ;

but to go on board our ships, and face the danger ;
and not to

be angry because you had not previously assisted us. So then

we assert that we ourselves no less conferred a benefit upon
you, than we obtained one. For you, setting out from cities

that were inhabited, and with a view to enjoying them in fu-

ture, came to our assistance [only] after you were afraid for

yourselves, and not so much for us (at any rate, when we
were still in safety, you did not come to us) ;

but we, setting
1 What parts we must suppose the speaker to have referred to in this

passage, whether quarters or thirds, is much disputed. Didot and Goller

maintain the former, as being in strict agreement with the statement of

Herodotus, who makes the whole fleet to have consisted of three hun-

dred and seventy-eight ships, and the Athenian portion of one hundred
and eighty. Arnold, after Bredow and Poppo, supports the other inter-

pretation, and observes, that "this is not the statement of Thucydides,
but of the Athenian orator, who is made very characteristically to in-

dulge in gross exaggerations." See his whole note on the passage.

Bishop Thirlwall, however, thinks that such an exaggeration would have
been in very bad taste on such an occasion

;
and that Thucydides meant

to state the true numbers
;
"in which," ho observes, "if we read rpiaiu>-

ciac for rerp. he would have followed /Eschylus instead of Herodotus,
whom indeed it is possible ho has not read." Vol. ii. Append. 4.
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out from a country which was no more, and running the risk

for what, existed only in scanty hope, bore our lull share in the

deliverance both of you and of ourselves, lint if we ha 1 be-

fore joined the Mode, through fear for our country, like others,

or had afterward had no heart to go on board our ships, con-

sidering ourselves as ruined men
;
there would have been no

longer any need of your fighting by sea without a sufficieut

number of ships, but things would have quietly pr<>--

for him just as he wished.

75. "Do we not then deserve, Lacedaemonians, both for our

y,eal at that time, and the intelligence of our counsel, not to lie

under such excessive odium with the Greeks, at least for the

empire we possess? For this very empire we gained, not

by acting with violence, but through your having been un-

willing to stand by them to finish the business with the bar-

barian and through the allies having come to us, and of their

own accord begged us to become their leaders : and from
this very fact we were compelled at first to advance it to its

present height, principally from motives of fear, then of honor

;.lso, and afterward of advantage too. And it no longer ap-

peared to be safe, when we were hated by the generality,
rnd when some who had already revolted had been sub-

dued, and you were no longer friends with us, as you had
lit suspicions of u*, and at variance with us, to run the

risk of giving it up; for those who revolted would have gone
over to you.

1 And all may without odium secure their own
interests with regard to the greatest perils."

76. "You, at least, Laceda-monians, have settled to your
own

advantage
the government of the stales in the ivlopon-

ver which you have a supremacy; and if at, that time

you had remained through the whole business, and been dis-

liked in your command, as we were, we, know full well that

you would have become, no less severe to the allies, and would

have been compelled cither to rule with a strong hand, or

\oiirselves be exposed to danger. So neither have y/v done

any thing marvelous, or contrary to the disposition of man,
in having accepted an empire that was offered to us, and not,

giving it up, influenced as we nre by the strongest motives,

honor, and fear, and profit; and when, again, we had not

1

Literally, "the revolts would have been t<> you."
3

Or, "none arc grudged securing," etc.
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been the lirst to set. such .1 precedent, but it had always been

a settled rule that the weaker should be constrained by the

stronger; and when at the same time we thought ourselves

worthy of it, and were thought so by you, until, from calcu-

lations of expediency, you now avail yourselves of the appeal
to justice ;

which no one ever yet brought forward when ho

had a chance of gaining any thing by might, and abstained

from taking the advantage. Nay, aJl are worthy of praise,

who, after acting according to human nature in ruling others,

have been more just than their actual power enabled them to

be. At any rate we imagine that if some others had possessed
our means, they would have best shown whether we are at all

moderate or not : though to us there has unfairly resulted from

our good nature disrepute rather than commendation.

77.
u For from putting up with less than we might have had

in contract-suits with the allies, and from having made our

decisions in our own courts on the footing of equal laws, we
are thought to be litigious. And none of them considers why
this reproach is not brought against those who have empire in

any other quarter also, and are less moderate toward their

subjects than we have been : for those who can act with vio-

lence have no need besides to act with justice. But they,
from being accustomed to have intercourse with us on a fair

footing, if contrary to their notions of right they have been
worsted in any thing, either by a legal judgment or by the

power of our empire, even in any degree whatever
; they feel

no gratitude for not being deprived of the greater part [of
their possessions], but are more indignant for what is lost,

than if from the first we had laid aside law, and openly taken

advantage of them. In that case not even they themselves

would have denied that it was right for the weaker to yield to

the stronger. But when injured, it seems, men are more an-

gry than when treated with violence : for the one case is re-

garded as an advantage taken by their equal ;
the other, as

compulsion by their superior. At least they endured much
harder treatment than this at the hand of the Medes

;
where-

as our rule is thought to be severe
;
and naturally so

;
for their

present condition is always irksome to subjects. You, at any
rate, should you subdue us and possess an empire, would

ouickly lose the good-will which you have enjoyed through,
their fear of us; if you have the same views now as you gave
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symptoms of then, when you led them against the Mede for :i

short time. For you have institutions by yourselves, distinct

from the rest of the world; and, moreover, each individual of

you, on going ahro;ul, neither acts according to these, nor to

those which the rest of (J recce recognizes.
*78. "Deliberate therefore slowly ,as on no trifling matters;

and do not, though being influenced by other people's views

and accusations, bring on yourselves trouble of your own :

but consider beforehand, previously to your being engaged in

it,
how far beyond calculation is war

;
for Avhen lono- pro-

I,
it generally becomes in the end to depend on chances

;

from which we are equally removed, and run the risk in un-

certainty as to which way it will turn out. And in going to

war men generally turn to deeds first, which they ought to do

afterward; and when they are in distress, then they have re-

course to words. We, however, being neither 01;

involved in such an error, nor seeing you in it, charge you,
wrhile good council is still eligible to both sides, not to break

treaty nor offend against your oaths, but to let our differences

be judicially settled according to agreement. Else we will

call to witness the gods who received our oaths, and endeavor

to requite you for commencing hostilities, in such a way as

you may set the example."
70. Thus spoke the Athenians. After the; Lacedaemonians

had heard from the allies their charges against the Athenians,
and from the Athenians what they had to say, they made them
all withdraw, and consulted by themselves on the question he-

fore them. And the opinions of the majority went the same,

way ; viz, that the Athenians wen- already guilty of injustice,

and that they ought to go to war with all speed. But Archi-

danius their king, a man who was considered both intelligent
and prudent, came forward and spoke as follows.

80. "I have both myself already had experience in many
wars, Lacedaemonians, and see that those of you who are of

the same age [have had it also]; so that, one would neither

desire the business from inexperience, as might be th<'

with most men, nor from thinking it a good and safe one.

But this war, about which you are now consulting, you would

find likely to be none of the least, if any one should soberly
consider it. For against, the IVloponncsians and our neigh-

bors our strength is of the same description, and Wi
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quickly reach our destination in each case. But against men
who live in a country far away, and besides are most skillful by
sea, and most excellently provided with every thing else, with

riches, both private and public, and ships, and horses, and

heavy-armed, and a crowd of irregulars, such as there is not in

any one Grecian town beside, and moreover, have many allies

miller payment of tribute
;
how can it be right to declare war

rashly against these men ? and in what do we trust, that wo
should hurry on to it unprepared ? Is it in our ships ? Nay,
we are inferior to them : but if we shall practice and prepare

against them, time will pass in the interval. Well then, is it in

our money ? Nay, but we are still more deficient in this, and

neither have it in the public treasury, nor readily contribute it

from our private funds.

81. "Perhaps some one might fee! confident because we ex-

<"! thorn in heavy-armed troops, and in numbers, so that we

might invade and ravage their land. But they have other land

in abundance over which they rule, and will import what they
want by sqa. If, again, we shall attempt to make their allies

revolt from them, we shall have to assist these also with ships,
as they are generally islanders. What then will be the charac-

ter of our war ? For if we do not either conquer them by sea,

or take away the revenues with which they maintain their fleet,

we shall receive the greater damage ;
and at such a time it will

no longer even be honorable to make peace ; especially if we
are thought to have begun the quarrel more than they. For
let us now not be buoyed up with this hope, at any r'ate, that

the war will soon be ended, if we ravage their land. Rather
do I fear that we should bequeath it even to our children : so

probable is it that the Athenians would neither be enslaved
1

in

spirit to their land, nor, like inexperienced men, be panic-
stricken by the war.

82.
"
I do not, however, on the other hand, tell you to permit

them without noticing it, to harm our allies, and not to detect

them in plotting against us
;
but I tell you not to take up arms

at present, but to send and remonstrate
;
neither showing too

violent signs of war, nor yet that we will put up with their

conduct
;
and in the mean time to complete our own prepara-

tions also, both by bringing over allies, whether Greeks or bar-

1

Compare II. 61. 3. Aou/loZ yuo opovrj/za rb ai<i>vi6tov, K. T. "k.

3
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barians, from whatever source we shall receive additional

strength, either in ships or in money ; (for all who, like us, are

plotted against by the Athenians, may without odium save them-

l>y accepting the aid not only of Greeks, but of barbari-

ans also) ;
and at the same time let us bring out our own re-

sources. And if they listen at all to our embassadors, this is

the best conclusion
;
but if not, after an interval of two or three

we shall then go against them, if we think fit, in a better

state of defense. And perhaps Avhen they then saw our pre-

paration, and our language speaking in accordance with it, they

might be more disposed to yield, while they had their land as

yet unravaged, and were deliberating about good things still

enjoyed by them, and not yet sacrificed. For in their land con-

sider that you have nothing else but a hostage ;
and the more

so, the better it is cultivated. You should therefore spare it as

long as possible, and not, through having reduced them to

desperation, find them the more difficult to subdue. For if we are

hurried on by the complaints of our allies, and ravage it while

we are unprepared, see that we do not come off in a manner
more disgraceful and perplexing to the Peloponnese ["than wo
should wish].

1 For complaints, both of states and individuals,
it is impossible to settle : but when all together have, for their

own separate interests, undertaken a wav, of which it is impos-
sible to know how it will go on, it is not easy to effect a credit-

able arrangement.
83. "And let no one think it shows a want of courage for

many not to advance at once against one state. For they too

have no fewer allies who pay them tribute
;

2 and war is not so

much a thing of arms as of money, by means of which arms

are of service; especially in the case of continental against
maritime powers. .Let us iirst then provide ourselves with this,

and not be excited beforehand by the speeches of the allies
;

but as we shall have the greater part, of the responsibility for

the consequences either way, so also let us quietly take a view

of them beforehand.

84. "And as for the slowness aad dilatoriness which they
most blame in us, be not ashamed of them. For by hurrying

[to begiii the war] you would be tin- more slow in finishing il,

i took it in hand when unprepared : and at th<

1 Or tin- coinp.'irativo may perhaps bo used fur the positive.
2 Those words are only ;ipplKMl>l> of tho Athenian*.
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tiino we always enjoy a city that is free and most glorious ;
and

it is a wise moderation that can best constitute this. For owinir

to it we alone do not grow insolent in success, and yield less

than others to misfortunes. We are not excited by the pleas-

ure afforded by those who with praise stimulate us to dangers

contrary to our conviction
;
and if any one provoke us with ac-

cusation, we are not the more prevailed on through being thus

annoyed. We are both warlike and wise through our orderly

temper : warlike* because shame partakes very largely of moder-

ation, and courage of shame
;

and wise, because we are

brought up with no little learning to despise the laws, and

with too severe a self-control to disobey them
;
and are not

over-clever in useless things, so that while in word wre might

ably find fault with our enemies' resources, we should not go

against them so well in deed
;

l but are taught to think that

our neighbor's plans,
2 and the chances which befall in war,

are very similar, as things not admitting of nice distinction in

language. But we always provide in deed against our adver-

saries with the expectation of their planning Avell
;
and must

not rest our hopes on the probability of their blundering, but

on the belief of our own taking cautious forethought. Again,
we should not think that one man differs much from another,
but that he is the best who is educated in the most necessary

things.
85.

" These practices then, which our fathers bequeathed to

us, and which we have always retained with benefit, let us not

give up, nor determine hurriedly, in the short space of a day,
about many lives, and riches, and states, and honors, but let

us do it calmly ;
as we may do more than others, on account of

our power. And send to the Athenians respecting Potidaja,

and send respecting those things in which the allies say they
are injured ; especially as they are ready to submit to judicial
decision

;
and against the party which offers that, it is not right

to proceed as against a guilty one. But prepare for war at the

1
Or,

" should not so well follow up our words with deeds." The fol-

lowing infinitive vo/iifeiv depends upon TraiAfvo/nevoi understood again.
2 I have followed the punctuation and interpretation of Goller and

Arnold in their last edition
; though not with a perfect conviction of its

correctness, as I doubt whether the rs lias any place before ^apanTd^invr
Kal taken in this sense. But see Goller's note. According to Haack
and Poppo it would be, "that our neighbors' plans are very similar to

our own, and that the chances of war," etc.
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same time. For in this you will determine both what i

and what is most formidable to your adversaries." Archidamus

spoke to this ctiect
;

but Sthenelaidas, who was one of the

ephors at that time, came ibrward last, and spoke before the

aernonians as follows.

86.
" As for the long speech of the Athenians, I do not un-

derstand it
;

for though they praised themselves a great deal,

in no part did they deny that they are injuring our allies and

the Peloponuese. And yet if they were good men then against
the Medes, but are bad ones now against us, they d

double punishment for having become bad instead of good.
But we are the same both then and now

;
and shall not, it' we

a iv wise, overlook our allies' being injured, nor delay t<-

them; for there is no longer delay in their being ill-treated.

Others have in abundance riches, and ships, and horses; but

we have good allies, whom we must not give up to the Atheni-

ans, nor decide the question with suits and words, while it is

not also in word that AVC are injured ;
but we must assist them

with speed and with all our might. And let no one tell me
that it is proper for us to deliberate who are being wronged.
It is for those who are about to commit the wrong that it is

much more proper to deliberate for a long time. Vote then,

..moniaiis, for war, as is worthy of Sparta ;
and neither

permit tlie Athenians to become greater, nor let us betray our

allies; but with the help of the gods let us proceed against
who are wronging them."

87. Having spoken to this elK-c! he himself, as ephor, put
the question to the assembly of the Lacedaemonians. As they
decide by acclamation and not by vote, he said that he did not

distinguish on which side the acclamation was greater; but

wishing to instigate, them the more to war' by their opei

Og their views, he, said, "Whoever of yon, Laceda'inoni-

ans, thinks the treaty to have been broken, and (he Athenians

to have bee-n guilty, let him 'rise and go yonder" (pointing out

a certain place to them); "and whoevr does not, thiuk so, let,

him go to the oilier side." They arose and divided, and there

. largi- majority who thought that the treaty had

'

Because individuals illicit lie afraid of <>)>enly op;..

Bdly for the war.

r another in: lann- of a 'oinpoimd < if

uant manner as uinorrjTu is here, see I. 101. 'l. if lHu>jiT/i> diTtor//
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broken. And having summoned tin- allies, they told them that

tli -ir own opinion was that the Athenians were in the wrong;
but that they wished t<> summon all the allies also, and to put
it to the vote; that after general consultation they might de-

clare war, it' they thought n't. They then, after having settled

this, returned home; as did the embassadors of the Athenians

afterward, when they had dispatched the business they had

gone on. This decision of the assembly, that the treaty had
been broken, was made in the fourteenth year of the continu-

ance of the thirty years' truce, which had been concluded after

the war with Euboea.

88. Now the Lacedaemonians voted that the treaty had been

broken, and that war should be declared, not so much because

they were convinced by the arguments of the allies, as because

they were afraid that the Athenians might attain to greater

power, seeing that most parts of Greece were already under
their hands.

89. For it was in the following manner that the Athenians
were brought to those circumstances under which they increased

their power. When the Medes had retreated from Europe after

being conquered both by sea and land by the Greeks, and those

of them had been destroyed who had fled with their ships to

Mycale; Lcotychides, king of the\Laceda3monians, who was
the leader ot the ureeks at Mycalej returned home with the

allies that were with the Peloponnese ;
while the Athenians,

and the allies from Ionia and the Hellespont, who had now re-

volted from the king, staid behind, ajid I.aid._siege__tp Sestos.,.

of which the JMedes were* in possession. Having spent the

winter before It, they~took, it, aTterthe barbarians had evacu-

ated it; and then sailed away from the Hellespont, each to his

own
city. And the people of Athens, when they found the

barbarians had departed from their country, proceeded immedi-

ately to carry over their children and their wives, and the rem-
nant of their furniture, from where they had put them out of

the way ;
and were preparing to rebuild their city and their

walls. For short spaces of the iuclosure were standing ;
and

though the majority of the houses had fallen, a few remained;
in which the grandees of the Persians had themselves taken up
their quarters.

90. The Lacedaemonians, perceiving what they were about
to do, sent an embassy [to them] ; partly because they them-
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selves would have been more pleased to see neither them nor any

one^else ID posspsgion of a wall [but still moreT)ecause thfTallies

i;ed them, and were afraid of their numerous fleet, which

they had not had, and of the bravery they had shown in

the Median war. And they begged them not to build their walls,

but rather to join them in throwing down those of the cities

out of the Peloponnesi- ;
not betraying their real wishes, and

their suspicious feelings toward the Athenians
;
but represent-

ing that the barbarian, if he should again come against them,
would not then be able to make his advances from any strong-

hold, as in the present instance he had done from Thebes; and
the Peloponnese, they said, was sufficient lor all, as a place to

retreat into and sally forth from. When the Lacedaemonians

had thus spoken, the Athenians, by the advice of Themistocles,
answered that they would send ambassadors to them concerning
what they spoke of; and immediately dismissed them. And
Themistocles advised them to send himself as quickly as possi-
ble to Laccdxmon, and having chosen other ambassadors be-

sides himself, not to dispatch them immediately, but to wait till

such time as they should have raised their wall to the height
most absolutely necessary for lighting from

;
and that the whole

population in the city, men, women, and children, should build

it, sparing neither private nor public ediiice, from which any
assistance toward the work would be gained, but throwing
down every thing. After giving these instructions, and sug-

gesting that he would himself manage all other matters there,

he took his departure. On his arrival at Laceda-mon he did

not apply to the authorities, but kept putting otf and making e.\-

. And whenever any of those \\ ho were in office asked him

why ho did not come ben/re the assembly,
1

he said that he was

waiting for his colleagues ;
that owing to some engagement they

had been left.behind
;

he expected, however, that they would

shortly come, and wondered that they were not already there.

{)!." When they heard this, they believed Themistocles

through their friendship for him; but when every on

1 Or. "about his not coming," according to Arnold. \ to llm

by understands <i~i.

Ir.mi Athens, and could tl)<-: to flio

K.anjyopovvTUV is thought by some to menu. "char-ing him with

the I'ict ;" but with that signilicutioii it would require ;i geuitr.

after it (e. ?., ch. 95. 7.), and as none is expressed, 1 havo prcl'envd taking
it in the more general sense.
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came and distinctly informed them that the walls were build-

ing, and already advancing to some height, they did not know
how to discredit it. When he found this, he told them not to

be led away by tales, but rather to send men of their own

body who were of good character, and would bring back a cred-

ible report after inspection. They dispatched them there-

fore
;
and Themistocles secretly sent directions about them to

the Athenians, to detain them, with as little appearance of it

as possible, and not to let them go until they themselves had

returned back; (for by this time his colleagues, Abronychus,

the son of Lysicles, and Aristides, the son of Lysirnachus, had

also come to him with the news that the wall was sufficiently

advanced) ;
for he was afraid that the Lacedaemonians, when

they heard the truth, might not then let them go. So the

Athenians detained the embassadors, as was told them
;
and

Themistocles, having come to an audience of the Lacedae-

monians, then indeed told them plainly that their city was

already walled, so as to be capable of defending its inhabit-

ants
;
and if the Lacedaemonians or the allies wished to send

any embassy to them, they should in future go as to men who
could discern what were their own and the general interests.

For when they thought it better to abandon their city and to

go on board their ships, they said that they had made up their

minds, and had the courage to do it, without consulting them ;

and again, on whatever matters they had deliberated with them,

they had shown themselves inferior to none in judgment. And
so at the present time, likewise, they thought it was better that

their city should have a wall, and that it would be more expedi-
ent for their citizens in particular, as well as for the allies in

general ;
for it was not possible for any one without equal

resources to give any equal or_fair adviee-fep-tho -common

goiL Either-all . tlierefore, he sni4y shoitfd join ^he-confed-

eracy without walls, or they should consider that thojpresent
case also wns as it ouglH-to-be.

92. The Lacedaemonians, on hearing this, did not let their

anger appear to the Athenians
; (for they had not sent their

embassy to obstruct their designs, but to offer counsel, they

said, to their state
;)'

and besides, they were at that time on

very friendly terms with them owing to their zeal against the

1

Or, as the scholiast explains it, "for tho good of their state;" which
is adopted by Arnold.
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Mede) ;
in secret, however, they were annoyed at failing in their

wish. So the embassadors of each state returned home without

any complaint being made.

93. In this way the Athenians walled their city in a short

time. And the building still shows even now that it w.:

cuted in haste
;

for the foundations are laid with stones of all

kinds, and in some places not wrought together, but as the

several parties at any time brought them to the spot : and

many columns from tombs, and wrought stones, were worked

up in them. For the iuclosure of the city was carried out to

a greater extent on every side
;
and for this reason they

hurried on the work, removing every thing alike. Theiais-

tocles also persuaded them to build the remaining walls of the

Piraeus (they had been begun by him before, at the time of

his office as arehon, which he had held for a year over the

Athenians), thinking that the site was a fine one, as it con-

tained three natural harbors
;
and that by becoming a naval

people they would make a great advance toward the acqui-
sition of power, For he was the first who ventured to tell them
that they must apply closely to the sea; and he began imme-

diately to assist in paving the way for their empire. Jt was

by his advice that they built the Avails of that thickness which

is still seen round the Piraeus; for two wagons ineefmg
each other brought up the stones. And in the inside, there

was neither rubble nor mortar, but large and square-cut stones

wrought together, clamped on the outside with iron and load.

But only about half of the height he intended was finished.

For he wished by their great dimensions and thickness !

off the attacks of their enemies; and thought that the protec-
tion of a few, and those the least efficient troops, would be

sufficient, while the, rest would go on board their ships. For
to the navy he paid the greatest attention; seeing, I suppose,
that the approach of the king's forces against, them wa-

i than l>y land : and lie considered the 1'ira'tis more serv-

iceable limn the upper city, and often advised the Athenians,
in case of their ever being hard pressed l>v land, to go down
into it, and defy the world with their navy. Thus then the

Athenians were inclosed with walls, and began to furnish

'Ives with other buildings immediately after the retreat

of the Medes.

94. Now Pausnnias, the son of Cleombrotus, was sent out
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from Laci-.la-inoii as general of the Greeks with twenty ships

from the Peloponnese ;
there, sailed with liini also the Athenians

witli thirty ships, and a large number of the other allies. And

they made an expedition against Cyprus, and subdued the

Creator part of it; and afterward against Byzantium, of which

the Medes were in possession, and reduced it during this period
of his command.

95. But when he was now acting with violence, the rest ot

(he Greeks were offended, and especially the lonians, and such

as had lately been liberated from the king; and going to

the Athenians, they begged them to become their leaders, o>

the ground of their relationship ;
and not to overlook it in

Pausanias, if in any case he should treat them with violence.

The Athenians received their proposals, and attended to them
with a determination not to overlook it, and to settle all other

matters as might seem best to them. At this time tho

Lacedaemonians sent for Pausanias, to bring him to account
for what they had heard of him

;
for

'

many charges were

brought against him by the Greeks who came to them
;
and

it appeared to be an jmitafmn nf
ft |ymnny j

rather than the

command of a general. It happened that he was summoned
at the very time the allies, through their hatred of him, went

over and ranged themselves with the Athenians, except the

soldiers from the Peloponnese. So when he came to Lace-

daemon, he was censured for the wrongs he had done to any
one individually ;

but was acquitted, as not guilty, on the heav-

iest charges. (He was especially accused of medizing, and

it appeared to be most clearly established). Him they sent

out no more as commander, but Dorcis and some others with

him, with no great number of troops ;
but the allies would no

longer give up the command to them. On finding this, they
returned

;
and the Lacedaemonians sent out no others after

them
; fearing that they might find those who went abroad

becoming corrupted, just as they saw in the case of Pausanias;
and also because they wished to be rid of the Median war,

and considered the Athenians competent to take the lead, and

well disposed toward themselves at that time.

96. The Athenians having ih this way succeeded to the

command at the wish of the allies, owing to their hatred of

Pausanias, arranged which of the states were to furnish money
1

Literally, "much guilt was laid to his charge."
3*
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against the barbarian, and which of them ships : for their

t was to avenge themselves for what they had suffered,

by ravaging the king's couniry. And the oilie of treusurers-

of-Greece was then first established by the Athenians; who
received the tribute, for so the contribution-money was called.

The first tribute that was fixed was 400 talents. Their

treasury was at Delos, and their meetings were held in the

temple.
97. Now they led the allies at first as : independ-

ence, and deliberating in common councils; and executed, both

ID the field and in their administration of ailairs, between this

war and the Median, the following undertakings; which were

achieved by them against the barbarian, and against their own

innovating allies, and those of the Peloponnesians who from

time to tune came in contact with them in each matter. I have

written an account of these events, and made this digression
from my history, because this subject was omitted by all before

me; who either wrote the history of Greece before the Median

war, or of that war itself: and llellanicus, who did touch on
them in his Attic history, mentioned them but briefly, and

not accurately with regard to their chronology. Besides, they
also afford

' an opportunity of showing in what manner the

empire of the Athenians was established.

98. In the, first place, Eion on the Strymon, of which the

Medes were in possession, was taken by them at';-

and reduced to slavery, under the command of Cimon, the son

of Mlltiades. In the next place, Sryn>s, the island in the

^Egean Sea, \\hich was inhabited by Dolopes,
was reduced to

slavery, and colonized by themselves. 'They had a war also

with tin; ('arysiians, without the rest of the Kulxrans joining
in it

;
and in the course, of time, they surrendered on comlinons.

With the Naxians, who had revolted,' tlu-v afierw.-.rd waged
war, and reduce 1 them after a siege; and this was the first

' For nn explanation of >\n, in the scnso which I ha\e here
.:

i

it, see Goller's note on I. n. i*.

; This is perhaps too strong a term to use with reference to this early

period of the Athenian sway, in which uQiaraaUat more proper!,
landing aloof" (or 'retiring"), "from the eon!' ! h:i\^

used it, however for the sake of uniformity ; ai

possible to fix on any particular part of the history, at which the <

verb and its cognate substantive began to be used in the more definite

and full meaning which they had gradually acquired.
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allied city that was subjugated contrary to the agreement;
then the rest, as each happened.

99. Now then-, were other reasons for the revolts, but the

principal were arrears
1

of tribute and ships, and failing (if

any did so) in military service
;

for the Athenians strictly

exacted these things, and were offensive, by using com-

pulsion to men who were neither accustomed nor willing
to do hard work. In some other respects also they were no

loiiuyr liked in their government, as they had been; and while

they did not join in the service on an equal footing, at the same

time it was easy for them to bring to subjection those who re-

volted. And for this the allies themselves were to blame
;
for

owing to this aversion to expeditions, the greater part of them,
to avoid being away from home, agreed to contribute money
instead of ships as their quota of the expense ;

and so the fleet

of the Athenians was increased from the funds which they con-

tributed, while they themselves, whenever they revolted, found

themselves unprepared and inexperienced for war.

100. After this was fought the battle at the river Eurymedon
in Pamphylia, both by land and sea, between the Athenians

and their allies and the Medes
;
and the Athenians were vic-

torious in both engagements on the same day, under the com-

maud of Ciinont the son. of. MiltjadUiS ;
and took and destroyed

in all two hundred triremes of the Phoenicians. Some time

after it happened that the Thasians revolted from them, having

quarreled about the marts on the opposite coast of Thrace

and the mine of which they were in possession. And the

Athenians, having sailed with their fleet to Thasos, gained
the victory in a sea-fight, and made a descent on their land.

About the same time they sent ten thousand settlers of their

own citizens and the allies to the Strymon, to colonize what

wras then called the Nine Ways, but now Amphipolis ;
and they

made themselves masters of the Nine Ways, which was held

by the Edones
;
but having advanced into the interior of Thrace,

were cut off at Drabescus, a town of the Edones, by the united

Thracians, by whom the settlement of the town of Nine Ways
was regarded with hostility.

101. The Thasians, having been conquered in some engage-

men^ and being invested, called the Lacedemonians to their

aid, and desired that they would assist them by invading Attica.

They promised to do so, without letting the Athenians know,
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and intended it
;
but were prevented by the earthquake which

took place; on which occasion also they saw the lie-lots, and
the Thurians and (Ethioans among the Periceci,

1

establish them-
selves in revolt at Ithome.

2 Most of the Helots were the de-

scendants of the old Messenians who were enslaved at that time

[with which all arc acquainted
3

]
: and for this reason the whole

body of them were called Messenians. A war then was com-
menced by the Lacedaemonians against those in Ithome : and
the Thasians in the third year of the siege came to terms with

the Athenians, throwing down their wall, and delivering up
their ships, and agreeing both to pay immediately the sum of

money required, and to pay tribute in future, and .surrendering
their mainland towns and the mine.

102. The Lacedaemonians, when they found the war against
those in Ithome prolonged, called their allies to their aid, and
the Athenians also

;
who went under the command of C'imon

with no small force. They asked their aid, because they were

considered to be skillful in conducting sieges: whereas in them-

selves, from the siege having been so protracted, there seemed

to be a deficiency of this skill
;

for else they would have taken

the place by assault. It was from^thift expoditioji that th

open quarrel arose between the Laccda-iiionians and Aths

For the L'tceda'inonians, when the
i>la<

.
: Juknn Tjy

storm, fearing the. boldness and imi.>viiiHML
spirit

nf fhe A|1jQ-

niansj- and moreover considering t,hnt they ^vero. of p.
diftumu*

oin themselves lest, if they remained, they might at the

persuasion of those in Ithome attempt some revolution, dis-

missed them alone of all the allies; not letting their suspicion

appear, but saying that they were no longer in any i\'

them. The Athenians, however, knew that they were dismissed,

not on the more creditable reason assigned, but from some

suspicion having arisen: and considering it hard us:ige, and

not thinking that they deserved to be so treated by the Lace-

daemonians, immediately on their return they broke oil' the

alliance which they had made with them against the Mode,
and became allies of the Arrives, their The same
oaths also were taken, and the same alliance made by both

with the Thessalians.
1

i. e. the inhabitants of the districts adjacent to the rapif.al ; or the

lit. . \ehaiun population oi'Laf.nia in Q I heir

Dorian conquerors, the Spartans. For a fuller account . of'thcm see Arnold's

note, and Appendix 2. 2 See note on ch. 87. 2.

3 These words, explanatory of the TOTF, are adopted from
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" T03. Those in ithome, in the tenth year^wLen fhfi)r ftmjfi

holdout no longer, surrendered to the Lacedemonians on

condition <>t tl' (
'u

fjf
()11iy out" of the l

J

ejo]K)imes(^
under Tfuce

and p^yrr i

8<>
ttl

ng ^^""M it
ayaij^; jfltuTthat li any one ft'e'ro

caught doiug so, be should bo the slave of him who caught
him. The Lacedemonians had also before this a Pythian re-

sponse made to them, "to let go the suppliant of Jupiter at

Ithome." So they went out, themselves and their children,
and their wives

;
and the Athenians received them, on the

strength of the hatred they now felt for the Lacedaemonians,
and settled theau-^fr- Naupftotu.i, which they had lately taken

from the Locri Oxohe who held it. The Megareans also

came over into alliance with the Athenians, having revolted

from the Lacedaemonians, because the Corinthians were press-

ing them with war about the boundaries of their territory.
And the Athenians received possession of Megara and Pegse,
and built for the Messenians the long walls from the city to

Niscea, and themselves manned them. And it was chiefly
from this that their excessive hatred of the Athenians first

began to be felt by the Corinthians.

104. Now Inarus, the son of Psammetichus, the Libyan
king of the Libyans, bordering on Egypt, having his head-

quarters at Maraea, the city above Pharos, caused the greater

pa iv, of Egypt to revolt from king Artaxerxes, and being

jiiinself made ruler of it, invited the,

ecT in an exhibition againot 'Gy**
with two .hundred .ships oL

&(djL_cjyji_^nd ofjjia. allies,

eft Cyprus and came to him
;
and having sailed up from the

sea into the Nile, and being masters of the river and two
thirds of Memphis, proceeded to hostilities against the third

division, which is called the White-castle, and in which were

those of the Persians and Modes who had flbd there for ref-

uge, and those of the Egyptians who ha 1 not joined in the

revolt.

105. The Athenians, having with their fleet made a descent

on Halia3, had a battle with the Corinthians and Epidaurians,
and the Corinthians gained the victory. Afterward the

Athenians had a sea-fight with the fleet of the Peloponnesians
off' Cecryphalea, and the Athenians gained. the ricjtory. After

this, war having been commenced by the Athenians on the

^Eginetans, a great sea-fight took place off ^Egina, between
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the Athenians and the JEginetans, and the allies were,
p:

on both sides; and the Athenians gained ^TTie ^rtetorypjmd
having lalo-n seventy of their ships, made a descent on the-

country, and besieged then),, under the command of Leocr

the son of Straebus. Then the Peloponnesians, wis
1

sist the ^Eginetans, sent over to ^Egina three hundred heu\ -\
-

armed, who were before auxiliaries of the

Kpidaurians. And the Corinthians with their allies seized

<he heights of Geranea, and marched down into the Megarid,

thinking that the Athenians would be unable to succor the

Megareans, while a larg? fnrpft ^m^ nhnn^f ^ ffi^jjp and in

^gyjrt ;
but that if they did assist them, they would rajstvl.hfi

-._
The Athenians, however, did^not remove

the army that was at yEgina, but the oldest and the youngest
of those who had been left behind in the city oanie..tcLM

under the command of Myronides. After an indecisive baiE

i been l(>iiffhO;1th-thfr-GM^nt^innsjJhej sopamtod,
side thinking that they 'had notJMid-^W-?rmiB**4kj8
And the AthimaJia-^fbrJaw^^
tage raiher [|]ian_their
Corinthians erected a trophy; but the Corinthians, being re-

proached by the elder men in the city, made preparations for

about twelve days after, and went out and proceeded to set up
a counter-trophy on their side also, a-^ having been victorious.

And the Athenians, having sallied out from Alegara,
,

those uho ^x-re erecting-th^-tnip] ! and

106. The conquered forces commenced a retreat
;
and a

considerable division of them being hard pressed and having
i their way, rushed into a field belonging to a private

person, which had a deep trench inclosing il, and there \vas

no road out. The Athenians, perceiving this, hemmed them

in with heavy-armed in front, and having placed their light-

armed all round, stoned to death all who had gone in
;
and

this was n .severe blow for the Corinthians. The main body
of their army returned home.

107. About this time tin- Athenians began also to build

their long walls down to the sea, both that to Phalenis, and

that t - having marched against

1

i. e. Notwithstanding the claim to it made by the Corinthians.
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the Dorians, the mother-country of the Lacedaemonians,

[whose towns were] Boeum, and l/hiuium, and Erineum, and

having taken <nc i these places, the Lacedaemonians under
the command of Mcomedes, the son of Cleombrotus, in the

stead of Pleistoanax, son of Pausanias, who was yet a minor,
went to tlie aid of the Dorians with fifteen hundred heavy-
armed of their own, and ten thousand of the allies

;
and having

compelled the Phocians to restore the town on certain condi-

tions, they proceeded to return back. Now by sea, if they
should wish to cross over the Crissaean Gulf, the Athenians
were ready to stop them, having sailed round with a fleet :

while the march over Geranea did not appear safe for them,
ns the Athenians were in possession of Megara and Pegse.
For Geranea was both [naturally] difficult to cross, and was

continually guarded by the Athenians : and at that time they
knew they were going to stop them thnt way, as well

[r.s

ly s-.-aJ. So they determined to wait in Bceotia, and see in

what way they might march across more safely. They were
also in some measure urged to this in secret by certain of

the Athenians, who hoped to put a stop to the democracy, and
to the long walls that were building. But the Athenians sal-

lied out against them with all their citizens, and a thousand

Argives, and the several contingents of the other allies,

amounting in all to fourteen thousand. They marched against
them because they thought they were at a loss how to effect

a passage, and in some measure also from a suspicion of the

democracy being put down. The Athenians were also joined,
in accordance with the treaty, by a thousand horse of the

Thessalians, who went over during the action to the Lace-

daemonians.

108. A battle having been fought at Tanagra in Boaotia,
the Lacedaemonians and their allies were victorious, and there

was much bloodshed on both sides. And the Lacedaemonians,
after going into the Megarid, and cutting down the fruit trees,
returned back home across Geranea and the isthmus: while
the Athenians, on the sixty-second day after the battle, march-

ed, under the command of Myronides, against the Boeotians,
and having defeated them at an engagement at CEnophyta,
made themselves masters of the country of Bceotia and

1'hocis, and demolished the wall of the Taiiagraeans, and
took from the Opuntian Locrians their richest hundred men
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us hostages, and finished their own long walls. The yKgine-
tans also after this surrendered on condition to the Ath<

demolishing their walls, and giving up their ships, and agree-

ing to pay tribute in future. And the Athenians sailed round

the Peloponnese under the command of Tolmides, the son of

Tolmseus, and burned the arsenal of the Laceda-monians, and

took Chalcis, a. city of the Corinthians, and defeated the

Sicyonians in a. battle during a descent which they made on

their land.

109. The Athenians in Egypt and their allies were still

remaining there, and hostilities assumed in.-my different phases
with them. For at first the Athenians were masters of

Egypt; and the king sent Meii;a!>a/us, a Persian, t.> Lace-

daemon with a sum of money, that he might cause the recall

of the Athenians from Egypt by the Peloponnesians being

persuaded to invade Attica. But when lie did not sn.

and the money was being spent to no purpose, Megabazns
with the remainder of it went back to Asia; and he sent

Megabyzus, son of Zopyrus, a Persian, with a large force;

who, having arrived by land, defeated the Egyptians and

their allies in a battle, and drove the (I reeks out of Mem-

phis, and at last shut them up in the island of I';

besieged them in it a year and six months, till by draining
the canal and turning oil' the water by another course, he left

their ships on dry ground, and joined most or' the island to the

mainland, and crossed over and took it on loot.

110. Thus the cause of th> ruined, after a

war of six years : and only a few of many marched through

Libya and escaped to Gyrene, while most of them perished.
So Kgypt. again came under the power of the king, excepting

Amyrtams, the king in the m irshes, whom they could not

take owing to the extent of the fen; ;uid besides, the marsh-

meii are the, most warlike of the lOgyptians. As for Inarus,

the king of the Libyans, who had < the whole

business respecting Egypt, h" was taken by In.,

cruciii"d. Moreover, fifty
triremes that were sailing to Kgyp:.

from Athens and the rest of the confederacy to relieve

! force, put in to shore at the, Mendesi.-m branch,

knowing nothing of whal had happened !

falling on them from the shore, and the ll :.ici;ms

i, destroyed the greater part of the ships: the smaller
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part escaped back. Thus ended the great expedition of the

Athenians and their allies to Egypt.
111. Now Orestes, son of Echecratidas, king of the Thes-

salians, beinuf banished from Thessaly, persuaded the Athe-

nians to restore him : and taking with them the Boeotians and

Phocians, who were their allies, the Athenians marched

against Pharsalns in Thessaly. And they were masters of

the country, as far as they could be so without advancing far

from their camp
1

(tor the cavalry of the Thessaliaus kept them
in check), but did not take the city, nor succeed in any other

of the designs with which they made the expedition ;
but

they returned with Orestes without effecting any thing. Not

long after this, one thousand Athenians having embarked in

the ships that were at Pcgre (for they were themselves in

possession of that port), coasted along to Sicyon, under the

command of Pericles, son of Xanthippus, and landed, and de-

feated those of the Sicyonians who met them in battle. And

immediately taking with them the Achseans, and sailing

across, they turned their arms against (Eniadae in Acarnania,
and besieged it

; they did not, however, take it, but returned,

home.
112. Subsequently, after an interval of three years, a truce

for five years was made between the Peloponnesians and Athe-

nians. So the Athenians ceased from prosecuting the Avar in

Greece, but made an expedition against Cyprus with two hun-

dred ships of their own and of the allies, under the command
of Cimon

; sixty of which sailed from them to Egypt, being
sent for by Amyrtseus, the king in the marshes

;
while the

rest besieged Citium. Cimon having died, and there being a

dearth of provisions, they retired from Citium
;
and while sail-

ing otf Salamis in Cyprus, they fought both by sea and land at

the same time with the Phoenicians and Silicians-; and having

conquered in both engagements, returned home, and with them
the ships that had come back from Egypt. After this, the

Lacedaemonians waged what is called the sacred war, and

having taken possession of the temple at Delphi, gave it up to

the Delphians : and the Athenians again afterward, on their

1

Literally, "from their arms" i. e., the- place where their spears and
shields were piled. Arnold observes that ova p/, like urt ^7), are, ola,

etc., has grown by usage into a complete adverb, so as to have lost all

the grammatical construction which oaa would require as an adjective.
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retiring, marched and took possession of it, and restored it to

the Phocians.

113. Some time having elapsed after these things, the

Bffiotian exiles being in possession of Orchomenus, Chseronea,
and some other places in Boeotia, the Athenians, under the

command of Tolrnides, son of Tolmaeus, marched with one
thousand heavy-armed of their own and the several contin-

gents of the allies, against these places ;
for they were hostile to

them. Having taken Chosronea, [and reduced it to slavery,
1

]

they were retiring, after placing a garrison in it. But as they
were on their inarch, the Boeotian exiles from Orchomenus,

..and with them some Docrians and exiles of the Euboeans,
and all that were of the same views, attacked them at ( V>ro-

nsea, and, having defeated them in battle slew some of the

Athenians, and took others of them alive. So the Atheni-

ans evacuated all Bceotia, having made peace en conditions of

recovering their men. And the exiles of the Boeotians were

restored, and they and all the rest became independent again.
114. Not long after this, Eubcea revolted from the Athe-

nians
;
and when Pericles had already crossed over to it with

an army of Athenians, news was brought him that Megaru
had revolted; that the Peloponnesians were on the point of in-

vading Attica
;
and that the Athenian garrison had been put to

the sword by the Megaroans, except as many as had escaped
to Nisrea. Now the MegareanB had revolted, after calling to

-J:heir aid the Corinthians, and Sicyonians, and Epidaurians.
So Pericles took the army back from Euboca as quickly as

possible. After this the Pelopetmesians made an incur-

sion as far as Eleusis and Thrium, and ravaged the country,
under the command of Pleistoanax, the son of Pausaiiins, king
of the Lacedaemonians; and without advancing any further

they returned home. And the Athenians having again crossed

over to Eubcea under the command of Pericles, subdued the

whole of it, and settled the rest of the island by treaty; but

the, IIistia>ans they expelled from their homes, and held the

territory themselves.

115. Having return. -d from Kuluea, not long after they
made a truce with the Lacedaemonians and their allies for

thirty years, giving bark Nkva. lW:e, Tra>/en, Achaia
;

1

Poppo aud Goller omit these words; Bekker and Arnold put them
in brackets.
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for of these places in the Peloponnese the Athenians were

in possession. Now in the sixth year ;i Avar broke out be-

tween the Samians and Milesians about Priene ;
and the Mi-

lesians U-ing worsTe I in Th^^vaT^veEOi^theAthenian
raised an mterv against the__Saniia.H4. some private; individuals

from Samos it-elf Talang part with them, from a wish to

etKvt a ivvoluli >n in the government. The Athenians there-

fore sailed to Samos with forty ships, and established a de-

moeraey; and taking as hostages from the, Samians fifty boys
and as many men, deposited them in Lomnos, and after leaving
a garrison in the island, withdrew. But the exiles of the Sa-

mians (for there were some who did not remain in the island,

but fled t) the continent) having made arrangements with the

most powerful of those in the city, and an alliance with

Pisuthnes, the son of Hystaspes, who had the satrapy of Sardis,

at that time, and having collected auxiliaries to the number
of seven hundred, crossed over to Samos toward night, and in

the first place rose up against the commons, and secured

most of them
; then, having secretly removed their hostages

from Lemnos, they revolted, and gave up to Pisuthnes the

garrison and its commanders that were with them, and imme-

diately prepared to go against -Miletus._ The-Bpnntines also

revoked with them.

116. The Athenians, when they were aware of it, sailed

with sixty ships for Samos, but did not use sixteen of them

(for some were gone toward Caria to look out for the Phce-

nician fleet; others toward Chios and Lesbos, carrying
about orders to bring reinforcements) ;

with forty-four, how-

ever, under the command of Pericles and nine others, they

fought a battle near the island of Tragia with seventy ships
of the Samians, twenty of which were transports (they all

happened to be sailing from Miletus), and the Athenians were

victorious. Afterward there came to them a reinforcement

of forty ships from Athens, and five and twenty from Chios

and Lesbos
;
and when they had disembarked, and had the

superiority in land forces, they invested the city with three

walls, and blockaded it by sea at the same time. Then
Pericles took sixty ships of the blockading squadron, and

went as quickly as possible in the direction of Caunus and

Caria, news having been brought that the Phoenician fleet was

sailing against them : for there had also gone from Samos
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joras and SOUK- others with five ships to fetch those of

the Phoenicians.

117. At this time the Samiana^ having suddenly sallied out,

fell on the unprotected camp, and destroyed the guard-ships,
and in a sea-fight defeated those, that put out against them,
and were masters of the sea along their coasts about fourteen

days, carrying in and out what they pleased. But on the ar-

rival of Pericles they were again closely blockaded by the

fleet. Afterward there came reinforc. ni'-nts, of forty ships
with Thucydides, Ilagnon, and Phormio, and twenty with

Tlepolemus and Anticles, from Athens, and of thirty from

Chios and Lesbos. Against these the Samians fought a

short battle by sea, but being unable to hold out,

duced in the ninth month, and surrendered cm conditions;

dismantling their wall, ami giving hostages, and delivering

up their ships, and agreeing to pay back by installments the

expenses of the war. The Byzantines also agreed to be sub-

ject as before.

118. After these things, though not many years later, what
we have before narrated now took place, namely, the affair of

Corcyra, and that of Potidaea, and whatever was made a pre-
text for this war. All these things that the <J reeks peri'onned

against one another and the barbarian, occurred in about

between the. retreat of Xerxes and the beginning of

this war : in t.he course of wlpp.li the- j\ thf-nians established their

empire on .1 firmer
foot.in/r ;n>d themselves advanced to ajgrcat

^ch--^f-powBT7-^vhile
the LaceHseiriuiiiiUlH, IhuuglTlhey pt-r-

ceived it, did riot try to stop them, except, tor a short time, but,

remained quiet the greater part of the period. For even before,

this they were not quick in proeccding to hostilities, unless they

were compelled ;
and to a certain exieiit ;dso tliey were hin-

dered by intestiii" wars;
1

until the power of the Athenians v>as

clearly rising to a. dangerous height, and they were encroach-

ing on their confederacy. Then, however, (hey considered it

no longer endurable, but were, of opinion that they ought, with

the gr :!ition to attack their power, and overthrow it,

if they could, by commencing this war. Now the Laceda'ino-

nian.s themselves had decided that the trealv had been broken,

and that the Athenians were guilty; but, they sent to I>elplii

and inquired of the god, whether it, would b<- better for them

1 IIo seems to refer especially to tho revolt of (lie Helots.
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if they went to war: and lie answered them, as it is reported,
that if they earried on tin- war with all their might, they would

train the victory ;
and said that he would himself take part with

them, whether called upon or not.

119. Still they wished to summon the allies again, and

put it to the vote whether they should go to war. When
tin 1 ambassadors had come from the confederates, and an as-

sembly had been held, the others said what they wished, most

of them accusing the Athenians, and demanding that war
should be declared

;
and the Corinthians, who had even be-

fore begged them each separately, state by state, to vote for

the war being afraid for Potidaea, lest it should be destroyed
first and who were present then also, came forward last, and

spoke as follows :

120. "We can no longer, allies, find fault with the Lace-

daemonians, as not having both themselves voted for Avar, and
now brought us together for this purpose :

'

[though we should

have blamed them if they had not done so]. For it is the

duty of leaders, while they conduct their private affairs on a

footing of equality, to provide for the interests of all
;

as they
are also in other respects honored above all. Now as many
of us as have already had any dealings with the Athenians

require no warning to beware of them
;
but those who live

more in the interior, and not in the highway of communica-

tion, ought to know, that if they do not defend those on the

coast, they will find the carrying down of their produce [for

exportation] more difficult, and the procuring again of those

things which the sea affords to the mainland
;
and they ought

not to be indifferent judges of what is now said, as though it

did not affect them, but to consider that some time or other,
if they should sacrifice the towns on the coast, the danger
would reach even to them

;
and that they are now consulting

for themselves no less [than for others]. And for this reason

they ought not to shrink from passing to war instead of peace.
For it is the part of prudent men, indeed, to remain quiet,
should they not be injured; but of brave men, when in-

jured, to go from peace to war
;
and when a good opportunity

1 The yup in tho succeeding words, XP^I 7&P ro^ fyyefiovaf, refers to a

suppressed, sentence :

" We can not now blame them
;
but had they acted

differently, we should have had a right to blame them
;

for those who
command others should provide for the welfare of others." Arnold.
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offers, to come to an understanding again from hostilities; and
neither to be elated by their success in war, nor to brook in-

jury through being charmed with the quiet of peace. For lie

who shrinks from this course for love of pleasure, would most

quickly be deprived of the delights of indolenee, for which he.

shrinks from it, should he remain quiet ;
and he who in war

becomes grasping through success, does not reflect that he is

buoyed up by a confidence that can not be trusted. Fur many
measu- :'i badly planned, have yet succeeded, through

1

Iversary being still worse advised; and still more have

there been which, though seeming to be well arranged, have
on the contrary come to a disgraceful issue. For no one"

conceives his plans with [only] the same degree of confidence

as he carries them out in action; but wre form our opinions in

security, [and therefore with assurance
;]

whereas we fail in

action through fear.

121. "Now as for ourselves, we are at the present time

preparing for war because we are injured, and have suflicient

grounds of complaint; and when we have avenged onrsei ,

Jie Athenians, we will lay it down again in good time. And
for many reasons it is likely that we should have theadvai

:-iwe are superior in numbers and military experience ; and

secondly as we all proceed with equal obedience to do what we
are ordered. And for a fleet, in which they are so st rong we will

equip one from the property we severally po-srss, and from the

money at Delphi and Olympia; for by contracting a loan of that

wo shall be able, by means of higher pav, to rob them of their

foreign sailors. For the power of the Athenians is nuTcenarv,
rather than native : but ours would be less exposed to this, as

1 See note on I. 32. ?,.

2 I have followed ( toller's reading of nimia ; Arnold
;

ig it as dependent on the two verl
" What we speculate on in our expectations, and what \ve aeeomplish in

our practice, eio wholly different from each other." My chi

preferring the former interpretation is, that the article is only used with

/Ram, and not with both nouns, as 1 think it usually is in other >

ges, where there is so marked an opposition bet v.
<'.<*}. I. 71. 1.

in av TTJ [lev TrapavKEvy tiiKata npuaaum, n~j
6i> yvuinj. K. r. 7. II. 11. G.

XP?) At! del KV TJJ Tro^c/j.in, ry fj,v yv<')/ii>j BapOOMOVf frrptirfveiv, T<f> 62

ipyu dedtoTac irapaoKevd&oOai. Unless it is omitted in both cases, as I.

85. 5. riir rC>v iroXejlfuv irap<i

ier instances of u/wToc with the force hero give.'i

to
it,

see iioto on ch. 3f*. 5.
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it is strong in men more than in money. And by one victory

[imined hv us| in a. sea-fight, in all probability they are ruin-

ed
;
hut should they hold out, we too shall have more time for

studying naval matters; and when we have put our skill

on an equal footing with theirs, in courage, we shall most cer-

tainly excel them. For the advantage which we possess by
nature can not be acquired by them through learning; whereas

the superiority which they have in point of skill may be at-

tained by us through practice. And to have money tor this

purpose, we will raise contributions; or strange were it,
if

their allies should not refuse to contribute it for their own

slavery, while we would not spend it to be avenged on our

enemies, and to save ourselves at the same time, and to avoid

suffering by means of this very money,
1

through having it taken

from us by them.

122. "We have also other ways of carrying on war, such

as causing their allies to revolt (which is the most effectual

mode of taking from them the revenues in which they are so

strong), and2

raising works to annoy their country ;
with other

things which one could not now foresee. For war least of

all things proceeds on definite principles, but adopts most of its

contrivances from itself to suit the occasion : in the course of

which lie that deals with it with good temper is more secure
;

while he that engages in it with passion makes the greater failure.

Let us reflect also, that if we were severally engaged in [only]

quarrels with our equals about boundaries of territory, it might
be borne : but as it is, the Athenians are a match for us all to-

gether, and still more powerful against single states
;
so that

unless all in a body, and nation by nation, and city by city,

with one mind we defend ourselves against them, they will

certainly subdue us without trouble, when divided. And as

for defeat, though it may be a terrible thing for any one to hear

of, let him know that it brings nothing else but downright

1
i. e., as it would be made the instrument of Athenian tyranny, if by

submission they allowed them to take it from them. Or,
" on this very

point of money," as Arnold renders it.

2 See ch. 142. 3, where Pericles mentions the two different methods
of IxiTeixtotc,

"
the one," as Arnold explains it,

"
by founding a city in

the neighborhood of Athens, strong enough to interfere with her trade,

and be a check upon her power, TTU^I.V di'Tina^ov ; the other by merely

raising one or two forts in Attica, as strongholds for plundering partiea
to keep the country in a constant annoyance and alarm."
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slavery : which is disgraceful for the Peloponnese to !>

mentioned as contingent, and for so many cities to be ill-treated

by one. In that case we should appear cither to be justly

treated, or to put up with it through cowardice, and to show
ourselves inferior to our fathers, who liberated < 'recce ; where-

as we do not even secure this liberty for ourselves, but allow a

tyrant state to set itself up among us, though we think it

right to put down rnonarchs in anyone state. And we do
not know how this conduct is cleared of three of the greatest

evils, folly, or cowardice, or carelessness. For you certainly
have not escaped

1
these by betaking yourselves to that con-

tempt of your foes, which has injured far more than any
thing else

;
and which, from ruining so many, has been called

by the opposite name of senselessness.

123. "With regard then to what has been done before,

why need we find fault with it at greater length than is ex-

pedient for what is doing now? 15ut with respeei to what
will be hereafter, we must labor for it by supporting what is

present; for it is our hereditary custom to acquire virtues by
labors; and you must not change the fashion, if you ha\e a

slight superiority now in wealth and power (tor it is not

right that what was won in want should be lost in abundance) ;

but must go to the war with good courage on many grounds ;

since (he god has commanded it, and promised to take part
with you himself; while the rest of (ireece \\ill all join you in

Biggie, some for fear, and some for interest. Nor will

you be the first to break the treaty ;
f<>r even the god himself

considers it to have been violated, since he orders you to go to

war; but you will rather come to its support after it has been

wronged: for the breakers of it, are, nof those who defend

themselves, but those wrho wen 1 the first agi^re-

124. ''So then, since on every ground you have good reason

for going to war, and since we all in common recommend this,

inasmuch as if is most certain that this is expedient both for

states and individuals
[

in our le;iM-ue|; do not defer to

(he 1'oiid.Tans, who are Dorians, and are besieged l>v lonians,

1

Or,
"
for surely you have not, thronirh :i wish to escape these impu-

tations, beUikrn yourselves,'' etc. ''The piny on the wonls Kurno/xn-i/fJir
< Arnold, "can hardly lie preserved in iMi^lish: 'A

sense of yojr adversaries' inferiority is so fatal a feeling (.. Ihoso who
entertain it, thit it more fitly deserves to be called no/.
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(the contrary of which used formerly to bo tho case), and to

vindicate the liberty of the rest; since it is no longer possible
for them to wait,

1

while some are already injured, and others

will 1)" treated in the same way not much later, if we shall bo

known to have come together, but not to dare to avenge our-

selves : but considering, allies, that we have reached a point of

-:ty, and, moreover, that what is mentioned is the best

course, vote for the war; not being afraid of the immediate

danger, but setting your hearts oa the more lasting peace that

will result from it. For it is by war that peace is rendered the

more stable
;
but to refuse to pass from a state of quiet to one of

war is not equally free from danger. Being of opinion then

that, the tyrant state which has set itself up in Greece, has set

itself up against all alike, so that it already rules over some,
and is designing to rule over others, let us go against it and

reduce it
;
and live ourselves free from danger in future, and

give freedom to the Greeks who are now enslaved." To this

eftect spoke the Corinthians.

125. The Lacedemonians, after they had heard from all

what they thought, put the question to the vote of all the allies

who were present in succession, both to greater and smaller

states alike : and the majority voted for war, But though they
had resolved on it, it was impossible to take it in hand imme-

diately, as they were unprepared ;
but it was determined that

suitable means should be provided by the several states, and
that there should be no delay. A year, however, did not

pass while they were settling all that was necessary, but less,

before they invaded Attica, and openly proceeded to the war.

126. During this time they were sending embassadors to

the Athenians with complaints, in order that they might
have as good a pretext as possible for the war, in case they
should not listen to them. In the first place the Lacedaemo-

nians sent embassadors, and ordered the Athenians to drive

out the pollution of the goddess ;
which pollution was of the

following nature. There was one Cylon, a man who had

conquered at the Olympic games, an Athenian of the olden

time, both noble and powerful; he had married a daughter
of Theagenes, a Megarean, who at that time was tyrant of

The participle KepifiKvovTac refers to the whole body of the confede-

rates, which is afterward represented in two divisions by the use of the

article with fxcv and <5e.

4
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Megara. Now when Cylon was consulting the oracle at

Delphi, the god told him to seize on the Acropolis of the

Athenians during the greatest least of Jupiter. So having
received a force from Theagenes, and persuaded his friends to

it, when the Olympic festival in the Peloponnese came on, lie

seized the Acropolis with a view to establishing a tyranny;

thinking that that was the greatest festival of Jupiter, and
that it was a very proper time for him, as he had conquered
at the Olympic games. But whether it was the greatest fes-

tival in Attica, or elsewhere, that had been alluded to, he
neither stopped to consider, nor did the oracle express. For
the Athenians also have a Diasian festival, which is called the

greatest festival of Jupiter Milichius, held outside 1 th*

in which all the people offer [something, though] many of

them not victims, but conntry-oliorings.
1

Thinking, In >

that he understood it rightly, he took the business in hand.

The Athenians, on perceiving it, ran in a body from the fields

to resist them, and sitting down before the place be

them. But as time went on, being tired out by the blockade,
most of them went away, having commissioned the nine

Archons to keep guard, and to arrange every thing with

full powers, as they should consider best : tor at that time

the nine Archons transacted most of the state affairs. Now
those who were besieged with Cylon were in a wretched con-

dition for want of food and water. ( 'vlon therefore and his

brother made their escape, but when ti: re pressed

hard, and some were even dying of famine, they seated them-

selves as suppliants on the altar of the Acropolis. And t!nse

of the Athenians who had been commissioned to keep guard,
when they saw them dying in the temple, raised them up on

condition of doing them no harm, and led them away and

killed them
;

while some, -who were seated before the Awful

-ses" they dispatched on (he altars at the side entrance.

And from this both they and their descendants after them
'ailed accursed of, and oifcndcrs against, the goddess.

The Athenians therefore expelled these accursed ones, and

Cleomenea the Lacedaemonian also expelled diem subsequently,

1 & &, little figures of dough or paste made inl oftho swine,
or other ;iiiiin:ils. which they were too poor to

2 A title of the Furies peculiarly L
I;

Pausauias, as that of Ki'y mum.'
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in conjunction wiih some Athenian partisans, both driving
out the, living, and taking up and casting out the bones of tho

dead. They returned, however, afterward, and their d
ants arc; still in tho city.

127. This pollution then tho Lacedaemonians ordered them
to drive out; principally, as they professed, to avenge the hon-

or of the gods ;
but really, because they know that Pericles,

the son of Xanthippus, was connected with it on his mother's

;ade, and thought that if he were banished, their business with

the Athenians would more easily succeed. They did not,

however, so much hope that he would be treated in that way,
as that it would cause a prejudice against him in the city;
from an idea that the war would in part be occasioned by his

misfortune. For being the most powerful man of his time, and

taking the lead in the government, he opposed the Lacede-
monians in every thing, and would not let the Athenians

make concessions, but instigated them to hostilities.

128. The Athenians also, in return, commanded the Lace^

dsemonians to drive out the pollution of Taenarus. For the Lace-

daemonians having formerly raised up some suppliants of the

Helots from the temple of Neptune at Tsenarus, led them away
and slew them : and for this they think they were themselves

also visited with the great earthquake at Sparta. They like-

wise ordered them to drive out the curse of Minerva of the Bra-

zen-House
;
which was of the following kind. When Pausanias

the Lacedaemonian, after being sent for by the Spartans for

the first time from his command in the Hellespont, and brought
to trial, was acquitted by them as not guilty, he was not sent

out again in a public capacity ;
but in a private capacity, of his

own accord, he took a trireme of Hermione, without the au-

thority of the Lacedaemonians, and came to the Hellespont ;

nominally, to join in the war of the Greeks
;
but really, to carry

out his measures with the king ;
which he had undertaken, in

the first instance, from a desire of sovereignty over Greece.

Now it was from the following fact that he first established a

claim for service with the king, and made a commencement of

the whole business. Having taken Byzantium when he was
there before, after the return from Cyprus (the Medes were in

possession of it, and some connections and relations of the king
were taken in

it),
on that occasion he sent back to the king

those whom he had taken, not letting the other allies know
;
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but giving
1 out that they had escaped from him. This ho

managed in concert with Gongylus the Kretrian, to whom
I committed Byzantium and the prisoners. He also sent

Gongylus with a letter to him
;

in which, as was afterward

discovered, the following was written :
u
Pausanias, the gen-

eral of Sparta, wishing to oblige thee, sends these men back to

thee, after taking them in war. And I make a proposal, if thou

also art pleased with it, that I should marry thy daughter, and

make Sparta and the rest of Greece subject to thee. And I

think that I am able to do this in concert Avith thee. If

then any of these proposals please thee, send a trustworthy
man to the sea, through whom in future we will confer."

129. Such was the purport of the writing; and .Xerxes was

pleased with the letter, and sent Artabazus, the SHU of Phar-

naces, to the sea, and ordered him to succeed to the satrapy
of Dascylium, superseding Megabates, who was governor be-

fore; and gave him a letter in answer, to send over as quickly
as possible to Pausanias at Byzantium, and to show him the

Geal; and whatever message Pausanias should send him on his

own affairs, to execute it in the best and most faithful manner

possible.
On his arrival he did every thing as had been told

him, and also sent over the letter; the following being written

in reply to him: "Thus saith King Xerxes to JY.tisanias.

For the men whom thou hast saved from Byzantium, and sent

over the sea to me, then; is laid up for thee in our house
1

[the,

record of] a benefit registered forever
;
and I am also pleased

with thy proposals. And let neither night nor day stop thee,

that thou shouldst be remiss in doing any of the things which

thou hast promised me : neither let. them he impeded by out-

lay of gold or silver, nor by number of troops, whithersoever

there is need of their coming; but in conjunction with Arta-

bazus, an honorable man, whom I have sent to thee, fear

not to promote both my interest ;md thine own, as shall bo

most creditable and advantageous f >r both."

130. On the receipt of this letter. Pausanias, though he

was even before held in high repute by the Greeks for his

generalship at Plat;ea, was then much more exalted ; and could

no longer live in the ordinary style, but went out of I

1 For other instances of this custom, see Herodotus V. 11. and VITT.
85 niultho hook of Ksther. ch. vi. Accord ! <>tus. flu- name by
y.-iiidi persons so registered were called was "Orosangte," or "bene-
factors."
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fiuni, clothed in a Median dress; and when lie went through
Thrac '- Medrs and Egyptians formed his body-gUard; and ho

had a iVrsian table laid tor him, and could not conceal his

purpos', but betrayed beforehand by trilling actions what he

intende 1 t> practice in future on a larger scale. He also made
himself difficult of access, and indulged such a violent temper
toward all, that no one dared to approach him; and this was

n .51 of the least reasons why the confederates went over from

him to the Athenians.

131. The Lacedaemonians, on becoming acquainted with

if, recalled him the first time on this very account; and when
he went out the second time in the vessel of Hermione, without

th-;r orders, and appeared to be acting in this way, and did

not return to Sparta when forcibly driven out from By-
zantium by the Athenians after a siege, but news came of his

boing settled at Colonoe in the Troad, and intriguing with

the barbarians, and making his stay there for no good; under

these circumstances they waited no longer, but the ephors
sent a herald and a scytalc,

1 and told him not to leave the

herald, else that they declared war against him. Wishing
to be as little suspected as possible, and trusting to quash the

charge by means of money, he proceeded to return the second

time to Sparta. And at first he was thrown into prison by the

ephors (for the ephors have power to do this to the king), but

aft ! ward, having settled the business, he subsequently came

out, and offered himself for trial to those who wished to ex-

amine into his case.

132. Now the Spartans had no clear proof, neither his ene-

mies nor the state at large, on which they could safely rely
in punishing a man who was of the royal family and at present

holding an honorable office
; (for as his cousin and guardian,

he was regent for Pleistarchus, the son of Leonidas, who was

king and at present a minor;) but by his contempt of the

laws, and imitation of the barbarians, he gave room for many
suspicions of his not wishing to be content with things as they
were. And they reviewed his other acts, in whatever on any

1 The scytale was a staff used at Sparta as a cipher for writing dis-

patches. A strip of paper was rolled slantwise round it, on which the

dispatches were written lengthwise, so that when unrolled they were

unintelligible ;
commanders abroad had one of like thickness, round

which they rolled these papers, and so were able to read the dispatches.
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occasion he had lived beyond the established u-Mge.-; ; and

ally, that on the tripod at Delphi, which the Greeks
dedic;!ie:l as the lirst.-fru.its of the spoil of the Medes, he had

formerly on his own individual responsibility presumed to have

the foliowin"- distich inscribed :o
" The Greek Pausanias, victor o'er the Medc,
To Phoebus this memorial decreed."

This distich then the Lacedaemonians at the very time

from the tripod, and engraved by name all the cities that had

joined in overthrowing the barbarian, and had dedicated the

offering. This, however, was considered to be an act of guilt
in Pausanias

;
and since he had put himself in his pres-

sition, it appeared to have been done in much closer keeping
with his present views. They also hoard that he was tam-

pering with the Helots
;
and it was the fact too; for he was

promising them liberation and citizenship, if they would join

in an insurrection, and in carrying out the whole of his plan.
But not even then did they think right to

1

believe even any of

the Helots [themselves] as informers, and to proceed to any

great severity against him ; acting according to the custom which

they usually observe toward their own citizens, not to be hasty
in adopting any extreme measure in the case of a

Spartan
without unquestionable evidence; until a man of Argilus, it

is said, who was about to carry to Ar!aha/:us the last letter

i'or the king, and who had before been his favorite 1 and \ cry
much trusted by him, gave information to them; having

. lanned at a thought which struck him, that HOIK; of the

messengers before him had hitherto come back again ; and so,

having counterfeited the seal, in order that if he were mistaken

in his surmise, or if J'ausanias should ask to make some aher-

ation in the writing, lie might, not discover it, In- opened the

letter, and found written in it having suspected" some addi-

tional order of the. kind directions to put him also to death.

133. Then, however, the cphors, on his showing them the

ker credence to it; but still wished to 1

of Pausanias' saying something. When therefore,

1

Or, "even though theylx i lia'l infnni;-

bim."
1

Jl,.'. b occurs with tli' "f the

I. s5. G, rij 6i> Ko/ii^oi'Ti avTOf TrpoaeTTtaTfihav tr Kp/r//z>
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from a concerted plan, the man had goim to Taenarus 1

as a sup-

pliant,
and had built himself a but, divided into two by a

partition wall, in which be concealed some of the ephors ;
and

when Pausanias came to him, and asked the reason for his be-

coming a suppliant, they heard all distinctly ;
while the man

charged him with what had been written, and set forth the

other particulars, one by one, saying that he had never yet en-

dangered him at all in his services with respect to the king,

yet had been, just like the mass of his servants, preferred to

death; and Pausanias acknowledged these very things, and
desired him not to be angry for what had happened, but gave
him the security of raising him up from the temple, and

I him to go as quickly as possible, and not to put an ob-

stacle in the way of his designs.
134. After hearing him accurately, the ephors then went

away, and having now certain knowledge [of his guilt],
were preparing to arrest him in the city. But it is said

that when he was just going to be arrested in the street,

from seeing the face of one of the ephors as he approached
him, he understood for what purpose he was coming ;

and
on another of them making a secret nod, and out of kind-

ness showing him [their object], ho set off running to the

temple of Minerva of the Brazen-House, and reached his

place of refuge first
;

for the sacred ground was near at hand.

To avoid suffering from exposure to the open air, he en-

tered a building of no great size, which formed part of the

temple, and remained quiet in it. The ephors were at the

moment distanced in the pursuit; but afterward they took

off the roof of the building ;
and having watched him in, and

cut him off from egress, they barricaded the doors; and

sitting down before the place, reduced him by starvation.

When he was on the point of expiring in his present
situation in the building, on perceiving it, they took him out

of the temple while still breathing; and when he was taken

out, he died immediately. They were going therefore to

cast him, as they do malefactors, into the Caeadas
;
but after-

ward they thought it best to bury him somewhere near.

But the god at Delphi subsequently ordered the Liicedsemon-

ians to remove the tomb to where he died (and he now lies

1
i. e., to tho temple of Neptune on the promontory of Taenarus, which

enjoyed the privileges of an asylum, or sanctuary.
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in the entrance to the sacred ground, as monumental columns
declare in writing) ;

and as what had been done was a pollution
to them, he ordered them to give back two bodies instead of one

to the goddess of the Brazen-House. So they had 1\vo brazen

statues made, and dedicated them as a substitute for Pausani.-is.

135. The Athenians, then, inasmuch as tin- god iiimseli'

had decided this to be a pollution, retorted by commanding
the Lacedemonians to drive it out. Now the Lacedaemonians

sent embassadors to the Athenians, and charged Themistocles

also as an accomplice in the medi/ing of Pausanias, as they
discovered from the examinations in his case

;
and demanded

that he should be punished with the same penalties. In com-

pliance with this (he happened to have been ostracised, and

though he had a residence at Argos, used to travel about to

the rest of the Peloponnese), they sent with the Lacedaemon-

ians, who who were very ready to join in the pursuit, certain

men who were told to bring him wherever they might fall in

with him.

136. Themistocles, being aware of this beforehand, fled from
the Peloponnese to Oorcyra; for he had been a benefactor to

that people. But when the Corcyraans alleged that they
were afraid to keep him at the risk of incurring the enmity
of the Lacedaemonians and Athenians, he was carried over by
them to the mainland opposite. And being pursued by thos <>

who had been appointed to the work, as they heard on in-

quiry in what direction he was going, he was compelled in

a strait to stop at the house of Admetus, the king of the

Molossians, who was not on friendly terms with him. He

happened to be from home; but Themistocles, addressing
himself as a suppliant to his wife, was instructed by her to

take their child, and seat himself on the hearth. And when
Admetus came not long after, he declared who he was, and

begged him not to avenge himself on a banished man, for

whatever he himself might have urged against any request of

his to the Athenians
;

'

for in thai case he would receive evil

iVoin the king, when he was far his inferior in power ;
where-

as it was the part of a noble nature to avenge iss.-lf on its

juals [alone], and on fair terms. l>esides, he had himself'

opposed the kino- with regard to some request, merely, and not

on a point of bodily safety: whereas he, if he gave him up
(he mentioned by whom and for what he was being pursued),
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would deprive liini of security of life." The king, afier hear-

ing him, raised Jiim up with his son
(for so lie was silling with

him, ;in<l this was the most prevailing mode of supplication).
137. And when the Athenians and Laceda-monians came

no IOIIL; time after, he did not give him up; but as he wished

1 <> u'" to the king, sent him by land to the, other s \a, to Pydna,
which was in Alexander's dominions. There he found a mer-

chant vessel putting to sea for Ionia, and having gone on
board was carried by a storm to the armament of the Athen-

ians, that was blockading Naxos. In his fear he told the mas-

ter who he was (for he was unknown to those in the vessel),
and on what account lie was flying ;

and said, that if he did

not save him, he would declare that he was taking him for a

pecuniary consideration
;
that their only hope of safety lay in

no one's leaving the vessel till the voyage could be continued
;

and that if lie complied with his request, he would remember
him with becoming gratitude. The master did so; and after

lying out at sea off the naval encampment a day and a night,

subsequently arrived at Ephesus. And Themistoeles rewarded

him by a present of money (for there came to him afterward

money from Athens, sent by his friends, and from Argos that

which had been secretly laid up there) ;
and having gone up

the country with one of the Persians on the coast, he sent a

letter to king Artaxerxes, the son of Xerxes, who was lately
come to the throne. The purport of the letter was this :

"
I,

Themistocles, am come to thee, who have done most harm of all

the Greeks to your house, as long as I was compelled to defend

myself against thy father who had attacked me, but still far more

good, when he was retreating in circumstances of safety to me,
but of peril to him. And return for a benefit is owed me;"
(he mentioned his sending to him from Salamis previous in-

formation of the retreat of the Greeks, and the non-destruction

of the bridges at that time through his instrumentality, to

which he falsely laid claim
;)

" and now I am come with power
to do thee great good, being persecuted by the Greeks because

of my friendship for thee. But I wish to wait a year, and then

explain in person to thee the objects of my coming."
138. The king, it is said, approved of his plan, and told

him to do so. During the time that he waited he learned as

much as he could of the Persian language, and the institutions

of the country ;
and having gone to him after the expiration

4*
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of the year, lie became an influential person with him, so ;.s

none of the Greeks had hitherto been, both mi account of

his previous reputation, and the hope which lie suggested with

regard to Greece, namely, th:it he would make it subject to

him; but most of all, from his showing himself talented by
actual proofs. For Themistocle.-; was one who most clearly

displayed the strength of natural genius, and was particularly

worthy of admiration in this respec!, more than any other

m*T3 : ibr by his own talent, and without learning any thing
toward it be/ore, or in addition to it, he was both the best

judge of things present with the least deliberation, and the

best conjecture! of the future, to the most remote point of

what was likely to happen. Moreover, the, things which he

took in hand he was also able to carry out
;
and in those

in which he had no experience he was not at a loss
1

to form

a competent judgment, lie had too the greatest ton sight of

what was the better course or the worse in Avhat v, as

unseen. In a word, by strength of natural talent, and short-

ness of study, he was the best of all men to do 2
off-hand what

was necessary. Ho ended his life by disease; though some say
that he purposely destroyed himself by poison, on rinding that

he was unable to perform what he had promised to the king.
Now there is a monument to him in the Asiatic Magnesia, in

the market-place ;
for he was governor of the country, the king

having given him 3

Magnesia, which brought him in
fifty

1 "
It should bo remembered that TO Kpu-ai, or the common-sens

meat which man may pass upon subjects which arc not within their own

peculiar study or possession, was constantly distinguished amon,u: the

from that full knowledge, whether theoretical or practical, which
enables men riot on! !' things when done. In it 1o do them t hem-

See II. 40. 3. VI. 39. 1. And on this principle th.- people at lar^e
were CO lompetenl judges of the conduct of their magistrates,

though they mi<rht be very unlit to be magistrates themselves." .

- Or, as Arnold renders it,
(; in determining on a moment's i

" His wisdom was so little the result of study, that sudden emet

did not perplex him, as they would those who, beinir accustomed ;

wholly to it, are called on at once to act without it.'
1

3
i. e., the land-tax or rent which was paid bv these towns to th'

and which amounted p-nerally to the tenth part of the
|

'

'\- him to T; lo furnish him with these articlet

establishment. In addition to similar in 'ioiied in Arnold's

note, I may refer to Xenophon, Jlellen. III. 1.
<">,
who inti

Kurysthenes and Procles, descendants of the Spartan kin<r, Demaratus,

Continued to pos.se ,-. Teuthrania, and 1 lalisarna, tlie^ift of

the king of Persia to their exiled ane.
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talents a year, lor bivnd, Lampsarii.; for wine (ibr
it- was

considered more productive of wine than any other p!a<v
at that time), and My us tor provisions

1

in general. But his

relations say that hi- hones were carried, by liis own com-

mand, and laid in Attica without the knowledge of the Athe-

nians
;

for it was not lawful to give them burial, as they were

the hones of a man banished for treason. Sueh was the end
of Pausanias the Lacedaemonian, and Themistocles the Athe-

nian, who had been the most distinguished of all the Greeks in

their day.
139. On the occasion then of their first embassy the Lacedae-

monians gave orders to this effect, and received commands in

return about driving out the accursed. But on going subse-

quently to the Athenians, they commanded them to raise the

siege, of Potidaea, and leave JEgina independent ;
and de-

dared, most especially and distinctly of all, that there would be

no war, if they rescinded the degree respecting the Megareans,
in which it had been declared that they should not use the

ports in the Athenian empire, or the Attic market. But tho

Athenians were neither disposed to obey them in the other

points nor to rescind the decree
;

as they charged the Mega-
reans with an encroaching cultivation of the consecrated and
uninclosed land, and with receiving the run-away slaves.

Finally, when tho last ambassadors had come from Lacedaemon,

namely, Ramphias, Melesippus, and Agesander, and men-
tioned none of the things wrhich they usually had before, but

simply this,
" The Lacedaemonians arc desirous that there

should be peace ;
and there would be, if you were to leave

the Greeks independent ;" the Athenians called an assembly,
and proposed the subject for their consideration, and resolved,
once for all, to deliberate and answer respecting all their de-

mands. And many others came forward and spoke, support-

ing both views of the question ;
both that they should go to

war, and that the decree should not be an obstacle to peace,
but that they should rescind it: and then came forward Pe-

ricles, the son of Xanthippus, the first man of the Athenians

at that time, and most able both in speaking and acting, and
advised them as follows.

1
i. e.j all additional articles of food, such as meat, fish, or vegetables,

which were called by the common name of ui}>oi>, in opposition to bread
and wine, which wore considered tho main supports of human life.
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140. "I always adhere to the same opinion, Athenians,
that we should make no concessions to the Lacedaemonians

;

although I know that men are not persuaded to go to war, and

act when engaged in it, with the same temper ;
hut that,

according to results, they also change their views. Still I see

that the same advice, or nearly the same, must be given by
me now as before

;
and I claim from those of you who are be-

ing persuaded to war, that you will support the common res-

olutions, should we ever meel with any reverse; or not, on
the other h~.nd, to lay any claim to intelligence, if successful.

For it frequently happens that the results of measures p:

no less incomprehensibly than the counsels of man
;
and there-

fore we arc accustomed to regard fortune as the author of all

things that turn out contrary to our expectation. Now the

Lacedaemonians were both evidently plotting against us before,

and now especially are doing so. For whereas it ir- e.\]>

in the treaty that we should give and accept judicial decisions

of our differences, and each side [in the mean time] keep what
we have; they have neither themselves hitherto ;:sk<

id i'>r

such a decision, nor do they accept it when we oiler it
;

but

wish our complaints to be settled by war rather than by v

and arc now come dictating, and no longer expostulating.
For they command us to raise the siege of IV.ida-a, and to

leav<- JSgina independent, and to rescind the <! -cling

the Megareans ;
while these last envoys that have come charge

us also to leave the Greeks independent. l>ut let none of you
think that we should be going to war for a triile, if we did

not rescind the decree respecting the Megareans, which

principally put forward, [saying,] that if it were iv,-., -hided,

the war would not take place: nor leave in your minds any
room for self-accusation hereafter, as though you had gone to

war for a trivial thing. For this triile
1

involves I lie \\liole

confirmation, as well as trial, of your purpose. If yon yield
to these demands, you will soon also he ordered to d- some-

thing greater, as having in this instance obeyed through tear:

1 "Furnishes you with an opportunity of confirm ing your resolution,

while it tries it." It would confirm their resolution, and s<

against future attempts of the enemy, for the

afterward, dirioxvpujdfitvoi <V :

natitr <li> KaTaorrjoaiTi

agrees with (lollcr's explanation of it. quoted i;: the note to

c. 9. 2. "Ausam dat ali"i:i n !." .'
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but by resolutely refusing you would prove clearly to them 1h;it

they must, treat with you more on an djual footing.

141. "Henceforth then mala 1

up your minds, cither to

submit before you are hurt, or, if we go to war, as I think is

better, on important or trivial grounds alike to make no

ro!iees>ion, nor to keep with fear what we have now acquired ;

for both the greatest and the least demand from equals, imperi-

ously urged on their neighbors previous to a judicial decision,
amounts to the same degree of subjugation. Now with regard
to the war, and the means possessed by both parties, that we
shall not be the weaker side, be convinced by hearing the par-
ticulars. The Peloponnesians are men who 1

cultivate their

lands themselves
;
and they have no money either in private

or public funds. Then they are inexperienced in long and

transmarine wars, as they only wage them with each other for

a short time, owing to their poverty. And men of this de-

scription can neither man fleets nor often send out land arma-

ments
; being at the same time absent from their private busi-

ness, and spending from their own resources
; and, moreover,

being also shut out from the sea : but it is super-abundant
revenues that support wars, rather than compulsory contribu-

tions. And men who till the land themselves are more ready
to wage war with their persons than with their money : feel-

ing confident, with regard to the former, that they will escape
from dangers ;

but not being sure, with regard to the latter,

that they will not spend it before they have done
; especially

should the war be prolonged beyond their expectation, as [in
this case] it probably may. For in one battle the Peloponne-
sians and their allies might cope with all the Greeks together;
but they could not carry on a war against resources of a dif-

ferent description to their own
;
since they have no one board

of council, so as to execute any measure with vigor ;
and all

having equal votes, and not being of the same races, each for-

wards his own interest
;

for wyhich reasons nothing generally
is brought to completion. For some of them wish to avenge
themselves as much as possible on some particular party ;

while others wish as little as possible to waste their own pro-

1

Literally,
" who work themselves ;" in opposition to such as had slaves

to work for them. The substantive tpya, and the verb ipyu&fjtcu, aro

frequently used with especial reference to agricultural work, e. g, II. 72. 8.

2 f! oiler repeats (.Kxr/i^eiv with
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And af:er being slow in coining too-other, it is but

during a small part of the time that they look to any of the

3,
while during the greater part they are con-

triving for their own. And each individual dors not imagine
that he will do any harm by his own neglect, but think

it is the business of every one else too to look out for himself;

so that through the same idea being individually entertained

by all, the common cause is collectively sacrificed without

their observing it.

142. "Most of all will they be impeded by scarcity of

money, while, through their slowness in providing ii, they
continue to delay their operations ;

whereas the opportunities
of war wait for no one. Neither, again, is their raising works

against us worth fearing, or their fleet. With regard to the

farmer, it were difficult even in time of p

city ;
much more in a hostile country, and when wo should

have raised works no less against them : and if they build

[only] a fort, they might perhaps hurt some part of our land

by incursions and desertions
1

;
it will not, however, be possible

for them to prevent our sailing to their country and raising

forts, and retaliating with our ships, in which A\e 6

strong. For \vc have, more advantarje_jbr_la: lYoiri

-our * ' OJffl] ski 1 1

tiiai-4lu>y
1 1 .-i v . f, ,\- naval from their

become -skilli'ni -ill iu>t easily hr>

m For not even have you, though practicing
the very time of the Median war, brought it to p

tion as yet; ho\v tli-n shall men who are agriculturalists

a:i<l not mariners, and, moreover, will not- even he permitted
to practice, from being alwav ;~ by us with many
ships, achieve anything worth speaking of? Against a few

ships observing them they might run the risk, encouraging
their ignorance bv their numbers; but when kept, in cheek by

many, they will remain
<|iiiet ;

and through not practicing will

be the less skillful, ami therefore the more afraid. For naval

H matter of art, like anv tiling else
;
and do.

admit, of being practical just when it may happen, :<^ ;>. b}
-

Avork; but ralher dors not even allow "f any t!

by-work to it.

1
/. '., by harboring !!; ihi'ni.

;. with

a hostile purpose ;" hence,
" to observe the nioveinents of an enemy, with

u view to attack him;" or, frequently, ''to blockade him.''
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143.
u Kven if they sli<>ul.l t;ik<- some of the funds t Olym-

pia or Delphi, and endeavor, by higher pay, to rob us of

our foreign sailors, that would be alarming, if we were

not a match for them, l>y going OH board ourselves and our

resident aliens; but now this is the case; and, what is best

of all, we have native steersmen, and crews at large, more
numerous and better than all the rest of Greece. And
with the danger before them, none of the foreigners would

consent to fly his country, and at the same time with less hope
of success to join them in the struggle, for the sake of a few

days' higher pay. The circumstances of the Peloponnesians
then seem, to me at least, to be of such or nearly such a

character
;
while ours seem both to be free from the faults I

have found in theirs, and to have other great advantages in

more than an equal degree. Again, should they come by land

against our country, we will sail against theirs; and 1

the lor,3

will be greater for even a part of the l\-loponnese to be rav-

aged, than for the whole of Attica. For they will not be able

to obtain any land in its stead without righting for it; while we
have abundance, both in islands and on the mainland. More-

over, consider it [in this point of view] : if we had been

islanders, who would have been more impregnable ? And we

ought, as it is, with views as near as possible to those of

islanders, to give
2

up all thought of our land and houses, and

keep Avatch over the sea and the city; and not, through being

enraged on their account, to come to an engagement Avith the

Peloponnesians, who are much more numerous
; (for

if Ave de-

feat them, Ave shall have to fight again with no fewer of them;
and if Ave meet Avith a reverse, our allies are lost also

;
for they

Avill not remain quiet if we are not able to lead our forces

against them
;)

and Ave should make lamentation, not for the

houses and land, but for the lives [that are lost] ;
for it is not

these things that gain men, but men that gain these things.
And if I thought that I should persuade you, I would bid you
go out yourselves and ravage them, and shoAV the Pelopoune-

1

Literally,
"

it will no longer bo tho same thing for some part of the

Peloponnese to be ravaged, and for the whole of Attica."
2 is used in a similar sense by Sophocles, (Ed. Col. 914.

n/f yr/f /ci'pt', u<5' tT

()' a. Xf>y&ic, ant. irapiaraaai j3ia.
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siansthat you will not submit to them for those things, at anv
rate.

144. "
I have also many other grounds for hoping thai we

shall conquer, if you will avoid gaining additional dominion at

the time of your being engaged in the war, and bringing on

yourselves dangers of your own choosing; for I am more
afraid of our own mistakes than of the enemy's plans. But
those points shall be explained in another speech at the time

of the events. At the present time let us send these men

away with this answer : that with regard to the Mcgaivans,
we will allow them to use our ports and market, if the Lace-

demonians also abstain from expelling foreigners, whether

ourselves or our allies
1

(for it forbids neither the one ror the

other in the treaty) : with regard to the states, that he will

leave them independent, if we also held them as independent
when we made the treaty; and when they too rcstoie to the

states a permission to be independent suitably to the inter* sis.
1

not of the Lacedaemonians them, elves, but of the several states,

as they wish : that we are willing to submit to judicial decision,

according to the treaty: and that we will not commence- hos-

tilities, but will defend ourselves against those who do. For

this is both a right answer and a becoming one for the --late

to give. But you should know that go to war we must ; and

if we- accept it willingly rather than not, we shall find the

enemy less disposed to press us hard; and, moreover, thai ii

is fix Hi.
r

<'st lia/ards that the greatest honors also are

gained, both by state and by individual. Our fathers, at ai.y

rate, by withstanding the Modes though they did not begin
with such resources [as we h;nr|, but, had even abandoned

what they had and by counsel, more than by fortune, and by

daring, more than by strength, heat, off the harbarian, and

advanced those resources to their present height. And wo
must not fall short of them

;
but must repel our enemies in

every way, and endeavor to benueath our powr to our posterity

no less [than sve received it]."

1-1."). I'erieles spoke jo this elleet
;

and the Athenians,

; !Tinaim. und<Tsi

ri :is (lie noiuiir ,-llrr. after Haark.

understands i <>nal,
'

neither tlie one nor Hi'' <>t!

Iiimlcraneo in the treaty."
8
Compare chap. 19. J. 7G. 1.
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thinking that ho gave them the best advice, voted as he de-

mH TiniwrnH the LaoodoeiaQuiansaccordiDg to

gpTior;illy,
that they would do

^tinthing op

_

t.p the treaty, on a fair and equal f

went bank homo, and pimo ^ HO ?T!Or^

146. These were tEe charges and differences that each side

had before the war, beginning from the very time of the affairs

at Epidamnus and Coreyra. Nevertheless they continued to

have intercourse during them, and to go to each other's coun-

try without any herald, though not without suspicion; for

what was taking place served to break up the treaty, and was
a pretext for war.



BOOK II.

1. THE war between the Athenians and Peloponntsia.o
and their respective allies now begins from this period, ai

which they ceased from further intercourse with each other

without a herald, aiM^-haying onse^iroceedcd to hostilities, ear-

ned them on continuously.: land the bisTorV Of Itrlfe written in

order, as the several events happened, by summers and winters.

2. For the thirty years' truce which was made after the re-

duction of Euboea lasted fourteen years; but in the fifteenth

year, when Chrysis was in the forty-eighth year of her priest-

hood at Argos, and yEnesias was ephor of Sparta, and Py-
thodorus had si ill two months to be archon at Athens; in the

sixth month after the battle at Potidaca, and in the beginning
of spring, rather more than three hundred men of the Thebans

(led by Pythangelus, son of Phylidas, and Diemporus, son of

Onctorides, ]>u'<>laivhs), about the first
1 watch entered with

their arms into Plataia, a town of Boeotia, whieli was in alli-

ance with the Athenians. There were certain men of the

Plataeans who called them in, and opened the gates to them,

namely, Nauclides and his party, who wished, for the sake of

their own power, to put to death those of the citi/eiis who

iposed to them, and to put the city into the hands of

the Thebans. They carried on these negotiations through

Kurymachus, (he son of Leontiades, a very influential person
at Thebes. For the, Tin-bans, foreseeing that, the Avar would

take place, Avished to surprise Plata-a, which had always heen

at variance with them, while it was still time of peace, and the

Avar had not openly broken out. And on this account, too,

they entered th -sily
Avithout being observed, as no

guard had been set before [the gates J.
After piling tin-h-

arms in the market-place, they did not comply with the \\ish

of those, Avho called them in by immediately setting to work,
and going to the, houses of their adversaries', but determined

Literally, "first Bleep."
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to make a proclamation in friendly terms, and to bring the

city to an agreement rather, and to friendship ;
and the herald

proclaimed, that whoever wished to make alliance according
to the hereditary principles of all the Boeotians, should come
and pile

1

his anus with them, supposing that the city would

easily come over to them by this method.

3. The Piataeans, on finding that the Thebans were within

their walls, and that their city was unexpectedly taken, being
v. TV much alarmed, and thinking that iar more had entered

than really had (for they did not see them in the night), came
to an agreement, and having accepted the terms, remained

quiet; especially since they were proceeding to no violent

iiu-aMires Against any one. But by some means or other,

while making these negotiations, they observed that the The-

bans were not numerous, and thought that by attacking them

they might easily overpower them
;

for it was not the wish of

the great body of the Plataeans to revolt from the Athenians.

They determined therefore to make the attempt; and pro-
ceeded to join each other by digging through the partition-
walls [of their houses], that they might not be seen going

through the streets; and set wagons, without the cattle, in

the streets, to serve for a barricade
;
and got every thing else

ready, as each seemed likely to be of service for the business

in hand. When things were in readiness, as far as they could

make them so, having watched for the time when it was still

night and just about day-break, they began to go out of their

houses against them
;
that they

2

might not attack them by
day-light, when they would be more bold, and on equal terms

with themselves, but in the night, when they would be more

timid, and fight at a disadvantage through their own acquaint-
ance with the city. So they assailed them immediately, and
came to

1 " The Thebans, as usual on a halt, proceeded to pile their arms, and

by inviting the Platseans to pile theirs with them, they meant that they
should come in arms from their several houses to join them, and thus

naturally pile their spears and shields with those of their friends, to be
taken up together with theirs, whenever they should bo required either

to march or to fight." Arnold. See his whole note.
2 The original is rendered obscure by the singular change in the sub-

jects of the two verbs, TTfinatif-puvTat and yiyvtjvrai. ; the former refer-

ring to the Plateaus, the latter to the Thebans. I have allowed myself
a little more license than usual in translating the passage, to avoid the

awkwardness of a literal version.
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4. The Thebans, on finding themselves outwitted, proceeded
to close their ranks, and repel their attacks, wherever they

might fall upon them. And twice or thrice they beat them

off; but afterward, when the men were assailing them with

it clamor, and the women and slaves were raising a

loud shouting and screaming from the houses, and pelting
them with stones and tiles, and a violent rain al-o had come
on in the night, they were frightened, and turned and lied

through the city, the greater part of them, through th

and dirt (for the event happened at the end of the month),
being unacquainted with the ways out, by which tiny w

save themselves; while they had pursuers who were acquainted
with them,

1

to prevent their escaping : so that many were put
to death. Moreover, one of the Platttans had shut the gate by
which they had entered, and which was the only one c;

by driving the spike of a spear into the bar, instead of n bolt
2

;

so that there was no longer any way out even by that. As

they were chased up and down the city, some of them mounted
the wall and threw themselves over, and perished tn<

them : others came to a lone gate, and, a woman having
them an ax, cut through the bar without being oi,

went out, but in no great numbers, for it was quickly dis-

covered
;
while others met their fate scan. -red about in dif-

ferent parts of the city. But the largest and most united body
of them rushed into a spacious building which joined on to the

wall, and the near door of which happened to be open, think-

ing that the door of the building was a gate [of the city], and
that then; was a passage straight through to the outside.

AVI n -n the Plataeans saw them cut off, they consulted whet!i< r

1 "
Tot) /z/) enfavyetv." Poppo observes that the in:

press a purpose, as it does elsewhere, but a result. Arnold suppo
"when thus added to sentences in the gcniiive -oprrlv
neither an intended nor an un ~ult, but simply a com
or bclnnirii)"- l<>. in the attached idea with respect to that which had pre-

.

'

Having their pursuers well aequain. ways, which

thin.tr belonged In. or was eonnecfrd with, their not rsfipinir..'
"

2 "Tl -I' pin or 1< ir. and

hroiitr.h it into the trates. Whni driven quite home, it could of

.ded to

it in size, so as to take a firm hold on it: and I y was called

(la'/finr/pa, or catch-bolt, from its catching and so drawing out the

(luhavot;. The effect of putting in this s; piking
a cannon; it could not atrain lie extracted, as there was no proper key
to fit it." Arnold.
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they should burn them whnv they were, by .setting fire to the

building, or treat them in any other way. At last, both those

ami all the rest <>!' the Thebana that were yet alive, and wan-

dering uj> ami down the city, agreed to deliver up themselves

and their arms to the Platseans, to do with them as they

pleased. Thus then fared the party who were in Plataea.

5. The rest of the Thebans, who were to have joined them
with all their forces while it was still night, in case those

who had entered should be at all unsuccessful, on receiving
on their march the tidings of what had happened, advanced

to their succor. Now Plataea is seventy staJes distant

from Thebes, and the rain which had fallen in the night
made {hem proceed the slower; for the river Asopus was

flowing with a full stream, and was not to be crossed easily.

So by marching through the rain, and having passed the river

with difficulty, they arrived too late
;

as some of the men had

been by this time slain, and others of them were kept alive as

prisoners, ffihcn the ^habans - learned, what had happened,

they formed a cIo.sigiTagainst those of the Plataeans who were

the,
cjtyjjor

there were both men and st-x'k in the

iii-ldsv /inasT!nicIi as the "eviTtiad. Tiappened unexpectedly in

time of peace), for they wished to have all they could take to

exchange for their own men within, should any happen to

have been taken alive. Such were their plans. But the

Plataeans, while they were still deliberating, having suspected
that there would be something of this kind, and being alarmed

for those outside, sent out a herald to the Thebans, saying
that they had not acted justly in what had been done, by en-

deavoring to seize their city in time of treaty ;
and told them

not to injure what was without; else they also would put to

death the men whom they had alive in their hands; but if

they withdrew again from the territory, they would give the

men back to them. The Thebans give this account of the

matter, and say that they swore to it. But the Plataeans do

not acknowledge that they promised to give back the men

immediately, but when proposals had first been made^in^ase
of theji- coming to any_ftgreement : and they deny that they
swore to it. 'At any rate the Thebans retired from the ter-

1
i. e., whichever of the two different statements was the more correct

one. Such I think is generally tho meaning of cJ' ovv
;
and I doubt

whether it has not this force, I. 3. 5. Oi 6' ovv wf tuaaroL 'E/i^rjvec,

<. r. 7. "Whatever truth there may be in tho theory just stated, cer-
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;y without having done any injury ;
but the Plataeans,

r getting in as quickly as possible whatever they had in

the country, immediately put the men to death. Those -who

had been taken were one hundred and eighty, and Euryina-
clius, with whom the traitors had negotiated, wa.s one of them.

C. When they had done this, they sent a messenger to

Athens, and gave back the dead to the Thebans under a

truce, and arranged matters in the city to suit their present

circumstances, as seemed best to them. Now news had im-

mediately been taken to the Afhmj.-ms of wliqt had been done
AN iih

respect,
to <hr> PlntapjinRj-Umd

they straightway seizeTPas

liiany of the Boeotians as were in Attica, and sent a herald to

Plataea, with orders to forbid their prom-ding to extremi

in the case of the Thebans whom they had in their hands, till

they also should take counsel about them : for tidings of their

being dead had not yet reached them. For the first, messenger

[of the Plateeans] had gone out at the very time of the enter-

ing of the Thebans; and the second, when they had just been

conquered and taken : so that of the subsequent events they
knew nothing. Thus then the Athenians were in ignorance
when they sent their order; and the herald, on his arrival,

fmnd the men slain. After this the Athenians marched to

Platrea, and brought in provisions, and left a garrison in it,

and took out the least efficient of the men with the women
and children.

7. When the business at Plataca had occurred, and the

treaty had been clearly broken, the Athenians began (o pre-

pare for going to war; and so did the Lacedsemoniana and

their allies, both intending to send embassies to the king, and

to the barbarians in other parts, from whatever quarter either

party hoped to gain any assistance, and bringing into alliance

with them such states as were not in their power. ,And on 1

the side of the Lacedaemonians, in addition tojjie
on the spot_in Sicily and Italy, belonginir <<> those v

1 t.hp.ir pnnsArtTiPy w^rfl vto*wf f^ fouid more accord-^
f o_thegreatness of the cifjpg^so that in the wHolc.um

taialy the Greeks did nothing in one united l>n<]y." etc. Thus it ap-

proaches more nearly in sitrnilieatinn to yoGv tlian ti> the simple <>i><, with
which it generally eeei yarded as synonymous. :i.-ms

very frequently use it in ihis n. aimer. In ol r, it

lias Die proper force of each particle, "and ;,<

' For the construction of this obscure sentence, sec Arnold's note.
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they should amount to five hundred
;
and to get ready a cer-

tain sum of money which was mentioned, while they remained

quiet iu other respects, and received the Athenians coming
with a single ship, till these preparations should he made.

The Athenians, on the other hand, were inspecting their pres-

ent coiiie ieracy, and sending ambassadors to the countries

more immediately around the Peloponncse, as Corcyra, Cephal-

lenia, Acaruania, and Zacynthus ; seeing that if these were

firm friends to them, they would successfully carry on the

war round the Polopounese.
8. Indeed both parties had no small designs, but put forth

their strength to the war : and not unnaturally ;
for all men at

the 1> 'ginning apply themselves to it more eagerly ;
and at that

time the young men, being numerous in the Peloponnese, and
also at Athens, were, through their inexperience, not unwilling
to engage in the war. And the rest of Greece was all in ex-

citement at tho conflict of the principle states. Arid many
prophecies

1 were repeated, and reciters of oracles were singing

many of them, both among those who were going to war

and in the other states. Moreover, Delos had been visited by
an earthquake a short time before this, though it had never

had a shock before in the memory of the Greeks
;
and it was

said and thought to have been ominous of what was about to

take place. And whatever else of this kind had happened to

occur was all searched up. The good wishes of men mado

greatly for the Lacedaemonians, especially as they gave out

that they were the liberators of Greece. And every individ-

ual, as well as state, put forth his strength to help them in

whatever he could, both by word and deed; and each thought
that the cause was impeded at that point at which he himself

would not bo present. So angry were the generality with

the Athenians
;
some from a wish to bo released from their

dominion, others from a fear of being brought under it.

With such preparations and feelings then did they enter on
the contest.

1

Poppo, Bredow, and Ilaack agree in considering Aoym as a more
general term for any prophetic announcement whatever, in opposition to

xprjofioi., which were metrical compositions, generally in hexameters or
trimeter iambics, delivered by an oracle, and recited by persons who col-

lected them, and were called ^//cr/zcMoyo*. For a specimen of the class,
see tho Birds of Aristophanes, v. t)GO.
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9. Each party had the following states in alliance when

they set to the war. The allk's of the Lacedaemonians were

these: all the Peloponnesians within the Isthmus, except tho,

Argivcs and Aehreans (th<
in friendship with both

parties; and the Pelleninns were the only people of the Aclue-

ans that joined in the war at first, though afterward all of

them did); and without the Peloponnese, the Megareans,
Locrians, Boeotians, Phocians, Ambraciots, Leucadians, and

Anactorians. Of these, the states which furnished a navy
wen' the Corinthians, Megareans, Sicyonians, Pellenians,

Klea.ns, Ambraciots, and Leucadians. Those that supplied

cavalry were the Boeotians, Phocians, and Locrians. The
rest of them sent infantry. This then was tho Lacedremo-

nian confederacy. That of the Athenians comprehended the

Chians, Lesbians, Platneans, the Messenians at Naupactus, the

greater part of the Acarnanians, the Corcyreans, the Z.-icyn-

thians : also some other states which were tributary among
the following nations

;
as the maritime parts of Caria, and

Doris adjacent to it, Ionia, the Hellespont, the Greek towns

Thrace ward; the islands, which were situated between the

Peloponnese and Crete, toward the east,
1 and all the rest of

the Cyelades except Moles and Thera. Of these, the rhians,

Lesbians, and ( 'oivyreans, furnished a naval force, the rest of

them infantry and money. Such w;;s the confederacy on

each side, and their resources lor the war.

10. The Lacedaemonians, immediately after what had hap-

pened at Platren, sent round orders through the Peloponnese
and the rest of their confederacy, for the states to prepare an

army and such provisions as it was proper to have for a for-

eign expedition, with a view to invading Attica, AYh<-n

they had each got ready by the appointed time, two thirds

from every state assembled at the Isthmus. And nfter the

whole army was mustered, Aivhidamns, the king nf l!

iionians, who led this ex] ummoned to his

1
I am inclined to think that ai. ui

[y part of 1he s;T<Mip, iii

Mold's must bo tho only c miim-It/, all I

Of b<>1h Mdi'S and Thera bcinir anionir t
;

soutlnrlij of all the islands serins entirely to overtlirc-. -lerpn-

tation of the islands

ast of Greece Propt r, iu contradistinction t<; the IVloponncso and Crete.
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ence the generals of all the states, and tlio-<> highest in office

and of most importance, and spoke to the following purport :

11. "Mon of the Peloponnese and allies, both our failure

made many expeditions, as well in the Peloponnesc ;>s out of

it, and the elder part of ourselves are not without experience
in wars. Never yet, however, have we marched cut with a

greater force than this; but we are now going against a

powerful state, and with a mo?t numerous and most excellently

equipped army on our own side. We ought then to show our-

:e!\i's neither inferior to our fathers. Tior degenerated from

.our own character. For the whole of Greece has its expect-
ation raised, and is paying attention to il.is attack, with good
wishes that we may succeed in our design?, through their

hatred of the Athenians. /Though, then, some may think

that we arc making the attack vlth superior numbers, and

that it is very certain our adversaries will not nifie_jus-4n

b;ittle,jjfwe
must not, for this reason, go at all Jess_.carfu%-

prepojed but both the general and soldier of each state

should, as far as concerns himself, be always expecting to

come into danger. For the events of wrar are uncertain, and

attacks are generally made in it with short notice, and under

the impulse of passion ; {frequently, too, has the less number,

through being afraid, more successfully repelled the more
numerous forces, through their icing unprepared in conse-

quence of their contempt. In the enemy's country indeed men

ought always to march with boldness of feeling, but at the

same time to make their actual preparations with a de-

gree of fear
;

for in this way they would be at once most full

of courage for attacking their adversaries, and most secure

against being attacked. But in our own case, we are not

going against a state that is so powerless to defend itself,

but against one most excellently provided with every thing ;

FO that we must fully exjpect that they will meet us in battle-;

and if they 'have not already seQmt before wo are their,

hat trks^iialEHiOa], wkea^4key~ see- us. in. thpnM&i^.

tory w.-isting and destroying theirpioperjy^ F<ar_.a]] are

angry, when Riiffejring- any-unwonted cv.il, to Bfi
it, done be-

:heir eyes, and intheir very presences and those who

[on sucIT
'

provoCHtiuirj reTIect the least, set to work with

the greatest passion [to avenge themselves]. And it is nat-

ural that the Athenians should do so even to a greater ex-

5
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tent than others, since they presume to rule the rest of the

world, and to go against and ravage their neighbors' land,

mther than seo their own
rajygged.

As then we are march-

ing ngahiSITa state of this description, and shall gain for our

forefathers, as well as for ourselves, the most decided charac-

ter, onejvaj^or-
tho other-, fromji^ results

;
follow where any

Lav lead y<one fnay lead you, valuing i(or(|cjg and caution above every

thing, and with quickness receiving your commands. For

this is the finest and the safest thing that can be seen, for a

i:irgc body of men to show themselves maintaining uniform

discipline."
12. Having thus spoken, and dismissed the assembly, Ar-

chidamus first sent Melesippus son of Diacritus, a Spartan,
to Athens

;
in case the Athenians might be more disposed to

submit, when they saw that the Pelopojmesians were now on
their march. But they did not admit him into the city, nor to

their assembly ;
for the opinion of Pericles had previously

been adopted, not to j^dmit any herald withjm embassy ,from

the Lacedaemonians, when thejhad oncejmarched out from

their frontiers. They sent him Lack therefore" before hearing

him, and ordered him beyond the borders that same day,
and [to tell those who sent him] thaLJJi future, if they wished

to propose any thing, they should sencl cmbassadors after

territories. And theyUeiil all

escort with Melesippus, to preveinr^iTs holding communica-
tion with any one. When ho was on the frontiers, and was
about to be dismissed, he spoke these words and departed :

"This day will be the beginning of great evils to Gh

'When he arrived at the camp, and Archidamus found that the

Athenians would not yet submit at all, he then set out and

advanced with his army into their territory. At the s;nne time,

the Boeotians, \dule .they furnished their contingent and tjieir

cavalry to_join the PeloponncsiansJiLJIuujijQxpccHtjon T
went to

]'lat;eu with tnc remainder of their force, and laid

land.

13. While the Peloponnesian ill assembling at tho

Isthmus, and were on their march, before they invaded Attica,

Pericles, son of Xanthippiis, who was general of the Athe-

.
nians with nine colle.-.'giies. \\

!

, -id that the invasion

would lake place, suspected !

;

nis, because

he hapjtene^l to be his friend, might frequently ]
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lands, and not ravage them, from a personal wish to oblige
him

;
or that this might bo done at the command of the Lace-

daemonians for the purpose of raising a slander against him
-is it wa< also with reference to him that they had charged

them to drive out the accursed
;
and therefore he publicly

declared to the Athenians in the assembly, that though Ar-

chidamus was his friend, he had not been admitted into

his friendship for any harm to the state
; should, then, the

onemy not lay waste his lands and houses, like those of the

rest, he gave them up to be public property, and that no

suspicion might arise against them on these grounds. He
gave them advice also on their present affairs, the same as he

had before given ; namely, to prepare for the war, and bring
in their property from the country, and not go out against

j them to battle, but to come in and guard the city, and get

ready their fleet, in which they were so strong, and keep the

Dallies tight in hand
; reminding them that their main strength

'was derived fromjhejo^iu^nsjrfUie money paid. Ly
ffiai most of tfaeadvanta^jes

m war.'\yere..Jgain.e,d_ jfc

of__miQgy.
^ A.nd [i fillip ji^fnj] lit?__ .

tcHxTof good courage, n* thr> qtnto hrl, ^n p
n average, six hun-

"Ored talents coming in yearly as tribute from _the_allies1-
nor

reckoning its' otl'iei' soufcTS 6f income^ [while there were still

at that time in the Acropolis 6000 talents of coined silver
;

(for the greatest sum there had ever been was 9700 talents,

from which had been taken what was spent on the propylaea
of the citadel, and the other buildings, and on Potidsea

;)
and

besides^jpf uncoined gold and silver in private and public .offer-

ings, and all the sacred utensils for the processions and games,
and the Median spoils^ andevery thing else of the kind, there

was not less th a.ni 5 Q^jalfiniar* Moreover, he added the treas-

ures in the other 'temples/ to no small amount, which they
would use

; and, in case of their being absolutely excluded

from all resources, even the golden appendages of the goddess
herself; explaining to them that the statue contained 40
fn1pnfg

nf.pnro nrpld. and that it was all rcmovable^fand after

using it for their preservation they must, ne saiHfrestore it to

the same amount. With regard to money, then, he thus en-

couraged them. And as for heavy-armed troops, he told

them that they had thirteen thousand, besides those in gar-
1

t. e., besides tho temple of Minerva, which was the public treasury.
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risons and 1 on the ramparts to the number of sixteen thousand.

For this was the number that kept guard at first, whenever

(lie enemy made an incursion, drawn from the oldest and the

youngest, and such of the resident aliens as were heavy-
armed. For of the Phaleric wall there were five and thirty

stades to the circuit of the city wall
;
and of that circuit itself

the guarded part was three and forty stades
;
a certain part of

it being unguarded, viz. that between
2
the long wall and the

Phaleric. There were also the long walls to the Piraeus, a

distance of forty stades, of which the outer one was manned
;

while the whole circumference of Pirreus withJMunychia was

sixty stades, though thejguarded "partT was only hall' that ex-

tent: Of "UKv air}', Uga'in, he showed thenrthat they had twelve.

ed, including mounted bowmen; with sixteen hundred

bowmen [on foot],
;m<l three hundred- triivhlcsrflLtor_service.

These resources, and no fewer than these in their several

kinds, had the Athenians, when the invasion of the Pelopon-
nesians was first going to be made, and when they were setting
to the war. Other statements also did Pericles make to them,
as he was accustomed, to prove that they would have the supe-

riority in the war.

14. The Athenians '

-.'ide<l by what they heard from

him; and proceeded to bring in from the country their children

and wives, and all the furniture which they used in their

. pulling down i wood-work of their resid*

while they sent their sheep and cattle over to Kubo>a and the

adjacent islands. "But the removal was made by them with

reluctance, from the greater part having always been accus-

tomed to live in the country.
15. This had, from the very earliest times, been the

with the Athenians more than with others. For under

Ceerops, and tin; first kings, down to the reign of Theseus,"

the population of Athens had always inhabited independent

cities, witli their own guild-halls and magistrates; ami at

1
Literal! v,

"
soldiers to lino a parapet," i. e., "for garrison duty."

Arnold.
2

i. e., the Piraic wall, in opposition to the Phnlorie. It is sometimes

spoken of in the plural number, ra iin\/>ii ~n . an inner, or

seutlieni, wall was added to the original one by \ mold's

notes.
3

Or, "Attica had always been inhabited by a number of independent

communities," or "civil societies," as Arnold renders it.
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such times as they were not in fear of any danger, they did

not meet the king to consult with him, but themselves sev-

erally conducted their own government, and took their own
counsel

;
and there were instances in which some of them

even wa/jvd v.'ar [against him], as the Eleusinians with

Eumolpus did against Erectheus. But when Theseus had

come to the throne, who along with wisdom had power also,

he both regulated the country in other respects, and having
abolished the council-houses and magistracies of the other

cities, he brought them all into union with the present city,

assigning them one guild-hall and one council-house
;

and

]i \vbile they enjoyed each/ their own prop-*
,
Since all

were counted as belonging to it, became great, and was so

bequeathed by Theseus to those who came after him. And
from that time even to this the Athenians keep, at the public

expense, a festival to the goddess, called Syncecia.
1

Before

that time, what is now the citadel was the city, with the dis-

trict which lies under it, looking chiefly toward the south.

And this is a proof of it
;

the temples of the other gods as

well [as of Minerva] are in the citadel itself, and those that

are out of it are situated chiefly in this part of the city ;
as

that of the Olympian Jupiter, of the Pythian Apollo, of Terra,
and of Bacchus in Limna3, in whose honor the more ancient

festival of Bacchus is held on the twelfth day of the month
Anthesterion

;
as the lonians also, who are descended from

tjb.p AthopinnSj ftvm) to t.ln^ .flay
-Qbsp.rvn i|lr And there are

other ancient temples also situated in this quarter. The con-

duit too, which is now called
^nneacrjinjiSj [or^iuiieapipes^

from the tyrants having so constituted it, but which had form-

erly the name of Calirrhoe, when the springs were open, the

men of that day used, as it was near, on the most important
occasions

;
and even at the present time they are accustomed,

from the old fashion, to use the water before marriages, and for

other sacred purposes. Moreover, from their living of old in

this quarter, the citadel even to this day is called by the Athe-

nians the city.

16. For a long time then the Athenians enjoyed their inde-

pendent life in the country ;
and after they were united, still,

from the force of habit, the generality of them at that aarly
1

i. e., tho feast of the union
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period, and even afterward, down to the time of tins war, having
with all their families settled ;.nd lived in the country, did not

remove without reluctance (especially as they had but lately

recovered their establishments after the Median war), but were

distressed and grieved to leave their houses, and the temples

whir.h^ according- to f.ho.
spirit of the ancient constitution, had

always been regarded by theivuas the places
1
ot

l

theirTTeTedi1arv

worship ; going, as they now were, to change their mode of life,

and each
2
of them doing what was equivalent to leaving his

native city.

17. When they came into the city, some few indeed had

residences, and a place of refuge with some of their friends or

relations; but the great bulk of them dwelt in the unoccupied
parts of the city, and in all the, temples and li^m^gka^ls,

except the Acropolisjand tlift trTnp1ft nf fhq ftlpiiainian (W*^
and any other that \vas

Jfrvpt, f.oTistji.Tit1.y
l^c-^^d "j\

* The Pe-

"tasgium also, as it is called, under the Acropolis, which it was
even forbidden by a curse to inhabit, and prohibited by the end
of a Pythian oracle, to this effect,

" the IVlasgium is better

unoccupied," was nevertheless, built over, from the immediate

necessity of the case. And, in my opinion, the oracle proved
true in the contrary way to what was expected. For it was

not, I think, because of their unlawfully iuljiibjting this

that such misfortunes befell the city ;~T>nt it waTowino^jflLJEp
war that the necessity of inhabiting it arose jJwlucrTwar though
the gocTdid not mention, he "forcTcnewHftmi [owing to

it]
tin;

Pclasgium wonl.: r be inhabited lor no good. , Many,
too, quarterecT Themselves in the towers of the walls, and in

whatever way each could : for the city did not hold them when
11 ley were come all together; but subsequently they occupied
the long walls, partitioning them out among them, and (!;.>

greater part of the I'ira-us. At the same time they also applied
themselves to matters connected wilh the war; mustering their

:illies, and equipping an armament of a hundred ships for the

Peloponne Athenians then were in this state of prep-
aration.

18. As for tlie army of the Peloponn the .other
1 And therefore the only ones in which they thoii;:'; I \vould

receive their prayers ;m<l sacrifices See Arnold's D
a

Literally,
*'

doing nothing else but leaving," etc. Compare III. 3D.

2. TL u?./.o ovTot, 7) tTTt'cxn'/t i<nnr ; and IV. M. C>. viAcv a/J/.n
/'/

t'/c }7/f

See Jelf's Gr. Gr. 895. c.
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hand, the first town it came to in Attica was CEnoo, at which

point they intended to make their inroad. And having sat

down before it, they prepared to make assaults on the wall,

both with engines and in every other way. For CEnoe, as lying
on the frontiers of Attica and Bceotia, had been surrounded

with a wall, and the Athenians used it as a garrisoned foil,

whenever any war befell them. They prepared then for

assaulting it, and wasted their time about it to no purposet

And from this delay, Archidamus incj^eji_jjifi__greatt cen-

sure: though lie had, even "\vh'il<r
t'~~

the war was gathering,
been thought to show a want of spirit, and to favor the

Athenians, by not heartily recommending hostilities. And
again, after the army was mustered, the stay that woe mado- a-fe-

the Isthmus, and
Jiis^slow

ness on the, rest of the T
Hgj]h^gfl

vfi

occasion for charges against him, but most, of aj) his
sfr>|ipmo

at (Eiioe. For tlie Athenians during this time were carrying
in their property, and the Peloponnesians thought that by ad-

vancing against them quickly they would have found every

thing still out, but for his dilatoriness. Such resentment did

the army feel toward Archidamus during the siege. But he, it

is said, was wr

aiting in expectation that the Athenians would

give in, while their land was still unravaged, arid would shrink

from enduring to see it wasted.

19. When, however, after assaulting (Euoe, and trying

every method, they were unable to take the place, and the

Athenians sent no herald to them, then indeed they set out

from before it, and about eighty days after the events at Plat sea.,

caused by the Thebans who had entered it, when the summer
was at its height and the corn ripe, they made their incursion

into Attica
;
Archidamus son of Zeuxidamus, king of the La-

1 By the expression, h ri/ ^vvayuyfi TOV irote/wv, he refers to the

gradual maturing of their hostile intentions, and especially to the efforts

of the Corinthians to induce a positive declaration of hostilities, as nar-

rated in the first book
;
and so to precipitate that " storm of war" (to use

a common metaphor) which had long been "
gathering." Bloomfield is

correct in saying that
"

it can not signify, as the translators render,
'

in

gathering the forces together,' which would be a strange Hysteron pro-
teron" But I do not think that either of the passages he quotes car
warrant his rendering ^vvayuyij by "congress;" for in one of them

Zvvayeiv is followed by its proper accusative case, and in the other

%vvqywyr) has its proper genitive, as it evidently has here
; though, were

it otherwise, such an absolute use of the word by Polybius would by itself

be no authority for supposing that Thucydides used it in the same way.
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cedaernouians, being their commander. After pitching their

camp there, they first ravaged Eleusis and the Thriasian plain,
and put to flight some Athenian cavalry near a place called

Rheiti [or "the brooks"]. Afterward they continued their

uirch, k(inarch, keeping Mount JEgaJgos 01^ thpir right through Cro-

paea, till tliey came to Acharnne, a place which is the largest
of the denies, [or townships,] as they are called, of Attica.

And sitting down before it they formed an encampment, and
staid a long time in the place, and continued ravaging it.

20. It was with the following views that Axclmlamus is

said to have remained in order of battle at j!5^arnse^and not

to have gone down to the plain during that incursion. lie

hoped that the Athenians, abounding as they were in num-
bers of young men, and prepared for war as they had never

before been, would perhaps come out against him, and not
stand still and see their land ravaged. Since, then, they had
not met him at Eleusis and the Thriasian plain, he pitched his

a.ncl_trieiLwhether tlwy would irow TITaTch

him. For he thought the post a favorable one for

encamping in, and moreover that the Acharnians forming ;is

they did a large part of the state, (for they amounted to llnvo

thousand heavy-armed,) would not overlook the. destruction

of what belonged to them, but would stir up the whole .army
also to an engagement, /If, on the other hand, the Athenians

should not come out against him during that incursion, ho
would then lay waste the plain with less fear in future, and
advance to the city itself; for the Acharnians, after losing their

own property, would not be so forward to run into danger for

that of other people, but there would be a division in their

counsels. It was with this view of the case that Archidumus-

remained at Acharnoe,

21. As for the Athenians, so long as the army was in the

neighborhood of Eleusis and the Thriasian plain, they had
some hope of its not advancing nearer

; remembering the case

of Pleistoanax, the son of Tausanias Hie Icing of the Laeeda--

monians, when with a Peloponnesian army he made an in-

road into Attica, as far as Kletu.'.s ami Tluia, fourteen years
before this war, and retired again without advancing any fur-

ther (for which reason indeed he was banished from Sparta,
as he was thought to have been bribed to make the,

retreat).

When, however, they saw the army at Acharnsc, only sixty
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stades from the city, they considered it no longer bearable,

and, as was natural, when their land was being ravaged before

their eyes a thing which the younger men had never yet seen,

nor even the elder, except in the Persian wars it was thought
a great indignity, and all of them, especially the young men,
determined to go out against them, and not to put up with it.

They met therefore in knots and were in a state of great

dissension, some urging them to go out, others dissuading
them from it. Prophets too were repeating all kinds of

oracles, to which they
1

eagerly listened, as they were severally

disposed. The Acharnians especially, thinking that no con-

siderable part of the Athenian forces was in their ranks, urged
them to march out, while their land was being ravaged. Nay,
in every way the city was excited

;
and they were angry with

Pericles, and remembered none of the advice which he had
before given them, but abused him for not leading them out

as their general ;
and they regarded him as the author oLaU

'

22. ffi,
^ n

tJ"3 mean time, seing them angry at the present,

state of things and not in die bestmind ; ancMx'ing confident

that ho took a right view in noi wishltlff to iiiarp.1i out
ngninfrt

ffie^ne'iny.
did not call them to an asscmbjj^_or_

any
meeting ftbat they might nof. p.omipjfTTimn salve

-together
with more anger than judgrnonf.) y but looked to the

*fleiense of the city and kept it quiet, as for as possible. i> Ho
was, however, continually sending out cavalry, to prevent the

advanced guard of the army from falling on the estates near the

city and ravaging them. There was also a skirmish of cavalry
at Phrygia, between one squadron of the Athenian horse,

joined by some Thessalians, and the cavalry of the Boeotians,
in which the Athenians and Thessalians had rather the advan-

tage, until, on the heavy-armed coming to the succor of the

Boeotians, they were routed, and some few of them killed :

they took up their bodies, however, on the same day without a

truce
;
and the Peloponnesians erected a trophy the day after.

This assistance on the part of the Thessalians was given to the

Athenians on the ground of their ancient alliance
;
and those

1 " The construction seems to be, that the finite verb up-yrjvro is in

nense repeated :

' which they were eager to listen to, as each was eager :

which they were severally eager to listen to.' He adds d>? inac-nt;

utr/ijTo, because different persons ran to listen to different prophesies, each

choosing those which encouraged his own opinions or feelings." Arnold
5*
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who came to them consisted of Larissseans, Pharsalians, [Pa-

rasians,] Cranonians, Pyrasians, Gyrlonians, and Pherajans.

Their commanders were Polymetles and Aristonus, each from

his own faction, and Menon from Pliarsalus. The rest also had
their commanders according to their respective cities.

23. The Peloponnesiaus, when the Athenians did not come
out against them to battle, broke up from before Ach anise,

and proceeded to ravage some others of the townships be-

tween Mount Parnes and Brilessus. While they were in the

country, the Athenians dispatched round the Peloponnese
the hundred ships they were preparing, [when I last men-
tioned them,] with a thousand heavy-armed on board, and four

hundred bowmen under the command of Caranus son of Xeno-

timus, Proteas son of Epiclcs, and Socrates son of Antigenes..; while the Peloponnesians, after staying in Attica

the time for which they had provisions, retired through Bceotia

(not by the same way they had made their inroad), and pass-

ing by Oropus ravaged the Piraic territory, as it is called,

which the Oropians inhabit as subjects to the Athenians. On

arriving at the Peloponnese, they were disbanded, and returned

to their several cities.

24. When they had retired, the Athenians set guards by
land and by sea, as they intended to keep them through the

whole war. And they resolved to take out and set apart a

thousand talents from the money in the Acropolis, and not to

spend them, but to carry on the war with their other re-
'

sources
;
and if any one should move or put to the vote a propo-

sition for applying that money to any other purpose, except in

f the enemy sailing against the city with a naval arma-

ment, and its being necessary to defend iheiMselvcs, they de-

clared it a capital otlens". Ton-ether with this sum of money,
they also laid by a hundred irir<-mes, the, best they had each

year, and tiierarchs for them; none of which were they to

use, except with the money, and in the same peril [as that, was
reserved for],

should any such necessity arise.

25. The Athenians on board the hundred ships around ivi';-

] onnesr-, and the Coroyraians with them, who had come to

their aid with
fifty ships, and some others of the allies in those

parts, ravaged other places as they cruised round, and landed

at Methone in I. -.coma, r.r.d assaulted the wall, which wan
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weak and had r.o mem 1 within it. Now Brasidas, son of Tellis,

a Spartan, happened to be in command of a guard for the de-

fense of those parts ; and, on hearing of the attack, he came to

the assistance of those in the place with a hundred heavy-
armed. Dashing, therefore, through the army of the Atheni-

ans, which v. ns scattered over the country, and had its attention

directed toward the wall, he threw himself into Methone
;
and

having lost a few of his own men in entering it, both saved the

city, and from this daring deed was the first that received

praise at Sparta in the course of the war. Upon this the

Athenians weighed anchor, and c.oasted ^along ;
and landing at

Pheia in EHs, they ravaged the territory for two days, and con-

quered in battle three hundred picked men, who had come to

the rescue from the inhabitants of the Vale of EHs,
2 and from

the Eleans in the immediate neighborhood. But a violent

wind coming down upon them, being exposed to the storm in

a harborless place, the greater part of them went on board

their ships, and sailed round the promontory called Ichthys,

into the port at Pheia
;
but the Messenians, and some others

who would not go on board, went in the mean time by land,

and took Pheia. Afterward the fleet sailed round and picked
them up, and they evacuated the place and put out to sea

;
the

main army of the Eleans having by this time come to its res-

cue. The Athenians then coasted along to other places and

ravaged them.

26. About the same time they sent out thirty ships to cruise

about Locris, and also to serve as a guard for Eubcea. Their

commander was Cleopompus, son of Ciinius, who, making de-

scents, ravaged certain places on the sea-coast, and captured

Thronium, and took hostages from them
; defeating also in a bat-

11 o at
./Uo^CjJlios^orthe

Locrians who bad come to the rescue.

-27TThis summer the Athenians also expelled the ^Egine-
tans from their island, themselves, their children, and wives,

charging them with being the chief authors of the war they

1
i. e., no garrison for its defense.

a " Or the valley of the Peneus, in which Elia itself was situated.

This, as the richest of the whole territory, was naturally occupied by tho

conquering ^Etohans, when they came in with the Dorians at what is

called the return of the Heraclidae.
'

The neighborhood of Pheia, on tho

other hand, was inhabited by the descendants of the older people, who
were conquered by the .^Etolians, and now formed, as in so many Pelo-

ponnesian states, the subordinate class called ircpiomoi." Arnold.
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were engaged in
;
besides which, it appeared safer to send .set-

tlers of their own to hold ^Eginn, lying so near as it does to

the Peloponnese. No long time after therefore they sent the

colonistsjLJt Awhile to the yF>inotary wliqjmi'c expelled the
'

the territory to oc-

cupy, as well on the ground of their quarrel with the Atheni-

ans, as because they had been benefactors to themselves at the

time of the earthquake and the insurrection of the Helots.

The territory of Thyrea is on the frontier of Argolis and

Laconia, stretching down to the sea. So some of them dwelled

there, while others were scattered through the rest of Greece.

28. The same summer, at the beginning of a new lunar month

(the only time at which it appears possible), the sun was eclipsed
after mid-day, and became full again after it had assumed a

crescent form, and after some of the stars had shone out.

29. It was also in the course of the sain;- summer that

Nymphodorus son of Pythes, a man of Abdera, whose sister

was the wife of Sitalces, and who had great influence with

that monarch, was made their proxenus* by the Athenians,
who had before considered him hostile to them, and was scut

for by them, because they wished Sitalces, son of Tores, king
of the Thracians, to become their ally. Now this T'-ivs, the

father of Sitalces, was the first who founded the great king-
dom of the Odrysao on a larger scale than those in the rest of

Thrace; for indeed a large part of the Thracians are inde-

pendent. This Teres is not at all connected with Tereus who
married from Athens Procne, the daughter of Pamlion

;
nor

were they of the same part of Thrace. The latter lived in

Daulis, a part of what is now called Phocis, which was then

inhabited by Thracians. It was in this land that the Avoinen

perpetrated the [cruel] deed to Itys, and by many of the pods,
when they mention the, nightingale, it is called the "Daulian

bird. Besides, it is pro!>alIc that I'andion should have formed

the connection for his daughter [\vith one who lived] at that

distance, with a view to mutual succor, rather than at tin; dis-

tance of several clays' journey [as it
is]

to the (

Mryszc. On
the other hand, Tcivs, besides not having the same name, was

the first king of the Odryscc that aMainc 1 to any ;

1
i. e., was publicly appointed by tbein to show hospitality to any of

their citizens froing to that country, and to look after their interests there:

very nearly like ;i consul of modem Kuroi, .III. 70. 5.
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Sitalces then, being this man's son, the Athenians made
their ally, wishing him to join them in conquering the

Thraceward towns and Perdiccas. So Nymphodorus came
to Athens and concluded the alliance with Sitalces, and

made his own son Sadocus a citizen of Athens, and under-

took to bring to a close the war on the side of Thrace?

for he said he would persuade Sitalces to send the Athe-

nians a Thracian force of cavalry and targeteers. More-

over, he reconciled Perdiccas to the Athenians, and also

persuaded them to restore Therme to him
;

and Perdic-

cas immediately joined in an expedition against the Chalci-

dians with the Athenians and Phormio. Thus Sitalces son of

Teres, king of the Thracians, became an ally of the Athenians,
as also did Perdiccas son of Alexander, king of the Mace-

donians.

30. Meanwhile the Athenians in the hundred vessels, still

cruising around the Peloponnese, took Sollium, a town belong-

ing to the Corinthians, and gave it up to the Pakereanq alone

of the Acarnanians, to enjoy the territory and city ;
and having

stormed Astacus, of which Evarchus was tyrant, they expelled

him, and won the place for their confederacy. They then sailed

to the island of Cephallenia, and brought it over to their side

without fighting. Cephallenia lies opposite Acarnariia and

Leucas, and consists of four states, the Paleans, Cranians,

Samaeans, and Prouseans. Not long after, the ships returned

to Athens.

31. About the autumn of this summer, the Athenians

invaded the Megarid with all their forces, themselves and the

resident aliens, under the command of Pericles son of Xan-

thippus. And the Athenians in the hundred ships around the

Peloponuese (for they happened at this time to be at ^Egin.i
on their return home), finding that the men of the city were

in full force at Megara, sailed and joined them. And this was

certainly the largest army of the Athenians that ever as-

sembled together; as the city was at the height of its strength,

and not yet affiicted with the plague ;
for of the Athenians

themselves there were not fewer than ten thousand heavy-
armed (besides which they lia-l the three thousand at Potidien),
and of resident aliens who joined them in the incursion not

lower than three thousand heavy-armed ;
and added to these,

there was all the crowd of light-armed in great numbers.
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After ravaging the greater part of the territory, they returned.

Other incursions into the Megarid were also afterward made

annually by the Athenians in the course of the war, both with

their cavalry and with all their force, until Nisim was taken by
them.

32. Moreover Atalanta, the island near the Opuntian Locrians,
which had previously been unoccupied, was fortified by the

Athenians as a stronghold at the close of this summer, to pre-
vent privateers from sailing out from Opus and the rest of

Locris, and plundering Eubceri. These were the events which
occurred in the course of this summer, after the return of the

Peloponnesians from Attica.

33. The following winter Evarchus the Acarnanian, wishing
to return to Astacus, persuaded the Corinthians to sail with

forty ships and fifteen hundred heavy-armed and restore him,
he himself hiring some auxiliaries besides : the commanders of

the army were Euphamidas son of Aristonymus, Timoxemus son

of Timocrates, and Eumachus son of Chrysis. So they sailed

and restored him
;
and wishing to gain certain places in the

rest of Acarnania, along the coast, and having made an attempt
without being able to succeed, they sailed back homew.inl.

Having landed, as they coasted along, on (Vphallenia, and
made; a descent on the territory of the Cranians, they were
deceived by th"in after an arrangement that they had come to,

and lost some of their men in an unexpected attack of the

Cranians
; then, having put out to sea with some precipitation,

they returned home.

34. In the course of this winter the Athenians, in. accord-

ance with the custom of their forefathers, buried at the public

expense thos'i who bad first fallen in the war, after the follow-

ing manner. Having erected a tent, they lay out the bones

of the dead three days before, and each one brings to his own
relative whatever

|

funeral oilering] he pleases. When the

funeral procession take.-; place, cars convey coflins of cypress

wood, one for each tribe
; in which are laid the hones of

man, according to the tribe to which he In-longed; atid one

empty bier is carried, spread in honor of the missing, whose!

bodies could not be found to be taken up. Whoever wishes,
both of citizens and strangers, j->ins in the i

;
and

their female relatives attend at the burial to make the wail-

ings. They lay them then in the public sepulcher, which K
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in the fairest suburb of the city, and in which they always bury
those who have fallen in the wars (except, at least, those who
fell at Marathon

;
but to them, as they considered their valor

distinguished above that of all others, they gave a burial on the

very spot). After they had laid them in the ground, a man
chosen by the state one who jp po^t'^ intellwt is

talented, and in dignity is JUT rminrmt speak
uch a pane^xruTas may be jy3])EQpiiat<-; after which they all

retire. In this way tlie^nSmythem : and through the whole

of the war, whenever they had occasion, they observed the es-

tablished custom. Over these who were first buried
1

at any
rate, Pericles son of Xanthippus was chosen to speak. And
when the time for doing so came, advancing from the sepulcher
on to a platform, which had been raised to some height, that

he might be heard over as great a part of the crowd as possible,
he spoke to the following elect :

35. " The greater part of those who ere now have spoken
in this place, have been accustomed to praise the man who
introduced this oration into the law

; considering it a right

thing that it should be delivered over those who are buried

after falling in battle. To me, however, it would have ap-

peared sufficient, that when men had shown themselves brave

by deeds, their honors also should be displayed by deeds

as you now see in the case of this burial, prepared at the

public expense and not that the virtues of many should be

periled in one individual, for credit to be given him according
as he expresses himself well or ill. For it is difficult to speak
with propriety on a subject on which even the impression of

one's truthfulness is with difficulty established. For the

hearer who is acquainted [with the facts], and kindly disposed

[toward those who performed them], might perhaps think

them somewhat imperfectly set forth, compared with what he
both wishes and knows

;
while he who is unacquainted with

them might think that some points were even exaggerated,

being led to this conclusion by envy, should he hear any thing

surpassing his own natural powers. For praises spoken of

others are only endured so far as each one thinks that he is

himself also capable of doing any of the things he hears
;

but that which exceeds their own capacity men at once envy
and disbelieve. Since, however, our ancestors judged this to

1

Or, "accordingly over these," etc. See note, II. 5. 8.
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be a right custom, I too, in obedience to the law, must ei>

deavor to meet the wishes and views of every one, as far as

possible.
36.

"
I will begin then with our ancestors first : for it is jusv,

and becoming too at the same time, that on such an occasion

the honor of being thus mentioned should be paid them
For always inhabiting the country without change, through a

long succession of posterity, by their valor they transmitted

it free to this veiy time. Justly then may they claim to be
commended

;
and more justly still may our own fathers. For

in addition to what they inherited, they acquired the great

empire which we possess, and by painful exertions bequeathed
it to us of the present day : though to most part of it have ad-

ditions been made by ourselves here, who are still, generally

speaking in the vigor of life
;
and we have furnished our city

with every thing, so as to be most self-sufficient both for peace
and for war. Now with regard to our military achievements,

by which each possession was gained, whether in any case it

were ourselves, or our fathers, that repelled with spirit hostilities

brought against us by babarian or Greek; as I do not wish

t'> enlarge on the subject before you who are well acquainted
with it, I will pass them over. But by what mode of life we
attained to our power, and by what form of government and

owing to what habits it became so great, 1 will explain
these points first, and then proceed to the eulogy of these

men; as I consider that on the present occasion they will not

lie, inappropriately mentioned, and that it is profitable for the

whole assembly, both citizens and strangers, to listen in

them.

37.
" For we enjoy a form of government which does not

copy the laws of our neighbors ;
but we are ourselves rather

a pattern to others than imitators of them. In name, from its

not being administered for the benefit of the few but of the

many, it is called a democracy ;
but with regard to iis laws, all

enjoy equality, as concerns their private differences; while

with regard to public, rank, according as each man lias rep-
utation for any thing, h<- is preferred for public- honors, not so

much from, consideration of party, as of merit: JQQ;.

{lie ground of poverty^ while he is able to do the state an

service, is he prevented by the obscurity of his position. \\ c

are liberal then in our public administration
;
and with re
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gard to mutual jealousy of our daily pursuits, we arc not

angry with our neighbor, if he does any thing to please him-

self; nor wear on our countenance^ offensive looks, which.

though harmless, are yet unpleasant,
1 1 tatters we live together agreeably, in p^blic^ matters,

unlT t!uj influenc^r fear, we.
Hiosr^areMlyaBi^fl^om'

1 1 ; i n sgr,
-ssi on,JJIllgb .Ul!LJJ2gdiq!]!g_J:2_l:h09q

w^ flr^TmP
Time to time in office, and to the laws

; especially such of them
as are enacted for the benefit of the injured, and such as,

though unwritten, bring acknowledged disgrace [on those who
break them].

38. "
Moreover, we have provided for our spirits the most

numerous recreations from labors, by celebrating games and

sacrifices through the whole year, and by maintaining elegant

private establishments, of which the daily gratification drives

away sadness. J Owing to the greatness* too ol our city, every

tlim'g from every land is imported into it
;
and it is our lot to

reap with no more peculiar enjoyment the good things which
are produced here, than those of the rest of the world like-

wise.

39.
" In the studies of war also we differ from our enemies

in the following respects. We throw our city open to all, and

never, by the expulsion of strangers, exclude any one from

either learning or observing things, by seeing which uncon-

cealed any of our enemies might gain an advantage ;
for we

trust not so much to preparations and stratagems, as to our

own valor for daring deeds. Again, as to our modes of

education, they aim at the acquisition of a manly character, by
laborious training from their very youth ;

while we, though
living at our ease, no less boldly advance to meet equal dan-

gers. As a proof of this, the Lacedaemonians never march

against our country singly, but with all [their confederates]

together : while we, ^generally speaking, have no^difficulty
in conquering in battle jjrjpn jiflisf.i

I ^ gmpri
^ *^AgA wj 1

ft -*$

standing up in defense of their own. And no enemy fiycr^yet^
encountered our wh olft_iinited forc^ through nr_atianding_ _
the same time to our navy, and sending our troopsby land on

fiaso many different services: but wherever they fiav^

with any part of it,
if they conquer only some of us, they

boast that we were all routed by them
}

and if they are

conquered, they say it was by all that they were beaten.
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And yet if with careless ease rather than with laborious prac-

tice, and with a courage which is the result not so much of

laws as of natural disposition, we are willing to face danger,
we have the advantage of not suffering beforehand from com-

ing troubles, and of proving ourselves, when we are involved

in them, no less bold than those who are always toiling; so

that our country is worthy of admiration in. these respects,
and in others besides.

40.
" For we study taste with economy, and philosophy with-

out effeminacy ;
and employ wealth rather for opportunity of

action than for boastfulness of talking; while poverty is

nothing disgraceful for a man to confess, but not to escape it

by exertion is more disgraceful. Again, the same men can

attend at the same time to domestic as well as to public af-

fairs; and others, who are engaged with business, can still

form a sufficient judgment on political questions. For we are

the only people that consider the man who takes no part in

these things, not as unofficious, but as useless
;
and we our-

selves judge rightly of measures, at any rate, if we do not

originate them
;
while we do not regard words as any hin-

mfli. ,
.

;

have been pT^vinngly insf.rm',t_od by.. word, before undertakin

^njjppfl w^at W" have ffuj^ For we have, this e han ie (eristic

alsoin a remarkable degree, that we are at the same time

most daring and most calculating in what we take in hand;
whereas to other men it is ignorance that brings daring, while

calculation brings fear. These, however, wornM deservedly
n.nfi4 most CQitfftffeoepW-koJa)o\v most fully what is ter-

nl>!" and what isj)leasant, and yet do not on this account,

^"TsJ As regards beneficence also we differ

from the i^-ii-ralily of men
;

for we make, friends, not by ro-

rciving, but by conferring kindness. Now he who has con-

i'erred the fivor is the iinncr friend, in order that he may
keep alive, the obligation by good will toward the. man on

whom he has conferred it; vvherea_s he. wh^ owes it in return

Joels
less

jceenly. knowing fliaf.-if. ^ ""*- * favor,Jjiii^aft*a

d('b<
Jjt,]i;if

IIP wt1l~rppnyj^\o kindness. Nav. v, e are the, only
men who fearlessly benefit any one, not so much from calcu-

lations of expediency, as with the confidence <>f liberality.

41. " In short, I say that both the whole city is a school for

', and that, in my opinion, the same individual would
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among us prove himself qualified for the most varied kinds

of action, and with the most graceful versatility. And that

this is not mere vaunting language for the occasion, so much
as actual truth, the very power of the state, which we have

won by such habits, affords a proof. For it is the only coun-

try at the present time that, when brought to the test, proves

superior to its fame
;
and the only one that neither gives to

the enemy who has attacked us any cause for indignation at

being worsted by such opponents, nor to him who is subject to

us room for finding fault, as not being ruled by men who are

worthy of empire. But we shall be admired both by present
and future generations as having exhibited our power with

great proofs, and by no means without evidence
;
and as hav-

ing no further need, either of Homer to praise us, or any one

else who might charm for the moment by his verses, while the

truth of the facts would mar the idea formed of them
; .but as^

liaving compelled every sea and land to become nr'.p.pyiMp
*^-

our daring, and every where e^Mi's^H ^^^"*^p*- rnnnrdp,

wTipthpr f]f AVT]" or of ffood._ It was for such a count ly then

that these men, nobly resolving not to have it taken /rom

them, fell fighting ;
and every one of their survivors may well

be willing to suffer in its behalf.

42. "For this reason, indeed, it is that I have enlarged on

the characteristics of the state
;
both to prove that the strug-

gle is not for the same object in our case as in that of men
who have none of these advantages in an equal degree ;

and at

the same time clearly to establish by proofs [the truth of] the

eulogy of those men over whom I am now speaking. And
now the chief points of it have been mentioned

;
for with re-

gard to the things for which I have commended the city, it

was the virtues of these men, and such as these, that adorned

her with them
;
and few of the Greeks are there whose fame,

like these men's, would appear but the just counterpoise of

their deeds. Again, the closing scene of these men appears
to me to supply an illustration of human worth, whether as

affording us the first information respecting it, or its final con-

firmation. For even in the case of men who have been in

other respects of an inferior character, it is but fair for

them to hold forth as a screen their military courage in their

country's behalf; for, having wiped out their evil by their

good, they did more sendee collectively, than harm by their
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individual offenses. But of these men there was none that

either was made a coward by his wealth, i'rom preferring the

continued enjoyment of it
;

or shrank from danger through a

hope suggested by poverty, namely, that he might yet escape

it, and grow rich
;

but conceiving that vengeance on their

foes was more to be desired than these objects, and at the same

time regarding this as the most glorious of hazards, they wished

by risking it to be avenged on their enemies, and so to aim

at procuring those advantages ; committing to hope the, un-

certainty of success, but resolving to trust to action, with

regard to what was visible to themselves; and in that action,

being minded rather to resist and die, than by surrendering to

escape, they fled from the shame of [a discreditable] report,

while they endured the brunt of the battle with their bodies
;

and after the shortest crisis, when at the very height of their

fortune, were taken away from their glory rather than their fear.

43. " Such did these men prove themselves, as became the

character of their country. For you that remain, you must

pray that you may have a more successful resolution, but

must determine not to have one less bold against your enemies
;

not in word alone considering the benefit [of such a spirit]

(on which one might descant to you at great length though

you know it yourselves quite as well telling you how many
advantages are contained in repelling your foes) ;

but rather

day by day beholding the power of the city as it appears in

fact, and growing enamored of it, and reflecting,
when you

think it great, that it was by being bold, and knowing their

duty, and being alive to shame in action, that men acquired
these things; and because, if they ever failed in their attempt
at any thing, they did not on that account think it right to

deprive their country also of their valor, but conferred upon
her a most glorious joint-offering,

For while collectively

they gave her their Jives, individually they received that

renown which never grows old, and the most distinguish-

ed tomb they could have; not so much that in which

they are laid, as that in which their glory is left behind

them, to l>e everlastingly recorded on 1

every occasion for

doing so, either by word or deed, that may from lim<> to

ivsent itself. For of illustrious men the whole earth

1

Literally, "on every occasion, cither of word or deed, that may from

time to timo present itself."
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is the sepulcher; and not only does the inscription upon
columns in their own land point it out, but in that also which
is not their own there dwells with every one an unwritten

memorial of the heart, rather than of a material monument.

Vieing then with these men in your turn, and deeming hap-

piness to consist in freedom, and freedom in valor, do not

think lightly of the hazards of war. For it is not the unfor-

tunate [and those] who have no hope of any good, that would
with most reason be unsparing of their lives

;
but those who,

while- they live, still incur the risk of a change to the opposite

condition, and to whom the difference would be the greatest,
should they meet with any reverse. For more grievous, to a

man of high spirit at least, is the misery which accompanies
cowardice, than the unfelt death which comes upon him at

once, in the time of his strength and of his hope for the com-
mon welfare.

44. " Wherefore to the parents of the dead as many of them
as are here among you I will not offer condolence, so much
as consolation. For they know that they have been brought

up subject to manifold misfortunes
;
but that happy is their

lot who have gained the most glorious death, as these have,
sorrowr

,
as you have

;
and to whom life has been so exactly

measured, that they were both happy in it, and died in [that

happiness]. Difficult, indeed, I know it is to persuade you
of this, with regard to those of whom you will often be re-

minded by the good fortune of others, in which you your-
selves also once rejoiced ;

and sorrow is felt, not for the bless-

ings of which one is bereft without full experience of them,
but of that which one loses after becoming accustomed to it.

But you must bear up in the hope of other children, those of

you whose age yet allows you to have them. For to your-
selves individually those who are subsequently born will bo

a reason for your forgetting those who are no more
;
and to

the state it will be beneficial in two ways, by its not being

depopulated, and by the enjoyment of security ;
for it is not

possible that those should offer any fair and just advice, who
do not incur equal risk with their neighbors by having chil-

dren at stake. Those of you, however, who are past that age,
must consider that the longer period of your life during which

you have been prosperous is so much gain, and that what
remains will be but a short one

;
and you must cheer your-
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selves with the fair fame of these [your lost ones]. For the

love of honor is the only feeling that never grows old
;
and

in the helplessness of age it is not the acquisition of gain, as

some assert, that gives greatest pleasure, but the enjoyment
of honor.

45. " For those of you, on the other hand, who are sons or

brothers of the dead, great, I see, will be the struggle of com-

petition. For every one is accustomed to praise the man who
is no more

;
and scarcely, though even for an excess of worth,

would you 1)0 esteemed, I do not say equal to them, but only

slightly inferior. For 1
the living are exposed to envy in their

rivalry ;
but those who are in no one's way are honorod

with a good will free from all opposition. If, again, I must

say any thing on the subject of woman's excellence also, with

reference to those of you who will now be in widowhcod, I

will express it all in a brief exhortation. Great will be your

glory in not falling short of the natural character that belongs
to you ;

and great is hers, who is least talked of among the

men, either for good or evil.

46. "I have now expressed in word, us the law required,
what I had to say befitting the occasion; and, in deed, those

who are here interred, have already received part of their

honors
; while, for the remaining part, the state will bring

up their sons at the public expense, from this time to their

manhood ;
thus offering both to these and to their posterity

a beiieiicial reward for such contests
;
for where the gre.-itcst

pri/es for virtue arc given, there also the most virtuous men
are found among the citizens. And now, having finished

your lamentations for your several relatives, depart."
47. Such was the funeral that took place this winter, at

the close of which the first year of this war ended. At the

very beginning of the next summer the, 1'cloponnesians and

their allies, with two thirds f their for. n the first

occasion, invaded Atiiea, under the command <>f Archidamus,

1

Or, as Gollcr explains it, "the living feel envy toward their rivals.
1
'

"T<> di -ri-n'S.ov intelligendos osso cermdos, non a 'iunquo
indicant qa& Gontnuid ponuntnr: ri>

///) >u-n^(',n\ i.
e,., ii, qui non im-

)>nlimr>nto, non cumuli sunt (utpoto mortui)." But is not the opposition

really between ro?f faai and TO pi t/i-otiuv ? like the sentiment of

Horace :

"Urit enim fulgoro suo, qi;i pra^r.ivat artes

Infra so positas : extinctus amabitur idem."
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the son of Zeuxidamus, king of the Lacedaemonians
;
and after

encamping, they laid waste the country. When they had

not yet been many days in Attica, the plague first began to

show itself among the Athenians; though it was said to

have previously lighted on many places, about Lemnos and

elsewhere. Such a pestilence, however, and loss of life as

this was nowhere remembered to have happened. For nei-

ther were physicians of any avail at fipst, treating it as they

did, in ignorance of its nature nay, they themselves died

most of all, inasmuch as. they most visited the sick nor any
other art of man. And as to the supplications that they
offered in their temples or the divinations, and similar means,
that they had recourse to, they were all unavailing ;

and at

last they ceased from them, being overcome by the pressure of

the calamity.
48. It is said to have first begun in the part of ./Ethiopia,

above Egypt, and then to have come down into Egypt, and

Libya, and the greatest part of the king's territory. On the

city of Athens it fell suddenly, and first attacked the men i.i

the Piraeus
;
so that it was even reported by them that the

Peloponnesians had thrown poison into the cisterns
;
for as

yet there were no fountains there. Afterward it reached the

upper city also
;
and then they died much more generally.

Now let every one, whether physician or unprofessional man,

speak on the subject according to his views
;
from what source

it, w_as__ likely
to have arisen, and the causes which he thinks

^mrA..ciiiB/ioTit.
tf-| [lave produced so ffreat a change [from licalfli

to universal eifkne'S
] I, however, shall only describe what

was its character
;
and explain those symptoms by reference

to which one might best be enabled to recognize it through
this previous acquaintance, if it should ever break out again ;

for I was both attacked by it myself, and had personal observ-

ation of others who were suffering with it.

49. That year then, as was generally allowed, happened to

be of all years the most free from disease, so far as regards
other disorders

;
and if any one had any previous sickness, all

terminated in this. Others, without any ostensible cause,

but suddenly, while in the enjoyment of health, were seized at

first with violent heats in the head, and redness and inflamma-

tion of the eyes; and the internal parts, both the throat and

the tongue, immediately assumed a bloody tinge, and emitted
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an unnatural and fetid breath. Next after these symptoms,
sneezing and hoarseness came on

;
and in a short time the pain

descended to the chest, with a violent cough. When it settled

in the stomach, it caused vomiting ;
and all the discharges of

bile that have been mentioned by physicians succeeded, and
those accompanied with great suffering. An ineffectual retch-

ing also followed in most cases, producing a violent spasm,
which in some cases ceased soon afterward, in others much
later. Externally the body was not very hot to the touch, iu;r

was it pale; but reddish, livid, and broken out in small pim-

ples and sores. But the internal parts were burnt to such a

degree that they could not bear clothing or linen of the very

lightest kind to be laid upon thorn, nor to be any thing else

but stark naked
;
but would most gladly have thrown them-

selves into cold water if they could. Indeed many of those

who were not taken care of did so, plunging into cisterns in

the agony of their unquenchable thirst : and it was all the same

whether they drank much or little. Moreover, the misery of

restlessness and wakefulness continually oppressed them.

The body did not waste away so long as the < ;

'

- at its

height, but resisted it beyond all expectation : so that they
cither died in most cases on the ninth or the seventh day,

through the internal burning, while they had still some d

of strength; or if they escaped [that stage of the disorder],

then, after it had further descended into the bowels, arid vio-

lent ulceration was produced in them, and intense diarrhovi had

come on, the greater part were afterward carried off through
the weakness occasioned by it. For the disease, which was

originally seated in the head, beginning from above, :

throughout the whole body : and if any one survived its most
fatal consequences, yet it marked him by laying hold of his

extremities; f>r it settled on the pudenda, and lingers, and toes,

and many escaped with the loss of the^e, while some also lost

their eyes. Others, again, were seized on their fir

with forgctfulness of every thing alike, and did not know
either themselves or their friends.

50. For the charaeter of the disorder surpassed descrip-
tion

; qn/| wTiiln jp nfjpr respects also it attacketjj^ry
JD n ffcprnft rrmro nrrjVyona ih.-yi liinii:in

nnrng w->y, ospcmy, t proviMM*.te-*jft-
g different from any of the flisfia^* . familiar, to-min], A 1 1
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the birds and beasts that prey on human bodies, either did

not come near them, though there were many lying unburied,
or died after they had tasted them. As a proof of this, there

was a marked disappearance of birds of this kind, and they
were not seen either engaged in this way, or in any other

;

while the dogs, from their domestic, habits, more clearly afford-

ed opportunity of marking the result 1 have mentioned^
51. Tfrg rHcnng fhan tr> naa gym man VariOUS -pipnaa gym many VariOUS

to be different in one case from

another, was in its general ature s

And no other of those to which they were accustomed af-

flicted them besides this at that time
;
or whatever there was,

it ended in this. And [of those who were seized by it] some
died in neglect, others in the midst of every attention. And
there was no one settled > Q

rij ^ t^
appalr, fry applying

which they were to give them relief
;
for what did good to

one7~did harm to another. And no constitution showed it-

self fortified against it, in point either of strength or weak-
ness

;
but it seized on all alike

r
even thnsn

f,frat.
WPTO trc^r!

with all possible,
mnrnrri tr> r<iAf

L But
'

the most dreadful part
of the whole calamity was the dejection felt whenever any
one found himself sickening (for by immediately falling into

a feeling of despair, they abandoned themselves much more cer-

tainly to the disease, and did not resist
it),

and the fact of their

being charged with infection from attending on one another,
and so dying like sheep. And it was this that caused the great-
est mortality among them i for if through fear they were un-

willing to visit each other, they perished from being deserted,
and many houses were emptied for want of some one to attend

to the sufferers
;
or if they did visit them, they met their death,

and especially such as made any pretensions to goodness ;
for

through a feeling of shame they were unsparing to themselves,
in going into their friends' houses [when deserted by all

others] ;
since even the members of the family were at length

vnorn mi I. Ky fop, vnry frmaTunffi
n fha

Ky tli pir AYp.ps^ivfl rms,e,rv. Sfj]l mo
F11 r.li oa Tio^ ^rn pp^|

frrnn flio

botin^ and the suffering, both from their previous_laKiw_

edge of what it was, and from their being ^5trtBTncTfear of

it themselves
;
for it never seized the same person twice, so as

1

Or, "by lamenting for the dying." Seo Arnold's note.
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to prove actually fatal. And such persons were felicitated by
others

;
and themselves, in the excess of their present joy, en-

tertained for the future also, to a certain degree, a vain hope that

they would never now be carried off even by any other disease.

52. In addition to the original calamity, what oppressed
them still more was the crowding into the city from the

country, especially the new comers. For as they had no

houses, but lived in j^flig cabins at the hot season of the

year, the mortality among them spread without restraint;
bodies lying on one another in the death-agony, and half-dead

creatures rolling about the streets and round all the fount-

ains, in their longing for water. The sacred places also in

which they had quartered themselves, were full of the corpses
of those that died there in them : for in the surpassing violence

of the calamity, men not knowing what was to become 01

them, came to disregard every thing, both sacred and profane,
alike. And all the laws were violated which they before ob-

served respecting burials
;
and they buried them as each one

could. And many from want of proper means, in consequence
of so many of their friends having already died, had recourse

to shameless modes of sepulture ;
for on the piles prepared for

others, some, anticipating those who had raised them, would lay
their own dead relative and set fire to them

;
and others, while

the body of a stranger was burning, would throw on the top
of it the one they were carrying, and go away.

53. In other respects also the plague was the origin of law-

less conduct in the city, to a greater extent [than it had be-

fore existed]. For deeds which formerly men hid from view, so

as not to do them just as they pleased, they now more readily
ventured on

;
since they saw the change so sudden in the case

of those who were prosperous and quickly perished, and of

those who before had had nothing, and at once came into pos-
session of the property of the dead. So they resolved to take

their enjoyment quickly, and with a sole view to gratification ;

regarding their lives and their riches alike as things of a day.
As for taking trouble about what was thought honorable, no
one was forward to do it

; deeming it uncertain whether, be-

fore he had attained to it, he would not be cut off; but every

thing that was immediately pleasant, and that which was con>

duc.ive to it by any means whatever, this was laid down to be

both honorable and expedient. And fear of gods, or law of
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men, there was none to stop them
;

for with regard to the

former they esteemed it all the same whether they worshiped
them or not, from seeing all alike perishing ;

and with regard
to their offenses [against the

latter],
no one expected to live

till judgment should be passed on him, and so to pay the

penalty of them
;
but they thought a far heavier sentence was

impending in that which had already been passed upon them
;

and that before it fell on them, it was right to have some en-

joyment of life.

54. Such was the calamity which the Athenians had met

with, and by which they were afflicted, their men dying within

the city, and their land being Avasted without. In their

misery they remembered this verse among other things, as

was natural they should
;
the old men saying that it had been

uttered long ago :

"A Dorian war shall come, aud plague with it."

Now there was a dispute among them, [and some asserted]
that it was not "a plague" [loimos] that had been mentioned

in the verse by the men of former times, but " a famine,"

[fo'wios]
: the opinion, however, at the present time naturally

prevailed that " a plague" had been mentioned : for men

adapted their recollections to what they were suffering. But,
I suppose, in case of another Dorian war ever befalling them
after this, and a famine happening to exist, in all probability

they will recite the verse accordingly. Those who were ac-

quainted with it recollected also the oracle given to the Lace-

daemonians when on their inquiring of the god whether they
should go to war, he answered,

" that if they carried it on

with all their might, they would gain the victory ;
nd that he

would himself take part with them in it." With regard to

the oracle then, they supposed that what was happening an-

swered to it. For the disease had begun immediately after the

Lacedaemonians had made their incursion
;
and it did not go

into the Peloponnese, worth even speaking of, but ravaged
Athens most of all, and next to it the most populous of the

other towns. Such were the circumstances that occurred ia

connection with the plague.
55. The Peloponnesians, after ravaging the plain, passed

into the Paralian territory, as it is called, as far as Laurium,
where the gold mines of the Athenians are situated. And first
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they ravaged the side which looks toward Peloponnese ;

afterward, that which lies toward Euboea and Andrus. Now
Pericles being general at that time as well as before, main-

tained the same opinion as he had in the former invasion,
about the Athenians not marching out against them.

56. While they were still in the plain, before they went to

the Paralian territory, ha was preparing an armament of a

hundred ships to sail against the Peloponnese ;
and when all

was ready, he put out to sea. On board the ships he took

four thousand heavy-armed of the Athenians, and three hun-

dred cavalry in horse-transports, then for the first time made
out of old vessels: a Chian and Lesbian force also joined the

expedition with fifty ships. When this armament of tho

Athenians put out to sea, they left the Peloponnesians in

the Paralian territory of Attica. On arriving at Epidaurus,
in the Peloponnese, they ravaged the greater part of the

land, and having made an assault on the city, entertained some

hope of taking it
;
but did not, however, succeed. After sailing

from Epidaurus, they ravaged the land belonging to Troezen,

Hal ice, and Hermione
;

all which places are on the coast

of the Peloponnese. Proceeding thence they came to Prasui-,

a maritime town of Laconia, and ravaged some of the land,

and took the town itself, and sacked it. After performing
these, achievements, they relumed homo; and found the Pe-

loponnesians no longer in Attica, but returne,!.

57. Now all the time that the Peloponnesians were in the

Athenian territory, and the Athenians were engaged in tho

expedition on board their ships, the plague was carrying them
off both in tho armament and in the city, so that it was even

said that (lie Peloponnesians, for fear of the disorder, when

they heard from the deserters that it was in the city, and also

perceived them performing the funeral riles, retired the

quicker from the country. Yet in this invasion they staid

the longest time, and rav.-igcd tho whole country : for they
were about forty days in the Athenian territory.

58. The same summer llagnon son of Nicias, and < 'leo-

ponipiB son of Clinias, who were colleagues with Pericles,

took the army which he had employed, and went straightway
on an expedition against the Chalcidians Thraceward, and

Poti.hea, which was slill being besieged : and on their arrival

they brought up their engines against PotidtBa, and endeav-
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voured to take it by eveiy means. But they neither suc-

ceeded in capturing the city, nor in their other measures, to

any extent worthy of their preparations ;
for the plague at-

tacked them, and this indeed utterly overpowered them there,

wasting their force to such a degree that even the soldiers of

the Athenians who were there before were infected with it

by the troops which came with Hagnon, though previously

they had been in good health. Phormio, however, and his

sixteen hundred, were no longer in the neighborhood of the

Chalcidians, [and so escaped its ravages]. Hagnon therefore

returned with his ships to Athens, having lost by the plague
fifteen hundred out of four thousand heavy-armed, in abeut

forty days. The soldiers who were there before still re-

mained in the country, and continued the siege of Potidaea.

59. After the second invasion of the Lacedaemonians, the

Athenians, when their land had been again ravaged, and the

disease and the war were afflicting them_ at^tlia^aino time,

changed their views, and fouuiL faultgith Pericles^-tbhifctlig
tliait he had persuaded them to go to war, and that it was

through him that they had met with their misfortunes ^.aod-

.they \V.T<: e:igvr to come to terms with the LnceT!~a;inoiihw>s.

Indeed they sent embassadors to them, but did not succeed

in their object. And their minds being on all sides reduced to

despair, they were violent against Pericles. He therefore see-

ing them irritated by their present circumstances, and doing

every thing that he had himself expected them to do, called

an assembly (for he was still general), wishing to cheer them,
aad by drawing off the irritation of their feelings to lead them
to a calmer and more confident state of mind. So he came
forward and spoke as follows :

60. "I had both expected the proofs of your anger against

me, which have been exhibited (for I am aware of the causes

of
it),

and have now convened an assembly for this purpose,
that I may remind you [of what you have forgotten], and re-

prove you if in any respect you are wrong, either in being,

^or I consider that a st;ite_which in its public capacjtpis suc-

cessful confers more benefit on mdividuaJs^jtEan nnn whmh
j>rsjuT<jus as regardsjlts particular cftizens,^vhile collect-

ively it comes to ruin. For though a man is individually

prosperous, yet if his country is ruined, he none the less shares
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in its destruction
; whereas, if lie is unfortunate in a country

that is fortunate, he has a much better hope of escaping his

dangers. Since then a state is able to bear the misfortunes

of individuals, while, .each iiidividttal-4s-4inahl^
how can it fail to be the duty of all to support her, and not to

act as you are now doing, who, being panic-stricken by your
domestic afflictions, give ;up all thought of the public safety,
and are blaming both me who advised you to go to war, and

yourselves who joined in voting for it. y'And yet I, with

whom you are angry, am a man who deem myself second to

none in at once knowing what measures are required, and

explaining them to others
;
a lover too of my country, and

superior to the influence of money. For he who knows a

thing that is right, bui does not explain it with clearness, is

no better than if he had never had a conception of it
;
and he,

again, who has both these requisites, l>ut is

his country, would not so w^ll spnak for, herjntergst^
-

And even if this qualification be added to the others, while ne
is influenced by regard for money, all of them together would
be sacrificed for this one consideration. So that if you were

persuaded by me to go to war, because you thought that I

possessed these qualities even in a moderate degree more than

Bother men, I can not now fairly be charged with injuring you,
at any rate.

Gl.
" For those indeed to go to war, who, wdiile successful in

other things, have had a choice in the matter allowed them, it

is great folly. But if [in our case] it were necessary, either

immediately to submit to our neighbors, if._\vc made_ conces- ,

sions, or to preserve our independence by running a. great ^

~Hsk; tjien he who shrank from the risk is more, reprehensible
than lie who faced it. For my part then, I am the same that

I ever was, and do not depart from my opinion ;
but you are

changing, since it happens that yon were persuaded [to go to

war] while unscathed, but repent of it now you are suffering:
and that my advice appears wrong through the weakness of

your resolution; because pain is now in possession of each man's

ing, while the certainty of the benefit, is as yet hidden

from all : and a great reverse having befallen you, and
that suddenly, your mind is too prostrated to persevere in

your determinations, For thf spi^t, j nnalaved by wbaLia
sudden and unlooked faiviind most bei
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which has been your ease, in addition to every thing else,

more especially with regard to the .plague. Living, however,
as you do in a great city, and brought up with habits corre-

sponding to it, you ought to be willing to encounter the great-

anjd_not to sully your reputation ; (for men
think it equally just to find fault with him who weakly falls

short of his proper character, and to hate him who rashly

grasps at that which does not belong to him
;)

and you ought
to cease grieving for your private sufferings, and to devote

yourselves to the safety of the commonwealth.
62.

" But with regard to your trouble in the war, lest you
should fear that it may prove great,_and_we may still be none
the more successful, let those arguments siim'^5~You^wi^T'^
which on many other occasions I have prove.d tha emu1

.oi,'-..

yiur suspicions respecting it. _At ^q_saiPA f.itrm T

my before" you {Ke"tbHoAving
'

aot- appear ever"yet to__l?avQ . thought of_aa-.halonginrir^lcLy:Qii )l _

respecting the greatness of your empire, and which I never

urged in my former speeches ;
nor would I even now, as it has

rather too boastful an air, if I did not see you unreasonably
cast down. You think then that you only bear rule over

your own subject allies
;
but I declare to you that of the two

parts of the world open for man's use, the land and the

Rgfl r
of t.hp. whnlfl of t.hp. nnfi yon ftp, ^ninaf-.

absolute masters.

ftntli as
ffl.r__g^_^nn^Avm'T ynTirslA'lvpg

r>f if. Vinw and if
jrnn T"^jffj_

wish ta do so stilHurther
;'
amnTifira is^no p^w^r, nfiithfTJft e

king nor any nation besides at the pr gf>niL_dny, that can, pre-
.^*J- -* _- r- if

'

. ,

This power , theij^ evidently is far from being

merely on a level with the benefits of your houses and lands,
which you think so much to be deprived of; nor is Bright
for you to grieve about them, but rather to hold them cheap,

considering them, in comparison with this, as a mere garden-

plot and embellishment of a rich man's estate. You should

know, too, that liberty, provided we devote ourselves to that,

and preserve it,
will easily recover these losses

;
whereas those

who have once submitted to others find even their greatest

gains diminish. Nor should you show yourselves inferior in

both respects to your fathers, who with labor, and not by in-

heritance from others, acquired these possessions, and more-
over kept them, and bequeathed them to us

;
for it is more-
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disgraceful to be deprived of a thing when we have got it,

than to fail in getting it. On the contrary, 3^011 should meet

your enemies, not only with
spirit, but also with a spirit of

contempt. For confidence is producedjeven by lucky ignorance,

_ ay, even in.Jv-GGward
;
but con. /"cv^^OiLttie^eelingof tTu; man

who trusts that Jie_js_superio to his adversaries in

Jnlgo^ wKTV'.h is oiir f.gggj And

iers more sure the daring which arises from
<jgual'

fortune :

"and does n6t so much trust to mere hope, whose strength

mainly displays itself in difficulties
;
but rather to a judgment

grounded upon present realities, whose anticipations may bo
more relied upon.

63.
"
It is but fair, too, that you should sustain the dignity

of the state derived from its sovereignty, on which you all

pride yourselves ;
and that either you should not shrink from

its labors, or clse_-&kotild lay uo^atnT~to^Tts~libnoTs either.

Nor should you suppose that you are struggling to escape one

,
eyil only^jdoso^^ttstead-e^^ avoid loss of do-

minioitJakQ, and clangor from the animosities which_jou_JyuK)
incurred in your exercise of that dominion. And from this it

is no longer possible for you tcTretire~prf-'thTough fear at the

present timo any one is for so playing the honest man in quiet.
For you now hold it as -a

tyranny, which it seems wrong ,

to_

Hay_assnmed, but Dangerous to give up. And men with

these views would very quickly ruin l"! . hether they

persuaded others [to adopt the same], or even lived any where

independently by themselves :_for quietness is not a sjjjb-prm*

, ,;ciple, unless rangejdjjyith. afttiivity-j
r^ ^ it jbxJjjjjJnJ: ''

a sovereign state, but of a
Rnhjonf. ono., fliat. it. mny live in

lavery.
1

64.
"
Do^ou then neither be seduced by such citizens, nor

be angry with mo, whom yourselves also joined in voting for

war, though the enemy has invaded our country,^acd dene

ffhiit
it. was natural flint, he should <]n

}

if you would not__smV
tait ; and tbough

T
besides what wq 1"(>kpi(| for,

f.liia

has come uon us the onl-^^gi il1^ ( - (
'^i

<>f -^^ ^

p^nnrl bnynnH nnT" rTprrtfitjnir/ And it is through this, 1

well know, that in some degree*! am still more the obi

/our displeasure; yet not with justice, unless you will also

give me the credit when you meet with any success ln-yin,l

your calculation. The evils then which are sent by heaven,
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you must bear perforce ;
those which are inflicted by your

enemies, with courage ;
for such was formerly the custom of

this country, and let it not now meet with a check in your
case. But consider that it has the greatest name in all the

world from not yielding to misfortunes, and from expending
in \var more lives and labor than any other state : and that

it has now the greatest power that ever existed up to the pres^
pnf

f tl A
;

thft mrinnrjL-of which even should we now .at-

length give way (for every thing is naturally
1in.h1n tn ..dp.-

/Trp.qfift),
will b^ kft; f> posterity forever, namely, that wo had

dominion over more Qroeks tha" n.ny
nfhar (/reek statS~^v'o'iL

'Tad ;jmd held out in the greatest wars against them, both col-

lectively and singly ;
and inhabited a city better provided

with all things than any other, and greater. And yet your

quiet man would find fault with these things ;
but the man

who has himself a wish to achieve something, will emulate

them
;
while whoever does not possess them will envy them.

But to be hated and offensive for the time present has been

the lot of all who have ever presumed to rule over others;
that man, however, takes wise counsel who incurs envy for

the greatest things. For odium does not last long ;
but pres-

ent splendor and future glory are handed down to perpetual

memory. Do you then, providing both for your future

honor, and for your immediate escape from disgrace,
1

secure

both objects by your present spirit ;
and neither send any

heralds to the Lacedaemonians, nor show that you are weighed
down by your present troubles

;
for such as in feeling are least

annoyed at their misfortunes, while in action they most cour-

ageously resist them, these, both of states and of individuals,

are the best."

65. By speaking to this effect Pericles endeavored both .to

divert the Athenians from their anger toward himself, and to

lead away their thoughts from their present hardships. And
in a public point of view they were persuaded by his speech,
and were no longer for sending to the Lacedaemonians, but

Eecte Dtrkas n> /IEA^OV KOAOV ad rr/v t^eira A6av, TO OVTLKO. fit)

ad rf/v TrapavTiKa "XafiTrporrjTa respiccro adnotat." Goiter, whose

interpretation is adopted by Arnold. By others Kahov and fir) aiaxpov
are taken as dependent on irptryvovref ;

"
providing what is honorable

for the future and not disgraceful for the present." The rhythm of tho

sentence is, I think, in favor of the latter interpretation; the absence of

the article from the neuter singular adjectives, in favor of tho forme..
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were more resolute for the war
; though in their private feel-

ings they were distressed by their sufferings; the commons,
because, having set out with less resources, they had been de-

prived of even those
;

the higher orders, because they had
lost fine possessions in the country, both in buildings and ex-

pensive establishments^ and, what was the greatest evil of all,

liad war instead of peace. They did not, however, cease from
their public displeasure toward him, till they had fined him
in a sum of money. But no long time after, a> the multitude

is wont to act, they again elected him general, and committed

everything to him
;

for on the points in which each man was
vexed about his domestic affairs, they now felt less keenly ;

but with regard to what the whole state needed, they thought
that he was most valuable. For as long as he was at the head

of the state in time of peace, he governed it with moderation,
and kept it in safety, and it was at its height of greatness in

his time
;
and when the war broke out, he appears to have

foreknown its power in this respect also. He survived its

commencement two years and six months
;
and when he was

dead, his foresight with regard to its course was appreciated
to a still greater degree. For he said that if they kept ouiet,

and attended to their navy, and did not gain additional do-

minion during tlie war, nor expose the city to hazard, they
would have the advantage in the struggle. But they did the

very contrary of all this, and in other things which seemed to

have nothing to do with the war, through their private ambi-

tion and private, gain, they adopted evil measures both toward

themselves and their allies; which, if successful, conduced to

the honor and benefit of individuals
;
but if they failed, proved

detrimental to the state with regard to tho war. And the reason

was, that lie, being powerful by means of his high rank and

talents, and manifestly proof against bribery,
controlled the mul-

titude with an independent spirit, and was not led by them so

much as he himself led them
;

for he did not say any thing to

humor them, for tho acquisition of po\vcr by improper i,

but was ablo on the, strength of his character to contradict them
oven at the risk of their displeasure. Win-never, for instance.

he perceivd them unseasonably and insolently confident, by
his Language, ho would dash them down to alarm

; ai;d, on

the other hand, when they were unreasonably alarmed, he

would raise them again to confidence. And so, though in
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n:une it was a democracy, in fact it was a government ad-

ministered by the first man. Whereas those who came after,

being more on a level with each other, and each grasping to

become first, had recourse to devoting [not only their speeches,

but] even their measures, to the humors of the people. In

consequence of this both many other blunders were committed,
as was likely in a great and sovereign state, and especially the

expedition to Sicily; which was not so much an error of

judgment with respect to the people they went against, as

that those who had sent them out, by not afterward voting

supplies required by the armament, but proceeding with their

private criminations, to gain the leadership of the commons,
both blunted the spirit of measures in the camp, and for the

first time were embroiled with one another in the affairs of

the city. But even when they had suffered in Sicily the loss

of other forces, and of the greater part of their fleet, and were

now involved in sedition at home, they nevertheless held out

three years, both against their former enemies, and thosjs_jioia_

Sicily with them, and moreover against the greater part of

their allies who had revolted, and Cyrus, the king's son, who
afterward joined them, and who supplied the Peloponnesians
with money for their fleet : nor did they succumb, before they
were overthrown and ruined by themselves, through their pri-

vate quarrels. Such a superabundance of means had Pericles

at 'that time, by which he himself foresaw that with the great-
est ease he could gain the advantage in the war over the Pelo-

ponnesians by themselves. ;

66. The Lacedemonians and their allies the same summer
made an expedition with a hundred ships against the island

of Zacynthus, which lies over against Elis. The inhabitants

are a colony of the Achaeans of the Peloponnesus and were in

alliance with the Athenians. On board the fleet were a thou-

sand heavy-armed of the Lacedemonians, and Cneinus, a Spar-
tan as admiral. Having made a descent on the country, they

ravaged the greater part of it
;
and when they did not sur-

render, they sailed back home.

67. At the end of the same summer, Aristeus, a Corinthian,

Aneristus, Nicolaus, and Stratodemus, embassadors of the

Lacedemonians, Timagoras, a Tegean, and Pollis, an Argive
in a private capacity, being on their way to Asia, to obtain

an interview with the* king, if by any means they might
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prevail on liim to supply money and join in the war, went
first to Thrace, to Sitalces the son of Teres, wishing to per-
suade him, if they could, to withdraw from his alliance with the

Athenians, and make an expedition against Potidaea, where was
an armament of the Athenians besieging the place ;

and then,
to proceed by his assistance to their destination across the Hel-

lespont, to Pharnaces the son of Pharnabazus, who was to send
them up the country to the king. But s6me Athenian em-

bassadors, Learchus son of Callimaehus, and Aminiades son of

Philemon, happening to be with Sitalces, persuaded Sadocus
his son, who had been made an Athenian citizen, to put the

men into their hands, that they may not, by passing over to

the king, do their best to injure [what was now] his own

country. He, in compliance with their request, having sent

some other men with Learchus and Aminiades, seized them as

they were traveling through Thrace to the vessel in which they
were to cross the Hellespont, before they went on board, and

gave orders to deliver them up to the Athenian embassadors
;

who, having received them, took them to Athens. On their

arrival the Athenians, being afraid that if Aristeus escaped he

might do them still more mischief (for even before this he had

evidently conducted all the measures in Potidaea and their pos-
sessions Thraceward), without giving them a trial, though they

requested to say something [in their own defense], put them to

death that same day, and threw them into pits ; thinking it b'ut

just to requite them in the same way as the Lacedaemonians

had begun with
;

for they had killed JITH! thrown into pits tho

merchants both of the Athenians and their allies, whom they
had taken on board trading vessels about tho coast of tho

Peloponnesc. Indeed all that the Lacedaemonians took on tho

sea at the beginning of the war, they butchered as enemies,
both those who were confederates of the Athenians and those

who were neutral.

68. About the same time, when the summer was drawing
to a close, tli" Ambraeiots, with their own forces and many
of the barbarians whom they had raised, made an expedition

against Argos in Amphiloehia, and the rest of that country.
Now their enmity against the Arrives first arose from the

following circumstances. Argos in Amphiloehia and th

of the country was colonized by AmphilochllS the son of Am-

pbiaraus, when he returned home after tho Trojan war, and
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was not pleased with the state of things at Argos; [and he
built

it]
on the Ambracian Gulf, and called it Argos, after the

name of his own country. This was the largest city of Am-

philochia, and had the most powerful inhabitants. But many
generations afterward, being pressed by misfortunes, they
called in the Ambraciots, who bordered on Amphilochia, as

joint-inhabitants ;
and from the Ambraciots who joined them

they were taught the Greek language which they now speak,
the rest of the Amphilochians being barbarians. Now the

Ambraciots in process of time drove out the Argives, and held

the city by themselves. Upon this the Amphilochians gave
themselves up to the Acarnanians

;
and both together having

called in the Athenians, who sent them Phormio for a general
and thirty ships, on the arrival of Phormio they took Argos
by storm, and made slaves of the Ambraciots

;
while the Am-

philochians and Acarnanians occupied the town in common.
And it was after this event that the alliance between the

Athenians and Acamanians was first made. The Ambraciots
shen first conceived their enmity to the Argives from this en-

slavement of their people ;
and afterward, during the war, form-

ed this armament from themselves and the Chaonians, and some
other of the neighboring barbarians. Having come to Argos,

they obtained command of the country ;
but being unable to

take the city by assault, they retired homeward, and disbanding
returned to their different nations. These were the events of

the summer.
C9. The following winter, the Athenians sent twenty ships

round the Peloponnese, with Phormio as commander, who,

making Naupectus his station, kept watch that no one either

sailed out from Corinth and the OisaBan Bay, or in to it. An-
other squadron of six they sent toward Caria and Lycia, with

Melesander as commander, to raise money from those parts, and
to hinder the privateers of the Peloponnesians from making
that their rendezvous, and interfering with the navigation of

the merchantmen from Phaselis and Phoanice, and the conti-

nent in that direction. But Melesander, having gone up the

country into Lycia with a force composed of the Athenians

from the ships and the allies, and being defeated in a battle,

was killed, and lost a considerable part of the army.
70. The same winter, when the Potidaeans coqld no longer

hold out against their besiegers, tba inroads of the Pelopon-
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nesians into Attica having had no more effect toward causing
the Athenians to withdraw, and their provisions being ex-

hausted, and many other horrors having befallen them in

their straits for food, and some having even eaten one an-

other
;
under these circumstance, I says, they make proposals

for a capitulation to the generals of the Athenians who wero
in command against them, Xenophon son of Euripides, His-

tiodorus son of Aristoclides, the son of Phanomachus son of Cal-

limachus
;
who accepted them, seeing the distress of their

army in so exposed a position, and the state having already
expended 2000 talents on the siege. On these terms there-

fore they came to an agreement ;
that themselves, their chil-

dren, wives, and auxiliaries, should go out of the place with
one dress each but the women with two and with a fixed

sum of money for their journey. According to this treaty,

they went out to Chalciciice, or where each could : but the

Athenians blamed the generals for having come to an agree-
ment without consulting them

;
for they thought they might,

have got possession of the place on their own terms; and
afterward they sent settlers of their own to Potidasa and
colonized it. These were the transactions of the winter

;
and

so ended the second year of this war of which Thucydides
wrote the history.

71. The following summer the Peloponncsians and their

allies did not make an incursion into Attica, but marched

against Plataea, being led by Archidamus, the son of Zeuxi-

damus, king of the Lacedemonians. Having encamped his

army, he was going to ravage the land
;

but the Plataeans

immediately sent ambassadors to him, and spoke as follows:
u Archidamua and Lacedaemonians, you are not doing what is

right, or worthy either of yourselves or of the fathers from whom
you are sprung, in marching against the territory of the Pla-

taians. For Pausanias BOD of OTeombrotus, the Lacedaemonian,
when he had lib<Tated Greece from the Modes, in conjunction
with those Greeks who had IK-CM willing to incur with him
the peril of the battle that, was fought, near our city, after

sar.rifir.inrr m the market-place of Plataeji to Jupiter the De-

liverer, and assembling all the allies, proceeded to grant to the

Platseans to live in independent possession of their land and

city, and that no one should ever make war upon them un-

justly, or to enslave them
;

else that the allies then present
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should assist them to their utmost. These rewards your fathers

ga\v us for our valor and zeal, shown in those scenes of danger ;

but you are doing the very contrary ;
for in conjunction with

the Thebans, our bitterest enemies, you are come to enslave us.

Calling the gods then to witness, both those who at that time

received the oaths, and those of your own fathers, and those of

our country, we charge you not to injure the Plataean territory,
nor break the oaths, but to let us live independent, as Pausauias

thought right to grant us."

72. When the Plataeans had spoken thus much, Archidamus
took them up and said :

" You speak what is just, Plataeans, if

you act in accordance with your speech. As then Pausanias

bequeathed to you, so both enjoy independence yourselves, and
assist in liberating the rest, as many as shared the dangers of

that day, and are now under the rule of the Athenians
;
and for

whose liberation, and that of the rest [of their subjects], all this

provision and war has been undertaken. Do you then your-
selves abide by the oaths, by taking your part in this liberation,
if possible; but if not, then, as we before proposed, keep quiet
in the enjoyment of your own possessions, and do not join either

side, but receive both as friends, and for warlike purposes neither

the one nor the other. And this will satisfy us." Thus much
said Archidamus. The Plataeans having heard it went into the

city, and after communicating to the whole people what had
been said, answered him that it was impossible for them to do
what he proposed without consulting the Athenians

;
for their

children and wives were with them ; and that they had also

fears for the whole city, lest when the Lacedaemonians had re-

tired, the Athenians should come and not leave it in their

hands
;
or the Thebans, as being included in the treaty, on the

strength of their "
receiving both parties," should again endeavor

to seize on it. To encourage them on these points he said, "Do
you then give up your city and houses to us Lacedaemonians,
and point out the boundaries of your territory, and your trees

in number, and whatever else can be reduced to number
;
and

yourselves remove wherever you please for as long as the war

may last. When it is over, we will restore to you whatever we

may have received. Till then we will hold it in trust, cultivating

it, and bringing to you such of the produce as will be sufficient

for you."
73. When they had heard his proposal, they went again into
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the city, and after consulting with the people, said that they
wished first to communicate to the Athenians what he proposed,
and should they gain their consent, then to do so

;
but till that

time they begged him to grant them a truce, and not to lay
waste the land. So he granted them a truce for the number of

days within which it was likely they would return home, and in

the mean time did not begin to ravage the land. The Plataean

ambassadors having come to the Athenians and consulted with

them, returned with the following message to those in the city :

" Men of Plata?a, the Athenians say, that never in times past,
since we became their allies, have they on any occasion deserted

us when injured; nor will they neglect us now, but will succor

us to the best of their power. And they charge you by the oaths

which your fathers swore, to make no innovation in the terms

of the alliance."

74. The ambassadors having delivered this message, they
resolved not to prove false to the Athenians, but to endure, if

necessary, both to see their land ravaged, and to suffer whatever
else might befall them. They resolved also that no one should

go out again, but that they should reply from the walls, that it

was impossible for them to do as the Lacedaemonians proposed.
When they had given this answer, king Archidamus proceeded
in the first place to call to witness the gods and heroes of the

country, in these words : "Ye gods and heroes that dwell in

the land of Platrca, hear witness (hat it was neither unjustly in

the first instance, but when theso men had first broken the

agreement they had sworn to, that we came against this land,
in which our fathers prayed to you before they conquered the-

Medes, and which you rendered a;i
suspicious

one for the (Greeks

to contend in; nor shall wo act unjustly now, whatever we may
do} for though we have made- many fair proposals, we, have not

led in gaining thei/ assent. Grant then that those may
be punished for the wrong who wen; the first to begin it, and

that (hose may obtain their revenge who are lawfully trying to

inflict it."

75. Having thus appealed (o (he g<>ds, he set his army to

{he war. In (he first place he, inclosed (hem with a palisade,
made of (lie trees which they cut down, that no one might go
out, of the town any longer. \e\t (hey began to throw up a

mound against the city, hoping that the reduction of it would

be very speedily effected wi.h so large an armv ::f work.
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Cutting down timber therefore from Cithseron, they built it

up on each side, laying it like lattice-work, to serve as wails,

that the mound might not spread over a wide space ;
and they

carried to it brushwood, and stone, and soil, and whatever else

would help to complete it when thrown on. Seventy days and

nights continuously they were throwing it up, being divided

into relief-parties, so that some should be carrying, while others

were taking sleep and refreshment
;
the Lacedaemonian officers

who shared the command over the contingents of each state

urging them to the work. But the Plataeans, seeing the mound

rising, put together a wooden wall, and placed it on the wall

of their city, where the mound was being made, and built

bricks inside it, which they took from the neighboring houses.

The timbers served as a frame for them, to prevent the build-

ing from being weak as it became high ;
and for curtains it

had skins and hides, so that the workmen and the timbers

were not exposed to fiery missiles, but were in safety. So the

wall was raised to a great height, and the mound rose op-

posite to it no less quickly. The Platseans also adopted some
such device as follows : they took down a part of the wall,

where the mound lay against it, and carried the earth into the

city.

76. The Peloponnesians, on perceiving this, rammed down

clay in wattles of reed, and threw it into the breach, that it

might not be loose, and so carried away like the soil. Being
thus baffled, the Plataeans ceased from this attempt ;

but hav-

ing dug a passage under ground from the city, and having

guessed their way under the mound, they began again to carry
the soil in to them. And for a long time they escaped the ob-

servation of the enemy outside
;
so that though they continued

to throw on materials, they were further,from finishing it
;

as

their mound was carried away from beneath, and continually

sinking down into the vacuum. Fearing, however, that they

might not even by this means be able to hold out, so few in

numbers against so many, they adopted the following addi-

tional contrivance. They ceased to work at the great build-

ing opposite to the mound
;
but beginning at either end of it,

where the wall was of its original height, they built another in

the form of a crescent, running inward into the city ;
that if

f.ie great wall were taken, this might hold out, and their op-

ponents might have to throw up a second mound against it,
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and as they advanced within, might have double trouble, and

be more exposed to missiles on both their flanks. At the same

time that they were raising the mound, the Peloponnesians

brought engines also to play upon the city ;
one of which, being

brought up close to the wall, shook down a considerable part of

the great building, and terrified the Plateeans. Others were

advanced against different parts of the wall
;
but the Plataeans

broke them off by throwing nooses around them. They also

suspended great beams by long iron chains from the extremity
of two levers, which were laid upon the wall, and stretched out

beyond it
;
and having drawn them up at an angle, whenever

the engine was going to fall on any point, by loosing the chains

and not holding them tight in hand, they let the beam drop ;

which, falling on it with great impetus, broke off the head of

the battering-ram.
1

77. After this, when their engines were of no avail, and the

building of the wall was going on in opposition to the mound,
the Peloponnesians, thinking it impossible to take the city by
their present means of offense, prepared for circumvallating it.

First, however, they determined to make an attempt upon it by
fire, [and see] whether with the help of a favorable wind they
could burn the town, as it was not a large one : for they

thought of every possible device, if by any means it might bo

(1 by them without the expense of a siege. They took

therefore faggots of brushwood, and threw them from the

mound
;

at first into the space between it and the wall, and
when that had soon been filled by the many hands at work,

they piled them up also as far into the town as they could

reach from the height ;
and then lighted the wood by throw-

ing on it fire with sulphur and pitch. By this means such ji

ilaine was raised as no one had ever yet seen produced by the

hand of man ; [though natural conflagrations might h;

ctM-dcd
it;] for ere now the wood of a mountain forest lias been

known 1o take fire of itself, and to emit a flame in consequence,

through the mutual attrition of the boughs by high winds.

This fire, however, was a great one, and was within very little

of destroying the Plateaus, after they had escaped all their

1 Arnold thinks that the battering engine ended in a point, to force

its way into the wall, rather th:in with a thick solid end, merely to hat-

ter it
;
and so that rd irpoi \

-<n> i ><-i\y to TO rpimavov
in a parallel passage quoted by him from -/Eneas Tacticus.
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other dangers ;
for there was a considerable part of the town

within which it was not possible to approach ;
and jf a wind

had risen to blow upon it, as their enemy hoped, they would

not have escaped. As it was, however, the following occurrence

is also said to have favored them
;
a heavy rain and thunder-

storm came on, and quenched the flame
;
and so the danger

ceased.

78. When the Peloponnesians had failed in this attempt also,

they left behind them a certain part of their force, [having dis-

banded the rest,] and proceeded to raise a wall of circumvalla-

tion round the town, dividing the whole extent among the

contingents of the different states. There was a ditch, too, both

inside and outside of the lines, from which they made their

bricks. All being finished by about the rising of Arcturus/

they left troops to man half the extent of the wall (the other

half being manned by the Boeotians), and retired with their

army, and dispersed to their different cities. Now the Plataeans

had previously carried out of the town to Athens their children,

and wives, and oldest men, and the mass of the inhabitants that

would be of no service
;
but the men themselves who were left

in the place and stood the siege, amounted to fbur hundred,
with eighty Athenians, and one hundred and ten women to

make bread for them. This was the total number of them
when they began to be besieged, and there was no one else

within the walls, either bond or free. Such was the provision
made for the siege of Platsea.

79. The same summer, and at the same time as the expedi-
tion was made against the Plataeans, the Athenians marched
with two thousand heavy-armed of their own, and two hun-

dred horse, ngainst the Thraceward Chalcidians, and the

Bottiaeans, when the corn was ripe, under the command of

Xenophon son of Euripides, and two colleagues. On arriving
under the walls of Spartolus in Bottia^a, they destroyed the

corn
;
and expected that the town would also surrender to

them, through the intrigues of a party within. Those, how-

ever, who did not wish this, having sent to Olynthus, a body
of heavy-armed and other troops came as a garrison for the

place ;
and on their making a sally from it, the Athenians met

them in battle close to the town. The heavy-armed of the

1
i. e., its morning rising, nearlj coincident with tho autumnal equi-

nox.
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Chalcidians, and some auxiliaries with them, were defeated

by the Athenians, and retired into Spartolus ;
but the Chal-

cidian horse and light-armed defeated the horse and light-

armed of the Athenians. They had [from the
iirst]

some

few targeteers from the district of Crusis, as it is called
;

and when the battle had just been fought, others joined them
from Olynthus. When the light-armed from Spartolus saw

these, being encouraged by the accession to their force, and

by the fact that they were not worsted before, in conjunction
with the Cbalcidian horse and the late reinforcement they
attacked the Athenians again ;

who retired to the two di-

visions they had left with the baggage. Whenever the Athe-

nians advanced against them, they gave way ;
but on their

beginning to retreat, they pressed them close, and harassed

them with their darts. The cavalry of the Chalcidians also

rode up and charged them wherever they pleased; and having
struck the greatest panic into them, routed and pursued them
to a great distance. The Athenians fled for refuge to Potidsea,

an 1 having subsequently recovered their dead by true

turned to Athens with the remnant of the army ;
four hun-

dred and thirty of them having been killed, and all the

generals. The Chalcidians and Bottiseans erected a trophy,
&nd after taking up their dead, separated to their different

cities.

80. The same summer, not long after these events, the

Ambraciots and Chaonians wishing to subdue the whole of

Acarnania, and to separate it from its connection with Athens,

persuaded the Lacedaemonians to equip a fleet from their con-

federacy, and to send one thousand heavy-armed to Acar-

nania; saying that if they were to join them with both a r.nv.-d

and land force, while the Aearnanians on the coast were un-

able to succor [their countrymen], after gaining possession
<>!' Aearnania, they would easily make themselves masters of

Zaeynthus and Cephallenia; and so the Athenians would no

longer find the circumnavigation of the Peloponnese wh;it it

had hitherto been. They Miggcsl<-d too that there was a hope
of taking Naupaclus also. Being tints persuaded, the L.-u-e-

d;r:Moniaiis dispatched immediately Cneinns, who was still

high-admiral, and the heavy-armed on board a few vessels;

vrhile they sent, round orders for the fleet to prepare as quickly
as possible, and sail to Leucas. Now the Corinthians were
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most hearty in the cause of the Ambraciots, who were a colony
of theirs; and the squadrons from Corinth and Sicyon, and
those parts were in preparation; while those from Leucas,

Anactorium, and Ambracia had arrived before, and were wait-

ing for them at Leucas. In the mean time Cnemus and the

one thousand heavy-armed with him had effected a passage
unobserved by Phormio, who commanded the twenty Athe-

nian ships that kept guard off Naupactus ;
and they im-

mediately prepared for the expedition by land. There were

with him, of the Greeks, the Ambraciots, Leucadians, Anac-

torians, and his own force of one thousand Peloponnesians ;

of the barbarians, one thousand Chaonians, who were not

under kingly government, but who were led by Photys and

Nicanor, of the family to which the chieftainship was con-

fined, with a yearly exercise of that power. With the Cha-

onians some Thesprotians also joined the expedition, being [like

them] not under kingly government. Some Molossians and
Atintanians were led by Sabylinthus, as guardian of Tharypus,
their king, who was yet a minor

;
and some Paravseans by

Orcedus their king. One thousand of the Orestians, of whom
Antiochus was king, accompanied the Paravasans, Oroedus

being intrusted with the command of them by that monarch.

Perdiccas also, without the knowledge of the Athenians, sent

"one thousand Macedonians, who arrived too late. With this

force Cnemus commenced his march, without waiting the ar-

rival of the fleet from Corinth : and in their passage through
the Argive country they sacked Limna3a, an unfortified village ;

and then went against Stratus, the capital city of Acarnania,

thinking that if they took that first, the other towns would

readily surrender to them.

81. The Acarnanians, finding that a large army had in-

vaded them by land, and that the enemy would also be upon
them with a fleet by sea, did not prepare to make any united

resistance, but to defend their own separate possessions ;
while

they sent to Phormio, and desired him to succor them
; who,

however, said that it was impossible for him to leave Nau-

pactus unprotected, while a fleet was on the point of sailing
out from Corinth. So the Peloponnesians and their allies,

having formed themselves into three divisions, were advancing
to the city of Stratus

;
that after encamping near to it,

they might attempt the wall by force, if they could not prevail
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on them [to surrender] by words. As they advanced, the

Chaonians and the rest of the barbarians occupied the center
;

the Leucadiaus and Anactorians, and those with them, were;

on their right ;
and Cnemus with the Peloponnesians and Am-

braciots on their left
;
but they were at a considerable distance

from each other, and sometimes not even within sight. The
Greeks advanced in good order, and keeping a look-out, until

they had encamped in a convenient position ;
but the Chao-

nians, confident in themselves, and being reputed by the in-

habitants of those parts of the continent to be the most war-

like tribe, did not wait to take up their position, but rushing
on with the rest of the barbarians thought they should take the

town at the first assault, and so the achievement would be all

their own. The Stratians, informed of this while they were

yet coming on, and thinking that if they could defeat them

while thus by themselves, the Greeks would not attack them

with the same eagerness, laid an ambush near the walls
;
and

when they had come near, attacked them in close combat, both

from the town and from the ambuscade. Being thrown into

consternation, great numbers of the Chaonians were slain
;

and when the rest of the barbarians saw them giving way,

they no longer stood their ground, but took to flight. Now
neither of the Greek divisions

1 was aware of the battle, as

their confederates had proceeded far in advance, and had been

supposed to be hurrying on to occupy their encampment,
But when the barbarians broke in upon them in their flight,

they rallied them
;
and after uniting their separate divisions,

remained there quiet during the day ;
as the Stratians did not

coin*' to close quarters with them because the rest of the Acar-

nanians had not arrived to help them
;
but annoyed them with

their slings from a distance, and distressed them, (for it was

impossible for them to stir without their armor), the Acar-

nanians being considered to excel very much in this mode of

warfare.

82. When night came on, Cnemus retired as quickly as

In- could with his army to the river Ariapus, which is eighty
s;ades distant from Stratus, and the next day recovered his

dead by truce
;
and the (Kniadu; having joined him, on tho

ground of a friendly connection, he fell back upon that city
before, the reinforcements of the enemy had arrived. Thenca

1

Or,
"
camps," tho word being frequently used iu bolh scnaoa.
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they departed to their respective homes
;
while the Stratians

erected a trophy for the result of their engagement with the

barbarians,

83. Now the fleet from Corinth and the rest of the con-

federates coming from the Crisaean Bay, which ought to have

joined Cnemus, in order to prevent the Acarnanians on the

coast from succoring their countrymen in the interior, did not

do so
;
but they were compelled, about the same time as the

battle was fought at Stratus, to come to an engagement with

Phormio and the twenty Athenian vessels that kept guard at

Naupactus. For Phormio kept watching them as they coasted

along out of the gulf, wishing to attack them in the open sea.

But the Corinthians and the allies were not sailing to Acar-

nania with any intention to fight by sea, but were equipped
more for land service. When, however, they saw them sailing

along opposite to them, as they themselves proceeded along
their own coast

;
and on attempting to cross over from Patrai

in Achaia to the mainland opposite, on their way to Acarnania.,

observed the Athenians sailing against them from Chalcis and
the river Evenus

; (for they had not escaped their observation

when they had endeavored to bring to secretly during the

night ;)
under these circumstances they were compelled to

engage in the mid passage. They had separate commanders
for the contingents of the different states that joined the arma-

ment, but those of the Corinthians were Machaon, loscrates,

and Agatharcidas. And now the Peloponnesians ranged their

ships in a circle, as large as they could without leaving any
opening, with their prows turned outward and their sterns

inward
;
and placed inside all the small craft that accompanied

them, and their five best sailers, to advance out quickly
and strengthen any point on which the enemy might make his

attack.

84. On the other hand, the Athenians, ranged in a single

line, kept sailing round them, and reducing them into a smaller

compass ; continually brushing past them, and making demon-
strations of an immediate onset

; though they had previously
been commanded by Phormio not to attack them till he him-
self gave the signal. For he hoped that their order would
not be maintained like that of a land-force on shore, but that

the ships would fall foul of each other, and that the other craft

would cause confusion ;
and if the wind should blow from the
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gulf,
in expectation of which he was sailing round them, and

which usually rose toward morning, that they would not re-

main steady an instant. He thought too that it rested with

him to make the attack, whenever he pleased, as his ships
were better sailers [than those opposed to him]; and that

then would be the best time for making it. So when the

wind came down upon them, and their ships being now

brought into a narrow compass, were thrown into confusion

by the operation of both causes the violence of the wind, and
the small craft dashing against them and when ship was

falling foul of ship, and the crews were pushing them off

with poles, and in their shouting, and trying to keep clear,

and abusing each other, did not hear a word either of their

orders or the boatswains' directions
; while, through inexperi-

ence, they could not lift their oars in the SAve-11 of the sea, and
so rendered the vessels less obedient to the helmsmen

; just

then, at that favorable moment, he gave the signal. And
the Athenians attacked them, and first of all sunk one of the

admiral-ships, then destroyed all wherever they went, and re-

duced them to such a condition, that owing to their confusion

none of them thought of resistance, but they iled to Fntrse

and Dyme, in Achaia. The Athenians having closely pur-
sued them, and taken twelve ships, picking up most of the

men from them, and putting them on board their own ves-

sels, sailed off to Molycrmin ; and after erecting a trophy
at Rhium, zmd dedicating a ship to Neptune, they returned to

Naupactus. The Peloponnesians also immediately coasted

along with their remaining ships from Dymc and I'atrae to

Cyllene, the arsenal of the Eleans; and Cnemus and the, ships
that were at Leucas, which were to have formed a junction
with these, came thence, after the battle at Stratus, to the

port.
85. Then the Lacedaemonians sent to the ll;>et, as counsel-

ors to Cnemus, Timocrates, Brasidas, and Lycophron ;
com-

manding him to make preparations for a second cngagi-un-ni;

more successful than the former, and not to be driven off the

r,ea by a few ships. For the result appeared very different from

what they might have expected; (particularly as it was the

first sea-fight they had attempted;) and they thought that it

was not, so much their fleet that was inferior, but, that there

had been some cowardice [on the part of the admiral] ;
for
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they did not weigh the long experience of the Athenians against
their own short practice of naval matters. They dispatched
them therefore in anger ;

and on their arrival they sent round,

in conjunction with Cnemus, orders for ships to be furnished by
the different states, while they refitted those they already had,
with a view to an engagement. Phormio too, on the other hand,
sent messengers to Athens to acquaint them with their prepara-

tions, and to tell them of the victory they had [themselves] gained ;

at the same time desiring them to send him quickly the largest

possible number of ships, for he was in daily expectation of an

immediate engagement. They dispatched to him twenty ;
but

gave additional orders to the commander of them to go first to

Crete. For Nicias, a Cretan of Gortys, who was their proxenus,

persuaded them to sail against Cydonia, telling them that he

would reduce it under their power ;
for it was at present hostile

to them. His object, however, in calling them in was, that he

might oblige the Polichnitae, who bordered on the Cydonians.
The commander therefore of the squadron went with it to

Crete, and in conjunction with the Polichnitae laid waste the

territory of the Cydonians ;
and wasted no little time in the

country, owing to adverse winds and the impossibility of put-

ting to sea.

86. During the time that the Athenians were thus detained

on the coast of Crete, the Peloponnesians at Cyllene, having
made "their preparations for an engagement, coasted along to

Panormus in Achaea, where the land-force of the Peloponnesi-
ans had come to support them. Phormio, too, coasted along to

the Rhium near Molycrium, and dropped anchor outside of it,

with twenty ships, the same as he had before fought with.

This Rhium was friendly to the Athenians
;
the other, namely,

that in the Peloponuese, is opposite to it; the distance between

the two being about seven stades of sea, which forms the

mouth of the Crisaen Gulf. At the Rhium in Achaea, then,

being not far from Panormus, where their land-force was, the

Peloponnesians also came to anchor with seventy-seven ships,
when they saw that the Athenians had done the same. And
for six or seven days they lay opposite each other, practicing
and preparing for the battle

;
the Peloponnesians intending

not to sail beyond the Rhia into the open sea, for they were
afraid of a disaster like the former

;
the Athenians, not to sail

into the straits, for they thought that fighting in a confined

7
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space was in favor of the enemy. Afterward Cnemus, and

Brasidas, and the other Peloponnesian commanders, wishing to

bring on the engagement as quickly as they could, before any
reinforcement came from Athens, assembled the men first

;
and

seeing the greater part of them frightened in consequence of

their former defeat, and not eager for the battle, they cheered
them by speaking as follows :

87. "The late sea-fight, Peloponnesians, if owing to it any
one be afraid of this before us, affords no just grounds

1
for his

alarm. For it was deficient, as you know, in preparation;
and we were sailing not so much for a naval engagement as for

a land expedition. It happened too that not a few of the

chances of war were against us
;
while partly, perhaps, our in-

experience caused our failure, as it was our first battle by sea.

It was not then through our cowardice that we experienced the

defeat
;

nor is it right that our spirits, which were not

crushed by force, but still retain a measure of defiance
3
to the

enemy, should lose their edge from the result of that mishap.
We should rather think that men may indeed be overthrown

by mere chances, but that in spirit the same men ought al-

ways to be brave
;
and that while their courage remains, they

can not reasonably on any occasion act like cowards under the

cloak of inexperience. In your case, however, you are not

so far inferior to the enemy, even through your inexperience,
as you are superior to him in daring. As for their skill, of

which you are most afraid, if indeed it be joined with courage,
it will also be accompanied with presence of mind in danger
to execute what it has learned

;
but without gallantry no art

whatever is of any avail in the face of perils. For fear ban-

ishes presence of mind
;
and art without bravery is good for

nothing. Against their greater experience then put your own

greater daring; against your fear in consequence of your de-

feat put the fact of your having then been unprepared ;
and,

1

Literally,
" no ground for drawing this conclusion, so as to alarm

him;" the infinitive TO iKtyopfjoai being explanatory of rfK/uapatv.
2 'AvnAoymv is opposed to the "

acknowledgment of our own defeat,"
and signifies literally "making answer; maintaining the quarrel."
Arnold. Compare the use of our word "controversy," by which, it may
generally be rendered, in Shakespeare's Julius Caesar.

" The torrent roar'd, and we did buffet it

With lusty sinews; throwing it aside,
And stemming it with hearts of controversy."
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there is in your favor a clear balance of superior numbers,
and of engaging off your own coast in the presence of your

heavy-armed; and victory, generally speaking, declares for

those who are the more numerous and better appointed. On
no one single ground then do we find it probable that we
should be defeated. As for the blunders we committed before,

the very fact of their having been committed will now teach

us a lesson. With good courage, therefore, both steersmen

and sailors, do every man your own duty, without leaving the

post assigned to each. And we will prepare for the engage-
ment not worse than your former commanders; and will

give no one any excuse for being a coward : but if any one

should wish to be one, he shall be visited with the punish-
ment he deserves

;
while the brave shall be honored with the

rewards befitting their bravery."
88. Such was the exhortation given to the Peloponnesians

by their commanders. Phormio, on the other hand, being
also alarmed at the apprehensions of his men, and perceiving
that they formed in groups among themselves, and showed
their fears of the superior numbers of the ships opposed to

them, wished to assemble and cheer them, and offer them
some advice at the present juncture. For before this he

always used to tell them, and prepare their minds for the con-

viction, that there was no number of ships whatever so great
that they ought not to face it, if it sailed against them

;
and

his men had for a long time entertained this resolution, that

from no multitude of Peloponnesian ships whatever would

they, Athenians as they were, retire. Seeing them, however,
at that time out of spirits, he wished to remind them of their

former confidence, and therefore called them together, and
addressed them as follows :

89. "
Seeing you, my men, alarmed at the numbers of

your opponents, I have called you together ;
and I do not wish

you to be in dread of what is not really to be feared. For
these men, in the first place, because they have been pre-

viously conquered by us, and do not even themselves think

that they are a match for us, have equipped this great num-
ber of ships, and not such as would be merely equal to ours.

Then, for the fact on which they chiefly rely in corning against
us that it is their natural character to be courageous they
feel this confidence for no other reason than because they are
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generally successful owing to their experience in land-service;

and they think
1

it will do the same for them -at sea. But

this, in all reason, will rather be our advantage now, as it is

theirs in that case : for in valor they are not at all superior
to us; but from our being respectively more experienced in

one particular service, we are also more confident respecting
it. Moreover, the Lacedaemonians lead their allies from re-

gard to their own glory, and bring the greater part of them
into dangers against their will

;
else [without such compul-

sion], they would have never dared to fight again by sea, after

being so decidedly beaten. Do not then be afraid of their

boldness. It is you that cause them a much greater and bet

tor-founded alarm, both on the ground of your having previ-

ously conquered them, and because they think we should net

have faced them if we did not mean to do something worthy
our decisive victory. For when equal to their opponents, men

generally come against them, as these do, trusting to their

power rather than to their spirit ;
but those who dare to meet

them with far inferior resources, and yet without being com-

pelled, do so because they have the strong assurance of their

own resolution. From this consideration these men fear us

more for the inequality of our preparations, than they would

have done for more proportionate ones. Many armies, too,

have ere now been overthrown by an inferior force through
want of skill, and others through want of daring; with

neither of which have we now any thing to do. As for the

battle, I will not, if I can help, fight it in the strait
;
nor will

I sail in there at all; being aware that for a few skillfully

managed and fast-sailing vessels, against a large number un-

skillfully managed, want of sea-room is a disadvantage. For

one could neither sail up as he ought to the charge, without

having a view of the enemy from a distance
;
nor retire at the

proper time, if hard-pressed ;
and there is no breaking through

the line, nor returning to a second charge which are the

maneuvres of the better-sailing vessels but the sea-light

must in that case become a land-fight; and then the greater

number of ships gain the superiority. On these points then

I will cxeivise as much forethought as possible; ami do you,

remaining in good order in your ships, be quick in receiving

1 For an explanation of the confusod construction in this passage, see

Arnold's nota
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tho word of command
; especially as our post of observation

is at so short a distance; and during the action attach the

greatest importance to order and silence, which is of service

for operations of war in general, and for a naval engagement
more particularly ;

and repel these your enemies in a manner

worthy of your former achievements. Great indeed is the

struggle in which you are engaged, either to destroy the hope
of the Peloponnesians as regards their navy, or to bring
nearer home to the Athenians apprehensions for the command
of the sea. Again I remind you that you have already con-

quered the greater part of them
;
and the spirits of defeated

men will not be what they were, in the face of the same

dangers."
90. Such was the exhortation that Phormio, on his side,

addressed to his men. Now when the Athenians did not sail

into the narrow part of the gulf to meet them, the Pelopon-
nesians, wishing to lead them on even against their will,

weighed in the morning, and having formed their ships in a

column four abreast, sailed to their own land toward the in-

ner part of the gu/f, with the right wing taking the lead,

in which position also they lay at anchor. In this wing they
had placed their twenty best sailers

;
that if Phormio, sup-

posing them to be sailing against Naupactus, should himself

also coast along in that direction to relieve the place, the

Athenians might not, by getting outside their wing, escape
their advance against them, but that these ships might shut

them in. As they expected, he was alarmed for the place in

its unprotected state
;
and when he saw them under weigh,

against his will, and in great haste too, he embarked his crews

and sailed along shore
;
while the land-forces of the Messe-

nians at the same time came to support him. When the Pe-

loponnesians saw them coasting along in a single file, and

already within the gulf and near the shore (which was just,

what they wished), at one signal they suddenly brought their

ships round and sailed in a line, as fast as each could, aguinst
the Athenians, hoping to cut off all their ships. Eleven of

them, however, which were taking tho lead, escaped the wing
of the Peloponnesians and their sudden turn into the open
gulf; but the rest they surprised, and drove them on shore,
in their attempt to escape, and destroyed them, killing such
of the crews as had not swum out of them. Some of the ships
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they lashed to their own and began to tow off empty, and one

they took men and all; while in the case of some others, the

Messenians, coming to their succor, and dashing into the sea

with their armor, and boarding them, fought from the decks,
and rescued them when they were already being towed off.

91. To this extent then the Peloponnesians had the advan-

tage, and destroyed the Athenian ships; while their twenty
vessels in the right wing were in pursuit of those eleven of

the enemy that had just escaped their turn into the open gulf.

They, with the exception of one ship, got the start of them
and fled for refuge to Naupae'uis; and taring about, opposite
the temple of Apollo, prepared to defend themselves, in case

they should sail to shore against them. Presently they came

up, and were singing the pa?an as they sailed, considering that

they had gained the victory; and the one Athenian vessel

that had been left behind was chased by a single Leucadian
far in advance of the rest. Now there happened to be a mer-
chant-vessel moored out at sea, which the Athenian ship had
time to sail round, and struck the Leucadian in pursuit of her

amid-ship, and sunk her. The Peloponnesians therefore were

panic-stricken by this sudden and unlocked for achievement
;

and moreover, as they were pursuing in disorder, on account

of the advantage they had gained, some of the ships dropped
their oars, and stopped in their course, from a wish to wait for

the rest doing what was unadvisable, considering that, they
were observing each other at so short a distance while others

even ran on the shoals, through their ignorance of the localities.

92. The Athenians, on seeing this, took courage, and at

one word shouted for battle, and rushed upon them. In -n-

sequence of their previous blunders and their present con-

fusion, they withstood them but a short time, and then tied

to Panormus, whence they had put, <>ut. The Athenians pur-
sued them closely, and took six of the ships nearest to them,
and recovered their own, which the enemy had disabled near

the shore and at. the beginning of the engagement, and had

taken in tow. Of the men, they put some to death, and made
others prisoners. Now on board the Leucadian ship, which

went down off the merchant-vessel, ^vas Timorraies the

diernonian
; who, when the ship was destroyed, killed himself,

and falling overboard was tloated into the harbor of Naupao
tus. On their return, the Athenians erected a trophy at the
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spot from which they put out before gaining the victory ;
and

all the dead and the wrecks that were near their coast they
took up, and gave back to the enemy theirs under truce. The

Peloponnesians also erected a trophy, as victors, for the defeat

of the ships they had disabled near the shore
;
and the ship

they had taken they dedicated at Rhium, in Achaea, by the

side of the trophy. Afterward, being afraid of the reinforce-

ment from Athens, all but the Leucadians sailed at the ap-

proach of night into the Crissean Bay and the port of Cor-

inth. Not long after their retreat, the Athenians from Crete

arrived at Naupactus, with the twenty ships that were to have

joined Phormio before the engagement. And thus ended the

summer.
93. Before, however, the fleet dispersed which had retired

to Corinth and the Crisaean Bay, Cnemus, Brasidas, and the

rest of the Peloponnesian commanders wished, at the sugges-
tion of the Megareans, to make an attempt upon Piraeus, the

port of Athens; which, as was natural from their decided

superiority at sea, was left unguarded and open. It was de-

termined, therefore, that each man should take his oar, and

cushion, and tropoter,
1 and go by land from Corinth to the sea

on the side of Athens
;
and that after proceeding as quickly

as possible to Megara, they should launch from its port, Nissea,

forty vessels that happened to be there, and sail straightway
to Piraeus. For there was neither any fleet keeping guard
before it, nor any thought of the enemy ever sailing against it

in so sudden a manner
;
and as for their venturing to do it

openly and deliberately, they supposed that either they would
not think of it, or themselves would not fail to be aware be-

forehand, if they should. Having adopted this resolution,

they proceeded immediately [to execute
it] ;

and when they
had arrived by night, and launched the vessels from Nisaea,

they sailed, not against Athens as they had intended, for they
were afraid of the risk (some wind or other was also said to

have prevented them8

),
but to the headland of Salamis looking

toward Megara ;
where there was a fort, and a guard of three

1
Supposed to have been a thong, or rope, wound round the loom of

a portlock oar, and serving the triple purpose of a counterpoise, a nut,
and a loop. See Arnold, vol. i. Appendix 3.

2 Tif is here used, I think, with that signification of contempt which it

sometimes conveys ;
to mark the writer's utter disbelief of the report

alluded to.
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ships to prevent any thing from being taken in or out of

Megara. So they assulted the fort, and towed off the triremes

empty ;
and making a sudden attack on the rest of Salumis,

they laid it waste.

94. Now fire-signals of an enemy's approach were raised

toward Athens, and a consternation was caused by them not

exceeded by any during the whole war. For those in the city

imagined that the enemy had already sailed into Piraeus
;
while

those in Piraeus thought that Salamis had been taken, and
that they were all but sailing into their harbors : which in-

deed, if they would but have not been afraid of it, might
easily have been done

;
and it was not a wind that would have

prevented it. But at day-break the Athenians went all in a

body to Piraeus to resist the enemy ;
and launched their ships,

and going on board with haste and much uproar, sailed with

the fleet to Salamis, while with their land-forces they mounted

guard at Pirreus. When the Peloponnesians saw them com-

ing to the rescue, after overrunning the greater part of

Salamis, and taking both men and booty, and the three ships
from the port of Budorum, they sailed for Nissea as quickly as

they could; for their vessels too caused them some alarm, as

they had been launched after lying idle a long time, and were,

not at all watertight. On their arrival at Megara they re-

turned again to Corinth by land. When the Athenians

found them no longer on the coast of Salamis, they also sailed

back
;
and after this alarm they paid more attention in future

to the safety of Piraus, both by closing the harbors, and by all

other precautions.
95. About the same period, in the beginning of this winter,

Sitalc.cs son of Teres, the king of the Odrysian Thracians,
made an expedition against iVnliceas, son of Alexander, king
of Macedonia, and the Thraceward Chalcidians

;
of two prom-

ises wishing to enforce the one, and himself to perform the

other. For Pc-rdiceas had made him certain promises if ho

would effect a reconciliation between him and the Athenians,
when he was hard pressed by the war at, its commencement, and
if he would not restore his brother Philip, who was at enmity
with him, to place him on the throne

;
but, he. \vas not disposed

to perform what he had promised. On the other hand, Sitalces

had pledged himself to the Athenians, when lie entered into

alliance with them, to bring tho Chalcidian war in Thrace to
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a successful issue. It was with both these objects thon that

he made the invasion
;
in which he took with him Philip's son

Amyntas, to set him on the throne of Macedonia, and some

envoys from Athens, who happened to be at his court on this

business, and Hagnon as commander
;

for the Athenians also

were to join him against the Chalcidians with a fleet, and as

large an army as they could raise.

96. Setting out then from the Odrysians, he summoned to

his standard, first the Thracians within Mount Haemus and

Rhodope, as many as were subject to him, as far as the coast

of the Euxine and the Hellespont ;
next the Getae beyond

lla-mus, and all the other hordes that were settled south of the

Danube,
1 more toward the sea-board of the Euxine

;
the Geta3

and the tribes in this part being both borderers on the Scy-
thians, and equipped in the same manner, for they are all

mounted bowmen. He also invited many of the Highland
Thracians, who are independent, and armed with swords;

they are called the Dii, and are mostly inhabitants [of the

valleys] of Haemua : some of these he engaged as mercenaries,
while others followed him as volunteers. Moreover, he sum-
moned the Agrianiana and Laeaeans and all the other Paeonian

tribes that acknowledged his sway. And these were the last

people in his dominion, for at the Graaeans and Laeseans, both

of them Paeonian tribes, and at the river Strymon, which
flows from Mount Scomius through their country, his empire
terminated on the side of the Paeonians, who from this point
were independent. On the side of the Triballi, . who were
also independent the border tribes were the Treres and

Tilatasans, who live to the 'north of Mount Scombrus, and
stretch toward the west as far as the river Oscius. This river

flows from the same mountain as the Nestus and the Hebrus,
and uninhabited and extensive range, joining on to Rhodope.

97. The extent then of the Odrysian dominion, taking the

line of its sea-coast, was from the city of Abdera to the

Euxine, up to the mouth of the Danube. This tract is by the

shortest way a voyage of four days and nights for a merchant-

vessel, supposing the wind to be always steady astern. By
land, taking the shortest way from Abdera to the [mouth of]
the Danube, a quick traveler performs the journey in eleven

days. Such was the extent of its sea-board. As for the in-

1

Literally,
" within the Dauube."

7*
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terior, from Byzantium to the Lagans and the Strymon (for
at this point it reached its greatest extent up the country
from the sea), for a quick traveler it was a journey of thir-

teen days. The tribute raised from all the barbarian do-

minions and the Grecian cities, taking the sum which they

paid under Seuthes, who was successor of Sitalces, and raised

it to its greatest amount, was about 400 talents in gold and
silver. Presents were also made to no less an amount in gold
and silver; and besides these there was all the clothing, both

figured and plain, and other articles for use
;
and that not only

for himself, but for those of the Odrysians also who were his

lords and nobles. For they established their custom the very
reverse of that in the Persian kingdom (though it prevails

among the rest of the Thracians also), namely, to receive

rather than to give ;
and it was considered more disgraceful

not to give when asked, than not to succeed by asking. But

[though the other Thracians practiced the same thing], still

the Odrysians, owing to their greater power, practiced it to

a greater extent
;
for it was impossible to get anything done

without making presents. The kingdom then had reached a

high pitch of power. For of all those in Europe between
the Ionian Gulf and the Euxine Sea, it was the greatest in

amount of revenue and general prosperity ;
while in military

power and number of troops it was decidedly next to that of

the Scythians. But with this not only is it impossible for

those iu Europe to vie, but even in Asia, pulling one nation

against another, there is none that can stand up against the

Thracians, if they are all unanimous. Not, however, that

they are on a level with other men in general good mi

merit and understanding in the things of common life.

98. Sitalcea, then, being king over all this extent of coun-

try, prepared his army to take, the field. And when all was

ready for him, he set out and marched against Macedonia
;

at

first through his own dominions, then over (Vn-ine, a desert

mountain, which forms the boundary between the Sintians

and Paeonians, crossing it by a road which he had himself

before, made, by felling the timber, when he turned his anna

against the P;ronians. In crossing this mountain from the

Odrysians, they had the P;ronians on their right, and on their

left the, Sintians and M;edians; and after crossing it they
Arrived at Doberus in PfBonio, While he was on the march.
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there was no diminution of his army (except by disease),

but accessions to it
;
for many of the independent Thracians,

though uninvited, followed him for plunder ;
so that the whole

number is said to have been not less than one hundred and

fifty thousand, of which the greater part was infantry, but

about a third cavalry. Of the cavalry the Odrysians them-

selves furnished the largest portion ;
next to them, the Getae.

Of the infantry, the most warlike were those armed with

swords, the independent tribe that came down from Rhodope ;

the rest of the mixed multitude that followed him was far

more formidable for its numbers than any thing else.

99. They mustered, then, at Doberus, and made their prep-
arations for bursting from the highland down upon the lower

Macedonia, which formed the dominion of Perdiccas. For

under the name of Macedonians are included also the Lyn-
cesta3 and Elemiotae, and other highland tribes, which are in

alliance with the lowlanders and subject to them, but have

separate kingdoms of their own. But the Macedonia along
the coast, now properly so called, was first acquired and gov-
erned by Alexander, the father of Perdiccas, and his ances-

tors, who were originally of the family of Temenus of Argos.
These expelled by force of arms the Pierians from Pieria, who
afterward lived under Mount Pangaeus, beyond the Strymon,
in Phagres and some other places (and even now the country
under PangaBus down to the sea continues to be called the

Pierian Gulf). They also drove out of the country called

Bottia, the Bottiaeans, who now live on the confines of the

Chalcidians
;
while in Paeonia they acquired a narrow strip of

territory along the river Axius, stretching down to Pella and
the sea-coast

;
and beyond the Axius, as far as the Strymon,

they occupy what is called Mygdonia, having expelled the

Edonians from it. Again, they drove out the Eordians from
what is now called Eordia (of whom the greater part perished,

though a small division of them is settled about Physca), as

also the Almopians from Alrnopia. Those Macedonians,

moreover, subdued [the places belonging to] the other tribes,

which they still continue to hold, such as Anthemus, Cresto-

nia, Bisaltia, and much of the country that belonged to the

original Macedonians. The whole of it is called Macedonia,
and Perdiccas, son of Alexander, was king of the country
when Sitalces invaded it.
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100. These Macedonians, then, on the approach of so large
an enemy, not being able to offer any resistance, betook them-

selves to their strongholds and fortifications, such as they
had in the country. These, however, were not numerous

;

but it was at a later period that Archelaus son of Perdic^

cas, when he came to the throne, built those which are now
in the country, and cut straight roads, and made other ar-

rangements, both for its having horses and arms for war, and

resources of all other kinds, better than had been provided by
all the rest of the kings, eight in number, who had preceded
him. Now the army of the Thracians, advancing from Do-

beras, overran first of all what had once been the govennii"iit
of Philip ;

and took Idomene by storm, and Gortynia, Ata-

lanta, and some other places by capitulation, as they came
over to him from their friendship for Amyntas, Philip's son,

who was with him. To Europus they laid siege, but could

not reduce it. Afterward he advanced into the rest of Mace-

donia, on the left of Pella and Cyrrhus. Beyond these they
did not march, namely, into Bottisea and Pieria, but staid to

lay waste Mygdonia, Crestonia, and Anthemus. The Mace-

donians, meanwhile, had not even a thought of resisting them
with their infantry ;

but having sent for an additional supply
of horse from their allies in the interior, attacked the Thraeian

host, few as they were against so many, wherever an oppor-

tunity offered. And wherever they charged them, no one

stood his ground against troops who were excellent horsemen

and armed with breastplates; but surrounded as they were

by superior numbers, they exposed themselves to peril by

fighting against that crowd of many times their own number :

so that at length they kept quiet, not thinking them

to run such hazards against a force so far superior.

101. In the mean time, Sitalccs conferred with Pcrdieeas

on the objects of his expedition ;
and since the Athenians had

not joined him with their fleet (not believing that he would

come), but had sent presents and envoys to him, he sent a

part,
of his forces against the ( 'halcidians and I'.ottia'ans, and

after shutting them up vuthin lh-ir walls, laid waste their

country. While he was staying in these parts, the people to-

nrard 'the south, as the Thessalians, the Ma^nesians, with

others who were subject to the Thessalians, and the ( iiveks

as far as Thermopylae, were afraid that the army might ad-
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vancc against them, and were preparing [for such an event].
The northward Thracians, too, beyond the Strymon were

alarmed, as many as lived in a champaign country, namely,
the Pansei, the Odomanti, the Droi, and the Dersaei

;
who are

all independent. Nay, it afforded subject of discussion even

with the Greeks who were enemies of the Athenians, whether

they were not led on by that people on the strength of their

alliance, and might not come against them also. Sitalces then

was commanding at once Chalcidice, Bottica, and Macedo-

nia, and was ravaging them all. But when none of the ob-

jects for which he made the expedition was being gained by
him, and he found his army without provisions and suffering
from the severity of the weather, he was persuaded by Seuthes

the son of Spardacus, who was the nephew and next in au-

thority to himself, to return with all speed. For Seuthes had
been secretly won over by Perdiccas, who promised to give
him his sister, and a sum of money with her. Thus persuaded
then, after remaining [in the enemy's country] thirty days in

all, and eight of them in Chalcidice, he retired home with his

army as quickly as he could : and Perdiccas subsequently

gave his sister Stratonice to Seuthes, as he had promised.
Such were the events that happened in the expedition of

Sitalces.

102. During this winter, after the fleet of the Peloponne-
sians had dispersed, the Athenians at Naupactus under the

command of Phormio, after coasting along to Astacus, and
there disembarking, marched into the interior of Acarnania,
with four hundred heavy-armed of the Athenians from the

ships and four hundred of the Messcuians. From Stratus,

Coronta, and some other places, they expelled certain indi-

viduals who were not thought to be true to them
;
and having

restored Cynes son of Theolytus to Coronta, returned again to

their vessels. For against the ^Eniadae, who alone of the

Acarnanians had always been hostile to them, they did not

think it possible to march during the winter, as the river

Achelous, which flows from Mount Pindus through Dolopia
and the country of the Agrseans and Amphilochians and the

plain of Acarnania, passing by the town of Stratus in the

upper part of its course, and by JEniada3 near its mouth, forms

lakes round their city, and so makes it impracticable to lead an

army against it in the winter on account of the water. Op-
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posite to ^Eniadae lie most of the islands called Echinades,
close to the mouths of the Achelous

;
so that the river, being

so large as it is, continually forms depositions round them,
and some of the islands have been joined to the continent, as

I expect will be the case with all of them in no long period
of time. For the stream is strong, and deep, and turbid, and
the islands are thick together, and mutually serve to connect

the alluvium so as to prevent its being dispersed ;
as they lie

in alternating rows, not in one line, and havi. 1 no free passages
for the water into the open sea. They are uninhabited, and of

no great extent. There 1

is a report which I may also mention,
that when Alcmaeon, son of Amphiaraus, was wandering about

after the murder of his mother, Apollo directed him by an
oracle to inhabit this region, by suggesting to him that he

would have no release from his terrors till he should discover

and inhabit a country which had not yet been seen by the sun,
nor existed as land, at the time he slew his mother

;
since all

the rest of the earth was polluted to him. He was perplexed,

they say [by such a command] ;
but at length observed this

alluvial deposition of the Acholous, and thought that enough
might have been thrown up to support life during the long

period that he had been a wanderer since killing his mother.

Accordingly he settled in the parts about ^Eniadaj, and be-

came powerful, and left the name to the country from his son

Aeriruan. Such is the account we have received respecting
Alcmaeon.

103. The Athenians then, and Phormio, having departed
from Aoarnania and arrived at Naupactus, sailed home, to

Athens at the return of spring, taking with thein such of the

prisoners from the naval battles as were freemen (who were

exchanged man for man), and the ships they had raptured.
And so ended this winter, and the third year of this war of

which Thueydides \vroie the history.

1 Such appears to be tho force of the conjunctions fa nai, by which
the following story is introduced in connection with tho preceding ac-

count of the islands.



BOOK III.

1. THE following summer, as soon as the corn was ripe, the

Peloponnesians and their allies invaded Attica, under the com-

mand of Archidamus, son of Zeuxidamus, king of the Lace-

daemonians. There they encamped, and laid waste the land
;

while charges were made upon them, as usual, by the Athe-

nian cavalry wherever opportunity offered
;
and they pre-

vented the main host of the light-armed from advancing far

from their camp,
1 and damaging the property near the city.

After remaining in the country the time for which they had
taken provisions, they returned and dispersed to their re-

spective cities.

2. Immediately after the invasion of the Peloponnesians,
all Lesbos, with the exception of Methymna, revolted from

the Athenians
; having wished indeed to do so before the

commencement of the war (the Lacedaemonians, however, did

not accept their
offers), and yet compelled even now to execute

their purpose sooner than tliey intended. For they were in-

clined to wait the completion of the moles for the security of

their harbors, and of the building of their walls and ships,

and the arrival of all that was to come from the Pontus,

namely, bowmen and corn, and whatever they had sent for.

[But this they were prevented doing ;]
for

2
the Tencdians,

who were at variance with them, and the Methymna3ans, and
even some private individuals of the Mytilenaeans, under the

influence of party spirit, as proxeni of the Athenians informed

that people that the Mytilenaeans were forcibly bringing [the
rest of] Lesbos into union with their own city, and hurrying
all their preparations for a revolt, in conjunction with the

1

Literally, "from their arms," i. e., the place in which tho spears and
shields of the heavy-armed soldiers were piled ;

and so, in a more gene-
ral sense, tho camp where they were quartered.

3 The yap in this sentence refers to avayKaadevree in the first section;
as that in the preceding one does to dtevoovvro.
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Lacedaemonians and Boeotians, who were of the same race as

themselves,
1 and that if some one did not at on ceanticipate

their designs, they would lose Lesbos.

3. But the Athenians (being distressed by the plague and

the war, which had so recently broken out and was now at its

height) thought it a.-Sfirip.us business to incur the additional

hostility of Lpshna, with lifr fleet, and power hitherto unim-

paired ;
and were not at first disposed to listen to the charges,

allowing too much weight to their wish that it might not be

true.
J When, however, they had even sent embassadors with-

out prevailing on the Mytilenaeans to stop their measuivs for

the union and their preparations, they were alarmed, and

wished to reduce them by surprise. Accordingly they dis-

patched with all haste forty ships that happened to have been

equipped for cruising round the Peloponnese, under the com-
mand of Clei'ppides son of Dinias, and two colleagues. For

information had been brought them that there was a festival

in honor of the Malean Apollo outside the city, at which all

the people of the Mytileiueans kept holiday : and there was

reason to hope that by coming with all speed they would thus

fall upon them by surprise. If then the attempt should suc-

ceed, [all
would be well]; if not, they should charge the.

Mytilenseans
9

to deliver up their fleet and dismantle their

walls
;
and if they did not obey, should make war upon them.

So the ships set sail
;
but the ten triremes of the Mytilenieaiis,

which had come to them as a reinforcement, according to the

terms of their alliance, were detained by the Athenians, and

the crews of them were put in prison. The Mytileineans,

however, were informed of the expedition against them by a

man who crossi-d .over from A; hens to Kubu'a, and having

gone by land to (Jenestus, there found a merchant-vessel get-

ting under weigh, and so proceeded by sea, and arrived a I,

Mytilene the third day after 1. -living Athens. Accordingly

they both Abstained from going out to the temple a! Malea,

and, for the rest, barricade. 1 and l;cpt guard around their

half-finished walls.

1
?'. e., of tho JRo\\r. raeo, to which most of the. northern stales of Cm ,-c

lered themselvrs to belong, and anion^ the rest Hie Hu-otians. who
had chiefly composed the oniony In >aded by IVnthiliiS. the son of Orestes,
tVoni which the Lesbians derived their origin.

2 i. e., tho commanders. The infinitive seems to depend upon
?), or some such word, understoo 1.
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4. When the Athenians sailed up soon after and saw this,

the commanders delivered their orders
;
and as the Myti-

Icii.e ins did not obey them, they commenced hostilities. Be-

ing thus compelled to go to war while unprepared, and with-

out any notice, the Mytilenaeans sailed out with their fleet to

battle, a short distance from their harbor
;
but when driven

to shore by the Athenian ships, they then proposed terms to

the commanders, wishing, if they could, to get the squadron
sent back for the present on any reasonable conditions. The
Athenian commanders agreed to their proposals, having fears

on their side also, that they might not be able to carry on war
with the whole of Lesbos. Accordingly, having concluded

an armistice, the Mytilenaeans sent to Athens one of their ac-

cusers, who now repented [of what he had said], and some

others, to try if by any means they might persuade them to

let the squadron return, on the belief of their meditating no
innovation. In the mean time they also sent embassadors to

L-ic" hi'iivui in u trireme, having escaped the observation of

tin! Athenian fleet, ^vhich was anchored at Malea, northward

of'tiio city ;
for they were not confident of the success of the

answer from Athens. These having reached Lacedaemon with

much trouble across the open sea, negotiated for some succors

being sent to them.

5. When the embassadors from Athens came back without

having effected any thing, the Mytilenaeans commenced hos-

tilities, and all the rest of Lesbos excepting [the people of]

Methymna ;
but these had reinforced the Athenians, with

the Imbrians, Lesbians, and some few of the rest of the allies.

The Mytilenaeans than made a sally with all their forces against
the camp of the Athenians

;
and a battle was fought, in which

though the former had the advantage, they neither spent the

night on the field, nor felt any confidence in themselves, but

withdrew. After this they remained quiet, wishing to hazard

a battle in conjunction with additional troops from the Pelo-

ponnese, if any force should join them : (for there had come
to them Meleas, a Lacedaemonian, and Hermasondas, a Theban,
who had been dispatched before the revolt, but not being able

to anticipate the expedition of the Athenians, sailed up by
stealth in a trireme after the battle, and advised them to send

another trireme and embassadors in company with themselves;
which they did.)
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6. The Athenians, on the other hand, being much assured

by the quiet of the Mytilenzeans, were calling allies to join them,
who came much quicker from seeing no vigor on the part of

the Lesbians ; and bringing round their ships
1

to a new station

on the south of the town, they fortified two camps, one on each

side of the town, and established their blockades at both the

harbors. Thus they excluded the Mytilenaeans from the use of

the sea
;
but of the whole of the land they were still masters,

with the rest of the Lesbians who had now come to their as-

sistance
;
while the Athenians commanded only the small ex-

tent round their camps, Malea being rather a station for their

ships and a market [than any thing else]. Such were the

features of the war about Mytilene.
7. About the same period of this summer the Athenians also

dispatched thirty ships to the Peloponuese, with-Asopiua son

of Phonnio as commander
;
the Acarnanians having requested

(hem to send them either a son or other relative of his to take

the command. The ships, as they coasted along, ravaged the

maritime towns of Laconia. Afterward Asopius sent back

home the greater part of them, but himself went to Naupactus
with twelve

;
and subsequently, having raised the whole popula-

tion of the Acarnanians, marched against (Eniadae
; sailing with

his fleet by the Achelous, and his army by land laying waste

the country. When it did not surrender, lie dismissed his land-

forces, and having himself sailed to Leucas, and made a descent

upon Nericus, was cut off on his return, and some part of his

army with him, by the people of the neighborhood who had

come to the rescue, and some tew guard-troops. The Athenians,

after sailing away, subsequently recovered their dead from the

Leucadians by treaty.

8. Now the cmbassadors of the Mytilenseans sent out in the

first ship, being told by the Lacedaemonians to come to Olym-

pia, in order that the rest of the confederates also might and

consult upon their case, aeronlingly went thither. It was

ihe Olympiad at which Dorious the Uhodian gaincu his second

victory. And when after the festival they came to conference,

the envoys spoke as follows :

1 rjoller differs from Arnold's interpretation which I have pfivon, and

lakes TI, -pur vnruv with rrti\t.nar, thinking that both the camps \vcro

to ili.i south of the city, one on the east, the other <>n the west side of it

Seo their note:-, and also that of Bishop Thirhvnll, vol. iii. p. 17:;.
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9.
" With the settled principle of the Greeks [with regard

to a case like ours], Lacedaemonians and allies, we are well

acquainted ;
for when men revolt in war, and leave their

former confederacy, those who receive them are pleased with

them so far as they derive benefit from them
;
but inasmuch

as they consider them traitors to their former friends, they
have a meaner opinion of them. And this is no unfair esti-

mate of their conduct, supposing that both those who revolt,

and those from whom they separate, agreed *in their views and
in kindly feeling, and were equally matched in resources and

power, and no reasonable ground for the revolt previously
existed. But this was not the case with us and the Athen-

ians
;
nor ought we to be worse thought of by any one for

revolting from them in the time of their peril, when we were

honored by them in time of peace.
10. "For it is on the justice rnd goodness of our cause that

we will first address you, especially as we are requesting the

favor of your alliance
; knowing that neither friendship be-

tween individuals, nor league between communities, is ever

lasting, unless they formed the connection 1 with an appear-
ance of good principle toward each other, and were of con-

genial dispositions in other respects ;
for from the difference of

feelings difference of conduct also arises. Now between us and
the Athenians alliance was first made when you left us, and
withdrew from the Median war, while they stood by us to

finish the business. We became allies, however, not to the

Athenians for the enslaving of the Greeks, but to the Greeks

for their liberation from the Mede. And so long as they led

us on equal terms, we followed them heartily ;
but when we

saw them relaxing in their hostility to tho^Mede, and under-

taking to enslave
3
the Greeks, we were no longer without

alarm. Being incapable, however, through the number ot

those who had votes, to join together and defend themselves,
the allies were reduced to slavery, except ourselves and the

Chians
;
but we joined their enterprises as independent, for-

sooth, and free in name. And now we had no longer in

the Athenians such leaders as we could trust, having before

us the examples that were already given : for it was not

1
According to Goller, ^i'Aot is understood after ylyvoi.ro ; according to

Foppo, <(nAia. Kat Koivuvia before it. I prefer the former construction.
a

Or, as Poppo takes it, "bringing on the subjugation."
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likely that they should reduce to subjection those whom they
had taken into treaty along with us, and not do the same to

the rest, if ever they had the power.
11. "If indeed we had all been still independent, they might

have been better trusted by us not to attempt any innovation :

but having the majority subject to them, while they associated

with us on terms of equality ;
and comparing the submission of

the greater part with our alone being treated as equals, they
would naturally brook it the worse

; especially as they were

themselves growing more powerful than ever, and we more

destitute. But equality of fear is the only sure basis of an

alliance
;

for then the party that wishes to commit any offense

is deterred by the knowledge that he would not attempt it

with any advantage on his side. Again, we were left inde-

pendent for no other reason than inasmuch as their schemes of

empire appeared attainable by specious language, and en-

croachment in the way of policy rather than of force. For

at the same time they used us as evidence that such as had

equal votes with themselves, at any rate, would not join them in

their enterprises against their will [and therefore not at all] ;

unless those they attacked were in the wrong: and by the same

system they also led the stronger states with them against the

weaker ones first, and by leaving the more powerful until the

last they were sure to find them less so, when all the rest had

been stripped away from them. But if they had begun with

us, while all of them still hail their power, and a center round

which to take their stand, they would not have subdued them

so easily. Our fleet, too, caused (hem a degree of fear, lest by
uniting together, and joining either you or any other power,
it might some time bring them into danger. And again, to a

certain extent we preserved ourselves by paying court to their

commons, and to those who from lime, to lime took the lead

of them. We did not, however, expert, to be long able to do

so, if this war had not broken out; looking to tin- examples

they had given in their dealings with the rest.

12.
" What then was that alliance of ours, or that freedom to

bo relied on, in which we, receivd each other contrary to our

real sentiments; and they, through fear, courted us in war, while

we did the same to them in peace ( And whereas in the case

oi':>;hers it is kindness that most secures faith, in onr case it

was fear that gave this assurance; nnd we were constrained to
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be allies by terror more than by affection
;
and to whichever

party security should first give confidence, that party was sure

to be the first also to violate the treaty in some way or other.

If therefore we are thought by any one to be wrong in first

revolting, because they deferred the evils we dreaded, while

we did not wait in return to see whether any of them would

be inflicted, he does not view the case aright. For if we
were able on equal terms with them to return their plots against

us, and their delay in the execution of them, what reason was

there, that being [according to this view of the case], on an

equal footing, we should [really] be at their mercy ?
1 But as

it was always in their power to make the attempt, it ought to

be in ours to guard against it beforehand.

13.
"
It was on such grounds and with such reasons, Lace-

daemonians, and allies, that we revolted
; sufficiently clear ones

for those who hear them to judge that we acted rightly ;
and suf-

ficiently strong ones to alarm us, and make us betake ourselves

to some means of safety : which indeed we wished to do long

ago, when we sent to you, while the peace yet lasted, on the

subject of our revolting, but were prevented by your not re-

ceiving us into alliance. But now, when the Boeotians invited

us, we immediately listened to their proposals ;
and thought

that we should withdraw ourselves in a twofold manner; from

the Greeks, so as not to join in injuring them in company
with thp Athenians, but to join in giving them liberty; and
from the Athenians, so as not to be ruined by them ourselves

after the rest, but to be beforehand in acting [against them].
Our revolt, however, has taken place prematurely, and with-

out due preparations; for which reason also it is the more in-

cumbent on you to receive us as allies, and send us succor

speedily ;
that you may be seen both assisting those whom you

ought, and at the same time hurting your enemies. And
there is an opportunity for doing that, such as there never

was before
;

for the Athenians have been wasted both by dis-

ease and pecuniary expenditure ;
and their ships are either

cruising round your coasts, or stationed against us
;
so that it

1 In other words, tho fact of their being always at the mercy of the

Athenians proved the falsity oftho hypothesis of their being on equal terms
with them, and therefore the reasonableness oftheir anticipating the attack

which might at any time be made upon them, instead of waiting till it

had actually been made. Such I think is the meaning of this very diffi-

cult passage.
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is not likely they should have any to spare, if in the course of

this summer you should invade them a second time both by
sea and land

;
but they will either offer no resistance to your

naval attack, or withdraw their forces from both our shores.

And let no one deem that he would thus be incurring peril to him-

self in defense of another man's country. For whoever thinks

Lesbos far off, will find it close at hand for assisting him.

For it is not in Attica that the war will be decided, as men

imagine, but in that quarter from which Attica derives its

succors. Now their revenue is drawn from their allies
; and

it will be still greater, if they subdue us
;

for no one else will

revolt, and our resources will be added to theirs
;
and we

should be treated worse than those who were enslaved before

[they revolted]. But if you wr
ill give us hearty assistance,

you will both add to your league a state that has a large navy,
of which you especially stand in need, and will the more

easily overthrow the Athenians, by depriving them of their

allies (for every one will then join you more boldly), and will

escape the charge you have incurred of not assisting those

who revolt. If, however, you show yourselves as liberators,

you will find your advantage in the war more certain.

14. "From respect then for the hopes of the Greeks reposed
in you, and for that Olympian Jupiter in whose temple we
stand in the character of suppliants/ assist the Mytilenaeans

by becoming their allies
;
and do not abandon us [to destruc-

tion], standing as we do the brunt of the danger in our

own persons, while we shall confer on all a general benefit

from our success, and a still more general detriment, if we
are ruined through your not being prevailed on to help us.

Show yourselves then to bo such men as the Creeks esteem

you, and as our fear would have you to be."

15. To this effect spoke the Mytilena'ans. When the Lace-

da-monians and the confederates had heard them, they admitted

the force of their arguments, and received the Lesbians into

alliance. And with regard to the invasion of Attica, they told

federates who wen- present logo with all speed to the

isthmus with two third of their forces, to put it into execution,

and were themselves the first to arrive there, and
proceeded

to get ready at the, isthmus machines tor hauling their ships,

with a view to transporting them to Corinth to the sea on

1

Literally, "like as suppliants."
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the side of Athens, and making an attack both by sea and
land at the same time. They, then, were heartily engaged in

these operations ;
but the rest of the confederates were slow

in assembling, as they were occupied in gathering in their

harvest, and sick of making expeditions.
16. The Athenians were aware that they were making

these preparations from a conviction of their weakness
;
and

wishing to show that it was not a correct opinion, but that

they were able, without moving the squadron, stationed against

Lesbos, at the same time to repel with ease that which was

coming against them from the Peloponnese, they manned a

hundred ships, going on board themselves (with the exception,
of the knights and the pentacosio medimni),

1 and their resident

aliens
;
and having put out to the isthmus, they made both a

display_c>f__lheir. . power], and descents on whatever parts of

the l\ilij^maa^-thyi--pleaaad. When the""Lacedaemonians

saw things so contrary to their expectation, they thought that

what had been told them by the Lesbians was not true
;
and

considering themselves in a strait, as their allies at the same
time had not joined them, and the thirty Athenian ships

cruising round the Peloponnese were reported to be ravaging
the land near their city, they returned home. Afterward,

however, they prepared a fleet to send to Lesbos, and gave
ofcTers to the different states for ships to the .number of forty,
and appointed Alcidas. 2 who was to conduct the expedition, their

high-admiral. The Athenians, too, returned with their hundred

ships, when they saw that the Lacedemonians had done so.

17.
3At the time that this squadron was at sea, they had

1 These were the citizens whose lands brought them in yearly 500
medimni (equal to about 94 English quarters) of corn, wine, or oil

;
and

they formed the highest of the four classes into which Solon divided the
Athenian people. The knights formed the second class, their qualifica-
tion being 300 medimni

;
and were so called from being obliged to serve

in war on horseback.
2 I am far from certain what is the exact force of this clause, but think

it may possibly refer to the fact of Alcidas having been fixed upon to

command this expedition before the office of high admiral was conferred

upon him
;
and that his subsequent appointment to that office is also re-

ferred to, C. 26. 1, T<if vai> uTreaTEthav t'Xf>vra 'AA/cuJav. of fjv avrols

vavapxoc, irpoaTu^avTe^: in which case -Kpoard^avreq would be far from

being superfluous, as it has generally been supposed. If, however, this

interpretation be thought fanciful, the fyeM.ev must simply mean that he
"was to conduct the expedition" in his capacity as admiral.

' " The object of this chapter," as Arnold observes,
"
is merely to bring
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aboixt; the largest number of ships they had ever possessed at

once, in effective and fine condition I

1

(though they had as many,
or even more, at the beginning of the war). For a hundred

kept guard round Attica, Eubcea, and Salamis, while another

hundred were cruising about the Peloponnese, besides those

at Potidaea and in other places ;
so that altogether there were

two hundred and fifty [in service] in the course of that one
summer. And it was this, in conjunction with Potida?a, that

most exhausted their revenues. For at Potidam the number of

heavy-armed that kept guard at two drachmas a day (for each

man received one for himself and another for his servant), was
at first three thousand

;
and not fewer than these remained there

to the end of the siege, besides one thousand six hundred with

Phormio, who went away before it was concluded
;
while all the

ships, too, received the same pay. In this way then was their

money heedlessly lavished at first
;
and such was the largest

number of ships manned by them.

18. At the same time that the Lacedasmonians were in the

neighborhood of the isthmus, the Mytilenseans marched by land,
both themselves and their auxiliaries, against Methymna, in

hope of its being betrayed to them. After assaulting the
city,

when they did not succeed as they had expected to do, they
withdrew to Antissa, Pyrrha, and Eresus, and having rendered

the condition of those towns more secure, and strengthened the

fortifications, they returned home. When they had retired, the

Methymnreans marched against Antissa
;
and being defeated by

the inhabitants find their auxiliaries in a sortie that was made,

many of them were slain, and the remainder retreated as quickly
as possible. The Athenians, on receiving this intelligence of the

Mytilenseans' commanding the country, and their own troop
not being sufficient to keep them in check, sent, about the

beginning of autumn, Paches son of Epicurus as commander,
with a thousand heavy-armed of their own

;
who having theni-

selves rowed their ships, arrived at Mytilene, and inclosed it all

round with a single wall; forts being built on some of the

in what Thucydidos li.id forgotten to mention in its proper place, namely,
the greatest naval force, and the greatest war expedition, which Athens
had ever been able to employ and support. : just as lie had mentioned, II.

:U. :?, the greatest land army which she had ever sent out on one service.
1

Literally, "effective, in fine condition;" "with hnndso"
Bloomfield renders it

;
whoso interpretation of the passage I prefer to

cithtr GoHer's or Poppo's.
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strongest points of it. Thus the place was vigorously blockaded

on both sides, by land and by sea
;
and the commencement of

winter was near at hand.

19. The Athenians, being in want of money for the siege,

although they had among themselves for the first time raised n

contribution of two hundred talents, dispatched to their allies

also twelve ships to levy subsidies, and Lysicles with five others

in command of them. Accordingly he levied them in various

-places, cruising about
;
and having gone up the country from

Myus in Caria, across the plain of the Mseander, as far as the hill

of Sandius, he was both slain himself and many of the army be-

sides, in an attack made by the Carians and the people of Ansea.

20. The same winter the Plataeans (for they were still be-

sieged by the Peloponnesians and Boeotians), when distressed

by the failure of their provisions, and when there was no hope
of aid from Attica, and no other means of safety presented itself,

both themselves and the Athenians who were besieged with

them formed a design, in which they were at first unanimous,
for all to sally forth and pass the walls of the enemy, if they
could force their way over them

;
the attempt having been sug-

gested" to them by Thea3netus son of Tolmidas, a soothsayer,
and Eupomidas son of Daimachus, who was also one of their

generals. Subsequently half of them shrank from it, thinking
it a great risk

;
but about two hundred and twenty voluntarily

persevered in the attempt, [which they effected] in the following
manner. They made ladders to suit the height of the enemy's

wall, measuring by the layers of bricks, where the wall looking
toward them happened to be imperfectly whitewashed. Now
many counted the layers at the same time

;
and though some

would naturally miss the correct calculation, the majority would
attain it

; especially as they counted them many times over, and

were also at no great distance, but the wall was easily observed

by them as far as they wished. In this way they ascertained

the proper length of the ladders, guessing the measure from the

thickness of the bricks.

21. Now the wall of the Peloponnesians was of the following
construction. It consisted of two lines round the place, one

against the Plata3ans, and another in case any one should attack

them on the outside from Athens
;
and the lines were about

sixteen feet apart. In this interval then of the sixteen feet there

were quarters built, and partitioned out among the soldiers that

8
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were on guard; and these were continuous, so that it appeared
but one thick wall, with battlements on each side. At the dis-

tance of every ten battlements there were towers, of consider-

able size, and of the same breadth as the Avail, reaching both to

its inner and its outer front, so that there was no passage by
the side of a tower, but they passed through the middle of

them. During the nights therefore, whenever it was stormy
and wet weather, they used to leave the battlements, and to

keep watch from the towers, as they were only at a short dis-

tance one from another, and were covered in above. Such then
was the nature of the wall by which the J'lata^ans were inclosed.

22. When they had made their preparations, having watched
for a stormy night of wind and rain, and at the same time

moonless, they went forth under the guidance of those who had
be^:i the authors of the enterprise. In the first place then they
crossed the ditch which ran round their city, and then came

up to the enemy's wall, unperceived by the sentinels; for they
did not see before them in the dark, and did not hear them

owing to the wind, which drowned with its clatter the noise of

their approach ; besides, they went far apart from each other,
that their arms might not clash together and betray them.

They were also lightly armed, and had only the left foot shod,
for security against slipping in the mire. So they came up to

the battlements at one of the spaces between the towers, know-

ing that they were deserted. First came those who carried the,

ladders, which they planted; then twelve light-armed, with only
a dagger and a breastplate, proceeded to mount,

%
Ammia

of Coroelius leading them, and being the first to mount, and
after him his followers, six going, to each of the towers. NY\f,

after them came another party of light -armed, with darts,

whose shields, that they might the more easily advance, others

carried in the rear, and were, ready to hand them to them
whenever they came to the enemy. When a considerable,

number had got up, the sentinels in the towers discovered it;

for one of the l'lat;eans, in laying hold of the battlements,
threw down a tile from them, which made a Qoise as it fell.

And immediately a shout was raised, and the troops rushed to

the wall, for they did not know what the alarm was, tin* night

leing dark, and the weather stormy; and besides, those of the

ms who had been left behind in the town sallied forth,

and made an attack on the wall of the 1 Vloponnesians on tho
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opposite side to where their men were getting over, that they

infill pay as little attention as possible to them. Thus, though
they w ]( alarmed, and stood to their several posts, no one

ventured to go to the rescue beyond his own station, but they
were at ;i loss to conjecture what was going on. Meanwhile
their three hundred, whose orders were to give aid at what-

ever point it might be necessary, proceeded outside the wall

in the direction of the shout. Fire-signals of an attack from

the enemy were likewise raised toward Thebes
;
but the Platae-

ans in the city also raised many others, which had been pre-

pared beforehand for this purpose, that the indications of the

enemy's signals might be indistinct, and so [their friends]

might not come to their aid, thinking the business something
different from what it really was, till those of their own num-
ber who had gone out should have escaped and gained their

safety.

23. In the mean time, with regard to the party of Plataeans

that were scaling the wall, when the first of them had mounted,
and after putting the sentinels to the sword, had taken pos-
session of each of the two towers, they posted themselves in

them, and kept guard, to prevent any reinforcement coming
through them

;
and when they had raised ladders to them from

the wall, and sent up a considerable party of men, those at

the towers kept in check with their missiles, both from above

and below,
1 such as were coming to the rescue

;
while the

other and greater part of them had in the mean time planted

many ladders, and thrown down the battlements, and were

passing over between the towers. As each successively effected

his passage, he took his stand on the edge of the ditch
;
and

thence they used their bows and darts against any one that

came to the rescue along- the wall, and tried to stop the passage

[of their comrades]. When all were over, those on the towers

descended the last of them with great difficulty and pro-
ceeded to the ditch

;
and in the mean time the three hundred

were coming against them with torches. Now the Plataeans,
as they stood in the dark on the edge of the ditch, had a better

view of them, and discharged their arrows and darts against
the exposed parts of their bodies

;
while they themselves, in

the obscurity of their position, were the less seen for the

torches
;

so that even the last of the Plataeans got clear over

1
i.

e., from the top of the towers and from the wall at their base.
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the ditch, though with difficulty and by i violent effort
;

for

ice had frozen over it, not strong enough to allow of their

walking on it, but rather watery, as it usually is with a wind
more east than north

;*
and the night being somewhat snowy

in consequence of such a wind, had swollen the water in it,

which they crossed with their heads barely above it. But at

the same time their escape was mainly effected through the

violence of the storm.
2

24. Starting from the ditch, the ri.it leans went in a body
along the road leading to Thebes, keeping the chapel of the

hero Androcrates on their right, thinking that the 1'elopon-
nesians would least suspect their taking that road, toward their

enemies' country; and in the mean time they saw them in

pursuit with torches along the road to Cithaeron and the ( )ak-

heads, in the direction of Athens. So after they had gone six

or seven stades along the road to Thebes, they then turned off,

and took that which leads to the mountain, to Erythra*, and

Ilysiac ;
and having reached the hills, they escaped to Athens,

to the number of two hundred and twelve out of one origin-

ally greater; for some of them turned back again into tin- city

before they passed over the Avail, and one bowman was taken

prisoner at the outer ditch. So the Peloponnesians gave up
the pursuit and returned to their posts; while the Plateaus
in the town, knowing nothing of what had happened, but hav-

ing been informed by those who returned that not a man had

escaped, sent out a herald as soon as it was day, and wished

to make a truce for taking up their dead
; when, however, they

knew the truth, they ceased from their application. In this way
then the party of Plata3ans passed over the wall and were saved.

25. At the close of the same winter, Salaethus the

1 Arnold and Hloomfield, on tho authority of the Scholiast, supply
v before ;/. Indeed, if both tho east and north wind were rainy,

from what.quarter could a clear and dry frost he expected? For tho

character here attributed to the east wind, compare Horace. Kpod. 16.

53,
" Ut neque largis Aquosus Kunis arva radat imbribns." In the words

that follow, if the viri't in v-orrn'xi/n'ni lias the diminutive force which is

generally attributed to it, tho swelling of the water in the ditch must be

referred to tho general character of tho night, as before described; for

without the violent storms of rain it is evident that a little snow could

have produced no such effect in so short a time.
2 The force of the nai seems to be, that although the storm increased

the difficulty of crossing the ditch, it also contributed very largely to the

success of their plan in other respects.
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monian was sent out from Lacedsemon in a trireme to My-
tilene

;
and having gone by sea to Pyrrha, and thence by

land, ho entered Mytilene unobserved, along the bed of a tor-

rent, where the lines round the town were passable, and told

the magistrates that there would be an invasion of Attica,
and at the same time the ships would come which were to

have assisted them before
;
and that he himself had been dis-

patched in advance on this account, and to attend to all other

matters. The Mytilenseans therefore took fresh courage, and

thought less of coming to terms with the Athenians. And
so ended this winter, and the fourth year of the war of which

Thucydides wrote the history.
26. The following summer, after the Peloponnesians had

dispatched Alcidas, who was their high-admiral (for they had
conferred that office upon him), with the two and forty

l

ships
to Mitylene, they themselves and their allies made an irrup-
tion into Attica

;
that the Athenians, being harassed both

ways, might be the less able to send succors against the

ships that were sailing to Mitylene. The commander in this

irruption was Cleomenes, as representative of Pausanias, the

son of Pleistoanax, who was king, and still a minor, and Cle-

omenes was his father's brother. They ravaged therefore

both the parts which had been devastated before, if there

were any thing that had shot up again, and all that had
been passed over in their previous irruptions. And this in-

vasion was most severely felt by the Athenians, next to the

second
;

for continually expecting to hear from Lesbos of some
achievement performed by their ships, which they thought
had by this time made their passage, they went on committing

general devastation. When, however, none of the results

which they expected was obtained, and when their provisions
had failed, they returned, and were dispersed through their

several countries.

27. The Mytilenaeans, meanwhile, as the ships from the

Peloponnese had not come to them, but were wasting the

time, and as their provisions had failed, were compelled to

1 As only forty are mentioned before, c. 16. 3, and 25. 2, Arnold thinks

it possible that the additional two formed the contingent of Lacedsemon
itself. They are again spoken of as forty, c. 29. 1, and 69. 1

;
in which

places he may refer to them merely in round numbers* In the words
that follow, Arnold agrees with (roller that either EXOVTCL or TrpoaTug
is superfluous ;

but see note on c. 16. 3.
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come to terms with the Athenians, by the following circum-

stances. Since even Salaethus himself no longer expected the

arrival of the fleet, he equipped as heavy-armed soldiers the

commons who had before been only light-armed, with a view
to sallying out against the Athenians

;
but as soon as they

were in possession of arms, they no longer obeyed their com-

manders, but collecting in groups, ordered those in power to

bring the provision-stores into public view, and divide them

among all; or they would themselves make terms with the

Athenians, and deliver up the city.

28. The members of the government, knowing that they
would not be able to pi-event them, and that they would them-
selves be exposed to danger if excluded from the arrangement,
made a general agreement with Paches and the army, that the

Athenians should be at liberty to adopt what measures they
chose respecting the Mytilenseans ;

that they should receive the

army into the city, and send embassadors to Athens to plead
their cause

;
and that until they returned, Paches should

neither throw into prison, nor reduce to slavery, nor put to

death, any of the Myiilenasans. This was the nature of the

agreement : but those of the inhabitants who had been most

prominent in negotiating with the Lacedemonians, were very
much alarmed when the army entered the eity, and could 7iot

restrain themselves, but went and seated themselves by the

altars, notwithstanding (the assurances that had been ghvn].
Paches, however, raised them up with a promise to do them
no harm, and deposited them in Tenedos until the Athenians

should have come to some determination about them, lie

also sent some triremes to Antissa, and won the place over;
and arranged all other matters concerning the forces as ho

pleased.
29. Now the IVloponnesians on board the forty ships, who

ought with all speed to have joined the Mytilenaeans, both

lost time in cruising about the Peloponnese itself, and pro-
ceeded at their leisure during the rest of the voyage, unob-

served by tin? Athenians at home, until they touched at Ddos;
after leaving which island they came to land at learns and

Myconus, aii'l th'-re received the, lirst tidings of the rapture of

My'ileiic. Wishing, however, to know the exact truth of the

matter, they put into Embatum in the Krylhr.-ean territory;
seven days having elapsed from the taking of Mytilene when
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they did so. After hearing the exact truth, they consulted

on the present state of affairs
;
and Teutiaplus, an Elean, ad-

dressed them as follows :

30. "
Alcidas, and the rest of my Peloponnesian colleagues

in the command of the forces, my opinion is that we should

sail straightway
*

to Mytilene, before we have been heard of.

For in all probability we shall find great want of watchful-

ness, as is usual on the part of men who have but recently
taken possession of a city. By sea, indeed, where they have

no thought of any enemy attacking them, and where our

strength mainly lies, this will be altogether the case; and

even their land-forces are likely to be dispersed through the

houses too carelessly. If then we were to fall upon them

suddenly and in the night, I hope that with the aid of those

in the city (if, indeed, there be any one left who wishes us

well), possession of the place might be gained.
2 And let us

not shrink from the danger, but consider that the proverbial
"
surprises of war" are nothing else than chances such as

this
;
which if any one should guan} against in his own case,

and avail himself of them, when he saw them in the case oi

his enemy, he would be a most successful general."
31. Such was his speech ;

but he did not persuade Alcidas.

On the other hand, some of the exiles from Ionia and the

Lesbians who were on board with them, advised, that since he

was afraid of that danger, he should seize one of the Ionian

cities, or Cyeme in ^Eolia
;
so that having a city as the base of

their operations they might excite Ionia to revolt : (and there

was reason to hope this, for their arrival was unwelcome to

no one.) If then they should take away from the Athenians

this their chief source of revenue, and 3
if at the same time

1

Literally, "just as we are."
3 Or more literally, "our measures might bo achieved."
3 The difficulties in the construction of this passage are too numerous

to be even separately mentioned here. What I have given is, I think,
the most probable meaning of the original, according to Arnold's text

;

as the position of the a<piai seems absolutely to require that it should be
taken after yivrj-ai, and nor after fyop/uovoii'. Goller and Bloomfield

reject it altogether as a mere gloss ;
and according to that reading the

(j)op/ioviv would, of course, refer to the Athenians. For my own part,
I am far from certain that tQopftumv, the reading which is found in all

the manuscripts, has not unnecessarily been altered ; whether (IVTQVS or

avTots be the pgnuine form of the pronoun governed by it. In the form-
er case it would mean, "if they should be put to expense by exciting
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they should themselves incur the expense of keeping a fleet

of observation, they thought they should prevail on Pisuthnes

also to take part in the war with them. He did not, however,
accede to this proposal either; but was most strongly in-

clined, since he had come too late for Mytilene, to reach the

Peloponnese again as quickly as possible.
32. Weighing therefore from Ernbatum, he coasted along,

and having touched at Myonnesus, a place belonging to the

Teians, he butchered most of the prisoners he had taken on

his passage. On his coming to anchor at Ephesus embassa-

dors came from the Samians of Anaea, and told him that he

was not liberating Greece in the right way, by destroying
men who were neither raising their h.'ttids against him, nor

were hostile to him, but allies of the Athenians through neces-

sity ;
and if he did not cease, he would bring few of his enemies

into friendship with him, but would find many more of his

friends become his enemies. He was convinced [by these

arguments], and set at liberty all the Chians he had still in

his hands, and some of the others. [And there had been very

many taken by him 1

]; for at the sight of his ships <he men
did not

fly, but rather came to them, thinking they were from
Athens

;
and they had not even the slightest expectation, that

while the Athenians had command of the sea, Peloponnesian

ships would dare to cross over to Ionia.

33. From Ephesus Alcidas sailed as quickly as possible,
and took to flight. For while still lying at anchor off Cla-

rus, he had been seen by the Salaminian and the. Paralus

ships (which happened to be sailing from Athens), and fear-

ing pursuit, he took his course across the open sea, intending
to make no land voluntarily but the Peloponuese. Now
tidings of him had been sent to Paches and the Athenians

from the Erythraean country, and indeed from every quarter;
for as Ionia had no fort i lied towns, the alarm was great lest, the

I'eloponnosians in coasting alon^, even though they did no!

intend to stay, might at tin- same time assault- and plunder the

them to hostilities," i. e., the- loniuns. understood from ri'/v 'luvlav ; in tho

latter, "by attacking them." For though the /i/itl,//r' voice of tin; verb is

more generally used in that Reuse, I c:ui not Iliink it impossible tint

lides might sometimes use the active also; as Kuripides does ;

Hippol. 1270.
1 Some such clause as this seems necessary, as the following paragraph

is intended to account for his having made so many prisoners
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cities. And now the Paralus and Salaminian, having seen

him at Clarus, themselves brought intelligence of the fact.

Accordingly he made chase with all speed, and continued in

pursuit of him as far as the isle of Pntmos, but returned when
he found that he was not within distance to be overtaken.

He considered it, however, a lucky thing, as he did not fall in

with them out at sea, that they had not been overtaken any
where near shore, and obliged to form an encampment, and

so give his forces the trouble of watching and blockading them.

34. As he coasted along on his return, he touched, among
other places, at Notium, [the port] of the Colophonians, where

they had settled after the capture of the upper city by Itame-

nes and the barbarians, who had been called in by individuals

on the ground of a factious quarrel. The city was taken

about the time that the second irruption of the Peloponnesiaus
into Attica took place. Those then who had fled for refuge to

Notium, and settled there, having again split into factions, one

party introduced and kept in the fortified quarter of the town
an auxiliary force of Arcadians and barbarians sent by Pi-

suthnes
;
and those of the Colophonians in the upper city who

formed the Median party, went in with them and joined their

community ;
while those who had retired from them, and

were now in exile, introduced Paches. He invited Hippias,
the commander of the Arcadians in the fortified quarter,

1

to a

parley, on condition that if he proposed nothing to meet his

wishes, he should restore him safe and sound to the fortress
;

but when he went out to him, he kept him in hold, though
not in bonds

;
and having assaulted the place on a sudden

and when they were not expecting it, he took it, and put to

the sword the Arcadians and all the rest that were in it.

Having afterward taking Hippias into it, as he had agreed
to do, he seized him when he was inside, and shot him

through. He then gave up Notium to the Colophonians, ex-

cepting the Median party ;
and the Athenians subsequently

sent our colonists, and settled the place according to their own
laws

; having collected all the Colophonians, wherever there

was one in any of the cities.

35. On his arrival at Mytilene, Paches reduced Pyrrha and

Eresus, and having seized Salasthus the Laceda3inonian in the

1

Properly,
" the cross-wall," which divided ono part of the town from

the rest,

8*
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city, where he was hiding, lie dispatched him to Athens, and
with him the Mytilenaeans at Teuedos, whom he had dei

there, and whomever else he thought implicated in the revolt.

lie also sent back the greater part of his forces. With the

remainder he staid there, and settled the affairs of Mytilene
and the rest of Lesbos, as he thought proper.

36. On the arrival of the men with Salrethus, the Athe-

nians immediately put the latter to death, though he held out

certain promises, and among others, that he would obtain the

retreat of the Peloponnesians from Plata^a (for it was still

being besieged) : but respecting the former they deliberated

what to do; and in their anger they determined to put to

death, not only these that were there, but all the Mytileiurans
also that wrere of age ;

and to make slaves of the women and
children. For they both urged against them [the aggravated
character of] their revolt in other respects, namely, that they
had executed it without being subject to their dominion, like

the rest
;
and the fact of the

Pelpponnesian
dared to venture over to Ionia to assist

"

fnr
"tKny

t^nnrht ^"Cno wjth llo short

premeditation that they had revolted. They sent therefore a
trireme to Paohes with intelligence of their resolution, and
commanded him to dispatch the Mytileiwans as quickly as

possible. The next day they felt immediately a decree of re-

pentance, and relied ed that the resolution they had passed
was a, cruel and sweeping one, to put :i whole city to the

sword, instead of those who were, guilty. \Ylien the Myfile
mean embassadors who were present, and those of the Athe-
nians who co-operated with them, perceived this, they got the

authorities to put the question again to the vote
; and the,

more easily prevailed on them to do it, because they also saw

plainly that the majoriiy of the citizens wished some one to

give them another opportunity of deliberating. An assembly
(hen-fore, being immediately summoned, different opinion's
were expressed on both sides; and ('Icon, son ,f < 'le.-mielus,

who had carried the former resolution, to put them to death,

being on other subjects also the most, violent of the citizens,

and by far the most influential with the commons, at that time

came forward a^ain, and spoke as follows :

37. "On many other occasions before this have I been con-

vinced that a democracy is incapable of maintaining dominion
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over* others, and I am so more than ever from your present

change of purpose respecting the Mytilenaeans. For owing to

your daily freedom from fear, and plotting against each other,

you entertain the same views toward your allies also. And

you do not reflect, in whatever case you may either have

in:ili! a mistake through being persuaded by their words, or

miy have given way to pitr u_th\ti ynn nhnir nnnli lynnlmnmn <n

own peril,jin^
at. tl^ sn^otiiy^n nmin Tin .orat jfijdft frona~

yvup U I Hi^s; \not_flonsidflring that it is a tyrannical domi-aWr
wmV,h youhold/and over men who are plotting against yon 7

_

and involuntarilv"subject tovou-uknd who obey you not from

any favors yo!i~confer or? them to your own hurt, but from
f1i^> fa^t f\f ynw K^g "pprjpr f.o thp.m

tVifniiprK yo^r pnwf>r 1

rahhar than their good feeling.] But of all things it IsHie
most fearful, if nothing Tf wnat we have resolved is to be

steadfast
;
and if we are not convinced that a state with in-

ferior laws which arc unchanged is better than one with good
ones which aro not authoritative; that homely wit with moder-
ation is more useful than cleverness with intemperance ;

t.ljfft f.lift
duller class of men, cpimy-rad wit]] tKo TOOTA t.nlenfA^

generally speakmg^manage public affairsjbetter. J For the latter

wisii to appear wiser than tne laws, and to overrule what is ever

spoken for the public good thinking that they could not show
their wisdom in more important matters an<l by such means

they generally ruin their country. But the former, distrusting
their own talent, deign to be less learned than the laws, and
less able than to find fault with the words of one who has

spoken well
;
and being judges on fair terms, rather than rivals

for a prize, they are more commonly right in their views. So
then ought we also to do, and not to advise your people con-

trary to our real opinion, urged on by cleverness and rivalry of

talent.

38. "I, then, continue of the same opinion; and am aston-

ished at those who have proposed to discuss a second time the

case of the Mytilena3ans, and caused in it a delay of time,
which is all for the advantage of the guilty (for so the sufferer

proceeds against the offender with his auger less keen
;
whereas

wheiL-Ctribution treads most closely r>n ih^ ^^ of s^ffrpTi^

\t_Vu^' Tnafrfl^ ^ h "1 V"kinff venffcancel, I wonder, too,

who will bo the man to maintain the opposite opinion, and to

pretend to show that the injuries done by the Mytilenaeans
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are beneficial to us, and that our misfortunes are losses to our

allies. It is evident that either trusting to his eloquence he

would strive to prove, in opposition to us, that what we con-

sider most certain has not been ascertained
; or, urged on by

the hope of gain, will endeavor to lead us away by an elab-

orate display of specious language. But in such contests as

these the state gives the prizes to others, arid takes only the

dangers itself. And it is vouwho are to blame for it, through
onwisely instituting those contests; iiiasiiiO(jh_Trs^^if

am y--
eu'-f. anecPFrrHrtend 10 spoor-hos like spectators

.and to facts like mere listeners
[t.a wh.it.

with regard to things future, judging of their possibility from

those who have spoken cleverly about them
;
and with regard

Tnnvn ..nlrpnrl n/^rrnf^ ppff tfllfJTlff
wW .hflp

been done as more credible from your having^scon it., thanjvhaj^.
<n1

'_
a clever invective./ And so you are the best men to 1 >

posed on with novelty of argument, and to be uuwilling to fol-

low up what has been approved by you ; being slaves to every
new paradox, and despisers of what is ordinary. Each of you
wishes, above all, to be able to speak himself; but if that is

not possible, in rivalry of those who so speak, you strive not.

to appear t.n'hayc*.
lnTTow><l Ms M^tilTm<>nm ill. Mji'imiV^mn^hnt.

hni snid finy thing cleverlYT ^<Lru u'(H'iM"f^m appear to

impnfnr^
i'f?

pvprnssioTi Ty ynirpjpplaiigc', and aro oagc'f

what is said
T
and ^t the sainc time 'slow

to foreseetlie consegucnccs of .it, .J Thus you lookj"so to s

for something different Trom the circumstancefl in which we ;;iv

actually living; while you have not a sufficient understanding
of even that which is before you. In a word, you are over-

powered by the pleasures of the ear, and are like men sitting
to be amused 1

by rhetoricians r.-iiher than deliberating upon
state affairs.

39. "Wishing then to call you off from this course, I declare

to you that the Mytilcnreans have injured you more than any
one state ever did. For I can make allowance for men who
have revolted because (hey could not endure your government,
or because they were compelled by their enemies. lint for

those who inhabited an island wi!h fortifications, and had only
to fear our enemies by sea, on which element, too, they were

1

Literally,
" as spectators" of them.
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themselves not unprotected against them by a fleet of triremes,

and who lived independent, and were honored in tho highest

degree by 113, and then treated us in this way ;
what else did

those men do than deliberately devise our ruin, and rise up
against us, rather than revolt from us (revolt, at least, is the

part of those who are subject to some violent treatment), and

seek to ruin us by siding with our bitterest enemies ? Yet

surely that is more intolerable than if they waged war against

you by themselves for the acquisition of power. Again, nei-

ther were the calamities of their neighbors, who had already
revolted from us and been subdued, a warning to them

;
nor

did the good fortune they enjoyed make them loathe to come
into trouble

;
but being over-confident with regard to the

future, and having formed hopes beyond their power, though
less than their desire, they declared war, having determined

to prefer might to right ;
for at a time when they thought

they should overcome us, they attacked us, though they were

not being wronged. But success is wont to make those states

insolent to which it comes most unexpected and with the

shortest notice
;
whereas the good fortune which is according

to men's calculation is generally more steady than when it

comes beyond their expectation ; and^ so to
say, they iflora.

pflsily r|rivA
nff

ndyfTfiify
flltm ^*^^r^g

pr^fV^QSperity. The

MytilenaBans, then, ought all along to have been honored by
us on the same footing as the rest, and in that case they would
not have come to such a pitch of insolence

;
for in other in-

stances, as well as theirs, man is naturally inclined to despise
those who court him, and to respect those who do not stoop to

him. But let them even now be punished as their crime de-

serves
;
and let not the guilt attach to the aristocracy, while you

acquit the commons. For at any rate they all alike attacked

you ;
since- Ihov mip^ht

have come over to us^j^d Rn h^vn
been now in possession of their city again. \ Thinking, how-

ever, the chance they ran with the aristocracy to be the safer,

they joined them in revolting. And now consider
;

if you at-

tach the same penalties to those of the allies who were com'

pelled by their enemies to revolt, and to those who did it

voluntarily, which of them, think you, will not revolt on any
slight pretext, when he either gains his liberation, if he suc-

ceed, or incurs no extreme suffering, if he fail ? And so we
shall presently have to risk both our money and our lives
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against each separate state. And if we are successful, by taking
possession of a ruined city, you will hereafter be deprived of

all future revenue from it in which our streugth consists
;

while if we fail, we shall have fresh enemies in addition to

those we have already ;
and during the time that we ought to

be opposing our present foes, we shall be engaged in hostilities

with our own allies.

40. "You ought not therefore to hold out any hope, either

relying on oratory or purchased with money, of their receiving
allowance for having erred through human infirmity. P'or

they did not involuntarily hurt you, but wittingly plotted

against you ;
and it is only what is involuntary that can claim

allow.amitv.--I^then, both, .on... that-fif&fc- occasion [so advised

you], and now contend that you should not rescind your
former resolutions, nor err through three tilings, the most in-

expedient lor empire, namely, pitv, delight in oratory, and

lenity. For pity is properly felt toward those of a kindred

temper, and not toward those who will not feel it in re-

turn, but are of necessity our enemies forever. And the

orators who delight us with their language will have a field

in other subjects of less importance, instead of one in which
the state, after being a little pleased, will pay a great penalty ;

while they themselves from their good speaking will receive

good treatment in return. Ami lenity i-'< shown to those

who will b well-disposed in future, rather than to those who
remain just what they were, and not at all less hostile. To
sum up in one word, if you are persuaded bv me, you will do
what is just toward the Mytilen;eans, and at, the same time

expedient; but if you decide otherwise, you will not oblige

them, but will rather pass sentence upon -i/ourwtrcs. For if

they were, right in revolting, you can not properly maintain

yoTlTempire. ]f, however, you determine to do so, even

UOUgE it is not proper, you must also, overlooking what is

right, punish these nie;i from regard to expediency, or else

give up your empire, and act the honest, man without danger.

Resolve, then, to requite them with the same penalty; and

not to show yourselves, in escaping their design, m<

sensible than those who formed them against you ; considering
what they would probably have done, if they had prevailed
over you ; especially as they were the first, to begin the

wrong. For it is those, who do ill to any one without reason,
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that persecute him most bitterly, nay, even to the death,
1

from suspicion of the danger of their enemy's being spared ;

since he who has suffered evil without any necessity, [but by

provoking it himself], is more bitter, if he escape, than one

who was an enemy on equal terms. Be not therefore traitors

to your own cause
;

but bringing yourselves in feeling as

near as possible to the actual state of suffering, and reflecting
how you would in that case have valued their subjection
above every thing, now pay them back in return, not indulg-

ing in weakness at the present moment, nor forgetting the

danger which once hung over you. Punish these men, I say,

as they deserve
;
and give a striking example to the rest of

your allies, that whoever revolts will pay the penalty for it with

his life. For if they know this, you will less frequently have

to neglect your enemies, while you are fighting with your own
confederates."

41. To this effect spoke Cleon. After him Diodotus son of

Eucrates, who in the former assembly spoke most strongly against

putting the Mytilenseans to death, came forward then also, and

said as follows.

42.
"
I neither blame those who have a second time pro-

posed the discussion of the case of the Mytilena3ans, nor com-

mend those who object to repeated deliberation on the most

important subjects; but I think that the two things most

opposed to good counsel are haste and passion, one of which

is generally the companion of folly, and the other of coarse-

ness and narrowness of mind. And whoever contends that

words are not to be the exponents of measures, is either

wanting in understanding, or self-interested : wanting in un-

derstanding, if he thinks it possible to express himself in any
other way on what is future and not certain

; self-interested,

if, when wishing to persuade to something base, he thinks

that he could not speak to his credit on a discreditable sub-

ject, but that by clever calumniation he might confound both

his opponents and audience. But most cruel of all are those

who charge us besides with a display [of rhetoric] for pecu-

niary motives. For if they only imputed ignorance, he who
failed in carrying his point would retire with a character for

want of understanding, rather than of honesty : but when a

1
G-oller and Poppo follow Hermann in taking aVo/Uvvraf passively,

"
they are killed by living in suspicion of danger," etc.
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charge of dishonesty is brought against him, if successful, he
is suspected; and if unsuccessful, together with his inability,

IK- is also thought dishonest. And the state is not benefited

by such a system ;
for through fear it is deprived of its coun-

selors. Most .prosperous iiidprd wnuld it bo, if pacrr^eCjls
citizens were incapable of speaking ;

for then they wouljj bn

'T^^rfon"pRTgn.iili'.il
'" [1U WqrigL

'*'"*" f}"'
good citisen ought

to show himself the better speaker not by terrifying his op-

ponent, but by meeting him on equal terms
;
and the state

that acts wisely should not, indeed, confer honor on the man who
most frequently gives good advice, but neither should it detract

from what he enjoys already ;
and so far from punishing him

who is wrong in his judgment, it should not even degr::de him.

For so the successful counselor would be least tempted to speak

any thing contrary to his real opinion, in order to gratify his

hearers; and the unsuccessful one would be least anxious, by
the same means of gratification, to bring over the multitude to

his side also.

43.
" But we do the contrary of this

;
and moreover, if any

one be suspected of speaking with a view to his own advan-

tage, though at the same time what is best, through grudging
him the gain of which we have but an uncertain idea, v,

prive the state of its certain benefit. And thus good advice,

given in a straightforward manner, has come to be no less

suspected than bad
;
so that it is equally necessary for one who

wishes to carry the most dreadful measures to win over the

multitude by trickery, and for one who speaks on the better

side to gain credit by falsehood. And the state alone it is

impossible, owing to these over-wise notions, to serve in an

open manner and without deceiving it
;

for he who openly
confers any good upon it is suspected of getting secrelly, in

some way or other, an advantage in return. Now on subjects
of the greatest importance, and with sueh an estimate of our

conduct, we [orators] ought to speak with more exlensive

forethought than you who tab' but an oil-hand view of meas-

ures
; especially as we, are responsible for the advice we

give, whereas you are irresponsible for listening to it.
1

For
if he who offered counsel, and he who followed it, smTciv-l

alike, you would judge more prudently. But as it. is, through

1

Literally, "have our .advising responsible, in opposition to (or com-

pared with) your irresponsible listening."
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whatever passion you may at any time have met with dis-

asters, you punish the single judgment of the man who per-

suaded you, and not your own, lor having so numerously

joined in the blunder.

44. "I came forward, however, neither to speak against

any one in defense of the Mytilenreans, nor to accuse any one.

For the question we have to decide is not, if we take a wise

view of it, respecting their guilt, but respecting our taking

good counsel. For though I should prove them to be utterly

guilty, T will not for that reason also bid you to put them to

death, unless it were expedient : and though they might claim

soms allowance [I would not bid you make
it],

unless it

should appear good for the state. But I am of opinion that

we are deliberating for the future, rather than the present;
and as to what Cleon most positively asserts, that it will be

advantageous to us in future, with a view to less frequent re-

volts, if we hold out death as the penalty ;
I too as positively

contradict him, with regard to what is good for the future, and

maintain the opposite opinion. And I beg you not to reject

the utility of my advice for the plausibility of his. For his

words might perhaps attract you, through being more just with

regard to your present displeasure against the Mytilenaeans :

but we are not holding a judicial inquiry in their case, that

we should want what is just; but are deliberating respecting

them, how they may be of service to us.

45. " Now the penalty of death has been enacted in states

for many offenses, and those not equal to this, but less

heinous
;
and yet, urged on by hope, men venture to commit

them
;
and no one ever yet came into danger with a convic-

tion of his own mind that he would not succeed in his attempt.
1

What city, too, when bent on revolt, ever attempted it with

deficient resources according to its own idea either internal,

or by means of alliance with others ? Indeed all men, both

in a private and public capacity, are naturally disposed to do

wrong, and there is no law tli.it will keep them from it
;

at

least men have gone through all kinds of punishments in their

enactments, to try if by any means they might be less injured

by evil-doers, and it is probable that in early times the pun-
ishments for the greatest offenses were more lenient

;
but as

they are disregarded, they generally, in the course of time, ex-

1

Literally, "having passed sentence upon himself."
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(end to death
;
and still even this is disregarded. Either,

then, some fear more dreadful than this must be discovered,

or this, at any rate, does not restrain men : but poverty inspir-

ing boldness through necessity, and larger means inspiring
ambition through insolence and pride, and the other conditions

of life through some human passion or other, according as

they are severally enslaved by some fatal and overpowering
one, lead men on to dangers. Moreover, hope and desire for

every thing, the one taking the lead, and the other following ;

and die one devising the attempt, while the other suggests
the facility of succeeding in it; cause the most numerous
disasters

;
and though unseen, they are more influential than

the dangers that are seen. Fortune, too, aids them no less

in urging men on
;
for by sometimes siding with them unex-

pectedly, she induces them to run the risk even with inferior

means; especially in the case of states, inasmuch as the venture

is for the greatest objects, namely, freedom, or empire over

others
;
and as each individual, when acting in concert with

all, unreasonably carries his ideas to an extravagant length

concerning them. In short, it is impossible [to remedy the evil],

and the man is very simple wrho thinks, that when human na-

ture is eagerly set on doing a thing, he has any means of divert-

ing it, either by the rigor of laws, or any other kind of terror.

46.
" We must not, then, either take bad counsel through

trusting to the punishment of death as a thing to be relied

on, or leave to those who have revolted no hope of being al-

lowed to change their minds, and wipe out their offense in ;;s

short a time as possible. For consider that at present, if any

city, even after revolting, find that it will not succeed, it,

would come to terms Avhilc it has still means of refunding the

expenses, and of paying tribute in future. But in the other

case, which of them, think you, would not make belter prep-
arations lor tin; attempt than they do now, and hold out

against its besiegers to the utmost, if it is all one whelher it

surrender slowly or quickly.' And how can it fail to !

jurioiis for us to he put to expense by sitting down before it,

('cause it will not surrender
;
and -if we take the city,

'

cover it in a ruined condition, and be deprived of the revenue

from it in future '. For our strength against the enemy lies

in this. So then we must not hurt ourselves, by being strict

judges of the offenders, but rather see how, by punishing them
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moderately, we may be able in future to avail ourselves of the

cities with unimpaired means on the score of money ;
and we

must resolve to derive our protection, not from severity of laws,
but from attention to deeds. The very contrary of which we
do at present; and if we have subdued any power that was

[once] free, and, when harshly governed, naturally revolted

for its independence, we fancy that we are bound to avenge
ourselves with severity. But in dealing with freemen, we must
not punish them rigorously when they revolt, but watch thorn

rigorously before they revolt, and prevent their even coming
to the thought of it : and when we have got the mastery of

them, we should attach the guilt to as few as possible.
47. " Now consider what an error you would cammit in

this also, if persuaded by Cleon. For at present the commons
in all the states are well disposed toward you, and either do
not revolt with the aristocratical party, or if compelled to do

so, are straightway hostile to those who made them
;
and you

have the mass of the city opposed to you on your side, when

you proceed to war. But if you butcher the commons of My-
tilene, who took no part in the revolt, and when they had goi,

possession of arms, voluntarily gave up the city; in the first

place you will act unjustly by slaying your benefactors
;
and in

the next you will produce for the higher classes of men a re-

sult which they most desire
;
for when they lead their cities to

revolt, they will immediately have the commons on their side,

because you had shown them beforehand that the same penalty
is appointed for those who are guilty and those who are not.

On the contrary, even if they were guilty, you ought to pretend
not to notice it

;
that the only class still allied with us may not

become hostile to us. And this I consider far more beneficial

toward retaining our empire that we should voluntarily be

treated with injustice than that with justice we should put
to the sword those whom we ought not. And so the identity
of the justice and expediency of the punishment, which Cleon

asserts, is found impossible to exist therein.

48.
"
Being convinced then that this is the better course,

and not allowing too much weight either to pity or to lenity

(for neither do / [any more than Cleon], wish you to be in-

fluenced by these), but judging from the advice itself which is

given you, be persuaded by me to try calmly those of the

JUytilenseans whom Pachea sent off as guilty, and to allow the
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rest to live where they arc. For this is both profitable for the

future, and terrible to your enemies at the present moment
;

since whoever takes good advice against his adversaries is

stronger than one who recklessly proceeds against them with

violence of action."

49. To this effect spoke Diodotus. These being the views

that were expressed in most direct opposition to one another,
the Athenians, notwithstanding [their wish to reconsider the

question], came to a conflict of opinion respecting them, and
were nearly matched in the voting, though that of Diodotus

prevailed. And they immediately dispatched another trireme

with all speed, that they might not find the city destroyed

through the previous arrival of the first;
1 which had the start

by a day and a night. The Mytilenaean embassadors having

provided for the vessel wine and bailey-cakes, and promising

great rewards if they should arrive first, there was such haste

in their course, that at the s;nne time as they rowed they ate

cakes kneaded with oil and wine
;
and some slept in turns,

while others rowed. And as there happened to be no wind

against them, and the former vessel did not sail in any haste

oo so horrible
7

a business, while this hurried on in the man-
ner described

; though the other arrived so much first that

Paches had read the decree, and was on the point of executing
the sentence, the second came to land after it, and prevented
the butchery. Into such imminent peril did Mytilene come.

50 The other party, whom Paches had sent off as the chief

authors of the revolt, the Athenians put to death, according
to the advice of Cleon, amounting to rather more than one

thousand. They also dismantled the walls of the Mytilenaeans,
and seized their ships. After this, they did not impose any
tribute on the Lesbians but having divided the land, except-

ing that, of the Methymnaeans, into three thousand porlions,

1 Thi common reading Aniriixu; is abandoned by all the best editors;

and therefore it us not without great diffidence Unit 1 confess my inability

to un jerstand why it need he so. The sense of the passages \vonld lie

equally good if it were translated, "that, by the previous arrival of the

second they might avoid thulium the city ruined :'' and I can not but

think such a method borne out by many Other our author;
"

'/. If ?> 3. in'/.i \ai>r</ >-(,>r //,/ ritii r<.>v o<)r./r oari/iot <]>a

Ami as^ain in the next section, 'l\\(j/)t>in> I'K TMV oimuv tzr' avrovc, b

n>i KIT i (p:.ir ()apoa%.e(jrpoi.r ovai npoatyipuvrat, K. T. A.
*

Literally, "monstrous."
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they set apart three hundred of them as consecrated to the

gods, and to the rest sent out as shareholders those of their

own citizens to whose lot they had fallen
;
with whom the

Lesbians having agreed to pay in money two minas a year for

each portion, farmed the land themselves. The Athenians

also took possession of the towns on the continent of which the

Mytilenseans were masters, and they were afterward subject to

Athens. Such then was the issue of affairs as regarded Lesbos.

51. In the course of the same summer, after the reduction

of Lesbos, the Athenians made an expedition under the com-
mand of Nicias, son of Niceratus, against the island of Minoa,
which lies off Megara, and which the Megareans used as a

fortress, having built a tower on it. From this spot, being
more close at hand, Nicias wished the Athenians to keep
their guard [over Nisosa], instead _pf Jrom
Salamis, and to prevent the JPeiopormesiansT

thence unobserved, as was tormeTty the ca

and~ privateers r~and at the same time to see thaL-QojHng
was imported by tfre Megareans. Haying therefore Jn ffo^

first instance taken by engines from the seatwo tow^rs_jvvliicj>-

projected on tEcTside of Nisrea, "an"d havmg^cgared ttuLen-

tfanceTo the strait' between

_ n.nf^nff flIi-goTnTTmn.icfl.f.ion On the side of the

mainland also, where there was a passage by a bridge over a

morass for succoring the island, which lay not far off from the

continent. This having been accomplished by them in a few

days, he afterwards left works on the island also, with a gar-

rison, and retired with his forces.

52. It was also about the same period of this summer that

the Plataeans, having no longer any provisions, and being unable

to endure the blockade, surrendered to the Peloponnesians in

the following manner. The enemy assaulted their wall and

they were incapable of defending it. So when the Lacede-
monian commander was aware of their powerless condition, he

did not wish to take it by storm (for such were his instruc-

tions from Lacedaemon, in order that if a treaty should ever be

made with the Athenians, and they should agree to restore such

1 Gollcr translates this expression by "viam in portum aperuit:" but

the strict meaning of the /uerafr must be, I think, that which I have

given to it, and which it has, IV. 25. 1, 'Ev Tovry ovv rCj nerafr oi

. r. A.
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places as they had respectively taken in the war, Plataea might
not be given up, on the strength of its inhabitants having vol-

untarily gone over to them), but he sent to them a herald

with this question,
" Were they disposed voluntarily to sur-

render their city to the Lacedaemonians, and submit to them
as their judges; and that they should punish the guilty, but

no one contrary to justice ?" Such were the words of the her-

ald; and they, being now in a state of extreme weakness, sur-

rendered the city. The Peloponnesians then fed the ]'!;ila>ans

for nine days, till the judges from Laceclaemon, five in number,
arrived. When they were come, no charge was preferred

against them
;
but they called them forward, and merely asked

them this question,
" Had they in any particular done the La-

cedaemonians and the allies any service during the present
war ?" They made a speech [in reply], for they had request-
ed permission to speak at greater length, and had deputed
to plead their cause Astymachus the son of Asopolaus, and

Lacon the son of Aeimnestus, who came forward and said as

follows :

53.
" The surrender of our city, Lacedaemonians, we made

with full confidence in you, not supposing that we should be

subjected to such a trial as this, but that it would be one more
consistent with law

;
and with an agreement that we should

not, as we now are, be at the mercy of any other judges but

yourselves ; thinking that so we should best obtain what was
fair. But as things are, we fear that we have failed at once

in both expectations. For with reason we suspect that our

contest is for life or death,
1 and that you will not prove im-

partial ; inferring this from the fact of there having been made

against us no previous charge for us to reply to (but it was
ourselves who requested permission to speak), and from the

question put to us being so concise
;
a true answer to which

tells against us, while a false one is open to refutation. Being
involved, however, in perplexity on all sides, we are compel-

led, and it seems the safer course, to say something at all

risks; for the words that had been left.unspoken might occa-

sion to men in our situation the self-accusing thought, that if

they had been spoken, they might, have saved us. But in ad-

dition to our other disadvantages, the work of convincing you
is also surrounded with diflic.ulties. Were we unacquainted

1

Literally,
"
for the most fearful things."
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with each other, we might derive assistance from bringing
forward fresh proofs of what you did not know : but as it is,

every thing will be said to men who know it already ;
and

our fear is, not that you have before considered our services

as inferior to your own, and now make that fact a ground of

accusation against us
;
but that, through your determination

to gratify another party, we are brought to a trial which is

already decided against us.

54.
"
Nevertheless, while we urge what claims of justice WQ

have, both against the Thebans, and with respect to you, and
the rest of the Greeks, we will remind you of our good deeds.

and endeavor to persuade you [to have mercy on us]. Witt

regard then to your brief question,
' whether we have dono

any service to the Lacedaemonians and the allies in this war,'

we say, that if you ask us as enemies, you are not wronged by
us, though you should have received no good at our hands

;

and that if you consider us as friends, you are yourselves more
in the wrong, for having marched against us. With respect,

however, to what happened during the peace, and in oppositioa
to the Mede, we proved ourselves good and true men

;
for wo

have not now been the first to break the peace, and we were
then the only part of the Boeotians who joined in attacking
the Mede for the liberty of Greece. Even though we are an
inland people, we were present in the sea-fight at Artemi-

siurn, and in the battle fought in our territory we stood by
you and Pausanias

;
and whatever other perilous achievement

was performed by the Greeks, we took part in every thing

beyond our strength. And to you, Lacedaemonians, in par-

ticular, at the very time when, after the earthquake, the

greatest alarm surrounded Sparta, because of the Helots who
had established themselves in revolt at Ithome, we sent the

third part of our own people to your assistance : and you
ought not to forget this.

55.
" With regard to events of eafly date, and of the greatest

importance, such was the part we thought right to act
; though

afterward we became your enemies. But it is you that are

to blame for that
;

for on our requesting an alliance with you,
when the Thebans had used violence toward us, you rejected
our suit, and told us to apply to the Athenians, since th.-y

were near to us, whereas you lived far away from us. In Iho

war, however, you neither suffered, nor would have suffered.
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any improper treatment from us. But if we would not revolt

from the Athenians at your bidding, we did no wrong in that.
;

for it was they who assisted us against the Thebans, when

you refused
;
and to give them up would not then have been

honorable especially as we had taken them for allies after

receiving good from them, and at our own request, and had
shared the rights of citizenship with them but it was only
reasonable that we should heartily obey their commands.

And as to the measures in which either of you take the lead

of your allies, it is not those who follow that are to blame, if

you have ever done any thing wrong, but those who lead them
on to what is not right.

56. "With respect to the Thebans, they had on many other

occasions wronged us; and as
1

for the last occasion, you know

yourselves on what account we are in our present condition.

For as they were seizing our city in time of peace, and,

moreover, at a holy time of the month, we did right in avenging
ourselves on them, according to the principle recognized by

all, that it is allowable to defend oncsself against the attack of

an enemy ;
and it would not now be fair that we should sutler

on their account. For if you take your views of justice from

your own immediate advantage and their animosity, yon will

show yourselves no true judges of what i* right, but rather

attentive to what is expedient. And vet if they appear to be

serviceable to you now, much more did we and the rest of

the Givclcs then, when you were in greater danger. For

now you arc yourselves attacking others, and the, objects of

their fear; but at that crisis, when the barbarian was bring-

ing slavery on all, these Thebans wen; on his side. And it

is but just that against our present misdeed if we have

really done amiss you should set the zeal we showed then
;

and you will iind it greater than the fault to which it is

opposed,
1 and exhibited at lliosr. critical times when it was

a rare thing for any of the (iiveks to oppose his courage to

the power of Xerxes
;
and therefore those were the more

commended who did not in safety act for their own \<.

with regard to his invasion, but were, willing f ( > dare with

dangers the better part. Bat though tM were of that number,

uid honored by you in the highest degree, \\e ,-ire now afraid

y.hat. we have been ruined by acting on the same principles,

1

Literally.
"

tlio irroatcr opposed to til''
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because we chose the side of the Athenians from regard to right,

rather than yours from regard to interest. And yet men should

consistently take the same view of the same case, and account

expediency to be nothing else than this when good allies re-

ceive everlasting gratitude for their services, while our own
immediate interest in any case is secured.

57. "
Consider, too, that at present you are esteemed by the

Greeks in general a pattern of honor and virtue : but if you
pass an unjust sentence on us (for this is no obscure cause that

you will decide, but as men of high repute yourselves, you will

pass sentence on us who are also not contemptible), beware lest

they may not approve of your coming to any improper decision

respecting men of good character, though you are yourselves
of still better

;
nor of spoils which were taken from us, the

benefactors of Greece, being devoted in the national temples.
For it will seem a shocking thing that Lacedaemonians should

have destroyed Plataea
;
and that your fathers should have

inscribed the name of that city on the tripod at Delphi for its

good services, whereas you utterly obliterated it from the whole

Grecian name for the sake of Thebans. For to such a degree
of misfortune have we been brought : if the Medes had been

victorious, we should have been ruined
;
and now we are sup-

planted by Thebans in your good opinion, who were before our

best friends
;
and we have been subjected to two dangers, the

greatest that can be imagined then, to that of being starved

to death,
1

if we had not surrendered our city ;
and now, to that

of being tried for our lives. And thus we Plataeans, who were

zealous beyond our power in the cause of the Greeks, are

rejected by all, deserted and unassisted
;

for of those who were
then our allies, no one helps us

;
and as for you, Lacedaemonians,

our only hope, we fear that you are not to be depended upon.
58. " And yet, for the sake of the gods who once presided

over our confederacy, and of our valor in the cause of the

1
Bloomfield, in his last edition, rightly explains alaxforu (as Goller

had already done), by comparing the words of Ammianus Marcellinus,

''fame, ignavissimo mortis genere, tabescentes;" and observes that "to
be pined to death was, according to the idea of the ancients, a death, as

compared with that of dying with arms in one's hands, especially

ignominious, as suggesting the idea of a snared brute beast." Yet ho

inconsistently retains the part of his original note, in which he objected
to Hobbes rendering the word by "base," a term to which Ilobbes him-
eelf doubtless attached the same meaning.

p
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Greeks, we call on you to relent and change your mind, if you
have been persuaded to any thing by the Thebans

;
and to

ask as a boon from them in return that they would not kill

those whose death is not honorable to you ;
and to receive an

honest gratitude [from us], instead of a disgraceful one [from

them] ;
and not, after giving pleasure to others, to incur infamy

for it yourselves. For it is an easy matter to take away our

lives, but a difficult one to wipe out the disgrace of it
;

since

we are not enemies, that you should justly take vengeance on

us, but men well disposed toward you, and who went to war
with you only on compulsion. You would judge the case there-

fore rightly, if you both granted us personal security, and con-

sidered beforehand that you received us by our own consent,

and while holding forth our hands to you and the law of the?

Grcoks is not to kill such and, moreover, after our being all

along your benefactors. For look to the sepulchers of your
fathers, whom, after being slain by the Medes, and buried in

our country, we used to honor every year at the public expenso
with both garments and other things that are usual, and by
offering first-fruits of all that our land produced in its season

;

as friends from a friendly country, and as allies to our former

companions in arms. But you would do the contrary of this,

should you decide unjustly. For consider : Pausanias buried

them with a conviction that he was laying them in a friendly

land, and among men of that character
;
but you, if you kill

us, and make the Plata3an territory a part of the Thebaii, what

tflse will you do but leave your fathers and kinsmen in a

hostile country, and among their murderers, uuhonored with

the gifts which they now receive ? And further, you will

condemn to slavery the land in which the Greeks won their

freedom
;

will desolate the temples of the gods to whom

prayed, before conquering the Medes
;
and will take away

our ancestral
1

sacrifices from those who founded and instituted

them.

59.
" This were not to your credit, Lacedaemonians, nor to

offend against the general principles of the Greeks and your
own forefathers, nor to destroy us, your benefactors, for other

1 Gottleber and Poppo refer toapt-vuv as well as KTLVUVTUV to Ovma? ;

*rid the collocation of the words certainly makes this the most natural

mmlo of explaining them. Bloomfleld, however, denies that KU is ever

used in such a figurative sense, and maintains that it can only refer hero
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men's hatred of us, without having been wronged yourselves ;

but rather, to spare us, and relent in your hearts, having
taken ti rational pity on us

; reflecting not only on the dread-

ful nature of the things we should sufter, but also on the char-

acter of the sufferers, and how misfortune admits not of

calculating on whom it may one day fall, even without his

Reserving it. We then, as is suitable for us, and as our need

induces us to do, entreat you, with- invocations to the gods
who are worshiped at the same altar, and by all the Greeks

in common, that we may prevail on you in these things;

pleading the oaths which your fathers swore, we pray that

you will not be unmindful of them : we beseech you by your
fathers' tombs, and appeal for aid to the dead, that we may
not come under the power of the Thebans, nor those who are

dearest to them be given up to those who are most hateful.

We remind you, too, of that day on which we performed the

most glorious tilings in their company, and yet now on this

day are in danger of suffering the most dreadful. But, to

bring our speech to a close a thing which is necessary, and at

the same time hard for men so circumstanced, because the peril
of our life approaches with it we now say, in conclusion, that

we did not surrender our city to the Thebans (for before that we
would have preferred to die the most inglorious death that of

famine), but confided in and capitulated to you. And it were

but fair that, if we do not persuade you, you should restore

us to the same position, and let us ourselves take the risk

that befalls us. At the same time we solemnly beseech you
that we who are Plata3ans, and who showed the greatest zeal

for the cause of the Greeks, may not be given up, suppliants
as we are, out of your hands and your good faith, Lacedasmo-

nians, to Thebans, who are our bitterest enemies; but that

you would become our preservers, and not, while you are giv-

ing freedom to the rest of the Greeks, bring utter destruction

upon us."

60. To this effect spoke the Platasans. The Thebans, fear-

ing that the Lacedemonians might somewhat relent in conse-

quence of their words, came forward, and said that they also

wished to address them, since, contrary to their expectation,
the Plataeans had had a longer speech allowed them than a

simple answer to the question. So when they had given them

leave, they spoke as follows :
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61.
" We should not hard asked permission to make this ad-

divss it' the Platseans, on their part, hud briefly answered the

question put to them, and had not turned upon us and delivered

an invective
;
while at the same time they made a long defense

of themselves, beyond the limits of the present question, and on

points that had never been the grounds of any charge, togeth-
er with a panegyric for things which no one found fault with.

But as it is, we must answer their accusations, and refute their

self-praises ;
that neither our disgrace nor their reputation may

assist them, but that you may hear the truth on both points,
and so decide. We quarreled then with them in the first in-

stance, because, on our settling Platrea at a later period than
the rest of Boeotia, and some other places with it, of which we
took possession after driving out their mixed population, these

men did not think
fit, as had been first arranged, to submit to

our supremacy, but, apart from the rest of the Boeotians, of-

fended against the principles of their fathers, and when they
were being compelled to observe them, went over to the Athe-

nians, in conjunction with whom they did us many injuries, for

which they also suffered in return.

62. "Again, when the barbarian came against ('<:

they say that they were the only part of the '"Boeotians that

did not Medize
;
and it is on this point that they most pride

themselves, and abuse us, JUit we say that they did not Me-

dize, because tin- Athenians did not either; but that in the

same way, when the Athenians afterward attacked the d reeks,

they were the only people that witticized. Yet look in what.

political condition wo respectively did this. For our city hap-

pened at that time to be governed neither by an oligarchy
with equal laws,

1

nor by a democracy
;

but what is most
I to Jaws and the best form of government, ami comes

nearest to [{he rule of] a tyrant, a dominant party of a few

individuals had the administration of affairs. And so they,

hoping to hold it still more surely if the cause of the Mede

triumphant, kept down the populace bv force, and in-

troduced him; and the- whole city was not its own >,

1 " The term \r,n\ -to the equality of all the citizens with ono

another, as far as related to their private disputes and private injuries;
is under the worst form of oligarchy, which was called ^miaTeia,

those who were possessed of political po\v o above the law in

private matters, and could op]. i low-citizens at their pleasure.
See Aristotle, Polities, iv. f>. '_'." .1
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when it so acted; nor is it right to reproach it for what
it did amiss when not in the enjoyment of its laws. At any
rate, after the Mede had retreated, and it had regained its

laws, you ought to consider, that when the Athenians subse-

quently attacked the rest of Greece, and endeavored to bring
our country under their power, and by the aid of faction were

already in possession of the greater part of it, we fought and

conquered them at Coronea, and liberated Boeotia, and are

now heartily joining in the liberation of the other states, by
furnishing horses, and such a force as no other of the allies

do. With regard then to our Medizing, such is the defense we
make.

63. " But that it is you, [Plataeans,] who have both done more

injury to Greece, and are more deserving of extreme punish-

ment, we will now attempt to prove. It was for vengeance
against us, you say, that you became allies and fellow-citizens

of the Athenians. Then you ought to have introduced them
for aid against us alone, and not to have joined with them in

attacking others
;
such a course having certainly been open to

you, in case of your being at all led on by the Athenians

against your will, since the confederacy against the Medo had

already been formed by these Lacedaemonians here, which you
yourselves bring forward most prominently [in your own de-

fense]. Surely this was strong enough to divert us from attack-

ing you, and what is the greatest advantage, to enable you to

take counsel in security. But of your own accord, and not by
compulsion, you still took the part oi the Athenians by pref-
erence. And you say that it had been base for you to betray

your benefactors : but much more base and criminal was it so

utterly to betray the whole body of the Greeks, with whom you
confederated, than to give up the Athenians alone, who were

enslaving Greece, while the others were its liberators. And it

was no equal return of favor that you made them, nor one freo

from disgrace. For you introduced them, as you say, when you
were being injured ;

but you became co-operators with them in

injuring others. And yet not to return equal favors is more

disgraceful than to fail in those which, though justly due, will

be returned in furtherance of injustice.
G4. "You showed then plainly, that not even at that time

was it for the sake of the Greeks that you alone did not Medize,
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but because the Athenians did not either, and because you
wished to side with them, and against the rest. And now you
claim to derive assistance from the circumstances in which you
acted well through the influence of others. That however is

not reasonable
;
but as you chose the Athenians, stand the brunt

of the struggle with them, and do not bring forward the league
that was then made, as though you ought to be spared from

regard to that. For you deserted it, and in violation of it joined
in enslaving the ./Eginetans, and some others who had entered

into it, rather than prevented their being enslaved
;
and that

too not against your will, but while enjoying the same laws as

you have to the present time, and without any one's compelling

you, as they did us. Besides, the last proposal made to you
before you were blockaded, that you should remain unmolested

on condition of your aiding neither side, you did not accept.

Who, then, could be more justly hated by the Greeks than

you, who assumed an honorable bearing for their injury ? And
the goodness which you say you once exhibited, you have now
shown to be not your proper character

;
but what your nature

always wished, has been truly proved against you; for you ac-

companied the Athenians when they were walking in the path
of injustice. With regard then to our involuntary Medizing,
and your voluntary Attidzing, such are the proofs Ave have to

offer.

65. " As for the last injuries which you say that you receiv-

ed, namely, that we came
against your city in time of peace and

at a holy time of the month, we are of opinion that neither in

this point did we act more wrongly than you. If, indeed, we
came against your city by our own design, and fought, and

ravaged the land as enemies, we are guilty. But if men who
were the first among you, both in property and family, wishing
to stop you from your foreign connection, and restore you to

your hereditary principles common to all the Boeotians, volun-

tarily called us to their aid, how are we guilty ? For it is

those who lead that are the transgressors, rather than those

who follow
l But neither did they do wrong, in our judgment,

nor did we; but being citi/ens, like yourselves, and having more
at stake, by opening their walls to us and introducing us into

1

Retorting tho remark of tho Plataeans, ch. 55. 6, ov% ol

u/lX' ol u
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their city in a friendly, not in a hostile, manner, they wished

the bad among you no longer to become worse,
1 and the good

to have their deserts
; being reformers of your principles,

and not depriving the state of your persons, but restoring you
to your kinsmen

; making you foes to no one, but friends

alike to all.

66.
" And we gave you a proof of our not having acted in

a hostile manner
;
for we injured no one, but made proclama-

tion that whoever wished to be governed according to the

hereditary principles of all the Boeotians, should come over to

us. And you gladly came, and made an agreement with us, and

remained quiet at first; but afterward, when you perceived
that we were few in number, even supposing that we might
be thought to have acted somewhat unfairly in entering your

city without the consent of your populace, you did not re-

quite us in .the same manner by not proceeding to extreme

measures in action, but persuading us by words to retire but

you attacked us in violation of your agreement. And as for

those whom you slew in battle, we do not grieve for them so

much (for they suffered according to law of a certain kind) ;

but in the case of those whom you lawlessly butchered while

holding forth their hands, and when you had given them

quarter, and had subsequently promised us not to kill them,
how can you deny that you acted atrociously ? And now,
after having perpetrated in a short time these three crimes

the breach of your agreement, the subsequent murder of the

men, and the falsification of your promise not to kill them, in

case we did no injury to your property in the country you
still assert that it is we who are the transgressors ;

and your-
selves claim to escape paying the penalty for your crimes. No,
not if these your judges come to a right decision

;
but for all

of them shall you be punished.
67. "And now, Lacedaemonians, it is with this view that

we have gone so far into these subjects both with reference

to you and to ourselves that you may know that you will

justly pass sentence on them, and we, that we have still more
1

i. e.
t understanding xtipOVf again after /zu/lAov, as Poppo explains it.

Bloomfield supposes that /zaAAov here assumes the nature of an adjec-

tive; and thus /zuAAov yeveoOai will mean, "to be uppermost," to have
the upper hand " to be [in power] rather than others." But the pass-

age which he quotes, ch. 82. 2, as an instance of such a usage, is not, I

think, sufficiently parallel to justify this interpretation.
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righteously been avenged on them
;
and that you may not re-

lent on hearing of their virtues in times long gone by (if,
in-

deed, they ever had any) ;
for though these ought to be of

service to the injured, to such as are doing any thing base they
should be a reason for double punishment, because they do
amiss in opposition to their proper character. Nor let them
derive benefit from their lamentations and pitiful wailing,
while they appeal to the tombs of your fathers and their own
destitution. For we show you, on the other hand, that our

youth who were butchered by them received far more dread-

ful treatment; some of whose fathers fell at Coronea, in

bringing Boeotia into connection with you ;
while others, left

lonely in their old age, and their houses desolate, prefer to you
a far more just request for vengeance on these men. And
with regard to pity, it is those men who suffer undeservedly
that better deserve to receive it

;
but those who suffer justly,

as these do, deserve, on the contrary, to be rejoiced over.

Their present destitution, then, they have incurred by their

own conduct
;

for they wilfully rejected the better alliance.

Nor did they thus outrage all law in consequence rf having
first suffered at our hands, but from deciding under the influ-

ence of hatred, rather than of justice. And they have not now

given us proportionate satisfaction for their crimes; for they
will suffer by a legal sentence, and not while holding forth

their hands after battle, as they say, but after surrendering
to you on definite terms to take their trial. Avenge therefore,

Lacedaemonians, the law of the Greeks which has been violated

by these men. And to us who have been treated in contempt
of all law return a due gratitude for the zeal we have shovni

;

and let us not lose our place in your favor through their words,
but give the Greeks a proof that you will not institute contests

of words, but of deeds; for which a short statement is suf-

ficient when they are good; but when they are done amiss,

harangues dressed out with imposing language serve as vails for

ilium. But if ruling states should, like you in the present in-

stance, summarily pronounce their decisions on all offenders,

men would be less disposed to seel: for line words as a screen

for unjust actions."

68. To this effect then spoke (he Tin-bans. The Lacede-

monian judges, thinking that the question, "Whether they
had received any service from them during the Avar," would
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In- M lair one for them to put, because they had all along re-

quested them, as they said, to remain quiet according to the

original covenant of Pausanias, after the [retreat of the]
Mede

;
and when afterward they made to them the proposal

which they did before they were besieged to be neutral, ac-

cording to the terms of that compact in consequence of their

not receiving it, they considered that on the strength of their

own just wish they were now released from covenant with

them, and had received evil at their hands. Accordingly,

bringing each of them forward, and asking the same question,
" Whether they had done the Lacedaemonians and allies any
service in the war," when they said they had not, they led

them away and killed them, not excepting one. Of the Pla-

taeans themselves they slew not less than two hundred, and
of the Athenians twenty-five, who were besieged with them

;

the women they sold as slaves. As for the city, the Thebans

gave it for about a year to some of the Megareans to inhabit,

who had been banished by party influence, and to such of the

Plataeans on their own side as still survived. Afterward they
razed the whole of it to the ground, from the very foundations,

and built to the sacred precinct of Juno an inn two hundred
feet square, with rooms all round, above and below, making
use of the roofs and doors of the Platseans

;
and with the rest

of the furniture, in brass and iron, that was within the wall,
1

they made couches and dedicated them to Juno, building also

in her honor a stone chapel of one hundred feet square. The
land they confiscated, and let out for ten years, its occupiers

being Thebans. And nearly throughout the whole business it

1

Or, as Bloomfleld and Goller render it,
" whatever movable materials

there were in the wall;" referring to the metal cramps by which the

coping-stones were fastened. But though lead and iron are mentioned
as having been used for that purpose (see I. p. 93. 6), they do not bring
forward any instance of brass having been used with them

;
nor docs it

seem probable that such would be the case. I have therefore followed

Poppo, Haack, and others, in supposing, that as the wood-work in the

new building was taken from the houses in the town, a similar use was
made of the iron and brass implements, which must also surely have
been found there. At least it is very difficult to imagine, with Goller,

that they had been all used up by the garrison during the siege. And
instead of the opposition which he says is intended between the wood in

the house and the metal in the wall, the use ofthe uA/oif appears rather

to imply that the rafters, doors, and metal implements, were aM taken
from the same quarter.

9*
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was on account of the Thebans that the Lacedaemonians were

so averse to the Plataeans
;
for they considered them to be of

service for the war which had then but recently broken out.

Such then was the end of Platsea, in the ninety-third year
after they became allies of the Athenians.

69. Now the forty ships of the Peloponnesians which had

gone to the relief of the Lesbians (and which were flying, at

the time we referred to them, across the open sea, and were

pursued by the Athenians, and caught in a storm off Crete,
and from that point had been dispersed), on reaching the

Peloponnese, found at Cyllene thirteen ships of the Leucadians

and Ambraciots, with Brasidas son of Tellis, who had lately
arrived as counselor to Alcidas. For the Lacedaemonians

wished, as they had failed in saving Lesbos, to make their fleet

more numerous, and to sail to Corcyra, which was in a state of

sedition
;
as the Athenians were stationed at Naupactus with

only twelve ships ;
and in order that they might have the start

of them, before any larger fleet reinforced them from Athens.

So Brasidas and Alcidas proceeded to make preparations for

these measures.

70. For the Coreyraeans began their sedition on the return

home of the prisoners taken in the sea-fights off Epidaninus.
who had been sent back by the Corinthians, nominally on the

security of eight hundred talents given for them by their

proxeni, but in reality, because they had consented to bring
over Corcyra to the Corinthians. These men then were in-

triguing, by visits to each of the citizens, to cause the revolt

of the city from the Athenians. On the arrival of a ship from

Athens and another from Corinth, with envoys on board, and

on their meeting for a conference, the Corcyrreans voted to

continue allies of the Athenians according to their agreement,
but to be on friendly terms with the Peloponnesians, as they
had formerly been. Now there was one Pithias, a volunteer

1

proxenus of the Athenians, and the leader of the popular

party; him these men brought to trial, on a charge of en-

slaving Corcyra to the Athenians. Having Uvn acquitted,
he brought to trial in return the five richest individuals of

1
i. e., an individual whom of his own accord took upon himself to look

after the interests of any particular foreign nation, without bein.^ recog-

nized by that people, and having his appointment entered in the public
records. Or as Bockh thinks, without being publicly appointed by his

own country. See note on IT. 20. 1.
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their party, charging them with cutting stakes in the ground
sacred to" Jupiter and to [the hero] Alcinous

;
the penalty

affixed being a stater for eveiy stake. When they had been

convicted, and, owing to the amount of the penalty, were sit-

ting as suppliants in the temples, that they might bo allowed

to pay it by installments, Pithias, who was a member of the

council also, persuades that body to enforce to law. So when

they were excluded from all hope by the severity of the law,

and at the same tima heard that Pithias was likely, while he was

still in the council, to persuade the populace to hold as friends

and foes the same as the Athenians did, they conspired to-

gether, and took daggers, and, having suddenly entered the

council, assassinated Pithyis and others, both counselors and

private persons, to the number of sixty. Some few, however,
of the same party as Pithias, took refuge on board the Athe-

nian trireme, which was still there.

71. Having perpetrated this deed, and summoned the Cor-

cyraeaus to an assembly, they told them that this was the best

thing for them, and that so they would be least in danger of

being enslaved by the Athenians; and they moved, that in

mture they should receive neither party, except coming in a

quiet manner with a single ship, but should consider a larger
force as hostile. As they moved, so also they compelled them
to adopt their motion. They likewise sent immediately em-
bassadors to Athens, to show, respecting what had been done,
that it was for their best interests, and to prevail on the refu-

gees there to adopt no measure prejudicial to them, that there

might not be any reaction.

?2. On their arrival, the Athenians arrested as revolution-

ists both the embassadors and all who were persuaded by
them, and lodged them in custody in ^Egina. In the mean

time, on the arrival of a Corinthian ship and some Lacedae-

monian envoys, the dominant party of the Corcyraeans at-

tacked the commonalty, and defeated them in battle. When
night came on, the commons took refuge in the citadel, and on

the eminences in the city, and there established themselves in

a body, having possession also of the Hyllaic harbor
;
while

the other party occupied the market-place, where most of them

dwelt, with the harbor adjoining it, looking toward the mainland.

73. The next day they had a few skirmishes, and both

parties sent about into the country, inviting the slaves, and
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offering them freedom. The greater part of them joined the

commons as allies
;
while the other party was reinforced by

eight hundred auxiliaries from the continent.

74. After the interval of a day, a battle was again fought,
and the commons gained the victory, having the advantage
both in strength of position and in numbers : the women also

boldly assisted them, throwing at the enemy with the tiling
from the houses, and standing the brunt of the melee beyond
what could have been expected from their nature. About

twilight the rout of the oligarchical party was effected
;
and

fearing that the commons might carry the arsenal at the first

assault, and put them to the sword, they fired the houses

round about the market-place, and t^e lodging-houses, to stop
their advance, sparing neither their own nor other people's ;

so that much property belonging to the merchants was con-

sumed, and the whole city was in danger of being destroyed,

if, in addition to the fire, there had been a wind blowing on it.

After ceasing from the engagement, both sides remained quiet,
and kept guard during the night. On victory declaring for tin;

commons, the Corinthian ship stole out to sea
;
while the greater

part of the auxiliaries passed over unobserved to the continent.

75. The day following, Nicostratus son of Diitrephes, ;i

general of the Athenians, came to their assistance from Nau-

pactus with twelve ships and five hundred heavy-armed, and
wished to negotiate a settlement, persuading them to agree
with each other to bring to trial the ten chief authors of the

sedition (who immediately fled), and for the rest to dwell in

peace, having made an arrangement with each other, and with

the Athenians, to have the same foes and friends. After

effecting this he was going to sail away ;
but the leaders of

the commons urged him to leave them five of his ships, that,

their adversaries might be less on the move
;
and they would

themselves man and send with him an equal number of theirs.

He consented to do so, and they proceeded to enlist their ad-

versaries for the ships. They, fearing that they should be sent,

off to Athens, seated theinselves [as suppliants ]
in the temple of

the Dioscuri, while Nicostratus was trying to persuade (hem
to rise, and to encourage them. When he did no! prevail on

them, the commons, having armed themselves on this pretext,

allegei 1 that they had no good intentions, [as was evident] from

their mistrust in not sailing with them; *iod removed their arms
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from their Louses, and would have dispatched some of tin-it'.

whom they met with, if Nicostratus ha<l not prevented it.

The rest, seeing what was going on, seated themselves as sup-

pliants in the temple of Juno, their number amounting to not

less than four hundred. But the commons being afraid of their

making some new attempt, persuaded them to rise, and trans-

ferred them to the island in front of the temple, and provisions
were sent over there for them.

76. When the sedition was at this point, on the fourth or

fifth day after the transfer of the men to the island, the ships
of the Peloponnesians, three-and-fifty in number, came up from

Cyllene, having been stationed there since their return from
Ionia. The commander of them, as before, was Alcidas, Brasidas

sailing with him as counselor. After coming to anchor at

Sybota, a port on the mainland, as soon as it was morning they
sailed toward Corcyra.

77. The Corcyneans, being in great confusion, and alarmed
both at the state of things in the city and at the advance of the

enemy, at once proceeded to equip sixty vessels, and to send

them out, as they were successively manned, against the enemy ;

though the Athenians advised them to let them sail out first,

and afterward to follow themselves with all their ships together.
On their vessels coming up to the enemy in this scattered man-

ner, two immediately went over to them, while in others tlie

crews were fighting among themselves, and there was no order

in their measures. The Peloponnesians, seeing their confusion,
drew up twenty of their ships against the Coreyraeans,

and the remainder against the twelve of the Athenians,

among which were the two celebrated vessels, Salarninia and
Paralus.

78. The Corcyrseans, coming to the attack in bad order,
and by few ships at a time, were distressed through their own

arrangements; while the Athenians fearing the enemy's
numbers and the chance of their surrounding them, did not

attack their whole fleet, or even the center of the division

opposed to themselves, but took it in flank, and sunk one ship.
After this, when the Peloponnesians had formed in a circle,

they began to sail round them, and endeavored to throw them
into contusion. The division which was opposed to the Corcy-
raeans perceiving this, and fearing that the same thing might
happen as had at Naupucttis, advanced to their support. Thus
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the whole united fleet simultaneously attacked the Athenians,
who now began to retire, rowing astern

;
at the same time wish-

ing the vessels of the Corcyraeans to retreat first, while they
themselves drew off as leisurely as possible, and while the

enemy were still ranged against them. The sea-fight then, hav-

ing been of this character, ended at sun-set.

79. The Coreyraans, fearing that the enemy, on the strength
of his victory, might sail against the city, and either rescue the

men in the island, or proceed to some other violent measures,
carried the men over again to the sanctuary of Juno, and kept
the city under guard. The Peloponnesians, however, though
victorious in the engagement, did not dare to sail against the

city, but withdrew with thirteeen of the Corcyrasan vessels to

the continent, whence they had put out. The next day they
advanced none the more against the city, though the inhabit-

ants were in great confusion, and though Brasidas, it is said,

advised Alcidas to do so, but was not equal to him in authority ;

l.ut they landed on the promontory of Leucinne, and ravaged
the country.

80. Meanwhile, the commons of the Corcyraean;*, being very
much alarmed lest the fleet should sail against them, entered

into negotiation with the suppliants and the rest for the preserv-
ation of the city. And some of them they persuaded to go
on board the ships ;

for [notwithstanding the general dismay]

they still manned thirty in expectation of the enemy's advance

against them. But the Peloponnesians, after ravaging the land

till mid-day, sailed away : and at night-fall the approach
of sixty Athenian ships from Leucas was ngnaled to them,
which the Athenians had sent with Eurymedon son of Thucles,
as commander, on hearing of the sedition, and of the fleet

about to go to Corcyra with Alcidas.

81. The Peloponnesians then immediately proceeded home-
ward by night with all haste, passing alongshore; and hav-

ing hauled their ships over the isthmus of Leucas, that they

might not, be seen doubling it, they sailed back. TheC-oivy-
r.'cans, on learning the approach of the Athenian fleet ;md the

retreat of the enemy, look and brought into the city ihe Mcs-

Benians, who before had been without the walls: and having
ordered the ships they had manned to sail round into the

Hyllaic harbor, while they were going round, they put to

death any of their opponents they might, have happened to
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seize : and afterward dispatched, as they landed them from the

ships, all that they had persuaded to go on board. They also

went to the sanctuary .of Juno, and persuaded about fifty men
to take their trial, and condemned them all to death. The

majority of the suppliants who had not been prevailed on by
them, when they saw what was being done, slew one another

there on the sacred ground; while some hanged themselves

on the trees, and others destroyed themselves as they severally

could. During seven days that Eurymedon staid after his

arrival with sixty ships, the Corcyraeans were butchering those

of their countrymen whom they thought hostile to them
;

bringing their accusations, indeed, against those only who were

for putting down the democracy ;
but some were slain for

private enmity also, and others for money owed them by
those who had borrowed it. Every mode of death was thus

had recourse to
;
and whatever ordinarily happens in such n,

state of things, all happened then, and still more. For father

murdered son, and they were dragged out of the sanctuaries, or

slain in them
;
while in that of Bacchus some were walled up

and porished. So savagely did the sedition proceed; while it ap-

peared to do so all the more from its being among the earliest.

82. For afterward, even the whole of Greece, so to say,

was convulsed ; struggles being every where made by the

popular leaders to call in the Athenians, by the oligarchical

party, the Lacedaemonians. Now they would have had no

pretext for calling them in, nor have been prepared to do so,

in time of peace.
1 But when pressed by war, and when an al-

liance also was maintained by both parties for the injury of

their opponents and for their own gain therefrom, occasions

of inviting them were easily supplied to such as wished to

effect any revolution. And many dreadful things befell the

1
"Here, as in I. 36. 3, the participle and the finite verb are made to

answer to each other, OVK dv ixbvruv znopifovTo, whereas it should

have been either OVK uv el%ov Trpotjxiaiv faropiovTO, or OVK dv fadrrw
rtiv iirayuytiv Kopi(,ofj.ivuv" Arnold. The only way to avoid this con-

fusion of constructions would bo to understand x VTUV an(i l Toiftuv

again after ~o\efj.nv^ivuv.
" And as they would have had no pretext

for calling them in, nor have been prepared to do it, in time of peace, but

were so in time of war occasions of inviting them were easily supplied,
when this war had broken out." But from the fact of no commentator

(so far as I am aware) having adopted this method, there are probably

greater objections to it than, I confess, present themselves to my own
mind.
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cities through this sedition, which occur, and will .always do

so, as long as human nature is the same, but
1

in a more violent

or milder form, and varying in their phenomena, as the several

variations of circumstances may in each case present them-

selves. For in peace and prosperity both communities and

individuals have better feelings, through not falling into

urgent
2
needs

;
whereas war by taking away the free supply

of daily wants is a violent master, and assimilates most men's

tempers to their present condition. The states then were

thus torn by sedition, and the later instances of it in any pan
1

,

from having heard what had been done before, exhibited

largely an excessive refinement of ideas, both in the emi-

nent cunning of their plans, and the monstrous cruelty of

their vengeance. The ordinary meaning of words was change 1

by them as they thought proper. For reckless daring was re-

garded as courage that is true to its friends ; prudent delay, as

specious cowardice; moderation as a cloak for unmanliness;

being intelligent in every thing, as being useful lor nothing.
Frantic violence was assigned to the manly character

;
cautious

plotting was considered a specious excuse for declining the

contest. The advocate for cruel measures was always trusted
;

while his opponent was suspected. lie that plotted against

another, if successful, was reckoned clever
;
he that suspected

a plot, still cleverer; but he that forecasted for escaping the

necessit.v of all such things, was regarded as one who broke;

up his party, and was afraid of his adversaries. In a word,

the man was commcmled who anticipated one going to do an

evil deed, or who persinded if to one who had no thought of

it. Moreover, kindred became a tie less close than party, bc-

cau-e the latter was more ready for unscrupulous audacity.
For such associa'ions have, nothing to do with any benefit

from established laws, bul, are formed in opposition to those

institutions by a spirit of rapacity. Again, their mutual grounds
of confidence they confirm <! not BO much by any reference to

the, divine law as by fellowship in some act of lawl>-

The fair professions of their adversaries they received with a

cautious eye to their actions, if they were stronger than thein-

1 For a similar <; i V. 19. 7, C'ITF KCU tKiro%.iopitij-

a

Literally compulsory." /'. e., which compel :i man to do what ho
would otherwise not think of.
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selves, and not with a spirit of generosity. To be avenged
on another was deemed of greater consequence than to escape

being first injured one's self. As for oaths, if in any case ex-

changed with a view to reconciliation, being taken by either

party with regard to their immediate necessity, they only held

good so long as they had no resources from any other quarter;
but he that first, when occasion offered, took courage [to break

them], if he saw his enemy off his guard, wreaked his ven-

geance on him with greater pleasure for his confidence, than he
would have done in an open manner; taking into account

both the safety of the plan, and the fact that by taking a

treacherous advantage of him he also won a prize for clever-

ness. And the majority of men, when dishonest, more easily

get the name of talented, than, when simple, that of good ;

and of the one they are ashamed, while of the other they are

proud. Now the cause of all these things was power pursued
for the gratification of covetousness and ambition, and the

consequent violence of parties when once engaged in conten-

tion. For the leaders in the cities, having a specious profes-
sion on each side, putting forward, respectively, the political

equality of the people, or a moderate aristocracy, while in

word they served the common interests, in truth they made
them their prizes. And while struggling by every means to

obtain an advantage over each other, they dared and carried

out the most dreadful deeds
; heaping ou still greater ven-

geance, not only so far as was just and expedient for the state,

but to the measure of what was pleasing to either party in

each successive case : and whether by an unjust sentence of

condemnation, or on 1

gaining the ascendency by the strong hand,

they were ready to glut the animosity they felt at the moment.
Thus piety was in fashion with neither party ;

but those who
had the luck to effect some odious purpose under iair pretenses
were the more highly spoken of. The neutrals among the

citizens were destroyed by both parties ;
either because they

did not join them in their quarrel, or for envy that they should

so escape.
83. Thus every kind of villainy arose in Greece from these

seditions. Simplicity, which is a very large ingredient in a

1

Or, xel-p't- maJ t>e taken by itself, in opposition to fierd rpijtyov U^KOV

KaTayvuocuc ;
but the rhythm of the sentence appears better wikV the

other construction.
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noble nature, was laughed down and disappeared ;
and mutual

opposition of feeling, with a want of confidence, prevailed to

a great extent. For there was neither promise that could bo

depended on, nor oath that struck them with fear, to put an

end to their strife
;
but all being in their calculations more

strongly inclined to despair of any thing proving trustworthy,

they looked forward to their own escape from suffering more

easily than they could place confidence [in arrangements with

others]. And the men of more homely wit, generally speaking,
had the advantage ;

for through fearing their own deficiency
and the cleverness of their opponents, lest they might be worsted

in words, and be first plotted against by means of the versatility
of their enemy's genius, they proceeded boldly to deeds.

Whereas their opponents, arrogantly thinking that they should

be aware beforehand, and that there was no need for their se-

curing by action what they could by stratagem, were unguard-
ed and more often ruined.

84. It was in Corcyra then that most of these things were

first ventured on
;
both the deeds which men who were gov-

erned with a spirit of insolence, rather than of moderation, by
those who afterward afforded them an opportunity of vengeance,
would do as the retaliating party ;

or which those who wished

to rid themselves of their accustomed poverty, and passionately
desired the possession of their neighbor's goods, might unjustly
resolve on; or which those who had begun the struggle, not from

covetousness, but on a more equal footing, might savagely and

ruthlessly proceed to, chiefly through being carried away by
^the rudeness of their anger. Thus the course of life being at

that time thrown into confusion in the city, human nature,
which is wont to do wrong even in spite of the laws, having
then got the mastery of the law, gladly showed itself to be un-

restrained in passion, above regard for justice, and an enemy to

all superiority. They would not else have preferred venjjvanee

to religion, and gain to innocence
;
in which state envy would

have had no power to hurt them. And so men pivsume in their

acts of vengeance to be the first to violate those common laws

on such questions, from which all have a hope secured to them
of being themselves rescued from misfortune

;
and they will not

allow them to remain, in case of any one's ever being in danger
and in need of some of them.

85. Such then were the passions which the Corcyrseans
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in the city indulged toward one another, being the first that

did so. And Eurymedon and the Athenians sailed away with

their ships ;
after which the Corcyraean exiles (for five hun-

dred of them had escaped), having taken some forts that were

on the mainland, were masters of their own territory on the

opposite coast, and sallying forth from it, plundered those in

the island, and did them much damage, a violent famine being

produced in the city. They also sent embassies to Lacedaemon
and Corinth about their restoration. When they met with

no success, they afterward got some boats and auxiliaries and

crossed over to the island, to the number of six hundred in

all
;
and having burnt their boats, that they might have no

hope from any thing but the command of the country, they
went up to the hill Istone, and after building a fort on it,

began to annoy those in the city, and were in the mean time

masters of the country.
86. At the close of the same summer the Athenians dis-

patch ftd twenty s^ipq ^ S^ly, ja4fck~Jrh*kcj:i soa~o . Jtfelaao-

fus,

and Charoeades son of Euphiletus. in COT""]^^ of -them.

MI- tii,' Syr;fiis;iiis and Lcoutines had gone to war with each

flfVior.*. the Syracusans having, with the exception of Camarina,
all the Dorian cities in alliance with them for indeed these

had joined the Lacedemonian confederacy at the commence-
ment of the war, though they had not taken any part in it with

them while the Leontines had the Chalcidian cities, and Ca-

marina. In Italy the Locrians were on the side of the Syra-
cusans

;
the Rhegians, on that of the Leontines, in consequence

of their affinity to them. So the allies of the Leontines sent

to Athens, both on the ground of their former confederacy
with them and because they were lonians, and urged the

Athenians to send them a fleet, for they were excluded by the

Syracusans from the use both of land and sea. Accordingly
the Athenians sent it, on the pretense of their relationship, but

really from a wish that no corn might be brought thence to

the Peloponnese ;
and to make an experiment whether it were

possible for them to bring Sicily into subjection to themselves.

Having established themselves therefore at Rhegium in Italy,

they began the operations of the war in concert with their

allies. And so the summer ended.

87. The following winter the plague a second time attacked

the Athenians, having indeed never entirely left them, though
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there had been some abatement of it. It lasted the second
time not less than a year the former attack having lasted

two so that nothing reduced the power of the Athenians
more than this. For not less than four thousand four hun-
dred heavy-armed in the ranks died of it, and three hundred
of the equestrian order, with a number of the multitude that

was never ascertained. It was at that time also that the

numerous earthquakes happened at Athens, Euboea, and Boe-

otia, particularly at Orchomeuos in the last-named country.
88. During the same winter the Athenians in Sicily and

the Rhegians made an expedition with thirty ships against the

islands of ^Eolus
;

for in summer it was impossible to invade

them, owing to their want of water. They are occupied

by the Liparaean colony from Cnidos, who live in one of the

islands which is of no great extent, called Li para, and pro-
ceed from that to cultivate the rest, namely, Didyme, Stron-

gyle, and Hiera. Now the people in those parts think that in

Hiera Vulcan works as a smith
;
because it is seen to emit

abundance of fire by night, and of smoke by day. These islands

lie opposite the coasts of the Sicels and Messanians, and were
in alliance with the Syracusans. The Athenians ravaged
their territory, and when they did not surrender, sailed back
to Rhegium. And so the winter ended, and the fifth year of

this war. of which Thucydides wrote the history.
89. The following summer the Peloponnesians and their

allies proceeded as far as the Isthmus for the invasion of At-

tica, under the command of Agis son of Archidamus, king
of the Lacedaemonians; but on the occurrence of numerous

earthquakes, they turned back again, and no invasion was
made. About this period, when the earthquakes were so

prevalent, the seat at Orobise in Eubu-a, having retired from
what was then the line of coast, and afterward returned with
a great swell, invaded a portion of the

city, and partly in-

undated it, though it also partly subsided ; and so that is* now
sea which was before land. It also destroyed the inhabitants,

excepting such as could run
ii]>

first to the higher parts of the

city. There was a similar inundation too at Atalantn, the.

island off the Opuntian Loon, which carried awav a part, of

the fort built by the Athenians, and wrecked one of two ships
that were drawn up on the heacli. Ai iVp.-Mvllms loo there,

was a retreat of the sea, though no inundation followed; and
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an earthquake threw down a part of the wall, with the town-

hall, and a few houses besides. The cause of this, in my own

opinion, is, that where the shock of the earthquake has been

most violent, there it drives the sea back, and this suddenly

coming on again with a violent rush causes the inundation.

But without an earthquake I do not think that such an occur-

rence would ever happen.
90. During the same summer different parties, as they

might severally happen, made war in Sicily ;
both the Siceliots

themselves against each other, and the Athenians in concert

with their allies
;
but I shall [only] mention the most memor-

able actions achieved by the Athenians and their allies, or

against the Athenians by the enemy. Charaaades then, the

Athenian commander, having already been killed in war by
the Syracusans, Laches, who was now in sole command of

the fleet, turned his arms, in concert with his allies, against

Mylae, a town belonging to the Messanians. Now there were

two divisions of the Messanians in garrison at Mylae, and

they had lain an ambush for the party coming from their ships.
But the Athenians and their allies routed the troops in am-

bush, and slew many of them, and having assaulted the forti-

fications, compelled them to surrender the citadel, and to

march with them against Messana. Afterward, on the at-

tack of the Athenians and their allies, the Messanians too

capitulated, giving hostages and all other securities.
1

91. The same summer the Athenians dispatched thirty

ships to cruise about the Peloponnese, under the command of

Demosthenes son of Alcisthenes, and Procles son of Theodo-

rus, and sixty ships and two thousand heavy-armed against

'Melos, under the command of Nicias son of Niceratus. F<>r

as the AL'liuus w.-ro islanders, and yet would not submit to

them nor join their confederacy,jheywished to reduce ili'-ni.

When, however, they did not surrender to them""on the

wasting of their territory, they sailed to Oropus, on the coast

pposite_-Attioa>4 and having landed at night, the heavy-'

armed immediately marched from their ships to Tanagra in

Boeotia
;
while the Athenians in the city, on a given signal,

met them at the same place by land in full force, under the

command of Hipponicus son of Callias, and Eurymedon son

1 "
Satisfying the Athenians in all other points." Lit.

"
presenting all

other things of such a nature as to be satisfactory." Arnold.
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of Thucles. Having pitched their camp for that day in the

territory of Tanagra, they laid it waste, and passed the night
there. The next day, after defeating in battle those of the

Tanagraans and the Thebans who had come out against them,
and after taking some arms, and erecting a trophy, they re-

turned, one party to the city, the other to their fleet. And
Nicias, with his sixty ships, coasted along and ravaged the

maritime parts of Locris, and then returned home.
92. About this time the Lacedaemonians prepared to found

their colony of Heraclea, in Trachinise, with the following

purpose. The Melians form, in all, three tribes, the J'ara-

lians, Hicreans, and Trachiuians. Of these, the Trachinians,

having been reduced to great weakness by the ./Eta-ans, who
border on them, intended at first to give themselves up to the

Athenians
;

but afterward, fearing that they could not be

trusted by them, they sent to Lacedaemon, having chosen
Tisamenus as their envoy. They were joined in the embassy
by the Dorians also, the mother-state of the Lacedaemonians,
with the same petition; for they, too, were much injured by
the ^Etajans. On hearing their request, the Lacedaemonians
determined to send out this colony, from a wish to assist both

the TracMnians and the Dorians. Besides, they thought the

town would be placed advantageously for them with respect
to the war with the Athenians; for a fleet might be equipped
so as to have a short passage to Euboea, and it would be use-

ful for marching to Thrace. Indeed on all accounts they
were anxious to found the place. They first consulted there-

fore the god at Delphi ;
and on his advising them to do it,

they dispatched the settlers, taken both from their own
citizens and from the Periceci, and gave permission to any of

the rest of the Greeks that wished to accompany them, ex-

cept lonians, Ach scans, and some other races. Three of the

Lacedemonians led them as founders of the colony, Leon,

Alcidas, and Damagon. When they had established them-

selves in the country, they fortified anew tho city which is now
called Heraclea, distant about forty stades from Thermopylae,
and twenty from the sea. They also provided themselves with

docks, beginning to build them at Thermopylae, just by the

pass, that they might the more easily be defended by them.
ii-'i. When this town was being thus jointly founded, tho

All.--mans wore a ! first alarmed, thinking that it was being set
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up chiefly for tho annoyance of Euboea, because the passage
to Cinseum in that island is a short one. The event, how-

ever, afterward proved contrary to their expectation, for no

danger arose from it, And the reason was this. The Thes-

salians, who had dominion in these parts, and to the injury of

whoso territory the place was being founded, fearing they
mi^ht prove very powerful neighbors, continually harassed
and made war upon the new settlers, till they wore down
their strength, though at first they had been very numerous

;

for as the Lacedaemonians were the founders of the town,

every one went to it with confidence, thinking it a place of

security. It was, however, the Lacedaemonian officers them-

selves, who went to it, that chiefly contributed to ruining its

interests, and reducing it to a scanty population, by frighten-

ing away the greater part, and governing harshly, and in

some cases not fairly, so that their neighbors then pre-
vailed over them more easily.

94. The same summer, and about the same time that the

Athenians were detained at Melos, the forces on board the thirty

ships that were cruising about the Peloponnese first of all laid

an ambush at Ellomenus in Leucadia, and cut off some garrison

troops ;
and afterward came against Leucas with a larger force,

and with all the Acarnanians, who accompanied them in a

body, except the ./Eniadse, and with the Zacynthians and

Cephallenians, and fifteen ships of the Corcyrseans. The Leu-

cadians, on the wasting of their territory, both without and
within the isthmus, on which stands Leucas and the temple of

Apollo, being overpowered by such numbers, remained quiet ;

while the Acarnaniaiis requested Demosthenes, the general of

the Athenians, to cut them off by a wall, thinking that they

might then easily take them by storm, and so be rid of a city
which was always hostile to them. But Demosthenes was per-
suaded at the same time by the Messanians that it was a fine

opportunity for him, with so large an army collected together,
to attack the ^Etolians, who were hostile to Naupactus, and by
reducing whom he would easily win for Athens the rest of the

continent in these parts. For they represented to him that the

nation of the ^Etolians, though numerous and warlike, were yet
not difficult to subdue before succors reached them, as they
lived in unfortified villages, and those far apart, and used but

light armor. And they advised him to attack in the first place
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the Apodotians, next the Ophioneans, and after them the

Eurvtanians, which are the largest division of the nation, speak-

ing, it is said, the most unintelligible language, and being canni-

bals; for if these were subdued, the rest would readily surrender.

95. He consented to do so, out of regard for the Messanians,
and still more because he thought, that without employing the

forces of Athens, with only continental tribes as his allies, and
with the ^Etolians, he would be able to go by land against
the Boeotians, through the Locri Ozolae to Cytiniurn in Doris,

keeping Parnassus on his right hand till he readied the Pho-

cians, who, he thought, would eageiiy join him, for the friend-

ship they had always borne the Athenians, or might be

brought over by force
;
and to Phocis Boeotia is at once the

bordering state. Starting therefore with all his armament
from Leucas, in opposition to the wishes of the Acarnanians,
he coasted along to Sollium. There he communicated his

plan to the Acarnanians
;
and when they did not assent to it in

consequence of his refusal to invest Leucas, ho himself with

the remainder of the force, the Cephallenians, Messanians,

Zacynthians, and the three hundred epibatce
1 from his own

ships (for the fifteen Corcyrsean vessels had gone away), made
an expedition against the .^Etolians, having his head-quarters
at ^Eneon iu Locris. Now the Locri O/ola 1 were allies of the

Athenians, and were to meet them in full force in the heart of

the country : for as they bordered on the ^Etolians, and were,

similarly equipped, they were thought likely to prove of great

service in acting with them, from their acquaintance both with

the jEtolian mode of fighting and with the localities.

96. After bivouacing with the army in the sacred preciiic'

of the Nemean Jupiter, in which Ilesiod the poet is said to have

been killed by the people of this country, an oracle having
before declared that he should meet with this fate at K<

in the morning he set out and marched into /Ktolia. On the

first day lie took 1'otidanea; on the second, Crocyleum ;
and

on the third, Tichium, when; ho halted, and sent otF his

booty to Eupalium in Locris; for he intended, when he had

sulvlued the other parts, to make ;i subsequent expedition

:i'.i;ainst, the Ophionians, if they would not surrender, after re-

turmng to Naupactus. But the ./Etolians were both aware of

1

i.
e.., tho heavy-armed soldiers who served oil board ship, answering

to our marines.
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these preparations when he first formed his designs against

them, and when the army had invaded their country they
came to the rescue with a great force, all of them, so that even

the most distant of the Ophionians, who '

stretch toward the

Median Gulf, the Borniensians and Calliensians, joined in

bringing aid.

97. Now the Messanians gave Demosthenes the following

advice, as they also did at first. Assuring him that the reduc-

tion of the ^Etolians was easy, they urged him to go as quickly
as possible against their villages, and not wait till the whole

people should unite and oppose him, but to endeavor suc-

cessively to make himself master of each village before

him. 1

Being thus persuaded by them, and relying on his for-

tune, because nothing ever went against him, without waiting
for those who should have reinforce 1 him (for he was most in

want of light-armed dartmen) he advanced for JEgitium, and
took it by assault, the inhabitants flying before him, and post-

ing themselves on the hills round the town
;

for it stood on

high ground, at the distance of about eighty stades from the

sea. The ^Etolians (for they had now come to the rescue of

^Egitium) charged the Athenians and their allies, running
down from the hills in different directions, and plied them
with darts; retreating when the Athenian force advanced

against them, and pressing it close when it retired. And for

a long time this was the character of the engagement re-

peated pursuing and retreating in both of which the Athe-

nians had the worse.

98. Now so long as they saw that their archers had their

arrows and were able to use them, they continued to resist ;

for, when harassed by the bowmen, the JEtolians, being a light-

armed force, retired. But when, after the fall of their leader,

the archers were dispersed, and they themselves distressed by

enduring for a long time the same labor, and the ./Etolians

were pressing hard on them, and pouring their darts on them
;

then indeed they turned and fled, and falling into pathless ra-

vines and places with which they were unacquainted, were cut

off: for the guide who showed them the way, Chromon the Mes-

sanian, had been killed. And the ^Etolians, still plying them
with missiles, by their rapid movements (for they are swift of

1

Or, "as it came in his way." Literally, "at his feet." Compare
Herodotus, 3. 79, ndvra nva rtiv Muywv TOV iv iroal yivopevov,

X)
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foot and light-armed) took many of them there in the rout,
and put them to the sword

;
but the greater part missing their

way and rushing into the forest, from which there were no roads

out, they brought fire and burnt it round them. Indeed the

Athenian forces were subjected to every form of flight and

death, and it was with difficulty that the survivors escaped to

the sea and to (Eneon in Locris, the same place from which

they had set out. Great numbers of the allies Avere slain,

and of the Athenians themselves about a hundred and twenty
heavy-armed so many in number, and all in the prime of

their youth. These were the best men of the city of Athens
that fell during this war. One of the generals also, namely,
Procles, was slain. Having taken up their dead under truce,
and retired to Naupactus, they afterward went with their

shirs to Athens. But Demosthenes staid behind in the

neighborhood of Naupactus and those parts, being afraid of

the Athenians in consequence of what had been done.

99. About the same period the Athenians on the coast of

Sicily sailed to Locris, and in a descent which they made on
the country, defeated those of the Locrians who camo against

them, and took a guard-fort which stood on the river Ilalex.

100. The same summer the ^Etolians, having before [the
invasion of their country] sent as envoys to Corinth and

Laceda3inon, Tolophus the Ophionean, Boriades the Eury-
tanian, and Tisander the Apodotian, persuaded them to send

them an army to attack Naupactus, because it had brought
the Athenians against them. And the Lacedaemonians dis-

patched about autumn three thousand heavy-armed of the

allies
;

five hundred of whom were from llcraclca, their newly
kbunded city in Trachis. Eurylochus, a Spartan, had the

command of the force, accompanied by Macarius and Mene-

daeus, who were also Spartans.
101. 'When the army had assembled at Delphi, Eurylochus

sent a herald to the Locri Ozokc
;

for the route to iXaupaetus
was through their territory, and moreover he wished to make
them revolt from the Athenians. Those among the Locri-

ans who most forwarded his views were the Ainphissians,
who were alarmed in consequence of the enmity of the I'ho-

cians. These first gave hostages themselves, and persuaded
the rest to do so, in their fear of the invading army ;

first the

Myonaans, who were their neighbors (for on this side Locris
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is most difficult to enter), then the Ipneans, Messapians, Tri-

taeans, Chalaeans, Tolophonians, IIr>-i :i nx, . n,l (Kantheans.

AH these joined the expedition ulso. The Olpa-ans g;iv*

S but did not accompany them; while the Hyaeans re-

fused to give hostages, till they took a village belonging to

them, called Polis.

102. When every thing was prepared, and ho had placed
tin- host:t^'s at Cytinium in Doris, he advanced with his army
.iiriinst Naupactus, through the territory of the Locrinns;
and on his march took (Eneon, one of their towns, and Eupa-
liuin

;
for they refused to surrender. When they had reached

the Naupactiao territory, and the ^Etolians also had now come
to their aid, they ravaged the country, and took the suburb

1

of the capital, which was unfortified. They also went against
and took Molyenium, which, though a colony from Corinth,
was subject to the Athenians. Now Demosthenes, the Athe-

nian (for after what had happened in ^Etolia, he was still in

the neighborhood of Naupactus) having previous notice of

the armament, and being alarmed for the town, went and per-
suaded the Acarnanians (though with difficulty, on account of

his retreat from Leucas) to go to the relief of Naupactus.

Accordingly they sent with him on board his ships a thousand

heavy-armed, who threw themselves into the place and saved

it. For the walls being extensive, and the garrison small,

there was reason to fear that they might not hold out. When
Eurylochus and his colleagues found that this force had enter-

ed the town, and that it was impossible to take it by storm,

they withdrew, not toward the Peloponnese, but to ^Eolis,

which is now called Calydon and Pleuron,
3
with the places in

that quarter, and to Proschium in ^Etolia. For the Ambra-
ciots had come to them, and urged them to make, in concert

1 "Wo have no term exactly answering to the Greek irpoacrmm-, or,

"approach to the city," for, as Arnold observes on IV. 69. 5,
" was not

what we call a suburb, but rather an open space like tho parks in Lon-
'<>n. partly planted with trees, and containing public walks, colonnades,

temples, and the houses of some of the principal citizens. It wa
as a Around for reviews of the army and for public games. At Roino

:ipus Martius was exactly what the Greeks call npoaaTeiov."
i. e. (as Arnold explains it, after Wasse, Palmer, and Kruso), tho

district once called vEolis was now called by tho names of tho two prin-
cipal towns in it, Calydon and Pleuron. Poppo and Goller understand
it as the ancient name of Calydou alone.
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with themselves, an attack upon the Amphiloehian Argos and
the rest of that country, and upon Acarnania at the same time

;

telling them that if they made themselves masters of these

countries, the whole of the continent would be united in alli-

ance with the Lacedaemonians. So Eurylochus consented,
and having dismissed the vEtolians, remained quiet with his

army in that neighborhood, till he should have to assist the

Ambraciots, on their taking the field before Argos. And se-

tae summer ended.

103. The following winter, the Athenians in Sicily having
marched with their Grecian allies, and as many of the Sieels

as joined them in the war being either subject by force to

the Syracusans or allies who had revolted from them

against Inessa, the Sieel town, the citadel of which was held

by the Syracusans, attacked it, and, not being able to take it,

retired. On their return, the Syracusans from the citadel

fell on the allies as they were retiring somewhat after the

Athenians, and routed a division of their army, and killed no
small number. After this, Laches and the Athenians, with
the fleet, made some descents upon the Locrian territory, by
the river Ccecinus, and defeated in battle those of the Locrians

who came out against them with Proxenus the son of Capaton,
about three hundred in number, and having taken some arms,

departed.
104. The same winter also the Athenians purified Delos, in

obedience, as they professed, to a certain oracle. For I'isistra-

tus the tyrant had also purified it before; not the whole of

the island, but as much of it as was within sight of the tem-

ple. At this time, however, the whole of it was purified in

the following manner. All the sepulchers of those who had

died in Delos they removed, and commanded that in future no
OTIC should either die in the island or bear a child, but that

[in such cases all should] be carried across to K'henea. (This
Uhenea is so short a distance from Delos, that L'olycrates the

tyrant of Samos, after being powerful at sea for a consider-

able time, and ruling over the rest of the islands, and taking

Rhenea, dedicated it to the Delian Apollo, by connecting i!

with Delos by a chain). It was at this time, too, after the

purification, that the Athenians first celebrated the (juiiujucn-
nial festival of the, Delian games. There had been, ho\.

even in very early times, a great assembly of the lonians and
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the neighboring islanders held at Delos
;

for they used to

come t<> the I'ea-t with their wives and children, ;is tin- lonians

now do to tli.- Kjthesiau festivals, and gymnastic and mu.-i'-al

contests \v ; heM, and the different cities took up bands of

dancers. Homer shows most clearly that such was the case,

in the following verses, taken from a hymn to Apollo.

" Anon to Delos, Phoebus, wouldst thou come,
Still most delighting in thine island-home

;

"Where the long-robed lonians thronging meet,
With wives and children, at thy hallow'd seat

;

With buffets, dance, and song extol thy name,
And win thy smile upon their solemn game."

That there was a musical contest also, and that they went to

take part in it, he shows again in the following verses, taken

from the same hymn. For after mentioning the Delian dance

of the women, he ends his praise of the god with these verses,

in which he also makes mention of himself.

" Now be Apollo kind, and Dian too
;

And ye, fair Delian damsels, all adieu !

But in your memory grant me still a home
;

And oft as to your sacred isle may come
A pilgrim care-worn denizen of earth,
And ask, while joining in your social mirth,
'

Maidens, of all the bards that seek your coast,
1 Who sings the sweetest, and who charms you most ?'

Then answer one and all, with gracious smile,
'A blind old man who lives in Chios' rocky isle.'

"

Such evidence does Homer afford of there having been, even

in early times, a great assembly and festival at Delos. But

afterward, though the islanders and the Athenians sent the

bands of dancers with sacrifices, the games and the greater

part of the observances were abolished as is most probable,

through adversity until the Athenians held the games at that

time, with horse-races, which before had not been usual.

105. The same winter the Ambraciots, as they had prom-
ised Eurylochus when they retained his army, marched forth

against the Amphilochian Argos with three thousand heavy-
urn led

;
and entering the Argive territory, occupied Olpse, a

stronghold on a hill near the sea, which the Acarnanians

had once fortified, and used as their common place of meet-

ing for judicial purposes ;
its distance from the city of Argos

on the coast being about twenty-five stades. Now some of
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the Acarnauians went to the relief of Argos, while others en-

camped in Amphilochia, in tlic place called Crena?,
1

being on
the watch to prevent the Peloponnesians with Eurylochus
passing through unobserved to the Ambraciots. They also

sent for Demosthenes, who had commanded the Athenian ex-

pedition against ^Etolia, to be their leader
;
and for the twenty

Athenian ships that happened to be cruising about the Pelo-

ponnese, under the command of Aristoteles son of Timocrates,
and Hierophon sen of Antimnestus. The Ambraciots at Olpie
also sent a messenger to their city, desiring them to come in

full force to their assistance, fearing that the troops under

Eurylochus might not be able to effect a passage through
the Acarnanians, and that they themselves might either have,

to fight unsupported, or, if they wished to retreat, find it un-

safe to do so.

106. The Peloponnesians with Eurylochus, therefore, find-

ing that the Ambraciots at Olpae were come, set out from Pros-

chium and went as quickly as possible to their aid
;
and having

crossed the Acheloiis, proceeded througli Acarnania, which
was left deserted in consequence of the reinforcement sent to

Argos ; keeping on their right hand the city of the Stratians

witli their garrison, and on the left the rest of Acarnania.

After passing the territory of the Stratians, they pn>eer,l<",l

through Phytia, and again through Medeon, along the bor-

ders; then through Limmca; and so they entered the territory
of the ^Egra3ans, which formed no part of Acarnania, but was

friendly to themselves. Then, having reached Mount Thy-
amus, which is uncultivated, they proceeded across it, and so

rani'- down into the Argivc country by night, and passing
Unobserved between the city of Argos and the Acarnanian

posts at Crena^, joined the Ambraciots at Olpa3.
107. Having thus effected a union at day-break, they sat

down at the place called Metropolis, and formed their encamp-
ment Not long after, the Athenians came with their twenty

ships into the Ambracian Gulf to assist the Arrives; and

1 ) 'inns! henes arrived with two hundred heavy-armed of the

.linns, and sixty Athenian archers. The iLvt therefore,

at Olpa; blockaded the hill from the sea; AY hi!'- tin- Acarnani-

ans and a fcw of the Amphilochians (for the majority were

forcibly detained by the Ambraciots) had by this time met at

1

Corresponding exactly to our " Wells."
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Argos, and were preparing to engage with the enemy, haying-

appointed Demosthenes as commander of the whole army in

concert with their own generals. He, having led them near

to Olpae, encamped there; a great ravine separating their

armies. For five days they remained still, but on the sixth

both sides drew up for battle. And as the force of the Pc-

loponnesians was the larger, and outflanked, his, Demosthenes,
;

''-:irinj that he might be surrounded, placed in ambush in a

hollow way covered with a thicket, a body of heavy and light-

armed troops, four hundred in all, that on the flank of tho

enemy which reached beyond his own, these troops might riso

up in the very midst of the conflict and take them in their

rear. When the preparations were completed on both sides,

they closed in battle. Demosthenes occupied the right wing with

the Messanians and the few Athenians
;
while the remainder

of the line was formed by the Acarnanians in their several

divisions, and the Amphilochian dartmen that were present.
The Peloponnesians and Ambraciots were drawn up without

distinction, excepting the Mantineans, who kept together
more on the left, though not in the extremity -of the flank, for

the extreme left was held by Eurylochus and hin men, opposed
to the Messanians and Demosthenes.

108. When the Peloponnesians, being now engaged, out-

flanked their opponents, and were surrounding their right,
the Acarnanians, rising from the ambuscade, fell on them in

the rear, and broke them
;
so that they did not stand to make

any resistance, and, moreover, by their panic threw their

main army into flight ;
for when they saw tho division of

Eurylochus, and the bravest of their forces being cut to pieces,

they were far more alarmed. It was the Messanians, posted
in that part of the field with Demosthenes, that performed tho

chief part of the work. But the Ambraciots rind those in the

right wing defeated the division opposed to them, and pur-
sued it back to Argos; for they are the most ws.riike of all in

those parts. When, however, on their return they saw their

main army defeated, and the rest of the Acarriiinians were

pressing them closely, they escaped with difficulty into Olpse ;

and many of them were killed, while they hurried on without

any order, excepting the Mantineans, who kept their rank:-,

best of all the army during the retreat. And so tho battle

ended, after lasting till evening.
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109. The next day Menedaeus, who on the death of Eury-
lochus and Macarius had succeeded to the sole command,
was at a loss, since so great a defeat had been experienced,
to see in what way he should either remain and sustain a

siege cut off as he was by land, and at the same time,

through the presence of the Athenian fleet, by sea or should

escape if he retreated. He therefore made proposals to De-

mosthenes and the Acarnanians for a truce, and permission to

retire, as well as for the recovery of his dead. They re-

stored him his dead, and themselves erected a trophy, and

took up their own dead, about three hundred in number
;
but

for permission to retire they did not openly grant any truce

to the whole army; but Demosthenes and his Acarnanian

colleagues secretly granted one to the Mantineans, arid Me-

neda3us and the other Peloponnesian commanders, to retreat

with all speed ; wishing to strip of their supporters the Am-
braciots and the mercenary host of foreigners ;

but most of all

desiring to raise a prejudice against the Lacedaemonians and

Peloponnesians among the Greeks in those parts, from the

impression of their having betrayed their friends, and deemed
their own interest of more importance. They, then, took up
their dead, and were burying them with all speed, as circum-

stances allowed; while those who had received permission
were planning their retreat.

110. Now tidings were brought to Demosthenes and the

Acarnanians, that the Ambraciots at home, in compliance
with the first message from Olpas, were marching in full force

with succors through Amphilochia, with a wish to join their

countrymen at Olpsc, and knowing nothing of what had hap-

pened. Accordingly he straightway sent a division to lay
ambushes beforehand in the roads, and to preoccupy the

strong positions; while with the rest of his army he prepared
to march against them.

111. Meanwhile the Mantineans, and those to whom tho

truce had been granted, going out under the pretext of

'gathering herbs and fire-wood, secretly went awav in small

parties, picking up at the same time, the things for which they

professed to have left the camp : but when they had now pro-
ceeded some distance, from <

>!pa-, they began to retreat at a

quicker pace. The Ambraciots and the rest, as many as hap-
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pened thus to have gone out with them in a body,
1 when they

found that they were gone away, themselves also jmslmd for-

ward, and began running, on purpose to overtake them. But
the Acarnauians at first, thought that all alike were flying
without permission, and began to pursue the Peloponnesians ;

and when some even of their generals tried to stop them, and

said that permission had been granted to the Peloponnesians,
one or two men threw their darts at them, believing that

they were being betrayed. Afterward, however, they let the

Mant means and Peloponnesians go away, but killed the Am-
braciots. And there was much contention and difficulty in

distinguishing whether a man was an Ambraciot or a Pelo-

ponnesian. They killed some two hundred of them
;
the rest

escaped into Agrea, a bordering territory, and Salaethus,

kini; of the Agraeans, being their friend, received them.

112. The Ambraciots from the city arrived at Idomene.

This town consists of two high hills
;
the greater of which,

after night had come on, the troops sent forward from the

camp by Demosthenes preoccupied unobseved
;

while the

Ambraciots had previously ascended the smaller, and bivou-

aced on it. Demosthenes, after supper, marched with the

rest of the army as soon as it was evening ;
himself with half

of his force making for the pass, the remainder proceeding
over the mountains of Amphilochia. At dawn of day he fell

upon the Ambraciots, while they were yet in their beds, and
had had no notice of his measures, but much rather imagined
that his forces were their own countrymen. For Demosthenes

had purposely posted the Messenians first, with orders to ad-

dress them, speaking in the Doric dialect, and so creating con-

fidence in the sentinels
;

while at the same time they were not

visible to the eye, as it was still night. When therefore he

fell upon them, they routed them, and slew the greater part
on the spot; the rest rushed in flight over the mountains.

But as the roads were preoccupied, and the Amphilochians,
moreover, were well acquainted with their own country, and

light-armed against a heavy-armed enemy, whereas the Am-
braciots were unacquainted with it, and knew not which way
to turn, they perished by falling into ravines, and the arn-

1

'A.6p6ot seems to be in opposition to /car' ohiyovs in the preceding
section. Or it may signify, as Arnold takes it, in such numbers as would

justify the experiment, which small parties might think too hazardous.

10*
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bushes that had been previously laid. After attempting

every mode of escape, some of them also turned to th-

which was not far off; and when they saw the Athenian

ships coasting along shore at the time that the affair hap-

pened, they swam to them, in their present alarm thinking
it better to be slain, if they must, by those on board, than

by their barbarous and most bitter enemies, the Amphi-
lochians. The Ambraciots then were destroyed in this man-

ner, and only few of many escaped to their city. The

Acaruanians, after stripping the dead, and erecting trophies,
returned to Argos.

113. The next day there came to them a herald from the

Ambraciots who had fled from Olpse into Agrnca, to ask per-
mission to take up the dead whom they had slain after the

first engagement, when they left the camp without permission
with the Mantineans and those who had received it. At

sight of the arms taken from the Ambraciots from the city,

the herald was astonished at their number
;

for he was not

acquainted with the disaster, but imagined that they had be-

longed to their own party. And some one asked him why
he was so astonished

;
and how many of them had been killed

;

his interrogator again supposing him to be the herald from the

troops at Idomene. lie said,
" About two hundred." His in-

terrogator, taking him up, said, "These then are evidently not

the arms [of such a number], but of more than a thousand."

The herald said in reply,
" Then they are not the arms of

those who fought with us." He answered, "Yes, they arc;

if at least it was you that fought yesterday at Idomene." k> We

fought with no one yesterday ;
but the day before, on our

retreat." "Ay, but we fought yesterday with these, who
had come as a reinforcement from the city of the Ambr.-.,

AVhen the herald heard that, and learned that the reinforce-

isirnt from the city had been cut off, breaking out into wailing,

nnd astounded at the magnitude of the present evils, he re-

turned without executing his commission, and no longer asked

back the bodies. For this was the greatest disaster that,

befell any one Grecian city in an equal number of days during
the course of this war: and I have not recorded the numl < ,s

of the slain, because the multitude said to have fallen is in-

credible, in comparison with the si/e of the city. 1 know,

however, that if the Acarnanians and Amphilochians had
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wished, in compliance with the advice of Demosthenes, to

take Anibracia, they would have done so on the first assault :

but as it was, they were afraid that the Athenians, if they had

possession of it, might prove more troublesome neighbors to

themselves.

114. After this, they allotted a third of the spoils to the

Athenians, and divided the rest among their several cities.

Those given to the Athenians were taken while on their

voyage home
;
and what are now deposited in the temples of

Attica, are three hundred full suits of armor, which were

reserved for Demosthenes, and with which he sailed back
home

;
his restoration after the disaster in ^Etolia being ren-

dered more safe in consequence of this achievement. The
Athenians on board the twenty ships also returned to Nau-

pactus. The Acarnanians and Amphilochians, on the de-

parture of the Athenians arid of Demosthenes, granted a truce

to the Ambraciots and Peloponnesians who had taken refuge
with Salynthus and the Agraeans, to return from ^Eniadse,
whither they had removed from the country of Salynthus.
And to provide for the future, they also concluded a treaty
and alliance for a hundred years with the Ambraciots, on
these conditions : that neither the Ambraciots should march
with the Acarnanians against the Peloponnesians, nor the

Acarnanians with the Ambraciots against the Athenians
;

but that they should succor each other's country; and that

the Ambraciots should restore whatever towns or hostages

they held from the Amphilochians, and not go to the assist-

ance of Anactorium, which was hostile to the Acarnanians.

Having made these arrangements, they put an end to the war.

Afterward the Corinthians sent a garrison of their owrn citi-

zens to Ambracia, consisting of three hundred heavy-armed,
under the command of Xenoclides son of Euthycles, who
reached their destination by a difficult route through Epirus.
Such was the conclusion of the measures in Ambracia.

115. The Athenians in Sicily the same winter made a de-

scent from their ships on the territory of Himera, in concert

with the Sicels, who had mado an irruption on its borders

from the interior
; they also sailed against the islands of

^Eolus. On their return to Rhegium they found that Py-
thodorus sou of Isolochus, a general of the Athenians, had

come to succeed to the command of the ships under Laches;
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the allies in Sicily having sailed and persuaded the Athe-

nians to assist them with more vessels. For though the Sy-
racusans commanded their land, yet, as they were cxchnU-d

from the sea by only a few ships, they were making prepara-

tions, and raising a fleet, with a determination not to put up
with it. And the Athenians manned forty ships to send to

them
; thinking that so the war in that quarter would he more

speedily brought to a conclusion, and at the same time wishing
to practice their men in seamanship. They dispatched there-

fore one of their commanders, Pythodorus, with a few ships ;

intending to send out Sophocles son of Sostradides, and Eu-

rymedon son of Thucles, with the larger squadron. So Pytho-

dorus, being now in command of Laches' ships, sailed at the

close of the winter to the fort of the Locrians, which Laches

had formerly taken; and returned after being defeated in

battle by the Locrians.

116. Just about the beginning of this spring, the fire flood

issued from ^Etna, as it had done on former occasions, and

destroyed some of the territory of the Catanseans, who live on

Mount ^Etna, the largest mountain in Sicily. It is said that

this eruption took place fifty years after the preceding one
;

and that it has occurred three times in all since Sicily has

been inhabited by the Greeks. These were the events of this

winter
;
and so ended the sixth year of this war, of which

Timcydideg wrote the history.



BOOK IV.

1. THE following summer, about the time of the corn's

coming into ear, ten Syracusan ships and an equal number of

Locrians sailed and occupied Messana in Sicily, at the in-

vitation of the inhabitants
;
and so Messana revolted from the

Athenians. This was chiefly done by the Syracusans be-

cause they saw that the place afforded an approach to Sicily,
and were afraid that the Athenians might hereafter make it

their head-quarters and proceed against them with a larger
force

; by the Locrians, for hatred of the people of Rhe-

gium, and with a wish to reduce them by hostilities on both

sides. At the same time too the Locrians had invaded the

territory of Rhegium with all their forces, to prevent their

going to the rescue of Messana, and also at the instigation of

some exiles from Rhegium who were with them. For that

town had been for a long time torn by faction, and it was im-

possible at the present time to resist the Locrians
;

for which
reason they were the more determined to attack them. After

devastating the country, the Locrians retired with their land-

forces, but their ships remained to guard Messana
;
and others

that were being manned were to go to that station, and carry
on the war from it.

2. About the same period of the spring, before the corn was

ripe, the Peloponnesians and their allies made an incursion into

Attica, under the conduct of Agis son of Achidamus, king of

the Lacedaemonians
;
and pitching their camp in the country,

proceeded to lay it waste. But the Athenians dispatched the

forty ships to Sicily, as they had been preparing to do,
and the remaining generals, Eurymedon and Sophocles; for

Pythodorus, the third of them, had already arrived in Sicily
before them. These they also ordefed to attend, as they sailed

by the island, to those of the Corcyreans who were in the city,

and who were bein^ plundered by the exiles on the mountain
;

sixty ships having likewise sailed from the Peloponnese to assist
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those on the mountain, and with an idea, that as there was a

great famine in the city, they should easily possess themselves

of the government. Demosthenes, who had continued in a

private capacity since his return from Acarnania, was, at his

own request, authorized by them to use that fleet, if he wished,
for service ubout the Pelopounese.

3. When, on their voyage, they were off Laconia, and heard
that the Peloponnesian ships were already at Corcyra, Euryme-
don and Sophocles were for hastening thither, but Demosthenes
desired them to touch first at Pylus, and after doing what was

necessary, then to proceed on their voyage. While they wore

making objections, ?, storm happened to come on, and carried

the fleet to Pylus. So Demosthenes immediately begged them
to fortify the place (for this, he said, was his object in sailing
with them), and showed them that there was great abundance
of timber and stone, and that the post was a strong one, and un-

occupied, both itself and a considerable distance of the country
round. For Pylus is about four hundred stades from Sparta,
and is situated in what was once the Messanian territory, be-

ing called by the Lacedaemonians Coryphasium. But the com-
manders said that there were many unoccupied promontories in

the Pelopounese, if he wished to put the state to expense by
occupying them. lie, however, considered that this was a more

advantageous post tlinn any other, inasmuch as then? was a

harbor close by, and the Messanians, who in oarlv times were
connected with the place, and spoke the same dialect with the

Lacedaemonians, would do them very great injury by their ex-

cursions from it, and at the same time be trusty guardians of

the place.
4. When he could not convince either the generals or the

soldiers, having subsequently communicated his views to the

subordinate officers also, he remained quiet from stress of

weather; till the soldiers thcmselv. s, in their want of occupa-

tion, were seized with a desire t-> set t, > and fortify the post.

Accordingly they took the work in hand, and proceeded with

it, though they had no iron tools, but, carried stones jn

(hey picked them nj),
and

y^ut
th-'iii ;

<

rally

might happi'ii to fit; while the mortar, wherever it, was ne-

to use any, for want of hods they carried on their

back, stooping down in such a way that it, might, Ix-si. lie on,
mid clasping their hands behind them, to ]>re\rn! ils tailing
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oil". Indeed in every way they inado haste t

an-, 1'V f>:ii|'!-:i:i^ tho most assailable joints of

the w<
:li.-y

eame t tin- n-sc.ue; for tho great- r
j.;irt

of ill.- position was strong l.y nature, ami had no need of

fortifications.

5. Now tho Lacedaemonians happened to bo celebrat;

.! ; anl, ui-T.-over, when tiny In-ard it, they made light

of it, thinking that when they t >.]; tin- field, either tin-

v/ouM no- wait th-ir attack, or they should easily tako the place

by storm. To a certain extent also the fact of their army being
still before Athens delayed them. So the Athenians, after forti-

fying " side toward the interior, and what most
reiniir.-.l i

f
,

1 H Demosthenes there with five ships to protect the

place, while wiih the main body of the fleet they hastened on
their 'mvyra and Sicily.

6. When tho Poloponnesians in Attica heard of tho occupa-
tion .if l'\ Ins they returned home with all speed; for the

daemonians and Agfa their kiiiLf thought that the affair of Pylus
ted them

; and, besides, having made their incursion

earlv in the season, and while the com was still greet;.
i.i want of provisions for most of their troops; while

\\cather, rimiinir on with greater violence than was
usual at that season, distressed the anny. So that for many
reasons it happened that they returned quicker than usual, and

'ris was the shortest incursion they had mad'-; for thev

.ned in Attica but fifteen days.
7. At this sarao period, Sirnoni Athenian com-

nia;il r, having got together a few Athenians from the guarl-
^t.iti.;is ;.n 1 a large body of tho allies in that neighborhood,
took possession of Eion in Thrae-, a colony from Mende,
and hostile [to Athens], \\hidi was betrayed to him. But

'lalcidians and BottUBam having immediately come to

its rescue, ho was beaten out of it, and lost many of his

soldi

8. On tho return of the Peloponnesians from Attica, tho

Spartans themselves and th" m- -;iv>t of tho Perccici immedi-

ately went to the rescue of Pylus; but tho other Lace*:

nians were nion- sl-w i:i inar.-hin^ against it, as they ha<l but

just reached home from a diill-r y
ed orders also through the rest of the Peloponn.- io bring up
their reinforcements to Pylus as quirkly as poarible, an-1 sent
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for their sixty ships at Corcyra. These having been hauled
over the isthmus of Leucas, and having so escaped the ol>-

tion of the Athenian fleet at Zacynthus, reached Pylus ;
the

land-forces also having by that time arrived. While the Pelo-

ponnesians were yet sailing up, Demosthenes anticipated them

by secretly sending two ships with a message to Eurymedon
and the Athenians on board the fleet at Zacynthus to join him,
as the place was in danger. So the ships sailed with all speed,

according to the orders of Demosthenes
;
while the Lacedemo-

nians prepared to assault the place both by land and sea, hoping
easily to take a building completed in haste, and with only a

few men in it. At the same time, expecting the arrival of the

Athenian fleet from Zacynthus to its relief they intended, in

case of their not having taken it before, to bar also the entrances

into the harbor, that the Athenians might not be able to come
to anchor in it. For the island that is called Spliacteria both

secures the harbor, by stretching in a line with it, and close off

it, and narrows its entrances
;
on one side, near the Athenian

fortifications and Pylus, leaving a passage for two ships ;
on the

other, toward the rest of the mainland, for eight or nine. It

was all woody and pathless from its desert condition, and in

extent about fifteen stades. The entrances then they intended to

bar with a close line of vessels, with their heads looking outward,
while fearing this island, lest the enemy should carry on their

operations against them from it, they conveyed over some

heavy-armed troops into it, and posted others along the main-

land. For so they thought that both the island would be

unfavorable to the Athenians, and the mainland also, as it did

not afford any landing-place; for the shores of Pylus itself

outside tho inlet, looking toward the open sea, would present
no ground from which they might proceed to the aid of their

countrymen ;
and so they should storm the place, in all proba-

bility, without the risk of a sea-fight, as then- wnv no provisions
in it, ami it had been occupied after short preparation. Hav-

ing adopted these resolutions, accordingly they conveyed over

the hea\ \-arnied into the island, drafting them by lot from

all the lochi.
1 There liad also been some others sent over

before in turns; but these last who went, and who were

left there, were four hundred and twenty in number, with

1 On these divisions of tho Lacedaemonian army, seo Arnold's note,

V. G8. 3.
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their attendant Helots
;

their commander being Epitadas son

of Molobrus.

9. Dci!i">thcnrs, seeing tlie Lacedsemonians about to attack

him both by sea and land at once, made his own preparations

also; ami having drawn up under the fortifications the tri-

r.-nirs he had remaining from those that had been left him, ho
inclosed them in a stockade, and armed the crews taken but

of them with shields of an inferior kind, and in most cases

made of osiers. For it was not possible in so lonely a place
to provide themselves with arms

;
but even these they had got

fi-i'in a thirty-oared privateer and skiff belonging to some

nians, who happened to have come to them. Of these

Messanians tlu-re were also about forty heavy-armed, whose
<-s he used with the rest. The main body, both of the

unarmed and the armed, he posted at the most fortified and
secure points of the place, facing the interior, with orders to

repel the land-forces, should they make an assault
;

while ho

himself, having picked from the whole force sixty heavy-
armed and a few bowmen, proceeded outside the wall to the

sea, where he most expected that they would attempt a land-

ing, on "ground which was difficult, indeed, and rocky, look-

ing as it did to the open sea, but still, as their wall was weak-

est at that point,
1 he thought that this would tempt them

to be eager in attacking it. For they built it of no great

strength just there, expecting never to be beaten at sea them-

selves; and also thinking that if the enemy once forced a

landing, the place then became easy to take. At this point
then he went down to the very sea, and posted his heavy-
armed, to prevent a landing, if possible ;

while he encouraged
them with these Avords :

10.
"
Soldiers, who have shared with me this adventure, let

none of you in such an emergency wish to show himself clever
1
I hnvo followed the usual interpretation of this sentence, though tho

sense can not fairly bo drawn from the words as they now stand. Kithcr

uv must be supplied with iTrcamioaadai, or it must bo changed into tho

future, as Dobreo proposes, even allowing Goller's explanation of tho

following verb being put in tho future : Futuro irpodvui/ciaOat usus est,

quia in tota sententia futurse rei signiflcatio inest." Would it be possible
to avoid tho difficulty by taking emaTruoaaOfit in one of its other senses,
"to win" or "carry" tho wall ? The general usage of Thucydides, I con-

fess, is against this interpretation ; but, on the other hand, there is in all

tho MSS. but one various reading of tho passage, and that would not rem-

edy tho fault in tho tense, if tho ordinary force of tho verb bo retained.
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by calculating the whole amount of the danger that surrounds

us, but rather to charge the enemy with reckless confidence,

and with the probability of escaping by these means. For cir-

cumstances which are as pressing as ours by no means admit

of calculation, but require the danger to be foced as quickly
as possible. But indeed I see the greater part of them fav-

orable to us, if we will but stand our ground, and not, through

being alarmed at the enemy's numbers, throw away the ad-

vantages we have. For the difficulty of landing which the

place presents I consider to be in our favor : for while wo re-

main where we are, this assists us in the struggle ; but if we

retreat, we shall find that though [naturally] difficult, it will

be easy when there is no one to offer resistance. And in that

case we shall find the enemy the more formidable on this very

account, because his retreat will not be easily effected, even

though he may be driven back by us. For while on board their

ships, they are most easy to repel ;
but when they have once

landed, they are then on equal terms with us. Nor should

you be very much alarmed at their numbers
;

for though
groat, they will engage in small detachments, through the im-

possibility of bringing to : and it is not an army on the land,

fighting on equal ground, while superior in numbers
;
but one

on board a fleet, for which, when at sea, many lucky chances

are required [to make it effective]. So that I consider their

difficulties a fair equivalent for our numbers;
1 and at the, same

time I call on you, Athenians as you are, and knowing from ex-

perience B3 you do the nature of a naval descent on the coast

of others, namely, that if a man should stand his ground, and

not retreat for fear of the roaring surf and the terrors of the

ships sailing to shore, he would never be driven back; [I
call

on you, I say,] now in your own case to stand your ground, and

by resisting them along the very beach to save both yoursi-hvs
and the place."

11. When Demosthenes had thus encouraged them, they
\vere more inspirited, and went down against them, and

1 TVith tho use of 7r//}0of in this passage, to signify inferior numbers,
re the frequent use of TOCOVTO^ and ~?//.t.K<>vTor with the same I'IK

dflinite inclining, applying to small quantities or numbers, as well as to

great; e. g., Demosth. Philipp. I. 23, TooavTrjv /iv, uvfipcr 'AOrjvacoi,

did ravm, UTI OVK t:vi vvv r//uv TroprvaaOat 6vvafj.iv ri/v tueivu Traparofo-

"Only BO large a force." So also Soph. Aj. 747, and Kur. Hipp.
804.
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ranged themselves close along the sea. The Lacedaemonians,
moved from their position, and assaulted the fort at the same
time both with their army by land and with their ship", of which

there were forty-three; the" admiral onboard being Thrasymeli-
das, son ofCratesicles, a Spartan. And he assaulted it just where
Demosthenes was expecting him. So the Athenians defended

themselves on both sides, landward and seaward
;
while their

opponents, divided into detachments of a few ships, because

it was not possible for more to bring to, and relieving each

other in turn, were sailing up against them with all eagerness
and mutual exhortation, if by any means they might force

their passage and take the place. The most distinguished of

all, however, was Brasidas. For being captain of a trireme,
and seeing that, in consequence of the difficulty of the posi-

tion, the captains and steersmen, even where it did seem pos-
sible to land, shrunk back and wore cautious of wrecking their

vessels, he shouted out, and said that it was not right to be

chary of timbers, and put up with the enemy's having built a

fort in their country ;
but ho bade them shiver their vessels

to force a landing, and told the allies not to shrink, in return

for great benefits received, to sacrifice their ships for the La-

ceda3inonians on the present occasion, but to run them ashore,
and land by any means, and secure both the men and the place.

12. In this way he urged on the rest, and having compelled
his own steersman to run the ship ashore, he stepped on the

gang-board, and was endeavoring to land when he was cut

down by the Athenians, and fainted away after receiving many
wounds. Having fallen into the ship's bows, his shield slipped
from around his arm into the sea

j
and on its being thrown

ashore, the Athenians picked it up, and afterward used it for

the trophy which they erected for this attack. The rest were

eager to land, but unable, both from the difficulty of the ground
and from the Athenians standing firm and not giving way.
And such was the revolution of fortune, that Athenians fight-

ing from land, and that a part of Laconia, were repelling La-

(vilojmonians when sailing against them
;
while Lacedaemo-

nians were landing from ships, and on their own country,
now hostile to them, to attack Athenians. [I

call it a revo-

lution of fortune,] for it formed at that time the main glory
of the Lacedaemonians, that they were an inland people, and
most powerful by land

;
and of the Athenians, that they
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were a maritime people, and had by far the most powerful
navy.

13. Having then made their attacks during that day and

part of the following, they ceased from them, and on the third

sent some of their ships to Asine, to fetch timber for the con-

struction of their engines ; hoping that though the wall op-

posite the harbor was high, yet as the landing was most

practicable there, they would take it by means of engines.
Meanwhile the Athenian ships from Zacynthus arrived, fifty in

number
;
for they were reinforced by some of the guard-ships

at Naupactus, and four Chians. When they saw both the

mainland and the island crowded with heavy-armed, and the

ships in the harbor, and not sailing out of it
; being at a

loss where to get anchorage, they sailed at the time to the

island of Prote, which is not far off, and is uninhabited, and
there they passed the night. The next day they weighed
anchor in readiness for an engagement in the open sea, should
the enemy be disposed to put out to meet them there

;
if not,

intending to sail in and attack them. They, however, neither

put out to meet them, nor had done what they had intended,
viz. to bar the entrances

;
but remaining quiet on shore, were

manning their ships, and preparing, in case of any one's sail-

ing in, to engage in the harbor, which is of no small extent.

14. The Athenians, on perceiving this, advanced against
them by each entrance

;
and finding most of their ships already

afloat and drawn up to meet them, they attacked and put them
to flight, and chasing them as well as tho short distance per-

mitted, disabled many, and took five, one of them with its

crew
;
while the rest they charged after they had taken ref-

uge under the land. Some too were battered while si ill

being manned, before they got under weigh; while others

they lashed to their own, and began to tow off empty, the crews

having taken to flight. The Lacedaemonians seeing this, and

being exceedingly distressed at the disaster, because their men
were being intercepted on tho island, went to the rescue, and

rushing into the sea with their arms, laid hold of the vessels,

and began to pull them back again ; every one. thinking the

business to be obstructed in that part in which he was no!,

himself engaged. Thus the uproar occasioned was great, and

the very reverse of what was habitual to both parlies with re-

gard to ships : for the Lacedaemonians, in their eagerness and
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dismay, were absolutely engaged in a sea-fight, so to speak,
from the land

;
and the Athenians, victorious as they were,

and wishing to follow up their present success as far as pos-
sible, were engaged in a land-fight from their vessels. After

inflicting much labor and many wounds on each other, they

separated ;
and the Lacedaemonians saved their empty vessels,

excepting those first taken. Both sides having returned to their

encampment, the Athenians erected a trophy, gave back the

slain, secured the wrecks, and immediately began to cruise

round the island, and guarded it vigilantly, considering the men
as intercepted ;

while the Peloponnesians on the mainland,
who had by this time come with their contingents from all the

cities, remained stationary at Pylus.
15. When tidings of what had taken place at Pylus reached

Sparta, it was determined that, in so great a calamity, the

authorities should go down to the camp, and immediately de-

cide on inspection
1 what they thought best. They, seeing that

it was impossible to assist their men, and not wishing to run
the risk of their perishing by starvation, or being overpowered
and taken by superior numbers, determined to conclude with

the Athenian generals, if they were willing, an armistice con-

cerning matters at Pylus, and then send embassadors to Athens
on the subject of a convention, and to try to recover their men
as quickly as possible.

1C. The generals having acceded to their proposal, an ar-

mistice was concluded on the following terms :

" That the

Lacedaemonians should bring to Pylus, and deliver up to the

Athenians, the ships with which they had fought the battle, and
all in Laconia that were vessels of war; and should make no
attack on the fort, either by land or sea. That the Athenians
should allow the Lacedaemonians on the mainland to send
over to their men in the island a stipulated quantity of corn,

ready-kneaded, viz. two Attic choenixes of barley-meal a man,
with two cotylae of wine and a piece of flesh

;
and half that

quantity for each attendant.
8 That they should send in these

rations under the eyes of the Athenians, and that no vessel

should sail in by stealth. That the Athenians should keep
guard over the island, nevertheless, so long as they did not

1

ITaack, Goller, and Dindorf retain the old readi'i^, 7iy>6f TO
Xf>'/fia,

depending on dpuvraf,
" on inspection of the case."

'*

t. e., each of those who aro called, ch. 8. 9, EZ/U>ref ol Kepi
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land on it, and should abstain from attacking the forces of the

Peloponnesians, cither by land or by sea. That if cither party
should break any of these terms, in any particular whatever,
ihe armistice should at once be void. That it should be in

force till the Lacedaemonian embassadors returned from Athens,
the Athenians conveying them thither in a trireme, and bring-

ing them back again. That on their arrival this armistice

should be void, and the Athenians should deliver back the

ships, in the same condition as they had received them." The
armistice was concluded on these terms; and accordingly the.

ships, amounting to about sixty, were given up, and the Am-
bassadors dispatched ; who, on their arrival at Athens, spoke
as follows :

17. "Athenians, the Lacedemonians have sent us to effect,

in behalf of our men in the island, whatever arrangement we
may prove to be most advantageous for you, while at the same
time it would be most creditable for us with regard to our

misfortune, as far as present circumstances allow. Nor will

it be contrary to our habit that we shall address you at some

length ;
but it is the fashion of our country, where few words

are sufficient, not to use many ;
but to use more than ordin-

ary, when there is occasion for proving by words a point of

importance to us, and so effecting our purpose. Receive then

what we say, not in a hostile spirit, nor as though you were
considered ignorant and were being instructed by us

;
but

rather regarding it as an admonition to take good advice,

offered to men who are well informed. For it is in your power
honorably to secure your present good fortune, keeping the

advantages you have, and receiving an accession df honor and

renown; and not to feel as men do that gain any advantage

contrary to their habit; for through hope they are over grasp-

ing for more, because they have unexpectedly enjoyed even

their present good luck. But those who have had most changes
of fortune both ways, ought fairly to be, most distrustful of

prosperity. And this might reasonably be the case, both with

your city, owing to its great experience, and with ourselves.

18. "You may learn this lesson by looking at our present

misfortunes; for though enjoying the highest reputation of all

the Greeks, we are now come [with this request] to you,

though we were before accustomed to think that we had our-

selves more power to grant what we have now come to suo
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for. And yet we were not reduced to this either from decay
of power, or from insolence on account of greater accession lo

it, but from failure in our plans, while reckoning on our ordin-

ary resources ;
a subject in which the same thing is alike inci-

dent to all. So that it is not right for you to suppose, that

because of the present strength of your city and its accessions,

fortune too will be always on your side. They indeed are

wise men who cautiously regard their good things as doubt-

ful
; (the same men would also deal with misfortunes more

discreetly than others
;)
and who think that war does not con-

form itself to that measure on which men may wish to meddle
with it, but will proceed as chances may lead them on. Such

men, too, while they meet with fewest failures, because they
are not elated by confiding in their military success, would be

most inclined to bring the war to a conclusion during their

prosperity. And you, Athenians, have now an excellent op-

portunity of doing this with us
;
and of escaping hereafter,

should you not be persuaded by us, and then meet with re-

verses (which is very possible), the imputation of having

gained even your present advantages by mere chance
;
when

you might have left behind you a character for power and
wisdom exposed to no such hazard.

19.
" Now the Lacedaemonians invite yOu-t9.a treaty and

conclusion of the war, offering you peace and alliance," ariri

that there should subsist between us in other respects closa

friendship and intimacy with one another
;

while they ask

back, in return, their men in the island
;
at the same time,

thinking it better for both parties not to try the chances of

war to the uttermost, whether they may escape by force

through some accidental means of preservation, or be reduced

to surrender, and be more severely dealt with. And we think

that great enmities would be most effectually reconciled, not

if one party, acting in a revengeful spirit, and after gaining
most advantages in the war, should bind the other down by
compulsory oaths, and make an arrangement with him on un-

equal terms
;
but if, when he might do so, showing regard for

fairness, and conquering him by a display of goodness, he

should, beyond his expectations, be reconciled to him on mod-
erate terms. For his adversary being now bound, not to

retaliate on him, as one who had been treated with violence,
but to make him a return of goodness, is more disposed.

f
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very shame, to abide by the terms of his agreement. And
men act thus toward their greatest enemies, more than toward
those who have quareled with them in an ordinary degree :

and they are naturally disposed with pleasure to give way in

their turn to such as willingly yield to them
;
but against

those that are overbearing, to hazard all, even against their

better judgment.
20. "To come to terms then were good for both of us now,

if ever, before any irremediable disaster overtake us in the

mean time
;

in which case we must forever feel a private
hatred of you, in addition to the public one

;
and you must lose

the advantages to which we now invite you. But while things
are undecided, and while glory and friendship with us are of-

fered to you, our own misfortune, on the other hand, being

adjusted on moderate terms, before any disgrace befalls us,

let us be reconciled, and both ourselves choose peace instead

of war, and grant a respite from their miseries to the rest of

the Greeks
;
who herein also will think you the chief agents.

For they are harassed with war without knowing which of the

two parties began it
;
but if a pacification be effected, on which

you have now the greater power to decide, they will refer the

obligation to you. If you thus decide, you have an opportunity
of becominLr firm friends with the Lacedaemonians, at their own

request, and by conferring a favor on them, rather than by
treating them with violence. And in this consider what great

advantages are likely to be involved
;

for if we and you agree

together, be assured that the rest of Greece, being inferior in

power, will honor us in the highest degree."
21. The Lacedaemonians then spoke to this effect, think-

ing that the Athenians were before desirous of a truce, but

debarred from it through their own opposition; and that if

peace were offered, they would gladly accept it, and give back

the men. They, however, since they had iho men in the

island, thought the treaty was now ready for them, whenever

they might wish to conclude, it. with them, and were grasping
after further advantage. They were, especially urged to this

I oy Clcon son of Cleaenetus, a demagogue, at, that time, and

\most influential with the. populace; who persuaded them to

answer, that the men in the island must first surrender their

j
rmsatid themselves, and l>e conveyed to Athens; and that on

r
arrival, when the Lacedaemonians had restored
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Pegae, Troezen, and Achaia which they had taken, not by
war, but by virtue of the former arrangement, when the

Athenians had conceded them under the pressure of calami-

ties, and were at that time somewhat more in need of a truce

they should then recover their men, and conclude a treaty
for as long a period as both sides might wish.

22. To this answer they made no reply, but desired them
to choose commissioners to meet them, who should speak and

hear on each point, and so calmly come to any arrangement to

which they might persuade each other. Upon that Cleon

fell violently upon them, saying that he knew beforehand that

they had no sound purpose; and it wa; evident now; since

they were unwilling to say any thing before the people, but

wished to meet in council with a few individuals
; if, how-

ever, they had any honest intention
,
he told them to declare'

it before all. But the Lacedaemonians seeing that they could

not speak before the multitude (even though they did think it

best, in consequence of their misfortune, to make some con-

cessions), lest they should lose favor with their allies by
speaking and not succeeding; and being convinced that the

Athenians would not grant their proposals on moderate terms,
returned from Athens without effecting their purpose.

23. On their arrival, the truce concluded at Pylus was im-

mediately at an end, and the Lacedaemonians asked back their

ships, according to agreement. But the Athenians, alleging
as grounds of complaint an attack on the fort in contraven-

tion of the truce, and other particulars which appear not worth

mentioning, refused to return them; laying stress on its

having been said, that if there were any violation of it what-

ever, the truce was at an end. The Lacedaemonians denied

it, and charging them with injustice in their conduct respect-

ing the ships, went away, and set themselves to the war.

And now hostilities were carried on at Pylus with the great-
est vigor on both sides

;
the Athenians cruising round the

island continually with two ships in opposite directions during
the day, while by night they were all moored round it, ex-

cept on the side of the open sea, whenever there was a wind

blowing; (twenty ships too had joined them from Athens to

assist in the blockade, so that in all they amounted to seventy ;)

and the Peloponnesians being encamped on the continent, and

11
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making attacks on the fort, on the look-out for opportu-

nity, should any offer, of rescuing their men.
24. In the mean time the Syracusans and their allies in

Sicily, having taken to join the ships on guard at Messana the

other squadron which they were preparing, carried on the

war from that place. They were especially urged on to this

by the Locrians, out of hatred for the people of Rhegium,
whose territory they had themselves also invaded with all their

forces. And they wished to try the result of a sea-fight, sec-

ing that the Athenian ships stationed at Messana were but

few
;
while by the greater part of them, including those that

were to come thither, they heard that the island was being
blockaded. For if they gained the advantage by sea, they

hoped that by blockading Rhegium both with their land-

forces and their ships they would easily reduce it, and then

their success would be secured; for as the promontory of

Rhegium in Italy, and that of Messana in Sicily, lay close to-

gether, the Athenians would not be able to cruise against

them, and command the strait. This strait is formed by thf*

sea between Rhegium and Messana, where Sicily is at the

least distance from the continent
;
and is the Charybdis, so

called, through which Ulysses is said to have sailed. And
as the sea falls into ifc through a narrow passage from two

great mains, the Tuscan and Sicilian, flowing at the same
time with a strong current, it has naturally been considered

dangerous.
25. In this strait then the Syracusans and their allies, Avitl?

rather more than thirty ships, were compelled to engage, late in

the day, about the passage of a boat, and put out to meet six-

teen vessels from Athens and eight from Rhegium. Being"
defeated by the Athenians, they sailed off with all speed, an

they severally happened, to their own camps, the one at

Rhegium, the other at Messana, after the loss of one ship,

sight having overtaken them in the action. After this, tlio

Eiocrians withdrew from the Rhcgian territory; and the fleet

>f the Syracusans and their allies united and came to anchor

nt Cape Pelorus in the Messanian territory, their land-forces

having also joined them. The Athenians and Rhegianfl sailed

up to them, and sec-ing their ships unmanned, atlacked them-

and now on their side lost a ship, through an iron grapple
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having been thrown on it, but the men swam out of it. After-

ward, when the Syracusans had gone on board their ships, and

were being towed along shore to Messana, the Athenians again
advanced against them, and lost another vessel, the enemy
having got

1

their ships out into the open sea, and charged them
first. Thus the Syracusans had the advantage in the passage

along shore and in the engagement, which was such as has

been described, and passed on to the port of Messana. The

Athenians, on receiving tidings that Camarina was going to

be betrayed to the Syracusans by Archias and his party,
sailed thither

;
while the Messanians, in the mean time, with

all their forces made an expedition, at once by land and by
sea, against Naxos, a Chalcidian town near their borders.

The first day, having driven the Naxians within their walls,

they ravaged the land, and the next day sailed, round with

their fleet, and did the same in the direction of the river

Acesines, while with their land-forces they made their incur-

sion t6ward the city. Meanwhile the Sicels came down
from the highlands in great numbers to assist against the

Messanians ;
and when the Naxians saw them, they took

courage, and cheering themselves with the belief that the

Leontines and other Grecian allies were coming to their aid,

made a sudden sally from the town, and fell upon the Messa-

nians, and having routed them, slew more than a thousand,
the rest having a miserable return homeward

;
for the barba-

rians fell upon them on the road, and cut off most of them.

The ships, having put in at Messana, subsequently dispersed
for their several homes. Immediately after this, the Leontines

and their allies, in conjunction with the Athenians, turned

their arms against Messana, in the belief of its having been
weakened

;
and attempted it by an attack, the Athenians with

their ships on the side of the harbor, the land-forces on the

side of the town. But the Messanians, and some Locrians

with Demoteles, who after its disaster had been left in it as a

garrison, suddenly fell upon them, and routed the greater part
of the Leontine troops, and slew many of them. The Atheni-

ans, on seeing it, landing from their ships, went to their as-

sistance, and drove the Messanians, back again into the town,

having come upon them while in confusion
; they then erected

J For the different explanations of dnocriftuauvTuv, see Arnold's note.
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a trophy and returned to Rhegium. After this, the Greeks in

Sicily continued to make war on each other by land without

the co-operation of the Athenians.

26. At Pylus, in the mean time, the Athenians were still

blockading the Lacedaemonians in the island, and the Pelo-

ponnesian forces on the continent remained where they were.

But the watch was kept by the Athenians with great trouble,

through want of both victuals and water
;
for there was no

spring but one in the citadel of Pylos itself, and that not a

copious one
;
but most of them were drinking such water as

they would be likely to find by digging through the shingle
near the sea. They suffered too from want of room, bring

encamped in a narrow space ;
and as the ships had no road-

stead, some of them took their meals on shore in their turn,
while others lay off at anchor. But their greatest discourage-
ment was caused by the time being prolonged beyond their

expectation ;
for they imagined that they should reduce them

to surrender in a few days, shut up in a desert island as they
were, and having only brackish water to drink. The cause

of this delay was the Lacedemonians having proclaimed, that

any one who wished should carry into the island ground corn,

wine, cheese, and any other food that might be serviceable in

the siege ; rating it a high price, and promising freedom to

any of the Helots who should carry it in. Many others there-

fore carried it in, at all risks, and especially the Helots, put-

ting out from any part of the Peloponnesians, as might happen,
and landing by night on the side of the island toward the open
sea. But what they particularly watched for was a chance of

being carried to shore by a wind; for they more easily escaped
the look-out of the triremes, when there, was a breeze from

sea-\vard
;
as it was then impossible for the cruisers to anchor

round it, while, their own landing was effected in a reckless

manner; for their boats bring rated at their value in money,
they drove them up on the beach, while the soldiers \vnv

watching for them at the landing places in the island. But
all that ran the risk in calm weather were taken prisoners.
Divers also swam in under water on the side of the harbor,

drawing by a chord in skins poppy-seed mixed with honey, and
l.rnised linseed

;
but, though these escaped unobserved at first,

precautions were afterward taken against, them. Indeed each

party contrived in every possible manner, the one to throw in
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provisions, the other to prevent its being done without their

observation.

27. When they heard at Athens the circumstances of tli<"

army, that it was thus being harassed, and that corn was thus

taken in for the men in the island, they were perplexed, and
afraid that winter might surprise them in the blockade. For

they saw that both carrying provisions round the Peloponneso
would then be impossible at the same time they were in an
uninhabited country, [where they could get none themselves],

l^nd even in summer they were not able to send round suffi-

cient supplies for them and that the blockade by sea of so

harborless a nnnpt.r noi^d npfi"ho cont.innPf] ;
but that the men

f.hoir
fflvinrr U p l! M .Jr .^nard, < }'

.

would"watch for a storm, aud sail out in the boats that
carriecj

fhe corn in for them. Above all, they were alarmecfby the cdn^

fiuct of
1

the Lacedaemonians
;
for they imagined that it was from

their having some strong point on their side that they made no
more overtures to them

;
and they regretted not having as-

sented to the treaty. Cleon observing their ssupicions of him,
witli regard to the obstacles thrown in the way of the conven-

tion, said their informants did not speak the truth. When those

who had come with the tidings advised them, if they did not

believe them, to send some commissioners to see, he himself,
with Thftngftnpgj yg qfrnsp.Ti by the Athenians for that purpose.
Aware therefore that he would be compelled either to give the

same account as those whom he was slandering, or to be proved
a liar if he gave a different one, he advised the Athenians

seeing that they were really more inclined in their minds for a
fresh expedition that they should not send commissioners, nor

delay and waste their opportunity, but sail against the men, if

they thought the report was true.
Am^_Jie__j)ointedly alluded

toJNjcias the son of Niceratus, who"was generaTat the tinu-
;

hating him, and tauntingly observing, that it was easy, if their

generals weremen, to sailjjvitlL
a forcg.,?^ take those in the

"is!:ml ; an<l th;it if 1m had himself i.<-cii in office, he \v<>uM have

2^8. Nicias, observing that the Athenians began to murmur
at Cleon for not sailing as it was, if lie thought it so easy, and
at the same time seeing that he aimed his taunts at him, de-

sired him to take whatever force he chose, as far as the

generals were concerned,, and make the attempt. Cleon think-
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ing at first that be only pretended-to-give-np the command to

"him, was prepared to accept _jt ;
but when he found that lie

really vnshed"to transfer it to him, he drew back, and said

that he was not general, but they ; beinff afraid now.; .and not

supposing that Nicias_vvoiild have brought himself to retire in

his favor. He, however, again urged him to undertake it,

and resigned the command against Pylus, and called on the

Athenians to attest it. They, as the multitude is ever wont
to do, the more Cleon shrank from the expedition, and tried to

escape from what he had said, pressed Nicias the more to give

up the command to him, and called loudly on Cleon to set

sail. So that not knowing how to evade his words any longer,
he undertook the voyage, and, coming forward, said, that he

was not afraid of the Lacedaemonians, but would set sail, tak-

ing with him no one out of the city, but only the
.
Lemnians

and Imbrians that were there, with some targeteers that had
come to their aid from (Enus, and four hundred bowmen from
other quarters. With these, in addition to the soldiers at Pylus,
he said that within twenty days he would either bring the Lace-

daemonians alive, or kill them on the spot. The Athenians

were seized with laughter at his vain talking, but nevertheless

the sensible part of them were pleased with the business,

reckoning that they should gain one of two good things;
either to be rid of Cleon, which they rather hoped, or, if de-

ceived in their opinion, to get the Lacedaemonians into their

hands.

29. When he had thus arranged every thing in the assem-

bly, and the Athenians had voted him the command of the

expedition, having associated with himself one of the generals
at Pylus, namely, Demosthenes, he prepared to set sail as

quickly as possible. He chose Demosthenes for his colleague,
because he heard that he was himself meditating a descent on

the island. For the soldiers, being distressed by their want of

room, and being a besieged rather than a besieging party, were

eager to run all risks. Tin- firing of the island had moreover

iiiidence. For formerly, in consequence of its

Ix'iiiLj extensively covered Avith wood, and pathless, from its

having always been uninhabited, he was afraid, and considered

this to he rather in favor of the enemy; as when he landed

with a largo force, they miidit attack him from an unseen posi-

tion, and so do him damage. For, o\ving to the forest, their
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mistakes and amount of forces would not be so distinctly seen

by him, while all the blunders of his troops would be visible to

them
;
so that they might fall on him unexpectedly at whatever

point they pleased, it being always in their power to make the

attack. And if, again, he should force them to an engagement
in the forest, ho thought the smaller number, with knowledge
of the country, would have an advantage over the larger with-

out that knowledge ;
and that their own army, great as it was,

might imperceptibly be cut off, while they could not see in which
direction to assist each oher.

30. It was, above all, from his disaster in ^Etolia, which in .

a great measure had been occasioned by the forest, that these

thoughts struck him. The soldiers, however, having been

compelled by want of room to land on the extremities of the

island, and take their dinners with a guard posted in advance
;

and one of them having unintentionally set fire to a small part
of the wood, and a wind having afterward arisen, the greater

part of it was consumed before they were aware of it. In this

way then observing, on a clearer view, that the Lacedaemo-
nians were more numerous than he had expected for before

this, he imagined that they took in provisions for a smaller

number and now perceiving that the Athenians were more
H earnest about it, as a thing that was worth their attention,
and that the island was more easy to land on, hewas.Jprfiparing
iox-tho adventure, by.sending for troops from the neighbor-

ing allies, and getting every thing else in readiness, wTn-n

Cleoh. after previously sending him word that lie was coming,
arrived at JgBTwitii the tbnvs ho had asked for. After their

meeting, they sent, in the first place, a herald to the camp
on the continent, wishing to know whether, without running
any risk, they would desire the men in the island to surrender

to them their arms and themselves, on condition of their being
kept in mild custody, till some general agreement were con-

cluded.

31. When they did not accept their proposal, they waited

one day, and on 'the next put out by night, having embarked
all their heavy-armed on board a few vessels, and a little be-

fore morning effected a landing on each side of the island,
both that of the open sea and that of the harbor, amounting
to about eight hundred heavy-armed, and proceeded at a run

against the first post in the island. For the following was the
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way in which the men were disposed. In this first guard
there were thirty heavy-armed ;

the center and most level

part was held by their main body, and Epitadas their com-

mander; while a small division guarded the very corner of

the island toward Pylus, which on the sea side was pre-

cipitous, and on the land side least exposed to assault. For
there stood there an old fort, rudely built of stone,

1 which

they thought might be of service to them, if they should be

driven to a compulsory retreat. In this way then were they

posted.
32. The Athenians immediately put to the sword the men

forming the first guard, whom they had thus attacked
;

for

they were still in their beds, or only just taking up their

arms, the landing having surprised them, as they fancied that

the ships were only sailing, according to custom, to their sta-

tions for the night. As soon as it was morning, the rest of tho

forces also disembarked, viz., all the crews of seventy ships
and rather more (except the lowest rank of rowers), with

their different equipments; eight hundred bowmen, and no
less a number of targeteers, the Messanian reinforcements, and
all others who were in any positions about Pylus, except the

garrison on tho fortifications. By the arrangement of Demos-

thenes, they were divided into parties of two hundred, more
or less, and occupied the highest grounds, that (lie enemy
might be most severely harassed by being surrounded on all

sides, and not know where to make resistance, hut bo annoyed
by a double discharge of missiles; bein^ attacked by those be-

hind them, they charged those before, and by those posted on

each side, if they made a flank movement. And so, wherever

they went they would have the enemy on their rear, light-

armed, and the most difficult to deal with, being strong at a

distance from the use of arrows, darts, stones, and slings, and it

being impossible even to get near them; for they would con-

quer while flying, and when (heir enemy retreated, would

them close. It was with such a view of the case thai Demos-

thenes both originally planned the descent, and made his ar-

raiiLT."Tn<'iils in the execution of it.

The party under Epitadas, which was also the main
division in the island, on seeing tho first post cut oil', and an

army advancing against themselves, closed their ranks, and
'

Literally,
' with stones as they were picked up."
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advanced to meet the heavy-armed of the Athenians, with a

wish to engage with them
;
for they were stationed on their

front, but the lights-armed on their flanks and rear. They
could not however come up with them, and avail themselves

of their superior skill in arms (for the light troops kept them
in check with their missiles from both sides; while at the

same time the heavy-armed did not come on to meet them,
but remained

still) ;
but the irregulars, on whatever point

they ran up and charged them most closely, they routed
;
and

these again would retreat, and still defend themselves, being

lightly equipped, and easily getting a good start in their
flight,

from the difficult nature of the ground, and its rough condition

through being before uninhabited, over which the Lacedae-

monians with their heavy armor could not pursue them.

34. For some short time then they skirmished with each

other in this way. But when the Lacedaemonians were no

longer able with vigor to dash out against them where they
made their attack, the light-armed, observing that they were

now slackening in their resistance, and themselves deriving
most confidence from a closer view appearing as they did

many times more numerous than the enemy and having now
more accustomed themselves to look on them no longer with

such terror, because they had not at once suffered as much as

they had expected, when they were first landing with spirits

cowed at the thought of attacking Lacedaemonians [under
these circumstances, I say], they despised them, and with a

shout rushed on them in one body, and attacked them with stones,

arrows, and darts, whichever came first to their hand. From the

shouting thus raised, while they ran upon them, bewilderment

seized them, as men unaccustomed to such a mode of fighting.
The dust also from the wood that had been burnt was rising
thick into the air, and it was impossible for any one to see

beforo him, for the arrows and stones which, together with the

dust^ were flying from such a host of men. And here the

action became distressing to the Lacedaemonians
;'

for their

caps were not proof against the arrows, and darts were
broken in them, when they were struck; and they could

make no use of their weapons, being excluded, so far as sight
was concerned, from any view before them

;
and not hearing,

for the louder shouts of the enemy, their own word of com-
mand ;

while danger surrounded them on every side, and they

11*
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had no hope of any means of defending and saving them-

selves.

35. At last, when many were now being wounded from

constantly moving in the same place, they formed into a close

body, and went to the fort in the corner of the island, which
was not far off, and to their own guards there. On their giv-

ing way, the light-armed then at once took courage, and pressed
on them with a far louder shout than ever. Those of the

Lacedaemonians then who were overtaken in the retreat were
slain

;
but the greater part escaped to the fort, and wtth the

garrison that was there ranged themselves all along it, to

defend themselves where it was assailable. The Athenians,
on coming up, could not surround and enclose them, owing to

the natural strength of the place, but advanced in front, and
endeavored to force their position. And thus for a long time,
indeed for the greater part of the day, though suffering from

the battle, dust, and sun, both sides held out; the one striving

to drive them from the high ground, the other not to give

way ;
and the Lacedaemonians now defended themselves more

easily than before, as there was no surrounding them on the

flanks.

36. When the business was still undecided, the commander
of the Messanians came to Cleon and Demosthenes, and told

them that they were laboring in vain; but if they would

give him a part of the bowmen and light-armed, to go round
in their rear by a way that he should himself discover, ho

thought he could force the approach. Having received what
he asked for, he started from a point out of the enemy's siujht,

that they might not observe it, and, advancing wherever the

precipitous side of the island allowed a passage, and where the

Lacedaemonians, reiving on the strength of the ground, kept
no guard, with great labor and difficulty he got round unob-

served, and suddenly appearing on the height in their rear,

struck the enemy with dismay at the unexpected movemenl,
and gave much greater confidence to his friends by the sight
of what they were looking for. And now the Lared:r.m>ni:uis

were exposed to missiles on both sides, and reduced to the

same result (to compare a small case wilh a great one) as

that which happened at Thermopylu' ;
for those troops were

cut off through the Persians' getting round by the path ;
and

these, being more assailed on all sides, no longer held their
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ground, but from fighting, as they were, a few against many,
and from weakness of body through want of provisions, they

began to retreat
;
and so the Athenians now commanded the

approaches.
37. Cleon and Demosthenes, aware that if they gave way

even the least degree more, they would be destroyed by the

Athenian forces, stopped the engagement, and kept their men
off them, wishing to take them alive to Athens, if by any
means, in accordance with their proposals, they might be

induced to surrender their arms, and yield to their present

danger. And so they sent a herald, to ask if they would sur-

render their arms and themselves to the Athenians, to be

treated at their discretion.
1

38. On hearing this, the greater part of them lowered their

shit-Ms, and waved their hands, to show that they accepted
the proposal. After this, when the cessation of hostilities

had taken place, a conference was held between Cleon and

Demosthenes, and Styphon the son of Pharax, on the other

side
;

for Epitadas, the first of their former commanders, had
been killed, and Hippagretas, the next in command, was lying

among the slain, still alive, but given up for dead; and

Styphon had been chosen, according to custom, to take the

command in case of any thing happening to them. He, then,
and those who were with him, said that they wished to send a

herald to the Lacedaemonians on the mainland, and ask what

they should do. When the Athenians would not allow any of

them to leave the island, but themselves called for heralds

from the mainland
;
and when questions had passed betAveen

them twice or thrice, the last man that came over to them
from the Lacedemonians on the mainland brought them this

message ;

" The Lacedaemonians bid you to provide for your
own interests, so long as you do nothing dishonorable." So
after consulting by themselves, they surrendered their arms
and their persons. That day and the following night the

Athenians kept them in custody ;
but the next day, after

erecting a trophy on the island, they made all their other

arrangements for sailing, and distributed the men among the

captains of the fleef, to take charge of; while the Lacedaemo-
nians sent a herald, and recovered their dead. Now the num-
ber of those who were killed in the island, or were taken alive,

1
Literally,

"
for them to decide as they pleased

"
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was as follows. There had crossed over in all four hundred
and twenty heavy-armed, two hundred and ninety-two of

which were taken [to Athens] alive, and the rest were slain.

Of those that were living about one hundred and twenty were

Spartans. On the side of the Athenians there were not many
killed

;
for the battle was not fought hand to hand.

39. The whole length of time that the men were block-

aded, from the sea-fight to the battle in the island, was sev-

enty-two days ;
for about twenty of which, while the

embassadors were gone to treat of peace, they had pro-
visions given; but for the remainder, they were fed by
those that sailed in by stealth. And there was still corn in

the island, and other kinds of food were found in it; for

Epitadas, the commander, supplied them with it more spar-

ingly than he might have done. The Athenians then and the

Peloponnesians returned with their forces from Pylus to their

several homes, and Cleon's promise, though a mad one, was

fulfilled
;

for within twenty days he took the men to Athens,
as he engaged to do.

40. And of all the events of the war this happened most

to the surprise of the Greeks
;
for their opinion of the Lace-

daemonians was, that neither for famine nor any other form of

necessity would they surrender their arms, but would k<vp

them, and fight as they could, till they were killed. Indeed

they did not believe that those who had surrendered were

men of the same stump with those who had fallen
;
and thus

one of the allies of the Athenians some time after asked one

of the prisoners from the island, by way of insult, if those of

them who had fallen were honorable 1 and brave men .' to

which he answered, that the atractua" (meaning the arrow)
would be worth a great deal, if it knew the brave men from

the rest; thus stating the fact, that anyone was killed who
came in the way of the stones and arrows.

41. On the arrival of the men, the Athenians determined

to keep them in prison, till some arrangement should be made;
and if the Lacedaemonians should before that invade their

territory, to tab- t!i-i;i out and put th:-m to death. They also

1
i. e.,

"
gentlemen" of the true Spartan blood, such as they v

fond of representing themselves. See Arnold's note.
* " One of the ordinary Spartan words to express what tho other

Greeks called AiaT('ic." Id.
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for the defense of Pylus ;
and the Messanians of

Naupactus sent to the place, as to the land of their fathers

(for Pylus is n part of what was formerly the Messanian coun-

try), such of their men as were most fit for the service, and

plundered L:j<-<nia, and annoyed them most seriously by means
of their common dialect. The Lacedemonians having had no

experience aforetime in such a predatory kind of warfare, and

finding their Helots deserting, and fearing that they might see

their country revolutionized to even a still greater extent,

were not easy under it
, but, although unwilling to show this

to the Athenians, they sent embassadors to them, and en-

deavored to recover Pylus and the men. They, however,
were grasping at greater advantages, and though they often

went to them, sent them back without effecting any thing.
These then were the things that happened about Pylus.

42. The same summer, immediately after these events, the

Athenians made an expedition against the Corinthian territory
with eighty ships, two thousand heavy-armed of their own

people, and two hundred cavalry on board horse-transports ;

the Milesians, Andrians, and Carystians, from among the

allies, accompanying them, and Nicias the son of Niceratus

taking the command, with two colleagues. Setting sail, they
made land in the morning between the Chersonesus

1 and

Rheitus, on the beach adjoining to the spot above which is tho

Solygian hill, on which the Dorians in early times established

themselves, and carried on war against the Corinthians in the

city, who were ^olians
;
and on which there now stands a

village called Solygia. From this beach, where the ships came
to land, the village is twelve stades oft* the city of Corinth

sixty, and the Isthmus twenty. The Corinthians, having heard

long before from Argos that the armament of the Athenians

was coming, went with succors to the Isthmus, all but those

who lived above it : there were absent too in Ambracia and

Leucadia five hundred of them, serving as a garrison ;
but

the rest, with all their forces, were watching where the Athe-

nians would make the land. But when they had come to

during the night unobserved by them, and the appointed

signals were raised to tell them of the fact, they left half their

1
i.

e., tho peninsula and tho stream
;
tho former running out into tho

rtea, from the ridgo of Mount Oneum. See the sketch of the coast iu

Arnold, vol. ii.
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forces at Cenchrcse, in case the Athenians should advance

against Croinmyon, and went to the rescue with all speed.
43. And Battus, one of the generals (for there were two

present in the engagement), took a battalion, and went to the

village of Solygia to defend it, as it was unwalled
;

while

Lycophroii gave them battle with the rest. First, the Cor-

inthians attacked the right wing of the Athenians, immediately
after it had landed in front of Chersonesus

,
then the rest of

their army also. And the battle was an obstinate one, and

fought entirely hand to hand. The right wing of the Athe-

nians and Carystians (for these had been posted in the extrem-

ity of the line) received the charge of the Corinthians, and
drove them back after some trouble

;
but after retreating to a

wall (for the ground was all on a rise) they assailed them
with stones from the higher ground, and singing the piran,
returned to the attack; which being received by the Athe-

nians, the battle was again fought hand to hand. Meanwhile
a battalion of the Corinthians, having gone to the relief of their

left wing, broke the right of the Athenians, and pursued them
to the sea

;
but the Athenians and Carystians from the ships

drove them back again. The rest of the army on both sides

were fighting without cessation, especially the right wing of

the Corinthians, in which Lycophron was opposed to the left

of the Athenians, and acting on the defensive
;

for they ex-

pected them to try for the village of Solygia.
44. For a long time then they held out without yielding to

<?ach other; but afterward (the Athenians having a service-

able force on their side in their cavalry, while the. others had

no horse) the Corinthians turned and retired to the hill, where

they piled their arms, and did not come down again, but. re-

mained quiet. It was in this rout of the right wing that the

greater part of them fell, and Lycophron their general. The
rest of the army, whose flight, when it was broken, was ).

in this manner with neither hot. pursuit, nor hurry with-

drew to the higher ground, and there took up its position.

The Athenians, finding that they no longer advanced to (

(hern, spoiled (.he, dead, and took up their own, and immediately
erected a trophy. But 1o that half of the Corinthians which

had been posted at Cenchreae for protection, lest- (he em-my
should sail against Crommyon, the battle was not visible,

owing to [an intervening ridge of] Mount Oneum ; but when
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they saw dust, and were aware of
it, they immediately went

to the scene of action
;
as also did the older Corinthians from the

city, when they found what had been done. The Athenians,

^>ri:i'_c th.'iji coining all together against them, and thinking
that reinforcements were being brought by the neighboring

Peloponnesians, retreated with all speed to their ships, with the

rils
and their own dead, except two whom they had left on

field because they could not find them, Having gone on
board their ships, they crossed over to the islands that lie off

the coast, and from them sent a herald, and took up under truce

the bodies they had left behind them. There were killed in

the battle, on the side of the Corinthians, two hundred and
twelve

;
of the Athenians, rather less than

fifty.

45. Putting out from the islands, the Athenians sailed the

same day to Crommyon in the Corinthian territory, distant

from the city one hundred and twenty stades, and having come
to their moorings, ravaged the land, and passed the night there.

The next day, having first coasted along to the Epidaurian ter-

ritory and made a descent upon it, they came to Methone,
which stands between Epidaurus and Trcezen

;
and cutting off

the isthmus of the peninsula in which Methone is situated, they
fortified it, and having made it a post for a garrison, continued

afterward to lay waste the land of Trcezen, Haliae, and Epi-
daurus. After cutting off this spot by a wall, they sailed back
home with their ships.

46. At the same time that these things were being done,

Euryrnedon and Sophocles, after weighing from Pylus for

Sicily with an Athenian squadron, came to Corcyra, and with

the Corcyi'ceans in the city carried on war upon those that

had established themselves on Mount Istone, and who at that

time, after crossing over subsequently to the insurrection,
commanded the country, and were doing them much damage.
They attacked their stronghold and took it, but the men,

having escaped in a body to a higher eminence, surrendered

on condition of giving up their auxiliaries, and letting the

Athenian people decide their own fate, after they had given up
their arms. So the generals carried them across under truce

to the island of Ptychia, to be kept in custody until they wero
sent to Athens

;
with an understanding that if any one were

caught running away, the treaty would be void in the case of
all. But the leaders of the popular party at Corcyra, fearing
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that the Athenians might not put to death those that were sent

to them, contrive the following stratagem. They persuade
some few of the men in the island, by secretly sending friends

to them, and instructing them to say, as though with a kind

motive, that it was best for them to make their escape as quickly
as possible, and that they would themselves get a vessel ready,
for that the Athenian generals intended to give them up to the

Corcyraean populace.
47. So when they had persuaded them, and through their

own arrangements about the vessel the men were caught sail-

ing away, the treaty was declared void, and the whole party

given up to the Coreyneans. And the Athenian generals
contributed no small share to such a result that the pivtext
seemed strictly true, and its contrivers took it in hand more

securely by showing that they would not wish the men to

be conveyed to Athens by another party (they themselves

being bound for
Sicily), and so to confer the honor on those

who took them there. When the Corcyraeans had got pos-
session of them, they shut them up in a large building, and
afterward taking them out by twenties, led them through
two rows of heavy-armed soldiers posted on each side

;
the

prisoners being bound together, and beaten and stabbed by
the men ranged in the Hues, wherever any of them happened
to see a personal enemy ;

while men carrying whips went by
their side, and hastened on the way those that were proceeding
too slowly.

48. As many as sixty men they took out in this manner,
and put to death without the knowledge of those in the build-

ing ; (for they supposed that they were taking them to be re-

moved to some other place;) but when they were aware of it,

through some ones' having pointed it out to them, they called

on the Athenians, and desired that they would themselves put
them to death if they wished. They refused also any longer

to leave the building, and said they would not, as far ;:s they
could prevent it, permit, any one to come in. The Corcy-
neans indeed were themselves not disposed to toree a

];

by the doors; but having gone up to the top of the building,

and broken through the roof, 1hey threw the, tiles and dis-

charged their arrows down on them. 'Die prisoners sh>

themselves as well as they could, while at, the, same, time the

greater part were dispatching themselves, by thrusting into
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their throats the arrows which their enemies discharged, and

lianiriii!^ themselves with the cords from some beds that hap-

pened to be in the place, and by making strips from tli ir

clothes
;
and so in every manner during the greater part of the

night (tor night came on while the tragedy was acting), they
were destroying themselves, and were dispatched with missiles

by those on the root When it was day, the Corcyraeans threw

them in layers on wagons, and carried them out of the city ;

while all the women that were taken in the building were re-

duced to slavery. In this way were the Corcyraeans of the

mountain cut off by the commons
;
and the sedition, after

raging so violently, came to this termination, at least, as far as

the present war is concerned
;

for of one of the two parties there

was nothing left worth mentioning. The Athenians then sailed

away to Sicily, which was their original destination, and carried

on the war with their allies there.

49. At the close of the summer, the Athenians at Naupactus
and the Acarnanians made an expedition, and took Anactorium,
a city belonging to the Corinthians, which is situated at the

mouth of the Ambracian Gulf, and was betrayed to them. And
having turned out the Corinthians, Acarnanian settlers from all

parts of the country themselves kept possession of the place.
And so the summer ended.

50. The following winter Aristides son of Archippus, a

commander of the Athenian ships which had been sent out

to the allies to levy contributions, arrested at Eion on the

Strymon Artaphernes, a Persan, on his way from the king
to Lacedaemon. On his being conveyed to Athens, they got
his dispatches translated out of the Assyrian character, and
read them : the substance of which, as regarded the Lacedae-

monians (though many other things were mentioned in them),
was, that the king did not understand what they would have

;

for though many embassadors had come to him, no one ever

made the same statement as another
;

if then they would
but speak plainly, they might send men to him. in company
with this Persian. The Athenians afterward sent back Ar-

taphernes in a trireme to Ephcsus, and embassadors with him
;

but on hearing there that king Artaxerxes, son of Xerxes, was

lately dead (for it was at that time that he died), they returned

home.

51. The same winter also the Chians dismantled their new
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fortification?, at the command of the Athenians, and in conse-

quence of their suspecting that they \vould form some new

designs against them : they obtained, however, pledges from the

Athenians, and security (as far as they could) for their making
no change in their treatment of them. And so the winter ended,
and the seventh year of this war, of which Thucydides wrote
the history.

52. At the very commencement of the following summer,
there was an eclipse of the sun at the time of a new moon,
and in the early part of the same month an earthquake.

Moreover, the exiles of the Mytilenaeans and the other Les-

bians, setting out most of them from the continent, and having
taken into their pay an auxiliary force from the Peloponnese,
and raised troops from the neighborhood, took Rhceteum, but

restored it without injury on the receipt of 2000 PhocaBan

staters. After this they marched against Antandrus, and
took the town through the treachery of the inhabitants. And
their design was to liberate both the other Actrean towns,

1
as

they were called which the Athenians held, though formerly
the MytilenaBans owned them and, above all, Antandrus

;

having fortified which (for there were great facilities for

building ships there, as there was a supply of timber, with

Ida close at hand), and sallying from it, as they easily might,
with resources of every other kind, they purposed to ravage

Lesbos, which lay near, and to subdue the. yEolian towns on

the mainland. Such were the preparations which they meant
to make.

53. The Athenians in the same summer made an expedi-
tion against Cythera, with sixty ships, two thousand heavy-

armed, and a few cavalry, taking with them also from among
the allies the Milesians and some others

;
under the command

of Nicias son of Niceratus, Nicostratus son of Biota-plies, and

Autocles son of Tolnueus. This Cythera is an island lying
off Laconia, opposite to Malea. The inhabitants are Laconians,

of the class of the pcriocci, and an ollicer called the Judge of

Cythera went over to the place annually. They also sent over

regularly a garrison of heavy-armed, and paid great, at lent ion

to it. For it was their landing-place for the merchantmen from

Egypt and Libya ;
and at th" same, time privateers were less

1
i. c., situated on the

/>-r/),
or coast of Asia, opposite to Lesbos
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able to annoy Laconia from the sea, the only side on which it

(mid In- injured ;
ibr the whole of it runs out toward the

Sicilian and Cretan seas.

54. The Athenians, therefore, having made the land with

their armament, with ten of their ships and two thousand heavy-
armed of the Milesians, took the town on the coast called Scan-

dea
;
while with the rest of their forces they landed on the side

of the island looking toward Malea, and advanced against the

lower town of Cythera, and at once found all the inhabitants

encamped there. A battle having been fought, the Cytherians
stood their ground for some short time, and then turned and
fled into the upper town

;
after which they came to an agree-

ment with Nicias and his colleagues to throw themselves on
the mercy of the Athenians, only stipulating that they should

not be put to death. Indeed there had been before certain

proposals made by Nicias to some of the Cytherians, in con-

sequence of which the terms of the capitulation were settled

more quickly and favorably, both for their present and fu-

ture interests: and the Athenians would have expelled the

Cytherians, both on the ground of their being Lacedaemo-

nians and of the island being so adjacent to Laconia. After

the capitulation, the Athenians, having got possession of Scan-

dea, the town near the harbor, and appointed a garrison for

<

'y:!i-r.-i, sailed to Asine, Helus, and most of the places on the

sea
;
and making descents and passing the night on shore at

such spots as were convenient, they continued ravaging the

country about seven days.
55. The Lacedaemonians, seeing the Athenians in pos-

session of Cythera, and expecting them to make descents of

this kind on their territory, nowhere opposed them with

their collected forces, but sent about garrisons through the

country, consisting of such numbers of heavy-armed as were

required at the different places. And in other respects they
were very cautious, fearing lest some innovation should be
ma le in their constitution, in consequence of the unexpected
and severe blow which had befallen them in the island, and
of the occupation of Pylus and Cythera, and of their being
surrounded on all sides by a war that was rapid and defied

all precautions. So that, contrary to their custom, they raised

four hundred horse and some bowmen
;
and now, if ever, they

were decidedly more timid than usual in military matters,
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being engaged in a conflict opposed to the usual character of

their forces, to be maintained at sea, and that against Athe-

nians, by whom whatever they did not attempt was always
regarded as a failure in their estimate of the success they
should have. At the same time the events of fortune, many
of which had in a short space of time happened contrary to

their expectation, caused them the greatest dismay ;
and they

were afraid that some disaster like that in the island might
again, some time or other, happen to them. And for tliis

reason they had less courage for fighting, and thought that

whatever movement they made they should do wrong ;
be-

cause their minds had lost all assurance, owing to their fount-r

inexperience in misfortune.

56. Accordingly, while the Athenians were at that lime

ravaging their sea-coast, whatever might be the garrison in the

neighborhood of which each descent was made, generally speak-

ing they kept quiet, thinking themselves in each case too few to

resist them, and from their present state of feeling. And one

garrison which did offer resistance about Cotyrta and Aphro-
disia, though it terrified by an attack the scattered crowd of

light-armed, yet retreated again, on its charge being sustained

by the heavy-armed ;
and some few men belonging to it wero

killed, and some arms were taken
;
and tin- Athenians raised

a trophy, and then sailed back to Cythera. Tlienee they
sailed round to the Limeran Epidaurus, and after laying
waste some portion of the land, came to Thyrea, which forms

a part of the Cynurian territory, as it is called, and is on the

frontiers of Argos and Laconia, This district the Lacede-

monians, who owned it, gave to the ^Eginetans, when expelled
from (heir island, as a residence, for the service they had done
them at tint time of the earthquake and insurrection of the

Helots, and because, though subject to Athens, they ahvavs

stood on their side.

57. While then the Athenians were yet sailing toward

them, the ^Ejginetana evacuated the fortifications <>n the sea

which they had happened to be building, and retreated to the

upper town, in which they lived, at the, distance of alx.uf ten

stades from the sea. And one of the garrisons in ihe country,
which was also ;issisling them in the works, would not go with

Iheni within the wall, though the yKgmet.-iiis iv<|in-s:e<| them;
but thought it dangerous to be shut up within it

;
and so
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having retreated to the higher ground remained quiet, as they
did not consider themselves a match for the enemy. In tho

mean limy the Athenians landed, and advanced straightway
with all their forces, and took Thyrea. The town they
burned down, and plundered the property iu it, and took the

.J&poetana with them to Athens, excepting those that had fallen

in battle, and the Lacedaemonian commander who was among
them, Tantalus the son o Patrocles

;
for he was taken

prisoner after being wounded. They also took with them
some few individuals from Cythera, whom they thought best

to remove for security. These the Athenians determined to

il-.'jHxit in the islands; to order the rest of the Cytherians,
while they retained their own country, to pay a tribute of four

talents; to put to death all the JEginetans that had been

taken, for their former perpetual hostility ;
and to throw Tan-

talus in prison with the other Lacedaemonians taken in the

island.

58. The same summer, the inhabitants of Camarina and Gela

in Sicily first made an armistice with one another; and then all

the rest of the Sicilians also assembled at Gela, with embassies

from all the cities, and held a conference together on the sub-

ject of a reconciliation. And many other opinions were ex-

pressed on both sides of the question, while they stated their

differences and urged their claims, as they severally thought
themselves injured ;

and Hermocrates son of Hermon, a Syra-

cusan, the man who had the greatest influence with them,
ad hvssed the following words to the assembly:

59. "
It is not because I am of a city that is either the least

powerful, or tho most distressed by hostilities, that I shall ad-

dress you, Sicilians, but in order publicly to state what appears
to me the best policy for the whole of Sicily. And now with

regard to war, to prove that it is a disastrous thing, why need
one particularize all the evil involved in it, and so make a long

speech before those who are acquainted with it ? For no one
is either driven to engage in it through ignorance, or deterred

from it by fear, should he think that lie will gain any advan-

tage ;
but it is the lot of tho former to imagine the gains

greater than the dangers ;
and tho latter will face tho perils

rather than put up with any present loss. But if both should

happen to be thus acting unseasonably, exhortations to peace
would be useful. And this would be most serviceable to us
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too at the present time, if we did but believe it. For it was

surely with a purpose of "well securing our own several in;

that we both went to war at first, and are endeavoring by means
of conference to come to terms again with each other; and if

each one should not succeed in going away with what is fair,

we shall proceed to hostilities again.
60.

*' We should be convinced, however, that it is not for our

own separate interests alone, if we. are wise, that this congress
will be held

;
but to consider whether we shall be able any

longer to save the whole of Sicily, which, as I conceive, is tho

object of the machinations of the Athenians. And wrc should

regard that people as much more compulsory mediators in

such case than my words
; who, possessing as they do tho

greatest power of all the Greeks, are watching our blunders,

being here with a few ships ;
and under the legitimate name

of alliance are speciously bringing to a profitable conclusion

their natural hostility to us. For if AVO go to wr

ar, and call

them in to our aid, men who of their own accord turn their

arms even upon such as do not call them in
;
and if we injure

ourselves by means of our own resources, and at the same
time pave the way for their dominion : it is probable that when

they observe us worn out, they will come hereafter with a great

f_>rce, and endeavor to bring all these states into subjection to

them.

61.
" And yet we ought, if we are wise, to aim at acquiring

for our own respective countries what does not belong to them,
rather than at diminishing what they already have, both in

calling in allies and incurring fresh dangers; and to consider

that faction is most ruinous to states, and parlirularly to Sicily,

the inhabitants of which are all being plotted against, while

we are at variance city with city. Knowing this then, wo

ought to make peace, individual with individual, and state with

state, and to make a common effort to save the whole of Sicily:
and the thought should be entertained by no one, that though
the Dorian part of us are enemies of the Athenians, the Cha!-

cidian race is secured by its Ionian connection. For they an;

not attacking our nations, because they are dilieivnt, and from

their hatred of one of them; but from coveting the good things
of Sicily, which we possess in common. And this they have

'town upon tho invitation of the Chalcidian race : for to

those who had never yet assisted them on tho ground of their
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alliance, they themselves with forwardness answered their

claim, beyond the letter of the compact. And very excusable

is it that the Athenians should practice this covetousness and

forecasting ; apd I blame not those who wish to reign, but

those who are too ready to be subject. For human nature is

always disposed to rule those that submit, but to guard against
those that attack. And if any of us know this, but do not fore-

cast as we ought, and if any one has come here without regard-

ing it as his first care, that all should make a good arrange-
ment for what is a general cause of alarm

;
we are mistaken

in our views. Most speedily then should we be rid of that

alarm by making peace with each other : for it is not from their

own country that the Athenians set out against us, but from

that of those who invited them here. And in this way war is

Hot terminated by war, but our quarrels are ended without

trouble by peace ;
and those who have been called in, having

come with specious injustice, will go back with reasonable want
of success.

62.
" With regard to the Athenians then, so great is found

to be the benefit of our taking good advice. And with regard
to peace, which is acknowledged by all to be a most excellent

lliinir, how can it fail to be incumbent on us to conclude it

among ourselves ? Or do you think, that whatever good thing,
or the contrary, any one has, quiet would not more effectually
than war put a stop to the latter, and help to preserve the

former; and that peace has not the less hazardous honors

and splendors ? with all other topics which one might dis-

cuss in many words, on such a subject as war. Considering
then these things, you ought not to disregard what I say, but

should rather provide each for your own safety in compliance
with it. And if any one think that he shall certainly gain some

advantage, either by right or might, let him not be annoyed
by failure through the unexpected result

; knowing that many
men ere now, both while pursuing with vengeance those who
have wronged them, and hoping, in other instances, to win an

advantage by greater power, in the one case, so far from

avenging themselves, have not even saved themselves
;
and

in the other, instead of gaining more, have happened also to

lose what they had. For vengeance is not necessarily suc-

cessful, because a man is injured ;
nor is strength sure, be-

cause it is sanguine. But the incalculable nature of the future
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prevails to the greatest possible degree ;
and though the most de-

ceptive of all things, still proves the most useful : for because wo
are equally afraid, we are more cautious in attacking one another.

63. " And now, on account of our indefinite fear of this un-

known future, and our immediate dread of the Athenians' pres-

ence, being alarmed on both these grounds, and thinking, with

regard to any failure in our ideas of what we severally toought
to achieve, that these obstacles are a sufficient bar to their ful-

fillment, let us send away from the country the enemy that is

among us, and ourselves make peace forever, if possible ;
but

if not that, let us make a treaty for the longest term w<

and put off our private differences to a future period. In ;i

word, let us be convinced that by following my advice we shall

each have a free city, from which we shall, as our own masters,
make an equally good return to him who treats us either well

or ill : but if, through not following it, we are subject to others,

then, not to speak of avenging ourselves on any one, we ne-

cessarily become, even if most fortunate, friends to our greatest

enemies, and at variance with those with whom we ought not

to be so.

64. " And for myself, although, as I said at the beginning of

my speech, I represent a most powerful city, and am more likely
to attack another than to defend myself, yet I think it right to

provide against these things, and to make concessions ; and not

so to injure my enemies as to incur greater damage myself;
nor through a foolish animosity to think that I have absolute

sway alike over my own plans and over fortune, which I can
not control

;
but to give way, as far as is reasonable. And I

call on you all, of your own free will, to act in the same manner
as myself, and not to be compelled to do it by your enemies.

For there is no disgrace in connections giving way to connec-

tions, whether a Dorian to a Dorian, or a Chalcidian to those

of the same race; in a word, all of us who am neighbors, and

live together in one country, and that an island, and are called

by the one name of Sicilians. For we shall go to war aufain,

I suppose, Avhen it may so happen, and come to terms again

among ourselves by means of "viieral conferences : but to foreign
invaders we shall always, it' we are wise, oiler united resistance,

inasmuch as by our separate losses we an; collectively endan-

gered ;
and wo shall never in future call in any allies or me-

diators. For by acting thus we shall at the present time
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avoid depriving Sicily of two blessings riddance both of the

Athenians and of civil war and shall in future enjoy it by our-

srl vi -s in freedom, and less exposed to the machinations of others.'
1

65. Hermocrates having spoken to this eft'ect, the Sicilians

airr- i( ''l among themselves in a determination to have done with

the war, retaining their several possessions, but that Morgantina
should be ceded to the Camarinaeans on their paying a stipu-

late! sum of money to the Syracusans. So the allies of the

Athenians called those of them who were in command, and said

that they should conclude peace, and that the treaty would ex-

tend to them also. When the generals had expressed their

assent, they concluded peace, and the Athenian ships afterward

sailed away from Sicily. But on the arrival of the generals,
the Athenians at home banished Pythodorus and Sophocles,
and fined Eurymedon, on the belief of their having been bribed

to return, when they might have brought Sicily under their

dominion. Thus in their present success they presumed that

they could meet with no impediment, but equally achieve what
was possible and impossible, with ample or deficient resources

alike. The reason of which was their general success beyond
their calculations, which suggested to them an idea of strength

resting only on hope.
1

66. The same summer, the Megareans in the city, pressed
at once by the hostilities of the Athenians, who always in-

vaded their country in full force twice a year, and by their

own exiles in Pegse, who had been expelled during the strife

of factions by the popular party, and harassed them by their

forays, began to discuss among themselves the propriety of

receiving back their exiles, and not ruining the city in both

ways. The friends of the banished, when aware of such dis-

cussion, themselves begged them more openly than before to

adopt this proposal. But the leaders of the commons, know-

ing that the populace would not be able under the pressure of

their sufferings to hold out with them, in their fear entered into

communication with the Athenian generals, Hippocrates son

of Ariphron, and Demosthenes son of Alcisthenes, wishing to

betray the city to them, and thinking that the danger to them-
selves would be less than from the return of those who had
been banished by them. It was agreed then that in the first

1
i. e., "not arising from reality or from resources now in existence,

but from the hope of gaining such." Arnold,

12
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place the Athenians should take the long walls (they were
about eight stades in length, from the city to Nisaea their

port), that the Peloponnesians might not come to the rescue

from Nisaea, where they alone formed the garrison to secure

the good faith of Megara ;
and then that they should endeavor

to put the upper town into their hands
;
and they thought the

inhabitants would the more readily surrender when that had
beon done.

67. The Athenians, therefore, when preparations had been

made on each side, both by deeds and words, sailed in the

night to Minoa, an island oft' Megara, with six hundred heavy-
armed under the command of Hippocrates, and posted them-
selves in an excavated piece of ground, from which they used to

make their bricks, and which was not far off
;
while the troops,

witli Demosthenes, the other commander, consisting of light-
armed Platasans, and a second corps composed ofperipoli,

1

placed
themselves in ambuscade in the ground consecrated to Mars,
which was at a less distance. Now no one was aware of this

but those who took care to know [what was doing] that night.
When day was about to dawn, the traitors among the Me-

gareans did as follows. They had for a long time past used

means to secure the opening of the gates, and with the con-

sent of the officer in command, in the guise of privateers, to

carry on a cart, during the night, a boat worked by sculls along
the trench down to the sea, and so sail out

;
and before it was

day, they brought it again on the cart, and took it within the

wall through the gates ;
that the Athenians, as they pretended,

might not know what precautions to take, no boat being
visible in .the harbor. And on that occasion the cart was

already at the gates, and on their being opened in the usual

manner for the skiff, as they thought, the Athenians (for this

had been done by agreement wilh them), on seeing it, ran

full speed from their ambush, wishing to reach the spot before

the gates were shut again, and while the cart was still in the

on trance, and prevented their being closed
;

tin- Megareans
who were in concert with them at the same time dispatching
the guard at the gate. Demosthenes with his I'latsuans and

peripoli were the first to run in
(at the point where the trophy

1 The peripoli were employed as a movable force, and confined exclu-

sively within the walls of fortified places, but disposable for the defense

of any point that might bo particularly threatened. See Arnold's note.
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now stands), and as soon as they were within the wall (for now
the nearest Pelopounesians were aware of

it),
the Platseans en-

gaged with and defeated those who came to tin- n -smc, and se-

ruiv 1 th !^:it"s 1'or the advancing heavy-armed of the Athenians.

68. Then each of the Athenians, as he successively entered,

proceeded against the wall. And of the Peloponnesian gar-
rison a few at first resisted, and defended themselves, and
some of them were killed

;
but the greater part took to flight,

being terrified in consequence of the enemy having attacked

them by night, and the Megarean traitors fighting against
them

;
and thinking that all the Megareans had betrayed them.

For it happened that the Athenian herald had of his own
accord proclaimed, that whoever of the Megareans wished,
should go and pile his arms with the Athenians. So when

they heard that, they staid no longer ;
but thinking that they

were certainly the objects of a common attack, fled for refuge
to Nisaea. In the morning, when the walls were now taken,
and the Megareans in the city were in confusion, those who
had negotiated with the Athenians, and others with them, viz.

the popular party who were privy to the measure, said that

they ought to throw open the gates, and march out to battle.

It had been arranged by them, that when the gates were open-
ed, the Athenians should rush in

;
and they themselves would

be distinguished from the rest, for they said they would anoint

themselves with oil, that they might not be hurt. And they
felt the greater security in opening the gates, since, according
to agreement, the four thousand Athenian heavy-armed from

Eleusis, and six hundred horse, had marched all night, and
were now there. But when they were anointed, and were
now stain ling about the gates, one of their associates gave in-

f:>nn:ition of the plot to the other party, who consequently
united, and came in a body, and urged that they ought neither

in march out (for not even before, when they were stronger,
had they ever ventured on

this), nor to bring the city into

evident danger ;
and if any one did not obey them, there [in

Me<rara
itself],

should the battle be fought. But they gavo
no intimation of their being acquainted with their practices,
but positively maintained that they were giving the best ad-

vice; and at the same time they kept their post about the

gates, so that it was not possible for the conspirators to ac-

complish what they intended.
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69. The Athenian generals, finding that some obstacle had

arisen, and that they would not be able to take the city by
force, immediately proceeded to invest Nisaaa

; thinking that

if they could take it before it was relieved, Megara also would

the more quickly surrender. Now iron, stone-mason? and
all other requisites were quickly brought from Athei/ i So

they began from the wall which they occupied, and built a

cross-wall on the side of Megara, from the point mentioned

down to the sea on each side of Nisrea
;
the whole army

having divided among themselves the trench and walls
;
and

they used the stones and bricks from the suburb, and cutting
down the fruit-trees and timber, strengthened with a pal-saile

whatever point might require it. The houses, too, in the

suburb, when provided with battlements, were in themselves

a fortification. That whole day they continued working ;
and

about afternoon of the next day the wall was all but com-

pleted, when the garrison in Nisaea, in despair of provisions

(for they used to receive daily rations from the upper city),

not thinking that the Peloponnesians would soon relieve them,
and supposing the Megareans to be their enemies, capitulated
to the Athenians, on condition that after surrendering their

arms, they should each be ransomed for a stipulated sum
;
but

that the Lacedemonians, both the commander and all others

in the place, should be treated by the Athenians Recording to

their pleasure. On these conditions they surrendered and
went out

;
and the Athenians, having broken down the long

walls at their abutment on Megara, and having taken
j

sion of Nis;ea, proceeded with their other preparations.
70. Now I>rasidas son of Tellis, the Lacedaemonian, hap-

pened at this time to be in the neighborhood of Sicyon and

Corinth, preparing an army for Thrace. And when he heard

of the capture of the walls, fearing both for the Peloponnesians
in Nisa-a, and lest Megara should l>e taken, he sent to the

I!(i".liaiis with orders to meet him with a body of troops as

quickly as possible at Tripodiscus (it
is a village in the Me-

lA'ivean territory that has this name, under Mount C.erania),

and went himself with two thousand seven hundred Corinthian

heavy-armed, four hundred 1'hliasian, six hundred Sieyonian,
and all his own forces that ha<l been already raised, thinking
that he should still find \isa-a nntaken. IJut when lie-

heard of its capture (for he happened to have gone out to
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Tripodiscus by night), picking out three hundred men from

his army, before he was heard of, he advanced to Megara un-

observed by the Athenians, who were about the shore
;
wish-

ing nominally, and really too, if he could, to make an attempt
on Nisa-.-i ; !>ut, above all, to effect an entrance into Megara,
and secure it. Accordingly he begged them to receive his

forces, tfllin-j them, that he was in hope of recovering Nissea.

71. But the Megarean factions were afraid, on the one side,

that he might introduce the exiles, and expel them
;
on the

other, that the popular party, through fear of* this very thing,

might attack them, and so the city be ruined by their fighting
with each other, while the Athenians were close at hand in

ambush against them; and therefore they did not receive him,
but both parties determined to remain quiet, and wait to see the

result. For each side expected that a battle would be fought
between the Athenians and those who had come to relieve the

place, and that so it would be safer for themselves to go over

to the side they favored, if it were victorious. When therefore

Brasidas did not prevail on them, he returned again to the rest

of the army.
72. In the morning the Boeotians joined them, having in-

deed purposed, even before Brasidas sent to them, to march to

the relief of Megara, considering the danger to affect them-

selves, and being already in full force at Platoea
;
but when

the messenger reached them, they felt much more confidence,
and after dispatching two thousand two hundred heavy-
armed, and six hundred cavalry, they returned again with

the main force. When the whole army was now come,

amounting to no less than six thousand heavy-armed, and
wh<Mi the Athenian heavy-armed were formed in line about

Nisa?a at the shore, but their light-armed were dispersed over

the plain ;
the Boeotian horse fell upon the light-armed, and

drove them to the sea, while they were not expecting it
;
for

before this no succors had yet come to the Megareans from

any quarter. But the Athenian horse charged in return, and
r.mi" to close quarters with them; and there was a cavalry
action which lasted for a long time, in which both parties
claim to have had the better. For the Athenians, close under

the walls of Nisa3a, charged, killed, and stripped the Boeotian

commander of the horse, and some few others
;
and having

got possession of these bodies, restored them under truce, and
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erected a trophy : yet, regarding the action as a whole, neither

party retired with a decided result, but the Boeotians drew oil'

to their forces, and the Athenians to Nisica.

73. After this, Brasidas and the army moved nearer to the

sea and to Megara ;
and having chosen a convenient spot,

drew up in order of battle, and remained still, thinking that

the Athenians would advance against them, and knowing that

the Megareans were waiting to see on which side would be

the victory. And they considered that both results were fa-

vorable for them, their not being the first to make the attack,

and voluntarily to begin an engagement with all its hazard

(since, at any rate, they had clearly .shown that they Mere

ready to defend themselves), and the victory being fairly

assigned to them, without any struggle, so to speak ;
and that

at the same time it was favorable to their interest at Megara.
For if they had not shown themselves there, they would not

have had a chance, but would certainly have lost the city,

being considered as good as beaten. But as it was, the Athen-

ians might happen to be not disposed for a contest
;
so that

without fighting they would succeed in the objects of their

coming. And this was indeed the case. For the Athenians

came out, and drew up by the long walls, but remained quiet
on their side also, as the enemy did not attack them : since their

commanders too considered it no equal hazard, on the one

hand for them, after succeeding in most of their designs, to

commence an engagement against superior numbers, and

either, if victorious, only to take Megara, or, if beaten, to

sacrifice the flower of their heavy-soldiery ; and, on the other

hand, for merely a part of their enemies' whole force, nay even

of that which was present in each case, to be willing, as they

reasonably might, with boldness to risk a battle. So when,
after waiting some time and no attack being made on either

side, the Athenians first returned to Nisoea, and then the

VelopMim-'sians to the point they had set out from; under

these circumstances the friends of the Megarcan exiles with

greater confidence threw open the gates to Brasidas and the

commanders from the diflerent states (considering fh.-it he had

proved his superior strength, and that the Athenians had no

longer been willing to
tight), and having received them, pro-

ceeded to confer with them, while those who had negotiated
with the Athenians were now confounded.
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74. Afterward, when Brasidas had dismissed the allies

to tlu-ir s'-Yi-r.-il cities, he himself went back to Corinth, and

prepared tor his expedition to Thrace, which was the original
destination. When the Athenians also had returned home,
such of the Megareans in the city as had been most implicated
in ih'

negotiations
with them, knowing that they had been

marked, immediately stole away ;
while the rest, having con-

I'-n-.-d with the friends of the exiles, restored the party at

Pe^e, after binding them by solemn oaths to forget the past,

and to advise what was best for the city. When, however,

they had been put in office, and held a review of the heavy
-

armed troops, having separated the battalions, they selected

a hundred of their enemies, and of those who appeared to have

joined most decidedly in the negotiations with the Athenians
;

and having compelled the commons to pass an open sentence

upon them, on their being condemned, they put them to death
;

and established a thorough oligarchy in the city. And this

change of government lasted a very long time, though effected

by a very few men through the triumph of a faction.

75. The same summer, when Antandrus was going to be

strengthened by the Mytilenaeans, as they were planning

[when we last mentioned them], Demodocus and Aristides,

the commanders of the ships sent to levy contributions, being
about the Hellespont (for Lamachus, their third colleague,
had sailed with ten ships into the Pontus), became aware of

the provisions made for the place, and thinking there was

danger of its becoming what Ancea was to Samos where the

Samian exiles had established themselves, and both assisted

the Peloponnesians by sending pilates to their squadrons, and
threw the Samians in the city into confusion, and received

those who deserted them on these grounds they collected a

force from the allies and set sail, and having defeated in a

battle those who came out from Antandrus against them, re-

took the place. Not long after, Lamachus, who had sailed

into the Pontus, having anchored in the river Calex, in the

territory of Heraclea, lost his ships in consequence of a rain

in the interior,
1 and the flood coming suddenly down upon

them. He himself and his troops went by land through tlio

Bithynian Thracians, who are situated across the strait in

1

Poppo explains avuQcv by "coelitus." See Arnold's note.
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Asia, to Chalcedon, the Megarean colony at the mouth of

the Pontus.

76. The same summer Demosthenes, the Athenian general,
went to Naupactus with forty ships immediately after the

return from the Megarid. For communications respecting
the affairs of Breotia were being carried on with Hippoc*atea
and him by certain men in the cities, who wished to change
the constitution, and to bring them under a democracy like

that of Athens; it being especially under the direction ol

Ptceodorus, an exile from Thebes, that these preparations
were made by them. A party was to betray to them Siph;r,
a sea-port town in the Thespian territory, on the Crisaean Bay ;

while Chseronea, which was dependent on what was formerly
called the Minyan, but now the Boeotian Orchomenus, was to

be delivered up by another party in that city ;
the exiles from

it also co-operating most warmly, and raising mercenary troops
from the Peloponnese. Cha3ro,nea is the frontier town too of

Bceotia, near to Phanotis in Phocis, and a party of Phocians

joined in the design. On the other hand, the Athenians were

to seize Delium, the sanctuary of Apollo in the territory of

Tanagra, looking toward Euboea; and these measures were

to be simultaneously executed on the same day ;
that the Boe-

otians might not oppose them in a body at Delium, but have

to attend to their own respective neighborhoods that were

being revolutionized. And should the attempt succeed, and
Delium be fortified, they confidently hoped that even if no

change in their constitution were immediately made by the

Boeotians, yet when these posts were occupied by Athenian

garrisons, and the land was being plundered, and the several

parties had a rallying place close at hand, that things would not

remain in their present position, but that, in the course of time,
when the Athenians supported the disaffected, and the power
of the oligarchs was disunited, they would settle them to their

own advantage. Such then wa- the design in preparation.
77. Now Hippocrates himself, with a force raised at home,

was ready, when the time came, to take the field against the.

Boeotians
;
but Demosthenes he sent on before, with the forty

ships mentioned, to Naupactus ;
that after raising in those

quarters an army of Acarnanians and the other allies, he

might sail to Siphae, in expectation of its being betrayed to

him : and the day had been fixed between them on whicb
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they were simultaneously to carry out these plans. Accord-

ing y, Demosthenes went to Naupactus, and finding ^Eaiadae

compelled by all the Acaruanians to join the Athenian con-

federacy, and having himself raised all the allies on that side,

and marched first against Salynthius and the Agrseans, and

reduced them to subjection, he proceeded to make his other

preparations for going at the proper time to Siphafi.

78. About the same part of the summer, when Brasidas,

being on his march with one thousand seven hundred heavy-
armed to the Thrace ward countries, had come to Heraclea in

Trachinia
;
and when, on his sending before him a messenger

to his partisans in Pharsalus, and requesting them to conduct

himself and his army through the country, there came to Me-

litia, in Achaia, Panaerus, Dorus, Hippolochidas, Torylaus,
and Strophacus, who was proxenus to the Chalcidians;

upon that he proceeded on his march, being conducted both

by other Thessalians and especially by Niconidas of Larissa,
who was a friend of Perdiccas. For on other grounds it was
not easy to pass through Thessaly without an escort, and
with an armed force, especially, to pass through a neighbor's

country without having obtained his consent, was regard-
ed with suspicion by all the Greeks alike. Besides, the great
mass of the Thessalians had always been on friendly terms

with Athens : so that, had not Thessaly, by the constitution of

their country, been under the dominion of a few individuals,
rather than in the enjoyment of civil equality, he would never

have made his way ;
since even as it was, another parly, of

contrary views to those who have been named, met him on his

march on the river Enipeus, and tried to stop him, telling
him that he did wrong in advancing without the national con-

sent. But his conductors said that they would not escort him

against their will, and that they were only attending him as

friends, on his unexpectedly coming to them. Brasidas him-
self also told them that he came as a friend both to the coun-

try of the Thessalians and to themselves, and was bringing
his forces against the Athenians, who were at war with his

country, and not against them
;
nor did he know of any en-

mity existing betweed the Thessalians and the Lacedaemo-

nians, to prevent their having access to each other's territory :

and now he would not advance against their will (for neither

indeed could he) ;
but yet he claimed not to be obstructed.

12*
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After hearing this, they went away ;
and he, without halting

at all, pushed on at a rapid pace, according to the advice of his

conductors, before a greater force might be collected to stop
him. And so on the day of his setting out from Melitia he per-
formed the whole distance to Pharsalus, and encamped on the

river Apidanus; thence to Phacium, and thence to Pera-bia.

At that point his Thessalian escort returned
;
but the Pera>

bians, who were subject to the Thessalians, brought him to

Dium, in the dominions of Perdiccas, a town of Macedonia

lying under Mount Olympus, on the side of Thessaly.
79. In this way Brasidas stole a rapid march through

Thessaly, before any one was prepared to stop him, an i

reached Perdiccas and Chalcidice. For what brought the

army up out of the Peloponnese, while the affairs of Athens
were so prosperous, was the fear of the Thrace-ward cities

which had revolted from the Athenians, and that of Perdiccas:

the Chalcidians thinking that the Athenians would in tho

first place march against them (and moreover, the cities near

to them which had not revolted, secretly joined in the invita-

tion), and Perdiccas, though not an open enemy, yet being

afraid, on his part also, because of his old quarrels with tho

Athenians, and most of all being desirous of reducing to sub-

jection Arrhiba3us, the king of the Lyncestians.
80. And what contributed to their getting tho army out of

the Peloponnese the more easily, was the misfortune of the

Lacedaemonians at that time. For as the Athenians were

pressing hard upon the Peloponnese, and especially upon tJu-ir

tvn-itory, they hoped to divert them from it most eiiectually,

if they annoyed them in return by sending au army to their

allies; especially as they were ready to maintain it, and were

calling them to their aid, with a view to revolting. Besides,

they were glad to have a pretext for sending away some of the

ilelots; lest in the present, state of ailairs, when I'ylus was

occupied by an enemy, they might attempt some revolution.

Indeed through fear of their youth and great numbers, they
even perpetrated the following deed (tor at all times most of

the Laceda-im .nian institutions were framed parliralarly with ;i

view to tho Helots, to guard against them) : They made proc-

lamation, that as many of them as claimed to have dne ihe

state most service against the enemy should be picked out,

pofeesing that they would give them their liberty thus ap-
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plying a test to them, and thinking that those who severally
claimed to bo first made free, would also, through their high

spirit,
be most ready to attack them. Having thus selected as

many as two thousand, the Helots crowned themselves, and went
round to the temples, on the strength of having gained their

freedom
;
but the Spartans soon after did away with them, and

no one ever knew by what means they were severally dispatched.
And on this occasion they eagerly sent away seven hundred of

them with Brasidas as heavy-armed troops : the rest of his

army he induced by pay to follow him from the Peloponnese.
As for Brasidas himself, it was chiefly at his own desire that

the Lacedaemonians sent him out.

81. But the Ohalcidians were also very anxious to have him,
as a man who both appeared, while in Sparta, to be active in

every thing, and after lie had gone from home, proved himself

most valuable to the Lacedaemonians. For at that present time,

by showing himself just and moderate toward the cities, he

caused their revolt in most instances; while other places ho

took through their being betrayed to him
;
so that the Lacedas-

monians, if they might wish to conclude peace (as they did),
had towns to give and receive back, and a respite from the war
in the Pelopounese. And at a later period of the war, after

what had happened in Sicily, it was the probity and tact of

Brasidas at this time, experienced by some and heard of by
others, that most raised among the allies of Athens a strong
inclination toward the Lacedaemonians. For by going out first,

and showing himself to be in all respects a worthy man, he

left among them an assured hope that the rest also were like

him.

82. On his arrival then at this time in the countries Thrace-

ward, the Athenians, when they heard it, declared war

against Perdiccas, thinking that he was the cause of his

march thither ;
and kept a closer watch over their allies in

that quarter.
83. Perdiccas immediately took Brasidas and his army, and

led them with his own forces against Arrhibreus the son of

Bromerus, king of the Lyncestian Macedonians, whose terri-

tory bordered on his own; for he had a quarrel with him,

and wished to reduce him to subjection. But when he had

come with his army, accompanied by Brasidas, to the pass
into Lyncus, Brasidas told him that he wished to go, before
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hostilities were commenced, and by means of words bring
Arrhibseus into alliance with the Ladeda3monians, if he could.

Indeed Arrhibaeus sent a herald to make some advances,

being willing to refer the matter to Brasidas as an arbitrator

between them : and the Chalcidian envoys who were with

him, advised him not to remove the apprehensions of Per-

diccas, that they might be able to command his more hearty
assistance in their own affairs also. Besides, the envoys from

Perdiccas had made at Lacedaemon a declaration to this ef-

fect, that he would bring many places around him into alliance

with them
;
so that Brasidas, on the strength of this thought

himself entitled to arrange the affairs of Arrhibseus in com-
mon 1 with Perdiccas, rather than leave them to him alone.

But Perdiccas said that he had not taken Brasidas as an arbi-

trator in their disputes, but rather to destroy the enemies he

should point out to him
; and, that he would act unjustly, if,

while he supported half his army, he should hold a conference

with Arrhibaeus. But Brasidas, against the king's will, and

after a quarrel with him, had a meeting with Arrhibaeus, and,

being persuaded by his arguments, drew off the army before

they entered his country. And Perdiccas after this supplied
but a third, instead of a half, toward the support of the army,

considering himself to be aggrieved.
84. The same summer, Brasidas, accompanied by the Chal-

cidians, immediately made an expedition against Acanthus, the

colony of the Adrians, a little before the vintage. The people
there were divided into parties among themselves on the subject
of receiving him, those who with the Chalcidians joined in in-

viting him, and the commons [who were opposed to
it].

Never-

theless, through fear for their fruit, which was still out, when
the commons were urged by Brasidas to admit him alone, and

to decide after hearing him, they admitted him. And coining
forward to speak to the people (being, for a Lacedaemonian,
not deficient in eloquence), he addressed them as follows :

85. "The sending out, Acanthians, of myself and my army
by the Lacedaemonians, has been executed to verify the reason

we alleged for hostilities at the commencement of them, viz.,

1
Or, noivri fiu^ov may signify

" on more public grounds," i.
e., on tho

strength of what Perdiccas had held out at Sparta :is a n;ition;il advan-

tage that would result from their sending troops to co-operate with him-

Poppo and Bloomfield think it signifies
" more impartially."
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that to liberate Greece we should go to war with the Athenians.

Aii'l it' we have been long in coming to you, through being

disappointed in our expectation regarding the war in those

parts, according to which we hoped quickly by ourselves, and

without any risk on your part, to overthrow the Athenians,
let no one find fault with us

;
for now, when we had an op-

portunity, we are coine, and will endeavor, in concert with

you, to subdue them. But I am astonished at my being shut

out of your gates, and that my arrival should be unwelcome to

any of you. For we Lacodasmonians, as thinking that wo
should come to men who in feeling, at any rate, were on

our side, even before we actually joined them, and that wo
should be welcome to you, ran the great risk of making a

march of many days through the country of strangers, and

evinced
1

all possible zeal : and now, if you have aught else in

mind, or if you should stand in the way of your own liberty,

and that of the rest of the Greeks, it would be a hard case.

For it is not merely that you oppose me yourselves, but of

those also to whom I may apply, each will be less disposed to

come over to me, raising a difficulty on the ground that you,
to whom I first came, and who are seen in the possession of a

considerable city, and are considered to be prudent men, did

not admit me. And I shall not be able to prove the credibility
of the reason [alleged by us for the war], but shall be

charged with either bringing to them a liberty which has an

unjust end in view, or of having come too weak and powerless
to assist them against the Athenians, in case of their attacking
them. And yet when I went with the army I now have to

the relief of Nisrea, the Athenians though more numerous,
were unwilling to engage with me : so that it is not likely,
that coming with forces conveyed by sea,

2

they will send

against you an army equal in numbers to that at Nisaaa. With

regard to myself, too, I have come to you, not for the injury,
but for the liberation of the Greeks having bound the Lace-

daemonian authorities by the most solemn oaths, that such as I

1 If the re after KLV&VVOV is to be retained, I think Ilaack's explanation
of the passage tho only one that can give it its true force, viz., that

xapaaxofievot is carelessly introduced instead of Trapeo^o/^efla. If Pop-
po's objection to this be considered valid, I should then agree with him
in omitting TK.

a
I have followed Poppo in understanding crparCt after v^ir?/, so that

there is no reason for striking out the words TW iv
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win over shall assuredly be independent confederates nor,

again, that we may have allies whom Ave have got by violence

or deceit, but, on the contrary, prepared to act as allies to you,
who are enslaved by the Athenians. I claim, therefore, neither

to be suspected myself, since I have given the strongest pledges
for my honesty, nor to be considered a powerless avenger ;

and
I call upon you to come over to me with confidence.

86.
" And if any one be backward to do so, from being per-

sonally afraid of some individual or other, lest I should put the

city into the hands of a particular party, let him above all others

feel confidence. For I am not come to be a partisan ;
nor am

I minded to bring you a, doubtful liberty, as I should do, if,

disregarding your hereditary constitution, I should enslave

the many to the few, or the few to the many. For that would
be more grievous than foreign dominion

;
and toward us

Lacedemonians no obligation would be felt for our exertions,
but instead of honor and glory, accusation rather. And those

charges with which we are throwing down the Athenians,
we should ourselves seem to incur in a more odious degree
than a party which has shown no pretensions to honesty. For
to gain advantage by specious trickery is more disgraceful, at

any rate for men in high station than to do it by open violence :

since the one is a case of aggression OH the plea of might,
which fortune has given; the other, by the insidiousnrss of a

dishonest policy. So great can;
1 do wo take for things which

most deeply interest us
;
and in addition to oaths, you could not

receive a greater assurance than in the case of men whose ac-

tions,when viewed in the light of their words, convey a necessary
conviction that it, is even expedient for them to do as they have

said.

87. " But if, when I advance these arguments, you say that

you have not the power to comply with them, and yet claim,
on the strength of your kind wishes, to incur no harm by
refusing; and allege that freedom does not appear to you un-

accompanied with danger, and that it is right to offer it to

those who have the power to accept it, but to force it on no
one against his will: in that case I will take the gods and

heroes of your country to witness, that after coming for your

1 " Ot'rw TTO/,/./> -rpu.)7T/t r, i;. r.
?..]

These words should be -

connected with the following clause, aal OVK uv /iei\u wf eiTror, and tho

chapter should end at dirov, instead of at Troior/ittta." Arnold.
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1- n fit, I can not prevail upon you to accept it; and will en-

deavor to compel you by ravaging your country. Nor shall

I then think that I am doing wrong, but that reason is on my
side, on the ground of two compulsory considerations

;
with re-

gard to the Lacedaemonians, that they may not, with all your
kind feelings toward them, be injured, in case of your not being
won over to them, by means of the money paid by you to the

Athenians
;
and with regard to the Greeks, that they may not

be prevented by you from escaping bondage. For, otherwise,

certainly we should have no right to act thus
;
nor are we Lace-

daemonians bound to liberate those who do not wish it, except
on the plea of some general good. Nor is it dominion that we
aim at

;
but rather being anxious, as we are, to stop others from

acquiring it, we should wrong the majority, if,
when bring-

ing independence to all, we should permit you to stand in

the way of it. Wherefore advise well, and strive to be tin

first to give liberty to the Greeks, and lay up for yourselves

everlasting glory ;
and both to avoid suffering in your private

capacities, and to confer on your whole city the most honor-

able title."

88. To this effect spoke Brasidas. The Acanthians, after

much previous speaking on both sides of the question, gave
their votes upon it in secret

;
and because Brasidas had urged

alluring arguments, and at the same time through fear for their

fruit, the majority determined to revolt from the Athenians
;

and after pledging him to the oaths which the Lacedaemonian

authorities swore before they sent him out, that such as he won
over should assuredly be independent allies, in this way they
a Imitted the army. Not long after, Stagirus, a colony of the

Andrians, also joined them in the revolt. Such then were the

events of this summer.
89. At the very commencement of the following winter,

when the towns in Boeotia were to be delivered up to Hippc-
crates and Demosthenes, the Athenian generals, and Demos-
thenes was to repair with his ships to Siphae, Hippocrates to

Delium
;
a mistake having been made in the days on which

they were both to take the field, Demosthenes sailed first to

Siphae, with the Acarnanians and many allies from those parts
on board, but did not succeed in his undertaking, through in-

formation of the design having been given by Nichomachus, a

Phocian of Phanoteus, who told the Lacedaemonians, and they
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the Boeotians. Accordingly, succors being brought by al'

the Boeotians (for Hippocrates was not yet in their country to

make 1

a diversion), Siphae and Chaerouea were secured by sur

prise ;
and when the conspirators were aware of the mistake,

they attempted no movement in the cities.

90. But Hippocrates having drawn out the whole popula-
tion of Athens, citizens, resident aliens, and all the foreigners
then in the city, afterward arrived at Delium, when the

Boeotians had now returned from Siph;e ;
and having en-

camped his army, proceeded to fortify Delium, the sanctuary
of Apollo, in the following manner. They dug a trench all

round the sacred precinct and the fane, and from the ground
thus excavated threw up the earth in a mound, as a substitute

for a wall
;
and fixing stakes on it, cut down the vines that

were round the sanctuary and threw them in, taking down
also at the same time stones and brick-work from the neigh-

boring houses
;
and so they ran up the work in every way.

They also erected wooden towers where there was occasion

for them, and where there was not already any building be-

longing to the temple : for [on one side] the gallery that once

existed had fallen down. Having begun the work on the

third day after setting out from home, they continued it

that day, the fourth, and till, dinner-time of the fifth. Then,
as the main part of it was finished, the army went forward

from Delinm about ten stadcs OH its way home
;
whence most

of the light-armed proceeded straight on, but the heavy-armed
halted, and remained stationary; while Hippocrates was si ill

staying behind, and arranging the guards, and how they should

complete such parts of the out-works as remained to be finished.

91. Now during the days thus employed, the Boeotians were

mustering at Tanagra; and when they were come from all

the cities, and found the Athenians on their progress home-

ward, the rest of the Boeotarchs (who were eleven in number),
not consenting to an engagement, since; the Athenians wen-

no longer ia Boeotia (for they were just within the borders of

the Oropian territory when they halted), Pagondas son of

^Eoladas, being Boeotarch of Thebes together with Ariaa

1 This is, I think, the true force of TrapiXvirti in this passage ; and it

-oniewliat situiliar one, Xcn. Anal). II. r>. lil), e(3otf\ero St KOI 6

array TO (rT/xiTm/Ki TTfwc tavrbv t\f.tv ri]v yvw/jiijv, ical TOVQ
Tro&uJV iivai.
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thidas son of Lysimachidas, and having the command at the

time, wished to fight the battle, and thought it best to run the

risk
;
and so, calling the men to him separately, in their differ-

ent battalions, that they might not all at once leave the arms

that were piled, he tried to persuade the Boeotians to march

against the Athenians and bring on the contest, by speaking to

this effect :

92. " Men of Bceotia, it should not have even entered the

thoughts of any of us your commanders, that it would not be

right to engage with the Athenians, in case we found them no

longer in Bceotia. For it is Bceotia that they intend to ravage,
after coming from the border territory, and building a fortress

in it : and so they are surely our enemies, wherever they may
be found, and from whatever country they may have come to

act as enemies would. But now, if any one has thought this

the safer course, let him change his mind on the question. For

prudence, in the case of men attacked by others, does not admit

of such nice calculation as in the case of those who are enjoying
their own, and yet wilfully attack others through coveting more.

The custom of your country, too, is to repel alike a foreign force

that has invaded you, whether in your own or in your neighbor's

territory. But against Athenians, and borderers besides, this is

far more necessary than against any others. For, with respect to

their neighbors, equality in the case of all men constitutes

liberty ;
and against these men, most especially, who endeavor

to make vassals not only of those who are near them, but of

those also who are far away, how can it fail to be our duty to

struggle to the very utmost ? (for in the Eubceans across the

strait, and in the greater part of the rest of Greece, we have an

example of the position in which they stand toward them) j

1

and to be convinced, that with others their neighbors fight
about the boundaries of their land, but that in our case there

will be fixed for the whole of it,
if we are conquered, one bound-

ary, not to be controverted
;
for they will invade it and take by

force whatever we have. So much more dangerous neighbors
have we in these men than in any others. It is usual, also, with

such as through confidence in their power attack those who are

near them, as the Athenians are now doiog, to march more

1 For diaiteifiai used in a similar manner, comp. Xen. Anab. II. 5. 27,

d^Aof T* TJV KU.VV (bihiKtir oiofievoc dtatceiadat T 'YioaatyipveL.
" That he

was on a very friendly footing with him."
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fearlessly against those who remain quiet, and only defend

themselves in their own territory; but to be less ready to

grapple with those who meet them beyond their borders, and

strike the first blow, if they have an opportunity. And we have

had a proof of this in the case of these very men ;
for by

conquering them at Coronaea, when they got possession of our

country through our own divisions, we won great security for

Bceotia, which has lasted up to the present time. Remember-

ing which, we ought, the older part of us, to come up to our

former deeds, and the younger, as sons of fathers who then

behaved so bravely, to strive not to disgrace the noble qual-
ities that by birth belong to them

;
but to trust that the gods

will be on our side, whose sanctuary they have lawlessly forti-

fied, and are using, and to rely on the omens, which, after

sacrificing, appear favorable to us
;
and so to meet these men

in battle, and show them that what they want they must

go and get by attacking such as will not resist them
;
but

that from those who deem it noble ever to secure by their

arms the liberty of their own country, and not to enslave

unjustly that of other people, they shall not go away without a

struggle."
93. By thus exhorting the Bceotians, Pagondas persuaded

them to go against the Athenians, and quickly breaking up his

camp, led the army forward (for it was now late in the day).
On approaching near to their forces, he placed his troops in a

position where, in consequence of a hill intervening, the armies

did not see each other; and there he drew them up, and made
his arrangements for battle. When Hippocrates, who was still

at Delium, received tidings of the advance of the Bceotians, he
sent his troops, with orders to throw themselves into line, and
himself joined them soon after, leaving three hundred horse at

Delium, both to defend it if any one came against it, and to

watch their opportunity and fall upon the Bceotians
during

the engagement. Against these the Haitians posted a divi-

sion to resist their charge ;
and when all was well arranged

by them, they appeared over the hill, and halted in the order

they intended to fight in, to the number of about seven thou-

sand heavy-armed, more than ten thousand light-armed, one

thousand horse, and five hundred iargetcers. The right wing
was held by the Thebans and those of the same division of

; the center by the, Haliarl 1

Dffians, Cop&ans,
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and the other people round the lake
;

the left by the Thes-

pians, Tanagraeans, and Orchomenians. The cavalry and

light-armed were posted on each flank. The Thebans /orm-

cd their line five-and-t\venty deep ;
the rest, as might happen.

These then were the forces and the dispositions of the Boeo-

tians.

94. On the side of the Athenians, the heavy-armed formed
their whole line eight deep, being equal in numbers to their

adversaries, with the cavaliy on each flank. As for light-armed

regularly equipped, there was neither any present on that oc-

casion, nor had the state ever raised any. Such as had joined
in the invasion, though many times more numerous than those

on the other side, had, for the most part, followed unarmed
;

inasmuch as there was a levy "en masse" of foreigners who
were present, as well as of citizens

;
and on their first setting

out for home, they did not, with a few exceptions, keep to

their standards. When the armies were formed in line, and
now on the point of engaging, Hippocrates, the general, passed

along the Athenian ranks, and encouraged them, by speaking
as follows :

95.
"
Athenians, my advice is given you in a few words, but

it is equally availing to brave men, and is intended to remind,
rather than exhort you. Let the thought then be entertained

by none of you, that we are improperly running this hazard in

another people's territory. For though in these men's terri-

tory, the struggle will be for the good of our own
;
and if we

conquer, the Peloponnesians will never invade your country,
when deprived of the Boeotian horse

;
but in one battle you

will both gain possession of this land, and cofirm the liberty
of that. Advance to meet them, then, in a manner worthy of

the state in which each of you boasts that he has the first

country in Greece
;
and of your fathers, who, by defeating these

men in battle at ^Enophyta, under Myronides, once got posses-
sion of Bceotia."

96. While Hippocrates was thus exhorting his men, and
when he had reached the center of the line, but had not had
time to go further, the Boeotians, having also been exhorted
in few words by Pagondas, on that occasion as well as the

former, raised their paean, and advanced against them from the

hill. The Athenians, on their side, also advanced to meet them,
arid closed with them at a run. The extremity of neither lino
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came into action, but both were in the same case
,

for water-

courses were in their way : but the rest met in an obstinate

engagement, shield to shield. And the Boeotian left, and as far

as the center, was beaten by the Athenians, who pressed hard

both the others posted there, and especially the Thespians. For
the troops next to them in the line having given way, and the

Thespians being thus surrounded in a narrow space, those of

them who were killed were cut down while defending them-
selves hand to hand : and some of the Athenians also, being
thrown into confusion through surrounding the enemy, failed

to recognize their own men, and so killed each other. This

part then of the Boeotian line was beaten, and retreated on that

which was still fighting ;
but their right, where the Thebans

were posted, had the advantage over the Athenians, and drove

them back, and pursued them, though but gradually at first.

It happened also, that Pagondas having secretly sent two squad-
rons of horse round the hill when his left was distressed, and
these suddenly making their appearance, the victorious wing of

the Athenians, thinking that another army was coming against

them, was seized with a panic ;
and so now on both parts of

the field, owing to this supposition, and to the Thebans' pursu-

ing tlion and breaking their line, the whole Athenian army
took to flight. Some hurried to Delium and the sea-coast, others

toward Oropus, others to Mount Farm's, and others as they

severally had hope of saving themselves. The Boeotians, in the

mean time, were pursuing them close, and putting them to

the sword, especially the cavalry, both their own and the

Locrian, which came to their succor just as the rout took plaee :

but the mass of the fugitives escaped more easily than they
would else have done, in consequence of night coming on be-

fore the business was over. The next day, the troops at Oro-

pus and those at Delium, having left a garrison in it (for

they still continued to hold it notwithstanding), returned home

by sea.

97. The Boeotians, after creeling a, trophy, taking up their

own dead, stripping those of the enemy, and leaving a guard
over them, retired to Tanagra, and formed plans for assaulting

Delium. Meanwhile, a herald from the Athenians, coming to

ask back the dead, met a Bu'otiau herald, who turned him back,

and told him that he would gain nothing before he himself had

come back again. Then he went to the Athenians, and do
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livered the message of the Boeotians, viz.,
" that they had not

acted right in violating the laws of the Greeks. For it was a

principle acknowledged by all, that in an invasion of each other's

territory, they should abstain from injuring the temples that

were in it. But the Athenians had fortified Delium, and were

living in it, every tiling that men do in profane ground being
done there

;
and they drew and used for ordinary purposes

the water which was never touched by themselves, except to

use in the laver of purification. In the god's behalf, there-

fore, as well as their own, the Boeotians appealed to the asso-

ciated deities and to Apollo, and charged them to retire from

the sanctuary, and then take back the dead which belonged to

them."
1

98. The herald having spoken to this effect, the Athenians

sent their own herald to the Boeotians, and said, that as for the

sanctuary, they had neither done it any injury, nor would they
in future voluntarily damage it

;
for neither had they originally

entered it for that purpose, but to avenge themselves from it

on those who were rather injuring them. Now the law of the

Greeks was, that whoever in any case had command of the

country, whether more or less extensive, to them the temples

always belonged, provided they received such honors as the

occupiers had the power to pay, without limiting them to what
were usual.

2 For the Boeotians, and most others who had ex-

pelled any people from their country and taken forcible pos-
session of it, had proceeded against temples which originally

belonged to others, and now held them as their own. And if

the Athenians had been able to make themselves masters of

the Boeotian territory to a greater extent, such would have
been the case : but as it was, from the part in which they then

were they would not, if they could help it, retire
;
as they con-

sidered that it belonged to them. The water they had dis-

turbed under the pressure of necessity, which they had not

wantonly brought on themselves
;
but they were compelled to

use it while defending themselves against the Boeotians, who
had first come against their country. And every thing, it was

1

Or, as Hobbes and Bloomfield take it,
"
to carry away their property

with them." But I think that there is a reference to this paragraph in

the 7th and 8th of the next chapter ;
and in that case it can only bear

the meaning which I have given to it.

8
Literally,

" in addition to what were usual."
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natural to suppose, done under pressure of war, or any other

danger, would be considered as pardonable even in the eyes of

the god. For the altars were a place of refuge in unintentional

offenses
;
and transgression was a term applied to those who

were wicked through no compulsion, and not to those who had
ventured to do any thing in consequence of their misfortunes.

Nay, the Boeotians were much more impious in wishing to give
back dead bodies in return for sanctuaries, than they were who
would not at the price of sanctuaries recover things not suit-

able [for such bartering]. They begged, then, that they would

simply tell them to take up their dead, not "
after evacuating

the territory of the Boeotians" for they were no longer in

their territory, but in one which they had won with their arms

but,
" on making a truce according to the custom of their

fathers."

99. The Boeotians replied, that "if they were in Boeotia,

they might take up their dead after evacuating their country ;

but if in Athenian territory, then they knew themselves what
to do:" 1

considering that the Oropian territory, in which the

bodies happened to be lying (for the battle was fought on the

borders), was indeed subject to Athens, and yet that the Athe-
nians could not get possession of them without their consent.

Nor, again, were they disposed, they said, to grant any truce

for a country belonging to Athens; but they thought it was a

t&ir answer to give, that
" when they had evacuated the Boeotian

territory, they might then recover what they asked." So the

herald of the Athenians, after hearing their answer, returned

without effecting his object.
100. The Boeotians immediately sent for dartmen and simp-

ers from the Malian gulf, and having been reinforced since

the battle by two thousand Corinthian heavy-armed, and the

Peloponnesian garrison which had evacuated Nissea, and some

Megareans with them, they marched against Delium and

assaulted the fortress, both attempting it in other ways, and

bringing against it an engine of the following description,
which was the means of taking it. Having sawn a great beam

1
i. e., they might take them .away when they pleased. But, as Arnold

remarks, "The Boeotians knew all the time that this was merely vexa-

;'<>r the Athenians would not bury their dead without their leave,

whether the ground which they occupied belonged to Attica or to Booo
tia."
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in two, they hollowed out the whole of it, and fitted it nicely

together again, like a pipe, and hung by chains at the end of

it a caldron, into which was placed an iron bellows-pipe, in-

clining from the beam, the timber also being for a considerable

distance covered with iron. This they brought up from a
distance on carts to that part of the wall where it had been

chiefly built of the vines and timber
;
and when it was near,

they applied great bellows to the end of the beam next them-

selves, and blew them. The blast passing closely confined

into the caldron, which held lighted coals, sulphur, and pitch,

produced a great flame, and set fire to a part of the wall
;
so

that no one could any longer stand upon it, but they left it

and took to flight ;
and in this way the fortress was taken. Of

the garrison some were killed, and two hundred taken : of the

rest the greater part got on board their ships, and returned home.
101. Delium having thus been taken on the fifteenth day

after the battle, and the Athenian herald, without knowing
any thing that had happened, having soon after come again

respecting the bodies, the Boeotians restored them, and no-

longer made the same answer as before. There fell in the

engagement of the Boeotians, not quite five hundred
;
of the

Athenians, not quite a thousand, and Hippocrates the general ;

but of light-armed and camp-followers a great number.
A short time after this battle, Demosthenes, having had no

success with regard to Siphae being betrayed to him, when he
sailed thither at that time, and having still on board his ships
the Acarnanian and Agraean forces, with four hundred Athe-
nian heavy-armed, made a descent on the territory of Sicyon.
But before all his ships reached the shore, the Sicyonians
came against them, and routed those that had landed, and
drove them back to their vessels, killing some, and taking
others prisoners. Having erected a trophy, they restored the

dead under truce. It was also about the same time as the

affair at Delium, that Sitalces, king of the Odrysae, died, after

making an expedition against the Triballi, and being de-

feated in battle
;
and Seuthes son of Sparadocus, his nephew,

succeeded to the kingdom of the Odrysje, and the other parts
of Thrace, over which Sitalces had reigned.

102. The same winter Brasidas with his allies Thrace-

ward marched against Amphipolis, the Athenian colony on the

river Strymon. On the site on which the town now stands
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a settlement was before attempted by Aristagoras the Milesian,
when flying from king Darius

;
but he was driven away by

the Edonians : and then by the Athenians, two-and-thirty

years later, who sent ten thousand settlers of their own citi-

zens, and whoever else would go ;
who were cut off by the

Thracians at Drabeseus. Twenty-nine years after, the Athe-

nians went again, Hagnon son of Nicias being sent out

as leader of the colony, and expelled the Edonians, and
founded a town on the spot which before was called " Nine-

ways." They set out for the purpose from Eion, which they

occupied themselves at the mouth of the river, on the coast,

at a distance of five-and-twenty stades from the present town,
which Hagnon named Amphipolis,

1

because, as the river

Strymon tlows round it on both sides, with a view to inclos-

ing it,

*
he ran along wall across from river to river, and built

the town so as to be conspicuous both toward the sea and
toward the land.

103. Against this town then Brasidas inarched wilh his

forces, starting from Arnae in Ohalcidice. Having arrived

about dusk at Aulon and Broraiscus, where the lake Bolbo

empties itself into the sea, and there supped, he proceeded

during the night. The weather was stormy, and it was snow-

ing a little; on which acconnt he hurried on the more,

wishing to surprise the people of Amphipolis, except those

who were to betray it. For there were residing in it some

Argilians (this people are a colony from Audros), and some

others, who were carrying on this intrigue together ;
some at

the suggestion of Perdiccas, others at that of the Chalcidians.

But most active of all were the Argilians, who lived close by,
and had always been suspected by the Athenians of forming

designs upon the place. For when the opportunity now pre-
sented itself, and Hrasidas had come

;
as they had for sometime

past been intriguing with their countrymen who resided there

with a view to its being delivered up to him, so at that time they
received him into their own town, and revolted from Atlien>,

and took him forward that same night to the bridge over tho

1
{ e., "a city looking both ways." For a description of it, seo tho

memoir at tho end of Arnold's 2d volume.
*

I have followed Arnold in supposing that 6u1 in this passage expresses

firm], rather than efficient cause, as it often does with an infinitive mood;
at least I infer that such was his view of it, from the passages which he

compares with it,
&' axfirjduva, ch. 40. 2, and V. 63, out TIIV
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river. The town stands further off than the passage- of the river,

and the walls did not reach down to it as they do now, but

there was only a small guard posted there; which Brasidas

easily drove in (partly from there being treason among
thorn, and partly from the stormy weather and the suddenness

of his attack), and then crossed the bridge, and was at once

master of all the property outside the town belonging to the

Amphipolita.is, who had houses over the whole quarter.
104. His passage having thus taken by surprise those who

were in the city, while of those who were outside many were
made prisoners, and others took refuge within the wall, the

Amphipolitans were thrown into great confusion, especially
as they were suspected by each ot^er. Indeed it is said that

if Brasidas would not have set his troops to plunder, but

marched straightway to the town, he would probably have

taken it. Bnt as it was after establishing his army there,

he overran the property outside
;
and when he found no re-

sult produced by those within, as 'he expected, he remained

quiet. In the mean time, the party opposed to the traitors,

prevailing by their numbers to prevent the gates being im-

mediately thrown open, sent with Eucles the general, who had
come to them from Athens to defend the place, to the

other commander Thraceward, Thucydides son of Olorus,
the historian of this war, who was at Thasos (this island is

a colony of the Parians, distant from Amphipolis about half

a day's sail), requesting him to come to their relief. On hearing
the news, he set sail with the greatest speed, with seven ships
which happened to be there

; wishing, if possible, to reach

Amphipolis in time, before any surrender was made, or, at

any rate, to reach Eion.

105. In the mean time Brasidas, being afraid of the naval

succor from Thasos, and hearing that Thucydides possessed
the right of working the gold mines in those parts of Thrace,
and by this means had influence among the chief persons
on the mainland, made haste to get possession of the town be-

forehand, if possible ; lest, if he came, the populace of Amphi-
polis, hoping that he would raise a confederate force from the

sea and from Thrace, and so save them, should not then sur-

render to him. Accordingly he was willing to come to moderate

terms with them, and made this proclamation ;
that of the

Amphipolitans and Athenians in the town whoever would

13
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might remain in possession of his property, sharing in a fair

and equal government ;
and whoever would not, might depart

and take out his property with him, within five days.
106. The mass of the people, on hearing this, rather

changed their minds
; especially as only a small number of

Athenians were citizens of the place, the majority being a
mixed multitude. There were also within the walls many
relations of those who had been taken without

;
and they con-

sidered the proclamation to be reasonable, when measured by
the standard of their fear. The Athenians took this view of

it, because they were glad to go out, thinking that the danger
was greater for them than the rest, and, besides, not expect-

ing any speedy relief; the rest of the multitude, because they
were not to be deprived of their franchise, on an equal footing,
and were released from peril beyond their expectation. When
therefore the partisans of Brasidas IIOAV openly advocated
these proposals, on seeing that the populace had changed their

minds, and no longer listened to the Athenian commander,
who was present ;

the surrender was made, and they admitted
him on the terms of his proclamation. In this way they de-

livered up the city ;
and Thucydides and his ships landed at

Eion late on the same day. Brasidas had just taken posses-
sion of Amphipolis, and was within a night of taking Eion

;

for if the ships had not quickly come to his aid, in the morning
it would have been in his hands.

107. After this, Thucydides arranged matters in Eion, so

that it might be safe, both for the present time, if Brasidas

should attack it, and in future
; receiving into it those who

had chosen to come there from up the count IT, according to

the terms of the treaty. And Brasidas suddenly sailed down
the river to Eion, with a great number of boats, on the chance

of taking the point of land which runs out from the wall, and
so commanding the entrance into the place; and he attempted
it by land at the same time

;
but, was beaten oil' in both in-

stances: at Amphipolis, however, ]ie was putting everything
in readiness. Myrcinus, an Edonian town, also came over to

him
; Pittacus, the king of the Edonians, having been killed

by the sons of Goaxis, and Brauro his own wife : and not

long after, (Jalopsu.s and CEsyme, colonies of the Thasians, did

the same. I'erdiccas also came immediately after the capture
of Amphipolis, and took part in these arrangements.
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108. "When Amphipolis was in the enemy's hands, the

Athenians were reduced to great fear, especially because the

town was of service to them by supplying timber for ship build-

ing, and in point of payment of revenue
;
and because, though

as far as the SLrymon the Lacedaemonians had a passage open
to them for reaching the allies of Athens, if the Thessalians

allowed them to go through their country, yet so long as they
were not masters of the bridge, they could have gone no fur-

ther
;
as on the inland side a large lake, formed by the river,

spread for a great distance, while in the neighborhood of

Eion they were watched by cruisers: but now the passage
was considered to have been rendered easy. They were

also afraid that their allies would revolt. For Brasidas

both showed himself moderate in other respects, and in his

speeches every where declared that he was sent out to give
freedom to Greece. And the cities subject to Athens, hearing
of the capture of Amphipolis, and what advantages it enjoyed,

1

and the gentleness of Brasidas, were most strongly encouraged
to make innovations, and sent secret messages to him, de-

siring him to come to them, and each wishing to be the first

to revolt. For they thought they might do it with security ;

their mistake in the estimate of the Athenian power being as

great as that power afterward showed itself, and their judg-
ment resting on blind desire, rather than on safe forethought :

since men are accustomed to grant to inconsiderate hope what-

ever they wish
;
but to thrust aside with despotic reasoning

whatever they do not like. Besides, as the Athenians had

lately met with a heavy blow in Boeotia, and Brasidas as-

serted what was attractive, but not true, that the Athenians
had been unwilling to fight him at Nisaea with his own force

alone, they were full of confidence, and believed that no one

would come against them. Above all, from regard to what
was agreeable at the moment, and because they would be likely
to find the Lacedaemonians zealous in their behalf at first, they
were ready on all accounts to run the risk. The Athenians per-

ceiving this, distributed guards in the different states as well

as they could in a short time, and in the winter season
;
while

has generally been supposed to refer to Brasidas
;
but tho

introduction of ineivov before TrpaoTTjra in the next clause induces me to

think that Amphipolis is its subject ;
and the sense of enjoying is one

which it often bears. See 85. 4, TTO/UV di;i6xpeuv
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Brasidas sent dispatches to Lacedsemon, begging tlicm to send

him additional forces, and himself prepared for building tri-

remes in the Strymon. But the Lacedaemonians did not com-

ply with his wishes, partly through envy felt by the principal

men, and partly because they were more anxious to recover

the men taken in the island, and* to bring the war to a con-

clusion.

109. The same winter the Megareans took and razod to

their foundations the long walls in their country which the

Athenians had held
;
and Brasidas, after the capture of Am-

phipolis, inarched with his allies against the territory called

Acte. This territory runs out from the king's dike on the

inner side of the isthmus, Athos, a high mountain which stands

in
it, being its boundary on the side of the

^Ep-can
Sea. Of

the town it contains, one is Sane, a colony of the Andrians
close to the dike, facing the sea toward Eubcea

;
the others

are Thyssus, Cleonce, Acrothoi, Olophyxus, and Dium. These

are inhabited by mixed races of men speaking two different

languages,
a small portion of them being ( -haleidians, but the

main part Pelasgians a -tribe of those Tyrrhenians who once

settled in Lcmnos and Athens Bisaltians, Crestonians, and

Edonians
;
and they lived in small towns. The greater part of

them surrendered to Brasidas, but Sane and Dium held out

against him; and, accordingly, ho staid with his army in their

territory, and laid it waste.

110. When they did not listen to his proposals, he marched

straightway against Torone in Chalcidice, which was held by
the Athenians, being invited by a few persons who were

j.r.
-

pared to deliver up the town to him. Having arrived while

it was yet night, and just about day-break, he sat down with

his army near the temple of the Dioscuri, distant from the town
about three stades. Now by the rest of the town of the Tor<>n-

aians, and by the Athenians who were in garrison in it, lie was

not observed
;

but. his partisans, knowing that he would come,
and some few of them having privately visited him, were watch-

ing for his arrival. And when they found that he was come,
1 In

-y took in to them seven iight-anned men with daggers;

(for such only was the number, out of twenty who were at first

appointed to the work, that were not afraid to enter, their mm-
Jiumlcr bring Lysistratus, an Olynthian.) These having pi

through the sea-ward wall, and escaped observation, went up
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and put to the sword the garrison in the highest guard-house

(for the town stands on a
hill), and broke open the postern

towards Canastraeum.

111. Brasidas, meanwhile, after advancing a short distance,
remained quiet with the rest of his army, but sent forward a
hundred targeteers, that when any gates were opened, and the

signal raised which had been agreed on, they might be the first

to rush in. These, having waited some time, and wondering
at the delay, had come by degrees near the town

;
while those

of the Toronaaans within, who were preparing matters with the

party that had entered, after the postern had"been broken open
by them, and the gates leading to the market-place opened by
cutting through the bar, in the first place brought a party
round to the postern and introduced them, that in their rear,
and on both sides of them, they might suddenly strike terror

into the townsmen, knowing nothing of what was going on.

Next they raised the fire-signal as had been appointed ;
and

then received the rest of the targeteers through the gates lead-

ing to the market-place.
112. And now Brasidas, on seeing the appointed signal,

ordered his troops to rise, after giving a shout all together, and

causing much consternation to those in the town, and ran at

full speed. Some immediately burst in through the gates,
others over some square timbers that happened to be lying by
the wall, which had fallen and was being rebuilt, for the

purpose of drawing up stones. Brasidas, therefore, and the

greatest part of the troops turned immediately up to the

highest parts of the town, wishing to take it from top to bottom,
and securely ;

the rest of the multitude spread in all directions

alike.

113. While the capture of Torone was being effected, the

mass of the people, knowing nothing of the matter, was con-

founded
;
but the conspirators, and such as were pleased with

the proceedings, straightway joined those who had entered the

town. When the Athenians (for there happened to be about

fifty heavy-armed sleeping in the market-place) were aware of

it, some few of them were killed in close combat
;
of the rest,

some fled by land, others to their ships (for there were two

keeping guard there), and escaped to Lecythus, the fort which

they held themselves, having occupied a corner of the town

running out into the sea, and cut off by its position on a narrow
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isthmus. As many of the Toronseans also as were on their

side, took refuge with them.

114. When it was now day, and the town was safely in his

possession, Brasidas made a proclamation to the Toronaeans

who had taken refuge with the Athenians, that whoever
wished should come out to his own property, and live in the

town in security. To the Athenians lie sent a herald, and
told them to evacuate Lecythus under truce, with their prop-

erty, as the place belonged to the Chalcidians. They refused'

to evacuate it, but begged him to grant them a truce for one

day, that they might take up their dead. He granted it for

two days ; during which he himself fortified the neighboring
houses, and the Athenians their positions. Having convened
also an assembly of the Toronaeans, he said nearly the same

things as at Acanthus
;

" that it was not right for them
to regard as bad men, or traitors, those who had negotiated
with them for the capture of the city ; (for they had not done
so to bring it into slavery, nor because they had been bribed,
but for the advantage and liberty of the town

;)
nor for those

who had taken no part in it to suppose that they would not

reap the same benefits
;
for he had not come to destroy either

city or individual. For this reason he had made the proc-
lamation to those who had fled for refuge to the Athenians, as

he had none the worse opinion of them for their friendship to

them : and he thought that when they had made trial of the

Lacedaemonians, they would not be less kindly disposed toward

them, but far more so, inasmuch us they were acling more

justly : but as it was, through want of such a trial, they
were afraid of them. And he desired them all to prepare for

lu-ing stanch allies, arid for having to answer in future for

whatever they did amiss : but as regarded the past, it was not

the Lacedaemonians that were injured, but themselves rather,

by others who were too strong for them
;
and so allowance

was to be. made for any thing in which they had opposed
him."

115. Having thus addressed and encouraged them, on ih'

expiration of the truce, he made his asault upon Lecythus;
while the Athenians defended themselves from a poor wall,

and from some houses that had battlements. For one day they
beat him off; but on the next, when an engine was going to bo

brought up against them by the enemy, from which they in-
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tended to throw fire on the wooden defenses, and when the

army was now advancing where they thought they should best

bring up the engine, and where the place was most assail-

able
;
the defenders placed a wooden tower on the wall opposite

to them, and carried up on to it many jars and casks of water,

with large stones, and a largo party of men ascended it. But

the building, having had too great a weight put on it,

suddenly broke down, and making a loud noise, vexed more
than it terrified those of the Athenians who were near and saw
it

;
but those who were at a distance, and most of all those

who were at the greatest, thinking that the place was already
taken in that quarter, hurried away, and fled to the sea and to

their ships.

116. When Brasidas perceived that they were deserting
the battlements, and saw what was going on, he rushed up
with his army, and immediately took the fort, and put to the

sword as many as he found in it. The Athenians in this way
evacuated the place, and went across in their boats and ships
to Pallene. Now there is in Lecythus a temple of Minerva ;

and Brasidas had proclaimed, when he was about to make the

assault, that to the man who first scaled the wall he would give

thirty minae of silver. Thinking, therefore, that the capture
had been effected by other means than human, he presented
the thirty minse to the goddess, for the use of her temple ;

and

having razed and cleared Lecythus, he devoted the whole, as

sacred ground. During the remainder of the winter, he was

settling the affairs of the places in his possession, and forming
designs against others

;
and at the expiration of the winter, the

eighth year of this war ended.

117. At the commencement of the spring of the following

summer, the Lacedaemonians and Athenians immediately con-

cluded an armistice for a year; the Athenians considering
that Brasidas would then no longer win any more of their

towns to revolt, before they had made their preparations for

securing them at their leisure
;
and at the same time, that if

it were for their interest, they might conclude a general peace :

while the Lacedaemonians thought that the Athenians feared

what they really were afraid of; and that after having a sus-

pension of their miseries and suffering, they would be more

desirous, from their taste of it, to effect a reconciliation, and,

restoring their men, to make a treaty for a longer time. For
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they deemed it of greater importance to recover their men 1

at

a time when Brasidaa was still prosperous : and, [on the other

hand,] if he reached a still greater measure of success, and put
matters on an equality, they were likely to lose those men, and
while defending themselves with their others, on equal terms,
still to run a risk of not gaining the mastery. An armistice

was therefore concluded by them and their allies on the follow-

ing terms :

118.
" With regard to the temple and oracle of the Pythian

Apollo, we agree that any one who wishes, may have access

to it, without deceit, and without fear, according to the laws

of our respective countries. The Lacedaemonians, and such

of the allies as are present, agree to this, and declare that

they will, to the best of their power, persuade the Boeotians

and Phocians to do so, by sending heralds to them on the

subject.
" With regard to the treasures of the god, we agree to exert

ourselves to rind out such as unjustly meddle with them, up-

rightly and honestly acting in accordance with the laws of our

forefathers, both we, and you, and such of the rest as may
consent to this article

;
all acting in accordance with the laws

of our respective countries. On these points, then, the Lace-

daemonians and the rest of the allies agree, according to the

terms mentioned.
" On the following points the Lacedaemonians and the res

of the allies agree, in case the Athenians make a treaty
to that effect

;
that we shall each remain in our own territory,

keeping what we now have
;

the garrison in Coryphasium
confining themselves within the Buphras and Tomeus

;
that

in Cythera holding no intercourse with the allied states,

neither we with you, nor you with us
;
and that in Nisrca and

Minoa not crossing the road, which runs from the gates leading
from the temple of Nisus to that of Neptune, and from the

temple of Neptune straight to the bridge at Minoa (the

Megan
inns and the allies being also bound not to cross this

road), and the Athenians retaining the island taken by them.

1
I have followed (Killer in referring roZ<r A to the troops which Sparta

would still retain, in opposition to ruv ptv, the prisoners whose services

sho would have lost. Others refer it to tho Athenian? while Arnold

thinks it corrupt.
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without any communication on either side
;
and lastly, with

regard to Troezen, that each party shall retain what they DO\\

possess, and as was arranged with the Athenians.
" With regard to the navigation of the sea, that along theii

own coast and that of their confederacy, the Lacedemonians

may sail, not in a ship of war, but in any other vessel rowed

by oars, and carrying not more than 500 talents tonnage.
" That any herald, embassadors, and attendants, as many as

they may choose, on their way to the Peloponnese or to Athens,
for bringing the war to a conclusion, and adjusting all claims,

shall have free passage, going and returning, both by land and

by sea. That deserters shall not be received in the mean time,

neither free nor bond, neither by you nor by us. Further,

that we shall give judicial satisfaction, both you to us and we
to you, according to the laws of our respective countries, de-

ciding all disputes by law, without recourse to hostilities.
" The Lacedaemonians and allies agree to these articles : but

if you think any thing else either better or more just, come to

Lacedemon and explain your views
;

for neither the Lacede-

monians nor the allies will object to any thing you may say
with justice. But let those who come, come with full powers
to treat, as you also desire us. The truce shall continue one

year."
"The people [of Athens] ratified the truce. The tribe

Acamantis had the prytany ;' Phcenippus was secretary ;
Niei-

ades was chairman. Laches moved,
' that they do conclude the

armistice (and may they do it for the good fortune of Athens
i)

on the terms agreed to by the Lacedemonians and the

allies.' And they agreed in the assembly of the people,
' that

the armistice be for a year, commencing this very day, the

fourteenth of the month of Elaphebolion ; that, during that

time, embassadors and heralds shall proceed to each other's

country, and discuss on what terms the war shall be brought
to a conclusion. That the generals and prytanes having
summoned an assembly of the people, the Athenians shall, in

the first place, consult on the peace, and on the manner in

which the envoys for putting an end to the wars shall be ad-

mitted. That the envoys now present in the city shall imme-

diately bind themselves in the presence of the people, that

1 For a full explanation of these terms, see Schomann, De Comitiu

Atheniensium. sec. 15.

13*
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they will assuredly abide by this truce for the space of a

year.'
"

119. To these articles the Lacedaemonians agreed (their

allies also BWesring to them), with the Athenians and their

allies, on the twelfth day of the Spartan month Gorastius.

Those who agreed to the articles and ratified them by liba-

tions, were the following : Of the Lacedremonians, Taurus

son of Echetimidas, Athenasus son of Pericleidas, and Philo-

charidas son of Eryxidaidas ;
of the Corinthians, yEneas son

of Ocytus, and Euphamidas son of Aristonymus ;
of the Sicy-

onians, Damotimus son of Naucrates, and Ouasimus son of

Megacles ;
of the Megareans, Nicasus son of Cecalus, and

Menecrates son of Amphidorus ;
of the Epidaurians, Am-

phias son of Eupaidas; of the Athenians, the following gener-

als, Nicostratus son of Diitrephes, Nicias son of Niceratus,
and Autocles son of Tolmaeus. This then was the armistice

which was concluded
;
and during it they were throughout

holding conferences for a more general treaty.
120. About the time at which they were thus going bark-

ward and forward to each other, Scione, a town in Pallenc,

revolted from the Athenians to Brasidas. Now these Scio-

naenns say that they are Palleneans from the Peloponnese, and
that their first founders, while on their voyage from Troy,
were carried to this place by the storm which the Acha-ans

experienced, and there took up their abode. On their re-

volting, Brasidas crossed over to Scione by night, with a

friendly trireme sailing ahead of him, and himself following
at some distance in a skiff; that in case of his falling in with

any vessel larger than the skiff, the trireme might come to

his aid; while if another trireme of equal force came against

them, he thought that it would not turn upon the smaller

vessel, but upon the ship, and in the, mean time, he. should

make his escape. Having thus crossed over, and convened an

a^i-mbly of the Sciona-ans, he spoke to the same effect ;is al

Acanthus and Toronc : and told them, moreover, that they
were most deserving of praise, inasmuch as, though Pallene

within the isthmus was cut off from succors by land through
the Athenians occupying Poiiiiavi, and they were virtually

nothing else but islanders, they had of their own accord joined
the banner of liberty, and had not through cowardice wailed

for compulsion to bo applied to them, in the case of what was
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manifestly for their own advantage. That this was a proof
that they would also endure like men any other even of the

greatest perils, if [by their so doing] their affairs should be

arranged to their satisfaction
;

in short, that he should con-

eider them as truly the most faithful allies of the Lacedaemo-

nians, and show them all other proofs of his respect.
121. The Scionaeans were elated by his language, and all

alike taking courage, even those who before were not pleased
with the business, resolved to carry on the war with spirit ;

and both received Brasidas with other marks of honor, and

publicly crowned him with a crown of gold, as the liberator

of Greece
;
while individually they decked him with garlands,

and thronged to him as to a victorious athlete. At that time,
after leaving them some guards, ho crossed over again, and
not long after sent them over a larger force

;
as he wished, in

conjunction with them, to make an attempt on Mende and Poti-

daea, thinking that the Athenians would come to their relief,

as though it were an island, and desiring to be beforehand

with them. He was carrying on also some communications

with those towns, with a view to their being betrayed to him.

And thus he was meditating an attack on these places.
122. But in the mean time there came to him in a trireme the

commissioners, who were carrying round intelligence of the ar-

mistice, Aristonymus on the side of the Athenians, and Athe-

naeus oa that of the Lacedaemonians. So the troops crossed over

again to Torone
;
while they informed Brasidas of the truce,

and all the allies of the Lacedaemonians Thraceward assented

to what had been done. Now Aristonymus allowed all the

other cases
;
but finding, on a calculation of the days, that the

Scionaeans had revolted after the date of the convention, he said

that they would not be included in it. But Brasidas earnestly

contended, on the other hand, that they had revolted before

the truce was made, and refused to give the town up. So
when Aristonymus reported their case at Athens, the people
were immediately prepared to send an expedition against
Scione. But the Lacedaemonians sent envoys and told them
that they would be violating the truce

;
and laid claim to the

town, in reliance on the statement of Brasidas
; offering, at

the same time, to let the question be decided by arbitration.

The Athenians, however, did not wish to run the risk of arbi-

tration, but to send the expedition as quickly as possible ;
be-
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ing enraged to think that even the inhabitants of the islands

now presumed to revolt from them, trusting in the power of

the Lacedaemonians by land, which could not help them. And
indeed the truth of the question respecting the revolt was rather

as the Athenians maintained
;

for the Scionseans revolted two

days after the truce was signed. Accordingly, at the instiga-
tion of Cleon, they at once passed a decree that they should

reduce the Scionseans, and put them to death
;
and so, while

they remained quiet from other undertakings, they were en-

gaged in preparing for this.

123. In the mean time, Mende revolted from them, a town
in Pallene, and a colony of the Eretrians. Brasidas received

them, not thinking that he was doing wrong, because they
had clearly come over to him during the armistice : for in

some points he himself also charged the Athenians with in-

fringing the truce. And for this reason the Mendseans were

the more emboldened, seeing the feelings of Brasidas warmly
disposed toward them, and inferring as much from 1L

of Scione, since he would not give it up ;
and at the same

time because those of them who contrived the revolt were a

small party, and since thinking of it on that occasion, had
never let it rest afterward, but were afraid of conviction for

themselves, and forced the majority to it against their inclina-

tion. The Athenians, immediately hearing of it,
were still

far more enraged, and made their preparations against both

the towns. And Brasidas, expelling their attack, conveyed

away to Olynthus in Chalcidice the women and children of

the Scionaeans and Mendaeans, and sent over to them five

hundred Peloponnesian heavy-armed and three hundred ( hal-

cidian targeteers, with Polydamidas in command of them all.

And so they joined in making their
preparations, believing

that the Athenians would quickly be witli them.

124. Brasidas and iVrdimn meanwhile made an expedi-
tion together the second time into Lyncus, against Arrhiha-us;

taking with them, the latter, the forces of the Macedonians

under his dominion, and some heavy-armed troops of the

Greeks living among them; the former, in addition t/> those

of the Peloponnesiaus whom he had still left, the Chalei

Acanthians, and of the rest according to their respective

tirrn-jth. In all, the heavy-armed Greeks amounted to about

three thousand
;

all the cavalry of the Macedonians with the
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Chalcidians went with thorn, amounting to nearly a thousand,
and a large multitude of the barbarians besides. Having
invaded the country of Arrhibeeus, and finding the Lynces-
tians encamped in the field against them, they also took up a

position opposite to them. The infantry occupying a hill on
each side, and the space between being a plain, the horse of

both armies, in the first place, galloped down into
it, and en-

gaged in a cavalry action. Then the Lyncestian heavy-armed
having advanced first from their hill with their cavalry, and

being ready for action, Brasidas and Perdiccas also, in their

turn, led their forces against them, and engaged in battle, and
routed the Lyncestians, and killed many of them

;
but the rest

took refuge on the heights, and there remained quiet. After

this, having
erected a trophy, they waited two or three days,

in expectation of the Illyrians, who were to join Perdiccas as

mercenaries. Then Perdiccas wished to advance against the

villages of Arrhiba3iis, and not to sit still
;
but Brasidas was

anxious for Mencle, lest if the Athenians should sail against
it before his return, it should meet with some disaster

;
and

as the Illyrians, moreover, had not joined them, he was not

eager to advance, but rather to retreat.

125. In the mean time, while they were thus at variance,
news arrived that the Illyrians had actually betrayed Perdic-

cas, and joined Arrhibseus : so that now both parties thought
it best to retreat through their fear of them, as they wero
men of a warlike character

;
but nothing being settled, in con-

sequence of their quarrel, as to when they should march, and

night coming on, the Macedonians and the multitude of the

barbarians were immediately terrified (as great armies are

wont to be panic-stricj^en for no certain cause) ;
and thinking

that many times more than had really come were advancing
against them, and had all but reached them, they broke into

sudden flight, and proceeded homeward. Perdiccas, who at

first was not aware of it, was compelled by them, on his learn-

ing it, to depart before seeing Brasidas (for they were encamped
at a great distance from each other). In the morning, when
Brasidas saw that the Macedonians had gone before him, and
that the Illyrians and Arrhibasus were on the point of attack-

ing him, he, on his side, drew his heavy-armed together into

a square, and taking the light-armed multitude into the cen-

ter, intended to retire. And he appointed his youngest men
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to dash out, on whatever point they might charge them
;
while

he himself with three hundred picked men in the rear intended

during the retreat to face about, and resist the first of the

enemy that should fall upon them. Before the enemy came

near, he addressed his men, as well as the short time allowed

him, with the following exhortation :

126. "Men of the Peloponneso, if I did not suspect that

in consequence of your being left alone, and because your
assailants are barbarians, and there arc many of them, you
were thrown into consternation, I should not have given y.u,
as I do, information at the same time as encouragement. But
as it is, with respect to the desertion of our friends, and the

superior numbers of our adversaries, I will endeavor, by a
brief admonition and advice, to convince you of what is most

important for you. For it is your proper character to be brave
in warlike operations, not from the presence of allies in each

case, but from your own native valor
;
and to fear no number

of your enemies whatever: since neither are the govern-
ments from which you come of such a character

1

govern-
ments in which the many do not rule the few, but rather the

smaller number the greater, having acquired their power by
no other means than by being victorious in battle. But with

regard to barbarians, of whom you are now afraid through

inexperience, you ought to know, both from the contest you
have already had with those of them who are Macedonians, and
from what I myself conjecture, and indeed have ascertained

from hearsay, that they will not prove formidable. For with

regard to such points in an enemy as have an appearance of

strength, while they are in reality weak, when correct informa-

1 I venture to differ from all the editors whoa* opinion I generally fel-

low, in thinking that there is no need to consider "/> as carelessly intro-

duced here, either by Thucydides himself, or by his copyists. The perfect

agreement of all the MSS. in retaining it renders the latter sup]

exceedingly improbable ;
and though our author is doubtless sometimes

careless, there is no reason for assuming that, he was so in this passage,
if his words can be explained on any other view of them. And such, I

think, is the ease, if the relative, clause In- taken as more particularly re-

ferring to -<>'/ irrK'.ir, instead of being regarded a.-< explanatory of r,

The meaning of the latter word will then be " of such a character as to

warrant your entertaining any such fear of superior numbers.'' When
1 with the stress on rrofcmuv, which its prominent

position seems to require, I can riot but think that this interpretation
will appear most natural.
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tion is gained respecting them, it rather gives confidence to those

who resist them : whereas in the case of those who have any
solid advantage, men would meet them the more boldly from

having no previous acquaintance with them. Now these men

present indeed a demonstration fearful to such as are unac-

quainted with them : for they are formidable in their num-
bers which meet the eye, and intolerable from the loudness of

their shouting ;
and the brandishing of their weapons in the

air has a look of threatening. But to those who stand their

ground against them, they are not what they seem
;

for they
have no definite order, so as to be ashamed of leaving any
particular position, when hard pressed ;

and their retreat and
attack being considered equally honorable puts their courage
also beyond the reach of proof; while their independent
mode of fighting would most frequently afford a man a pretext
for saving himself with a fair show. And so they consider

the probability of their frightening you without any danger
to themselves a surer game than meeting you hand to hand

;

else they would have adopted that method instead of their

present one. And in this way you clearly see, that all

that was previously terrible in them, is but little in reality,

though to the eye and to the ear very urgent. If, therefore,

you stand firm against its approach, and when you have an

opportunity, again retire in good order, and in your ranks,

you will the sooner reach a place of safety ;
and will know in

future that to those who sustain their first attack, such rab-

bles only make a vaunting demonstration, by threatening at a

distance
;
but in the case of those who yield to them, they are

quick in displaying their courage in pursuit, when they can do
it with security."

127. In this way did Brasidas exhort them, and began to

lead off his forces. When the barbarians saw it, they pressed
on him with much shouting and uproar, thinking that he was

flying, and being determined to overtake and cut him off.
1

Then, when the reserve companies met them, at whatever

point they charged ;
and Brasidas himself with his picked

men withstood the pressure, and they had, contrary to their

expectation, resisted their first rush, and, after that, received

1

Nopiaavre? seems to be used hero in a different sense with reference

to the two infinitives which follow it. For its meaning with the latter,

compare chap. 86. 2, oi>(5' ilaafyr] rrjv efavdepiav voiiifa iT
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and repelled them when they came on, but retired themselves,
when the enemy withdrew: then indeed the main body of

the barbarians ceased attacking the Greeks with Brasidas in

the open country ;
and having left a portion of their forces to

follow and harass them, the rest advanced at a run a
the flying Macedonians, cutting down such as they fell in

with
;
and got in time to pre-occupy the narrow pass which

runs between two hills, into the country of Arrhibaeus, know-

ing that there was no other way of retreat for Brasidas. And
when he was coining to just where the road now became

impassable, they proceeded to surround him, with a view to

cutting him oft'.

128. He, on perceiving it, gave orders to his band of three

hundred to advance at a run to that one of the hills which

he thought they might take more easily, as quickly as each

man could, without observing any order
;
and to endeavor to

dislodge from it the barbarians who were already upon it,

before their main force that was surrounding him should

join them there. Accordingly, they charged, and overpowered
the party on the hill, arid the main force of the Greeks now
advanced more easily up to it

;
for the barbarians were fright-

ened, on finding their men on that side dislodged from the

height, and no longer followed the main body, considering
that they wcro now on the borders, and had escaped them.

"When Brasidas had thu reached the heights, he proceeded with

greater safety, and arrived the same day at Arnissa, the iirsf,

town in the dominions of Pcrdiccas. And as the soldiers were

enraged at the Macedonians having retreated before; them,
whatever yokes of oxen belonging to them they fell in with on

the road, or whatever baggage that had dropped olF (as was

likely to happen in case of a retreat by night, and under an

alurm), on their o\vn authority they unyoked and cut down the

eat lie, and appropriated the baggage. 1-Yom this time

diccas first regarded Brasidas .-is an enemy, and cherished in

future a hatred of the Lacedaemonians, which was not, indeed,

congenial with his feelings, because of his aversion for the

Athenians; but he departed from his natural interests, and

was contriving in what way he might soonest come to term-;

with the Athenians, and be rid of the Peloponnesians.
li'J). On his return from Macedonia, Hra-idas found the

Athenians already in possession of Mende
;
and remaining quiet
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quiet there, though he considered himself unable to cross over

into Pallene, and assist it, he kept watch over Torone.

For about the same time as the campaign in Lyncus, the

Athenians sent the expedition against Mende and
Scipne.

as

thc-y were preparing to do, with fifty ships, ten of which wfcnr

ChlajpLSj. and one thousand heavy-armed of theiiL owiy jsix

hundred bowmen, o"ne thousand Thracian mercenaries, and
others of their allies from that country serving as targeteers,

,
under the command of Nicias son of Niceratus, and Nicos-

tratus son of I )iinvpbeA_Affier advancing from Potidsea with

their ships, they came to land opposite the temple of Neptune,
and proceeded against the Mendreans. They, both themselves

and three hundred Scionseans who had come to their aid, and
the Peloponnesian auxiliaries, seven hundred heavy-armed in

all, with Polydamidas their commander, were encamped out-

side the city on a strong hill. Nicias, with one hundred and

twenty Methona^an light-armed, sixty picked men of the

Athenian... heavy-armed, and all the bowmen, attempted to-

come at thorn by a path running up the hill; but being wound-"
ed by them, wajjjmflbla.. fiTlbroo thoii^pnsitiriTU while Nicos-

Iratus, witti all~the rest of the army, advancing by a different

approach, and from a more distant point, against the hill,

which was difficult of access, was beaten back in utter confu-

sion, and the whole force of the Athenians was within a little

of being conquered. For that day, then, as the MendaBans
and their allies did not give way, the Athenians retreated and

pitched their camp ;
and the Mendaaans, when night came on,

returned into the town.

130. The day following, the Athenians sailed round to the

side toward Scione, and took the suburb, and ravaged the

land the whole day, no one coming out against them. For
indeed there was some opposition of parties in the town

;
and

the three hundred of the Sciona3ans, on the approach of night,
returned home. The next day Nicias advanced with half the

forces to the borders of the frk^onnaa;nsT
and had waste the land,

whil^Nj fi03frp.i-.il
a with flifl ram am/fa]- 'ggf_<jr>wTi frgfi^o tllO

town, near the upper gates, by the way they go to Ptidaea.

.Thorn Polydamidas (as the arms of the Mendaeans and their

auxiliaries Iiapp'e"ned~te-^e-^k4-in-- that quarter) .begaa-4o-
draw thern_upJaf- battle, andj?xhorted the~_

out against t.hft_gneffiy One of the popular faction replying
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to him, in the spirit of party, that they would not go out,

and did not want a war, and, when he had thus replied, being

dragged to him by the hand, and roughly treated, the com-
mons immediately took up their arms, and advanced in a

great rage against the Peloponnesians, and those who had

joined them in opposition to themselves. /Having thus fallen

upon them, they routed them, in consequence both of the

suddenness of the charge, and of their alarm at the gates

being opened to the Athenians; for the}' imagined that the

attack had been made in consequence of sonic agreement
with them. They then, as many as were not immediately
killed, took refuge in the^citadej^. which Avas before held by them-

selves; while the Athenians (for by this timeNicias alsohad
A * cl^gft fn fh/> tojvji. r'l^ecl "w^tTi ali their forces

into Mende, inasmuch as it had not thrown open its gates to

them on the ground of any convention, and sacked it as though
they had taken it by storm

;
the generals <E.isdthwdifficulty re-

straining them from even butchering the inhabitants. After-

ward they told the Menda'ans to retain their civil rights, as

usual, after having tried among themselves whomever they
considered to have been the originators of the revolt : but the

party in the citadel they cut off by a wall down to the sea on

'a"h side, and stationed troops to keep guard over them.

When they had thus got possession of Mende, they proceeded

against Scione.

131. The inhabitants of that town, both themselves and the

Peloponnesians, marched out to oppose them, and were posted
on a strong hill before the city, without the occupation of

which by the enemy there was no possibility of investing
them. So the Athenians attacked it vigorously, and having
driven off by their charge those who wen? upon it, pitched their

cam]), and after en-cling a trophy, prepared for the circum-

vallation of the place. Not long after, while they were now

engaged in the work, the auxiliaries who were being besieged
in the, citadel of Mende having, during the night, driven in

the guard by the sea-side, arrived at Scione
;
and most, of them

^aping through the troops encamped before
it, threw thein-

6 lives into ihe place.
132. While Scione was invested, Perdiccaa sent, a herald to

the Athenian generals, and concluded an arrangement with the

Athenians, through his hatred of Brasidas in consequence of
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the retreat from Lyncus ; having begun to negotiate for it

from that very time. And, as Isagoras the Lacedaemonian then

happened to be on the point of taking an army by land to join

Brasicjas, Perdiccas, partly because Nicias- advised- him, since

holiad come to terms with the Athenians, to give them some
clear proof < >f liis being a firm friend; and partly because

lje_liinisel- wished the Lacedaemonians never again to goto
hisjemteries ; won^ overJLQ-Jikjydaws mV friends in Thessaly,

(for
he was always intimate with the principal men), and

stopped the army and its equipments, so that they did not

even try the mind of the Thessalians on the subject. Is-

agoras, however, Ameinias, and Aristeus, themselves came to

Brasidas, being commissioned by the Lacedemonians to in-

spect the state of affairs
;
and took from Sparta, in oppo-

sition to the spirit of their laws, some of their young men,
with a view to appointing them to the command in the cities,

instead of intrusting it to any that might happen to be there

at present. Accordingly, he appointed Clearidas son of Cle-

onymus to the command in Amphipolis, and Pasitelidas, son of

Hegesander in Torone.

133. The same summer, the Thebans dismantled the wall of

the Thespians, on a charge of their favoring the Athenians
;

having always wished to do it, but finding it more easy at

that time, since all the flower of their population had fallen

in the battle against the Athenians. The temple of Juno at

Argos was also burned down that same summer, in conse-

quence of Chrysis the priestess having placed a lighted torch

near the garlands, and fallen asleep after it
;
so that they all

caught fire, and were in a flame before she perceived it. Chry-
sis immediately, the same night, fled to Phlius, in her fear of

the Argives ; who, according to the law laid down on the sub-

ject, appointed another priestess, by name Phaeinis. The

priesthood of Chrysis, at the time she fled, embraced eight

years of this war, and to the middle of the ninth. And now,
toward the close of the summer, Scione was entirely invested

;

and the Athenians, having left a garrison to keep watch over

it, returned with the rest of their army.
134. The following winter, the Athenians and Lacedaemo-

nians remained quiet, in consequence of the armistice
;
but

the Mantineans and Tegeans, with the allies on both sides,

fought a battle at Laodicium, in the district of Oresthis, and
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the victory was doubtful
;

for each side having put to flight

one of the enemy's wings which was opposed to them, they
both erected trophies, and sent spoils to Delphi. Though,
however, many had fallen on each side, and the battle w.-is

undecisive, and night interrupted the action, the Tegeans bi-

vouaced on the field, and erected a trophy immediately ;

whereas the Mantineans withdrew to Bucolion, and erected

their counter-trophy afterward.

135. Toward the end of the same winter, and when it

was now approaching to spring, Brasidas also made an at-

tempt on Potidaea. For he went thither by night, and planted
a ladder against the wall, and so far escaped observation

;
the

ladder having been planted just in the interval when the

bell had been passed round,
1

before the man who parsed it re-

turned to that side. Afterward, however, on their immedi-

ately perceiving it, before his troops came up to the place,
he led them back again as quickly as possible, and did not

wait for the day to break. And so the winter ended, and

the ninth year of this war, of which Thucydidea wrote the

history.

1

Respecting this expedient for securing the vigilance of Uoops on

guard, see Arnold's note.



BOOK V.

1. THE following summer, tho truce for a year continued

till the Pythian games,
1 and then ended. During the suspension

of arms, the Athenians expelled the Delians from their island,

thinking th:it they had been consecrated when in a state of

impurity from some crime of ancient date
; and, moreover, that

this had been the deficiency in their former purification of it
;

in which case I have before explained that they considered

themselves to have performed it rightly by taking up the cof-

fins of the dead. The Delians found a residence at Atramyt-
tium in Asia, given to them by Pharnaces, as each of them

arrived there.

2. After the armistice had expired, Cleon, having persuaded
the Athenians to the measure, led an expedition against the

Thrace-ward towns, with twelve hundred heavy-armed, and

three hundred cavalry of the Athenians, a larger force of the

1 For tho arguments with which Arnold establishes, as I think, this

interpretation of the passage, see his Appendix. All the later German

editors, adopt, with little or no variety, the view of Heilmann, Bockh,
and others, who suppose it to mean, that "in the following summer the

truce was broken, and war renewed until the time of the Pythian games."
In addition to what Arnold has observed respecting the unsuitableness

of the pluperfect tense to such a mode of interpretation, it may be re-

marked that Thucydides applies the term rijv iKe%eipiav to the year's
truce in the last chapter but one of the preceding book

;
and therefore it

is much more natural that the same armistice should be intended by tho

same term in this and the following chapters. It seems evident too that

there is an opposition expressed by the fiev here and the <Je in the first

lino of tho next chapter the one sentence stating how long the truce

continued, viz., until the Pythian games, and the other, what military
measure was first executed after its expiration ;

while the chief event

which occurred during its continuance is mentioned parenthetically be-

tween the two. Nor, again, does it seem at all like the stylo of Thucy-
dides to allude so cursorily, and by anticipation, to the Pythian games,
as the cause which put a final stop to hostilities, and to make no subse-

quent mention of them at all in what would be tho natural place for

doing so
;
but to lead his readers to conclude that the proposals for peaco

originated solely in tho difficulties of both the great belligerent powers,
and their natural anxiety to be released from them

;
which is the sum

and substance of his history from chapters 13 to 17.
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allies, and thirty ships. After landing in the first place at

Scione, which was still being besieged, and taking thence some

heavy-armed from the garrison, he sailed into the port of the

Colophonians, belonging to the Toronacans, and at no great
distance from their city. Thence, having learned from de-

serters both that Brasidas was not in Torone, and that those

who were in it were not strong enough to give him battle,
with his land forces he marched against the city, while he sent

ten ships to sail round into the harbor. First, then, he c.imo

to the fortifications which Brasidas had raised anew round
the city, from a wish to include the suburb, and so by taking
down a part of the original wall had made it one city.

3. Pasitelidas, the Lacedemonian commander, and the gar-
rison that was there, went to the defense of the fortifications,

and tried to resist the assault of the Athenians. When they
were being driven in, and the ships that had been sent round
were at the same time sailing into the harbor, Pasitelidas,

fearing that the ships might find the city deserted by its de-

fenders before he could reach it, and that if the fortifications

were carried he might be made prisoner in them, left

them, and ran into "the city. But the Athenians from the

ships had had time to take Torone, and their land forces, rnsh-

i ig after him, on the very first assault burst in with him

through the part of the old wall that had been removed. And
thus some of the Peloponnesians and Toronaeans they slew

immediately in close combat, and others they took alive, with

Pasitelidas the commander. Now Brasidas was coming to the

relief of Torone; but hearing of its capture while on his way,
he went back again, having been but forty stades short of

arriving in time. Cleon and the Athenians erected two tro-

phies, one by the harbor, the other near the fortifications;

and sold into slavery the women and children of the Torouae-

ans, wliile the men themselves, with the Pelopoim<>siniis, and

whatever Chalcidians there, were besides, seven hundred in

all, they sent off to Athens; whence some of them afterward

were dismissed, on conclusion of peace, while oilu-rs were re-

covered by the Olynthians, through an exchange of prisoners.
About the same time, too, the Boeotians took by treachery

Panactum, a fortress of the Athenians on the borders. <

:;fter establishing a garrison in Torone, weighed anchor, and
round Athos on his way to Amphipolis.
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4. About this same time, Phseax, son of Erasistratus, with

two colleagues, being' commissioned by the Athenians, sailed,

with two ships as embassador to Italy and Sicily. For on

the departure of the Athenians from Sicily after the pacifica-

tion, the Leontines had enrolled a large number of new cit-

izens, and the commons were thinking of dividing the land,

When the aristocratical party were aware of it, they called in

the Syracusans, and expelled the commons
;
who wandered

about as they severally happened; while the nobles entered

into an arrangement with the Syracusans, and having aban-

doned and laid waste their own city, lived at Syracuse with

the enjoyment of the franchise. Afterward some of them, in

consequence of not being pleased, withdrew from Syracuse,
and occupied a quarter of the city of Leontini, called Phocese,
and Bricinnirc, which was a stronghold in the Leontine coun-

try. There the majority of the popular party who had been

expelled, came to them, and having thus established them-

selves, they carried on the war from the fortifications. The

Athenians, hearing this, dispatched Phaeax, to try if by any
means they might persuade the allies they had there, and the

rest of the Sicilians if they could, to join in attacking the

Syracusans, on the strength of their gaining such additional

power, and thus might save the commons of Leontini. So
Phseax came, and prevailed on the Camarinaeans and Agri-

gentines ;
but when the question was settled against him at

Gela, he did not then proceed to the others, as he found that

he should not prevail on them
;

but having returned through
the country of the Sicels to Catana, and having on his route

also visited Bricinniae, and encouraged its inhabitants, he sailed

back again.
5. On his course to Sicily and return from it, he also com-

municated with certain cities in Italy on the subject of friend-

ship with the Athenians. He likewise fell in with the

Locrian settlers banished from Messana, who, after the pacifi-

cation effected by the Sicilians, when the Messanians were
divided into factions, and one of them had invited the Locri-

ans to their aid, had been sent out for that purpose ;
and so

Messana came into the hands of the Locrians for some time,

Phaeax then, having fallen in with these men on their way
home, did them no harm, as proposals had been made tc him

by the Locrians for coming to terms with the Athenians,
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For .they were the only people of the allies who, when the

Sicilians were reconciled to each other, did not make peace
with the Athenians : nor would they have done it then, had

they not been pressed by hostilities with the Itonrcans and

Meheans, wTho lived on their borders, and were a colony from
them. So Phasax returned, and arrived at Athens some time
after.

6. Now when Cleon, at the time we last mentioned him,
sailed round from Torone to go against Amphipolis, making
Eion the base of his operations, he assaulted Stagirtis, ii

colony of the Audrians, but without reducing it; but (JaK-p-

sus, the Thasian colony, he took by storm. And having sent

embassadors to Perdiccas, that he might join him with an army
according to the terms of their alliance, and others into

Thrace, to Polles, the king of the Odomantians, who was to

bring as many Thracian mercenaries as he could, ho himself

remained quiet in Eion, awaiting their arrival. On hearing

this, Brasidas, on his side also, took up an opposite position on.

Cerdylium. This spot is in the Argilian country, being on
the high ground on the other side of the river, not far from the

city of Amphipolis ;
and every thing was distinctly seen from

it; so that Cleon could not unobserved by him set out with

his army; as he expected him to do, and despising the numbers
of the Lacedaemonians, to march up with the forces lie had
with him against Ampbipolis. At the same time he was get-

ting ready fifteen hundred Thracian mercenaries, and was call-

ing all the Edonians to his aid, both target eers and cavalry ;

and he had a thousand targeteers of the Myrcinians and Chal-

cidians, in addition to those in Amphipolis. All his heavy-
armed force too was mustered, about two thousand in number,
and three hundred Grecian horse. "With fifteen hundred of

these Brasidas stationed himself on Cerdylium, while th<

were posted with Clearidas in Amphipolis.
7. Cleon remained

<|iiiet,
for some time, but was then com-

pelled to do what Brasidas had expected. For his soldiers

being annoyed at sitting still, and reflecting, with regard to

his command, against what skill and daring in the enemy, with

what ignorance and cowardice in himself it would be held, and

how unwillingly they had accompanied him from home, he per-
ceived their murmurs; and not wishing them to I < \asperated

by remaining stationary in the same place, he broke up his
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camp and led them forward. And he 1

adopted the same plan
as he had also succeeded with at Pylus, and therefore felt con-

fident in his own discernment. For that any one would come
out against him. to battle, he had not so much as a thought ;

but said that he was going up rather to see the place, and was

waiting for his more numerous forces
;
not for the purpose of

gaining a victory without any risk, should he be compelled to

engage, but of surrounding the city on all sides, and so taking
it by storm. Having come, therefore, and posted his army on

a strong hill in front of Amphipolis, he himself proceeded to

reconnoiter the lake formed by the Strymon, and what was

the position of the city on the side of Thrace. He thought
to retire, whenever he pleased, without a battle

;
for indeed

there was neither any one seen on the wall, nor did any one

come out through the gates, but they were all closed : so that

he even considered he had made a mistake in not having come
down with engines ;

for he believed that in that case he might
have taken the city.

8. Immediately that Brasidas saw the Athenians in mo-

tion, he too went down from Cerdylium, and entered Amphi-
polis. Now for any regular sally, and array of troops against
the Athenians, he made none

; being afraid of his own re-

sources, and considering them inferior to the enemy ;
not so

much in numbers (for they were pretty nearly equal), but in

character
; (for it

2 was the flower of the Athenian force that

was in the field, and the best of the Lemnians and Im-

brians
;)

but he prepared to attack them by means of a strata-

gem. For if he showed the enemy his numbers, and the
1 Or rc5 rpoTRj may fro understood, as by Haack and Arnold,

" of the

temper and habits of Cleon's mind." But the aorist tense of the verbs

ixprjaaro, iniaTevas, and fjXxtaev seems intended to refer to the single
fact of his having adopted a particular plan, and his reasons for doing it,

rather than to a continued state of mind, which would rather take the

imperfect. And the following description of that plan, ovx ^f rV dofc&el
aA/l' (if KVKA(J 7rcptCTTf/c /^t? aipT/Guv TTjv TTol.iv, agrees, as closely as

the different position of the parties rendered possible, with that of the

arrangements for the decisive battle in Sphacteria, which were made by
Demosthenes, but the credit of which Cleon would, of course, assume to

himself. Compare especially IV. 32. 3, OTTCJC on TrActar^ d-opia y roZc

Tro/lf^/off TravTaxodev KEKVKAujLievoii;, not
fif) Exuoi ?rpdf on dvTiTu&VTai,

a/I?,' u[i.q>if)ol.oi yiyvuvrat TCJ ir'Arjdei, K. T. X.
2

Literally, "the Athenian force that was in the field had gone forth

pure ;" i. e.
t
free from all such things as might have marred their effi-

ciency. XWTOIS Kcraloyoir tnKpidtv, as he expresses it, VI. 31. 3.

U
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equipment of the troops with him, which was such as neces-

sity alone dictated,
1 he did not think that he should conquer

them so well as he should without their seeing his forces be-

forehand, and despising them on sufficient grounds.
3

Having
therefore himself picked out a hundred and

fifty heavy-armed,
and having put the rest under the command of Clearidas, he

purposed making a sudden attack on the Athenians before they
could retire

;
as he did not think that he should catch them

again so isolated, if onc3 their reinforcements should have

joined them. Calling therefore all his soldiers together, and

wishing to encourage them and acquaint them with his design,
he spoke to the following effect :

9.
" Men of the Peloponnese, with regard to the character

of the country from which we are come, namely, that through
its bravery it has always been a free country, and that you
arc Dorians about to engage with lonians, to whom you arc

habitually superior, let a brief declaration suffice. ]>ut with

regard to the present attack, I will explain in what way I

purpose making it
;
that the fact of your meeting the danger

in small divisions, and not in one body, may not cause a want

of courage by an appearance of weakness. For I conjecture
that it is through contempt of us, and their not expecting any
one to march out against. them to battle, that the enemy v\eni

up to their present position, and are now thinking nothing of

us, while, without any order, they are engaged in looking
about them. Ikit whoever Lest observes such mistakes in his

opponents, and also plans his attack upon them with regard
to his own power,

3
not so much in an open manner and in

1 "
(IvayKctiav ovoav,] i. e., not such as they would have wished, but

such as they could get. Compare II. 70. 1, fipuaeue Trepi dvayKaiag, and
I. 61. 2, %v/j.6aaiv <if<r/K<ii(ir.

r
Arnold.

2
Or, ''and ceasing to despise them on insufficient grounds." For the

different explanations of this strange construction which have been pro-

posed, see Poppo's note, in his last edition
;
which has been COT.

since this translation was commenced, and will be always referred lo in

future, unless the larger edition is expressly mentioned. The position
of the Tf. seems to show that Karcuppovqoeuf, as well as irpootyeuf, is de-

pendent upon urn.', and therefore that the
//./)

must be considen d

dundant. Or is it possible that it could have b ly used with

a double force, qualifying at once both <i-o r,'>f< tn-ur and Kn
as it is in a somewhat similar manner, I. 40. 2 ?

3 "t.
e.,

when it is deficient in actual strength, making up for it by art

and by rapidity of movement." Arnold.
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regular battle-army, as with reference to his present advantage,
that man would be most successful. And those stratagems by
which one would most deceive his enemies, and benefit his

friends, have the highest reputation. While, then, they arc;

still unprepared, yet confident, and are thinking, from what I

see, of retiring rather than of remaining ;
while their minds are

irresolute, and before their plans are more definitely arranged,
I will take my own division, and surprise them, if I can, by
falling at full speed on the center of their forces. And do

you, Clearidas, afterward, when you see me now charging,
and in all probability frightening them, t-ilce your division,

both the Arnphipolitans and the other allies, and suddenly

opening the gates rush out against them, and make all haste to

close with them as quickly as possible. For we may expect
that in this way they will be most alarmed; since the force

which follows up an attack is more terrible to an enemy than

that which is already before him and engaged with him. And
do you be a brave man yourself, as it is natural that you
should, being a Spartan ;

and do ye, allies, follow him courage-

ously ;
and consider that it is the proof of good soldiership to

be willing, and to be alive to shame, and to obey your com.

manders. Reflect, too, that on this day you either gain youi

liberty, if you act bravely, and the title of confederates of the

Lacedaemonians; or are slaves of the Athenians if you faro

as well as you possibly can, without being reduced to personal

bondage, or put to death and incur a more galling slavery
than before, while you oppose the liberation of the rest of the

Greeks. Do not you, then, act as cowards, seeing for how
much you are struggling ;

and / will show you that I am not

better able to give advice to others, than to carry it out in ac-

tion myself."
10. Having thus spoken, Brasidas himself prepared for

marching out, and posted the rest of the troops with Clearidas

at what were called the Thracian gates, to sally out after him,
as had been arranged. His descent from Cerdylium having
been observed, as also his sacrificing, when he was in the city

of which a view is commanded from the outside near the

temple of Minerva, and his being occupied with these meas-

ures, tidings were carried to Cleon (for ho had gone forward

at the time to look about him) that the enemy's whole force

was visible in tho city ;
and that under tho gates were observed
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many feet of horses and men, as thong]/ prepared tc make a

sally. On receiving this intelligence he came up to the spot;
and when he saw that it was so, not wishing to come to a de-

cisive engagement before his reinforcements also had arrived,
and thinking that lie should have time to retire, lie at once

gave orders for the signal to march back, and sent word to the

troops on the retreat to draw oil' in the direction of Eion,

moving on their left wing,; which indeed was the onlv way
they could. ]>ut when he thought there was a dilatorin.-ss

on their part, he himself made the right wing turn round, and
it ing their exposed side to the enemy, began to lead oil*

his troops. Upon this, Urasidas, marking his opportunity, and

seeing that the Athenian force was on the move, says to his

own company an 1 the rest :
" The men are not disposed to

wait for us as is evident by the motion of their spears and of

their heads
;
for thosa who have this going on among them

do not generally receive the charge of their assailants. So
then let somebody throw open for me the gates I have men-

tioned, and let us inarch out against them as quickly as pos-

sible, and with good courage." lie, accordingly, sallied out

by the gates near the stockade, the first in the long wall

which was then standing, and ran full speed along the high

road, where the trophy now stands, as you go h\- the stronev-4

part of the position ;
and falling on the Athenians, who were

both terriiied by their own disorder and confounded by his

boldness, in the center of their forces, he put them to the rout.

Clearidas too, as had been arranged, sallied out at'ler him by
the Thracian gates, and rushed upon the enemy's troops. The

consequence was, that by this unexpected and sudden charge
on both sides, the. enemy were thrown into r.onfusion

;
and their

left wing, on the side of Kion, which had already advanced

some distance, immediately broke away and {led. Wlien it was
now on its n-lreat, Brasidas, in advancing along to attack the

right wine;, iv, -rived a- wound
;
and while the Athenians did not,

observe his fall, those who were, near him took him n;

carried him oil' the field. The, right of the Athenians, how-

ever, : -round belter; and though ('Icon, who from

the first had no intention of making a stand, immediately lied,

nnd was overtaken and killed by a Myrcinian targeleer, his

he.-.vy-annc d retreated in a close body to the hill, and re*

pulsed the charge of Clearidas twice or thrice, and did not
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give way till the Myrcinian and Chalcidian horse, with the

targeteers, having surrounded them, and pouring their missiles

upon them, put them to the rout. And so now the whole

army of the Athenians, flying with great difficulty, and taking

many different roads over the mountains, effected their return

to Eion
; excepting such as were killed either in the imme-

diate action, or by the Chalcidian horse and the targeteers.

Those who had taken up and rescued Brasidas, carried him

still breathing into the city ;
where he lived to hear that his

troops were victorious, but after a short interval expired. The
rest of the army, on returning with Clearidas from the pursuit,

stripped the dead, and erected a trophy.
11. After this all the allies attended in arms, and interred

Brasidas at the public expense in the city, in front of the pres-

ent market-place. And ever since the Amphipolitans, having
inclosed his tomb with a fence, have made offerings to him as

to a hero, and have given him the honor of games and annual

sacrifices. They also referred the settlement to him as its

founder, demolishing the buildings of Hagnon, arid obliterating
whatever memorial of his founding the place was likely to re-

main: for they considered that Brasidas had been their pre

server; and at the present time too, through fear of the

Athenians, they courted the Lacedaemonian confederacy ; while,

on the other hand, they thought that Hagnon, in consequence
of their hostility toward the Athenians, would not retain his

honors either so beneficially or so agreeably to them. The
dead they restored to the Athenians. There were killed, of

the Athenians, about six hundred
;
of their adversaries, only

seven
;
because the battle was not fought with any regular order,

but was rather brought on by such an accidental occurrence

and previous alarm as has been described. After taking up
their dead, the Athenians sailed away home

;
while Clearidas

and his party proceeded to settle matters about Amphipolis.
12. About the same time, toward the close of summei,

Ramphias, Autocharidas, and Epieydidas, Lacedemonians, led

a reinforcement of nine hundred heavy-armed to the Thrace-

ward towns, and on their arrival at Heraclea in Trachinia

arranged whatever appeared to them not to be on a good
footing. While th'ey thus prolonged their stay in the place
this hatile of Amphipolis happened to be fought; and so the

summer ended
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13. The following winter, IJumphias and his companions

immediately passed through the country as far as Pierius in

Thcssnly ;
but as the Thessalhms forbad their advance, and as

Brasidas, moreover, was dead, to whom they were leading the

force, they turned back home
; thinking the time for action had

gone by ;
as both the Athenians had departed in consequence

of their defeat, and they were not competent to execute any of

his designs. But, most of all, they returned because they knew
that the Lacedaemonians, at the time of their setting out, were
more strongly disposed for peace.

14. It happened too, immediately nft'-r the battle of Ain-

phipolis and the retreat of llainphias from Thessaly, that nei-

ther party any longer applied themselves at all to the war,
but they wrere rather inclined for peace. The Athenians were

so, as having received a severe blow at Delium, and agari

shortly after at Amphipolis ;
and as no longer having that con-

fident hope in their strength, through which they would not
before accept the offered treaty, thinking, in consequence of
their present success, that they should come off victorious in

the struggle. Besides, they were also afraid of their allies,

lest they should be encouraged by their reverses to revolt oa
a larger scale

;
and they repented not having come to an ar-

rangement, when they had a fine opportunity, after the .

at Pylus. The Lacedaemonians, on the other hand, wished
for peace, because they found protracted beyond their expecta-
tion those hostilities by which they imagined that in a few

years they should reduce the power of (lie Athenians, if they
ravaged their land; and because they had met. with the dis-

aster on the island such as had never yet befallen Sparta:
and in consequence of their country being plundered from

Pylus ami Cythera ;
while their Helots also were deserting,

and there was a, constant apprehension lest even those that re-

mained in the country, Imping in the support of those who
were out of it, should, on the strength <>f the present state of

, adopt some revolutionary designs against them, as on
>n. It happened, too, that their thirty years'

'-IKK- with the A'gives was on the point of expi: ing, and the

s would not renew it, unless the (ynurian territory
<-d to them; so that it appeared impossible for

them to carry on war at once with the Argives and Athe-
uiaus. Besides, they suspected that some of the states in the
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Peloponneso would revolt from them to the Argives ;
as was

really the case.

15. On these considerations both parties thought it best to

conclude the arrangement ;
and particularly the Lacedemoni-

ans, through the desire of recovering their men taken in the

island
;

for those of them who were Spartans were of the

highest rank,
1 and connected with themselves in the same

way. They began therefore to negotiate immediately after

their capture ;
but the Athenians being so successful, would

not yet make peace on fair terms. When, however, they had

been defeated at Delium, immediately the Lacedaemonians,

finding that they would now be more ready to accept their

proposals, concluded the armistice for a year, during which they
should meet together, and consult respecting a treaty for a

longer period.
16. And when, moreover, the defeat at Amphipolis had be-

fallen the Athenians, and Cleon and Brasidas were dead, who
on each side were most opposed to the cause of peace the

one, because he was successful and honored in consequence
of the war

;
the other, because he thought, that if tranquillity

were secured he would be more easily detected in his evil

practices, and less believed in his calumniations then the in-

dividuals who in either country were most desirous of taking
the lead, namely, Pleistanax son of Pausanias, king of the

Lacedaemonians, and Nicias son of Niceratus^ who of all his

cotemporaries was mosT~geherally successful in his military

commands, were much moro anxious for peace than ever.

Nicias was so, because he wished, while he had met with no

disaster, and was in high repute, permanently to secure his good
fi>rtuiie

;
and both at present to obtain a respite from troubles

himself and give his countrymen the same, and to hand down
to futurity a name for having continued to the end without

subjecting the state to any disaster
;
and he thought that

such a result is_ secured by freedom from danger, and by a

man's committing himself as little as possible to fortune, und
that sucli freedom from danger is afforded by peace. Pleisto-

auax, on the other hand, took the same view, because he was
1

'O/zojr.] The meaning of this word is considered very doubtful
;
but

to me it appears to signify, that as tho prisoners were men of the highest
rank (or whatever the dignity might be which was intended by the word

TT/jurot), so they were connected with those among themselves who were
of the same rank.
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calumniated by his enemies 011 the subject of his restoration,
and was continually being brought forward by them as the

object of religious scruple on the part of the Lacedaemonians,
whenever they met with any defeat

;
as though it were owing

to his illegal restoration that these things befell them. For

they charged him with having, in concert with Aristocles, his

brother, prevailed on the prophetess at Delphi to give the fol-

lowing charge to such Lacedemonians as went, during a long

period, to consult the oracle
;

"
that they should bring back

the seed of the demigod son of Jupiter from a foreign land to

his own
;

else they would plow with a silver share.''
1 And

so they said that in the course of time, when he had gone as

an exile to Lycseum (in consequence of his former return from

Attica, which was thought to have been effected by bribery),
and had then, through fear of the Lacedaemonians, half his

house within the sanctuary of Jupiter, he induced them, in the

nineteenth year of his exile, to restore him with the same
dances and sacrifices as when they appointed their kings on

first settling in Lacedasmon.
27. Being annoyed therefore by this calumny, and thinking

that in time of peace, when no reverse was experienced, and

when, moreover, the Lacedaemonians were recovering their

men from the island, he too should give his enemies no handle

against him; whereas, as long as there was war, the leading
men must always be exposed to accusations 1'ioin the occurrence

of disasters; he was ardently desirous of the pacification. And
so during this winter they were meeting in conference

;
and

when it was now close upon spring, Iho terrors of an {imm-

inent,
8
for which orders were sent round to the different states,

as though for the purpose of building forts, were held forth by
the Lacedaemonians, that the Athenians might the more readily
listen to them. And when, after these conferences had been

held, and they had urged many claims against each other, it

was agreed that they "should make peace on restoring what

they had respectively taken during tin- war; but. that the

Athenians should keep Xis.-ea ; (lor on their demanding hack

1
i. (., that owing to the scarcity of provisions, they would have to buy

them as dearly as though the implei; in raising them had been

made of silver.

rally,
' an armament was shaken on high before them.

held "in terrorem" over their heads; like a weapon brandished in a

man's face.
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Platicrj, the Thcbans said that it was not by force that they
hi'ld the place, but in consequence of th<' inhabitants them-

selves having surrendered on definite terms, and not betrayed
it to them

;
and the Athenians maintained that in the same

way had they got possession of Nisrca), then the Lacedaemon-

ians convene 1 their allies; and when all the rest, except the

Boeotians, Corinthians, Eleans, and Megareans, who were dis-

pleased with what was being done, had voted for putting an

end to the war, they concluded the arrangement, and made a

treaty and bound themselves by oaths to the Athenians, and

thej to them, to the following effect:

18. 1st, "The Athenians and Lacedemonians, with their

allies, made 1 a treaty on the following terms, and swore to

observe it, state by state. With regard to the temples com-

mon to the nation, that whoever wishes shall sacrifice, and go
for that purpose, and consult the oracle, and attend the games,

according to the custom of his fathers, whether proceeding

by sea or land, without fear.

2d, "That the temple and shrine of Apollo at Delphi, and

the Delphians, shall be independent, self-taxed, and self-judged,

as regards both themselves and their territory, according to

their hereditary usage.

3d, "That "the treaty shall be in force
fifty years between

the Athenians and their allies, and the Lacedemonians and

theirs, without guile or wrong, by laud and by sea.

4th, "That it shall not be lawful to take the field for the

purpose of inflicting injury, either for the Lacedaemonians and

their allies against the Athenians and their allies, or for the

Athenians and their allies against the Laeeda3inoniaus and their

allies, by any means whatever. Bnt should any dispute arise

between them, they must have recourse to justice and oaths, in

whatever way they may arrange.

5th,
" That the Lacedaemonians and their allies shall restore

Amphipolis to the Athenians. That of all the eitu-s, however,
which the Lacedaemonians may restore to the Athenians, the

inhabitants shall be allowed to depart wherever they please,

'

tTrni.rjvai'Tn.'] I hnvo not translated this, as ITobbes and Bloomfield

do, as though it had the force of a perfect; because 1 think the aorist

was purposely used in such passages with reference to those who \vouM

read the record at any future time ; and not to those who then took part
ID making the treaty. Compare the use of the same tense for the same
reason in the first lino of the history, Zwiyparije rdv Tro^e/uov.

14*
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themselves and their property with them
;
and the cities shal,'

be independent, only paying the tribute that was paid in the

time <>t' Aristides. That it shall not be lawful lor the Athen-

ians, or their allies, to take the field against them lor theii

injury, after the treaty lias been concluded. The cities re-

ferred to are Argilus, Stagirus, Acanthus, Scolus, Olynthus,
and Spartolus. That these shall be considered as allies to

neither party, neither the Lacedaemonians nor the Athenians
;

but if the Athenians gain the consent of the cities, then it

shall be lawful for them to make them their allies, with

their own free will. That the Mecybernseans, Samirans, and

Singa>ans shall inhabit their own cities, like the Olynthians
and Acanthians

;
but that the Lacedaemonians and their allies

shall restore Panactum to the Athenians.

6th, "That the Athenians, also, shall restore to the Lace-

daemonians Coryphasium, Cythera, Methone, Pteleum, and

Atalanta, and all the Lacedaemonians that are in prison
at Athens, or anywhere else in all the Athenian dominions;
and shall release those of the Peloponnesians who are being

-<'d in Scione; and all others in that place who are allies

of the Lacedaemonians; and whoever among the allies of the

Lacedaemonians is in prison at Athens, or any where <

the Athenian dominions.

7th, "That the Lacedaemonians to<>, and their allies, shall

in the same way restore whomever of the Athenians and their

allies they may have in their hands.

8th,
*" That in the case of the Sciona-ans, Toronreans, and

Sonny lians, and whatever other city the Athenians have pos-
session of, respecting these and the rest they shall adopt such

measures as they please.

9th, "That the Athenians shall take the oaths to the Lace-

daemonians and their allies, state bv state; and that every
man shall swear by the most binding oath of his country, ac-

cording to his respective state. That the oath must be to this

elleet: 'I will abide by these arrangements and articles of the

. honestly and without guile.' That in tin- same way an

oath shall be taken by the Lacedaemonians and their allies t<;

ilienians; and that on both sides the oath shall be re-

iM'wcd yearly. That the, contracting parties shall -reet pillars

at Olympia, Pythin, the Isthmus, at Athens in the citadel, and

at Laceoaemon in the temple
1

of Apollo at Amyclas. That
1 " The temple of Apollo at Amyclse mipht as well be called at Sparta.
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if they forgot any thing, whatever it may be, and on whatever

point, it shall be consistent with their oaths for both parties,

Athenians and Lacedaemonians, by means of fair discussion,

to change it in such manner as they please.

19. "The treaty commences from the ephoralty of Pleisto-

las, on the 27th of the mouth Artemisium, and from the archon-

ship of Alcajus at Athens, on the 25th of the month Elaphe-
bolion. Those who took the oaths and subscribed the treaty
were as follows : on the side of the Lacedaemonians [Pleisto-

anax, Agis], Pleistolas, Damagetus, Chionis, Metagenes, Acan-

thus, Daithus, Ischagoras, Philocharidas, Zeuxidas, Antippus,

Tcllis, Alcinidas, Empedias, Menas, and Laphilus : on the

side of the Athenians, Lampon, Isthmionicus, Nicias, Laches,

Euthydemus, Procles, Pythodorus, Hagnon, Myrtilus, Thrasy-
cles, Theogeues, Aristocrates, lolcius, Timocrates, Leon, Lama-

chus, Mill 1 K'liiQstlienes."

20. This treaty was concluded at the end of the winter,
when the spring was commencing, immediately after the city-
festival of Bacchus, when just ten years had elapsed, with

the variation of a few days,
1

since the invasion of Attica was
first made, and this war commenced. But let every one

regard this with reference to the periods of time, and not, as

placing greater confidence in such a view, with respect to the

enumeration of the public officers in the several places, or of

the titles derived from any honorable appointment which
serve to mark past events. For that gives no definite idea, as

to who were in the commencement of their office, or in the

middle of it, or whatever part it might be, when any event

occurred. But if he reckon by summers and winters, as I

have written my history, he will find that while each of

these amounts to half a year,
9
there were ten summers and as

many winters included in this first war.

21. Now the Lacedaemonians (for it fell to their lot to be

the first to restore what they held) immediately released the

men who were prisoners in their country ;
and sending as

as the temple of Juno was said to be at Argos, Thucyd. IV. 133. 2,

although it was forty stadia distant from the city, Strabo, VIII. 6. 2
;

Herod. I. 31. 4." Arnold.
1 For an instance of TrapaQtpu, used in this intransitive sense, like

fiiaQtpu, compare Dionys. Hal. Ant. I. 27, p. 73, Reiske, TOVTUV if yluara
faiyov napaQi-pei ; as quoted in Bloomfield's note, 2d edition.

2
Literally,

"
having the virtue, or sum, of the year in half measure."
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embassndors to the countries Thraceward, Ischagoras, Menus,
and Philocharidas, commanded Clearidas to restore Amphi-
polis to the Athenians, and the rest of the states to accept the

treaty, as it had been severally arranged for them. They,

however, would not, as they thought it not favorable to

them
;
nor did Clearidas restore the city, wishing to oblige the

Chalcidians, and declaring that he could not give it up in op-

position to them. He, however, went in haste to Lacedacmon
with ambassadors from that place, to defend himself; if l>rli;i-

goras and his party should bring any charge against him for

not obeying ;
and at the same time from a wish to know

whether the arrangement might still be altered : bin when ho

found the treaty secured being sent back again himself by the

Lacedaemonians, and ordered to deliver up the place, if possible,

but if not, to bring out all the Peloponnesians that were in
it,

he set out with all speed.
22. Now the allies happened themselves

1

to be at Lace-

daemon, and those of them who had not accepted the treaty
were commanded by the Lacedaemonians to adopt it. They,

however, on the same grounds as they had at first reject rd ir,

refused to accept it, unless they made a more equitable one

than that. So when they did not listen to them, they sent

them away, and themselves proceeded to conclude aa alliance

with the Athenians; thinking that the Argives (
since' they

refused, on Ampelidas and Lie-has going to them, to make a

fresh treaty) would be by no means formidable without the

support of the Athenians, and that the rest of the Poloponnosv-
would be most disposed to remain quiet ;

whereas they would

have gone over to the Athenians, if they had had the po\ver.

Einbassadors, therefore, having come from the Athenians, ami

a conference having been held, they came to an agreement,
and oaths were taken, and this alliance concluded, on the fol-

lowing terms :

'23. "The Lacedaemonians shall be allies of the Athenians

for fifty years.
1 Arnold translates avroi,

" of their own accord;" but Poppo remark*,
with truth, that this is in opposition to the statement that they ha

summoned by the Lacedaemonians, eh. 17. 2, and 27. ]. lie supposes,

therefore, that it means "the allies, as well as Clenridas."
2 For instances of the aorist, or the present, thus used after trirni,

I'oppo refers to Xen. Anab. iv. 5. 15, and Hcl. v. i. .'52. Respecting Hie.

anacoluthon also in the following sentence, see his note, and that of Ar-

nold
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2d, "That should any come as enemies against the territory

of the Lacedaemonians, and do them injury, the Athenians

shall assist them in such manner as they can most efficiently,

to the utmost of their power. That should they have ravaged
the land and departed, that state shall be considered as hostile

to the Lacedaemonians and Athenians, and be punished by
both of them

;
and that both states shall make peace at the

s'ime time. That these conditions shall be observed honestly,

heartily, and sincerely.

3rd,
"
That, again, should any come as enemies against the

country of the Athenians, and injure them, the Lacedaemonians

shall assist them in whatever manner they can most efficiently,

to the utmost of their power. That should they have ravaged
the land and departed, that state shall be considered as hostile

to the Lacedemonians and Athenians, and punished by both 01

them
;
and that both states shall make peace at the same time.

That these conditions shall be observed honestly, heartily, and

sincerely.

4th, "That should the slave population rise up against

them, the Athenians shall assist the Lacedaemonians with all

their might, according to their ability.

5th,
" That these articles shall be sworn to by the same per-

sons as swore to the other treaty, on both sides. That they
shall be renewed every year, by the Lacedaemonians going to

Athens at the Dionysian festival, and by the Athenians going
to.Lacedaemon at the Hyacinthian. That they shall each erect

a pillar, that at Lacedaemon near the statue of Apollo in the

Amyclacum, and that at Athens in the citadel, near the statue

of Minerva. That should the Lacedaemonians and Athenians

choose to add to, or take away from, these terms of alliance,

whatever they please so to do shall be consistent with the oaths

of both parties."

24. The oath was sworn by the following on the side of the

Lacedaemonians: Pleistoanax, Agis, Pleistolas, Damagetus,

Chionis, Metagenes, Acanthus, Daithus, Ischagoras, Philo-

charidas, Zeuxidas, Antippus, Tellis, Alcinadas, Empedias,

Menas, and Laphilus : and on the side of the Athenians, by

Lauipon, Isthmionicus, Nicias, Laches, Euthydemus, Procles,

Pythodorus, Hagnon, Myrtilus, Thrasycles, Theogenes, Aris-

tocrates, lolcius, Timocrates, Leon, Lamachus, and De-

mosthenes.
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This alliance was entered into not long after the treaty, and

4he Athenians restored to the Lacedaemonians the men taken

from the island
;
and thus began the summer of the eleventh

year. During these ten years, then, the first war was car-

ried on continuously, and such is the history of it.

25. After the treaty, and the alliance between the Lacedae-

monians and Athenians, which were concluded at the end of

the ten years' war, in the ephoralty of Pleistolss at Laceda>

mon, and the archonship of Alcaeus at Athens, these who had
acceded to them were at peace; but the Corinthians, and
some of the states in the Peloponnese, were trying to alter

what had been done; and another disturbance immediately
arose on the part of the allies against Lacedaemon. Moreover,
the Lacedaemonians, as time went on, became suspected by the

Athenians also, through not performing in some respects what
had been agreed on, according to the treaty. And though
for six years and ten months they abstained from marching

against each other's territory, yet out of it, during the exist-

ence of a doubtful suspension of arms, they were doing one

another the greatest possible damage. Subsequently, how-

ever, they were compelled to break the treaty concluded after

the ten years' war, and again proceeded to open hostilities.

26. And the same Thucydides the Athenian has also written

the history of these, transactions in order, as they severally

happened, by summers and winters, until the Lacedaemonians

and their allies put an end to the sovereignty of the Athenians,
and took the long walls and Vinens. To the time of that event

there wen; spent in the war sevcn-aiul-twenty years in all. With

regard to the intervening arrangement, if any one shall object

to consider it as a state of war, he will not estimate it rightly.

For let him 1

regard it as it is characterized by the facts of

the case, and he will find that there is no reason for its being
deemed a state of peace; since during it they neither gave

1 On this use of <5i7/p7?rrn, see Poppn or Bloomficld. With regard to

tho ri in tliis clause, it is the opinion of Culler that it rcf.-rs to KOU

ii'{)i}nrt; but Poppo observes, in opposition to this, that the imperative
(iflpfi-u has a conditional force, as it frequently has in (Jreek, Latin. Her-

man, and French: "
.<;i qui- speetaverit. invrniet ;" and Iherefuiv

has no force. Arnold and Bloomfield consider that it, is answered
TE TOVTUV. "First of all, tho treaty was in itself practically inenieient,

Inasmuch as its very stipulations were not all fulfilled; and then there

were mutual causes of complaint with respect to other matters, of which
the treaty had made no mention."
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no;* received back all they h;i<l arrange 1 to do
;
and besides

this, there were offenses committed on both sides, as in the

case of the Mantiuean and Epidaurian wars, arid other in-

j; and the Thraceward allies were in no respect less

at war than before
;
while the Boeotians had only a truce from

one ten days to another. Including, therefore, the first war
often years, the suspicious cessation of hostilities which fol-

lowed it, and the subsequent war which succeeded to that, any
one will find that the number of years was what I have men-
tioned (reckoning by the great divisions of time), with only
a lew days' difference

;
and that such as positively asserted

any tiling on the strength of oracles, found this the only fact

which proved true. At least I, for my own part, remember
that all along, both at the beginning of the war, and till it was

brought to a conclusion, it was alleged by many that it was to

last thrice nine years. And I lived on through the whole of

it, being of an age to comprehend events, and paying atten-

tion, in order to gain accurate knowledge on each point. It was

also my lot to be banished my country twenty years after my
command at An\phipolis; and thus, by being present at the

transactions of either party, and especially of the Peloponnesians,
in consequence of my banishment, to gain at my leisure a more

perfect acquaintance with each of them. The difference, then,
which arose after the ten years, and the breaking up of the treaty,
and the subsequent course of hostilities, I will now relate.

27. When, then, the fifty years' treaty had been concluded,
and the alliance afterward, the embassies from the Pelopon-

nese, which had 1 been summoned for that business, returned

from Laceda3mon. Accordingly the rest went home
;
but the

Corinthians repaired to Argos, and in the first place held

communications with some of the Argives who were in office,

to the effect that, since the Lacedemonians, not for the good,
but for the subjugation of the Peloponnese, had entered into

treaty and alliance with the Athenians, who were before their

bitterest enemies
;
the Argives ought to consider how the Pe-

loponnese might be preserved ;
and to pass a decree, that any

city of the Greeks that wished, being independent, and giving
1 al

^vfifjiaxidi.'} Poppo remarks, in his note on 48. 1, on this use of tho

plural noun with reference to a single alliance
;
but does not offer any

explanation of it. Probably it arises from the separate ratification of tho

alliance by each of the two states; so that it may be regarded as a two-
fold transaction.
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judicial satisfaction for wrongs, on fair and equal terms, might
enter into alliance with the Argives, on condition of defending
each other's country : and that they should appoint a few per-
sons as commissioners with full powers, instead of the discus-

sion of the measure being held before the people ;
in order

that those might not be known who had failed to persuade the

multitude. And they asserted that many would come over to

them for hatred of the Lacedaemonians. The Corinthians then,

having suggested these things, returned home.
28. When those of the Argives who heard their proposals

had reported them to the government and the people, tlie

Argives passed the decree, and chose twelve men, with whom
any one of the Greeks who wished should conclude an alliance,

except the Athenians and Lacedaemonians, neither of whom
should have liberty to enter into treaty without the consent of

the Argive people. The Argives acceded the more readily to

these proposals, because they wiw that they should have the

war with the Lacedaemonians, (for their treaty with them \vas

on the point of expiring), and also because they hoped to

gain the supremacy of the Peloponnesc. For at that time

Lacedaemon was in very bad repute, and was despised in con-

sequence of its misfortunes; while the Argivrs were in an

excellent condition in all respects, as they had taken no part
in the war against A! hens, but had rather reaped the good
fruits of having been in treaty with both sides. Thus, then,

the Argives were admitting into alliance such of the Wrecks

as wished it.

29. The Mantineans and their allies were the first to join

them, through fear of the Lacedemonians. For a certain

part of Arcadia, had been reduced to subjection by the Man-

tineans, while the war with the Athenians was still going on
;

and they thought that the Lacedaemonians would not allow

their sovereignty over it, since they had now leisure
l

to in-

terfere; so that they gladly turned to the Argives, consider-

ing them to be, a powerful state, and one, whic.li was ahvavs at

variance with the Laeeda'monians, and under a deuiocratieal

government like themselves. \Vh--n the Mantineans had re-

volted, the r-st, >f the 1 'elopomiese, also was thrown

commotion, with the idea that they too ought to do the .-

1 The force of the Kai before axofa/v appears to be, "leisure, as well

as inclination."
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as they thought that they had changed sides through knowing
more than the rest. At the same time they were angry with

the Lacedaemonians, both on other grounds, and because it had

been mentioned in the treaty with Athens, that it should be

consistent with their oaths to add to it, or take from it, whatever

might seem fit to both states, the Lacedaemonians and Athenians.

For it was this clause, above all, that caused the excitement in

the Peloponnese, and set them on suspecting that the Lacedae-

monians, in concert with the Athenians, might wish to reduce

them to slavery : for it was only just, they thought, that the

alteration should have been referred to all the allies. The

majoiity therefore, through fear, were eager to conclude the

alliance with the Argives on their own part, respectively, r.s the

Mantineans had done.

30. When the Lacedaemonians perceived this commotion
which had arisen in the Pelopounese, and that the Corinthians

were the advisers of it, and were themselves about to enter

into treaty with Argos, they sent embassadors to Corinth,

wishing to prevent what was going to happen. They charged
them therefore with suggesting the whole business ; and
said that if they withdrew from them, and became allies of

the Argives, they would violate their oaths
;
and that they

were already doing wrong in not accepting the treaty with

the Athenians, when it had been declared, that whatever the

majority of the allies decreed should be binding, unless there

were some impediment on the part of gods or heroes. The

Corinthians, in the presence of all the allies who, like them-

selves, had not acceded to the treaty (for they had themselves

previously invited them thither), spoke in reply to the Lace-

daemonians
;
not indeed directly stating the injuries they had

received, namely, that they had riot recovered Sollium from the

Athenians, nor Anactorium with any other point on which

they considered themselves to be aggrieved ;
but urging as a

pretext their determination not to betray the Thraceward
Greeks

;
for they had taken oaths to them, both by themselves,

when in the first instance they revolted, in concert with the Po-

tidaeans, and others afterward. They were not then, they said,

violating their oaths to the allies by refusing to accede to the

treaty with the Athenians ;
for since they had sworn to their

Thrace ward friends, with appeals to the gods, they should not

eliow a proper regard for their oaths, if they betrayed them.
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Besides, it had been expressly mentioned,
" unless there were

some impediment on the part of gods or heroes ;" this, then,

they considered an impediment on the part of the gods. Thus
much they said on the subject of their former oaths: with re-

gard to the Argive alliance, they would consult with their

friends, and do whatever was right. So the envoys of the

Lacedaemonians returned home. But there happened to be in

Corinth at that time some embassadors from the Argives also,

who urged the Corinthians to enter at once into their confeder-

acy, and not delay. They however, told them to come to the

next congress which was to be held in their city.

31. Immediately after, there came also an embassy from the

Eleans, who concluded an alliance with the Corinthians in the

first place, and then proceeded thence to Argos, as they had been

previously instructed, and became allies of the Argives. For

they were at variance with the Lacedaemonians just then about

Lepreum. For a war having before this arisen between the

Lepreans and some of the Arcadians, and the Eleans having
been invited to alliance by the Lepreans, on condition of re-

ceiving half their territory, and having brought the war to a

conclusion, the Eleans imposed on the Lepreans, who were

themselves allowed to occupy the territory, the payment of a

talent to the Olympian Jupiter. This they continued to pay
till the Attic war broke out; when, on their ceasing to do so on

the pretext of the war, the Eleans proceeded to compel them
;

on which they had recourse to the L:ice<la>:uonians. When the

case was thus submitted to the arbitration of the Lacedaemo-

nians, the Eleans, suspecting that they should not have justice,

renounced the reference, and laid waste the Leprean territory.
The Laeeda-monians nevertheless decided that the Lepreans
were independent, nnd that the Eleans were acting with in-

justice; and inasmuch as they had not stood by the arbitration,

they sent into Lepreum a garrison of heavy-anned troops. So
the Eleans, considering th". Lacedaemonians to bo receiving a

city which had revolted from them, and alleging the

raent in which it had been declared, that whatever each party
had when they entered on the Atlie, war, that they should also

.vhen they retired from it; since they considered that they
had not their due, they went over to the Argives; and thu> they

too,
1

as they had been previously instructed, concluded the

1

Kdfldnff} Trpoeipq-o.] I do not think that this expression can signify,
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nlliancc. Immediately after them the Corinthians and Thrace-

vvanl (.'halridians also entered into alliance with the Argives ;

but the Boeotians and Megareans, holding each the same lan-

guage as the other, remained quiet ; being neglected
1

by the

according to Bloomfield's translation of it, which Poppo approves, "in tho

manner aforesaid ;" i. e., by communicating with the twelve Argive com-

missioners, ch. 28. Surely, if that had been the writer's meaning, ho

would have used tho perfect tense, not the pluperfect. Haack's inter-

pretation, therefore, must be the correct one
,

" as had been previously
ordered by their countrymen." And in sec. 5, where the same words
are repeated with reference to tho Eleans, they may either refer to the

decree passed by the state at large for its own course of policy ;
or tho

whole people may be said to have joined the Argive league, though it

was done through the agency of its embassadors, in accordance with tho

commands they had received for the purpose.
1

Trepiopunevoi.'] To tho interpretation of this word which Arnold

adopts from Bishop Thirlwall, Poppo, in his last edition, objects that there

was nothing in the terms of the peace to raise such a feeling in the minds
of the Boeotians and Megareans. But surely they might share the jeal-

ousy and suspicion which, we are told, were excited throughout the whole
of the Peloponneso by the clause of the treaty empowering Sparta and
Athens to make alterations in it by themselves, without tho consent of

the allies in general. Chap. 29. 3. At any rate, such a clause seems

quite incompatible with the supposition of tho Megareans and Boeotians

having been treated at this particular time, however they might have
been in general, with that extreme respect and attention which Poppo
speaks of, and which G-oller and other commentators consider to be ex-

pressed by Trspioptjfievoi. The absence of n?v and fit-, which one would

certainly have expected, to mark the opposition between the two clauses,

may in some measure be supplied by the adversative force which I have

given to the Kai ; that conjunction in Attic writers sometimes passing
into tho signification of Kniroi. See Jelf, Gr. Gr. 759 3. This difficulty
would be entirely avoided, and a very appropriate meaning given to the
whole sentence, if Trcpiopu/Ltei'oi could be taken in the sense of "

left to

themselves, not interfered with, permitted to do what they pleased." Tho
verb is very frequently used in a manner closely approaching to this, as

well as the cognate ones from which it borrows some of its tenses
;
but

in such cases it is usually followed by a participle, infinitive, or adjective,
which serves to limit its meaning to some particular case. If, however,
it should be thought possible for it to have been here used without such

limitation, it would give a very good reason why the states should prefer
the Lacedaemonian alliance to that of the restless and meddling Atheni-
ans. It would also express an important difference between the case of

the Megareans and Boeotians and that of the Eleans, with whose policy
toward tho Lepreans Sparta is mentioned as having interfered

;
and that

of tho Mantineans, who are expressly said to have abandoned their con-

nection with her, because they expected similar interference. Ch. 29. 1,

ov irfpioijjeattai a^xif rovf AaKedaipoviov^ upxetV) tiredr) Kai
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Lacedaemonians, and yet thinking that the democracy of the

Argives was less suited to them, with tbeir oligarchical
form of government, than the constitution of the Lacedaemo-

nians.

32. About the same period of this summer, the Athenians,

having reduced the Scionseans to surrender, put the adult

males to death
;
while they sold into slavery the women and

children, and gave the territory for the Plataeans to occupy.
On the other hand, they brought back the Delians to their

country, from scruples arising from their disasters in different

battles, and because the god at Delphi had so commanded them.

At this time, too, the Phociana and Locrians commenced hos-

tilities. And the Corinthians and Argives, being now in al-

liance, went to Tegea, to procure its revolt from the Laceche-

monians, seeing that it formed a considerable part of the

Peloponnese, and thinking that, if it were added to them, they
would command the whole of it. Bnt when the Tegeans said

they would do nothing in opposition to tlie Lacedaemonians,
the Corinthians, though hitherto very hearty in their UK ;is-

ures, relaxed in their vehemence, and were afraid that none

of the other parties might now come over to them. They
went, however, to the Boeotians, and bogged them to enter

into alliance with themselves and the Argives, ;m<l act in nil

other respects in concert with them. "With reference to the

ten days' truces also, which had been made with each other

by the Athenians and the Boeotians not long after the con-

clusion of the fifty years' treaty, the Corinthians desired the

Boeotians to accompany them to Athens, and obtain the same
for them also, on the same footing as the Boeotians

;
and in

case of the Athenians not acceding to this, then to renounce

the suspension of arms, and in future to make no truce with-

out being joined by them. On the Corinthians preferring
these re-quests, the Txrotians desired them to desist on the

subject of the Argive alliance : they went with them, how-

ever, to Athens, but. did not obtain the ten (lavs' truce; as the

Athenians answered, that they were nlrea-ly in treaty with

the Corinthians, inasmuch as they were allies of the Lacede-

monians. The Bu'otians, then, did not any the more on that,

.-it renounce their ten days' truce, though the Corinthians

called on them to do so, and expostulated with them on the

ground of their having agreed to do it. !><'( we.-n the Corinthians,
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however, and the Athenians there was a suspension of arms

without any actual truce.
1

33. The same summer, the Lacedaemonians made an ex-

pedition with all their forces, under the command of Pleis-

toanax, son of Pausanias, their king, into the country of

the Parrhasians in Arcadia, who were subject to the Manti-

neans, and who had invited their interference in the spirit of

faction : intending also, if they could, to demolish the strong-
hold at Cypsela, which, being situated in the Parrhasian terri-

tory, the Mantineans had fortified and garrisoned with their own

troops, for the annoyance of the district of Sciritis in Laconia.

The Lacedemonians therefore proceeded to ravage the land of

the Parrhasians
;

while the Mantineans, having committed

their city to the custody of Argive troops, themselves kept

guard over their confederates' country. Being unable, how-

ever, to save the fort at Cypsela, and the towns in Parrhasia,

they retired. The Lacedaemonians, after making the Parrha-

sians independent, and demolishing the fortress, returned home.

34. Moreover, in the course of the same summer, on the

arrival of the troops from Thrace who had marched out with

Brasidas, and whom Clearidas had brought back after the

treaty was made, the Lacedaemonians decreed that the Helots

who had fought under Brasidas should be free, and live where

they pleased ;
and not long after they settled them, together

with the Neodamodes,
2
at Leprcum, which is situated on the

borders of Laconia and Elis
;

for they were now at variance

with the Eleans. But with regard to those of their own body
who had been taken in the island, and had surrendered their

arms, fearing they might suppose that they would be sub-

jected to some degradation in consequence of their misfortune,
and so, if allowed to retain their franchise, might attempt a

revolution, they disfranchised them, even while some were hold-

1 "By (ianovAos is meant a mere agreement in words, not ratified by
iho solemnities of religion. And the Greeks, as we have seen, consid-

ered the breach of their word very different from the breach of their

oath. See II. 5, 7." Arnold.
* "That the Neodamorles were a distinct class from the newly-enfran-

chised Helots seems clear from this passage and V. 67. 1.
;
and Hiiller's

supposition is highly probable (Dorier, vol. ii. p. 45), that the latter after

a nme rose to the condition of the former
; possibly in the next genera-

tioo ; so that the son of an enfranchised Helot became a Neodamode
;

like the distinction between Libertus and Libertinus." Arnold,
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ing offices
;
and with a disfranchisement of such a kind that

they could neither take office, nor have power to buy or sell

any thing. Subsequently, however, in the course of tiin

were a^ain enfranchised.

35. The same summer also the Dians took Thyssus en the

promontory of Athos, a colony of the Athenians. And during
the whole of this summer there was intercourse indeed be-

tween the Athenians and Peloponnesians, but both parties

suspected each other, from immediately after the conclusion

of the treaty, on the ground of their not mutually restoring
the places specified. For the Lacedaemonians, to whose lot

it fell first to restore Amphipolis and the other towns, hud

not done so: nor did they make their Thraceward all;

cede to the treaty, nor the Boeotians, nor the Corinthians
;

though they were continually saying that, in conjunction
with the Athenians, they would compel those states to do so,

if they would not of their own accord. They also plea-led in

excuse the fact of the time not being specified, at which those

who did not accede to it were to be considered as enemies to

both sides. The Athenians therefore, seeing none of these.

things really performed, suspected that the Lacedemonians
K-id no upright intentions

;
so that on their demanding back

Pylus, they refused to restore it (nay, they even repented of

having given them back their prisoners taken in the island), and

kept the other places, waiting till they, on their part, performed
for them what had been arranged. The Lacedaemonians said

that they had done what w;:s possible; for that they had re-

stored the Athenian prisoners who were in their hands, and

had recalled the troops in Thrace; and whatever else they had
in their power. AVith regard to Amphipolis, they were; not,

they said, masters of it, so as t<> give it up; but they would

endeavor to bring the Boeotians and Corinthians over to the

treaty, and to recover Panactum
;
and would restore as many

of the Athenians as were prisoners in Bu'olia. They required,

however, that they should restore Pylus to them; or if not that,

should withdraw the Messanians and Helots, as they, on their

part, had withdrawn their troops fnMn Thrace; and that the

Athenians themselves should garrison it, if they would. So
when conferences had been held, many and often, during this

summer, they prevailed on the Athenians to withdraw from

Pylus the Messanians, and the rest of the Helots, and all who
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had deserted fro:n Laconia, and they settled them at Cranii in

Cephallenia. During this summer, then, there was peace and

free intercourse with each other.

36. But the following winter (different ephors happening
now to be in office, and not those under whom the treaty had

been made, and some of them being even opposed to
it),

when embassies had come from their confederacy, and the

Athenians, Boeotians, and Corinthians were there, and they
had held many discussions with one another, and come to

no agreement; on their departing homeward, Cleobulus and

Xenares those of the ephors who most wished to break

up the treaty held a private conference with the Boeotians

and Corinthians, advising them to pursue as far as pos-
sible the same policy ;

and that the Boeotians, after first en-

tering into alliance with Argos themselves, should then en-

deavor to bring the Argives together with themselves into

alliance with the Lacedemonians. For in this way the Boeo-

tians were least likely to be forced to accede to the Attic

treaty ;
since the Lacedemonians would prefer gaining tho

friendship and alliance of the Argives even at the risk of
1

the

enmity of the Athenians and the dissolution of the treaty.

For they knew that the Lacedaemonians were always desirous

that Argos should be their friend on fair terms
; thinking that

so the war out of the Peloponnese would be more easily con-

ducted by them. They begged the Boeotians, however, to put
Panactum into the hands of the Lacedaemonians

;
that by get-

ting back Pylus, if they could, in exchange for it, they might
more easily proceed to hostilities with the Athenians.

37. The Boeotians and Corinthians, having received from

Xenares and Cleobulus, and such of the Lacedaemonians as

were friendly toward them,
2

these instructions to carry to

their governments, went each their way. But two persons
of the Argives, who held the highest office in their country,
watched for them by the way, as they were returning ;

and

having met them, entered into conversation with them on

1

Trpo.] More literally,
" in tho face of." Poppo adopts Dobree's ex-

planation .

" Pluris enim facturos Lacedsemonios Argivorum amicitiam

et societatem quam Atheniensium inimicitiam ac fcederum cum ipsis

junctorum violationem: i. e., magis illam cupere quam hanc metuere."

For the force of KaAwf , in the next sentence, see Arnold's note.

2
avTot.] i. e., to the Boeotians and Corinthians, not to Xcnares and

Cleobulus^ as Bloomficld supposes. Compare sec. 3.
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the possibility of the Boeotians becoming their allies, as the

Corinthians, Eleans, and Mantineans had done
;
for if that could

be well arranged, they thought they might then, on advan-

tageous terms, both carry on war and make peace, both with

the Lacedemonians, if they should wish it holding the same

language all together and with whomever else it might be

necessary. The Boeotian envoys were pleased at hearing this;
for they happened to ask the same things as their friends in

Laceda3mon had instructed them to propose. So when the men
from Argos perceived that they listened to their suggestions, they
said they would send embassadors to the Boeotians, and went

away. The Boeotians, on their arrival, reported to the Bcec-

tarchs what had been said to them, both at Lacedaemon, and by
the Argives who had met them : and the Boeotarchs were,

pleased, and were much more eager in the business, since it had
turned out so luckily for them in both quarters, that their

friends among the Lacedaemonians requested the same things as

the Argives were anxiously wishing. Not long after, embas-
sadors came from Argos with the proposals that have been
mentioned

;
whom the Bceotarehs sent back after assenting to

their terms, and promising to send envoys to Argos on the

question of tne alliance.

38. In the mean time it was determined by the Bcfiotarehs,
the Corinthians, the Megareans, and the embassadors from

Thrace, in the first place, to bind themselves by oaths to each

other, that assuredly, when occasion offered, they would assist

the party which needed it
;
and that they would carry on Avar

with none, or make peace, without common assent
;
and that

so the Boeotians and Megareaus (for they had the same object,

them) should then enter into treaty with the Avgives.
But before the oaths were taken, the Bceotarchs communicated
these resolutions to the four councils of the Boeotians, which
have tho sole power of ratifying measures; and recommended to

them that oaths should bo exchanged with such cities as wished

to league with them for mutual assistance. However, the mem-
bers of the Pm'otian councils did not, accede, to {he plan, fearing
that they should do what was

displeasing to the Lacedaemonians,
if they leagued with the Corinthians, who had separated from

them. For the Boeotarchs did not tell them of what, had taken

place at Lacedaemon, namely, that Cleobulus and Xenare.*,,

among the ephors, and their friends, advised them first to
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onlrr into alliance \\itli the Argives and Corinthians, and then

to join the Lacedaemonians
;
as they imagined that though

they should not mention it, the council would decree nothing
different from what they had previously determined on,

1 and

now recommended to their country. When the business had
met with this check, the embassadors from Corinth and Thrace

departed without concluding any thing ;
while the Bceotarchs,

who before intended, if they carried these measures, to at-

tempt also to effect the alliance with the Argives, did not now

bring the question of the Argives before the councils, or send

to Argos the embassadors they had promised ;
but there arose

an indifference and procrastination in the whole business.

39. In the course of the same summer, the Olynthians
assaulted and took Mecyberna, which was garrisoned by Athe-

nians. After these events, conferences being continually
held between the Athenians and Lacedemonians respecting
the possessions of each other which they still retained, the

Lacedaemonians, hoping that, if the Athenians should receive

back Panactum from the Boeotians, they would themselves re-

cover Pylus, went on an embassy to the Boeotians, and begged
them to deliver up to them Panactum and the Athenian

prisoners that they might recover Pylus in exchange for

them. But the Boeotians refused to deliver them up, unless

they would make an especial alliance with them, as with the

Athenians. Although therefore the Lacedaemonians were

aware that they should be acting wrong to the Athenians, since

it had been stipulated that they should make neither peace
nor war with any but by mutual consent

; yet, as they wished

to receive Panactum from them, believing that so they should

recover Pylus, and as the party which was anxious to break

1

o<j>iai irpodtayvovTes irapaivoiiaiv.'] Arnold is followed by Poppo and
Bloomfield in supposing that afiai refers to the subject of tyrifyteiadai ;

but as his explanation does not, I think, remove the extreme harshness

of such a construction, Goller seems to be right in referring it to the

Boeotarchs
; except that I would not confine it, as he does, to Xenares

and Cleobulus, but extend it to the whole number of them ; and sup-

pose that it is either governed by irpoQiayvflirTef, meaning, "the plan
which they had already decided on for themselves, and now recommended
to the councils ;" or that it signifies "their countrymen ;" the executive

being identified with the people at large, as it appears to be in sec. 3.

Oi iloiuTupxaL irafrfvavv yeveaftai dpunv^ Taif iroheatv, ooat ftov^nvrai

fa' iitye'kt-ia a<j>iai frvofivvvai. If the former construction is preferred,

a<j>i<H may be considered as a " dativus commodi." See Jelfj Gr. Gr. 59. 8.

15
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up the treaty earnestly entered into the Boeotian negotiation

they concluded the alliance, when the winter was now closing
and the spring at hand

;
and Panactum was immediately be-

gun to be demolished. And thus ended the eleventh year of

this war.

40. As soon as the spring of the next summer com-

menced, the Argives finding that the Boeotian embassadors,
whom they said they would send, did not come, and that

Panactum was being demolished, and an especial alliance had
been concluded by the Boeotians with the Lacedemonians,
were afraid that they might be left alone, and all the con-

federacy go over to the Lacedaemonians. For they supposed
that the ]3oeotians had been persuaded by the Lacedaemonians

both to demolish Panactum and to accede to the treaty with

the Athenians
;
and that the Athenians were privy to these

measures
;
so that they themselves had no longer power even

to make alliance with the Athenians : whereas they hoped be-

fore, in consequence of the existing dissensions, that if their

treaty with the Lacedaemonians should not continue, they would,
at any rate, be in alliance with the Athenians. The Argives,

then, were involved in these difficulties, and feared they might
be engaged in war at once with the Lacedaemonians, Tegeans,
Boeotians, and Athenians : and consequently, though they did

not bel'oro accept the treaty with the Lacedaemonians, hut en-

tertained the proud hope that they should enjoy the supremacy
over the Peloponnese ; they sent as envoys io Lacedoemon, as

quickly as they could, Eustrophus and JEson, who were con-

sidered to be the most acceptable persons to them
; thinking to

Jive in quiet by making a treaty with the Lacedaemonians, as

they best could under present circumstances, whatever might
be the arrangement.

1

41. On the arrival of their embassadors, they made pro-

posals to the Lacedaemonians, as to the terms on which the

treaty should bo concluded between them. And at first the

Argives claimed that they should have a judicial reference

granted them, cither to some state or individual, respecting
ihc (ynurian territory; concerning which they have always
Id-en debating as it is border-land : (it contains the towns of

Thyrea and Anthene, and is occupied by the Lacedaemonians.)
1

Or,
"
on. whatever terms they might be allowed." See Bloomfield's

note.
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Afterward, when the Lacedaemonians begged them not to

mention that, but said that if they wished to make a treaty as

before, they were ready to do so
;
the Argive embassadors

nevertheless induced the Lacedaemonians to agree to the fol-

lowing conditions
;
that at the present time they should make

a treaty for fifty years; but that on either party giving a

challenge, at a time when there was neither plague nor war in

Lacedaernou or Argos, they should be at liberty to decide by
battle the question of this territory as on a former occasion,
when each side claimed the victory for themselves but not to

pursue the fugitives beyond the frontiers, whether toward

Argos or Lacedaemon. Now the Lacedaemonians at first con-

sidered this as mere folly ;
but afterward (for they were

anxious on any terms to have Argos for a friend), they agreed
to the conditions they demanded, and made a treaty with "them

in writing. Before, however, any thing was definitely ar-

ranged, the Lacedaemonians desired them to return first to

Argos, and show it to their people ;
and if it pleased them,

then to come at the Hyacinthia, to take the oaths. Accord"

ingly they returned.

42. In the mean time, while the Argives were negotiating
these matters, the Lacedaemonian embassadors, Andromedes,
Phceiimus, and Antimenidas, who were to restore Panactum
to the Athenians, and to receive the prisoners from the Boeo-

tians, and bring them back home, found Panactum demolished

by the Boeotians themselves, on the pretext of there having
been exchanged in former times between the Athenians and

Boeotians, in consequence of a dispute about
it,

an oath that

neither party should inhabit the place, but that they should

graze it in common. The men, however, whom the Boeotians

held as prisoners taken from the Athenians, Andromedes and
his colleagues received from them, and conveyed to Athens, and
restored. They likewise announced to them the demolition of

Panactum, thinking that so they restored that too;
1

for no

enemy to the Athenians would in future inhabit it. On this

announcement the Athenians expressed great indignation ;

thinking themselves wronged by the Lacedaemonians, both

with regard to the demolition of Panactum, which they ought
to have delivered up to them standing, and the intelligence of

1

Or, 'as Poppo explains it, "that that very announcement was equiv-
alent to restoring it."
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their having on their own account made treaty with the Boeo-

lians, (hough they formerly declared that they would join in

compelling those who did not accede to the general treaty.

They also looked for any other points in which they had do-

parted from their compact, and considered themselves to have

been overreached by them
;
so that they gave an angry reply to

the embassadors, and sent them away.
43. When the Lacedaemonians, then, were in such a state

of variance with the Athenians, those at Athens, again,

who wished to do away with the treaty, were immediately

urgent against it. Among others who were so was Al-

cibiades son of Clinias, a man who in age was still at that

time a youth (as he would have been thought in any other

state), but honored on account of the nobility of his an-

cestors. He considered that it was really better to side with

the Arrives ; though he also opposed the treaty in the bitter-

ness of wounded pride, because the Lacedaemonians had ne-

gotiated through the agency of Nicias and Laches, having
overlooked him on account of his youth, and not having shown

him the respect suitable to the old connection of his family as

their projceni, which, having been renounced by his grandfather,
he himself thought to renew by showing attention to the pris-

oners taken in the island. Considering himself then-fore to be in

waY slighted bvthem, he both spoke against the treaty in

(he first instance, saying that the. Lacedemonians wen-, not to

be depended upon, but were only making a treaty in order that

by so doing they might deprive Athens of the Argives, and

aj;ain come against them when left alone; and at that lime,

when this dill'eivnco had arisen, ho immediately sent to Argos
oh 1 1 is.-QieiuacCGU nl, urging them to come us quickly as possible

wi.h proposals for alliance, in company with the Mantineans

and Eleans, since it was a fine opportunity, and lie would co-

operate with them to the utmost.

44. When the Argivi-s received this message, and found

that the alliance with the Boeotians had not Uvn brought
about in concert with the Athenians, but that they were

involved in a serious <|iianvl with the La-'eda-monians ; they

thought no more, of their cni!>a<sadors at Lace.hemoii, who

rist at that time gone thither on the subject of the treaty,

but paid more attention to the Athenians ; thinking that so,

if they went to war, there would be on their side in it a
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which had been their friend from of old, and vtas under a de-

moeratical form of government, like themselves, and wielded a

great power in the command of the sea. They immediately
therefore sent embassadors to the Athenians to treat of the

alliance
;
and were also accompanied by envoys from the

Eleans and Mantineans.

There came likewise with all speed, as embassadors from
the Lacedaemonians, persons who were thought to be favor-

ably inclined toward the Athenians, namely Philocharidas,

Leon, and Endius
; through fear that in their anger they

might conclude the alliance with the Argives, and at the same
time to afik_bacJ_Pyl8-4Q-^xcbiugQ for Panactum, and to

plead in excuse for the Boeotian alliance, that it had not been
made tor the purpose of hurling the, Athenians.

45. By speaking in the counsel on these points, and de-

claring that they had come with full powers to effect a settle-

ment of all their disputes, they made Alcibiades afraid that if

they were to talk in the same strain to the popular assembly,

they would win over the multitude, and the Argive alliance

would be rejected. He adopted therefore the following
device against them. He gained the confidence of the Lace-

daemonians by giving them a solemn assurance, that if they
would not acknowledge m the assembly that they had come
with full powers, he would restore PylugL^to them (for he
would himself perstifuHT the-.Atheniaus to the measure, as he
now opposed jt), and would settle all other points of difference.

It was with a wish to withdraw them from the influence of

Nicias that he did this
;
and in order that by accusing them

before the people^ _as .having no sincere intentions, and never

saying the same thing, lie might cause the Argives, Eleans,
and Mantineans, to be- taken into alliance. And so it turned

out. For when, on corning before the people and being asked

that question, they did not say, as they had said in the coun-

cil, that they were come with full powers, the Athenians could

endure it no longer; but on Alcibiades' exclaiming against
the Lacedaemonians much more vehemently than before, they
both listened to him, and were roadv s'raightway to bring for-

ward the Argives and those who were with thorn, and take them
into alliance. An earthquake, liowcvci^Jiasdllg.occurred before

any thing was firiaHy"5gttJed, that aenil>]y was adjourned.
46. In the one which was held next day, although the
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Lacedaemonians had been outwitted, and he bimself utterly

1 with regard to their confessing not to have come
wi'h full powers, Xieias nevertheless maintained that they
ought rather to become friends of the Lacedaemonians, and,

deferring their measures with the Arrives, to send once more
to them, an I ascertain their intentions. He .r^wssented
ill-it it was toMtheir own honor,

1

but to their rivals' discredit,

for the warTcTbe put oif: lor since their own affairs were in

so goo 1 a con lition, it was best 1o preserve their prosperity
as long as possible; whereas to the Lacedaemonians, in their

present misfortunes, it would be gain to run all ha/anls as

quickly as possible. So he prevailed on them to send embas-

sadors, of whom he was himself one, to bid the Laceda'ino-

nians, if they had any just intentions, to restore I'anaetum

stan Hag, with Amphipolis, and to give up their alliance Avitli

the Boeotians, if they refused to accede to the treaty; as it

hal Ivon s'ipulated that they should make peace witli none

but by mutual consent. They told them also to say, that they

too, if they had wished to act unjuslly, might have already
taken the Arrives for their alii s, since they were come to

theai for that very purpose. And whatever complaint they
hal agiinst them, they gave instructions on the subject to

Nicias and his colleagues, and then sent them otf. When they
came there, and, after delivering their other messages, finally

declared, that unless they gave up their alliance with the l'.a>-

otians, in case of their not acceding to the treaty, the Athenians

also would take as their allies tin 1
. Arrives and those who

joined them; the Lacedemonians refused to renounce, the

alliance with the Boeotians the party of Xenares, the ephor,
and all the rest who had the same views, having sufficient

influence to secure that but the oaths they renewed at the

request of Nicias: for lie was afraid of returning with all his

objects unaccomplished, and of being exposed to censure (as

indeed was the case), since he was considered as the author of

the treaty with the Lacedemonians. On his return, when the

Athenians heard that, nothing had been done at Laeeda-mon,

immediately they were, enraged ;
and since they considered

1 Or, as Arnold, Poppo, and otli'TS explain it.
"

.-idvisinir that hostili-

"Uld be deferred." For ;i very similar use of f'r wil.li :m adji

compare I. 137. 6, irrei^i) iv TV uafyafal ^v i/j,oi,

u7TOKo/j.idq
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themselves injured, the Argives and their allies happening to

be present (having been introduced by Alcibiades), they made
a treaty and alliance with them on the following terms :

47. "The Athenians, Argives, Mantineans, and Eleans

made a treaty for a hundred years, on behalf of themselves

and the allies in their respective dominions, to be observed

without guile or injury, both by land and by sea. That it

shall not be allowed to take up arms with a mischievous de-

sign, either for the Argives, Eleans, and Mantineans, with

their allies, against the Athenians, or for the Athenians and

their allies against the Argives, Eleans, and Mantineans, with

their allies, by any means whatever.

"That the following are the terms on which the Athenians,

Argives, Eleans, and Mantineans shall be allies for a hundred

years.
" That in case of an enemy marching against the territory

of the Athenians, the Argives, Eleans, and Mantineans shall

go to the succor of Athens, according to whatever message
the Athenians may send them, in such manner as they can

most effectually, to the utmost of their power. That in case

of their having ravaged it and departed, that state shall be

considered as an enemy to the Argives, Mantineans, and

Eleans, and shall be exposed to the vengeance of all these

states
;
and that no one of them snail be at liberty to termin-

ate hostilities with that state, unless they all think fit to do so.

That the Athenians likewise shall go to the succor of Argos,
Mantinea, and Elis, in case of an enemy marching against
the Elcan, Mantinean, or Argive territory, according to what-

ever message these states may send, in such manner as they can
most effectually, to the utmost of their power. That in case of

their having ravaged it and departed, that state shall be con-

sidered as an enemy to the Athenians, Eleans, Mantineans,
and Argives, and shall be exposed to the vengeance of all of

them
;
and that it shall not be lawful to terminate hostilities

with that state, unless all the states think fit to do so.
" That they shall not allow armed troops to pass for hostile

purposes through their own land, or that of the allies in their

respective dominions, nor by sea, unless all the states, the

Athenians, Argives, Mantineans, and Eleans, have decreed

that their passage be allowed.

"That to the troops going as succors the state which
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sends them shall furnish provisions for thirty days after their

arrival in the state which sent them word to succor it, and
on their return in the same way : but that in case of their

wishing to avail themselves of their service for a longer time,
the state which sent for them shall supply them with provisions
at the rate of three ^Eginetan oboli a day for a heavy-armed
soldier, a light-armed, or a bowman, and of an ^Eginctjin
drachma for a horseman.

" That the state which sent for them shall have the com-

mand, while the war is in its own territory ;
but that in case

of the states resolving to make a joint expedition in any
quarter, an equal share of the command shall be enjoyed by
all the states.

" That the treaty shall be sworn to, by the Athenians on be-

half both of themselves and their allies, but on the part of the

Argivcs, Mantineans, Eleans, and their allies, by each several

state. That they shall swear that oath respectively which is the

most binding in their country, over full-grown victims
,
and the

oath shall be to this effect; 'I will stand by this alliance ac-

cording to the stipulations, honestly, without injury, and Avith-

out guile, and will not violate it by any method or means
whatever.' That the persons to take the oath shall be, at

Athens, the council and the home magistrates, the prytanes

administering it; at Argos, the council,
1

the eighty, mid the

artynce,t\\Q eighty administering it; at Mantinea, the dani-

urf/i, the council, and the other magistrates, the tlttori and

the polemarchs administering it; at Elis, the demiurgi, the

magistrates, and the six hundred, the demiurgi and tlu-xmo-

phulaces administering it. That the oaths shall be renewed,

by the Athenians, on going to Elis, Mantinea, and Argos,

thirty days before the Olympic festival
; by the Arrives,

Eleans, and Mantineans, on going to Athens, ten days before

the great 'I'anatlionaic festival.

" That the stipulations respecting the treaty, the oaths, and

Ihc alliance, shall be inscribed on a stone pillar, by the Athe-

nians, in the citadel; by the Arrives in the market-])!.
tin-, temple of Apollo; by the Mantineans, in the temple of

Jupiter in tho marketplace: and that a bra/en pillar shall be.

erected at their joint expense at Olympia, at the present festi-

1 For what littlo is known of the several offices hero mentioned, see

Arnold's note, and tho authorities quoted in it.
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vul. That should these states think it better to make any
addition to the articles agreed on, whatever seems fit to all the

states, on holding common deliberation, that shall be binding."
48. In this way were the treaty and alliances concluded

;

and yet that between the Lacedaemonians and Athenians was

not renounced on this account by either party. But though
the Corinthians were allies of the Argives, they did not ac-

cede to the new treaty. Nay, before this time, when an al-

liance was formed between the Eleans, Argives, and Manti-

neans, to be at war and peace with the same states, they did

not join the league, but said that they were content with the

first alliance which had been made for purposes of defense, on

condition of succoring one another, but not joining to attack

any party. The Corinthians, then, thus stood aloof from their

allies, and turned their thoughts again toward the Lacedemo-
nians.

49. The Olympic festival was held this summer, that at

which Androsthenes the Arcadian was victor the first time in

the pancratium.
1 The Lacedemonians were excluded from the

temple by the Eleans, so that they could neither sacrifice nor

enter the lists, as refusing to pay the fine to which the

Eleans, by virtue of the Olympian law, had condemned them,

alleging that they had attacked the fortress of Phyrcus,
and sent a body of their heavy-armed into Lepreum during
the Olympic truce. The fine imposed upon them was two

thousand mina3, being two for each heavy-armed soldier, as

the law ordains. But the Lacedemonians sent embassadors,
and pleaded that it had not been fairly imposed upon them

;

declaring that the truce had not yet been proclaimed at La-

cedemon, when they sent their troops into Lepreum. The

Eleans, however, maintained that the cessation of arms in

their country had already commenced (for they proclaim it

among themselves
first),

and that while they were living in

quiet, and not expecting any thing, as it WHS a time of truce,

the Lacedemonians had committed an injury upon them by
surprise. The Lacedemonians replied that there was no need

of the Eleans having still proclaimed the truce at Lacedernon,
if they had thought them already guilty of injustice ;

but they
had done so, as not thinking it

;
and they themselves had no

longer gone any where to attack them. The Eleaus, however,
1

Consisting of wrestling and boxing.
15*
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adhered to the same statement, namely, that they could never

be persuaded that they were not guilty ;
but that if they would

restore Lepreurn to them, they were ready to give up their

own share of the money, and would themselves pay for them
that which fell to the god.

50. When they did not comply, they required them again
to do as follows : not to give back Lepreum, if they objected
to it, but to mount on the altar of the Olympian Jupiter since

they were so anxious to have access to the temple and swear

before the Greeks that assuredly they would discharge the

fine at a future period. But when they would not do this

cither, the Lacedemonians were excluded from the temple
from the sacrifice and from the games and made their offer-

ings at home
;
while the rest of the Greeks, except the Le-

preans, sent their deputations to the festival. However, the

Eleans were afraid of their sacrificing by force, and kept guard
with a heavy-armed company of their young men

;
while there

also came to them a body of Argives and Mantineans, each a

thousand strong, and some Athenian cavalry, that were at

Argos, waiting for the festival. And a great alarm was pro-
duced in the assembly lest the Lacedaemonians should come in

arms
; especially after Lichas son of Arcesilaus, a Laeeda:-

monian, was scourged on the course by the lictors,
1

because,

on his horses being the winners, and the Boeotian people being

proclaimed victor, on account of his having no right to enter

the lists, ho came forward on to the course, ;md crowned the,

charioteer, from a wish to show that the chariot was his. All

therefore were now much more afraid, and thought them
would be some disturbance. However, the Lacedaemonians

kept quiet, and let the feast thus pass by. After the Olym-
pic festival, the Argives and their allies repaired to Corinth,
1o beg that state to come over to them. Some Laccda'inoiiian

ambassadors, too, happened to l>e there; and after there had
been much discussion, nothing was accomplished at last,; but

an earthquake having occurred, they dispersed to their

homes. And so the summer ended.

51. The following winter the Heracleans in Trachinia fought
a battle with the yEnianians, Dolopians, Maleans, and some of

the Thcssalians. For these nations were bordering on, and

hostile to, their city; as it was against no other country but

1

Or, "by the umpires," as Bredow, Haack and others think.
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theirs that the place was fortified.
Accordingly they oj

the city on its first settlement, by annoying it as far as they

could ;" and at this time they defeated the Heracleans in the en-

gag-mrnt, Xenares, son of Cnidis, a Lacedaemonian, being slain,

and others of the Heracleans also cut off. And thus the

winter ended, and the twelfth year of the war.

52. At the very commencement of the following summer,
the Boeotians seized on Heraclea, when it was miserably re-

duced after the battle, and sent away Hegesippidas the Lace-

daemonian, on the charge of governing it ill. They occupied
the place through fear that, while the Lacedaemonians were

distracted with the affairs of the Peloponnese, the Athenians

might take it. The Lacedaemonians, however, were offended

with them for what they had done. The same summer, Al-

cibiades son of Clinias, being one of the generals at Athens,

having the co-operation of the Argives and the allies, went

into the Peloponnese with a few Athenian heavy-armed and

bowmen
;
and taking with him some of the allies in those parts,

both proceeded to settle in concert with them other matters

connected with the alliance, marching about the Peloponnese
with his troops, and persuaded the Patreans to carry their

walls down to the sea
; intending also himself to build a fort

beside the Achaean Rhium. But the Corinthians and Sicy-

onians, and all to whose injury it would have been built, came

against him, and prevented his doing it.

53. The same summer a war broke out between the
Epi-

daurians and Argives ; nominally, about the offering to Apollo

Pythaeus, which the Epidaurians were bound to make, but

did not, for certain lands by the river side
;

'

(the Argives had

the chief management of the temple ;)
but even independently

of this charge, Alcibiades and the Argives thought it desirable

to get possession of Epidaurus, if they could
;
both to insure

the neutrality of Corinth, and thinking that the Athenians

would find it a shorter passage for their succors through

^Egina, than by sailing round Scyllaeum. The Argives there-

fore prepared to invade Epidaurus by themselves, in order to

exact the offering.

1 I Imve adopted Poppo's reading, irapttTrorafutJv, as Arnold himself

confesses that the common one, /$ora/uto>i>, is perfectly inexplicable. Of
Bloomfield's conjecture, floravoftuv, "pastures," Poppo says,

"
refutatione

non indiget."
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54. The Lacedaemonians, too, at the same time marched
out with all their forces to Leuctra, on their own borders, op-

posite Mount Lycaeum, under the command of Agis son of

Archidamus, their king; but no one knew what was their

destination, not even the cities
1 from which contingents were

sent. When, however, the omens from their sacrifices were

not favorable for crossing the border, they both returned

home themselves, and sent word to their allies to prepare
to take the field after the ensuing month

; (that being the

month Canicus, a holy period among the Dorians). On their

retiring, the Argives inarched out on the 26th of the month

preceding Carneus;
2 and advancing that day the whole of the

time, invaded the Epidaurian territory, and proceeded to lay it

1 Duker and Poppo suppose the cities of Laconia to be here intended.
2 I have followed Arnold's former interpretation of this very doubtful

passage, as appearing less objectionable, on the whole, than any other

that has been proposed; though he himself abandons it in his last edi-

tion. Goller and Bloomfield put the comma after rayr;/r, and ivad

ioeda^ov
; but to this there is what appears to mo an insuperable objec-

tion. Often as the verb iaGu/^u occurs in Thucydides, it is never used,
when speaking of a country, to signify a continuance of offensive meas-
ures ;

but always expresses the one definite act of crossing an enemy's
borders and invading his territory ;

and the case is the same with regard
to the cognate substantive 060 A?/. The imperfect tense therefore, though
quite appropriate for expressing the ravages which troops contin'.

make when once in the country, is inappropriate with reference to the
invasion itself; and could only bo used with Truvra TOP XP" 1

'

1 "-' on tho

supposition of tho army retreating within its own frontier continually,
and invading the country afresh

;
which is not only improbable in this

particular instance, but in direct opposition to the first sentence of tho

next chapter:
"

ical KaO' uv xp'nxn' lv ~7j 'Eiutiavptf) ol 'Apyuot 7/7,/r."

Accordingly, in the very next chapter, sec. 2, we have the aorist iaiCia'X.ov

followed by tho imperfect E&IJOVV; and as all the MSS. but two have tho

same reading here, there can bo no doubt, I think, of its being 1li

uine one. Poppo objects to Gollor's explanation, but does not propose
anything himself. Bp. Thirlwall adopts that of Portus, Ararius, ami
Hoffmann

;

"
although they have always kept that day holy." To this

Arnold objects; "but can Thucydides have written iu uyoi'-rrr as signi-

fying Kainep ayoyrer?" I certainly do not see why he could not

he appears to have used a similar construction elsewhere; see VI. 1 ('.
(>,

t'f ov KOI TTEpiyevbfievot TTJ fJ.axy oMt/rw Kal vvv /3e,Jaiuc Oapnovji ; if not

also 15. 4. But it is perhaps a more solid objection, that he neve;

cither uyeiv with f/fifpav in that KCIISC (though he does with toprijv); nor
TTavru Tiw xpt'ivov to signify "tho whole course of time," as distim ri

from "the whole of the time," i. e., of some definite period; but either

<iei or 5iu Trairof. Nor, again, does the statement thus supposed to be
made respecting the holy day rest on any thing but assumption.
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waste. The Epidaurians invoked the aid of their allies
;
but sorno

of them pleaded the month as an excuse, while others, even after

coming to the borders of Epidaurus, remained inactive.

55. At the time that the Argives were in Epidaurus. de-

putations from the states assembled at Mantinea, on the in-

vitation of the Athenians. And when the conference began,
the Corinthians said that their words did not agree with their

deeds
;
since they were sitting in council on the subject of

peace, while the Epidaurians with their allies and the Argives
were arrayed against each other under arms. Deputies there-

fore from each party ought first to go and separate the armies,
and then come and speak again on the subject of peace. In

compliance with this sentiment, they went and brought back
the Argives out of the Epidaurian territory. They then as-

sembled again, but could not even then come to any agree-
ment

;
but the Argives again invaded Epidaurus, and laid it

waste. The Lacedaemonians, too, marched out to Caryae ;

and returned again, when the omens on that occasion also

proved unfavorable to them. The Argives, after ravaging
about a third of the Epidaurian territory, returned home.

Moreover, a thousand heavy-armed of the Athenians had come
to their assistance, with Alcibiades as general ;

but on learning
that the Lacedaemonians had ended their expedition, and that

there was no longer any need for them, they returned home.

And so the summer passed by.
56. The following winter, the Lacedaemonians eluded the

vigilance of the Athenians in sending by sea to Epidaurus
three hundred garrison troops, under command of Agesippidas.
The Argives therefore went to the Athenians, and complained,
that though it had been specified in the treaty that they
should not allow an enemy to pass through their respective

countries, they had allowed them to go there by sea
;
and

therefore they should consider themselves aggrieved, if the

Athenians, on their side, did not take the Messenians and He-
lots to Pylus, to annoy the Lacedaemonians. So the Athenians,
at the instigation of Alcibiades, inscribed at the bottom of

the Laconian pillar, that the Lacedaemonians had not adhered

to their oaths
;
and they conveyed the Helots who were at

Cranii to Pylus, to plunder the country ; though in other re-

spects they remained quiet. Now in the course of hostilities

during this winter between the Argives and Epidaurians, no
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pitched battle was fought, but there were only ambuscades
and skirmishes, in which some were slain on each side, as

might happen. When the winter was closing, and spring was
now at hand, the Argives went with scaling ladders to Epi-

daurus, supposing that it would be left unguarded on account

of the war, and intending to take it by storm
;
but returned

unsuccessful. And thus the winter ended, and the thirteenth

year of this war.

57. In the middle of the next summer, when the Lacedae-

monians saw that the Epidaurians, who were their allies,

were in distress, and that the other states in the Peloponnese
had either separated from them, or were unfavorably disposed
toward them

; thinking that if they did not quickly prevent

it, they would proceed to a greater degree of disaffection^

they marched with all their forces, themselves and the He-

lots, against Argos, under the command of Agis son of Archi-

damus, king of the Lacedaemonians. They were accompa-
nied by the Tegeans, and as many others of the Arcadians

as were in alliance with them. The allies in the rest of the

Peloponnese also, and those beyond it, mustered at Plilius
;

the Boeotians with live thousand heavy-armed, the same num-
ber of light-armed, five hundred cavalry, and an equal number
of hamippi;

1

the Corinthians with two thousand luavy-
anned

;
the rest as might severally happen ;

but the Phliasians

in full force, as the army was posted in their country.
58. Now the Argives had from the first been aware of the

preparations of the Lacedaemonians
;
and when they were on

their march for the purpose of joining the rest at Plilius, then

they also took the 'field. They were reinforced by the Man-
tineans \\ith their allies, and by three thousand heavy-armed
of the Eleans. And as they advanced, they met the Lacedae-

monians at Methydiium in Arcadia, and eaeh army occupied
a hill. The Argives then prepared to engage the Lacedaemo-

nians, cut off as they were l>v themselves : hut Agis broke up
in the night; ami eluding them, proceeded to Hie rest of the

allies at Phlius. The Argives, on finding this, marcher], as

soon as it was morning, to Argos first, and then to where they

expected the Lacedemonians with their allies would descend

into their country, namely, the road running by Nemea. Agis,

1
i. e., light infantry who accompanied the cavalry into action. See

Poppo's note.
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however, did not take that road, as they expected him to do
;

but having given orders to the Lacedaemonians, Arca-

dians, and Epidaurinns, lie advanced by another and more
difficult route, and so came down into the plain of Argos.
The Corinthians, Pellenians, and Phliasians marched by an-

other steep road
;
while the Boeotians, Megareans, and Sicyo-

nians had been ordered to descend by that leading to Nemea,
where the Argives Avere posted, in order that, if the Argives
should advance into the plain against his own division, they

might hang o;i their rear, and use their cavalry with effect.

lie then, having made these arrangements and entered the

plain, proceeded to ravage Saminthus and other places.
59. The Argives, having discovered it, advanced from Ne-

mea, when it was now day, to their succor; and falling in

with the forces of the Phliasians and Corinthians, killed a

few of the former, but themselves had rather more killed bj
the latter. And now the Boeotians, Megareans, and Sicyo-
nians advanced, as they had been ordered, toward Nemea,
and found the Argives no longer there

;
but they had gone

down, on seeing their property ravaged, and were forming for

battle
;
while the Lacedaemonians also were preparing to meet

them. Now the Argives were intercepted in the midst of

their enemies
;

for on the side of the plain the Lacedaemonians

and those with them excluded them from their city; above
them were the Corinthians, Phliasians, and Pellenians

;
and

in the direction of Nemea the Boeotians, Sicyonians, and Me-

gareans. They had no cavalry with them ;*
for the Athenians

alone of all the allies had not yet joined them. Now the

mass of the Argives and their allies did not consider their

present position so formidable
;

but fancied that the battle

would be fought on favorable terms, and that they had inter-

cepted the Lacedaemonians in their own country, and close by
their city. But two individuals of the Argives, Thrasyllus,
one of the five generals, and Alciphron, the proxenus of the

Lacedaemonians, when the armies were now on the very point
of engaging, went to Agis, and in a conference urged him not

to bring on a battle
;
since the Argives were prepared to give

and accept fair and equal arbitration for whatever complaints
the Lacedaemonians had against them, and to make a treaty
and live in peace for the future.

1
Implying, of course, that the Athenians were the only people among

the confederates who had any cavalry.
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60. Those of the Argives who made these statements did so

on their own authority, and not by order of the people ;
and

Agis on his own discretion received their proposals ;
and with-

out consulting, any more than they had, with the majority,
but only communicating them to one of the officers who joined
the expedition, granted a truce for four months, during which

they were to fulfill their agreement. And so he immediately
led back the army, without explaining the matter to any of

the other confederates. The Lacedaemonians and allies fol-

lowed, indeed, as he led them, out of respect for the law
;
but

among each other they blamed him exceedingly, considering
that when they had had an opportunity of fighting on favor-

able terms, and their enemies were hemmed in on ::!! sides,

both by infantry and cavalry, they were returning without

having achieved any thing worthy of their preparations. For
indeed this was the finest Grecian army that had ever been

brought together up to that time
;
and it appeared such espec-

ially while it was still all united at Nemea, consisting of the

Lacedaemonians in full force, the Arcadians, Boeotians, Co-

rinthians, Sicyonians, Pellenians, Phliasians, and Megareans ;

and those, too, all picked men from their respective popula-

tions, and thinking themselves a match, not only for the Argive

confederacy, but even for another such added to it. Thus
then the army, finding great fault with Agis, withdrew, mid

dispersed to their several homes. ]>ut the Argives, on their

side, blamed far more severely still those who had concluded

the truce without consulting the people ;
as they too thought

that the Lacedaemonians had escaped when they never could

have had a liner opportunity of destroying them
;
since the

contest would have been decided near their own city, and in

conceit with many brave allies. On their return therefore

they began to stone Thrasyllus in the bed of the ( 'haradrus,

where they try all causes that may arise from anv expedition,
before they enter the citv. He escaped by Hying for refuge to

the altar; his property, however, was confiscated by them.

Cl. After this, when the Athenian succors arrived, con-

sisting of a thousand heavy-armed and three hundred cavalry,

commanded by Laches and Nicosfratus, the Arrives bi'ing

loath, notwithstanding their arrival, to break the truce with

ACedaemoniana, commanded them to go back, though
v \\ished to make a communication to them, and did
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not grant them a public audience, until the Mantineans and

Eleans (for they were still there), by their entreaties, con-

strained them to do so. The Athenians then Alcibiades being

present as embassador spoke before the Argives and their

allies to this effect
;
that it was not right for the truce

1

even

to have been made, without the consent of the other allies
;
and

that now, since their force had come so seasonably, they ought
to proceed to hostilities. And having persuaded the allies

by their arguments, they immediately marched against Orcho-

menus, all but the Argives, who, though persuaded to the

measure, still staid behind at first
; afterward, however, they

also went. Thus they all sat down before Orchomenus, and

besieged it, and made assaults upon it
; being for other reasons

desirous to get possession of it, and especially as some hostages
from Arcadia were deposited there by the Lacedaemonians.

The Orchomenians, alarmed at the weakness of their wall and
the number of the hostile forces, and fearing, since no succors

had arrived, that they might perish before they did, surrendered

on condition of joining the confederacy, giving hostages of their

own to the Mantineans, and delivering up those whom the La-

cedaemonians had deposited with them.

62. After this, when the allies were now in possession of

Orchomenus, they consulted to which of the remaining places

they should proceed first. The Eleans urged them to go
against Lepreum, the Mantineans against Tegea ;

and the

Argives and Athenians sided with the Mantineans. The

Eleans, being angry at their not determining to march against

Lepreum, returned home
;
while the rest of the allies made

preparations at Mantinea for proceeding against Tegea ;
and a

party of the Tegeaus themselves in the town were ready to give

up the government to them.

63. As for the Lacedaemonians, when they had returned

from Argos after concluding the four months' truce, they
blamed Agis exceedingly for not having brought Argos into

subjection to them, when there was so fine an opportunity as

they thought had never before presented itself; for it was no

easy thing to find so many and such allies collected together.

1 Kai ytVofiTO.] Arnold and Poppo agree with Bauer in thinking that

aal ought to have been put before al oTrovfiai ; but may it not be in-

tended to qualify yt-voivro alone, as I have taken it? in which case it

stands just ag it ought.
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But when tidings also came of the capture of Orchomenus, they
were far more enraged, and under the influence of anger resolved

immediately (contrary to their general habit) that they ought
to demolish his house, and fine him ten thousand drachmas,

But he besought them to do none of these thing ;
for he would

atone for his faults by good service when he next took tho

field, or they might then do to him whatever they pleased.

Accordingly, they abstained from the fine and the demolition

of his house, but passed a law at that time which had never

before existed among them
;
for they chose ten Spartans to

act as counselors with him, without whose consent he should

Jhave no power to lead an army out of the city.

64. Meanwhile intelligence reached them from (heir friends

in Tegea, that unless they came there quickly, Tegea would

go over from them to the Argives and their allies, and that it

had all but done so. Upon this then succor was given them

by the Lacedaemonians and their helots in full force, with vigor,
and in such a way as had never been done before. They ad-

vanced to Orestheum, in the Maenalian territory ;
and com-

manded those of the Arcadians who were their allies to muster

and march close after them to Tegea ;
while they themselves,

after coining all of them as far as Orestheum, from that place
sent back home the sixth part of their force, for which were

included those who were too old or too young for foreign serv-

ice, to protect their property at home, and with the remainder

of their army arrived at Tegea, where their allies from Ar-

cadia joined them not long after. They also sent to the, Cor-

inthians, Boeotians, Phocians, and Locrians, with orders to

reinforce them as quickly as possible at Mantinea. But to

the notice was short, and it was not easy, except in a

body, and after waiting for each other, to cross the enemy's

territory ;
for it closed up the communication, lying just in

the way of it: however, they made all haste notwithstanding.
The Lacedaemonians, meanwhile, taking with them their Ar-

radian allies who had joined them, invaded the territory of

Mantinea, and having encamped near the temple of II. i

laid wast*- the land.

65. Tho Argives and their allies, on seeing them, occupied
a position that was strong and difficult of access, and drew up
their troops for action. The Lacedaemonians an 1 their allies

immediately advanced against them, and proceeded to within
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stone's throw or arrow-shot
;
when one of the elders called out

to Agis,
"
that he was purposing to cure evil with evil ;" mean-

ing that his present unseasonable eagerness was intended to be

a reparation of his culpable retreat fiom Argo?. lie then,

wlu'tlicT in consequence of this exclamation, or because he was

himself suddenly struck by some resolution, different from what

he had before adopted, led his army back again with all speed,
before the engagement had begun ;

and going into the Tegean

country, diverted over that of the Mantineans the water about

which the Tegeans and Mantineans are continually engaged
in hostilities, as it causes a general injury to whichever coun-

try it foils into. His object was to bring the Argives and

their allies down from the hill, on their coming to resist the

diversion of the water, when they heard of it, and so to fight
the battle on the plain. Accordingly, after staying there in

the neighborhood of the water,
1

during that day, he turned it

off. The Argives and their allies, on the other hand, were at

first amazed at his sudden retreat, when at so short a distance

from them, and did not know what to conjecture. Afterward,
when the enemy had withdrawn out of sight, while they them-

selves remained still, and did not follow them, they then began
to blame their generals again ;

both because, on the former oc-

casion, the Lacedaemonians, when fairly caught near Argos,
had been suffered to escape ;

and now, when they were run-

ning away, no one pursued them
;
but with perfect quiet the

enemy were saving themselves, while they were being be-

trayed. The generals, then, were at the moment confounded,
but afterward they led them off from the hill, and having ad-

vanced on to the plain, pitched their camp, with the intention

of advancing against the enemy.
66. The next day the Argives and their allies formed their

line as they intended to engage, should they fall in with their

1

Though it is true, as Arnold observes, that neither J3o7)flouvra<;, nor
tho participle in the other passages quoted by Poppo, is, strictly speak-

ing, a present put for a future
; yet the full meaning of those participles

appears to be most naturally conveyed in English by the sign of tho

future, since they are expressive of intention
;
a force which the present

indicative frequently has, and which might therefore be expected in tho

participle as well. For other instances of it in Thucydides, compare II.

65. 8, (U TO
fll) K~U/4VO 1% 0V TTpOffTjKOVTUV T7/V fivVafllV TT()U JjAoVJjV TE

Aeyav. IV. 61. 1, XW T& PI irpoajJKovra ITTIKTU/UKVOV^ /icU/lov $ rd

troika /SAuTrrovraf v/z//OVf re irdyeoOai, K. T. A.
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opponents ;
and the Lacedaemonians, on going back again

from the water to the temple of Hercules, into their old en-

campment, see the enemy at a short distance from them, all

by this time in order of battle, and advanced from the hill.

The Lacedemonians, then, were on this occasion in the greatest
consternation they had ever experienced within their memory.
For their preparations had to be made on a short notice

;
and

immediately they fell into their ranks in a hurry, Agis, their

king, giving all orders, according to the law. For when a

king is at the head of an army, all commands are given by
him

;
and he communicates to the polemarcha what is to be

done, they to the lockagi, those to the pentecontcrs, these

again to the enomotarchs, and these to their enomoty ; and
thus their orders, whatever they wish to be done, pass in the

same manner, and quickly reach the troops ;
for pretty nearly

all the army of the Lacedaemonians, a small portion except ed,

are officers over officers
;
and to attend to what is going on,

is a duty incumbent on many.
67. On that occasion the Sciritae formed their left wing;

who alone of the Lacedaemonians have always that post

by themselves. Next to them were the soldiers who had
served with Brasidas in Thrace, and the Neodamodes with

them. Then came the Lacedaemonians themselves, with

their lochi posted one after the other; by their side the

Arcadians of Hersea
;

after them the Mtenalians
;
and on the

right wing the Tegeans, with a few of the Lacedaemonians

holding the extreme position. Their cavalry was posted on

each wing. The Lacedu'iiionians, then, were drawn up in

this way. On the side of their opponents, their right wing
was occupied by the Mantineans, because the action was to be

fought in their country; and by their side were the Arcadian

allies. Then came the thousand picked men of the Arrives,
for whom the state had for a long time furnished at the public

expense a course of I raining in military matters; next, to them
Ihe oilier Arrives ;

and after these, their allies the Cleona-ans

and Orneans; then Ihe Athenians, holding the extreme left,

and their own cavalrv whh them.

68. Such was the order of battle, and the preparation on

bolh sides. The army of the Laceda-inonians appeared the

larger of the two; but as for stating ;uiy number, eilher of

the several divisions on each side, or of their collective force,
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I could not do it with accuracy. For the number of the.

I/ir.'d.-iiimmians, on account of the secrecy of their govern-

ment, was not known
;
and what of the others, in consequence

of men's natural tendency to boasting with regard to their own
nuuil)-:s, was regarded with distrust. From the following
mode of calculating, however, one may 'see the number of

Lacedaemonians that was present on that occasion. There

were engaged in the battle seven lochi, exclusive of the Sci-

ritae, who amounted to six hundred
;
and in each lochus there

were four pentecostyes? and in the pentecosty four enomotice.

In the first rank of the enomoty there were four fighting men.

In depth,
3

though they had not all been drawn up alike, but

as each lochagus chose, they took their position on the field

uniformly eight deep. And thus, along the whole line, the

first rank consisted of four hundred and forty-eight men,
besides the Sciritae.

69. When they were now on the point of engaging, the

following admonitions were then severally addressed to them

by their own generals. To the Mantineans, that the battle

would be fought for their country, and to decide on the ques-
tion of empire and slavery that they might not be deprived
of the former after tasting it, and might avoid again tasting
the latter. To the Argivcs, that they would fight for their

original supremacy, and not to brook being forever deprived
of their former equal share of the Peloponnese ;

and at the

same time to avenge themselves on men who were their ene-

mies, and near ones too, for many acts of injustice. To the

Athenians, that fighting as they were in concert with many
1 " The regular complement of the enomotia was twenty-four men, be-

sides its captain ;
the pentecosty was composed of two enomotiae, and the

lochusof two pentecostyes." Arnold. See his whole note on this passage.
2 As the number of the ranks must have depended on that of the files,

and have been the same throughout the army, if that were, or have dif-

fered, because that did
;

it is evident that any change which the com-
mander-in-chief might have made in the previous dispositions of the

several lochagi, must have affected the breadth of the ranks as well as

the depth of the files, though the latter only is mentioned, or rather im-

plied, by our author. The supposition of such a change is warranted by
the variation in the tenses of the verbs

;

- and is the only way of solving
the difficulty noticed by Dobree that the depth of the line in each

lochus appears to be left to the discretion of its commander, even after

the number of men in the front rank of all of them has been said to

have been uniformly four ; though after this had once been settled, the

other must, of course, have been no less uniform. See Poppo's note.
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brave allies, it was a glorious thing for them to show them-

selves inferior to none; and that by defeating the Lacedae-

monians in the Peloponnest', they would enjoy their empire
more securely, and to a greater extent, while no one else would

ever march against their country. To the Argives and their

allies such were the admonitions that were addressed. The

Lacedaemonians, on the other hand, both individually among
themselves, and with their national war-songs, exhorted one

another, as brave men, to remember what they had learned

before ; knowing that actual training for a long time previous
was of more benefit than a brief verbal exhortation, however

well expressed.
70. After this the conflict commenced

;
the Argives and

their allies advancing with haste and impetuosity ;
the Lr:ce-

dasmonians slowly, and to the music of many flute-players,

placed among them according to custom, not with a religious

object, but that they might advance evenly, stepping in time,

and so that their line might not be broken, a thing which

large armies are apt to do in their approaches to an enemy.
71. While they were yet closing in battle, King Agis re-

solved to execute a maneuver, as follows. All armies, on going
into battle, are forced out too much on their right wing ;

be-

cause the men, in their fear, each shelter, as far as possible,

their exposed side with the shield of the man who is posted
next to them on the right, and think that the closer they are

locked together, the more effectually they are protected. The

man who primarily gives occasion to this is he who stands

first on the right wing, through wishing continually to with-

draw from the enemy his own unarmed side
;
and the res!.

follow him under the influence of the same fear. And so, on

that occasion, the Mantineans reached with their wing far

beyond the Sciritjo, and the Lacedaemonians and Tcgeans fur-

ther still beyond the Athenians, inasmuch as their army was

larger than theirs. Agis therefore, being afraid that their left

might be surrounded, and thinking that the Mantineans were,

extending too far beyond it, ga\e orders for the Sciri!;.

I>raside;m soldiers to advance, from their position with a par!,

of their number, and equali/o their line to that of the M.:n-

tineans; while into the void thus rivaled he ordered Ilip-

pi'iioidas and Arisioeles, two of the poleniarehs, to move over

from the right wing with their lochi, and by throwing them-
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selves into it to fill it up ; thinking that their own right would

still have an abundance of strength, and that the line opposite
the Mantiueaus would be formed the more firmly.

72. Now as he gave these orders at the very moment of the

cl>arge, and on a sudden, the consequence was, that Aristocles

and Hipponoidas would not move on (they were for this offense

afterward banished from Sparta, being thought to have shown

cowardice), and that so the enemy closed with them before

any thing could be done
;
and moreover, that when he ordered

the SciritaB to rejoin their comrades, since the lochi did not

move on to their support, neither could these now fill up the

line. But when the Lacedaemonians were most decidedly and

in every respect beaten in point of skill, at that very time

they proved themselves no less superior in point of courage-.
1

For when they had come to close quarters with their opponents,

though the right wing of the Mantineans broke their Sciritan

and Brasidean corps, and the Mantineans and their allies, with

the thousand picked men of the Argives, rushing in through
the open and unclosed part of the line, cut up the Lacedasnio-

nians, having surrounded and broken them, and drove them
to the baggage wagons, and killed some of the veterans

who were posted as a guard over them : though in this part
of the field, I say, the Lacedaemonians were worsted, yet
with the rest of their forces, and especially the center,

where was King Agis, and around him the three hundred

horsemen, as they are called,
2

they fell on the veterans of the

Argives, and what are named the five lochi
t

with the

Cleonseans, the Orneans, and those of the Athenians who were

posted next to them, and put them to flight ;
the majority not

having even waited to close with them, but having, on the

approach of the Lacedaemonians, immediately given way, and

some of them having been even trodden under foot, in their

hurry to avoid being anticipated and overtaken.
3

1
Or, "proved that it was mainly through their courage that they won

the victory."
3 "He adds Ka^ov^cvoi , because, though called horsemen, they were

really infantry. The actual cavalry were on the wings, as had been al-

ready stated, ch. 61. 1. These 'three hundred horsemen,' as they wero

called, were originally, \ve may suppose, so many chiefs, who fought
round their king, not on foot, but in their chariots; this being the early

sense of 'nnrevs and 'nriruTTjc, as we find from Homer." Arnold.
1

Literally, "that the overtaking might not anticipate them." For
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73. When the army of the Argives and their allies had

given way on this side, their line was now broken off both

ways;
1 while at the same time the right wing of the Laceila 1 -

monians and Tegeans was surrounding the Athenians with the

troops which outflanked them, and they were encompassed
with danger on both sides, as they were being surrounded on

one, and were already beaten on the other. Indeed they would
have suffered most severely of all the army, if the presence of

their cavalry had not been of service to them. It happened
too, that Agis, on perceiving the Lacedemonian left wing,
which was opposed to the Martineans and the thousand Ar-

gives, to be hard pressed, gave orders for the whole army to

advance to the support of the division which was being" de-

feated. And when this was done, the Athenians meanwhile,
as the enemy's forces passed on, and withdrew from them,

escaped at their leisure, and with them the beaten division of

the Argives. The Mantineans and their allies, on the other

hand, and the picked men of the Argives, were no longer dis-

posed to press on their adversaries
;
but seeing their own side

defeated, and the Lacedaemonians advancing against them,

they took to flight. And of the Mantiueans many were, slain,

but of the picked Argives the great majority escaped. However,
the flight and retreat were not hard pressed, nor to ;mv great

distance; for though the Lacedaemonians, until they have

routed their enemies, fight for a long time, and stubbornly, as

r'garils standing their ground; yet when they have routed

them, they pursue but for a short time and for a little distance.

74. Of such a character then, and answering as nearly as

possible to this description, was the battle the greatest that

had occurred for a very long time among the Greeks, and

fought by the most considerable states. The Lacedaemonians,

the different explanations of this very doubtful expression, see Poppo'a
or Arnold's note. I have followed lleilmau and llaaek in considering

rfjv LyKciTafaj^nv as the subject of tyOijvai (though it is, what Poppo calls

)t, "durior explanatio") ;
because in every other instance that I liavo

observed, in which Thucydides uses the article TOV with an infinitive,

whether with
/if/

or without it, it expresses purpose, and not t-r

cause. See I. 4; II. 4. 2
;

32. 1; V. 27. 2.; VIII. 1-1. 1
;

:$!). 4. Tho

only one of these passages which might seem an exception to what lias

been stated, is the second
;
and that is not really one, if ruv /iii iaycvyeiv

be joined with Aiunovrar^ as Poppo takes it.

1
"

i. e., by one part of it having advanced beyond it to pursue the ene-

aaj and by another part having been beaten back behind it." Arnold.
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after piling their arms in front of the enemy's dead, immedi-

ately erected a trophy, and stripped the slain
;
and taking up

their own dead carried them back to Tegea, where they were

buried, while they restored the enemy's under truce. There

were killed, of the Argives, Orneans, and Cleonaeans, seven

hundred
;

of the Mantineans, two hundred
;
and the samn

number of the Athenians including the ^Eginetans, with

their generals. On the side of the Lacedaemonians, the allies

did not suffer to such an extent that any number worth men-

tioning were killed
;
and of themselves it was difficult to learn

the truth, but about three hundred were said to have fallen.

75. Now when the engagement was about to take place,
Pleistoanax also, the other king, set out to their aid with those

who were above and below the usual ago for service, and

reached as far as Tegea, but went back again on hearing of

the victory. The Lacedaemonians sent, too, and turned back

the allies from Corinth and from beyond the Isthmus
;
and

having themselves returned and dismissed their allies, they

kept the festival (for it happened to be the time of their

Carnea). And the imputations which at that time were urged

against them by the Greeks, both on the score of cowardice in

consequence of their disaster in the island, and of their bad

management and dilatoriness in other respects, they wiped out

by this one action
; having been, as was now thought, re-

duced by fortune, but still the same men at heart.

Now the day before this battle it also happened that the

Epidaurians with all their forces invaded the Argive terri-

tory, and cut off in great numbers, when they came out to give
them battle, those of the Argives who were left behind to keep

guard. Moreover, when three thousand of the Elean heavy-
armed had come after the battle to the succor of the Manti-

neans, aad a thousand Athenians in addition to their former

force, all these allies at once marched against Epidaurus,
while the Lacedaemonians were keeping the Carnea; and

dividing the work between them, they began a wall of circum-

vallation round the city. And though the rest abandoned the

work, the Athenians finished it round the promontory called

the Herasum, the part which had been assigned to them. And

having all joined in leaving a garrison in this fortress, they re-

turned to their several cities. And so the summer ended.

76. At the beginning of the following winter, the Laceda>

16
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monians, after they had celebrated the Carnean festival, im-

mediately took the field
;
and on arriving at Tegea, sent on

to Argos proposals for an accommodation. For there had
been there previously a party in their interest, and desirous of

putting down the democracy at Argos ;
and since the battle

had been fought, they were much better able to persuade the

people at large to the proposed arrangement. Their wish

was, after first concluding a treaty with the Lacedaemonians,
then, in the second place, to enter into alliance with them

;

and so at length to attack the democracy. Accordingly, there

came from the Lacedemonians to Argos, Lichas, son of Arcesi-

laus, who was proxenus for the Argives, bearing two pro-

posals, one as to the mode in which they should carry on

hostilities, if they preferred it
;
the other, as to the footing on

which they should remain at peace, if they preferred that.

And after there had been much controversy on the subject

(for Alcibiades also happened to be present), the party who ne-

gotiated for the Lacedaemonians, and who now ventured to do
so openly, prevailed on the Argives to accept the proposal for

an accommodation
;
which was to this effect :

77. "It seems good to the assembly of the Lacedaemonians
to enter into agreement with the Argives on the following
conditions : That they shall restore their children to the

Orchomenians, their men to the Maenalians, and the men de-

posited at Mantinea to the Lacedaemonians. That they shall

evacuate Epidaurus, and demolish their fortification there:

and that if the Athenians do not withdraw from Epiduurus,

they shall be declared enemies to the Argives and Lneetla:-

monians, with the allies of both those states. That if the

Lacedaemonians have any children in their custody, they shall

restore them to all the states. That with respect to the offer-

ing to the god, the Epidaurians shall be at liberty to take an
oath on the subject, and that the Argives shall allow them to

do so.
1 That the states in the Peloponnese, both small and

great, shall bo all independent, according to the institutions of

their fathers. That if any of those beyond the Peloponneso
come against the Peloponnesian territory with evil intent,

they shall repel the invader by common counsel,
2
on such

1

dfj.ev 7.^v.~] For the various conjectures as to the true reading In this

passage, see Poppo.
2

il/wdi.'] Or, as Arnold takes it, after Bredow, "any win-
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terras as shall seem most just for the Peloponnesians. That

whatever people out of the Peloponnese are allies of the Lace-

daemonians, they shall stand on the same footing as the allies of

the Lacedaemonians and of the Argives, retaining their own pos-
sessions. That the contracting parties shall show these con-

ditions to the Allies, and enter into agreement with them, if

they seem satisfactory to them
;

but that if any thing elso

seem good to the allies they shall send them away home."

78. This proposal the Argives in the first place accepted,
and the army of the Lacedaemonians returned home from

Tegea. Afterward, when intercourse with each other was

now held by them, not long subsequently the same party

again contrived that the Argives should renounce their al-

liance with the Mantineans, Eleans, and Athenians and con-

clude a treaty and alliance with the Lacedaemonians
;
which

were to this effect :

79.
" The following are the terms on which it seemed good

to the Lacedaemonians and Argives that a treaty and alliance

should be concluded between them for fifty years. That they
shall afford to each other judicial decision of differences, on

fair and equal terms, according to the institutions of their

fathers. That the other states in the Peloponnese shall par-

ticipate in this treaty and alliance, as independent and self-

governed, retaining their own possessions, and affording fair

and equal judicial decisions, according to the institutions of

their fathers. That whatever people out of the Peloponnese
are allies of the Lacedaemonians, they shall stand on the same

footing as the Lacedaemonians, and the allies of the Argives on

the same footing as the Argives, retaining their own posses-
sions. That if a common expedition to any quarter should be

required, the Lacedaemonians and Argives shall consult upon
it, deciding as may be most just for the allies. That if any of

the states, either in the Peloponnese or out of it, have any

1
fr/ufa^eaftai.~\

Bloomfield supposes
" the allies" to be the subject of

this infinitive
;
but it surely must be the parties to which e-KideiZavras

refers. The same parties must also be the subject of uTriuMeiv in ths

following sentence : but their object in thus sending them away is doubt-

ful; whether it was that the embassadors might consult their govern-
ments on the objections they had made to the treaty ; or, that they might
not, by their intrigues, attempt to unsettle the relations between Argos
and Lacedacmou. The latter appears to me more accordant with
brief and summary expression,
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points of dispute, whether concerning their borders or any
thing else, they shall be judicially decided.' That if any of

the allied states should have a quarrel with another, they shall

have recourse to the arbitration of whatever third state may
be thought impartial by both. That the private citizens in

each state shall have their causes tried according to the institu-

tions of their fathers."

80. This then was the treaty and alliance that was con-

cluded; and whatever belonging to each other they had taken
in the war, or whatever other ground of difference existed

between them, they came to a settlement of all such mat-
ters. And as they now arranged their measures in concert,

they adopted a resolution not to receive any herald or em-

bassy from the Athenians, unless they withdrew from the

Peloponnese, and evacuated their forts
;
and neither to make

peace nor carry on war with any except conjointly. And
besides conducting their other measures with vehemence,

they both of them sent ernbassadors to the Thraceward

towns, and to Perdiccas, whom they persuaded to join their

league. He did not, however, immediately separate from the

Athenians, but purposed doing so, because he saw that the

Argivos had also; for he himself was originally from Argos.
They likewise renewed their former oaths with the Chalcidi-

ans, and bound themselves by new ones. Moreover, the

Arrives sent embassadors to the Athenians, commanding
them to evacuate their fortress in Epidaurus. They therefore,
s :< ing themselves to be but few against many who had joined in

garrisoning it, sent Demosthenes to lead their men out of it
;

who having arrived, and instituted, by way of pretext, a

gymnastic contest outside the fortress, when the rest of the

garrison had gone out, shut the gates upon them. After-

ward, having renewed their treaty with the Epidaurians, the

Athenians by themselves gave up the fortress.

81. Subsequent to the withdrawal of the Argives from the

(('iifederacy, the Mantineans, after first holding out, and then

Or, as Arnold takes it, simply "brought to an issue,"
of whatever kind it might be. Poppo agrees with Bloomfleld that only
an appeal to legal principles is here intended by the word

;
but observes

that it is a ]'-ss definite term than ir TTU'/IT zWetv, the method pre-
scribed when both the contending states were members of ihr l<

as including the decisions, not only of a third state, but also of tlio

.Delphian oracle, the Amphictyons, and of individual referees.
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finding themselves unable to do so without the Argives, came
to terms on their part also with the Lacedaemoni; ins, and relin-

quished their sovereignty over the cities.
1 And now the La-

cedaemonians aud Argives, each a thousand strong, took the

field together, and the Lacedaemonians by themselves went and

put the government of Sicyon into the hands of a smaller num-
ber than before, and then both of them together also put down
the democracy at Argos, an oligarchy being established, in ac-

cordance with the interests of the Lacedaemonians. These

things occurred at the close of the winter, when spring was now
near at hand

;
and so ended the fourteenth year of the war.

82. The following summer, the inhabitants of Dium on

Athos revolted from the Athenians to the Chalcidians; and
the Lacedaemonians settled the affairs of Achaia, which be-

fore had not been suitable to their views. And now the com-
mons party at Argos gradually combining and recovering
their spirits, made an attack upon the oligarchical party, hav-

ing watched their opportunity, when it was just the time of

the Lacedaemonian Gymnopaediae. And a battle having been

fought in the city, the commons gained the victory, and slew

some of them, and banished others. The Lacedaemonians,
while their friends had been sending for them a long time be-

fore, did not go ;
but at length put off the Gymnopaediae, and

marched to their aid. On hearing at Tegea that the oligarchi-
cal party had been defeated, they would not advance any fur-

ther, though entreated by those who had escaped ;
but returned

home, and kept the Gymnopaedia?. Afterward, when embas-

sadors had come both from the Argives in the city and from

those driven out of it,

1 and when the allies also were present,
and much had been said on both sides, they decided that the

party in the city were in the wrong, and resolved to march

against Argos ;
but much delay and procrastination ensued.

In the mean time the commons at Argos were afraid of the

Lacedaemonians, and as they courted the alliance of Athens

again, and thought that it would be ofthe greatest service to them,

they built long walls to the sea
;
that if tliey should be ex-

cluded from the use of the land, the importation of things by

1
i. e., their subject allies, mentioned ch. 33. 58. 1, and elsewhere.

2
ujyf/wr.] Bekkcr, Poppo, and Arnold all think this woid corrupt;

while Gollcr understands by it a party in Argos who were in constant
communication with Sparta: but surely that is a very forced interpretation
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sea, through the help of the Athenians, might be of benefit to

them. Some of the cities in the Peloponnese wove also privy
to their building these walls. The Argives therefore were.

engaged in the work with all their population, themselves, their

wives, and their slaves; while there came to them from Athens

carpenters and stone-masons. And so the summer ended.

83. The following winter, when the Lacedaemonians were

aware of their building the walls, they marched against Argos,
both themselves and their allies, excepting the Corinthians

;

communications being also held with them from Argos itself.

The leader of the army was Agis, son of Archidamus, king of

the Lacedemonians. With regard, then, to the a Ivantauvs

whiuh they thought they had secured in the city itself,

nothing more came of them
;
but the walls that wore being

built, they took and demolished. And Laving taken IIysi;t>, a

town in the Argive territory, and put to the sword all the

free-men they got into their hands, they returned and dis-

persed to their respective cities. After this, the Argives, in

their turn, marched against the Phliasian country, and laid it

waste before they returned, because they harbored their

exiles
;

for the greater part of them had settled there. The 1

1 All tho editors agree in thinking different parts of this sentence cor-

rupt, and propose various emendations of it; but none of them, in my
humble opinion, lias struck at the root of tho evil, which lies, I think, in

the verb n<in-i\.'/.ijitir. Tho idea of the Athenians "blockading'
1

a whole
< t!i>itr>j so extensive as Macedonia appears too extravagant to

mitted
; particularly as no proof is adduced of K<LT<IK/.;'-I:H> being ever

us"! in such a sense; but it always refers to men being ''shut up" in

piirt.icular phices. Until Bloomfleld therefore brings forward an in

of its being so employed, ho must not assume that, his reading of tho

"yields an excellent sense, and one not open to any well-found-

ed objection." Kriigcr's conjecture KaTsfa'/iaav would suit tho p..

admirably; but J'< ves that tho active form of tho compound
verb is never used, and that thosimple verb would bo going too far from

sesofthe common text. To rectify this evil, I venture to propose-
nai a\r)iaav \ retaining M as a partitive genitive, and adopting
<J oiler's punctuation and reading of ll.'/j(V/>/c ;

so that the whole passage
would run thus: ~K.nl tfa'jiaav tit! TOV avrov xet.iitivoc xai Ma/i.

\\'l//n >!(,
\lr.)tMi;i;rt {:-tK(i/.. K. r. 7. Thou i.at is not i:

illy by Thueydides as bv Xenophon and so;ne other frrito

occurs in three otlier places, if not more; namely. I. i:: L'
;

II.

an 1 VII. 50. :;, at tho beginning of a paragraph i

; exactly similar to what is prop..

uyuv Kuril re ravra, K. T. /I. I may add, that this reading is perhaps
confirmed by, or at any rate agrees very well with, tho next notice wo
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Athenians rava.^-d, l -., during tin- sani.- winter a, part of M.\-

i-i also, charging Peidiocas with tins league he had entered

into with tin- Arrives and Lacedaemonians; and with the fact

that when they had prepared to lead an army against the

Thraceward Chalcidians and Amphipolis, under the command
of Nicias son of Niceratus, he had proved false to his allies,

and tin* firmament was chiefly broken up in consequence of

his having deserted the cause. He was therefore proclaimed
an enemy. And thus the winter ended, and the fifteenth year
of the war.

84. The next summer, Alcibiadcs sailed to Argos with

twenty ships, and seized three hundred men, who were still

thought to be suspicious characters, and to favor the cause of

the Lacedaemonians
;
and these the Athenians deposited in the

neighboring islands within their dominions. The Athenians

also undertook an expedition against the island of Melos, with

thirty ships of their own, six of the Chians, two of the Lesbi-

ans, sixteen hundred of their own heavy-armed, three hun-

dred bowmen, twenty mounted archers, and about five thou-

sand five hundred heavy-armed of the allies and the islanders.

Now the Melians are a colony of the Lacedaemonians, and
would not submit to the Athenians, like the rest of the island-

ers, but at first remained quiet as neutrals, and then, when
the Athenians tried to compel them by devastating their land,

went openly to war with them. The generals therefore,

Cleomedes son of LycomeJes, and Tisias son of Tisimachus,

having gone and encamped in their territory with this arma-

ment,
1

before injuring any part of the land, first sent em-
bassadors to hold a conference with them. These the Melians

did not introduce to their popular assembly, but desired them to

state the objects of their mission before the magistrates and the

few. The embassadors of the Athenians then spoke as follows :

85. Ath. " Since our words are not to be addressed to your

populace, in order that the many may not be deceived, for-

sooth, by hearing at once in one continuous oration persua-
sive and irrefutable arguments (for we know that this is the

have of Pcrdiccas, VI. 7. 4, where it is again mentioned that the Athe-
nians tKUKovpyovv TI/V HepdiKKov,

1

aTparoTT6Vffufj.evoi ff rrjv y?/v.] A concise form for what is more

folly expressed by dtafavTes iarpaToiredsvaavT:^ VIII. 25. 1
;
and by

iaTpaTOTredevaavro, VIII. 79. 4. Poppo.
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meaning of your introducing us to the few), do ye who are seated

here in congress pursue a still more cautious method. For do
not ye, either, make one continuous speech on the several topics,
but immediately taking us up at whatever does not appear to

be advanced in accordance with your interest, decide that ques-
tion. And first tell us if you are pleased with what we pro-

pose." The commissioners of the Melians made this reply :

86. Mel. "The fairness of thus calmly instructing each
other is open to no objection : but your preparations for war,
which are already here, and not merely coming, appear to be
at variance with it. For Ave see that you are come to be your-
selves judges of what will be said

;
and that the issue of the

conference will in all probability bring us war, if we are

stronger in the justice of our cause, and therefore refuse to

submit
;
or slavery, if we are convinced by you."

87. Ath. "
If now you have met to argue upon suspicions of

the future, or to do any thing else but to consult
1

for your
country with a view to its preservation, according to what is

present and before your eyes, we will stop ;
but if for this oV

ject we will speak."
88. Mel. "It is but natural and pardonable for men so

circumstanced to have recourse to many things, both in think-

ing and speaking. However, this our meeting is held with a

view to our preservation; and let the discussion proceed, if

you please, in the way which you propose."
89. Ath. " We then shall not ourselves advance fair pre-

tenses, either of our justly enjoying empire in consequence of

having overthrown the Mode, or of now coming against you
because we are being injured and so make a long speech
which would not be believed; nor do we wish you to think

of persuading us by saying, either that you did not join the

standard of the Lacedemonians, though you were their

colony; or that you have done us no wrong. ]>ut "we advise

you, according to the mil wntimcnls of us both, to think ot'

Ceding what you can; since you know, and are speaking to

those who know, that, in the language of men, what is right itf

usl minted by equality of power to compel ;
but what is

.]
Tho active form of this verb occurs n^ain, ch. III. 2,

Arnold explains il mment, con'

suiting for the safety of its subjects. Voppo. lio\vovcr, refers to u similar

Asago of it, IV. 41. 1, where there is apparently no such force intended.
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ble is that which the stronger practice, anl to which llio weak
submit.

1 '

90. Mel. " So far then as our opinion goes,
2

it is for our ad-

vantag' (for we mu^t, since you liave so prcr.cn !><<!, s;. ak ..f

what is expedient, to the neglect of what is righl) that you
should not take away what is a common benefit

;
but that for

every one who at any time is in danger, what is reasonable

should also be considered right ;
and that if he can gain assent

to something which falls short of strict justice, he should have

the benefit of it. And this is not less for your interest
;
inas-

much, as you would afford to others, should you fail, a pattern
for inflicting tho heaviest vengeance upon you."

2

91. Atli.
"
Nay, for our part, we are not disheartened about

the end of our empire, even should it be brought to an end.

For it is not those who rule over others, like the Lacedaemo-

nians, that are to be feared by the vanquished. Nor is it

with the Lacedaemonians that we have to struggle, but with

the possibility of our subjects in any quarter by themselves

attacking and overpowering those who have had rule over

them. So on this point let the danger be left to us. But that

we are come here for the benefit of our empire, and that we
shall also speak on the present occasion for the preservation of

1 I have not followed Arnold's reading in this passage, though Bekker
and Giiller also adopted it

;
because it seems improbable that /} /z;'r, the

reading of nearly all the MSS., should have been a mistake of the copy-
ists for one so much easier, and so different from it, as ^ufic. At the same
time I am far from certain whether y /zfv, that which I have preferred,
on the authority of Herman, Poppo, and Bloomfield, bo really the true

one; for in no other passage in Thucydides, I believe, has 77 the force

which is hero given to it; and though Bloomfield quotes ono instance of
its being so used by Xenophon, ho is there writing, not as a historian,

but as a philosopher ; and so uses it, as it is very commonly used by phil-

osophical writers in later times. Should this objection be thought to

have any weight, I would venture to propose rj/^lv, which comes nearer

to the various readings of the MSS. than ^uefc
-

;
and gives a sense in

exact accordance with what follows : for KUI Trpdf v/zwi', at the beginning
of the next paragraph, would stand in strong opposition to it: "For us,

then, wo certainly think it advantageous and it is 'no less for your
interest also." It may perhaps be regarded as some corroboration of

this conjecture, that the scholiast quoted by Arnold uses ?//> in his par-

aphrase : rnni^otiev ijtilv Trpom/Keiv UT/ KaraMfiv TO Knivtn> dytiO'ir.
'

2 This is pretty nearly the interpretation of the passage given bv
and sanctioned by Po;ipo. For the many others that have been adopted,
see the note of the latter.

16*
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your country, on these points we will give you proofs ;
since v.d

wish to maintain our own sovereignty over you without trouble,
and to have you preserved for the advantage of us both."

92. Mel. u And how then could it prove advantageous fer

us to serve, as it is for you to govern ?"

93. Ath. "Because you would have the benefit of submit-

ting before you suffered the last extremities
;
while we should

be gainers by not destroying you."
94. Mel. " But would you not accept our proposals, on con-

dition of our remaining quiet, and being friends instead of ene-

mies, but in alliance with neither side ?"

95. Ath. "
JS
To

;
for your enmity is not so hurtful to us, as

your friendship is to our subjects an evident proof of our

weakness, but your hatred, of our power."
96. Mel. " And do your subjects then take such a view

of equity, as to put on the same footing those who are not at

all connected with you, and those who, being in most cases

your colonists, and in some cases having revolted from you,
have been reduced to subjection ?"

97. Ath. "
Why, for an argument resting on justice they

think that neither of us are at a loss
;
but that on the ground

of their power they escape, and we, through fear, abstain from

attacking them. So that, besides our ruling over more sub-

you would also through your subjection confer security

upon us
; especially by the fact that you who are islanders,

and weaker too lhali some others, did notTescapc our do-

lor^ who have flic command of the sea."

98. Mel. a And do you consider that there is no security
in that oilier case? (For here again, as you have excluded us

from appeals to justice, and urge us to yield to considerations

of your advantage, we too must explain what is expedient,
for us, and so endeavor to persuade you, if the same happen
to be tor your interest also.) For how can you avoid making
enemies of all that are at present neutral, when, on looking in

the present case, they reckon that, some time or other you wili

proceed against them also? And by that course what do you
do. but. jiirgrandi/e your present enemies, and bring those upon
YOU against their Avill who would never else be likely to he-

come hostile to you :"

99. Ath. "Why, we do not consider those who live any where,

on the mainland, and who in consequence of their liberty will
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long delay taking precautions against us, to be so formidable to

us as those who are islanders any where without being under

our rule, like you, and those who by the severity of our rule

are now exasperated against us. For it is these who would

most give way to recklessness, and bring both themselves and

us into danger that was evident beforehand."

100. Mel. "
Surely then, if you run such a risk not to bo

deprived of your empire, and those who are already in sub-

jection, to be released from it; for us who are still free it were

great baseness and cowardice not to have recourse to every
tiling before we submit to it."

101. Ath. "No
;
not at least if you take a sensible view of

the case. For you are not on equal terms contending for hon-

or, to avoid incurring disgrace ;
but you are rather deliberating

for your preservation, to avoid resisting those who are far

stronger than yourselves."
102. Mel. "But we know that warlike measures sometimes

come to more impartial results than might have been expected
from the different numbers on each side. And in our case to

yield is immediate despair ;
but by making an effort there is

yet hope of our keeping ourselves up."
103. Ath. "Hope, which is the solace of danger, when en-

tertained by those who have abundant means, though it may
injure, yet does not ruin them. But in the case of those who
risk all they have on a throw '

(for it is naturally an extrava-

gant passion), it is only found out at the time of their ruin,

and leaves no room for guarding against it in future, when it

is found out. Do not you then*, weak as you are, and hanging
on one single turn of the scale, be desirous of this fate, nor of

1
If arrav TO vTrupxov uvuppnrrovoi.] Ducas and Goller take

separately from TO vTrdpxov, but Poppo agrees with Arnold in uniting

them, and thinks with Bloomficld that KV&IV is properly understood with

uimppiTTTwatv. He also approves of Scholefleld's explanation of the fol-

lowing part of the sentence: "
Neque destituit, qoamdia ab eft oognHft

cavere potorit aliquis ;
sed turn demum, cum periculo nullum rolinquitur

rcinodium." I can not, however, but think that a much more natural

interpretation is that of Portus and Kriiger, whom I have followed. Nor
is the sense given by them to M/.n7rci so entirely destitute of authority
ns has been supposed ;

for the verb is used in exactly the earno manner,
Eur. FA. 609, av (J

1

,
IK fitiSpuv ytip true uvypijmtt, 0//.<f oW i'/~/{/<H-uc,

&irifl
t
laBi [inv K^VUV. In the present passage wi % in;iv perhaps under-

stand tlvTij after it, so that the preposition may have its proper force.

Bekker, in his edit, of 1832, proposes to read ovxtTi faiiret.
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resembling the greater part of mankind, who, when they

might have been saved by human means, after visible hopes
have failed them in their distress, betake themselves to suvh

as are invisible, namely, prophecy, and oracles, and all such

things as bring men to ruin, together with the hopes resting

upon them.
1 '

104. Mel. "Difficult indeed even we, be well assured,

'jonsider it to contend against your power and fortune, unless

we are able to do it on equal terms. However, we trust that,

in point of fortune we shall, by the favor of the gods, not be

worsted, because wre are standing up in a righteous cause

against unjust opponents ;
and that our deficiency in power

will be made up by our Lacedaemonian allies
;
who are under

a necessity of succoring us, if for no other reason, yet on

account of our connection with them, and for very shame."

105. Ath. "As regards then the favor of heaven, we trust

that we too shall not fall short of it : since we are not requiring
or doing any thing beyond the opinion of men, with respect to

the gods, or their determination, with respect to themselves.

For of the gods we hold as a matter of opinion, and of men
we know as a certainty, that, in obedience to an irresistible

instinct, they always maintain dominion, wherever they arc the

stronger. And we neither enacted this law, nor wore; the

first to carry it out when enacted; but having received it

when already in force, and being about to leave it after us to

be in force forever, we only avail ourselves of it; knowing
that both you and others, if raised to the same power, would

do the same. And so, with regard to the gods, wo nro witi.

reason fearless of defeat. But with regard to your opinion

respecting the Lacedaemonians, according to which you trust,

that from a sense of shame, forsooth, they will assist y<m ;

though we bless your simplicity, we do not admire; your folly.

For with respect to themselves, and the institutions of their

country, the Lacedaemonians do indeed to a very great extent

practice virtue
;
but with respect to others, though we might

descant at length on their conduct toward them, speaking
most concisely we should declare, that of all the men v

icquamted with, they most evidently consider what is

able to be honorable, and what is expedient to be just.
And

vet such a view of things is not in favor of your present un-

if isouable hopes of safety."
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100. Mel. "But it is on this v.-ry ground that we now rely

on th :. aii-l l.i-ii. they will i.

tray i. . who are their coloniats, and BO !<>-<; th

tiden. i;s \vho wish them well, while they help
who are hostile to them.''

107. Ath. "Then you do not think that interest is con-

n-it v, whereas justice and honor are practiced
with danger ; a course on which the Lacedaemonians, generally

speaking. l---ast of all mm venture."

108. Mel. "
Xay, hut we are of opinion that they would

even incur dangers for our sake, more than usual, and would
! them as |..-ss hazardous than in the case of others;

'

in-

asmuch as we lie near the Peloponnese, for the execution of

their measures; while in feeling we are, through our ki n< 1 red

with them, more to be trusted than another party would !."
109. Ath. "

Ay, but to men going to take part in a quarrel

safety does not appear to consist in the good feeling of those

who call them to their aid, but in the fact of their hein;_j far

superior in power for action
;
and the Lacedaemonians look to

this even more than the rest of the world. At any rate,

through their mistrusting their own resources, it is only in

concert witli many allies that they attack those who are near

to them
;
so that it is not likely they will cross over to an

island, while we are masters of the sea."

110. Mel. "But they would have others to send
;
and the

:i sea is of wide extent, and to intercept a party in

crossing it is more difficult for those who command it, than to

escape is for those who wish to elude observation. ]'

if they should be disappointed in this, they would
\-\

'.. your territory, and to the remainder of your allies,

sii'-h as Brasidas did not reach*, and you will have to r\.-rt,

not so much for territory which does not belong
to you, as for your own confederacy and country."

1

If <l/l?.ovf.] Arnold thinks that perhaps TrnpaKivfivvevaai or rra/ifi*

Snleiv may bo substituted for the kindred substantive mvAvvov^ so as to

avoid the harsh construction of KtvAvvov^ *V ^ou{, "pericula propter
alios suscepta," as Scholefteld renders it. But there seems no necessity
for any such change, if tV bo taken in the more general sense of relation,

which it frequently admits of. Compare 105. 1, r/)f ^/w./-

ff rfi Oflov I'u/tifJfu^ TUV (V fr nodr nvrovf ilovfajaeus. The sam

must, I think, be attributed to the genitive r//f yvufiw in the last chuiso

of tho chapter, though Poppo objects to it, and proposes to substitute

either the dative or accusative.
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111. Aih. "On Ibis point you, as well ;:s others, may learn

by actual experience, and not remain ignorant, that from no

single siege did the Athenians ever yet retreat through fear

of others. But it strikes us that though you said you would

consult for the safety of your country, you have in all this

long discussion advanced nothing which men might trust to for

thinking that they would he saved
;
but your strongest points

depend on hope and futurity, while your present resources are

too scanty, compared with those at present opposed to you, to

give you a chance of escape. And so you afford pi oof of

great folly in your views, if you do not even yet, after allow-

ing us to retire, adopt some counsel more prudent than this,.

For you surely will not betake yourselves to that shame, which

in dangers that are disgraceful, because foreseen, destroys men
more than any thing else. For in the case of many men,

though they foresee all the time what they are running into,

the thing which is called disgrace, by the influence of a se-

ducing name, allures them on, enslaved as they are to the

word, in fact to fall wilfully into irretrievable disasters, and

to incur a shame more shameful as the attendant on folly

than on. fortune. Against this then you, if you take good
advice, will be on your guard, and will not consider it

discreditable to submit to the most powerful state, when it

offers you fair terms, namely, that you should become tributary

allies, with the enjoyment of your own country ;
and when a

choice of war or safety is given you, to avoid choosing through

animosity what is worse for you. For whatever men do not

yield to their equals, while they keep on good terms with their

superiors, and are moderate to their inferiors, they would be

most successful. Consider then, even alter wo have, retired
;

and reflect again and again, that it is for your country that you
are consulting,

' which you <-jiii do but tor one country, and

for once, whether it piM\v successful or unsuccessful."

1 The construction of this sentence, aeeonlinir to the common reading.
i:< abandoned ;is desperate by all the editors, (ioller and P>1<

substitute ]n-t tbr ic,-<u. , but Poppo protests strongly against the chimp'
With due det'erene.- to such authorities, I would venture to ask. whether

<ls, may not be explained by supposing t.ini'/.n'tr.lhii to

be understood with inrtu the inlinithe bcinu; by the indica-

tive at the end of the antecedent clause and referring ?/r, not to

77ur/>;V, ten done hitherto, but to ;

J
> ///,';. 'Iv;///r would then

stand without its substantive, as it do^s Horn. 11. 2. .''.TO, though in a
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11-J. S. tin- Athenians n-tiiv.l from the conference; ami

the Melians, having been left to th-niselves, a> they still

thought preitv nearly the same as thev had mai:/

in the discussion, gave the following an>\v. : : We neith- -r

think differently from what we <li.l at iir-t. Ath-niai.

will we- in a short space of time rob of its liberty a city which

has bow been rohaoited seven hundred years; but trusting to

the fortune which, by the favor of heaven, has hitherto prc-
i

it, and to tho help of man, especially of the Lacedac-

moni-ms wo will endeavor to save ourselves. But we propose
to you that we should bo your friends, and the enemies of

neither party ;
and that you should retire from our country

after making such a treaty as may appear suitable for both

sides."

113. Such then was tho answer which the Melians

'I'll'- Athenians, now departing from the conference, said:
" Well then you are the only men who by these couns

appears to us, consider what is future as more ceil a: n than

what is seen, and regard what is out of sight as already oc-

curring, because you wish it; and having staked and relied

most on
[
such things as

'J Laceda-monians, and fortune, and
. you will also be most disappointed."

114. So the Athenian cinb.-:ssadors returned to their forces:

and their generals, since tho Melians did not listen at all to

their proposals, immediately proceeded to apply themseh

war; and having divided the work between the ditlen-nt

. inclosed th-- Melians with lines on all sides. Afterwards,
Vhenians left a part, of their own troops and the allies,

to keep guard both by land and sea, and returned with the

main body of the forces. Those who were left behind remain-

ed and hosie-r.-d the place.
115. About the same timo an Argive force invaded tl.e

different sense. Or, if that bo considered a difficulty, it would perhaps
bo nothing inconsistent with tho frequently careless 'style of rim

to suppose a confusion of tw- as, so that both

should be left in concord with i(n-/.>/i: Tin- seusn of th"
]-.>

certainly bo more natural, and the construction o.-nier. if// could bo
substituted for f/i>: but as MSB. afford no authority for the rh.-inir". and
as it does not appear absolutely necessary, it might bo considered rash
t a'ioMt it.

1 These words are, T think, implied by tho omission of the article be
tore, the following nouns.
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Phliasian territory, and being intercepted by an ambuscade of
the Phliasians and their allies, were cut off to the number of

y. And now the Athenians at Pylus took great
from the Lacedaemonians; in consequence of which the

dsemonians, though even then they did not renounce tho

treaty, and go to war with them, proclaimed that any of
their people who pleased might plunder the Athenians.

Moreover, the Corinthians proceeded to hostilities with tho
Athenians for some private quarrels of their own

;
but the

rest of the Peloponnesians remained
(jniet. The Melians, too,

attacked by night the part of the Athenian lines opposite the

market-place, and slew some of the men;
1 and having carried

in corn, and as many useful things as they could, returned and

kept quiet ;
while the Athenians made better provision for the

guard in future. And so the summer ended.

116. The following winter, the Lacedaemodians intended to

march against the Argive territory, but returned on finding,
when at the frontier, that the sacrifices for crossing it were not

favorable. Owing to this intention on their part, the Ar-

gives, suspecting a certain party in their city, seized some of

them, while others escaped them. About the same time, tho

Melians again took a part of the Athenian lines in another di-

rection, the garrison not being numerous. A fresh force hav-

ing afterwards come from Alhc:is in consequence of these

occurrences, under the command of Philocraies son of Demons,
and the inhabitants being now vigorously blockaded,
there had also been some treachery practiced by their own

men, they surrendered at discretion to the Athenians; who
put to death all the Meli.-ni adults they took, and made slaves

of the children and women. As for the country, they after-

ward sent out five hundred colonists, and inhabited it them-
selves.

1
i. e., of tho besieging force. See Bloomfleld's noU,



BOOK VI.

1. THE same winter the Athenians wished to sail again to

Sicily, with a larger armament than that under Laches and
'. bring it into subjection to them, if they could

;

tlu- mass of tin-
JICMJ.

liorant of tin- six.- of the i.-land,

and the number >f its inhabitants, both (Jivi-ks ami barbarian-;
and that they wen- undertaking a war not much inferior in

'litude to that with the Pelopounoi-
the voyage round Sicily in a merchant vessel is one of

not much less than eight days; and thou.di it is of such

it is only excluded by the space of about twenty stades of sea

mainland.

2. Now it was settled originally in the following manner,
and these were all the nations that occupied it. The earliest

people said to have lived in any part of the count rv an- the

j>es and Laestrygones ;
with regard to whom, 1 can nei-

ther tell their rav, n<>r whence they c.-ime into it, nor whither

they departed out of it: but let that suiii. < which lia-

sv.d ly the
j
octs, ami which every body in any way kn

ih. -in. The Sicanians
appear

to have 1 -. n the first who
i in it, after them ; indeed, as they fh- I

fore them, a; h< iir^ the aboriginal population ;
but as

the truth is found to be, they were Iberians, and v

from the river Sicanus i" 'I'lu-ria, by the Lijrurians. And it

m them ' ' that time ealled S:.

havini; }-:
il--d 'l'rin::.-iia ; and still, even to

this day, they inhabit Si.-ily
in ;i districts, l.ut on

the capture of Troy, some of the Trojans, having rsojwd the

..',
came in vessels to Sicily, anl ha\in^ settled in the

1 " Tho roasoninp employed in tbo words ronni-rr] nvna is vr>ry much
in the stylo of the geography <

an island oupht to ;

its own magnitude ;
and not t - so close upon the coast, AS to

seem a sort of appendage to the mainland." Arnold.
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neighborhood of the Sicanians, they were all together called

Elymi, ami their cities, Eryx and Segesta. There were also

settled with them some of the Phocians, who, while returning
from Troy, were carried by a tempest, first to Libya, and then

from that country to Sicily. The Sicels, again, went over into

Sicily from Italy (for it was there that they used to
live), while

flying from some Opicans ; crossing on rafts (as is probable, and

reported to have been the case), having watched an opportunity
for the passage, when the wind set down the strait

;' or, perhaps,

having sailed to it in some other way. Even to this day there

are still Sicels in Italy ;
and it was in this way that the country

was called Italy, after Italus, a king of the Sicels who had

that name. Having gone, then, to Sicily with a great host,

and being victorious in battle over the Sicanians, they com-

pelled them to remove to the southern and western parts of it,

and caused the island to be called Sicily, instead of Sicania,

and occupied the best parts of the land
; having held them,

after they crossed over, nearly three hundred years before any
Greeks came into Sicily ;

and still, even to this day, they re-

tain the central and northern parts of the island. There were

also Phoenicians living around2
the whole of Sicily, having

occupied promontories on the sea-coast, and the small islands

adjacent, for purposes of trading with the Sicels: but after

the. Greeks sailed to it in great numbers by sea, in addition to

those already there, they evacuated the greater part of them,
and lived in Motya, Solois, and Panormus, near the Klynii,

having united with them, both from confidence, in their al-

liance, and because from that quarter the voyage from Sicily
lo ('arthage is shortest. As regards barbarians, then, so many
of them were there that inhabited Sicily, and in such a

manner.

3. Of tin: Greeks, on the other hand, some Chalcidians of

Eubcea first sailed with Thucles as the leader of the colony,
and founded Xaxos, and built, the altar to Apollo Archr

1
Or, "set steadily in that direction," /. c.. was favorable.

2
Or, as Poppo explains it,

"c/// about the whole island.'' P.ut tho

won Is immediately following arc in favor of the other interpretation.

Compare oh. 85. 2, KaiTrep vjiaiura^ ovrag nai EV'/.//-TUVC, AU'ITI iv xu/notr

iTTiKOtpoif flm ire/u ri/v HehoTruvvijaov.
3 "The epithet upxrjyKTris or

(Ij) r\irt i7n>\ us the Dorians wrote the

word, \vu3 tfiven to Apollo, because the Chaleidian colony had sailed lo

Sicily by his direction. Sco Scholiast ou Pindar, Pyth. V. 80." Arnold.
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which is now outside the city, and on which, wh-M a

to the games sail from Sicily, they first wu-rilicc. Syracuse
was fou:id-d tli< m-xt

year by Archias, of the family of Iler-

cules at Corinth, after he had first expellc.l tli-- Sicds from

lh- island; on which, being no longer surrounded with water,
the inner city now stands; and at a later period the outer ono

also was inclosed within the wall, and became populous. More-

over, Thucles and the Chalcidiuiis from Naxos set out in the,

iifih year after the founding of Syracuse, and having expelled
the Sicels by arms, re-settled Leontini, and after it Catana, the

Catanians themselves having chosen Evarchus as their founder.

4. At the same time Lainis arrived in Sicily with a colony
from Megara, and after settling in a place beyond the river

Pantacyas, Trotiltis by name, and subsequently removing thence,

and uniting for a short time with the Chalcidians at Leontini,

and being driven out by them, ho founded Thapsus, and then

he himself died
;

while the rest, being expelled from Thapsus,
effected a settlement at Megara, called the Hyblacan, Hyblo,
a Sicel king, having given up the place to them and led them
in. After inhabiting it two hundred and forty-five years,

they were expelled from the city and country by Gelo, tyrant
of Syracuse. Before their expulsion, however, a hundred

years after their settlement, they founded Selinus, having sent

Pamillua for the purpose, who came from Megara, their mother-

city, and joined them in founding it. Gela, again, was founded

by Antiphemus from Rhodes, and Entimus from Crete, who
led a common colony, in the forty-fifth year after the founding
of Syracuse. The name of the city was taken from the river

. but the spot where "the city," [properly so called],

now stands, and which was first fortified, is named Lindii.
1

The institutions established among th-m were Dorian. Just

about a hundred and eight years after their own settlement,

the Geloans settled Acragas, [or Agrigentum], naming the

city from the river Acragas : they made Aristonous and

3'ystilus the leaders of their colony, and gave it the institu-

. tions of the Geloans. Z:inde, again, was originally founded

from Cuma, the Chalcidian city in tin- country of the Opici,

by some freebooters who went then-; but afterward a great

o named because Antiphemus and his Rhodian compatriot.

principally como from Lindas ia Rhodes. See Herod. VII. 153. 2."

Arnold.
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number went from Chalcis and the rest of Euboea, and shared

with them in the occupation of the land
;

its founders being
Perieres and Crata?menes, one from Cuma, the other from
Chalcis. As regards its name, it was at first called Zancle by
the Sicels, because the site resembles a reaping-hook in figure,

and the reaping-hook is called by the Sicels zanclon. After-

ward, these settlers were expelled by some Samians and other

lonians, who landed in Sicily while %ing from the Modes
;
and

'again, Anaxilas, tyrant of Rhegium, having not long after

expelled the Samians, and colonized their country with a mixed

population, changed its name to Messana, after his own original

country.
5. Hiinera was founded from Zancle by Euclides, Simus,

and Saco, and most of those who went to the colony were ( 'hal-

cidians, though there wrere also united with them some exiles

from Syracuse, who had been defeated in a strife of factions

the Mylaetidae, as they are called. The language was a mix-

ture of the Chalcidian and Dorian
;
but the Chalcidian were

the prevailing institutions. Acrre and Casmenae were founded

by the Syracusans ;
Acra3 seventy years after Syracuse, and

Casmenaa nearly twenty years after Acra3. Camarina was
in the first instance founded by the Syracusans, just about a

hundred and thirty-five years after the building of Syracuse,
its founders being Dascon and Menecolus. But the ('amarina>-

ans having been driven out after a war by the Syracusans on

account of their revolting from them, some time after, ]Iippo-

crates, tyrant of (Jda, having received their territory as a

ransom for some Syracusan prisoners, himself acting as a

founder, re-settled Camarina. And having again been de-

populated by Gelo, it was settled for the third time by the

Geloans.

6. So many were the nations of Greeks and barbarians that,

inhabited Sicily, and such was the size of the island against
which the Athenians were eager to make an expedition ;

be-

ing desirous (to mention their truest motive) of gaining
dominion over the whole of it; but at the same time wishing,

as a. plausible pretext, to succor their own kinsmen, and the

allies they had gained besides. Above all, they were insti-

by embassadors from the, Scgestans, who had coin-' to

Athens and invoked their aid more earnestly than ever. For

being borderers of the Selinuntines, they had gone to war with
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them on certain questions respecting marriage rights, and for

some debated territory ;
and the Selinuntines, having taken

the Syracusans for their allies, were pressing them hard whh
hostilities both by land and sea. Consequently the Segestan^
reminded the Athenians of their alliance, which had been

lonn (! in the time of Laches and of the former war with the

L -oiitines, and begged them to send a fleet and assist them
;

alleging many other things, and, as the sum and substance of

all,
'' that if the Syracusans should be unpunished for the de-

population of Lsontini, and by ruining such of the Athenian

allies as were still left should themselves obtain the wholo

power of Sicily ;
there would be danger of their some time or

other coining with a large force, as Dorians, to the aid of Do-

rians, on the strength of their connection, and, moreover, as

colonists, to the aid of the Peloponnesians who had sent them

out, and so joining in the destruction of the Athenian power.
It were wise therefore, in concert with the remaining allies, to

resist the Syracusans : especially as they would themselves

furnish money sufficient for the war." The Athenians, hearing
these things in their assemblies from the Segestans and their

supporters, who were repeatedly alleging them,
1

passed a de-

cree on the subject ; sending embassadors, in the first place, to

see about the money, whether it were already laid up, as they
asserted, in the treasury and in the temples, and at the same

time to ascertain what was the state of the war with the Se-

linuntines.

7. The embassadors of the Athenians, then, were thus sent to

Sicily. The same winter, the Lacedaemonians and their allies,

except the Corinthians, having made an expedition into the Ar-

give territory, ravaged a small part of the land, and took some

yokes of oxen, and carried oft' some corn. They also settled

the Argive exiles at Orneae
;
and having left them a few men

from the rest of their forces also, and made a truce for some

time, on condition of the Orneatae and the Argives not injur-

ing each other's land, they returned home with their army.
But the Athenians having come no long time after with thirty

ships and six hundred heavy-armed, the Argives, in con-

junction with the Athenians, taking the field with all their

force, besieged the men in Orneae one day ;
but at night, the

1

Or,
" voted to send," etc., according to Bekker's and Poppo's reading-, instead of ni
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army having bivouacked at some distance, they escaped out of

it. The next day, the Argives, on finding this, nixed < )rnese and

returned, and the Athenians afterward wont home with their

ships. Moreover, the Athenians took by sea some of their own

cavalry, and the Macedonian exiles who were with them, to

Methone, the country bordering on Macedonia, and ravaged the

territory of Perdiccas. The Lacedaemonians therefore sent to

the Chalcidians Thraceward, who had a truce with the Athe-
nians from one ten days to another, and urged them to join
Perdiccas in the war; but they would not. And so the winter

ended, and the sixteenth year of this war, of which Thucydides
wrote the history.

8. The following summer, as soon as the spring commenced,
the embassadors of the Athenians came from Sicily, and the

Segestans with them, bringing sixty talents of uncoined silver,

as a month's pay for sixty ships which they wrere to beg them
to send. And the Athenians having held an assembly, and
heard from the Segestans andiheir own embassadors a seduct-

ive and untrue report on the other subjects, and also, with re-

gard to the money, that it was provided in abundance in the

temples and the treasury ; they voted to send sixty ships, with

Alcihiades son of Clinias, Nicias son of Niccratus, and Lamachus
f on of Xenophanes, as commanders, with full powers, to

the Segestans against the Sdinuntines>jm.d to ,joiajn^vi-fniind-

ing Leontini, stmIItniiej"gaiiLJ^
to cany out all other measures in filr'ty,

**
ftyy fill

1 *'* ^nm
best forjjie Athenians.' On the fifth day after this, an assembly
was again held, to consider in what way the preparations i'or

the ships should be most quickly made, and whatever else was
wanted by the generals be voted them for the expedition.
Nieias then, who had been chosen against his will to take the

command, and thought that the state was not well advised, but,

on a trifling and specious pretext, was coveting the, whole of

Sicily an arduous design to achieve came forward with a

wish to divert the Athenians from it, and advised them to the

following etfect :

9. "This assembly was, it is true, convened to consider the

,-nhject of our preparations, namely, in what way we ought to

i;nke the expedition to Sicily. My opinion, however, is, that

\ve ought still to consider this very point, Avhether it be better

to send out our ships; and not on such slight deliberation on
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mailers <>f LTivat moment, at tin- instigation of ;>li-ns to take

\ij>>n
ourseUvs ;i war, with which \\e have nothing to do.

And yet I, for my own part, receive honor from such a

, and have less fear than others for my own personal

safi-ty : (though
T flongiflpr that man trt b^ an 4wjuail\

ciii/cii who takes some Jorethought both for his p-r>on and
his pronerfy \

for such a man would, for his own sake, be

desirous that his country also should prosper:) nevertheless,

neither aforetime- have I ever spoken contrary 1"

.s, fof tllU Bake" of being TionorecT arJovc~ot]ieis, nor

will I now, but as T think b >!,
so will I speak. And though

against your inclinations my words would be powerless, should I

advise you \n keep what you have, and not expose your present
-ions to danger for things which an- uncertain and future;

yet that neither are you timely in your haste, nor the objects
of your ambition easy to attain, on these points I will give you
instruction.

10. "I say then, that you wish, though leaving many
enemies behind you here, to bring hither fresh ones besides,

by sailing there. ^A.nd you fancy, perhaps, that the treaty
that has been made by .you affords some ground of confidence.

But tlio^<jh T
ns long as_ you remain quiet, that^wiU^-iadeedy.

tjiTa treaty- in game (for to this condition liavecertain per-
sons here and among your enemies brought it by their in-

trigues), yet if we are ever defeated with any considerable

force, those who hate us will quickbv^mak^jLjiUac.k, upon us
;

seeing, nTtlio "first place, that tne arrangement was made of

ty by them, under circumstances of disaster, and of

greater discredit to them than to us
; and, secondly, that in

this vary arrangement we have_manv subjects open to debate.

There are some, to.
,
who have; not yet acecded even to this

composition, such as it is, and those not the least powerful
: 'but some of them are at war with u> downrigEt, and,

in the case of others, because the Lacedaemonians remain

quiet at present, they too are restrained by truces from one

ten days to another. /-Tint probfl]>!y 7
if they should find our

power divided (which "We are now so anxious to brimr about),

they would with all their mi<_dit attack us, in conjunction with

the Siceliots, whose." alliance they v,- ( .u!d in time
p-ist In.ve

valued most highly.
1

Every OIK; theivio-v ou^ht to J-n]; to

1

Literally, "above many things." Compare T. 33.
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this, and not presume to run risks with a state so unsettled,
and to grasp at another empire before we liave secured the

on;. 1
\Y(.' have_; seeing that the Chalcidians Thraceward, thou^-!;

they have revolted from us so many years, are still unsub-

dued
;
and there are some others on the different coasts of the

mainland who yield us but a doubtful obedience. And ^:o

we are quick to succor the Se^estans, who are our allies, for-

-8OOthr_aaJbfiing injure;] ;
but on those by whose revolt we IKIVO

ourselves long ago been injured, wo still defer to avenge our-

selves.

11.
" And yet the latter, if subdued, might be kept in sub-

jection by us
;
but the former, even if wo conquered them, we

should hardly be able to govern, so far off and so numerous an

they are. But it is folly to go against men whom Ave could

not keep under, if we conquered them
; while, if we did not

succeed in the attempt, we should not be in the same position
as we were before making it. Again, regarding the present
condition of the Siceliots, they appear to me even still less

likely to be formidable to us, if the Syracusans should have

dominion over them
;
that supposition with which the Seges-

tans especially try to frighten us. For at present they might,

perhaps, come either as separate states, to oblige the L:

monians
;

but in the other case, it is not likely that they
should undertake the expedition, empire ag-:inst empire : for

in the same manner as they, in conjunction with the Lr:

monians, had taken away ours, it is probable that they would
have their own taken away by the same Peloponnesians, and

by the same principle.
1 And the Greeks in those parts would

be most in awe of us, if we did not go there at all
;
and next

to that, if after making a demonstration of our power we re-

tired in a short time: but if AVC should meet with any r-

they would very quickly despise us, n;id attack us in concert

with our enemies here, for we all knaw that what is i'i>

otF is most admired, and what gives the least room for having
,d this lias at present been your

Athenians, with to the Lacedaemonians and their

allies; from having, contrary to your expectation, gained the

advantage over them (comparing your present position with

the fears you at first entertained), you
=

; spd them,

1

,'. '.. their wish to rescue tho cities from the yoko of Syracuse, aa

they had done from that of Athena
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and are now di-sirin^ the (Conquest of Sicily. You ought
howvv<-r, to be. elated-through the misfortunes <:' \<>ur adver-

saries, lut thru only to feel confident when you have mastered
tlif-ir

spTrfts
nor should you think t.hat.lli^ Lac.-d.Tinoniaiis

are doing ouglit but considering, in consequence of their

grace, in what way they may even now, if possible, overthrow

us, and brin{ their own discredit to a happy termination
;

especially as they have studied a reputation for bravery, as a

thing of the greatest importance, and for the greatest length of

time. So that our great struggle will be, if we are wise, not

for the Segestans in Sicily, men who are barbarians, but that

we may vigorously guard against a state which is plotting against
us by the spread of oligarchical principles.

1

12. "We ought to remember, too, that we have but lately
recovered a little from a great pestilence and war, so as to be

somewhat recruited both in our property and persons ;
and

that it is but fair for us to expend these here at home, on our-

selves, and not on these exiles who are begging your aid
;
whoso

interest it is to utter specious falsehoods, and contending at

their neighbors' risk, while they themselves only contribute

jvords,
either to show no proper gratitudaif they succeed, or if

in any instance they fail, to ruin their friends along witji then).
'

And il' thei-'j b-j a:iy one who is pleased at being appointed to

command, and therefore urges you to make the expedition,

looking to his own interest alone (especially as he is yet too

young foj office), in order that while he is admired, for his

horse-keeping, he may also receive from his appointment some
benefit on the score of expense ;

do not, either, allow that man
to exhibit his own individual splendor at the peril of the state

;

but consider that such men injure the public interests^-w-liile

iiiander their prival" possessions ;
and that this is abusi-

-ivat importance, and not one for a young man to de-

lil>crat" upon, and rashly to take in hand,
1 H.

'

I am alarmed, indeed, when I see such characters sit-

ting here at present by the side of that same individual, in

compliance with his bidding ;
and in return I bid the older

men whichever of them may have one of those characters

sitting by him not to be put down through shame, in order

to avoid being thought a coward if he should not vote for going
1

Or, as Arnold renders it, "in the way of oligarchy," i. e.. threatening
Us, not with the loss of our conquests, but with a change of government

17
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to war
; nor, as their opponents themselves might feel, tc be.

madly enamored of what they do not possess ; being con-

vinced that in very few things do men succeed through desire,

but in very many through" lorellTought ;
but in behalf of their

country, as exposing itself to the greatest danger it has ever

done, to give their support to the opposite side, and vote that

the Siceliots keep the same boundaries with respect to us as at

present boundaries with which no one can find fault namely,
the Ionian Sea, if one sail along shore

;
and the Sicilian, if one

cross the open deep; and that while they enjoy their own
jios-

iSj they shall also settle their own quarrels ;
and that wo

tell the Segestans in particular, that since they went to war
with the Selinuntines in the first instance without consulting
the Athenians, they may also make peace with them by them-

selves : and that we do not in future make alliance, as we have

been accustomed, with men whom we shall assist when they

are__unforlunate-r
and when we ask assistance ourselves, shall

not obtain it

14. "And do you, Prytanis, if you think it your duty to care

for the state, and if you wish to show yourself a good citizen,

put this to the vote, and take a second time the opinion of the

Athenians
; reflecting, if you feel afraid to move the question

again, that the violation of the law would not, with so many
abettors, involve any guilt; but that you would be acting ns a

physician to the state, when it has taken bad counsel
;
and that

good government consists in this ^|h ..
as inn* a.-: possible, or, at least, to do it voluntarily no

harm."

15. To this effect spoke Nicias. Of the Athenians, the

greater part who came forward advised making the expedition,
and not annulling what had been decreed; though there \vcr<;

some also who spoke against it. But the man who most earn

estly recommended the expedition was Alcibia'les son of

Clinias, who at once wished to thwart Xicias both as be'mi;

in other respects opposed to him in politics, and because he had

alluded to him in a disparaging manner and was most anxious

to take the command, and hoped by that means t<: reduce Sicily

and Carthage, and at tin- same time, in consequence, of his

promote his own private interests in point of fanio

an<) wealth. For, being held in high repute by the citizens,

he indulged his inclinations on too large a scale for his <

xisting
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means, with regard to keeping horses, and all othor expenses.
And this too was what afterward mainly caused tin- destruc-

tion of the Athenian state. For being alarmed at the extent of

his disivg.ird f<>r the laws in his own person, with respect to

his mode of life, and of his designs m the measures he severally

undertook, in whatever business he might be engaged, the

greater part of the people became his enemies on the belief of

hisairnmg at tyranny ^ and though in his public capacity ho

Sbncluctcd the war most ably, yet being severally offended at

his habits in his private life, and committing the administration

to others, after no long interval they brought their country to

ruin. However, at that time he came forward, and advised the

Athenians as follows :

16. "It is both befitting,
1

Athenians, for mo, more than

others, to enjoy command (for with this topic must I com-

mence my speech, since Cleon has attacked me upon it),
and

at the same time, I deem myself worthy of it. For those

tilings about which I am so assailed with clamor,
1

confer

honor on my ancestors and myself, and benefit on my country
at the same time. For the Greeks considered our state to be

greater than they had ever done, even beyond its actual power,

through the splendor of my display as its deputy to the Olympic

games ; (whereas they hoped before that it had been exhausted

by the war) ;
inasmuch as I entered seven chariots a number

which no private individual had ever yet entered and gained
the first prize, and was second and fourth, and provided every

tiling else in a style worthy of my victory. For according to

the usual view of them, such things are a subject of li

while, from the practice of them, air-idea "of-powe r is also

formed. And attain, whatever distinction I gain at home by

my exhibitions of choruses,
3
or in any other way, it is naturally

envied by my fellow-citizens, but for foreigners this too has an

appearance of power.
4 And this is no useless folly, when a

1 "
TTpoijT/Kei fini, 'on account of my wealth, birth, and magnificent

expenditures;' u^tnq a/ia vofjifa tivai, 'on account of my personal worth

and tried services." Arnold.
2

Or, to use a more colloquial expression, "cried out against."
3 On the whole subject of the jfo/wrytof, see Bockh Public Econ. of

Athens, vol. ii. p. 207, Eng. Trans.
4 Arnold translates this and Bloomfield borrows his version "

this

appears to be even strength :" but the position of the i<ai seems to mo to

be incompatible with such a sense
; reading, aa they both do avrrj, ia-

stead of (ivTTJ.
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- inan benefits at his own costs, not himself only, but his country
Nor is it unfair for one who prides himself on his own

prosperity,
to refuse to be on an equality with the mass; since

in the same way he who is unfortunate shares his calamities

with no one else. But as we are not courted when in adversity,

by the same rule let a man also submit to be slighted by the

prosperous ;
or let him treat the unfortunate as on an equal foot-

ing, [when he is in prosperity,] and so claim the like treatment

in return, [when he is himself in adversity]. I know, however,
that men in such circumstances, and all who ever surpassed
others in splendor of any kind, though disliked in their own
life-time, most of all in their dealings with their equals, and
then with the rest of the world also, have yet left to some of

those who came after them a desire to claim connection with

them, even where there were no grounds for it; and a subject
for glorying to the country they belonged to, not as for aliens,

or offenders, but as for countrymen, who had achieved glorious

things. And in my case, who aim at such things, and am
therefore in private assailed with clamor, consider, with regard
to public affairs, whether I administer them in a manner interior

to any one else, or not. For having united the most powerful
states of the Peloponnese, without any great danger or expense
to you, I brought the Lacedaemonians to a single day's struggle
for their all at Manlinea

;
in consequence of which, although

they were victorious in the battle, they do not ever now feel

any firm confidence in themselves.

17. "In this way, then, did my youth and preternatural

folly,
as it is thought, deal with the power of the Peloponne-

sians by means of suitable arguments ; and, gaining
1

credit by
my vehemence, obtained their assent. And now too be not

afraid of it; but while I am still in the flower of it, and
Nicias appears fortunate, avail yourselves fully of the services

of each of _us. And with regard to the expedition to Sicily,

change not your determination from an idea that it would bo

undertaken against a great power. For it. is only with a

mixed rabble that its cities are populous; and they easily ad-

mit chaiigi's in their government, and adopt new ones. And
for this reason no one is furnished, as though in behalf of his

M\VM country, cither with arms for the person, or with ordinary

For other modes of interpreting this sentence, see Poppo's note.
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resources, as regards ihe country;
1

but whatever each one
thinks that ho can get from the people, either by persuading

through his oratory, or by factious measures, and \\ill s

find a home in (mother land, in case of his not being success-

Till, with that he provides himself. It is not likely, then, that

a populace of such a character should either listen to any
counsel with one heart, or apply themselves to action in com-
mon : but they would severally side with whatever was said to

please them
; especially if they are torn by factions, as we

hear. Again, with regard to heavy-armed troops, neither

have the Siceliots so many as are boasted of, nor did the rest of

the Greeks prove so numerous as they severally reckoned
themselves ; but Greece had very much misstated them, and
was with difficulty equipped with them in sufficient numbers
on the outbreak of this war. The states in those pails, then,
from what I learn by report, are of this character, and still

more easy to deal with for we shall have many barbarians,
1

TO, ev rr) #wp /cnraraevrt/f.] "This would refer not only to public
works for the defense of the country, such as forts, or the fortifications

of the city itself, but to what we should call ordinary improvements, such
as roads, bridges, etc., and perhaps ornamental buildings, whether tem-

ples or theaters." ^-Arnold. I can not but think that in addition to these

objects of expenditure, if not before them all, reference is made to the

slaves, cattle, and implements, with w-hich the land ought to be stocked,
but was not, in consequence of the unsettled state of the country. As
ovtie(g seems to refer to individuals, not to states, in the preceding clause,
it would naturally refer to them in this also

;
as eKaaror also does in the

following sentence. And with regard to this signification of KaTaoKtvij,
it is one which both the noun and the verb formed from it repeatedly
convey in Xenophon's political and economical treatises

;
e. g., De Vecti-

galibus, IV 11, 6-cjf tiapaoi>i>Tff /utv on TcTitiarov^ uvOpunovc; liri ri

dpyvptn uyujiEv, OnpffovvTs^ 6$ K(iTnnKva'^(jfj.tOn tv airoif. And again,

41, Kt (5 rivec av (poGovvrai, p/ fiarata uv ytvono iivrrj TJ KaraaKevri, cl

TroAf/^of fyepOeij] ri yap 6f) f/f TtuTifnov KTJ/fia xprjat/uuTtpov dvHpunuv.
And in the same way, Thucydidcs himself uses the verb particularly with
reference to slaves, as though they formed the chief stock in the country,
in another speech which he puts into the mouth of Alcibiades

;
ch. 91. 7,

O/f re yuQ i] \UQO. KaTevKfiiaaTai, TO, TroAAii Trpof Vfuic;, TU fitv /rjtyttivTa

TU (5' nvri'ifzara, i,$fi. I think therefore that in the present passage also

by the expression TU lv rf/ \upa i>iunir Knrnnufvni^ he means the differ-

ent parts of an agricultural property, and more especially the slaves,
winch formed the most valuable and important part, while a country was
in a peaceful and prosperous condition; but one so likely to be lost in a

period of war and revolution, that the Siceliols, according to the view of

their unsettled state which Alcibiades here gives, would have very littl*

inducement to invest their money iu them.
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who from hatred of the Syracusans will join us in attacking
them and those hero will not prove an obstacle, if you take

a right view of the matter. For our fathers had these very

men, whom they say you would leave behind you in hostility
when sailing there, and the Mede beside, as their enemies;

.and still they won their empire; though strong in nothing else

but the superiority of their fleet. And as things stand now,
never yet were the Peloponnesians more hopeless with regard
to us; and even if they are ever so confident, for invading our

country indeed they are strong enough, even though we do

not undertake the expedition ;
but with their naval force they

can not hurt us, [though we do undertake it
;]

for we have

a fleet left behind that is a match for them.

18. "On what reasonable argument, then, could we ourselves

shrink from it
;
or on what plea addressed to our allies there

could we refuse to succor them For since we have entered

into league with them, we ought to assist them, and not to ob-

ject that they too have not assisted us. For we united them with

us, not that they might come here to help us in their turn, but

that by annoying our enemies there they might prevent their

coming here to attack us. And it is in this way that empire
has been won, both by us and by all others who ha\

it; I mean by readily taking part with those barbari-

ans <>r (j recks who from time to time called them to their aid
;

since if all should remain quiet, or nicely choose 1 whom they

ought to assist; we should make but slight additions to it,

but should rather run a risk of losing even what it, now is.

For m<-n do not only defend themselves against a superior
when he has attacked them, but also strike the first blow, to

prevent his attacking them. And it is not possible for us to

portion out exactly how far we wish to hold dominion; but

since we are in our present position, we, must form designs

against, some, and not give up others; because we should bo

subjeet/'d to the rule of another party, if we did not ourselves

rule over others. Nor must you take the same view of quiet
as the rest of the wo:H, ijrjlcss-j^&lLwill also receive, fresh in-

stitutions nssimiln.iinqr tr>' flairs, ConsIHel ill;;', (hell, that we

shall rither ag-n-andi/e our possessions here, if we go in quest,

of those i!i
>re,

l-t us make, the expedition; that we may U>,h

1

Or, "make distinctii Tiling to tho

reading QvlinKpivolev, which Poppo, Culler, and Blooinficld adopt.
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prostrate the pride of the Peloponnesians, l.y l<-iiiL: seen, re-

gardless <>f present peace, to sail ewn against, Sicily; and at

tin- same time by either ruling, as we most probably shall,

<.\vr ihc whole of Greece, through bring joined by those tin-re

or at any rate by injuring the Syracusans, by which both

ourselves and our allies will be benefited. And as for secur-

ity, \vh'tlu;r for remaining there, in case of any success, or

for returning, our fleet will provide us with it : for by sea we
shall bo superior to all the Siceliots put together. And let not

tjie_non-interfering policy which Nicias recommends in his

speeches, iiiir Lis seftmglhe young against the old, divert you
from yolar~puTposd~pbiit acting in your usual order, just as

our fathers, by consulting young with old, raised the state to

its present height, do ye now too, in the same manner, endeav-

or to advance it
; being convinced that youth and old age,

can do nothing without each other; but that the period of

levity, and of mid-age, and of extreme preciseness will have

most power when joined together ;
and that the state, if it re-

main quiet, will be worn out on itself, like any thing else, and

its skill in every thing grow dull
;
while by entering into con-

test it will continually gain __frnsh_ experience, and will find

selfjefense habjtuaL-tift it.v
nnt. in wnrd

r ku^riyrirmr--4R. deed.

My decided opion then is, that I think a state of no inactive

character would most quickly be ruined by change to inac-

tivity; and that those men live most securely, who regulate
their affairs in accordance with their existing habits and insti-

tutions, even though they may be of an inferior character,
with the least variation."

19. To this effect spoke Alcibiadcs. When the Athenians had
heard him and the Segestans and some Leontine exiles, who,

coming forward, begged and entreated them to assist them, re-

minding them of their oaths, they were much more eager for

the expedition than before. So Nicias, perceiving that he

could not now turn them from it by the same arguments as he

had used before, but might perhaps change their purpose by
the amount of armament, if he should command a numerous
one to be prepared ;

he came forward again, and addressed

them as follows :

20. "Since I see you, Athenians, altogether bent on making
the expedition, may these things turn out as we wish : at t In-

present time, however, I will declare to you. what my opinion
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is. "We are about to go then, as I learn from report, against
cities which are great, and not subject one to another, or in

want of a change, like that by which men would gladly ]>ass

from a state of violent slavery to an easier condition instead

of it; which will reasonably refuse to accept our dominion

instead of freedom, and are many in number, considering that

they are in one island, even those of Greek origin. For be-

sides Naxos and Catana, which I expect will side with us on

the strength of their connection with Leontini, there are seven

others, and those equipped with every thing in a style just

agreeing with our own power, and most of all, those against
which we are more especially sailing, namely, Selinus and

Syracuse. For there are in them many heavy-armed, and

bowmen, and dartmen, with many triremes, and crowds 1o

man them. They have money too, partly in private funds,

and partly in the temples also at Selinus
;
while the Syra-

cusans have also first-fruits paid them by certain barbarian

tribes. But what they most of all excel us in is, that they possess

many horses, and use corn of native growth, and not imported.
21. "Against such a power then we require, i.< t only a

marine 1 and inefficient armament, but that a large land force

also should sail with us, if we are to achieve any thing suitable

to our design, and are not to be shut out from the land by nu-

merous cavalry ; especially should the cities league together
in their fear, and none but the Segcstans be our friends,

and furnish us with horse, wherewith to defend ourselves.

But it were disgracefijL-to return by compulsion, or to send for

fresh "^tpplics-^a^erjard^ .^ through having inconsiderately

Jormed6nr^pTans~at first. \TJntIIe~~conTrary, we must go

agai nsF^em^Wrrii~ffiewnt'
x

forces, knowing that we are about

to sail far from our own country, and not on an expedition of

the same kind as when you have gone at different times, in

the character of allies, against any of your subjects in these

parts, where supplies of additional necessaries Mere easily ob-

tained from the friendly territory ;
but departing to a land al-

1

vavTiKr/ K.CU (pnv^ov orpartag ] i.
c..,

M force consisting only of the few

fighting men on board tho ships. Or even if the seamen themselves were

joined with them, yet their \v;:nt of arms and training for land service

would render them a very inefficient and weak force against the troops
of Syracuse, on shore, however efficient they might be on thei> own ele-

ment
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together alien to you, from which for as many as four months

in the winter it is not easy for a messenger to come IHT .'

22. "I think therefore that wo ought to take many heavy-

armeJ, both of our own and of our hllies, whether those who
are subject to us, or any in the Peloponnese that we may In-

able either to prevail upon by argument, or to take into our pay ;

many bowmen also and sliugers, to offer resistance to the Si-

cilian horse; and that in ships we should have a very decided

superiority, in order that we may the more easily bring in

what is necessary : while we 1

take our corn from home also

in merchant vessels, namely, wheat and parched bailey, with

bakers from the mills, compelled, in proportion to their num-

bers, to serve for pay ;
that should we any where be detained

by stress of weather, the force may have provisions ; (for so

numerous as it is, it will not be one for every city to receive).

All other things too we must provide, as far as we can, and

not depend upon others
; but, most of all, we must take from

horn.' as much money as possible. For as for that of the Se-

gestans, which is asserted to be there in readiness, believe

that it is in the way of assertion, more than in any other way,
that it will be ready.

23.
" For supposing us to go hence, not only provided on a

scale equal to the enemy (excepting, at least, their heavy-
armed fighting force

2

),
but even surpassing them in all re-

spects ; yet scarcely even then shall we be able to subdue that

country, and to save this. Indeed we must consider that we
are going to found a city among aliens and enemies

;
and

1
/irjvtiv, oiidt reaaupuv.] I can not at all agree with Poppo's remark :

" OwJe insolentius trajectum cum vv. uyyeAOI> fxjttiiov cMtiv jungendum
est." That would certainly give a suitable and more easy sense to the

passage, but if the position in which ovbe stands in the great majority of

the MSS., and which Poppo himself retains, be the correct one, it seems

impossible that it should qualify any other word than reaaupuv ;
and in

that case its force appears to bo what is here attributed to it.

2 Tuv 6 nai avroVev ULTOV.] Arnold thinks that TOV airov would bo a

better reading ;
but there is no necessity at all for such a change, if the

article be taken as only distinguishing the class of provisions here spoken
of from another, viz., the corn they took with them, in opposition to that

which they would get in Sicily, and which is mentioned in the word8

immediately preceding, Iva KOI T lirtnfdeia fxlov tnKoui&jieOa.
3 " Because as on the one hand it was impossible for the Athenian ex-

pedition to match the Syracusan infantry in point of numbers, so on the

other hand they were so superior in discipline, that even with a great

disparity of numbers they were fully able to cope with them." Arnold
17*
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such men must either, the first day they land, be at once mas-
ters of the country, or know that if they fail to do so, they
will find every thing opposed to them. For myself then,

being afraid of this, and knowing that on many points we
taust take good counsel, and on still more have good luck

(and that is difficult for such as are but men), I wish to sail

from home committing myself as little as possible to fortune,
and secured against failure by our preparations, according to

all reasonable hopes. For this I consider to be at once most
safe for the state at large, and conducive to the^pfesepvation
of us who vail o-o on the expedition. But if any one think

'otherwise, T resign the command to him."

24. Thus much spoke Nicias, thinking that he should

either deter the Athenians by the vast scale of his measures,
or that if he were compelled to join the expedition, he should

in this way sail on it most safely. They, however, had not

their desire for the voyage taken from them by the burden-

some nature of the preparations, but were much more eager
for it than ever; and the result proved just contrary to what
he had expected ;

for it was thought that he had given them

good advice, and that now certainly they would nave even

abundant assurance of success. And so all alike were seized

with a longing to go on the expedition: the elder, from a belief

that they should either subdue the places against which they
were about to sail, or that a large force would meet with no

misfortune: those in the piime of life, from a desire of foreign

sights and spectacles, and because they were in good hope of

returning safe from it : the mass of the people and of the sol-

diery, from thinking that they should both make m<

present, and gain a !<!;:; >n:d power, from which an unfailing
fund for pay would bo obtained. So that owing to the excessive

<les'nv of the majority for the measure, even if any one were not,

pleased wi;h i
L

,
he was afraid that by voting against it he might

appear ill-affected to the state, and therefore held his peace.
25. At last one of the Athenians came forward, and calling

on Nicias, said that he ought not to make excuses and to pro-

crastinate, but to say now before them all, what forces the

Athenians should vote him. lie then, though reluctantly,
said that he would deliberate, more leisurely on the question, in

concert with his colleagues: as far, however, as he s-tw a! pres-

ent, they should not sail with less than a hundred triremes
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(as many of the Athenian ships as might be thought fit would

carry the heavy infantry, while others must be sent for from

the
allies),

with not fewer than five thousand heavy-armed in

all, of the Athenians and the allies, and even more, if at all

possible; and that they
1 would get ready and take with them

the rest of the armament in proportion, both archers from

home and from Crete, slingers, and whatever else should be

thought proper.
26. The Athenians, after hearing him, immediately voted

that the generals should be invested with full powers to make

arrangements.^ both concerning the mimberof troopg,and

every thing connected with the whole expedition, .-.sthry might

-jtrdge
; fr Athens. After this, the preparations began

to be made
;
and they both sent to the allies, and threw up

their muster-rolls at home. The city had lately recovered itself

from the plague, and from continued hostilities, as regarded
both the number of young men who had grown up, and the

accumulation of money in consequence of the truce
;
so that

every thing was the more easily provided. And thus they were

engaged in preparations.
27. In the mean time, of all the stone Mercuries in the city

of Athens (they are, according to the fashion of the countiy,
those well-known square figures, numerous both in private
and sacred door-ways), the greater part had their faces muti-

lated in one night. The perpetrators of this offense were known
to no one

;
but search was made for them, with great rewards

for information offered at the public expense. Moreover,
the people voted, that if any one knew any other act of impiety
to have been committed, whoever wished, whether citizen,

alien, or slave, should without fear give information of it.

And they took the matter up more seriously
3
than it deserved

;

for it was considered to be an omen of the expedition, and also

t<> have been done on the strength of a conspiracy for bring-

ing about a revolution, and for putting down the democracy.

1
i. e., according to Arnold's explanation,

"
they, including himself

who was to command the expedition ;" according to Haack's and Poppo's,
Nicias himself aud his colleagues. The latter seems the more natural

of the two,
* Or the comparative may, perhaps, mean " more seriously than they

would have done under other circumstances." Or it may be used here,

as in other places, with a force scarcely distinguishable from that of the

positive.
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28. Information therefore was given by some naturalized

aliens, and slaves who were in personal__aite^jm^-^a--trietr

masters, though not at all respecting the Mercuries, yet of

certain mutilations of other images which had before been per-

petrated by some young men in a drunken frolic: and, more-

over, that in certain private houses the mysteries were celebrated

in mockery. In this charge they implicated Alcibiades
;
and

those took it up who were most hostile to him, as being an ob-

stacle to theiroyrn taking- the permanent lead of the people-

Thinking therefore, that if they expelled him, they would have

the first place, they magnified the business, and raised an out-

cry, to the effect that both the affair of the mysteries and the

mutilation of the Mercuries had been done for the abolition of

democracy; and that there was none of all these things that

had been executed without his assistance : alleging in proof of

the assertion his general contempt for the law in his personal

habits, so opposed to the spirit of democracy.
29. He at once defended himself against these charge-

was ready to submit to trial, as to his being guilty of any of

these things, before going on the expedition (for by this time
all things necessary for the armament had been provided), and
if he had done any of these things, he was willing to be pnn-
i>h"d; but if he were acquitted, to take the command, lie

'1, too, that they should not listen to slanders against
him in his absence, but put him to death at once if he were

guilty; and that it was more prudent not to send him out at

the head of so large an armament, with such an accusation

attaching to him, before they had decided the question. \\nt

his enemies being afraid of the army, lest he should have ils

good wishes, if at once brought to trial; and lest the people
should relent, who courted him, because for his sake the Ar-

gives and some of the Mantineans were joining in the expe-

dition; they wished to put it off, and earnestly dissuaded the

measure, by bringing forward other orators, who urged that at

present he should sail, and not delay the departure of the army,
but should on his return take his trial within such a number
of days as might be appointed. For they wished to have him

sent for, and brought home for trial on a graver charge, which

they could more easily get up in his absence. Accordingly it

was resolved that Alcibiades should sail.

30. After this, when it was now midsummer, the departure
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for Sicily took place. Xow (<> the greater part of the allies,

with tin' provision ships, ;;n<l the smaller craft, and all tho

other vessels that RCOOmpanied th-in, orders ha'l 1" lore ("II

given t" mus;er a* Coivyra, \vith a view to their cro^in^ the

Ionian Sea in a body from that place to tin- lapvgian for

But tho Athenians the;nsel\es, an 1 such of the allies ;;-

present, went <io\vn to tlie 1'inens on an appointed <lay, ;;s soon

as it was light, and proceeded to man their ships tor the purpose
of putting out to sea. The whole multitude too (so to speak),
that was in the city, both of citizens and foreigners, went down
with them. The natives accompanied, respectively, those \\ho

belonged to th>-m, whether friends, kinsmen, or sons; and
went at once with hope and with lamentations; with hope,
that they would attain what they went for; but with lament-

ation, as doubtful if they should ever again see their friends,
when they ivm* inhered on how long a voyage they were set-

ting out from their country. At the present time too, when

they were now to take leave of each other on a perilous un-

dertaking, the thought of the dangers struck them more

forcibly than when they were voting for the expedition:

though, nevertheless, they were cheered by the sight of their

present strength, through the numbers of each part of the

armament which they beheld. As to the foreigners, and the

rest of the multitude, they went to see the sight, as that of an

enterprise worthy of their notice, and surpassing belief.

31. This armament which first sailed out,
1

going from a

single city, and consisting of a Grecian force, was the most

costly and splendid of all up to that time. Yet in number of

ships and of heavy-armed, that against Epidaurus under

Pericles, and the same when going against I'otida-a under

Ilainion, was not inferior to this: for there were in it four

thousand heavy-armed' of the Athenians themselves, thn,
hundred horse, and a hundred triremes, with iifty

of the

Lesbians and Chians, while many allies besides joined in tho

expedition. But they were dispatched on a short voyage and

rij Trpurrj.] I have followed Goller's and Arnold's inter-

pretation of these words in preference to that of Poppo. who joins rrpurr}

with -xn/.v-TF/ erjTuTjj <5/), and renders tho passage thus:
"

ilic enini fuit

apparatus primus sumptuosissimus profectus :" which appears to imply
that there could be more than one expedition that was the most costly of

all up to that time. Unless "
primus'

1

is intended by him to expres*

quality, and not time
;
which does not seem probable.
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with scanty preparation : whereas this expedition star ted will;

the expectation of its being a long
1

one, and was equipped for

both kinds of service, whichever might be required, with

ships and land-forces at the same time. The fleet was elabor-

ately fitted out, at great expense both on the part of tlie cap-
tains and of the state. For the treasury gave a drachma a

day to each seaman, and furnished empty vessels, sixty fast

sailers and forty transports ;
while the captains provided the

best crews for them, and gave gratuities in addition to the pay
from the treasury, to the thmnittr,

1 and to the petty officers;

and made use besides of expensive ensigns and equipments;
each one of them being in the highest degree desirous that

his own ship should excel most in beauty and fast sailing.

The land-forces, on the other hand, were selected from the best

muster-rolls, and vied with each other in great attention to

their arms and personal accouterments. Tne consequence

was, that there was at once a rivalry among themselves, in

the arm of the service to which they were severally appointed ;

and that with the rest of the Greeks it was imagined to be a

display of power and resources, rather than an armament
raised against an enemy. For if any one had reckoned the

public expenditure of the state, and the private outlay of in-

dividuals
;
with regard to the state, what sums it had already

spent upon it, and what it was sending out in the. hands of the

generals; and with regard to individuals, what each had laid

out on his personal equipment, and, in the case of a captain, on
his ship, with what he was likely to lay out still

; and, more-

over, what it was probable that everyone ha 1 provided, in-

dependently of his pay from the treasury, toward the expenses
of a voyage expected to be so long ;

and what each soldier or

trader 'took with him for the purpose of exchange [if
all

these sums, F say, had been calculated
J

; it would have been

found that many talentsJUg^H
were being taken out of the city.

And the expedition was no less celebrated through men's

astonishment at its boldness, and the splendor of its appear-

ance, than for the superiority of the armament, compared with

1

Ofmi'irnir.'] ?'. e., tho highest of tho throe banks of rowers in a tri-

reme, whose lalior was greater in proportion to the water leiiirlh of tho

oars they worked, (ioller sup: in this passage to signify
' vants of tho sailors," and Poppo airrpos with him, if I he i

allowed to be sound. I have followed Arnold's interpretation. See his

note on the passage.
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those whom they wcp going t<> att t- k ; ami from the fact of

its being the longest passage from thi-ir own country that h;i<l

hitherto U'e;i undertaken, and with the greatest hope of future

advantages in comparison with their present means.
\<\v wlii-n the ships were manual, and every thing

was put on board that tin y meant to set sail with, silence

was proclaimed by trumpet, and they offered the prayers
which ar u-iial 1> t*re putting out to sea; not ship by ship

singly, but all together, responding to a herald
; having mixed

bowls of wine through the whole armament, and both seamen
and their ollieers making oblations with gold and silver goblets.

They were joined also in their prayers by the rest of the mul-

titude on shore, both the citizens and whoever else was there

that wished them well. When they had sung their hymn,
and finished their libations, they weighed anchor

;
and having

at first sailed out in a column, they then raced each other r.s

far as ^Egina. And thus they hastened to reach Corcyra,
where the remaining force of the allies was also assembling.
Now tidings of the expedition were brought to Syracuse from

many quarters, but for a long time received no credit at all.

N;iy, even when an assembly was held on the subject, both by
others were speeches to the following effect delivered (some
believing the report of the Athenian expedition, while some
contradicted it),

and Hermocrates, the son of Hermon, coming
forward to them, from a conviction that he had accurate infor-

mation on the subject, addressed to them the following advice :

33. "
I shall, perhaps, appear to you, as some others have

done, to speak what is incredible concerning the reality of the

expedition that is coming against us : and I know that those

who either make statements, or bring reports, which do not

seem to be credible, not only fail to convince, but arc also

thought to be foolish. Nevertheless I will not, through fear of

this, hold my tongue when the state is in danger, since I am
myself at any rate, persuaded that I speak with more cer-

tain knowledge than others. For the Athenians, much as you
are surprised at it, have set out against us with a large force

both for sea and land service, nominally, on account <>f an al-

liance with the Segestians, and for the purpose of settling the

Leontines, but really through desire for Sicily, and most of all

for our city, thinking that it' they get this, they will easily get
the rest also. With a conviction, then, that they will quickly
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be here, consider how with your present resources you may
best defend yourselves, and may neither through despising the,

matter be taken off your guard, nor through disbelieving it

neglect the common weal. But if, on the other hand, I appear
to any one to speak credibly, let him not be struck with con-

sternation at their boldness and power. For neither will they
be able to do us more hawtn than they receive, nor, because they
are coming against us with a great armament, are they on that

account without advantage for us
;
but it is much better with

respect to the rest of the Siceliots (for they will be the more

willing, in their consternation, to join our alliance), and in

case of our either defeating them, or repulsing them without

their obtaining the objects of their ambition (for certainly I am
not afraid of their gaining what they expect), it will prove the

most glorious achievement, for us, and one which, by me
at least, is not unexpected. For few have been the great arma-

ments, either of Greeks or barbarians, which have gone far

from home and proved successful. For they come not in

greater numbers than the natives of the country and those who
live near it (since all league together through fear),

and if they
fail through want of provisions in a foreign land, even though

they fail chiefly through their own fault, they nevertheless leave

a proud name to those who were the objects of attack. Just as

these very Athenians, when the JUcde, contrary to expectation,
was so signally defeated, grew great on the strength of the re-

port, that it was against Athens that he had conic. And there

i i reason for hoping that in our case the result may be the same.

3k " With good courage, then, let us both make our prep-
arations here, and send to the Siccls, to strengthen the at-

tachment of some of them, and endeavor to enter into friend-

ship and alliance with others; while we dispatch envoys to

the rest of Sicily, to prove that the danger is common to all',

and to Italy, that cither we may gain their alliance for our-

selves, or they may refuse to receive the Athenians. I think

it better, too, that we should a'so send to Carthage. For this

is nothing unexpected by them
;
but they are, always in fear

that they may some time or other find the Athenians coining
! their country; and therefore thinking, perhaps, thai

it' they abandoned these places, they would theniscK

brought into trouble, they might be willing to assist us; at

least secretly, if not openly ;
or at any rate in some way or
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other. And thoy arc more able (o do it, if (hey pleaso, than

any nioii of the present day; for they possess most gold and

silver; and it is by means of these that war, like every thing
1

else, pi-Msp'-rs.
Let us likewise send to Lacedaemon and

Corinth, begging them to come hither to our aid as quickly as

possible, and to stir up the war there. And what I think the,

most expedient course, though you, through your habitual

love of quiet, would be least quickly persuaded to adopt it,

shall, notwithstanding that, be mentioned. If then we
Siceliots all in one body, if possible ;

but if not, as many as

possible in concert with us would launch the whole of our

pr.-sent navy, with two months' provisions, and go to meet the

Athenians at Tarentum and the lapygian foreland, and show
them that they will not have to fight about Sicily before they
have fought for their own passage over the Ionian Sea ; wo
should strike them with the greatest fear, and set them on

considering that we are starting from a friendly country as its

guardians (for Tan -11111111 is ready to receive us), but that for

them the tract of open sea is a wide one to cross with all their

armament; which would hardly remain in order through s<

long a voyage, and would be easily attacked by us, while it

came on slowly and in small divisions. But supposing, on

the other hand, that, having lightened their ships, they should

attack us with the better sailing part of their fleet in a more

compact body ; then, if they use their oars, we shall fall on

them when they are wearied
;
or if we should not choose to do

so, we may also retire to Tarentum : while they having
crossed with few provisions, on purpose for ;;n enu-a-jviiM-nt,

would be at a loss what to do in uninhabited regions; and

would either be blockaded, if they remained, or if they at-

tempted to sail along the coast, would abandon the rest of their

armament, and would be dispirited, from having no certainty
wli-ther the cities would receive them or not. I therefore, for

my part, am of opinion, that being deterred by this consider-

ation, they would not so much as put out from Coreyra ;
but

would either, after deliberating and reconnoitering how many
we are, and in what position, be driven on by the M-I-OD <>f

the year into winter; or, in consternation at the unex;

result, break up the expedition :

especially
since the most

skillful of their generals, as I h<-ai\ is taking the command

against his will, and would gladly seize an excuse to return,
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if any considerable resistance were seen on our part. We
should be reported too, I am quite sure, as being more than

we really are
;

' and in accordance with what is told them are

men's feelings also affected
;
and of those who are beforehand

in attacking, or, at any rate, let those who are going to attack

them see beforehand that they will defend themselves, they
stand in greater fear, considering them equal to the danger.
And this would be the case now with the Athenians. For

they are coming against us with a belief that we shall offer no
resistance

;
with good reason contemning us, because we did

not join the Lacedaemonians in destroying them. But if they
saw us acting with courage beyond their expectation, they
would be more dismayed at that unlooked-for result, than at

the power which we really possess. Be persuaded, therefore, to

show this boldness, if possible ;
but if not, then, as quickly as

possible, to get ready all other resources for the war
;
and to

think, every one of you, that contempt for your assailants is

best shown by bravery of deeds
;
but that, for the present, to

consider those preparations most safe which are made with a

feeling of fear, and to act as in a season of danger, would

prove most to your advantage. For those men are both com-

ing against us, and already, I know for certain, on their voyage,
and all but here."

35. Such was the speech of IL-rm h-r.ites. But the people
of Syracuse were at great strife one with another; some main-

taining that the Athenians would by no means coine, and that

what he said was not the truth
;
others a-king what they muU

do, if they did come, which they would not suffer on a larger
s -ale- in return. Others, again, treated the matter with utter

contempt, and turned it to ridicule; while there were but few

who believed Hermocratea, and were afraid of what was coining.

Athcnagoras, who was a leader of the people, and most influ-

ential with the multitude at the present time, then came for-

ward to them and spokes as follows :

36. "With regard to the Athenians, whoever docs not

wish them to be BO senseless, and to be reducud into subjection
to us by mining here, is cither a coward, or ill affected toward

his country, lint with regard 1o those who bring such things,
and fill you with such e :;!, 1 wonder at them, i-.ot

1 Lit rrally. "on the side of more, or excess;" like l~i rd (leifrv, I

in. :;
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for their audacity, but for their folly, if they imagine that tlu-y

are not seen through. For being afraid tln'in^-lv.-*, they wish

to throw the who!*- city into consternation, in order that they

may get their own terror thrown into the shade by tin- general
alarm. Ami now this is the real value of these reports : they
do not arise in a natural way, but are concocted by men \rlio

are always raising commotions here. But you, if well advised,
will not look at and estimate probabilities by the news which

these persons bring, but by what men of talent and great ex-

perience, as I presume the Athenians are, would be likely to do.

For it is not prohablu that they, leaving the Peloponnesians be-

hind them, and not having yet brought the war at home to a

sure conclusion, should voluntarily come here for another no
less arduous

; since, in my opinion, they are quite contented

that we, with so many and so great cities as we have, are not

going against them.

37. "But, indeed, if they should come, as they are said to

be coming, I consider Sicily more competent to bring the war
to a termination than the Peloponnese (inasmuch as it is

; provided in all respects), and our city by itself far

stronger than the army which is now, as they say, coming
against us, even though it came twice as large as it is. For I

know that neither will any horses accompany them, or be pro-
vided for them here, except some few from the Segestans, nor

heavy-armed equal in number to our own, coming, as they
must have done, on board ship. For it is a great thing for

even the ships themselves, lightly-laden, to perform so long a

voyage hither
;

and for all the other provisions required

against such a city (which will bo no few), to be furnished. So
far then am I from believing this, that I think if they came
with another city as large as Syracuse in their possession, and

living there on our borders carried on the war, they would

hardly avoid utter ruin : much less then, surely, with the

whole of Sicily hostile to them (for it will league- together);
an 1 with an army established in the country from on board

ship ;
and while they are not permitted by our cavalry to ad-

vance far from their wretched tents, and such poor ejuip-
as they are compelled to put up with. In short, I do not

think they would even effect a lauding; so far superior do I

consider our forces to bo

38. " But the Athenians, as I tell you, being aware of this,
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are engaged, I am well assured, in preserving their own pos-
sessions

;
and it is persons here that are making up these stones

of what neither
is, nor could ever be, the case. And I am not

now for the first time convinced of them, but have ever Leon

so, that they wish to terrify your populace by such tales as

these, and still more wicked ones, if not even by deeds
;

and so themselves to have the rule of the city. And in truth

I am afraid, lest some time or other, by making many at-

'tempts, they should even succeed
;
while we are "ill-disposed,

before we are in the act of suffering, to take precautionary
measures against them, and after finding them out, to proceed
against them. And so by these means our city is seldom at

rest, but is involved in many feuds and conflicts not more

frequently with its enemies than with itself and sometimes
in tyrannies and unprincipled cabals. But I will endeavor,
if only you will follow my advice, to let none of these things
occur in our time

; by convincing you who form the mass of

the people, and by chastising those who plot such things ;
not

only when convicted in the acts (for it is difficult so to catch

them), but also for what they have the wish, though not the

power, to do. For we must avenge ourselves on our enemy,
not only for what he does, but beforehand also, for his intention

to do it
;
inasmuch as if wo wore not first in guarding against

him, wo shall be iirst in suffering. With regard to the oligarchs,
on the other hand, I shall reprove them on some points, watch
tin-in on others, and warn them on others; for in this way I

think I shall best, deter them from their evil practices. And,
in.locd, what is it (a question which I have often asked) that

ye really wish, ye young men ? Is it to enjoy power at once i

But that is not lawful
;.
and that law was so enacted in conse-

quence of your incompetency, rather than with a wish to de-

grade you when competent for the task. Well then, is it to

avoid being under the same laws with the people at large 8

And how then is it right for the same people not to be thought

worthy of tin; sani" privileges \

39. "Some one will say, that a democracy is neither a sensi-

ble nor an equitable tiling, but that, those who have property
are also most competent to rule best. But / say, in the first

place, that '

democracy' u a name, for all, but
'

oligarchy'
foi

only a part; and, in the second place, that though the rich are

the bust guardians of property, the intelligent would bo the
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best counselors, and the mass of the people the best judges
after hearing measures di-eus-ed ; and that all these

things,
lx>:h severally and collectively, have their due share allotted

to them in a democracy. An oligarchy, on the other hand,

admits, indeed, tin- many to a share of dangers, but <>f advan-

it not only enjoys th.- larger part, but even takes away and

keeps the whole. And this is what the powerful and young
among you desire- a thing impossible to attain in a great city.

40. "Nay then at length, even now, O ye dullest of all

men '

(for of all the Greeks I know, are you either most sense-

less, if you are not sensible that you are coveting evil things ;

or most unprincipled, if you know it, and still dare to pursue

them) : nay then, I say, either acquire that knowledge, or

change those principles, and so advance the interest of the

city, which is the common interest of all. For consider, that

those who are LTOod among you will share that in an equal, or

even givat-.-r degree, than the mass of the people in the city;
but that if you wish any thing else, you run a risk of b. -in--

deprived of all. And have done with such reports as th< > -,

knowing that they are brought to those who are aware of,

and will not tolerate, your designs. For this city, even if the

Athenians are coming, will resist them in a manner worthy of

itself; and we have generals who will look to these matters.

An 1 if none of the reports be true (which is my opinion), it

will not lay a voluntary slavery on itself, by being panic-struck
nt your intelligence, and by choosing you as its rulers; but

will look at the circumstances itself, and consider the words

spoken by you as equivalent to deeds; and will not !> deprived
of its present liberty by listening to you, but will endeavor to

preserve it by being cautious in its actions, and not allowing

you to go unpunished."
41. To this effect spoke Athenngoras. One of the generals

then rose up, and would no longer permit any one else to

come forward, but himself spoke on the subject before them to

the following effect :

"
It is neither prudent for any parties to

utter calumnies against each other, nor for those who hear them
to admit them

;
but rather to see, with regard to the intelli-

gence brought to us, how we may prepare, 1-oih each man

1 I have attempted to translate this p.'issrigo as it is found in the MSS.,
but must refer to the different editors for the emendation which they
propose for what they all agree in thinking the corrupt part of it.
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severally and the whole city together, to defend ourselves well

against the invaders. And even supposing it not to be re-

quired,
there is no harm, at any rate, in the state being equip-

ped with horses, and arms, and every thing else in which war

rejoices. And we ourselves will undertake to attend to and
examine these things, and to send round to the cities, both for

observation, and whatever else may appear to be expedient.
To some of them, indeed, we have already attended

;
and what-

ever we discover, we will lay before you." After the general
had said thus much, the Syracusans departed from the assembly.

42. Now the Athenians were by this time at Corcyra,
themselves and all their allies. And in the first place, the

generals reviewed the armament a second time, and made their

dispositions, as
itiey were to come to their moorings, and to

form their camp ; making three squadrons, and allotting one to

each of their body, that they might not, by sailing in com-

pany, be at a loss for water, and ports, and provisions, on their

touching any where; and that they might in other respects
be more orderly and easy to control, by being put under a

particular commander, according to the several squadrons.

They next sent forward three ships to Italy and Sicily, to as-

certain which of the cities would receive them
;
with orders

to come out again and meet them, that they might know this

when they put in.

43. After this, the Athenians at length weighed anchor,
and proceeded to cross over from Corcyra to Sicily, with the

following force; viz. a hundred and thirty-four triremes, in

all, and two Rhodian fifty-oared galleys (a hundred of these

were Athenian vessels, sixty of which were fast sailers, the

rest troop ships; the remainder <;f the fleet being composed
of Chians, and the other allies) ;

of heavy-armed, in all,

five thousand one hundred (of which there were raised by
the Athenians themselves fifteen hundred, and seven hundred

Thetes '

serving as Kpibata; on board the ships; the rest of

those who joined the expedition being allies, some of them

sent by their subjects, others by the Arrives, to the number
of five hundred, with two hundred and

fifty Manlineans, who
were also mercenaries); of archers, in all, four hundred and

1
(j
'jTfr.'\ i. <?., men included in the lowest of the four classes into which

S>lon divided nhe Athenian people, and which consisted of all whose lanJ

ui two hundred mcdimni of corn yearly, ftee note /

I/. JG7-
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eighty (eighty of which were Cretans) ;
of Rhodian slingers,

seven hundred
;

of light-armed Megareans, who were exiles,

one hundred and twenty ;
and one horse transport, carrying

thirty horses.

44. Such was the amount of the first armament which
sailed over for the war. For these troops thirty ships of

burden, laden with corn, carried provisions, with the bakers,

stone-masons, carpenters, and all the tools for building fortifi-

cations; and also one hundred boats, which, together with

the ships of burden, were pressed into the service
;
while many

other boats arid ships of burden followed the armament volun-

tarily, for purposes of commerce
;

all of which proceeded at

that time to cross the Ionian Gulf from Corcyra. When the

whole armament had made the coast at the lapygian foreland,

and Tarentum, and as they severally could, they sailed along
the coast of Italy, as the cities did not afford them a market,
or the protection of their walls, but only water and anchorage

(and Tarentum and Locri not even these), until they came to

Rhegium, a promontory of Italy. There they at once mus-

tered, and pitched a camp outside the city (as they would not

receive them within the walls), in the sacred inclosure of

Diana, where they afforded them a market
;
and having drawn

up their ships ashore, they remained quiet. They then en-

tered into communication with the Rhegians, calling upon
them, as Chalcidians, to assist the Leontines, who were Chal-

cidians also. They, however, said that they would join nei-

ther party,- but whatever the rest of the Italiots should collect-"

ively determine, that they would do. The Athenians then

turned their attention to the state of things in Sicily, con-

sidering in what way they would best deal with them
;
and at

the same time were waiting for the arrival from Segesta of

the ships which had been sent on in advance
; wishing to

know respecting the money, whether there were such a sum
as the messengers stated at Athens.

45. To the Syracusans, in the mean time, reports were

being brought from all quarters, and from those who had been
sent by them to reconnoiter came positive intelligence that the

ships were at Rhegium ;
and on the belief of this, they began

to make preparations with all their heart, and were no longer
incredulous. Accordingly they sent about to the Sicels, in

some cases, guards ;
in others, embassadors

;
and were putting
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garrisons into the stations of the peripoli
J

in their country,
while in their city they were seeing if the equipments were

complete, by examining arms and horses
;
and were settling

every thing else, in expectation of a war that was quickly

coming on them, and all but present.
46. Now the three ships sent on in advance came from

Segesta to the Athenians at Rhegium, with tidings that the

other money which they had promised was not there, but that

only thirty talents were to be seen. The generals then were

immediately in a state of great despondency, because this

their first hope had disappointed them
;
as had the Rhegians

also, by their unwillingness to join their standard the people

they had first attempted to persuade, and for whom it was

most natural to assist them, as they were of the same race as

the Leontines, and always favorably disposed toward them-

selves. Nicias, indeed, was prepared for the tidings from the

Segestans, but by the other two it was quite unexpected. For

the Segestans had recourse to the following contrivance, at

the time when the first envoys of the Athenians came to them
to see the state of their funds. They took them to the temple
of Venus at Eryx, and showed them the treasures deposited

there, consisting of bowls, wine-ladles, censers, and other

articles of furniture in no small quantity ;
which being made

of silver, presented, with a value really trilling, a much greater

show of wealth. And in their private receptions of the Iri-

remes' crews, having collected the cups both of gold and silver

that were in Segesta itself, and borrowed those in the m-iirh-

borino- cities, whether Phoenician or Grecian, they each

brought them to the entertainments, as their own. And thus,

a.s all usel pretty nearly the same, and great numbers of them

were every where seen, it cr?ated much astonishment in the

Athenians from the triremes; and on their arrival at Athens

they spread it abroad that they had seen great wealth. Those,

then, who had been themselves thus outwitted, and had at, that

time persuaded the rest, were severely blamed by the soldiers,

when the report went abroad that there was not at S<

the money they had expected.
47. Tim generals now took counsel on the present sta!<- of

afhirs. The opinion of Nicias was, that they should sail to

Seli mis with all their forces that, being the object for which

1 See note, p. 260
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they had, most of all, been sent : and in case of the Segestans

supplying money for the whole armament, that then they
should determine accordingly; otherwise, that they should

bey them to give provisions for their sixty ships, the number
wb irh they had asked for

;
and remaining there should bring

the Selinuntines to terms with them, either by force or by
treaty ;

and so, after coasting along by the other cities, and

displaying the power of the Athenian state, as well as proving
their zeal in the cause of their friends and allies, they should sail

back home (unless they should be able, on a sudden, and

without expecting it, either to do the Leontines service, or

to bring over some of the other cities) ;
and not expose their

state to danger by spending its own resources.

48. Alcibiades, on the other hand, said that they ought
not, after sailing from home with so large a force, to return

with dishonor and without effecting their purpose ;
but to

send heralds to all the other cities, except Selinus and

Syracuse, and endeavor also to get some of the Sicels to re-

volt from the Syracusans, and to gain the friendship of others

among them, with a view to obtaining corn and troops ;
but

first of all to win over the Messanians (for they lay^mslin
Thejpassage and approach to

Sicily, and there would be a har-

bor for them there, and the most suitable station for observ-

ing the enemy). When, then, they had brought over the

cities, and knew with whose assistance they would carry on
the war, then they should attack Syracuse and Selinus, if the

latter did not come to terms with Segesta, and
the_

former

permit tliorn tn spt.tlfl_tkft

49. Lamachus, again, urged that they ought to sail straight
to Syracuse, and immediately fight the battle under the walls

of the city, while the inhabitants were most unprepared and

panic-struck. For every armament was most formidable in

the first instance
;
but if it spent much time before coming

into sight, men grew bold again in spirit, and felt more con-

tempt for it even on its appearance. If, then, they attacked

them on a sudden, while they were still with terror looking
for them, they would gain the most decided advantage over

them, and strike fear into them in every way ; by their sight
of the forces (for they would appear most numerous at the

present time), by their expectation of what they would

Buffer, and, most of all, by the immediate peril of the en-

18
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garment. It was probable, too, that many would be sur-

prised outside the city in consequence of their not believing

that they would come; or, if
1

they were now carrying in

their effects, yet the army would be in no want of property, if

it sat down in superior force before the city. Arid so the

rest of the Siceliots would then the more shrink from entering
into alliance with the Syracusans, and join the Athenians

;
and

would not put off, while they waited to see which party would
be the stronger. As for a naval station, he said that after

retiring [from before Syracuse], and bringing their ships to

anchor
t they should establish one at ]\lfpm .-.vl^^ TOR? fin .

uninhabited place, at no great distance from .Syracuse either.

i or land,

50. Though Xamachus spoke to this effect, he nevertheless

gave his support to the opinion of Alcibiades. After this,

Alcibiades sailed across in his own ship to Messana, and made

proposals to them for forming an alliance
;
but when he did

not prevail on them, but they answered that they could not

receive him within their city, though they would afford him a

market outside, he sailed back again to Rhegium. Then the

generals' immediately joined in manning sixty ships out of the

whole number, and, taking provisions for them, coasted along
to Naxus, leaving the rest of the armament at Rhegium with

one of their own body. On the Naxians' receiving them within

their city, they coasted ontoCatana; and when the inhabit-

ants refused to admit them (for there was in that place a party
that favored the cause of the Syracusans), they proceeded t<;

the river Terias. Having spent the night there, the next day

they sailed in column toward Syracuse, with the rest of the

ships; for ten of their squadron they had sent on before, tc

sail into the great harbor, and observe whether there were

any fleet launched; and to proclaim from their ships, "that

the Athenians were come to reinstate the Leontines in their

own country, on the ground of alliance and kindred
;
and

therefore that such of them as were in Syracuse should with-

draw from it, and without any apprehension join the Atheni-

ans, as friends and benefactors." So when this proclama-
tion had been made, and they had reconnoitered the city, the

harbors, and the features of the counlry which thoy would

have to make the base of their operations in the war, the?
sailed Lack again to Catana.

1

Or, as Arnold renders it, "while they were carrying," et>x
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51. An assembly having been held there, the inhabitants did

not admit the armament, but told the generals to come in

and say what they wished. While Alcibiades was speaking,
and the attention of those in the city was turned to the assem-

bly, the soldiers, without being observed, broke through a post-
ern which had been ill built up in the wall, and entering the

city, stationed themselves in the market-place. When those

of the Cataureans who favored the Syracusans saw the army
within the walls, being immediately very much alarmed, they

secretly went out of the place, as they farmed but a small party,
while the rest voted for an alliance with the Athenians, and

begged them to fetch the rest of their forces from Rhegium.
After this the Athenians sailed to Rhegium, arid having now

put out with all their armament for Cataria, on their arrival

there established themselves in their camp.
52. Now tidings were brought to them, both from Camarina,

that if they went there the inhabitants would go over to them;
and also that the Syracusans were manning a fleet. They coast-

ed along, therefore, with all their force, in the first instance, to

Syracuse ;
and when they found no fleet manning, they again

proceeded along the shore toward Camarina
;

and having

brought to at the beach, sent a herald to the people. They,
however, did not admit them, saying that their agreement on

oath was to receive the Athenians when they sailed to them
with only a single ship, unless they should themselves send for

more. Being thus unsuccessful, they sailed back again ;
and

after they had landed on a part of the Syracusan territory, and
the cavalry from Syracuse had come to the rescue, and killed

some stragglers of the light-armed, they went back to Catana.

53. There they found the ship Salaminia come from Athens
for Alcibiades to order him to sail back and defend himself

against the charges which the state brought against him and
for some others of the soldiers, who with him had been in-

formed against, as being guilty of impiety with regard to the

mysteries, and some of them with regard tothe Mercuries also.

For the Athenians, after the armament had seiled away, made.

DO less investigation into what had been done in the case of the

mysteries and in that of the Mercuries
;
and as they did not

test the character of the informers, but in their suspicious
1

1

Or, according to Poppo's reading, TTUVTU,
"
taking, or regarding, every

thing in a suspicious light."
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moo 1 admitted all who came forward, on the credit of un-

principled men, they . ;md threw into prison very ex-

cellent citizens, thinking it more expedient to sift the matter

and find it out, than that, in consequence of the bad principle
of an informer, an accused person, even though he had a good
character, should be unquestioned, and escape. For the com-

mons, knowing by report that the tyranny of Pisistratus and

his sons had proved galling at last, and, moreover, that it had

not even been put down by themselves and Harmodius, but by
the Lacedaemonians, were always afraid, and took every tiling

suspiciously.
54. For the daring deed of Aristogiton apd TTnrmnduii wng

undertaken in consequence of a love-adventure, by relating

which, at some length, I shall show that neither other people
nor the Athenians themselves give any accurate account of

their own tyrants, or of what has happened among them.

For when Pisistratus had died at an advanced age in posses-

sion of the tyranny, it was not Hipparchus, as the generality

suppose, but- Hippias, that was eldest of his sons, and obtained

j,hc. government. Now Harmodius being in the flower of

youth and beauty, Aristogiton, a citizen of middle rank in

the city, was enamored of him, and enjoyed his faVor. Har-

modius, then, being solicited by Hipparchus, son of Pisistra-

tus, and not prevailed upon, denounced him to Aristogiton.

He, lover-like, being exceedingly indignant, and fearing the

power of Hipparchus, lest he should take him by force, im-

mediately formed a design (such as he could in the
j>.

lie held), for putting down the tyranny. In the mean time,

Hipparchus, having again solicited Ilarmodius with no

success, would not indeed offer any violence to him, but pre-

pared to insult him in some secret way or other, as though it

were not on that account. For neither in his general govern-
ment was he severe toward the mass of the people, but con-

ducted it without exciting any odium
; and, for tyrants, these

men in the greatest degree studied virtue and intelligence ;
and

though they exacted from the Athenians only a twentieth of

their income, they adorned their city in a beautiful manner, and

carried on their wars, and provided sacrifices for the temples.

The state enjoyed, too, the laws which had been previously

!,
in all other respects, except that they always took care

that one of their own family should hold the oiKces. Among
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others of tin-in who ln-M I'M- yearly an-honship at Ath'-na, was

ri.-istratus .-on of tin- Hij)j)i;is
uho had hern tyrant, who bore

his grandfather's nain-', an I dediea:-d, \shil.- aivhon, tin- aliar

! \\.-l\e gods in the iiiHrkei-plaee, and tliat of Apollo in

the Pythian precinct. The Athenian people having afterward

made an addition to the length of that in the market-place, ob-

literated the inscription on the altar; but that in the Pythian

precinct is even still visible, though in faded letters, to this

purport :

"
Pisistratus, the son of Hippias, here,
In Pythian precinct, marked his archon year."

55. Now that Ilippias, as being the eldest son, succeeded to

the government, I both positively assert, t>ecause I know it by
report more accurately than others, and one may also learn it

from this vory fact. He alone of the legitimate brothers ap-

pears to have had children
;
as both the altar ^sJaxwsr-Mrcr'trrer

pillar cpmrnemoTJitiag-
tho wFOftg-m4rttd-ij^ ihe tyrants,

placed in the Athenian citadel, on which is inscribed

of no rhild of ihlessahis, or oi

pias,
who weiv born to him of Myrrhine, daughter of Callias,

son of Hyperechides. For it was natural that the eldest

should have married first. And he is the first mentioned on
the pillar

1

after his father, and that, too, not unnaturally, as ho

was the eldest next to him, and enjoyed the tyranny. Nor,
. do I think *that Hippias would ever have obtained tho

tyranny with such ease at the moment, if Hipparchus had
been in power when he was killed, and Ilippias had had to

establish himself in it on the same day. But owing to his

former habit, both of striking fear into the citizens, and of

paying strict attention to his mercenaries, he retained his

sway with superabundant security, and was at no loss, as

though he had been a younger brother, and so had not pre-

viously been familiar with the constant exercise of power.*

* lv TTJ irpurg em/A?;.] As I do not think that Trpurg can bear the

meaning which Arnold, though with great doubt, proposes to give it. ami
as no other editor professes to understand ita force, I have not translated

it at all.

2 fwQwf u/Liifa/Ket rt) <V',n-] These words seem to refer to the tern*

porary exercise of power which he might have enjoyed as archon for a

your, in opposition to tho permanent exercise of it as tyrant, which he

woulc! not Lavo enjoyed, had ho been tho younger son of his father-
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But it was the lot of Hipparchus, because he was rendered

famous l>y the sad fate which befell him, to receive also

in succeeding ages the repute of having enjoyed the tyr-

anny.
56. So then, when Harmodius had resisted his solicitation,

lie insulted him, as he intended. For after summoning a sis-

ter of his, ,1 young girl, to come and bear a basket in a cer-

tain
procession, they rejected her \vhen she came, saying that

they had not summoned her at all, as she was not worthy of

the honor.
1 Harmodius being very indignant at this, Aristogi-

ton also was, for his sake, much more exasperated than ever.

And now all their other arrangements had been made with

those who were to join them in taking the business in hand
;

but they were waiting for the great Panathenaic festival, on
which day alone it was not considered a suspicious circum-

stance that those of the citizens who had conducted the pro-
cession should meet together in arms

;
and they were them-

"

to begin but the rest immediately to join in aiding-them

against tTuTbodj:rgii?u'ds^ (The conspirators were not numerous,
for security's sake

;
for they hoped that if any number whatever

dared to make the attempt, even those who were not before

privy to it would be willing at the moment, inasmuch as they
had arms in their hands, to join in eifecting their own freedom.

57. When, therefore, the festival arrived, Ilippias, with his

body-guard, was arranging outside of the walls, in what is

called the Ceramicus, how the several parts of the procession
were to proceed, fAnd when they saw one of their accomplices
in familiar conversation with Ilippias (for he was easy of ac-

cess to
all), they were alarmed, and thought that some inform-

ation had been laid against them, and that they would be

almost immediately arrested. They wished, therefore, to avenge
themselves beforehand, if possible, on the man who had ag-

grieved them, and lor whose, punishment they were exposing
themselves to all that danger; and so they rushed straightway
within the gates, and meeting with Jlipparehus by the Leoco-

rium, at once fell on him in a reckless inanner, under the in-

llueuce of the most vehement passion, inspired by love in the

1 Either because Tier family was of Fhu-nician extraction, win-

Huiled her from an honor confined to jmrc Athenians; or because her im-

moral character, as they insinuated, incapacitated her for an employment
in which nono but virgins of unblemished reputation could take a part.
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one case, and by insult in the other, and smote him, and slew

him. Now one of them, naim-lv, ArittogitOD, escaped from

the guards at the moment, through the crowd running up, but

was seized afterward, and disposed of in no gentle manner.

Jlannodius was immediately slain on the spot.

53. When the news were brought to Hippias in the Cera-

micus, ho proceeded immediately, not to the scene of action,

but to the armed men in the procession, before they were aware

of the matter, in consequence of their being at some distance

rroin the spot ;
and with his countenance feigned to suit the oc-

rasion, so as not to betray his feelings, he pointed out a cer-

tain spot, and desired them to retire into it without their arms.

Accordingly they withdrew, supposing that he would deliver

rin address to them
;
while he, after commanding his guards

to remove the arms, immediately picked out such men as he

disposed to think guilty, and whoever was found with a

;
for it was only with shield and spear that they were

Accustomed to make their processions.
59. In this manner both the original conspiracy was entered

into by Harmodius and Aristogiton for a love offense, and

their rash venture attempted through their alarm at the mo-
ment. After this, the tyranny was more severe on the Athe-

nians than before
;
and Hippias, being now in greater appre-

hension, both put to death many of the citizens, and kept his

eye also on foreign states, in whatever quarter he had a pros-

pect of a safe retreat being secured for him, in case of any
revolution. At any rate, he inanied his daughter Arehedice to

^Eantides, son of the tyrant of Lampsacus Athenian as he

was,
1

to a Lampsacene because he saw that they had great in-

fluence with king Darius. There is a monument to her at

Lampsacus, with this inscription :

" Beneath this dust Archedico finds peace,
Whose sire was Hippias, peerless once in Greece.

She, though of tyrants daughter, sister, bride,

And mother, ne'er was lifted up with pride."

With regard to Hippias, having retained the tyranny at Athens

1
i. e., to a native of a place so very far beneath his own country in

reputation. Compare III. 59. G, /) II/ar<m/f OVTEC, Qrjfaiois Tra/xido-

0//vai : where, as in many other places, the omission of the article with
the name of a people expresses something respecting the character of

the people, whether good or bad.
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three years longer, and being deposed in the fourth year by
the Lacedaemonians and the banished Alcmaeonidae, he went,
under treaty, to Sigeum, then to JEantides at Lampsacus, and

thence to the court of king Darius, from which also he set out

twenty years after, when now an old man, and accompanied
the Median forces to Marathon.

60. Reflecting, then, on these things, and recalling to mind
all that they knew by report concerning them, the Athenian

people were wrathful at that time, and suspicious of those who
had incurred accusation on the subject of the mysteries, and

thought that every thing had been done on the strength of a

conspiracy for establishing an oligarchy, or a tyranny. So

when, in consequence of their anger on this account, many
persons of consideration were already in prison, and the mat-

ter appeared not to be stopping, but they were daily proceeding
to greater severity and more numerous, arrests

;
under these

circumstances one of the men in confinement, who was thought
to be the most guilty of them, was persuaded by one of his

fellow prisoners to give information, whether true 01- not
;

for

suppositions are entertained both ways, and the certain fact

respecting those who had done the deed no one was either able

to state then, or has since been able. By his arguments then

he persuaded him that he ought, even if he had not done the

deed, both to save himself by gaining a promise of impunity,
and to stop his country from its present suspieiousuess ;

for

that his preservation was more sure, if he confessed with a

promise of impunity, than if he denied it, and were brought
to trial. Accordingly he informed both against himself and

some others, respecting the Mercuries
;
and the Athenian peo-

ple having glaclly ascertained, as they supposed, the truth of

the matter, and having been before indignant at the thought
of not discovering those who had plotted against their com-

mons, immediately set at liberty the informer and his com-

panions, such as he had not accused
;
while with regard to

those who wore charged with the crime, having brought them

to trial, they executed all of them who were seized, and hav-

ing passed sentence upon those who had fled, proclaimed a

reward in money for any one who slew them. By this course,

1 hough it was doubtful whether those who suffered had been

j.unished unjustly or not, yet the rest of the community were

manifestly benefited.
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HI. With regard to Alcibiades, the Athenians took a t

vi'\v nf th'- case, I '-ing instigated by his enemies, th- same

men as had also attacked him In-fore his g>ing <>* {!: e

tion. And when they fancie 1 th< y w-re i:i j'<>-v>sioii of iho

truth respecting the Mercuries, they thought niiieh more than

e\'-r iliat the alf:iir of ilie mysterioB also, in which lie. was im-

plicated, had been done by him \vi.h the same design, and in

connection with the plot against the democracy. For a small

force of LacecUunowanfl happened too, just at the time when

th'-y were in commotion on these suljects, to h.:ve advanced

as far as the Isthmus, in pursuance of some scheme with the

Boeotians. They thought, therefore, that it had come by agree-
ment, through his agency, and not on account of the Boeotians;

and that if they had not, in consequence of the information

they had received, l>een beforehand in the arrest of the party,
the city would have been betrayed to them. One night, in-

deed, they even slept in arms in the Temple of Theseus within

the walls. The friends, too, of Alcibiades, at Argos, were at

the same time suspected of a design to attack the popular gov-

ernment; and those persons of the Argives who had been

deposited in the islands the Athenians on that occasion gave

up to the Argive commons to put to death on that account.

Thus on all sides there arose suspicion against Alcibiades
',

and consequently wishing to bring him to trial, and put him
to death, in this way they sent the ship Salaminia to Sicily,

both for him and for the rest who had been informed against.
Their orders were, to charge him to accompany the vessel homo
to plead his defense, but not to arrest him

;
for they were at the

same time careful to avoid raising a commotion among both

their own soldiers in Sicily and their enemies, and especially
wished the Mantineans and Argives to remain there, whom
they considered to have been prevailed on by Alcibiades to

join them in the expedition. He then, with his own ship and

tho>e who had been accused with him, sailed away in the com-

pany of the Salaminia from Sicily, as though to return to

Athens. I Jut when they had reached Thurii, they followed it

no further, but left the vessel and concealed themselves, being
afraid of going homo to trial with such a prejudice existing

a^tinst them. The crew of the Salaminia for some time

made search for Alcibiades and his companions, but when

they were nowhere to be found, they departed on their voy-

18*
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age back. Alcibiades, therefore, being now an outlaw, crossed

not long after on board a boat from Thurii to the Peloponnesc;
and the Athenians, when they were not forthcoming, 'passed
sentence of death upon him and those with him.

62. After these things, the remaining generals of the Athen-

ians in Sicily, having mad* two divisions of the army, and

each taken by lot one of them, sailed with the whole force for

Selinus and Segesta; wishing to know whether the Segestans
would give the promised money, and at the same time to in-

. spect the condition of the Seliuuntines, and to learn the state

of their differences with the Segestans. And so, coasting along

Sicily, with the shore on their left hand, on the side toward

the Tyrrhene gulf, they landed at Ilirnera, which is the only
Grecian city in that part of the island. When they would not

receive them, they proceeded on their voyage ;
and as they

coasted along, took Hyccara, which, though a Sicanian town,
\vas engaged in war with the Segestans, and was a petty

sea-port. Having taken the inhabitants of the town for slaves,

>^hey gave it up to the Segestans (for some of their cavalry had

Coined them), and they themselves returned by land through
the country of the Sicels, till they came to Catana

;
while their

ships sailed along the coast with the prisoners on board, -^k
cias, ho\y^y^^ccuj^e^abn^_^traightw:iy fi-om_ IJyjcsara to Se-

gesta; and after transacting his oilier business, and receiving

thirty talents, rejoined the forces. They then sold their slaves,

from which they realized a hundred and twenty talents, and

sailed round to the allies of the Sicels, giving orders to send

them troops. \Yith half of their own force, too, they went.

against Jiybla, in the territory of Gela, which was hostile to

them, but did not take it. And thus the summer ended.

G;*. The following winter, the Athenians at once began to

prepare, for their advance upon Syracuse, and the Syracusans

also, on their M le, for marching against them. For when they
did not, in accordance, with their first alarm and expert.-;

attack them immediately; as every day^wtnTtToTT, 1 1 M
-y regained

their courage more*. And when they were seen to be sailing

on the other side of Sicily, far away from them, and had gone
to Jiybla, and made an attempt on it without taking it by

storm, they despised them .still more, and called on their gen-

1

i/>7/[iy <5/K/?.] Literally, "by a deserted, or abandoned trial." See

Herman. 'Pol. Ant. 144.
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orals acting na a multitude is wont to do when full of con-

fidence to lead tin in against Catana, since the enemy would
not come t<> tliein. Moreover, Syracusan parties of horse, sent

out to reconnoiter, were continually riding up to the Athenian

armament, and asking them, among other insulting expressions,
whether they hul come themselves to settle with them in a

strange country, rather than to reinstate the Leontini.

64. The Athenian generals were acquainted with these

ifiings, and wished to draw them as far as possible from their

city with their whole force, and themselves, in the mean time,
to coast along with their ships by night, and quietly occupy a

pla-v for encampment in a favorable position, knowing that

so 'they would be better able to do it than if they should land

from their ships in face of an enemy prepared to receive them,
or should be known to be going by land (for Ihe Syracusan

. which was numerous, while they themselves had none,
would do great mischief to their light-armed and mob of camp-
followers) ;

and that thus they would take a position where they
would not be annoyed by the cavalry in a degree worth speak-

ing of; (for some Syracusan exiles who accompanied them
told them of the spot near the Olympieum, which they actually

occupied.) The generals, therefore, adopted the following stra-

tagem in furtherance of their wishes. They send a person who
was a faithful friend to them, and no less in the interest of the

Syracusans, according to their opinion. This man was a Ca-

tanian, and said that he was come from certain individuals in

Catania, with whose names they were acquainted, and whom
they knew to be still left in the town among those who were
well affected to them. He stated, then, that the Athenians

passed the night at some distance from their arms, within the

walls of the city, and that if the Syracusans would come with

all their force early in the morning of an appointed day to

attack their armament, the Cataaians would close the gates on
1 OVK uv ('///oi'wf (]vvrjOtvTeq nal

f!.~\ Poppo, G oiler, and Bloomfield, all

bracket the nai in this passage, as utterly marring the sense of it; while
Arnold only objects to the interpretation of the Scholiast, without at-

tempting to explain it himself. In support of the translation which L

have ventured to give, compare I. 143. 4, Kal OVKI-TI IK rov buninv IOTCIL

ne/.oxovvqoov ^ipor rt T^jjOf/vai Kdi rr/v 'Arrt/cr/v uTraaar, and VII. 28.4,
Al ulv yiip dmruvai ov% OUOIUQ KOI Trpiv, '//a ToWai fiffpovg KnOtoraont.',
K. ~. '/.. In the latter passage the idea of excess is distinctly asserted,
after being previously implied, as in the other passages, by the words
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the men who were with them, and would fire their ships, while

the Syracusans would easily take the armament 1

by an attack

on their stockade. There were many, too, of the Catanians, he

said, who would co-operate with them in this, and were already

prepared to do so, namely, the party from which he had him-
self come.

65. The generals of the Syracusans, besides feeling confi-

dent in other respects, and intending, even without this, to

make their preparations for marching to Catana, gave far too

inconsiderate credence to the man, and immediately fixing a

day on which they would be there, dismissed him
;
while they

themselves (for by this time the Selinuntines and some other

of their allies had also come) gave orders for all the Syra-
cusans to march forth in a body. When their preparations
were made, and the time at which they had agreed to come
was near at hand, they set out for Catana, and bivouaced on
the river Symaethus, in the Leontine territory. The Athenians,
on learning their approach, took the whole of their own force,

with such of the Sicels, or any other people, as had joined

them, and putting them on board their ships and boats, sailed

by night to Syracuse. And thus, when the morning came, the

Athenians were landing on the ground opposite the Olympieum,
for the purpose of securing their camp, and at the same time

the Syracusan cavalry, having ridden up first to Catana, and
found that the whole armament had put to sea, returned and
carried the news to the infantry, when they all turned back to-

gether, and went to the aid of the city.

66. In the mean time, as the march they had to make was a

long one, the Athenians quietly pitched their camp in a fa-

vorable position, where they would be able to commence, an

engagement just when they pleased, and the Syracusan horse

would cause them the least annoyance, both during the action

arid before it. For on one side they were flanked by walls,

houses, trees, and a marsh
;

on the other, by cliffs. They
also felled the trees near to them, and carrying them down to

the sea, fixed a palisade by their ships; while with rude stones

1 TO orpuTVfj.aJ] I see no reason at all for altering this, as Arnold pro-

poses, into nj arp-.iTev/MiTr. as it evidently refers to all the other forces

of the Athenians left behind in their camp, in opposition to tho heavy in-

fantry represented as being in the town. Compare 63. 3, where the term
ia undoubtedly used with reference to the encampment of tho Athenian*.
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and \vo(.(l tli-y hastily erected a fort at Dascon, where their

position was most open to the enemy's attack, and broke down
the bridge over the Anapus. While tln-y were making thcs.-

preparations, no one came out from the city to stop them
;
but

the Syra.'iisan cavalrv was what first came against them, and
afterward all the infantry was mustered. And at first they ad-

vanced near the camp of the Athenians; then, when they did

not go out against them, they withdrew, and crossed the road

to Helorus, and there encamped for the night.
67. The next day the Athenians and their allies prepared

for battle, and made their dispositions as follows : The right

wing was held by the Argives and Mantineans, the center by
the Athenians, and the remainder of the line by the rest of

the allies. Half of their force was posted in advance, drawn

up eight deep ;
the other half, close upon their tents, in a hol-

low square, which was also formed eight deep, with orders to

look out where any part of the army might be most distressed,

and go to its support, Within this body of reserve, too, they

placed the camp-followers. The Syracusans, on the other

hand, drew up their heavy infantry sixteen deep, consisting of

the Syracusans in full force, and as many allies as had joined
them : (they were reinforced most extensively by the Selinun-

tines
;

next to them, by the Geloan cavalry, to the number of

two hundred in all
;
and by about twenty horse, and

fifty

archers, from Camarina.) Th<jir cavalry they posted on their

right flank, amounting to not less than twelve hundred, and

by their side the dartmen also. The Athenians being about

to commence the attack, Nicias advanced along the line, and
addressed the following exhortation to them, both in their sev-

eral nations, and collectively :

68.
" What need is there, soldiers, that we should have re-

course to long exhortation, who are come here for the same

struggle?
1 For our force itself seems to me more capable of

supplying confidence than well-spoken words with a weak

army. For where we have in the field Argives, Mantineans,

Athenians, and the prime of the islanders, on what grounds ought

1 " "Wo are all engaged in one common cause, and the sight of each

other should mutually encourage us." Arnold. As ol Trupecftev seems
to refer to the whole force, and not to the general only who was address-

ing them, xpwQ*11 raust be taken in a sense sufficiently wide to include

both the speaker and his hearers.
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we not, with allies so brave and numerous, to entertain every
one a strong- hope of victory ? especially as we are

opposed to

men who ace-d^iendilig.tlieinselvcs in a promiscuous crowd, and
not chosen troops, as we are; and, moreover, against Siceliots,

who despise us indeed, but will not receive our attack, because

they have less skill in arms than boldness. Let this thought, too,
be entertained by each of you ;

that we are far from our own
land, and with no friendly country near us, but such as your-
selves win by fighting. And so I offer to you an admonition,
the very reverse of the exhortation which our enemies are, I

well know, addressing to each other. For they are urging,
that the battle will be for their country; j.ut J, that it. will be

fought in what is not our country, but where you must con-

'quer, o iy get away; for their cavalry will press upon
iis in great numbers. Remembering, then, your own high char-

acter, make a spirited attack on your opponents, and regaid

your present necessity and difficulties as more formidable than
the enemy."

69. Nicias delivered this address, and immediately led on
his troops. As for the Syracusans, they were not expecting
to engage at present, and some of them, as their city was elese

at hand, had actually gone away to it; and these, although

they went to the aid of their comrades in haste, and at a lull

run, were too late [to take their proper place in the r;:nks],
but posted themselves as each one came up to the main body.
For in truth they were not deficient in zeal, or in timing,
neither in this battle, nor in the others

;
but though not infe-

rior in courage, so far as their military science served, yet in

consequence of that failing them, they reluctantly ;,b;in<!oiied

their resolution also. <^liou^l)JL_ther(-!ore, as 1 have said, they
d]d nob imagine -that, the, Athenians would be the first to

make an attack, und although (hey were, compelled to defend

themsolvco on ft short warning, they took up their arms, and
them. And in the first place.

the Stone-throwers, and slingers, and archers on each side be-

gan skirmishing, and successively routed each other, as light

troops might be expected to do. Then there were piiesi.s

bringing forward the usual victims for sacrifice, and trumpel-

irring on the heavy-armed to the charge. And so they

advanced; the Syracusans, to fight for their country, and
their own personal safety at present, and freedom in *'uture;
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lli.- Athenians, on the side of their opponent/*, to fight for

another people's l:m<l, that they might \\iii it as tlu-ir own;
and t> avoid weakening their own hv defeat the Arrives and

the independent allies, to join them in securing the objects

'hey had conn- lor, and by means of victory to look again on

the country that \vas already theirs while the subject allies

showed a ready zeal, most of all, for their immediate -

which was hopeless unless they conquered ; then,,as a secondary
eonsideraiion, for the chance of serving on easier term-, in con-

sequence of having assisted to reduce a fresh country under the

Athenian dominion.

70. When they had come to close combat, they withstood each

other's attacks for a long time. And there happened to come on

at once both thunder, and lightning, and heavy rain: so that

to those who were fighting for the first time, and had had very
little acquaintance with war, even this helped to increase their

fear; while to the more experienced pai;y these occurrences

appeared to be produced simply by the season of the year, but

the tact of their opponents not being defeated caused far

greater alarm. But when the Argives had first driven in the

let't wing of the Syracusans, and after them the Athenians had

repulsed those opposed to them, the rest of the Syracusan army
was now also broken and put to flight. The Athenians did not

pursue them to any great distance (for the Syracusan horse,
which was numerous and unbroken, kept them in check, and

:argrncr tk''Ji* heavy infant:
1

}-,
wherever they saw any

pursuing in advance of the rest,- 4*ov-e- them- -back again).
However they followed them in a body as far as was safe, and
then returned again, and erected a trophy. The Syrac'.isans,
o-i the other hand, having collected themselves again on the

lleloiine road, and put themselves in as good order ;;s present
circumstances would permit, sent, notwithstanding their defeat,

a garrison to the Olympieum, fearing that the Athenians might
take some of the treasures that were (here; while the i

them returned into the city.

71. The Athenians, however, did not go to the temple, but

after carrying tln-ir own dead together, and laying them on a

funeral pile, passed the, night on the ground. The next day
they restored to the Syracnsans their d-ad, under a truce

(there had fallen, of them and their allies, about two hundred
and sixty), and collected the bones of their own (about fifty
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of themselves and their allies having been killed), and with

the spoils of the enemy sailed back to Catana. For it was

winter, and they thought it impossible at present to cany on
war before Syracuse, till they had sent for cavalry from

Athens, and also raised some from their allies in the country,
to avoid being utterly defeated by the enemy's horse. They
wished too, at the same time, to collect money in the island,

and to get a supply-from Athens; as also to win over some of

the cities to their cause, which they hoped would more readily
listen to them after the battle

;
and to provide themselves with

corn and every thing else they might require, with a view to

attacking Syracuse in the spring.
72. They, then, with these intentions sailed off to Naxos

and Catana, for the winter. The Syracusans, on the other hand,
after burying their dead, held an assembly. And now came
forward to them Hermocrates son of Hermon, a man at once

second to none in general intelligence, and who had proved him-
self able in war through his experience, and a person of signal

bravery. He encouraged them and told them " not to submit

in consequence of what had happened ;
for it was not their

spirit that was vanquished, but their want of discipline that

had been so injurious. They had not, however, been so much
inferior to their enemies as might have been expected; espe-

cially since they had been matched against the first of the

Greeks mere amateurs,
1

so to speak, against regular work-

men. They had also been much hurt by the great number
of their generals and the multiplicity of orders (for their

generals were fifteen in number), and also by the tumultuous

insubordination of the troops in general. But should only a

few men of experience be elected generals, and prepare their

heavy-armed force for serving during that winter, by furnish-

ing with arms those who did not possess any, in order that

they might be as numerous as possible, and by compelling
them to attend to their training also

; they would, he said, in

all probability have the advantage over their enemies; since

courage they already possessed, and discipline for the execu-

tion of their measures would thus have been acquired. For

:

Or, as Bloomfield renders it,
" raw-hands.'

7 See his note. Poppo
rends ^i-ij)i>-i\\-rnr, and renders the passage,

"
Quod cum iis qui priiui

Graecorum peritia (rei militaris) essent, idiotse, propemodum dix^rim

operarii, pugnassent."
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both these things would improve ;
their discipline being prac-

ticed in the midst of dangers; and their courage growing
more confident than ever from being accompanied l>y the as-

surance of science. They ought, then, to elect their generals
both few in number and invested with absolute authority ;

tak-

ing to them the oath,
*
that assuredly they would allow them

to command as they might think best.' For so what ought to

be kept secret would be more effectually concealed
;
and every

thing else would be prepared in due order and without listening
to any excuses."

73. The Syracusans, after hearing this speech, voted every

thing as he advised
;
and elected Hermocrates himself as gen-

eral, with Heraclides son of Lysimachus, and Sicanus son of

-tes, these three. They also dispatched envoy- t<>

Corinth and Lacedaemon
;
that an allied force might join them,

and that they might persuade the Lacedaemonians, for their

benefit, to carry on the war with the Athenians more decidedly,

by open measures
;
that either they might be compelled to re-

turn from Sicily, or might less easily send fresh succors to their

army now there.

74. As for the Athenian forces at Catana, they sailed im-

mediately to M^.-:in:i, in expectation of its being betrayed to

them. But the intrigues that were being carried on did not

come to any thing. For Alcibiades, when he was now sum-
moned home, and had left his command, knowing that he
would be outlawed, gave information of the intended move-

ment, to which he was privy, to the friends of the Syracusans
in Messana ;

and they had both previously put to death the

men implicated in it, and at that time such as were on the same

side, breaking out into sedition, and taking up arms, prevailed
so far as to prevent their admitting the Athenians. When
they, therefore, after staying ten days, were suffering from the

severe weather, had no provisions, and found none of their plans
succeed", they retired to Naxos, and having made a palisade
round their encampment, took up their winter quarters there.

They also sent a trireme to Athens for both money and cavalry,
to join them in the spring.

75. The Syracusans, on their part, both built in the

course of the winter a wall to their
city, along the whole

quarter looking toward Epipolre, including the Temeni

prevent their being circumvallated so easily as they would
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with a less circuit, in case of their being defeated; and also

fortified Megara as an out-post, and another in the Olym-
pieum. They fixed palisades, too, along the edge of the sea,
at all points where there were facilities for landing. And
as they knew that the Athenians were wintering at Naxos,

they marched in full force to Catana, and both ravaged part,

of their hind, and after burning the tents and encampment of

the Athenians, returned home. Hearing, moreover, that the

Athenians were sending an embassy to Camarina, on the

strength of that alliance concluded under Laches, to try if by
any means they might win them over to their side, the Syra-
cusans also sent a counter-embassy. For they had suspicions
of the Camarinaeans, both that they had not sent heartily what

they sent to join in the first battle
;
and that for the future

they would not wish to assist them any more, since they saw
that the Athenians had been successful in the engagement,
but would be persuaded to join the invaders on the strength
of their former friendship. On the arrival therefore at Cama-
rina of Ilermocrates and some others from Syracuse, and of

Euphemus and others from the Athenians, an assembly of tho

Camarinajans having been convened, Ilermocrates, wishing to

prejudice them beforehand against the Athenians, addressed
them as follows:

76. "
It was not, Camarinaeans, from any fear of your being

terrified at the present forces of the Athenians that we came
on this embassy, but rather from apprehension that the words
which would be spoken by them before you heard any thing
from us might prevail upon you. For they are come to Sicily
on the pretext, indeed, which you hear, but with the purpose
which we all suspect ; and, in my opinion, they are wishing,
not to restore the Leontines to their home, but to eject us from

ours. For surely it is not consistent that they should de-

populate the cities in Greece, but re-settle those in Sicily ;

and that they should care for the Leontines, who are Chalc;-

dians, because of their connection with them, but keep in

slavery the ( 'halcidians in Knlxea, from whom these ar-- a

colony. J>ut the method is the same, by which they both

trained possession of those places, and are attempting to do so

with these. For after they had been appointed leaders, by
the free ciroic.e both of the lonians and <>f all who were of

Athenian origin, for the purpose of taking vengeance on the
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Mede
; by charging some of them with failure in military serr-

ice, others with mutual hostilities, and others on any specious

plr.-i
which iln-y

si-\. Tally liad to urge, they reduced them to

ion. And so they did not withstand the Mode for tli-

f lilwrty neither these men for that of the Greeks, nor

the Greeks for their own but the former did it to enslave

the Greeks to themselves, instead of to the Mede
;
the latter, to

get a now master, one not more unwise, but more wise for evil.

77. "But, open as the Athenian state is to accusation, wo
are not come at the present time to prove before those who
know this already, in how many respects it is committing in-

justice ; l>ut much rather to censure ourselves, because, with

the warnings given us by the Greeks in those quarters, how

they were enslaved through not assisting one another, and
with the same sophisms being now practiced on ourselves

their re-mstatement of their Leontine kinsmen, and suc-

cors to their Segestan allies wo will not unite together, and
show them that the people here are no lonians, or Hellespontinos
and islanders, who are always passing to a new master, either

the Mede or some one else, and still kept in slavery, but free

Dorians from the independent Poleponnese now living in

Sicily. Or do we wait till we have separately been subdued,

city by city ? knowing, as we do, that in this way only are we
vincible

;
and seeing them have recourse to this method,

so as to set some of us at variance with words
;
to set others at

war through hope of finding allies
;
and to injure others by

saying something flattering to them, as they severally can.

Ami <!<> we then think, that if our distant fellow-countryman is

destroyed before us, the danger will not come to each of our-

selves also, but that he who suffers before us keeps his misfor-

tune to himself?

78. "If, again, the thought has presented itself to any one,
that although the Syraeusans are hostile to the Athenians, he

hiinsolf is not
;
and if he consider it a hardship to incur dan-

for our country, let him reflect that it is not for ours

especially, but in like manner for his own also that he will

fight in ours; and that he will do it with proportionately
greater safety, inasmuch as he will not enter on the struggl*

after we have been first ruined, but with us for allies, and no',

left by himself. And let him consider that the wish of til*

Athenians is, not to chastise our enmity, but, making us their
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excuse, to secure no less his own friendship.
1

If, moreover,

any one envies us, or is afraid of us (for to both these feel-

ings are more powerful states exposed), and for this ivnson

wishes Syracuse to be brought down, that we may be taught

moderation, but yet for his own safety's sake would have it

escape destruction, he indulges a wish beyond the limit of hu-

man power. For it is not possible for the same man to be

alike the arbiter of his own desire and of fortune. And
should he fail in his views, then, while lamenting'' Ms own

misfortunes, he might, perhaps, some time or other, wish again
to envy our advantages. But that will be impossible if he

abandon us, and will not take his part in the same perils ;

which are incurred, not for names, but for realities
;

for though

nominally he would preserve our power, he would really secure

his own safety. And it was reasonable that you especially,

Camarinaeans, who live on our borders, and are the next to incur

the danger, should have provided for this, and not have joined
us remissly, as you are now doing ;

but rather that you should

yourselves have come to us
;
and what you would have entreat-

ed, while calling us to your aid, if the Athenians had first come

against Camarina, that ought you now, on the same principle,
to have come and urged on us an exhortation, that we should

on no point submit. But neither have ye, hitherto, nor the

rest, bestirred yourselves for these objects.
79. "But through cowardice, perhaps, you will study what

is just, both toward us and toward the invaders, and allege

that there is an alliance between you and the Athenians. Yes,

but you did not conclude that to the injury of your friends,

but in case any of your enemies might attack you ;
and to

assist the Athenians, surely, when they were wronged by
others, and not when they were themselves wronging their

neighbors, as they are now. For not even do the Khegians,

although of Chalcidian extraction, consent to join in the re-

instatement of the Chalcidian Leontines. And it is a strange

thing if they, suspecting the real meaning of this line pretense,
are wise without any reason to oiler for their conduct, while

you, with a reasonable
3

plea to urge, choose to assist vour na-

1
i. e., so to reduce the power of every state in tho island, Hint none

shall have any alternative but to remain tho faithful allies of Ath

Arnold.
2

dAo0updftV,] or, as Pontus and Poppo take it,

" lamented."

ev/loyw Trpo0dffc.] EMoyoc is so constantly used to signify what
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tural enemies, and, in concert with your bitterest foes, to ruin

men who are still more your natural connections. Nay that is

not just ;
but rather, to assist us, and not to be afraid of their

armament. For it is not formidable if we all take our stair I

toif.-ther; but only if, on the contrary, we are separated from

each other, which they are so anxious to effect : since even

v.heu they came against us alone, and were victorious in bat-

tle, they did not achieve what they wished, but quickly went

away again.
80.

"
Surely then, if we were united, it were not reasonable

for us to be disheartened : but we ought to enter more heartily
into alliance, especially as succors will join us from the Pelo-

ponnese also, the inhabitants of which are altogether superior to

these men in military matters. And no one should think

that forethought of yours to be fair to us, while it is safe for

you ; I mean your assisting neither party, as being allies of

both. For it is not fair in fact, as it is in profession. For if

it be through your not siding with us that both the sufferer is

defeated and the conqueror gains the victory, what else do ye
but refuse, by the self-same standing aloof, to aid the one party
for their preservation, and to prevent the other from behaving

basely ? And yet it were honorable for you, by joining those

who are injured, and at the same time your own kinsmen, to

guard the common interest of Sicily, and not to permit the

Athenians, your friends forsooth, to do wrong. In short, we

Syrac.usans say, that it is of no use to afford certain informa-

tion, either to you or to the rest, about what you know your-

selves, as well as we
;
but we entreat you, and at the same

time protest, if we do not prevail on you, that we are plotted

against by lonians, who are always our enemies, while we are

betrayed by you, Dorians by Dorians. And if the Athenians

reduce us to subjection, though it is by your decisions that

they will gain the victory, it is in their own name that they
will enjoy the honor; and they will receive no other prize
for the victory than those men who put the victory into their

hands. If, on the other hand, we are the conquerors, you will

really is reasonable, in opposition to ri'-nf-i/c, what only appears to be

so, that I can not agree with Arnold and Poppo, who give a different

sense to it in this passage ;
the former rendering it

" with a seeming
reasonable pretext ;" the latter,

" utentes probabili (seu speciosii) ex-
cusationo (qua vestram rationem tueamini)."
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also have to submit to the punishment due to the authors of

our dangers. Consider, then, and choose at once, either imme-
diate slavery without any peril, or the chance of gaining the

victory with us, and so avoiding a disgraceful submission

to these men as your masters, as also of escaping our enmity,
which would be of no trivial kind."

81. Hermocrates spoke to this effect; and after him, Eu-

phemus, the Athenian embassador, as follows :

82. "Though we are come hither for the purpose of re-

newing our former alliance, yet as the Syracus-m orator lia*

attacked us on that head, we must also address you on the

subject of our empire, to show that we enjoy it on just

grounds. The strongest proof, then, of this he himself 'lias

mentioned, in his assertion that the lonians have ever been
hostile to the Dorians. And such too is the case. For we, who
are lonians, considered, with regard to the Peloponnesians,
who are Dorians, and more numerous than ourselves, and

living near us, in what way we might be least subject to them.
And after the Median invasion, having got a fleet, we released

ourselves from the empire and supremacy of the Lacedaemo-
nians

;
since they had no more

rjght
to command us than AVO

them, except so far as they were at present more powerful.
Thus having been ourselves appointed leaders of those who
were before under the king, we so continue; considering that

in this way we should least fall under the power of the JVlo-

ponnesians, by having a force with which to defend ourselves
;

and, to speak accurately, not having unjustly, either, reduced
the lonians and islanders to subjection, whom the Syraeusans

s;iy that we have enslaved, though our kinsmen. For they
came against their mother-country, against us, I mean, in

company with the Mcde
;
and could not bring themse!

revolt from him, and to sacrifice their property as we did,

when we evacuated our city but chose slavery themselves, and
to bring the, same on us also.

83. "Wherefore wo are worthy of the empire we enjoy, bo--

e;mse we supplied the most numerous ileet, and showed un-

'JOmpromising zeal in behalf of the (J reeks; and because these

Tnen, l>v so readily acting as they did, even in favor of the

M<Mle.
1

indicted injury on us; while at the same time we aim

at gaining strength against the Peloponnesians. And we
1

i, c,, of ono so utterly opposed to the good of Greece.
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no fine professions of justly enjoying dominion, either as hav-

ing by ourselves overthrown the barbarian, or as having fared

daiiirrr t'ur tlie liberty of these men, more than for that of all,

and of ourselves at the same time. For in no one is it an invidi-

ous thing to provide for his own safety. And now, having
come hither also for the sake of our own security, we see that

these same things are expedient for you likewise. And we prove
it from what these men state to our prejudice, and what you, in

your too great alarm, suspect ; knowing that those who through
i'rar are suspicious,

1

though pleased at the moment by the

charms of oratory, yet afterward attend to their real interests

in what they undertake. For we have said that we hold our

dominion there under the influence of fear, and that for the

same reason we are come to put the states here on a safe foot-

ing, in concert with our friends
;
and not to enslave them, but

rather to prevent their being so treated.

84. " And let no one suppose that we are interesting our-

selves in you without any connection existing between us
;
since

he must know that through your being preserved, and resisting

the Syracusans (being not too weak to do so), we should be

less readily hurt by their sending a force to the Peloponnesians.
In this way, then, you are connected with us in the greatest

;
and on this account too it is reasonable that we should

reinstate the Lcontines, not as subjects, like their kinsmen in

Euboea, but in as powerful a condition as possible ;
that from

their own country, living as they do close to these men's bor-

ders, they may in our behalf be annoying to them. For in

Greece we are by ourselves able to cope with our enemies ;

and the Chalcidians, after whoso subjugation the orator says
that we are inconsistently giving liberty to those here, are ad-

vantageous to us by being without any armament, and only

paying us money ;
but the people here, both the Leontinea

and our other friends, by being left as independent as pos-
sible.

85.
" To an individual, however, who has absolute power,

or to a state that holds dominion, nothing is inconsistent that

1 " Hormocrates had endeavored to excite the jealousy of the Caraar-

inoeans, by telling them, that the Athenians did but pretend to aid tho

Leontines, while their real object was tho subjugation of all Sicily.
' Such

language,' says Kuphemus, 'may possibly beguile you for the moment
;

but when you come to act, you will follow your real interests.'
" Arnold
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is profitable, nothing reckoned as kindred that does not com-
mand confidence

;
but in every case, as opportunity may

serve you must become either a foe or a friend. And in our

case, our advantage here consists in this not that we should
reduce our friends to weakness, but that, owing to the strength
of our friends, our foes should be powerless. Nor ought you to

doubt this. For even in the case of our allies in those parts,
as they are severally useful to us, so we govern them : the

Chians and Methyrnnaeans as independent, on condition of

their supplying ships ;
the greater part of them on more

stringent terms, subject to contribution of money ;
but others,

although they are islanders and easy to reduce, as allies on

terms of entire freedom, because they lie in favorable posi-
tions around the Peloponnese. So that here also it is natural

that we should regulate them with an eye to our advantage,

and, as we say, with reference to our fear of the Syracusans.
For they are aiming at dominion over you, and wish.

uniting you on the strength of your suspicions of us, them-
selves to sway the empire of Sicily, by force, or through your
forlorn condition, when we have departed without gaining our

object. And it must be so, if you unite with them; for neither

will so great a force, when united, be any longer easy for us to

manage, nor would these men want strength to deal with you,
when we were not here.

86. "And whoever does not think this to be the rase, the

very fact itself convicts him of bfing wrong. For on a former

occasion you called us to your aid by holding out to us no

other fear, than that, if we permitted you to fall under the

Syracusans, we ourselves also should be exposed to danger.
It is not right therefore now, that you should refuse to be

persuaded by that self-same argument by which you wished to

persuade us ; or that, because we are come with a larger arma-

ment, you should be suspicious of us
;
but much rather, that

you should mistrust these men. We, at least, have no power
to remain among you without your support; and even it' wo
should show ourselves base, and bring you into subjection, we
should be unable to keep you under our dominion, both on

account of the length of the voyage, and the difficulty of keep-

ing guard over cities so great in extent, and of an inland rhar-

is regards their resources. These men, on the other hand,

living near you as they do, not in a camp, but in a city far
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stronger than our force here present, are constantly plotting

against you : and when, in each particular case, they have got
an opportunity, they do not let it slip fas they have shown
both in other instances, and in that or the Leontines), and

at the present time they have the hardihood to urge you, as

though you were void of sense, against those who are pre-

venting this, and who have held up Sicily hitherto from sink-

ing under them. But we, in opposition to them, urge you to

a tar more real safety, begging you not to betray that which
is secured to both of us by each other

;
and to consider, that

while for them, even without any allies, the way to you is

always open, you will not often have a chance of defending

yourselves in conjunction with so large a force of auxiliaries
;

of which, if through your suspicions you allow it to depart,
either unsuccessful, or, perhaps, even defeated, you will wish

yet to see even a very small portion, when its presence will

no longer accomplish any thing for you.
87.

" But neither do ye, Camarinaeans, nor the rest, be per-
suaded by these men's calumnies. For we have told you the

whole truth concerning these things about which we are sus-

pected, and will still remind you briefly of them, and so try to

persuade you. We say then, that we exercise dominion over

the men in those parts to avoid being subject to another
;
but

that we liberate those who are here, to avoid being hurt by
them

;
that we are compelled to meddle with many things, be-

cause we have also many things to guard against ;
and that

we came, both now and before, as allies to those of you here,
who were being injured, not without being invited, but after

receiving an invitation. And do not ye, either as judges of

what is done by us, or as moderators, attempt to divert us

(which would now be difficult), but so far as any thing in our

meddling policy and disposition is at the same time profitable
for you, that take and make the most of it. And believe that

it is not equally injurious to all, but that to a large majority
of the Greeks it is even beneficial. For every one in every

place, even where we are not already present, both he who
thinks that he will suffer wrong, and he who is meditating to

commit it, through having a prospect ever closer at hand, the

one of obtaining help from us against his injurer, the other, that

if we come, they
1 run the risk of not being free from alarm, both,

1 I see no reason, either for changing udce?f into udccf , as Dobree and
19
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I say, are alike compelled, the one, to be moderate against his

own will, the other, to be saved without his own exertion.

This security, then, which is common to all who require it,

and which is now presented to you, do not ye reject; but,

acting like others, instead of constantly guarding against the

Syracusans, now unite with us, and take at length your equal
share in plotting against them."

88. To this eftect spoke Euphemus. Now the Camari-
naeaus had felt on the subject as follows : Toward the Athe-
nians they were well inclined, except so far as they might
think that they would subjugate Sicily, but with the Syra-
cusans they had always, in the spirit of borderers, been at

variance. Being, however, more afraid of the Syracusans,
who were close at hand, lest they might even without their

assistance gain the ascendency, they both sent them in the first

instance that small body of horse, and determined for the fu-

ture to do more actual service for the Syracusans (though as

sparingly as possible) ;
but for the present, that they might not

seem to show less respect for the Athenians since they had
even proved the stronger in the battle they resolved to give
a verbal answer that should be fair to both parties. Having,
therefore, adopted this counsel, they answered,

" That since

mutual hostilities were being carried on by parties who were
both in alliance with them, they thought it to be most con-

sistent with their oaths to aid neither party for the present."
And so the ambassadors on each side returned.

The Syracusans were now preparing their forces for war,
while the Athenians encamped at Naxos were negotiating with

the Sicels, to get as many as possible to join them. Now such of

f,he Sicels as lived more on the plains, and who were subject to

the Syracusans, in most cases stood aloof from them
;
but those

who occupied the interior, their homes having bei'oiv this al-

ways been independent, immediately, with a very few ex-

ceptions, sided with the Athenians, and carried down corn for

the army, and in some cases money also. Against those who
did not come over to them the Athenians made an expedition,
and compelled some, but were prevented from compelling others,

by the Syracusan's sending them garrisons, and coming to their

aid. Having moved their station for the winter from Naxos

Arnold wish to do, or for taking the word with an active signification

though it may possibly be so used sometimes.
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to Catena, and having raised again the camp which had been

burned down by the Syracusans, tlicv remained there the

f that season. Tliey sent at this time a trireme to

Carthago with proposals of friendship, on the chance of their

obtaining any help, and another to Tyrrhenia, ns some of its ci-

ties had of their own accord offered to join them in the war.

They also dispatched messengers about to the Sicels, and like-

wise to Segesta, desiring that they would forward to them as

many horses as possible; while they also prepared for the cir-

curnuallation bricks, iron, and all other requisites, intending
tocoinmerce hostilities in the spring. The Syracusan em-

bassadors, on the other hand, who had been dispatched to

Corinth and Lacedaemon, both endeavored, as they coasted

along, to persuade the Greeks of Italy not to look with in-

difference on the proceedings of the Athenians, since they
were aimed equally at themselves, and when they were come
to Corinth, delivered an address to them, begging for assist-

ance on the ground of their connection. The Corinthians im-

mediately, in the first place, themselves voted to assist them
with the greatest zeal, and then sent envoys with them to La-

cedaemon, to join in persuading that people also both to carry
on the war with the Athenians more openly at home, and to

send succors to Sicily. Accordingly the embassadors from

Corinth came to Lacedaemon, and Alcibiades also, with his

fellow-exiles, who had crossed straightway on board a vessel

of burden from Thuria to Cyllene, in the Elean territory, in

the first instance, and then afterward, when the Lacedaemo-

nians themselves had sent for him, proceeded to Lacedaemon

under treaty ;
for he was afraid of them, owing to the part he

had token in the Mantinean business. And the result was,

that in the Lacedaemonian assembly the Corinthians, the Syra-

cu^ins, and Alcibiades, by urging the same request, prevailed
on the people there. But when the ephors and the authorities,

though they purposed sending embassadors to Syracuse, to

urge them to make no terms with the Athenians, were not dis-

posed to assist them, Alcibiades came forward, and exasperated
and instigated the Lacedaemonians by addressing them as

follows:

89.
"
It is necessary that I should first address you on the

subject of the prejudice felt against me, that you may not,

through your suspicions, attend to me the less on matters of
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public interest. When, then, our ancestors' had, on the

ground of some quarrel or other, renounced their connection

with you as your proxeni, I myself, from a wish to resume it,

paid attentions to you, both in other respects, and in tlu case

of your misfortune at Pylus.
'

And when I continued thus

zealous, you, at the time you were concluding peace with the

Athenians, conferred influence on my enemies, by negotiating

through them, but brought dishonor on me. For these

reasons it was with justice that you received harm at my
hands, both when I turned to the Mantmeans and Arrives,
and on whatever other occasion I opposed you. And now,
if there be any one who at that time, while he was suffering,
was unfairly angry with me, let him look at the question in

the true light, and be led to a different conviction. Or if there

be any one who formed a worse opinion of me, because I

rather attached myself to the popular party, let him not on this

ground, either, suppose that he was with good reason offended

at me. For we have always been foes to tyrants ;
and all

that are opposed to the dominant faction are called by the

name of '

people.' It was from this, then, that our taking the

lead of the populace continued
;
and besides, as the state was

under a dernocratical government, it was necessary on most oc-

casions to follow the existing order of things. However, Aye

endeavored to be more moderate in politics than suited the,

intemperate spirit which had before prevailed. But there

were others, both in times of old and now, who led on the

multitude to more evil courses the very party which also

banished me. But in our case it was the whole body of the,

people that we headed; thinking it right to assist in pre-

serving that form of government under which the country
was most great and free, and which we had received. For

with regard to democracy, all of us who had any sense knew
what it was; and I myself, perhaps, better than any one, "in

1
rj/jLuvJ] Arnold accounts for the use of tho plural here and in other

parts of tho chapter by supposing the speaker to join with himself somo
n-lat.ions, as well as personal friends, who had been banished with him.

2 oat,> Km '/.i>iA<i/>r'/natui.\ I have iriven what appears to be the in

of tin's passage; though it is doubtful whether it can be extracted from

the irreek as it now stands. Arnold supposes that "some words have

f'>re /oifi'ipi/vaiiit, so that the words ovdevbc uv xtipor prop-
'.>ii to that verb, and after <'>m

;
> KUI there should be supplied

v I'ITT' avT?/c jjdiKTj/uai." But this is perhaps a more ingenious than
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proportion as I could also abuse it more. But of an acknowl-

edged absurdity nothing new could be said
;
and yet to put it

aside did not appear to us safe, while you, as our enemies,
were so closely besetting us.

90. "With regard then to your prejudices against me,
such were the facts : but with regard to what you must de-

liberate upon, and I, on whatever point I am better informed,
must advise, now learn from me. We sailed to Sicily, in the

first place, to subdue the Siceliots, if we could
;
after them, again,

the Italiots
;
and then also to make an attempt on the dominion

of the Carthaginians, and on their own city. If either all or most

of these schemes proved successful, then we intended to attack

the Peloponnese, after bringing here the united force of the

Greeks that had joined us in those parts, taking many barba-

rians into our pay both Iberians and others of those nations,

confessedly the most warlike
1
barbarians at the present day

and building many triremes in addition to what we have

(since Italy contains timber in abundance). Blockading the

Peloponnese with these round its coasts, and at the same time

attacking it with our soldiers on the land side, after taking
some of the cities by storm, and walling in others, we hoped
with ease to reduce it

;
and after that to enjoy the sovereignty

of the whole Grecian race. And as for money and provisions,
to render each of these measures more practicable, the newly-

safe correction. I had myself conjectured, before I found that Bloomfield

had done the same, that Kai might be a corruption of /car, a contraction

which occurs ch. 92. 4 ; and this very slight change is perhaps sufficient

to remedy the evil. Though -yi-yvuaKOL^t
is probably understood with

uv in the preceding clause, I can not think that it could ever have been

expressed, as Bloomfield propost-s to do
;
at least not in the position which

he would give to it, immediately after Aoidoprjacu/ui, thus giving by the

concurrence of the two optatives a most unmusical termination to the

paragraph. With regard to the word oaw, it seems doubtful whether it

is to be considered as qualifying a comparative understood, as the com-
mentators suppose, or as used absolutely, as in some other passages of

our author, signifying "inasmuch as;" e. g., chap. 92. 4, KUV 0tAoc >v

Luavuq u^e^oirjv, dau TO. fj.lv 'A/hjvaiuv oMa, rci 6' v^trepa ijKa^ov. If the

former be the real construction, it is possible that the whole expression,

ov<5evof 'lv %eipov, was intended to be supplied from the preceding clause
;

and so there would be no necessity for even the slight alteration of a

into KUV.
1

Ma^i,u6>ruroi;r.] Poppo reads paxi/iuTuTuv,
"
of the barbarians con-

fessedly the most warlike," etc.,
"
which," says Arnold,

"
undoubtedly

affords an easier sense."
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acquired places in those quarters would by themselves supply

sufficient, independently of our revenues from these parts.
91.

"
Thus, then, concerning the expedition which has now

sailed, you have heard its objects from the man who knows with

tha greatest accuracy what we purposed by it : and the generals
who still remain there will, if they are able, carry them out

in the same way. But that the people there will not escape
their attack, unless you succor them, you must now learn.

The Siceliots indeed, although untrained, might still even now

gain the victory, if united in one body. But the Syracus-
ans alone, defeated as they have already been in battle with

all their forces, and hemmed in by sea at the same time, will

be unable to hold out against the Athenian armament now
there. And if that city is taken, the whole of Sicily also is

in their possession, and Italy, too, straightway ;
and the danger

which I just now mentioned as impending from that quarter,
would in no long time fall upon you. Let no one then think

that he is deliberating about Sicily filone, but about the Pelo-

ponnese also, unless you quickly adopt these measures
; unless,

I mean, you send thither on board ship such a body of troops,

as, after working their own passage, shall immediately act as

heavy infantry ;
and also, what I consider to be still more serv-

iceable than troops, a Spartan as commander, both to disci-

pline their present forces, and to compel those who are unwill-

ing to serve. For so the friends you already have will feel the

greater confidence, and those who are doubting between the

two sides will more fearlessly join yours. You must also carry
on hostilities here in a more decisive manner; that the Syra-

cnsans, convinced that you take an interest in them, may offer

the greater resistance
;
and that the Athenians may the less

easily send reinforcements to their troops. And for that purpose
you must fortify Decelea, in Attica

;
a blow of which the Athen-

ians have always been most afraid, and the only one which they
think they have not experienced in the. present war. And in that

way would one most surely hurt his enemies, if, acting on certain

information, he should inflict upon them those things which lie

knows them to fear most : for it is but reasonable thai every peo-

ple should know most accurately its own dangers, and fear them

accordingly. But with regard to the difficulties which, while

you benefit, yourselves, you will create for your opponents by
thus fortifying the place, though I pass over many, I will
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briefly mention the chief. "Whatever then the country is

stocked with, the greater part will come to you, either through

being captured, or of their own accord.
1

They will also at

once be deprived of their revenues from the silver mines at

Laiiriuni, with the advantages they now derive from their

land and their courts of justice ;

2

but, especially, of the revenue

f.'om the allies, which will be less regularly paid by them,
when they consider that the war on your part is now vigor-

ously prosecuted, and so think lightly of them. To have each

of these things done with greater speed and spirit rests with

you, Lacedemonians
;
for that they are possible I am very

confident, and I do not think that I shall be proved to have

been mistaken.

92. " And now, I beg that I may not bo the worse thought
of by any among you, because I am now strenuously attacking

my country with its bitterest enemies, though I formerly had
a reputation for patriotism ;

and that my words may not be

suspected on the score of an exile's forwardness. For though
I am an exile, as regards the villainy of those who banished

rne, I am not one, as regards assistance to you, if you will be

persuaded by me ;
and the party hostile to me was not you,

who only hurt your foes, but rather they who compelled their

friends to become their foes. My patriotism, too, I keep not

at a time when I am being wronged,
8 but only while I enjoyed

my civil rights in security. Nor do I consider myself to be

going against what is still my country, but much rather to be

recovering that country which is mine no more. And the

patriot, in the true sense, is not that man who, when he has

unjustly lost his country, abstains from aggression upon it,

1 -ii ff avru/uara.] i. e., the slaves, which I believe to be chiefly alluded

to by the expression o/f # X^Pa Ka-fCKevaarai (see note on ch. 17. 3),

though it may also include, as Arnold supposes, cattle, sheep, farm-

houses, trees, and other articles of dead as well as live stock.
2

6tKaaT7]piuv.~\ i.
e.,

in various fees and fines
;
on which, see Boeckh

Publ. (Econ. 1. p. 250.
3 iv u.] Or, as Arnold renders it, "in a state where," etc.

;
but the ex-

pression is much more commonly significant of time than of condition.

Compare I. 39, Qvc XMV " re do^aXlorarot f/aav, Tore Trpoaievai, nai pj)

iv $ f/fJ-Eic fj.ev rjdiK.rifj.eda ovroi 6 KtvAovevovat, /zr/d' iv w vfielq airia^ rd

laov cre, Truhai <5e, K. T. A. There is, however, so close a connection
between the ideas of a particular period and of the circumstances by
which it is characterized, that it is sometimes of comparatively little im-

portance which of the two is supposed to be expressed.
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but he who, because of his longing for it, endeavors by all

means to regain it. Thus, as far as I am concerned, I beg
you, Lacedaemonians, fearlessly to command my services, both
for danger and trouble of every kind

; knowing that argument
which is advanced by all, namely, that if as your enemy I did

you very great harm, I might also as your friend do you groat
service

;
inasmuch as I know the plans of the Athenians,

while I only guessed yours. I beg, too, that on your own part

also, being convinced that you are consulting about your
greatest interests, you will not shrink from the expedition
both against Sicily and Attica

;
that by joining them with a

small part of your forces, you may at once preserve the great
states in Sicily, and overthrow the present and future power
of the Athenians; and may afterward live in security your-

selves, and enjoy a voluntary supremacy over the whole of

Greece, resting not on force but on affection."

93. Such was the address of Alcibiades. The Lacedaemon-

ians, who of themselves were previously intending to make an

expedition against Athens, but were still acting with delay
and circumspection, were far more determined when he had
informed them of these several particulars, and when they
considered that they had heard them from the man who had
most certain knowledge of them. So that they now turned

their thoughts to the fortification of Decelea, and to immediately

sending some assistance to the Sicilians. Having appointed
there-fore Clearidas to the command of the Syracusans, they in-

structed him to deliberate with that people and the Corinth-

ians, and to provide for succors reaching them on as large a

scale, and with as much speed, as present circumstances per-
mitted. Accordingly he desired the Corinthians to send him
at once two ships to Asine, and to let the rest, as many as they

purposed sending, be equipped and in readiness to sail, when
the proper time came. Having arranged these points, they
returned from Lnced;cmon.

Now, too, arrived the Athenian trireme from Sicily, which

the generals had sent for money and cavalry. And when the

Athenians had heard their request, they resolved to send both

the supplies for their armament and the cavalry. And so the

winter ended, and the seventeenth year of this war, of which

Thucydides wrote the history.
94. At the very commencement of the spring of the next
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summer, the Athenians in Sicily put out from Catana, and

coasted along toward the Sicilian Megara, from which the

Syracusaus, in the time of their tyrant Gelo (as I have before

mentioned), drove out the inhabitants, and themselves con-

tinue to occupy the territory. Having landed therefore, they

ravaged the country ;
and after going against a fort of the

Syracusans without taking it, they again proceeded both with

their laud force and ships to the river Terias, and advancing

inland, botli laid waste the plain, and fired the com. After

falling in with a small body of the Syracusans, killing some of

them, and erecting a trophy, they returned to their ships.

When they had sailed back to Catana, and supplied themselves

with provisions there, they went with their whole force against

Centotripa, a town of the Sicels, and returned after getting

possession of it by capitulation, burning at the same time the

corn of the Inessaeans and Hyblseans. On their arrival at Ca-

tana, they found the horsemen come from Athens, two hundred

and fifty
in number, without their horses, but with their equip-

ments in expectation of horses being provided there, with

thirty mounted archers, and three hundred talents of silver.

95. The same summer the Lacedemonians also marched

against Argos, and went as far as Cleona3, but, on the occur-

rence of an earthquake, returned. The Argives, after this,

made an incursion into the Thyrean country, which lies on
their borders, and took much booty from the Lacedaemonians,
which was sold for no less than five and twenty talents.- The
commons of the Thespians also, this same summer, and not

long after what has been mentioned, having attacked those in

office among them, did not get the better
;
but Theban suc-

cors having arrived, some of them were made prisoners, and

others fled the country and went to Athens.

96. The Syracusans, the same summer, hearing that the

cavalry had joined the Athenians, and that they were about to

march against them, and thinking that unless the Athenians

were masters of EpipolaB, a precipitous tract, and lying right
above their city, they could not, even if defeated in battle,

be easily circumvallated, they determined to guard the ap-
1 T^c ifpoaftaottf ai'irwf.] i. e., tho openings in the cliff at different

points by which the ridge might bo ascended, and particularly the ascent

by Kurycius." Arnold. On the topography of Syracuse, and the mili-

tary operations before it, see his excellent Memoir in his third volume;
as well as the other authorities quoted by Poppo in his note on ch. 98. 2.

19*
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proaches to it, that the enemy might not gain the heights
without their observation

;
for no other way could they, as

they thought, effect it. For the rest of the position rises

high, sloping down to the city, and being all visible within it :

and so it is called by the Syracusans, from lying above the rest,
"
Epipolae," [or

"
Overton"]. They then went out at day-break

with all their forces into the meadow along the course of the

river Anapus (Hermocrates and his colleagues having just come
into office as their generals), and held a review of their heavy-
armed, having first selected from those troops a chosen body
of six hundred, under the command ~*

TMnmillll. an exile from

Audio?.. to bo n guard for Epipolge ?
and quickly__jL muster

and present themselves for whatever other service they might
be required.

97. The Athenians, on the other hand, held a review the

day following this night, having already, unobserved by them,
made the coast with all their armament from Catana, opposite
a place called Leon, about six or seven stades from Epipola3,
and having landed their soldiers, and brought their ships to

anchor at Thapsus ;
where there is a peninsula running out into

the sea, with a narrow isthmus, being not far from the city of

Syracuse, either by land or by water. The naval armament
of the Athenians lay quiet at Thapsus, having thrown a stock-

ade across the peninsula; but the land forces proceeded at full

speed to EpipolaB, and had time to ascend it, on the side of

Euryelus, before the Syracusans, on perceiving it, could come
to them from the meadow and the review. They caino, how-

ever, against them, both the rest, as quickly as each could, and

Diomilus, with his six hundred : but they had a distance of

not less than five and twenty stades to go, before they came

up to them from the meadow. Falling on them therefore,

under these circumstances, in considerable disorder, and being
defeated in an engagement at Epipolffi, the. Syracusans re-

turned into the city, Diomilus being killed, and about three

hundred of the rest. After this, the Athenians having el

a trophy, and restored to the Syracusans their dead under a

truce, came down the next day to the city itself; but when

o, Kfii f>.n.0ov. K. r.
/..] "They had landed their men during

tin; niirht, and hud thru stationed their ships at Thapsus; while the

soldiers, as soon as it was light, after a brief muster of their force, hast-

ened to ascend to the Hog's Back b 'hind Knipola;." Arnold.
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they did not come out against them, they returned, and built a

fort on Labdalum, on the highest point of the cliffs of Epipola?,

looking toward Megara, to be n magazine for their baggage
and treasures, whenever they advanced either to fight or to

work at the wall.

98. Not long after, there came to them from Segesta three

hundred cavalry, and about a hundred from the Sicels, Naxians,
and some others, while there were already two hundred and

fifty
from Athens, for whom they had received some horses

from the Segestans and Catanseans, and had bought others
;

so that altogether a body of six hundred and
fifty cavalry was

mustered. Having established a garrison in Labdalum, the

Athenians advanced to Syca, where they posted themselves,
and built with all speed the central point of their wall of

circumvallation.
1

They struck the Syracusans with consterna-

tion by the rapidity of their building; and consequently
they resolved to march out against them and give them battle

;

and not allow them to proceed with the work. When they
were now being drawn up in battle-array against each other,
the Syracusan generals, perceiving that their forces were broken,
and did not easily fall into line, led them back again into the

city, excepting sqme part of their cavalry. These, staying be-

hind, prevented the Athenians from carrying their stones, or

dispersing to any great distance; until one tribe
2
of the Athe-

nian heavy-armed, with all their cavalry, charged and routed

the Syracusan horse, killed some of them, and erected a trophy
for this cavalry action.

99. The next day some of the Athenians were building the

wall to the north of the central point, while others were collecting
stones and timber, and laying them along the line, to the point
called Trogilus ; keeping in the direction in which their wall of

1

lTti%ioav rbv Kti/cAoi;.] To avoid appearing to assert that tlie whole
lino of circumvallation was at once completed, I have rendered xik/W
in this passage by one of the terms applied to it in Arnold's note

;
where

he says that " 6 KVK%OC which is spoken of as finished, was on the ono
hand a part of the circumvallation, but was also a complete work in it-

self something, that is, of an intrenched camp, which was to be the

point of junction and key of the two lines which were to run respect-

ively to the sea by Trogilus, and to the great harbor," etc.
" We learn from Herodotus, VI. 111. 2, that the soldiers belonging 1o

the different tribes at Athens, were not mixed together in an engage-
ment, but were kept separate ;

an arrangement which appears from ch.

100. 1, to have been observed by the Syracusans also.
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circumvallation would be completed in the shortest distance from
the great harbor to the sea. The Syracusans meanwhile, at

the suggestion of Hermocrates, more than of their other gen-

erals, were no longer disposed to run the risk of general actions

with the Athenians, but thought it better to build a counter-

wall in the direction in which they intended to carry their

works
; thinking that if they anticipated them with this, there

would be an interruption to their lines
;
and that, if at that time

they should come to oppose them, they themselves would send
a part of thHr forces against them, and have time to occupy the

approaches beforehand with their palisade, while the Athenians
would cease from their work, and all turn their attention to

them. They went out, therefore, and proceeded, to build be-

ginning from their city, and carrying a cross wall below the

Athenian lines, cutting down the olives of the sacred ground,
and erecting wooden towers. The ships of the Athenians had
not yet sailed round from Thapsus into the great harbor, but the

Syracusans still commanded the sea-shore, and the Athenians

conveyed their provisions from Thapsus by land.

100. When the Syracusans thought that those parts of

their counter-work which had been completed by means of

palisades and masonry were sufficient, and when 'the Atheni-
ans did not come out to stop them, as they feared that the

enemy would more easily contend with them when they were

divided, and at the same time were hurrying to complete their

own wall of circumvallation
;
the Syracusans, having left onci

tribe to guard the building, returned into the city. The

Athenians, in the mean time, destroyed their pipes .^hJk_can
under ground into thlr~City, carrying water for drinking; and

having watched vvheu the msi of tire, GyiciiUh.mH vviilVi in their

tents at mid-day, and some of them had even gone away into

the city, while those in the stockade
l were keeping but a care-

less guard, they appointed three hundred pieked men of them-

selves, and a chosen body of the light troops, armed for the

purpose, to run suddenly at full speed to the counter-work

while the rest of the army advanced in two divisions, one with

one of the generals to the city, in case they should come to the

rescue, the other with the other general 1<> ihe stockad*'

the postern. Accordingly the tnfee hundred assaulted and

1
iv T$ nTavpufiari.] "Apparently a stockade in ailvamv of the crosi

wall, vTToTeixiopa, and covering the approach to it." Arnold.
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took the stockade, the guard evacuating it, and taking refuge
in the outworks around Temenites. Their pursuers also burst

in with them, but, after getting in, were forcibly driven out

nira in by the Syracusans, and some few of the Argives and

Athenians were slain there. And now the whole army having
returned, threw down the wall, tore up the palisades, transferred

the pales to their own lines, and erected a trophy.
> 101. The next day the Athenians, setting out from their

lines, began to build at the cliffs over the marsh, which on this

side of Epipola3 looks toward the great harbor, and in which

direction their wall of circumvallation would be finished in the

shortest distance by their going down over the plain and the

marsh to the harbor. The Syracusans meanwhile went out,

and on their part also began again to interrupt the line by a

palisade, commencing from the city across the middle of the

marsh
;
and at the same time dug a ditch parallel with it,

that it might not be possible for the Athenians to carry their

wall of circumvallation as far as the sea. They, after their

work at the cliff was completed, again assaulted the palisade
and the ditch of the Syracusans. They had ordered their fleet

to sail round from Thapsus to the great harbor of Syracuse,
while they themselves descended at dawn from Epipola3 into

the plain, and laying doors and planks over the marsh, where

the mud was most firm,
1
crossed it upon them, and in the

morning carried the palisade, excepting a small part of it, and
the ditch, and afterward the remaining part. On this occa-

sion a battle was fought, in which the Athenians were vic-

torious, those of the Syracusans posted on the right wing
flying to the city, those on the left, to the river. Wishing to

intercept the passage of these, the three hundred chosen troops
of the Athenians pressed on at full speed to the bridge ;

but

the Syracusans were alarmed, and as the greater part of their

forces were there, closed on these three hundred, routed

them, and drove them in on the right wing of the Athenians.

By their charge the tribe posted first on the wing was also

thrown into panic; on observing which, Lamachus came to

their assistance from their left, with a few archers and the Ar-

gives, and having crossed the ditch in advance, and being cut off

from the rest, with only a few who had crossed with him, was
killed with five or six of his men. These the Syracusans im-

1

Literally,
" where it was muddy and most firm."
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mediately snatched up, and had time to get over the river into

a place of security; while their own troops retreated, as the

rest of the Athenian force was now coming against them.

102. Meanwhile, those of them who had at first fled for ref-

uge to their city,
when they saw what was going on, resumed

their courage, and coming thence, themselves drew up against
the Athenians in front of them, and sent a part of their num-
bers to the lines on Epipola3, thinking they should take them

while unguarded. And they did, indeed, take and destroy their

outwork 1

of a thousand feet in length, but the lines themselves

Nicias prevented their taking, as he happened to have been

left behind in them through illness. He ordered the servants

to set fire to the engines, and all the timber that had been

thrown down in front of thp wall
;
as he knew that for want

of men they could not escape in any other way. And such

was the result
;

for the Syracusans no longer came against
them on account of the fire, but withdrew again. Indeed, by
this time succors had gone up to the lines from the Athenians

below, who had repulsed the enemy in that part ;
and at the

same time their ships from Thapsus were sailing, as they had

been ordered, into the great harbor. At the sight of this,

those on the heights retreated with all speed, and the whole

army of the Syracusans retired into the city, thinking that they
would no longer be able with their present force to prevent the

building of the wall down to the sea.

103. After this, the Athenians erected a trophy, restoring
their dead to the Syracusans under a truce, and receiving

1
TV) (hicuTrfoBpov TrpoTsixiv/ua.] Arnold supposes this to have been "a

sort of redoubt, or covering outwork, raised before that part of the lino

on which the Athenians were at work, to protect the workmen, and to

cover the stones, timber, cranes, scaffoldings, ami oilier things used for

the building." But the expression seems moro suitable for a stationary

outwork, than for one which, according to this description, would bo

moved about as the building progressed ; and the last passage in which
the building operations are mentioned, transfers them from Kpipohe to
" the clilf, which formed the southern extremity of the high ground above

the valley of the Anapus." (See ch. 101. 1, with Arnold's note on it).

It would therefore be better, perhaps, to consider the outwork in ques-
tion to have been intended as an additional defense for the central point,

of the lines, rm> KI'K/.OI', in which Niejas might, naturally have been left.,

as the place of greatest security. The engines and timber which were
not required for immediate use, might have beeu kept near the redoubt
for the same reason.
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back those who had fallen with Lamachus, as well as himself.

And as they now had with them their whole force, both naval

an 1 military, they began from Epipolse and the cliffs, and cir-

cunivallatcd the Syracusans down to the sea with a double

wall. Provisions were now brought for the armament from

all parts of Italy. Many of the Sicels too, who before were

looking to see how things went, came as allies to the Athenians ;

a^ ili-1 Mlfift thrff fifty <wrrl n11fji fr^m Tyrrhprrifi And every

thing else was prospering, so as to give them hope. For the

Syracusans no longer thought that they could escape by mili-

tary measures, since no assistance had reached them from the

Peloponnese ;
but were proposing terms of capitulation, both

among themselves and to Nicias : for he alone held the com-
mand since the death of Lamachus. No decision, indeed, was

come to
; but, as was natural for men who were in difficulties,

an 1 besieged more closely than before, many discussions were

held with him, and still more in the city. For they also en-

tertained some suspicion of one another, in consequence of their

present misfortunes, and deposed the generals under whose

command these things had befallen them thinking that it was
either through their bad fortune, or treason, that they were

suffering and chose others in their stead, namely, lleraclides,

Eucles, and Tellias.

104. In the mean time, Gylippus, the Lacedaemonian, and

the ships from Corinth, were now off Leucas, wishing to come
to the aid of Sicily with all speed. When therefore tidings
were carried to them of an alarming nature, and all concurring
in the same falsehood, namely, that Syracuse was by this time

entirely ciroumvallated, Gylippus had no longer any hope of

Sicily ;
but wishing to save Italy, he himself, and Pythen the

Corinthian, with two Laconian and two Corinthian ships,
crossel the Ionian Sea as quickly as possible to Tarentum;
while the Corinthians having manned, in addition to their

own ten, two Leucadian and three Ambracian vessels, were to

sail after them. Gylippus, then, having first gone on an em-

bassy from Tarentum to Thuria, on the ground of his father's

having formerly been presented with the franchise there, and
not being able to bring them over, weighed anchor, and

coasted along Italy. Having been caught, when opposite the

Terinaean jrulf, by a wind which in this quarter blows vio-

lently and steadily from the north, he was carried out to sea,
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and after enduring exceedingly foul weather, again made Ta-

rentum, and there drew up and refitted such of his ships as

had suffered from the tempest. Nicias, on hearing of his ap-

proach, despised the number of his ships (as had been the

feeling of the Thurians also), and thought that they were sail-

ing more like a piratical armament than any thing else
;
and

so at present he took no precautions against him.

105. About the same period of this summer, the Lacedae-

monians invaded Argos, themselves and their allies, and rav-

aged the greater part of the country. The Athenians went

to the assistance of the Argives with thirty ships ;
and it was

ihese that broke their treaty with the Lacedaemonians in a

most decisive manner. For before this they only joined in

hostilities with the Argives and Mantincans by plundering
excursions from Pylus, and by landing on the other coasts

around the Peloponnese, rather than on the Laconian
;
and

though the Argives often desired them only to touch at Laco-

nia with their heavy-armed, and to withdraw af'irr devastating
it with them ever so little, they would not do it. But at

that time, having landed under the command of Pythodorus,

Laespodias, and Demaratus, at Epidaurus Lirnera, Prasiu', and

other places, they ravaged part of the territory, and so ren-

dered the excuse of the Lacedaemonians more plausible now
for defending themselves against the Athenians. After the

Athenians had with their ileet withdrawn from Argos, and the

Lacedaemonians also, the Argives having made an irruption
into the Phliasian territory, ravaged part of their land, killed

some of their men, and returned home.



BOOK VII.

1. GTLIPPUS and Pythen, after refitting their ships, sailed

along the coast from Tarentum to Locri Epizephyrii. And
now, on receiving more correct information, namely, that

Syracuse was not yet entirely invested, but that it was still

possible for a party coming with troops to enter it on the side

of Epipote, they deliberated whether they should keep Sicily
on their right hand, and so run the risk of sailing into it

;
or

whether, keeping it on the left hand, they should first sail to

Himera, and take with them both the people there, and any
other forces that they might prevail on to join them, and so

proceed by land. They determined, then, to sail for Himera,

especially as the four Athenian ships had not yet arrived at

Rhegium, which Nicias, on hearing of their being at Locri,

notwithstanding his contempt for them, had sent out. Having
anticipated therefore this guard-squadron, they crossed over the

strait, and after touching at Rhegium and Messana, arrived at

Himera. While they were there, they persuaded the Hime-
rseans to join them in the war, and both themselves to accom-

pany them, and to furnish arms for such of the seamen from

their ships as had none (for they had drawn up their ships on
shore at Himera). They also sent and desired the Selinun-

tines to meet them at a cprf^jj pInr>A wjfViflll their forces.^

That people promised tp_ sendJthem a force ofno m7x5n~si3erable

amount, as did the Geloans also, and some of the Sicels, who
were ready to join them with much greater forwardness, both

;n consequence of the recent death of Archonidas, who, being

king -,ver some of the Sicels in that part, and a man of con-

siderable influence, was a friend of the Athenians, and because

Gylippus was thought to have come from Lacedaemon in a

spirited manner. Thus Gylippus took with him those of his

own seamen and Epibatcc who were provided with arms, about

seven hundred in number, the Himersean heavy and light

troops, together mustering about a thousand with a hundred
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horse, some light-armed and horse of the Selinuntines, a few

Geloans, and a thousand Sicels in all, and so advanced against

Syracuse.
2. The Corinthians, meanwhile, were coming to their as-

sistance from Leucas with their other ships as quickly as they
could, and Gongylus, one of the Corinthian commanders, who
had put to sea last of all with a single vessel, arrived first at

Syracuse, though but a little before Gylippus. Finding them
on the point of holding an assembly to consult on bringing the

war to a conclusion, he prevented their doing so, and reassured

them by saying that there were other ships still sailing up,
and Gylippus, son of Cleandridas, sent by the Lacedaemonians

in command of them. Upon this the Syracusans were reas-

sured, and immediately went out in full force for the purpose
of meeting Gylippus ;

for by this time they perceived him ac-

tually near at hand. He, having taken on his passage Jetoe, a

fortress of the Sicels, and having formed his men for battle,

arrived at EpipolaB ;
after mounting which, on the side by

Euryelus, where the Athenians also had ascended at first, he
advanced in company with the Syracusans against the Athe-
nian lines. He happened to have come at so critical a time,
that a double wall of seven or eight stades length had already
been completed by the Athenians, extending to the great har-

bor, except for a short distance near the sea, which they
were still building. For the rest of their lines, to Trogilus on
the other sea, stones had already been laid for the greater part
of the distance, and some points were left half finished, while

others were entirely completed. To such extreme danger had

Syracuse been reduced.

3. The Athenians, though thrown into consternation at first

by the sudden attack made upon them by Gylippus and the

Syracusans, quickly drew up for battle. Gylippus halted near

them, and sent on a herald to tell them that if they chose to

depart from
Sicily within five days, taking what belonged to

them, he was ready to make, n tnwe-Ho that otiect. They,

however, paid no attention to him, and sent him back again
without giving any answer. After this, they made iheir prep-
arations against each other. And Gylippus, seeing the Syra-
ensans in disorder and not easily falling into line, drew of}' hi.i

forces more into the open ground ;
while Nieias did not lead the

Athenians against them, but remained still near his own wall.
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Wlicn Gylippus found that they were not advancing, he with-

drew his army to what is called the citadel of Temenites, and

there they stationed themselves for the night. The next day
he took the greater part of his forces, and drew them up near

the walls of the Athenians, to prevent their going to the relief

of any other quarter, while he sent a detachment to the fort of

Lalxlalum, and took it, and put to the sword all the men he

found in it
;
the place not being within sight of the Athenians.

On the same day, too, a trireme of the Athenians, moored off

the harbor, was taken by the Syracusans.
4. After this, the Syracusans and their allies, commencing

at the city, began to build upward along Epipolae a single
wall in a cross direction, that the Athenians, if they could not

stop their progress, might no longer be able to invest them.

The Athenians had by this time gone up to the heights, after

completing their wall down to the sea; and there being one weak

part in the Athenian wall, Gylippus took his forces by night
and made an attack upon it. When the Athenians were aware

of his approach (for they happened to be bivouacking out-

side), they advanced to meet him
;
on observing which, he led

back the troops on his side as quickly as he could. The
Athenians having then raised it higher, themselves kept guard
at this point, and now disposed the other allies along the rest

of the works as they were severally to man them. Nicias de-

termined also to fortify what is called Plemyrium, a headland

opposite the city, which runs out beyond the great harbor,
and narrows its mouth. If this were fortified, he thought that

the introduction of provisions wrould be more easily effected
;

as_jhey^would^ carry on their^O-ckade^frpmaless distance, near
lli.- port

1

occupied by the Syracusans," ami would not, as jnaw,

put out against them from the bottom of the great harbor, in

case of their stirring at all %ith their fleet. And he now paid
more attention to the maritime operations of the war, seeing
that their affairs by land were more hopeless since the arrival

of Gylippus. Having, therefore, crossed over with a body of

troops and his ships, he completed the building of three forts
;

in which were deposited the greater part of the stores
;

the

larger boats and the fast-sailing ships being now also moored
there. And in consequence of this, it was chiefly at that time

1
i. e., the lesser port, as it was called, to distinguish it from the greater,

in which the Athenian fleet now lay,
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that the wasting of the crews first began. For as they had but a

scanty supply of water, and that not close at hand
; and, more-

over, as the sailors from time to time went out to gather fire-

wood, they were cut off by the Syracusan horse, which had the
command of the country. For a third part of their cavalry
had been posted by the Syracusans in the small town in the

Olympieum, with an eye to the troops on Plemyrium, to pre-
vent their marching out to commit ravages. Meanwhile Nicias
learned that the rest of the Corinthian_sbips also

jg^t^sfl|Irng._-.
to the island, aadLse^j^e^tyje^eTs^to^watch for them,with
orders to be on the look-out for them atx )ut~Xocri

i^REgiijin,
and the approaches to Sicily.

5. Gylippus, on the other hand, was at once building the wall

across Epipolae making use of the stones which the Athenians
before had thrown down along the line for their own use and

leading out continually the Syracusans and their allies, and

drawing them up before the works
;
while the Athenians form-

ed their line against them. When Gylippus thought it a fa-

vorable opportunity, he commenced the attack
; and, having

closed in battle, they fought in the space between the works,
where the cavalry of the Syracusans was of no use. When
the Syracusans and their allies had been thus defeated, and
had taken up their dead under truce, and after the Athenians
had erected a trophy, Gylippus called his army ton-ether, and

said, that " the fault was not theirs, but his own
;

for lie had

deprived them of the benefit of their cavalry and dart-men by
his arrangements for the battle, which he had made too far

within the works : wherefore he would now lead them again
to the charge. And he begged them to make up their minds
to this view of the case that they would not have the worse,
as regarded forces, and that with respect to resolution, it would
be intolerable if they should not determine, 1 Vloponnesians and
Dorians as they were, to get the better of lonians, and islanders,

and a mixed rabble of men, and to drive them out of their

country.
6. After this, when a favorable opportunity presented it-

self, he led them a second time against the enemy. Now
"N'irias and the Athenians thought, that even if the Syracusans
should not wish to commence an engagement, it was necessary
for themselves not to permit their wall to be carried past their

own : for by this time the enemy's work had all but passed the
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termination of the Athenian lines
;
and if it went on any fur-

ther, it was at once all the same to them, whether they were

continually fighting and victorious, or did not fight at all
;
and

therefore they advanced to meet the Syracusans. Gylippus
led his heavy-armed further beyond the fortifications of tho

two parlies than before, and so engaged them, posting his cav-

alry and dart-men on the flank of the Athenians, in the open
space where the works connected with both walls terminated.

During the battle the cavalry charged the left wing of the

Athenians which was opposed to them, and routed it; and
in consequence of this the rest of the army also was de-

feated by the Syracusans, and driven within their lines. Tho

following night they had time to build up to the Athenian

works, and to pass them
;
so that now they could no longer be

stopped by the enemy, while they deprived them, even if vic-

torious, of all chance of investing the city in future.

7. After this, the remaining twelve vessels of the Corinth-

ians, Ambraciots, and Leucadians, having eluded the observa-

tion of the Athenian guard-force, sailed into harbor, under
the command of Erasinides, a Corinthian, and joined the Syra-
cusans in completing the remainder of their works up to the

cros wall.
1 And now Gylippus went away into the rest of

1 c
,vveTsixiaav r totirav, K. r.

/\.]
Goller and Bishop Thirlwall under-

stand this of the completion of the Syracusan counter-work, which they
supnose to have been before left in an imperfect state, at some points
where the position was naturally stronger than at others, but to have
been now carried to an uniform height up to the Athenian wall, here
called TOV iynapffiov rw^otJf, as running at right angles to the counter-

work. This, however, appears to be an exceedingly doubtful interpreta-
tion of the passage, like every other that has been proposed. For the

supposition of the counter-work having been left in an imperfect state has

nothing whatever to support it in our author's description of it in tho

preceding chapters, which would naturally, I think, lead one to just the

opposite conclusion. Nor does the description of the actual surface of

Epipolae, as given in Arnold's Memoir, make it probable that there would
be, in the course of the wall, any points of such natural strength as to
have encouraged them to dispense, even for a time, with the ordinary
means of securing their work

;
as it does not appear probable that it

passed over any of the "
four decided slopes of rock," by which alone the

"gradual and almost imperceptible ascent" is broken. And although
eyiiupatov, as " a mere relative expression," might be applied to either of
the two works whose relative position it describes, it is surely most im-

probable, that after using it as our author undoubtedly, I think, does in

every other passage with reference to tho work of the Syracusans, ho
should in this single instance employ it in the very contrary manner. On
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Sicily for forces, intending to raise them both for sea and land

service
;
and at the same time to bring over any of the cities

that was either not hearty in the cause, or had hitherto stood

entirely aloof from the war. Other ernbassadors of the Syra-
cusans and Corinthians were also sent to Lacedsemon and

Corinth, in order that a fresh force might be sent over to

them, in whatever way might answer best, whether in mer-

chantmen, or boats, or any how else : since the Athenians too

were sending for reinforcements. Moreover, the Syracusans

proceeded to man and practice a fleet, for the purpose of

making an attempt in that way also, and were in other re-

spects much more full of confidence.

8. Nicias observing this, and seeing that the enemy's

strength and their own difficulties were every day increasing,

these grounds I think that Arnold's hypothesis is, on the whole, more

probable ; viz., that he alludes to some additional work carried out by
the whole force of the Syracusans from the city wall, to join, and so

strengthen, the counter-wall." Or, if this should bo thought inconsistent

with the terms in which the counter-wall is afterward described, ch. 42.

4, the joint operations here spoken of may perhaps refer more generally
to the building of out-works, extending at intervals up to it; especially
as three such 7rpTOi^iafj.ara are actually mentioned as existing there

(..h. 43. 4), though we are not expressly told when they were" raised.

With regard to the verb %vve-ixi(?av being used with reference to the

nominative ai vr/e, I can not agree with Arnold that ''this is not the

way in which Thucydides commonly writes ;" or suppose, for this r

at least, that "something has dropped out of the text." The other con-

clusion mentioned by him seems much more probable, viz., "that the

whole passage was written carelessly." There would seem to be no ab-

stract reason why actions should not be attributed to ships, which could

only have been performed by the men in them
;
in the same way as they

are continually attributed by our author to countries, cities, etc. And
the following passages, among others which might be quoted, appear to

prove that "this is the way in which Thucydides writes," at least not

unfrequently : I. 116. 1, tTV%ov yap ai fitv (i. e.,
TLJV vsuv) errl Kapiac

tq 7rpoaKOTri)v TUV $OIVLOGIJV veuv olxofievai, n't <V /~/ Xlov nat

Trepiayyt-Movaai (3orjOeiv. II. G9. 1, irtpa^ d
1

t t-~l Knpicg Kat AvKiac
KOI MeAqoavdpov arparr/yov, UTTU^ TOVTU re apyvpohoyuai Kal ~u fyanitdv

TUV TLe^oirovvTjoiuv /LIT/ luaiv, K, T. /,. lil. ?>''>. 1, 3, utiOj] yap vrrti 7%
Zal.a/uviae Kal Uapd^ov fri Trcpl Khtipov opjauv, aiTuyyc/oi (V avrnv

idovaai tv T?) Klupw i) re Htipalnr Knl I/
Ln'/niuria i6panai>. BlOOmfleld

most strangely misrepresents the meaning both of Thucydides and of

Bishop Thirlwall, by giving in his note, as tho translation of /ii.\pi r<w

{yKapnior rri^nvr, tho words, "beyond the interval where the two walls

converged toward each other;" which are evidently intended by the his-

torian thus misquoted to bo explanatory of rfu ruv mp.ii>, ch. G. 2.
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sent, on his side also, to Athens
; having, indeed, on many

other occasions sent messengers at the time of their several

operations, but doing so then especially, because he thought
that they were in a perilous condition, and that unless those

ac home recalled them as quickly as possible, or sent out no

small reinforcement, there was no hope of preservation for

them. Fearing, however, that those who were sent by him,
either through incapacity for speaking, or through being defi-

cient in sense,
1
or from a wish to say something to please the

multitude, should not report the real facts of the case, he

wrote a letter, thinking that by this means, more than any
other, the Athenians would learn his own sentiments without

their being at all obscured by the messenger, and so would

deliberate on the true state of the case. Accordingly, those

whom he sent departed with the letter and all that they were

to say ;
while he himself attended to the affairs of the arma-

ment, being engaged now in precautionary measures, rather

than in perils voluntarily incurred.

9. At the close of the same summer, Evetion, an Athenian,

general, having in concert with Perdiccas marched against

Amphipolis with a numerous body of Thracians, did not take

the city, but after bringing round some triremes into the Stry-

mon, blockaded it from the river, making his approaches from

Himeraeum. And thus the summer ended.

10. The following winter, the messengers of Nicias arrived at

Athens, where they stated by word of mouth what had been told

them, answered whatever further question any one asked, and

delivered the letter; which the secretary of state came for-

ward and read to the Athenians, being to the following purport:
11. "With our former operations, Athenians, you have

been made acquainted by many other letters
;
but at present,

it is especially seasonable that you should deliberate with a

knowledge of the position we are in. When, then, we had in

many engagements defeated the Syracusans, against whom we
were sent, and had built the walls in which we are now lying

Gylippus, the Lacedaemonian, came with an army from the

Peloponnese and some of the cities in Sicily. And though

1

yvw//??f.] In corroboration of Arnold's argument for this reading in

preference to fiv^firj^^ compare the three requisite qualifications of an ora-

toc, mentioned II. 60. 5, of ovdevo^ oiofiai TJOGUV, elvat yvtivai re TU deovra

nut tppyvevaat ravra, ^iAoTro/Uf re KOI xprjpuTuv Kpeiavuv, K. T. /I.
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in the first battle he was beaten by us, in the one fought the

next day \ve were driven from the field by numerous cavalry
and dart-men, and retired within our wali-

therefore, we have ceased wo:' ir line o:'

lation, in consequence of the en-.-iny's numbers, and are lying
sti 1

; (for we should not, indeed, be able to avail or.

of all our force, since the g ->f our lines h

el a considerable part of our heavy-armed :) while ti

the other hand, have carried past us a sii:_

it is no longer possible to invest them, in. should

assault this counter-work with a larg.- ke it.

And the consequence is, that we who are though:

sieving others, are rather beir._ :Vir as

operations by land are concerned ; for we can not even

far into the country because of their horse.

12.
u
They have also sent embassadors to the Peloponnese

for fresh troops, and Gylippus is gone to the cities in
v

to pesuade some of them which are at present neutral to join
in the war, and to bring from others, if he can an additional

land force, as well as naval armament. For they inter.

hear, at the same time to attempt our walls with their army,
and to attack us by sea with their fleet. And let none

think it strange that I say by sea also. For although (

enemy :ils aiv aware), our fleet was at first in fine condition,
irds both the soundness of the ships and the complete-

ness of their crews, yet now both the ships are leuk\

having already been at sea so long a time, and the crews have

been wasted
;

it being impossible to haul up and careen the

vessels, because those of the enemy, being more than equal in

number, are continually causing expectation of their sailing

against us. For they are seen practicing, and it rests with

them to make the attack [when they please] ;
and they have

greater facility of careening their ships, since they are not en-

gaged in blockading oth<

13. "We on the other hand, could scarcely enjoy this a 1-

vantage, though with a great superabundance of ships, and

though we were not compelled, as at present, to keep guard with

all of them For if we relax our watching even in a slight

degree, we shall have no provisions; since even now we lind

difficulty in bringing them in past their city. On this aeeount

our crews have been wasted and are still wasting ;
as some of
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our seamen, in consequence of their fetching wood, of foraging
and of distant watering,

are cut off by their cavalry; while

our servants, since we have been reduced to an equal footing
desert from us, and those of the foreigners who went on board

as pressed men straightway depart to the several cities
;
while

those, again, who were at first elated by the high pay, and

suppose 1 that they were going to make money, rather than to

light, since llx-y have unexpectedly seen both the fleet and

every thing else on the side of the enemy offering resistance

to us, either leave us on finding some excuse for going over

to the enemy, or in whatever way they severally can (and

Sicily is a large country) ;'
while in some instances, by engaging

in traffic themselves, after persuading the captains to take

Hyccarian slaves on board in their stead, they have destroyed
the perfection of our navy.

14. "For you, to whom I am writing know that the flower

of a crew is limited in number,
2 and that there are but few sea-

men who will get a ship under weigh, or keep the rowing in

time. But the most distressing of all these things is, that I,

their general, have no power to put a stop to these abuses

(for your tempers are difficult to command), and that we have

no means of recruiting our ships' crews (which the enemy can

do from many quarters), but both what is kept, and what is

expended, must be taken from what we brought with us; For

the cities which aro at present in alliance with us, namely,
Naxos and Catana, arc powerless. If, indeed, one additional

advantage be still gained by the enemy, I mean, that the

places in Italy which supply us with food, seeing the con-

dition we are in, and in case of your not reinforcing us, go
over to the enemy, the war will be brought to a conclusion by
them without a single battle, through our being starved out.

3
I

might, it i true, have had more agreeable things than these to

write to you, but none more useful, if it is necessary for you

1 And, therefore, as ho implies,
" there were so many points of refuge

open^to
them that their escape was easily effected." See Arnold's note.

a
i>Ti tipaxeia uKfif) 7r/,^pw//nroc.l Or

i as others take it,
"tha thebloon>

of a crew is but of brief duration." But that statement has been al-

ready made in the preceding chapter, sec. 3 and the words which fol-

low are evidently intended to explain this expression.
*

iKTfo}.inpKr)HfvT(j>v."\ Literally, "compelled to surrender;" but tho

correctness of Arnold's version, which I have adopted, seems proved by
the passage quoted by him from I. 134. 2, t$t.7ro~/.i6i>Kiiaai

20
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to deliberate with a clear knowledge of affairs here. And be-

sides, knowing as I do your temper, that you wish, indeed, to

receive the most pleasing statement, but find fault afterward,
should any thing in consequence of them turn out different

to what you expected, I thought it safer to lav the truth be-

fore you.
15. "And now be assured of this, that for the business on

which we first came here, neither your troops nor your gen-
orals have become inadequate : but since the whole of Sicily is

being united together, and a fresh force is exported by them
from the Peloponnese, you must now deliberate with a convic-

tion that your troops are not a match even for their present

enemies, but that you must either recall these, or send in ad-

dition to them another armament not less numerous, both mili-

tary and naval, and no small sum of moii^y, as well as some
one to succeed me, since I am unable to remain at my post in

consequence of a nephritic disease. And I think that I may
claim some consideration at your hands; for when I was in

health, I did you much service during the periods of my com-
mand. But whatever you mean to do, do it at the very com-
mencement of spring, and without any delay ;

since the enemy
will in a short time provide themselves with the succors from

Sicily, and though not so quickly with those from the Pelo-

ponnese, yet if you do not pay attention to them, in some re-

spects they will elude your observation, as before, and in others

will anticipate you."
1G. Such was the purport of Nicias's letter. The Athenians,

after hearing it, did not allow him to resign his command, but

till the arrival of others who were elected as his colleagues,

they joined with him two of those who were there on the spot,
Menander and Euthydemus, that he might not in his illness

bear the labor alone; while at the same time they voted to

wild fresh forces, both naval and military, composed of Alh< n-

ians on the muster-roll, and of their allies. They also eleet'd

as his colle.-iiMies, Demosthenes son of Alcisthenes, and Eury-
medon son of Tlnn-les; the latter of whom they dispatched
to Sicily immediately, about the winter solstice, with ten

ships, a hundred and twenty talents of silver, and orders to

tell the troops there that, succors would come to them, and

that attention would be paid to their interests.

17. Demosthenes, in the mean time, ^t;iid behind, and ir.ado
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preparations for the expedition, intending to start as soon

as it was spring ;
while he sent the allies word to levy troops,

and got ready at home money, ships, and heavy-armed. The

Athenians also sent twenty ships to cruise round the Pelo-

potmese, and to keep guard that none might cross over f. om
Corinth and the Peloponnese to Sicily. For the Corinthians,

after the eml>:issidors came to them, and brought a more fa-

vrablu report of affairs in Sicily, thinking that they had not

been unseasonable in sending their former squadron, wero

now much more encouraged, and prepared, on their part, to

dispatch heavy-armed troops for Sicily in vessels of burden,

as the Lacedemonians did likewise from the rest of the Pelo-

ponnese. The Corinthians manned also five and twenty tri-

remes, to try the result of a battle with the squadron keeping
watch at Naupactus, and that the Athenians there might, be

less able to prevent their transports from putting out, having
to keep an eye upon the Corinthian line of triremes drawn up

against ttern.

18. The Lacedaemonians prepared, too, for the invasion of

Attica, both in accordace with their own previous resolution,

and at the instigation of the Syractisans and Corinthians,

since they had heard of the reinforcements about to be sent

from Athens to Sicily ;
that they 'might be stopped by an in-

cursion being made into the country. Alcibiades also kept

urgently advising them to fortify Decelea, and not to let the

war rest. But most of all had they gained confidence, be-

cause they thought that the Athenians, being engaged in a

twofold war with both themselves and the Siceliots, would

be more easily subdued
;

and also because they considered

them to have first broken the truce. For in the former course

of hostilities they thought the guilt lay more on their own

side, both because the Thebans had entered Plataea during a

time of truce
;
and because, when it had been specified in

the former treaty, that none should take up arms against

others, if they were willing to submit to a judicial decision,

they themselves had not listened to the Athenians when ap-

pealing to such a decision. On which account they considered

that they were justly unsuccessful, and made both their mis-

fortune at Pylus, and whatever other might have befallen

them, a subject of serious reflection.
1 But when the Athenians

J

Or,
"
of religious scruple," as in somo other passages.
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had set out from Argos with those thirty ships, and ravaged a

part of Epidaurus, Prasi.-e, and some other places, at the same
time that they were also spreading devastation from Pylus;

1

aud when they refused to intrust the matter to arbitration,

though the Lacedaemonians as often as differences had arisen

concerning any of the debatable points in the treaty, appealed to

a judicial decision
; then, indeed, the Lacedaemonians thought

that the violation of the law, which in the former instance had

been committed by themselves, had now, again, come in the

same way to attach to the Athenians, and they were, therefore,

eager for hostilities. Accordingly, during this winter they
sent round to their allies orders for iron, and were getting all

the tools ready for building their fort. At the same time they
were themselves raising supplies, and compelling the rest of

the Peloponnesians to do so, with a view t > dispatching in the

merchantmen succors to those in Sicily. And so the winter

ended, and the eighteenth year of this war, of which Thucydides
wrote the history.

19. The following spring, at its very commencement, the

Lacedaemonians and their allies made a very early incursion

into Attica, under the command of Agis son of Arehidamns.

king of the Lacedaemonians. In the first place, then, they rav-

aged the parts of the country about the plain, and then pro-
eeeded to fortify Decelea, dividing the work among th>-

t indents of the different States. The plaee is distant from the

city of Athens about a hundred and twenty stades, and about

the same, or not much more, from JJu-otia. Now the fort res.-;

was raised for the annoyance of the plain and the richest parts
of the country, being visible as far as Athens. Thus, then,

the J'eloponncsians in Atlicn, and their allies, were engaged
with their building. Those in the iVloponnese, about the

same time, were sending off their heavy-armed troops to

Sicily in the merehantmeri, the Lacedemonians having pick-
ed lor the purpose the best of the Helots ,-md Xeodamodes,

1

i/t/n-fi'i)vrn.~\ Or, as Arnold renders it,

l

'thr>y, the Lnoediemonians,

were continually bein<^ plundered ;" referring to V. M. 2, '/.t/nrevo/i:

IK TI/C 1 1 /-/or. 1'oppo prefers the. active sense, and is inclined to

admit f'/>'/nrn<r, as Uecker has done on the authority of one MS., the

middle form not bein^ used elsewhere. As both the preceding and fol-

lowing verbs refer to the Athenians, Hie ehanire of subject is certaiuly

very harsh, if i/,i)r,ri-rnvro be referred to the Laeeda-ii; n moro

BO, I think, than in that remarkable instance which occurs II. 3. 3-
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amounting both together to seven hundred, with Eccritus, a

Spartan, in command of them, and the Boeotians, three hun-

dred he;ivv-;mnet], under the command of Xeno and Nico, The-

bans, and lie^vsandor, a Thespian. These started among
the first from Taenarus, in Laconia, and put out into the open
sea. Not long after them, the Corinthians dispatched five hun-

dred heavy-armed, some from Corinth itself, and some hired

from Arcadia besides, having appointed Alexander a Cor-

inthian to the command of them. The Sicyonians also sent

off, at the same time with the Corinthians, two hundred heavy-
armed under the command of Sargeus, a Sicyonian. In the

moan time the five and twenty ships of the Corinthians, which
had been manned in the winter, were stationed in opposition
to the twenty Athenian vessels at Naupactus, till they had got
these heavy-armed on board the merchantmen out to sea : "for

which purpose, indeed, they had been originally manned, that

the Athenians might not attend to the merchantmen so much
as to the triremes.

20. Meanwhile the Athenians, at the time of the fortifica-

tion of Decelea, and at the very commencement of the spring,
sent thirty ships to cruise round the Peloponnese, under the

command of Charicles son of Apollodorus, who was ordered

to go to Argos also, and call for a contingent of their heavy-
armed to go on board, according to the terms of their alliance.

Demosthenes, too, they dispatched to Sicily, as they had in-

tended, with sixty Athenian ships, and five Chian, twelve hun-

dred Athenian heavy-armed from the muster-roll, and as many
islanders as they could possibly raise from the several places ;

while they also supplied themselves from the other subject allies

with whatever they could get in any quarter that would be of

service for the war. Moreover, he was instructed, as he sailed

round, to join Charicles first in his military measures on the

coast of Laconia. So Demosthenes, after sailing to ./Egina,
waited for any part of the armament that might have been
left behind, as well as for Charicles to fetch the Argive troops.

21. In Sicily, about the same period o^ this spring, Gylip-

pus came to Syracuse, bringing from the cities which he had

persuaded to join him as large a number of troops as he re-

spectively could. And now, having called the Syracusans to-

gether, lie said that they ought to man as many ships as pos-

sible, and try the axperiment of a sea-fight; for that he
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hoped to produce thereby a result worth the risk, toward the

issue of the war. Herraocrates, too, most earnestly joined
him in trying to persuade them, in order that they might not

want courage for attacking the Athenians by sea; observing,
"that that people had no more than themselves enjoyed an

hereditary and perpetual experience at sea, but had become a

naval power after being, even more than the Syracusans, an

inland one
;
and only because they were compelled to do so by

the Modes. And to men of a daring character like the Athe-

nians, thoso who were daring in opposition to them would ap-

pear most fo-midable : for the terror with which that people

paralyzed their enemies, not, in some cases, by being superior
to them in power, but by attacking them with confidence,

theyf too, would in the same way strike into their opponents.
And he was well assured, ho said, that the Syracusans, by un-

expectedly daring to offer resistance to the navy of the Athe-

nians, would in a greater degree gain advantage from the

surprise of the enemy on that account, than the Athenians by
their skill would harm the unskillful Syracusans. He iir^-ed

them therefore to proceed to the trial with their fleet, and not

to shrink from it." Accordingly the Syracusans, at the per-
suasion of Gylippus, Hermocrates, and whoever else joined

them, resolved on the sea-fight, and proceeded to man their ships.

22. When Gylippus had prepared the fleet for action, he

took the whole army under cover of the night, and himself in-

tended to assault by land -the forts on Jlemyrium, while at the

simo time, according to agreement, thirty-five of the Syr:-
cusan triremes sailed to the attack from the great harbor,
and forty-five sailed round from the lesser, where their arse-

nal was situated; wishing to effect a junction with those

within, and at the same time, to sail against Tlemyrium, in

order that the enemy might be disconcerted by an attack on

both sides. The Athenians, on the other hand, having with

all speed manne 1 sixty ships to oppose them, with five and

twenty of them <-:>'jfa '>vd the five and thirty of the Syracnsans

that were in the great harbor, and wilh the remainder went

to meet thoso that were sailing round from the arsenal. Thus

they immediately entered into action before the mouth of the

1 Kal ibur, K. r. /.] Or, "they" (i. e., the Athenians) "would them-

solves ulso he subject to before their enemies;" supposing, as Dobre*

does, that a<pur is hero equivalent to dvrvvc tVf/:
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great harbor, and for a long time resisted each other, the one

side wishing to force an entrance, the other being anxious to

prevent them.

23. In the mean time Gylippus, when the Athenians in

Plemyrium had gone down to the sea, and were paying atten-

tion to the naval engagement, surprised them by suddenly at

daybreak assaulting the forts, of which he took the largest

first, and then the other two
;

their garrisons not having
awaited his attack, when they saw the largest easily carried.

From the first that was taken the men escaped with difficulty

to their camp, as many of them as took refuge in their boats

and merchantmen
;

for as the Syracusans were getting the

better in the engagement with their ships in the great har-

bor, the fugitives were chased by one trireme, and that a fast

sailer
;
but when the other two forts were taken, at that time

the Syracusans, in their turn, were now being beaten, and so

those who were flying out of the forts sailed along shore with

greater ease. For the Syracusan ships that were fighting be-

fore the mouth of the harbor, having forced their way
through those of the Athenians, sailed in without any order,

and being entangled with one another, transferred the victory
to the Athenians

;
who routed both these, and those by which

they were at first being defeated in the harbor. They also

sank eleven of the Syracusan ships, killing most of the men
on board of them, excepting those whom they took prisoners
from three vessels

;
while on their own side three ships were

lost. After hauling up the wrecks of the Syracusans, and

erecting a trophy on the small island in front of Plemyrium,
they withdrew to their own encampment.

24. But although the Syracusans had thus fared with re-

gard to the sea-fight, they were still in possession of the three

fort^ 0:1 PLnnyrium, and erected three trophies for them One
of the two forts last taken they razed, but the other two they

repaired, and held with garrisons. In the capture of the forts

many men were killed, and many made prisoners, and a large
amount of property in all was taken : for inasmuch as the

Athenians used them as a magazine, there was in them much

property and corn belonging to merchants, and much also be-

longing to trierarchs, since there were taken in them, besides

other things, masts for forty triremes, with the rest of their

equipments, and also three triremes which had been drawn up
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on shore. Indeed, what most and principally ruined the army
of the Athenians was the taking of Plemyrium ;

since evei

the entrance into the harbor was no longer secure foi carry

ing in provisions: (for the Syracusans, blockading them at

that point with their vessels, prevented it, and their getting
them in was now always effected by battle) ;

and in othei re-

spects it struck consternation and dismay into their forces.

25. After this, the Syracusans sent out twelve ships, with

Agatharchus, a Syracusan, on board of them as commnndei,
One of these went to the Peloponnesee, carrying embassadors,
both to tell of their own affairs,

" of the hopes they were full

of, and to excite them to the still more vigorous prosecution
of the war in those parts. The other eleven ships sailed to

Italy, hearing that some vessels laden with treasure were on

their way to the Athenians. Having fallen in with these ves-

sels, they destroyed most of their contents, and burned a quan-

tity of timber in the Caulonian territory, which had been got

ready for the Athenians. After this they came to Locri, and

while lying at anchor there, one of the merchantmen from the

Peloponnese put in to shore, carrying a heavy-armed hand of

Thespians. Having taken these on board their ships, the Sy-
racusans coasted on homeward. The Athenians, with their

twenty vessels at Megara, being on the look-out for them,
took one ship with its crew

;
the rest they could not overtake,

but they escaped from them to Syracuse. There was also

some skirmishing in the harbor about the piles which the

Syracusans had driven in the sea in front of the old docks, in

order that their ships might lie at anchor within them, and

the Athenians might not sail against them, and injure them by
their charge. For the Athenians having brought up to then)

a ship of ten thousand talents burden, carrying wooden towers

and screens, from their boats fastened ropes round the piles,

and raised them with windlasses, and tore them up, or, diving

down, sawed them in two. The Syracusans plied their mis-

siles on them from the docks, and the men on the ship of bur-

den discharged theirs in return
;
and at, last the Athenians

removed ih<- greater part of the piles. But the most dangerous

part of the slorkade was that out of si^ht : for there wen

of the piles which they drove that did not rise above the sur-

!' the sea, so that it was djinL-vrotis to approach, lest any
one, through not seeing them beforehand, might strike his ship
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on tin-in, as on a sunken rock. Hut even in the case of t IK-SI-,

down ami sawed them off for a reward; but the

S\ ra"ii~;i.is made, no; withstanding, a t'tvsh stockade. Many
o her aUo wen- tin- contrivances which they employed tigains!,

was natural with the armaments Iving near, and

opposed ti>, cadi other; and they were engaged in skirmishes,
and attempts of every kind. The Syraeusans also sent to the

itii-i embays composed of Corinthians, Ambraciots, and

Lacedaemonians, with tidings of the capture of Plemyrium,
an 1 to slate, with regard to the sea-fight, that it was not so

much by the power of the enemy as by their own confusion

that they had been beaten; while, in other respects, they were

to inform them that they were in good hope, and to call upon
them to come to their aid, both with ships and troops, as the

Athenians also worn expected with a fresh force, and if they
could but destroy their present armament before it came, there

would be an eml to the war. The parties in Sicily, then, were
thus engaged.

26. Demosthenes, on the other hand, when the armament
had been collected by him with which he was to sail to Sicily
to the aid of the force there, having put to sea from JEginM

iilcd to the Peloponnese, joined Charicles and the thirty

ships of the Athenians. After receiving the heavy-armed
troops of the Argives on board their ships, they sailed to La-

conia, and in the first place ravaged a part of Epidaurus
Lini'-ra. Then, landing on the coast of Laconia, opposite

Cythcrn, where stands the Temple of Apollo, they fortified a

certain place in the form of an isthmus, in order that the

Lacedaunonian Helots might desert to them there, and at the

same time foraging parties might make incursions from it, as

from Pylus. And now, immediately after assisting to occupy
this

sp:><-,
Demosthenes sailed on for Corcyra, that he mi^ht

tak
iij>

some of the allies there also, and proceed as quickly as

<li3 on his voyage to Sicily. Charicles, on the other hand,
waited until he had entirely fortified the place; when, having
left a "virrison there, he, too, afterward returned home with his

thirty ships, and the Argives at the same time.

27. There came al-o to Athens this same summer, to serve

a> taru'eteers, a body of Thracians who carry swords, of tho

tribe of the Dii, thirteen hundred in number, who were to

have sailed to Sicily with Demosthenes
;
but as they had como

20*
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too late, the Athenians determined to send (hem back again lo

Thrace, the country they had come from, as it seemed loo ex-

pensive to keep them for the war carried on from Decelea,

since each of them received a drachma a day. For since De-
celea had boon first fortified by the whole Peloponnesian army
during this summer, and afterward was occupied for the an-

noyance of the country by garrisons coming from the states at

successive periods, it greatly injured the Athenians, and was

among the principal things that ruined their interests, both

by the destruction of property and the loss of men. For pre-

viously the invasions were but of brief duration, and did not

prevent their enjoying their territory at other times
;
but then,

when the enemy were continually stationed there for their an-

noyance, and sometimes attacked them with a more numerous

force, while at other times the regular garrison of necessity
1

made incursions on the land, and forayed it, Agis, the La-

cedoemonian king, being also present (who made no by-work
of the war), the Athenians suffered severely in consequence ;

for they were deprived of their whole country, and more than

twenty thousand slaves had deserted, a great part of them being

artisans; and all their sheep and beasts of burden were
Their horses <dso, as the cavalry were daily on the move, mak-

ing excursions to Decelea and keeping guard in the country,
were either lamed by being worked on rockv ground, and that

continually, or were disabled by wounds.

28. The conveyance also of provisions from Eubcea, which
was before effected more quickly by land from Oropus, through
I >eeelca, was now earned on with great expense bv sea, round

Stinium. Indeed (lie city required every thing alike to be

imported ;
and instead of being a

city,
it was reduced to a

garrison. For the Athenians were harassed by keeping guard
on the fortifications, in succession by day. and all of them

pting the cavalry) by night some being on duty where

the arms were piled, and others on the Avails both sum-
mer and winter alike. 1 5ut what pressed hardest on them

that they were engaged in two wars at once, and

had arrived at such a piteh of obstinate animosity as no one

would have believed if he had heard it before it actually
occurred. For that even when besieged by the lVl.pon-
nesians from the fortress in their country, they should not

1

is dixiyKT)?,] i. e., for their own support.
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oven then have withdrawn from Sicily, but have proceeded, in

their turn, to besiege Syracuse iu the same manner, a city not

less than Athens, considered by itself; and that they should

li.-iu- exhibited to the Greeks so unexpected a display of power
and daring, that whereas, in the beginning of the war, some
of them thought they might hold out one year, eom;? two, some
even three, but no one longer, if the Peloponnesians should in-

vade their country, they now, in the seventeenth year after the

first invasion, went to Sicily, when distressed by hostilities in

eveiy way, and entered upon another war besides, not less im-

portant than that which they already had with the Peloponnese,
1

[who, I say, would have believed this before it actually took

place ?]
It was owing to these things, then, to the great injury

which Decelea inflicted on them, and the other great expenses
which befell them, that they were reduced to straits for want
of money ;

and it was at this time that they imposed on
their subjects the tax of the twentieth

5 on all sea-borne com-

modities, instead of the tribute, thinking that thus a larger
amount of money would be raised by them. For their ex-

penses were not on the same scale as before, but much greater,
inasmuch as the war also was greater, while their revenues were

being destroyed.
29. These Thraciaus, then, who came too late for Demos-

thenes, as they did not, in consequence of their present want
of money, wish to incur expense, they immediately sent back,

having commissioned Diitrephes to convey them, and in-

structed him at the same time to inflict by their means what-

ever harm he could on the enemy during the voyage along
shore (for they were to pass through the Euripusj. Accord-

ingly he landed them at Tanagra, and carried off some plunder
in a hurried manner; and then in the evening sailed across

the Euripus from Chalcis in Eubcea, and landing them in

Bceotia, led them against Mycalessus. During the night he
bivouacked unobserved near the Temple of Mercury, distant

from Mycalessus about sixteen stades, and at daybreak ns-

fiaultcd the town, which was not a large one, and took it
;

having fallen on the inhabitants while off their guard, and not

1 Owing to the length of tho sentence in the original, the apodosis was

forgotten. See Arnold's note.
2

T?JV eZ/co<7-7/'j'.~J
"An ad valorem duty of five per cent, on all com-

modities carried by sea to or from any port in the Athenian dominion."

Arnold.
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expecting that any one would ever march up the country so

far from the sea to attack them
;

their wall, too, being weak,
and in some parts even fallen down, while in other puns it.

was built but low
;
and the gates, moreover, being open through

their feeling of security. The Thraeians, then, having burst

into Mycalessus, plundered both private houses and temples,
and butchered the inhabitants, sparing neither old age nor

youth, but killing one after another all they met with, both

children and women, nay, further, even cattle and bea

burden, and whatever other living things they saw. For the

Thracian race, like the most blood-thirsty of the barbarians, is

most so when secure from resistance. And thus on that occa-

sion there was no little confusion in other respects, and every
form of butchery was exhibited. And in particular, they at-

t-ickel a boys' school, the largest that was in the place (which the

children had just entered), an 1 cut them all to pieces. And this

disaster, which fell on the whole town, was inferior to none in ex-

tent, while it was more unexpected and shocking than any other.

30. When the Tiiebans were aware of it, they inarched to

the rescue, anl having overtaken the Thracians when they
had not at present advanced any great distance, they both re-

covered their plundered property, and having struck them
with panic pursued them down to the sea, where their boats

which conveyed them were lying at anchor. And they slew

the greatest part of them during their embarkation, as they
could not swim, and as those on board the boats, on seeing
what was going on ashore, moored them out of bow-shot.

For in the rest of the retreat the Thracians advanced i;i

no contemptible manner to meet the Thebftn horse, which

first fell upon them; and closing their ranks, according to

their native tactics, defended themselves against them ; and

thus only a few were killed in that part of the affair. Some

portion of them also were surprised in the city, through their

eagerness in plundering, and perished. Altogether, there fell

of the Thracians two hundred and
fifty

out of thirteen hun-

dred
;

while of the Thebans and the rest who joined in at-

tacking them they slew about twrnly, horse and foot- together,

and among the Thebans, Scirphonda>, one of the Boeotarcns. < );\

the side of the Mycalessians a considerable part of the popula-
tion was cut off. With regard, th"n, to Mycalcssus, which ex-

perienced, considering its extent, a calamity not less lamentably
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than any which happened in the war, such were the things
which occurred there.

31. Now Demosthenes being at the time on his voyage for

Corcyra, after he had built the fortifications on the side of

].:ic>nia, iell in with a merchant vessel anchored at Phea in

the Elean territory, in which the Corinthian heavy-aimed
were to cross over to Sicily ;

and he destroyed the ship itself,

but the men escaped from it, and having subsequently got

another, proceeded on their voyage. After this, having come
to Zacynthus and Cephallenia, he took on board a body of

licMvv-armed, sent for some of the Messenians from Naupactus,
and then crossed over to the opposite coast of Acarnania, on

the continent, to Alyzia and Anactorium, which the Athenians

had in their own hands. While he was in these' parts, he was

met by Eurymedon returning from Sicily, who had been sent

out with treasure at the time that has been mentioned, during
the winter, and told him, among other tidings, that he had

heard, when already on his voyage, that Pleinyrium had been

taken by the Syracusans. Conon, too, who was in command
at Naupactus, came to them with information that the live and

twenty Corinthian ships stationed opposite to the Athenian
1

squadron did not give up hostilities, but were prepared for an

engagement. He begged them, therefore, to send him some

ships, as his own eighteen were not competent to fight the en-

emy's five and twenty. Accordingly Demosthenes and Eury-
medon sent with Conon the ten best sailers of all they had, to

join those at Naupactus. They themselves at the same time

made preparations for the muster of their forces, Eurymedon
calling to Corcyra, urging them to man fifteen ships, and enlist-

ing heavy-armed troops (for he now shared the command with

Demosthenes, and had turned back again, in consequence of his

election), and Demosthenes raising slingers and dart-men from

the parts about Acarnania.

32. As for the embassadors who had gone at the time men-
tioned after the taking of Plcmyrium from Syracuse to the

cities, they had prevailed on them to join their side, and had

raised and were just about to lead oft' the force, when Nicias,

receiving early intelligence of it, sent to those of the Sicels

1

cQiaiv.] In this and in many other similar passages, the. reflective

pronoun is used in the plural with reference to the countrymen of tha

speaker in general, rather than to himself individually.
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who held the passes, and wore in alliance with the Athenians,

namely, the Centotripes, Alicyaeans, and some others, to beg
them not to give free passage to the enemy, but to unite together
and prevent their marching through their country, since there

was no other by which they would attempt to do so, j;s the

Acragantines would not grant them a passage through theirs.

When, therefore, the Siceliots were even on their march, the

Sicels, in compliance with the request of the Athenians, laid an

ambuscade for thorn in three different places, and falling iqu n

them while off their guard and without any notice, killed about

eight hundred of them, with all the ambassadors except one,

namely, the Corinthian, who led to Syracuse those that had es-

caped, to the number of fifteen hundred.

33. About that same time the Camarinaeans also came to

their help with five hundred heavy-armed, three hundred dart-

men, and three hundred bow-men. The (ieloans, too, sent a.

squadron of five ships, four hundred dart-men, and two hun-

dred horse. For by this time pretty nearly the whole of

Sicily excepting the Acragantines, who were neutral the

rest, I say, who before had waited to see the result of e

now united with the Syraeusans, and assisted them against.

the Athenians. The Syraeiisans, then, after the disaster in

the Sicel country had befallen them, ceased fur the
pre.'-<

i:t,

from attacking the Athenians. Demosthenes and Eurymedon,
on the other hand, their forces being now ready boll,

Corcyra and the continent, crossed the Ionian guH' with all

their army to the lapygian foreland. Starting thence, they
touched at the Choerades islands, lying off lapygia, and took

on board their ships some lapygian dart-men, one hundred
and fifty

in number, of the Mcssapi;:n tribe; and after re-

newing an old friendship with Alias, who also h.-ul provided
them A\5lh the dart-men being one of their ehiei'lains, they ar-

rived at Metapontum in Italy. Al'ler persuading the Mefa-

pontines to send with them, 0:1 the strength of their alliance,

three hundred dart-nn n and two triremes, wiih this addition

to their armament they coasted along to Thuria. Theio

they found the opponents of the Athenians recently expelled in

e of a sedition. And as (hey wished to muster
; he whole army, in case any part, had been left In-hind,

and to review it, as well as to persuade the Thurian* to join
them as zealously as possible in the expedition, and to have
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considering their present position, tin- same foes and friends as

the Athenians, t'uey waited awhile in Tlairia, and were prosecut-

ing th"s' designs.
34. About the same time, the Pelopoimesians in the five

and t\v.":iv s'lij'-s who, to secure the passage of the merchant-

men to Sieilv, \\ere anchored over against the fleet at Nau-

pactus, having made their preparations for a sea-fight, and

Laving inarmed some additional ships, so that they were now
but little inferior to the Athenian force, stationed themselves

off Erineus in Acliaea, in the territory of Rhypa. And the

place in which they were stationed being in the form of a

crescent, their land forces which had come to their assistance

from the Corinthians, and from their allies on the spot, wero

range 1 0:1 the projecting headlands on both sides
;
while the

ships occupied the intervening space, blocking up the entrance.

The commander of the fleet was Polyanthes, a Corinthian.

The Athenians sailed out against them i.-om Naupactus with

three and thirty ships, under the command of Diphilus. The
Corinthians at first remained stationary, but afterward, hav-

ing raised their signal for battle, when there appeared to be a

favorable opportunity, they advanced upon the Athenians, and

engaged them. For a long time they resisted each other
;
at

length three ships on the side of the Corinthians were de-

stroyed, while on that of the Athenians none was absolutely

sunk, but some seven were disabled, being struck prow to prow,
and having their foreships stove in by the Corinthian vessels,

which were provided with stronger cheeks 1 than usual for

this very purpose. After fighting on equal terms, so that

either party might claim the victory (though the Athenians,

nevertheless, had gob possession of the wrecks, through the

wind driving them out into the open sea, and the Corinthians

no longer advancing against them), they separated from each

other, and there was no pursuit made, nor were any prisoners
taken on either side : for the Corinthians and Peloponnesians

easily effected their escape, as they were fighting near shore,

an<J no ship on the side of the Athenians went down. When,
however, the Athenians had sailed back to Naupactus, the Cor-

1 rue
errurifiac.] "The word is known only in its technical sense, as

signifying two beams, projecting from a ship's head, on each side of her

beak, from which the anchors were suspended, something like what aro
called in our ships the '

cat-heads.'
"

Arnold. I have borrowed from
Pobree the word by which I have rendered faurida^
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inthians immediately erected a trophy, as conquerors; because

they had disabled a greater number of their enemy's ships, and
considered that they were not beaten, for the very same reason

that the other party considered them not to have conqi;
for the Corinthians regarded themselves as having the advan-

tage if they were not decidedly beaten, and the Athenians con-

sidered them to be worsted, because they were not decidedly

conquerors. But when the Peloponncsians had sailed off, and
their troops had

dispersed,
{lie Athenians erected a trophy on

their side also, as having gained the victory, in Achoca, at about

twenty stades distance from Ei'ineus, where the Corinthians

were stationed. And so ended the sea-fight.
35. Now Demosthenes and Eurymedon, when the Tmnians

were prepared to join them in the expedition with seven hun-
dred heavy-armed and three hundred dart-men, gave orders for

the ships to coast along toward the Crotonian territory; while

they themselves having first reviewed all the land forces on the

river Sybaris, proceeded to le.id them through the Thurian

country. When they were on the banks of the river llylias, and

the Crotonians sent to them, and said that, they should not

choose the army to pass through their territory, they descended

toward the shore, and encamped for the night by the -

the mouth of the Hylias, their ships also meeting them at the

Kruno point. The following day, having put their men on

b:>ard, they coasted along, touching at all the ciiies, excepting

L:>cri, until they came to Petra in the Rhegian territory.

36. The Syracusans, in the mean time, hearing of their ap-

proach, wished to make a second attempt with their fleet and

other forces on shore, which they were collecting for this very

object, being desirous of striking a blow before they came.

Now they had equipped the rest of their navy according as

they saw, from the result of the former sea-fight, that they
would obtain any advantage; and having cut down their

ships' pTOWS into a less compass, they made them firmer than

usual, by fixing stout cheeks to them, and attaching stays
1

1 "The opotides woro laid on the bow or stem of the vessel. :in<l wore

partly within and partly without the frame of the hull, just as a ship's

tit is at present For the length of six cubits, whether from ilv

it,
or from the inm-r extremity of (

;

Mod these cli^eks by a set of spnix (,i.iTj//n^a<.)
that

;/om tho checks to the ship's side, both inside and outside the

ship.'
" A/
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from these to the ships' sides, for the length of six cubits both

inside and outside the vessel
;

in the very same way as the

Corinthians had equipped their ships ahead against the squad-
ron at Naupactus, and then proceeded to engage it. For the

Sv racusans thought that in this way they would have an ad:

vantage against the Athenian vessels, which were not in the

same manner built to resist them, but were slight ahead (because

they did not charge prow to prow so much as on the side, after

taking a circuit) ; and, moreover, that the battle being fought
in the larger harbor, against a great number of ships in no

great space, would be in their favor
;

for that by charging
stem to stem they would stave in their prows, striking a&

they would with solid and stout beaks against hollow and weak
ones. Nor would the Athenians in their narrow room have

opportunity of sailing round or cutting through their line,
l

the maneuvers of their naval science in which they most con-

fided
;
for they themselves, to the best of their power, would

not allow them to cut through their line, and the want of room
would prevent their making a circuit. And what was before

thought to be want of skill in masters, namely, to charge stem

to stem, was the very method they would chiefly adopt ;
for

they would have the advantage in it
;

as the Athenians, if

forced out of the line, would have no means of backing water

in any direction but toward shore, and that, too, at only a short

distance from them, and for a short space, namely, just oppo-
site their own encampment. The rest of the harbor they
should themselves command

;
and the enemy, if forced at any

point, by crowding together into a confined space, and all to

the same point, would run foul of each other, and be thrown
into confusion (the very thing, indeed, which most hurt the

Athenians in all their sea-fights, since they had not, like the

Syracusans, the power of retreating over the whole harbor).
And as for making a circuit into clearer sea-room, since they
themselves commanded the entrance from, and the retreat

into, the open deep, they would not be able to do it; espe-

cially as Plemyrium would be hostile to them, and the mouth
of the harbor was not large.

tKrrAovv.'] Those maneuvers, as well as the ui-u

afterward mentioned, were different methods of giving the ship a mo-
mentum required for a second attack. See Arnold's notes on I. 49. 3

T

and II. 89. 12.
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37. Having adopted such contrivances to suit their own de-

gree of knowledge and power, and at the same time feeling
now more assured in consequence of their former battle, the

Syracusans prepared to attack them at once by land and by
sea. Those of their land forces which were in the city Gylip-

pus led out a little before, and brought them up to the wall of

the Athenians, at that part of it which looked toward the city ;

while the troops from the Olympieum, both all the heavy armed
that were there, and the horse and light-armed of the Syra-

cusans, advanced against the wall on the other side
;
immedi-

ately after which, the ships of the Syracusans and their allies

saile.1 out. The Athenians thought at first that they would'

make an attempt on the land side alone, but when they saw
their fleet also suddenly coming against them, they were

thrown into alarm
;
and some were making preparations on

and in front of the walls to meet the attack, while others

marched out against those who with all speed were coming
from the Olympieum and the parts outside the city both

horse in great numbers and dart-men and others proceeded
to man the ships, and at once ran to the beach to oppose the

enemy. And when they were manned, they put out against
them with seventy-five vessels, those of the Syracusans being
about eighty in number.

38. For a great part of the day they continued advancing
and retiring and making attempts upon one another; and when
neither party could gain any advantage worth mentioning, ex-

cept that the Syracusana .sank one or two of the Athenians
1

ships, they separated ;
and the troops at the same time with-

drew from the walls. The next day the Syracusans remained

quiet, without showing at all what were their plans tor the

future. Nicias, on the other hand, seeing that the' bat lie had

been a drawn one, and expecting that they would attack them

again, conip"lle<l the captains to refit their ships, whichever of

them had at all suffered
;
and stationed merchantmen before tho,

<le which had been lixed in the sea in front of their ships,

to servo tho purpose of an inclosed hnrbor. These vessels he
i at intervals of two hundred feet from each other, that

if any ship were hard pressed, it might have means of retrea!-

ing in safety and sailing out again at leisure. Tile Athenians,

then, continued to make these preparations during the whole

day until the night,
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39. The day following, the Syracusans engaged the Athe-

nians at an earlier hour, but on the same plan of attack, both

by sea and by land. And being opposed in the same manner

with their ships, they again continued making attempts upon
each other for a great part of the day ;

until Aristo son of

Pyrrhicus, a Corinthian, and the most able master the Syra-
cusans had, persuaded their naval commanders to send to those

who had the direction in the city, and beg them to remove as

quickly as possible the supply of things for sale, and to bring
it to the sea-side

;
and whatever eatables any one had, to

compel all to come there and sell them
;
that so they

1

might
enable them to land their seamen and take their dinner imme-

diately by the side of their ships, and, after a short interval,

again the very same day -to attack the Athenians, when they
were not expecting it.

40. They, then, in compliance with this request sent a mes-

senger, and the market was prepared : upon which the Syra-
cusans suddenly backed water and sailed to the city, landing

immediately, and taking their dinner: while the Athenians,

supposing that they had retreated to the city because they
were worsted by them, went ashore at their leisure, and were

engaged both with other matters and with providing their din-

ner, imagining that for that day at least they would not have

to fight again. But the Syracusans having suddenly manned
their ships, sailed out against them a second time

;
while they,

in much confusion, and most of them unrefreshed, went on

board without any order, and with great difficulty put off to

meet them. For some time they forbore from attacking each

other, and stood on their guard ;
but afterward the Athenians

did not choose through their own act to be worn out with fa-

tigue by waiting there, but to attack them as quickly as pos-
sible

;
and so they advanced with a cheer, and commenced the

action. The Syracusans received them, and charging with

their ships stem to stem, as they had determined beforehand,
with their beaks equipped as they were, they stove in the

Athenian vessels to a considerable extent of the foreships,

while the dart-men fighting on their decks inflicted great

damage on the Athenians, and still more those Syracusans who

1

avToir.]
"
According to the rule given in the note on III. 98. 1, tho

dative expresses the action in its relation to another party, namely, the

Syracusan government." Arnold.
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were sailing about in their small boats, tailing close in upon
the oars of the enemy's ships, sailing up to their sides, and

thence discharging their darts upon the seamen.

41. At length, by fighting in this way with all their might,
the Syracusans gained the victory, and the Athenians turned

and fled between the merchantmen into their own station.

The Syracusan ships pursued them as far as those vessels
;
but

then the beams that were hung from the merchantmen over

the passages between them, with dolphins attached to them,
a

stopped their progress. Two, however, elated by their victory,
came up close to them, and were destroyed, one of them being

captured with its crew. After the Syracusans had sunk s, \vn

Athenian ships and disabled many more, having taken some
of the men prisoners and killed others, they retired, and erect-

ed trophies for both the engagements ; entertaining now a

confident hope that by sea they were very decidedly superior,
and thinking that they should conquer the enemy's land forces

also. Accordingly they began to prepare for making another

attack in both ways.
42. At this time Demosthenes and Eurymedon arrived

with the succors from Athens, consisting of above seventy-
three ships (including the foreign ones) and about five thou-

sand heavy-armed of their own and the allies, with dart-men,

both Crecian and barbarian, not a few, slingers, bow-men, and

the rest of the armament on a large scale. No slight con-

sternation was produced at the moment among the Syracu-
sans and their allies, at the thought that they were to have

no final deliverance from their dangers, seeing that, there was

newly come, none the less for the fortification of Decelea,

an armament equal, or nearly so, to the first, and that the

power of the Athenians appeared great on all sides
;
while in

the former Athenian forces fresh confidence (considering
their

late misfortunes) had now sprung up. Demosthenes, on the

other hand, seeing how matters stood, thought that it was not

possible for him to waste the time, and so Jo_&poricncc tfatT'

late which Xicias h;xl dun*-. Fr although that general spread
MI his first arrival, he was despise.il, through not iinnie-

attacjving Syracuse, but spending the winter
,n{,

Cptana.

*md Gylippnq nnt'^pn^d LJ3 success by "rnYJPg wHh fn"**au-

from the iVloponnese, which the Syracusans would never have

1
i. e., heavy weights made something in the form of that fish.
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sent for at all if ho had immediately attacked them
;
for while

fancying themselves a match for him, they would at once have

discovered their inferiority, and have been invested
;
so that,

even if they had sent for them, they would not then have done

them the same service. Reviewing these things, then, and

thinking that he himself too was decidedly most formidable

to the adversary at the present time, even the very first day,
Demosthenes wished, as quickly as possible, to avail himself to

the utmost of the present dismay of their forces. And seeing
that the counter-wall of the Syracusans, by which they had

prevented the Athenians from circumvallating them, was but

a single one, and that if any one had carried the ascent to Epi-

polse, and then the camp on it, the work might easily be t:ken

(for no one at all would so much as wait his attack), he was in

a hurry to make the attempt. And this he thought was his

shortest way of bringing the war to a conclusion
;
for he would

either gain possession of Syracuse by succeeding in his design,
or lea 1 back the armament, and not exhaust for no purpose both

the Athenians who joined the expedition and the whole state.

In the first place, then, the Athenians went out and ravaged
a part of the Syracusan territory, about the Anapus, and wero

superior in force, as they had originally been, both by land

and by sea (for in neither way did the Syracusans come out

against them, except with their cavalry and dart-men from the

Olympieum).
43. Afterward, Demosthenes resolved first to make an at-

tempt on the counter-work with engines. But when tho

engines, after he had brought them up, were burned by the

enemy who were making a defense from the wall, and they
were beaten back when charging at many points with the rest

of his forces, he determined to delay no longer ;
but having

gained the assent of Nicias and the rest of his colleagues, ac-

cording to the plan he had formed, he proceeded to the attempt
on Epipolae. Now, in the day-time it seemed to be impossible
for them to approach and make the ascent unobserved. But

having issued orders for five days' provisions, and taken all

the stone-masons and carpenters, with all the other apparatus

besides, both arrows and every thing else that was necessary
for them, should they succeed, to have while they were build-

ing, lie himself, with Eurymedori and Menander, took the whole

force, after the first watch of the night, and advanced against
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Epipolrc, Nicias being left behind in the linos. When they
h:ul come up to the hill on the side of Euryelus, the same wav
that the former army also Jiad in the first instance made the

ascent, they escaped the observation of the Syraeusan guard,
and having gone to the fort of the Syracnsans which was there,

they took it, and put part of the garrison to the sword. But
the greater part fled immediately to the camps (of which there

was three on Epipolae, in outworks, one composed of the Sy-

raeusans, one of the other Siceliots, and one of their
allies),

and informed them of the attack, and told it to the six hun-

dred Syracusans who had formed the original guard at this

part of Epipola3. They immediately went against them
;
and

Demosthenes and the Athenians falling in with them, routed

them, though they made a spirited resistance. They then

immediately pressed on, that they might not be retarded in

their present eagerness for accomplishing the objects they
had come for: while others of them proceeded, as their first

measure, to take the counter-wall of the Syracusans, and pull
down its battlements. The Syracusana and their alii

well as Gylippus and his division, went to the rescue from (he

outworks; and as they had had this during attack made on
them in the night, they engaged the Athenians in some dis-

may, and were at first compelled to retreat. Put when the

Athenians were now advancing in greater confusion, as having

gained the victory, and were anxious to pass as quickly ,-,

sible through the whole force of the enemy which had' not ye).

been engaged, that they might not rally again through their re-

laxing in the attack; the Pxeotians were the first to oppose them,
and both broke them by their charge, and put them to flight,

44. Now the Athenians were by this time in much disorder

and perplexity; but on this subject it was not easy lor me to

asc'-rtain from either side, in what way each event occurred.

For in the day-time the parties engaged' h;i\e, indeed. ;i dearer

knowledge, though not a perfect one even then, for e;icli man

barely knows what- happens in his own part of the field. P.iif,

in a night engagement (and this was the only one which oc-

curred between great armies during this war), how could

any one have a distinct knowledge of any thing? For

though there was a bright moon, they only saw one another

(as was natural they should by moonlight) BO a- to discern the

t'o:-m ,f the. body iH'ore them', but to mistrust their knov,
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of its being that of a friend. And there were no few hcavy-
armed on each side moving in a narrow space. Thus on the

side of the Athenians some were even now being dafeated, and
others coming up unconquered for their first attack. A large

part, too, of the rest of their forces had only just ascended,
and others were still ascending, so that they did not know on
what point to advance. For in consequence of the rout which
had taken place, every thing in front was now in confusion,
and it was difficult to distinguish orders through the uproar.
For the Syractisans and their allies, on gaining the advantage,
were cheering each other with no little shouting (it being im-

possible, during the night to express themselves in any other

way), and at the same time were receiving the charge of their

assailants
;
and the Athenians were in search of one another,

and thought that whoever met them was a foe, even though
he might be a friend, belonging to those who were now flying
back. And by their frequently asking for the watchword, be-

cause they could not by any other means distinguish them,

they both caused great confusion on their own side by all

asking at once, and made it known to the enemy; while

theirs, on the other hand, they did not so easily discover, be-

cause, as they were victorious and not dispersed, they were
better recognized by each other. So that if they fell in with

any of the enemy with the advantage of numbers on their

own side, the Syracusans escaped
1 from them, inasmuch as

they knew the Athenian watchword
;
but if they themselves

[in such a case] did not answer, they were put to the sword.

But what especially and in the greatest degree hurt them,
was the singing of their hymns; for as it was very similar en
each side, it occasioned perplexity. For the Arrives, the Cor-

cyraeans, and all the Dorian race that were with the Atheni-

ans, struck terror into them whenever they raised their paean ;

and so did the enemy, likewise* Thus having, at last, when
once they were thrown into disorder, come into collision with

each other in different parts of the army, fiiends with friends,

and countrymen with countrymen, they were not only full of

fear, but even closed in battle with each other, and were with

difficulty parted. And now, as they were being pursued, the

greater part threw themselves down the cliffs, and perished;
as the way down again from Epipolae was narrow. And
when those who escaped from the heights had reached the
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j)lain, though many of them, especially such as belonged to

the former armament, through their greater acquaintance with

the localities, escaped safely to the camp, some of those who
had lately arrived lost their way, and wandered about the

country ;
and these, when it was day, the Syracusan horse in-

tercepted, and put to the sword.

45. The next day the Syracusans erected two trophies, one

on EpipolaB, where the enemy's approaches had been made,
and the other on the spot where the Boeotians first withstood

them, while the Athenians recovered their dead under truce.

No few were killed, both of themselves and their allies, though
still more arms were taken than in proportion to the number
of the dead; for of those who were compelled to leap down
the cliffs unencumbered by their shields, though some per-

ished, yet others escaped with their lives.

46. After this, the Syracusans being again, as before, re-

stored to confidence on the strength of such unexpected good
fortune, dispatched Sicanus with fifteen ships to Acra-vis,

which was torn by factions, to induce the city to join them, if

he could
;
while Gylippus again went by land to the other

parts of Sicily to bring more forces, being in hope of

taking the Athenian lines by storm, since the affair on Epipolac
had turned out as it did.

47. The Athenian commanders, in the mean time, consulted

on the disaster which had befallen th<-m, and on the want of

vigor which at present on all accounts prevailed in their

camp ; seeing that they were both unsuccessful in their at-

tempts, and that the soldiers were annoyed by their stay in the

country. For they were suffering with sickness from two dif-

ferent causes, both because this was the season of the year at

which men are most liable to disease, and at the same time,

too, because the position in which they were, encamped was

marshy and unfavorable, while they were also distressed be-

eaus every thing else appeared hopeless to them. Demosihe-

nes, then, was of opinion that thev ought not to stay any long-

er; but, according to the plan wi'h which he had hazarded the

a: tack on Kpipohe, since that had failed, ho u'ave his vote for

depart! DL;-. and not wasting the time, while the sea might yet
l>e crossed, and while, as regarded forces, they might com-

mand the superiority
with the squadron that, had latvly joined

them, at any rate. lie said, too, that it would be more benefi-
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rial to the state to carry on the war against those who wero

building fortresses for their annoyance in their own country,
than against the Syracusans, whom it was no longer easy to

subdue
; nor, again, was it right for them to waste large sums

of money to no purpose by continuing the siege. Such, then,
was the view entertained by Demosthenes.

48. Nicias, however, though he too considered their circum-

stances to bo bad, yet did not wish to display their weakness

by words, nor that they should become a laughing-stock to

their enemies by voting for the retreat openly, and in con-

junction with many ;'
for so they would far less elude their ob-

servation in executing it, whenever they might wish. To a

certain extent, also, the affairs of the enemy, judging from

what he, more than others, knew of them, still afforded soma

hope that they would be worse thin their own, should they

persist in carrying on the siege ;
for so they would exhaust

them by want of funds
; especially, too, as they had now, with

their present fleet, a more extensive command of the sea. A
party in Syracuse, also, which wished to surrender the city to

the Athenians, was sending messengers to him, and urging
him not to raise the siege. Knowing these things, then, he
was in feet waiting because he was still inclined both ways,
and wished to see his course more clearly ;

but in the speech

openly made by him on that occasion he said,
"
th,ajLJie_re-

fused to withdraw^ thfijbrces
;
for he well knew that the Athe-

nians would not put up with such a step on the part of the

generals-r^their returning, he meant, without a vote from them-

selves, to authorize itT Besides, those who would vote in their

case, would not give their verdict from seeing the facts, as

they themselves had done, instead of hearing them from the

invectives of others
;
but whatever calumnies any clever speak-

er threw upon them, by those would they be persuaded.

Many too, nay, even the greater part of the soldiers present on
the spot, who were now clamoring about their perilous condi-

tion, would, he said, on arriving there, raise the very contrary

clamor, namely, that their generals had utterly betrayed them
for money, when they returned. For himself, then, he did not

wish (knowing as he did the Athenian character and temper)
to die under a dishonorable charge and by an unjust sentence

1

perti 7ro/Uwi>,] i. e., with the Taxiarchs and Trierarchs, who attended

when a regular council of war was held Compare ch. 50. 3.

21
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at the hands of the Athenians, rather than run the risk, in his

own individual case, of meeting his fate at the hands of the

enemy, i it must be so. As for the affairs of the Syracusnns,
however, he knew that they were in a still worse condition

than their own. For supporting mercenaries as they had to

do with their funds, and at the same time spending them on

guard-posts, and maintaining, moreover, a large navy, as they
had now done for more than a year, they were in some re-

spects ill provided, and in others would be still more at a

loss, as they had already expended two hundred talents, and
still owed many more

;
and should they lose any part what-

ever of their present forces through not giving them sup-
plies, their cause would be ruined, as it was supported by vol-

untary aid, rather than by compulsory exertions, like theirs.

He maintained, therefore, that they must continue to carry on
the siege, and not go away defeated in point of money, where-
in they were decidedly superior."

49. Such were the views which Nicias was positive in

stating, from having gained an accurate acquaintance with
the state of affairs in Syracuse, and their want of money ;

and
because there were some who were desirous that the state

should fall into the hands of the Athenians, and were sending
messages to him not to raise the siege ;

and at the same time,
because he was influenced by confidence in his fleet,

1

at any
1

dapffTjaet Kparr)Qei^.~\ I have given what appears to me the only sense

that this participle can bear, though different from any that has been at-

tributed to it by others. Compare the somewhat similar use of the verb

jjaatipai, in the sense of "
yielding," or "

giving way to," e. g., III. 38. 5,

ijdovr) jyovrw/zfVOL ;
and with a genitive, IV. 37. 1, ijaarjOetEV rov nopi'ii'-ar

Seivov. If, however, it should bo thought that neither this meaning,
"nor" (to use the words of Arnold) "any other, can be fairly extruded
from the sense as it now stands," I should be disposed to adopt a rather

bolder emendation than the mere substitution of uparvvOeic, which Bauer
and so many others after him have admitted, but which, as Poppo ob-

serves, leaves the passage scarcely less strange in its phraseology than

before. From the fact that six MSS. have y
1

uv, instead of yofr, it seems

probable that an infinitive mood originally formed part of the sentence
;

and I venture therefore to propose the-following correction: KOL uua ratf

yovv (or y' uv, whichever may be preferred) vavaiv TJ Trporepov dapc^aa^

KpaTf/aeiv, taking KpaTr/oeiv in the same absolute sense as Kparelv has al-

ready borne in a very similar passage, ch. 47. 3. If the objection*? urged

by Boiler n<::unst understanding iin'//.<n> before i/ be thought valid, bis

correction y may be admitted; "from feeling confident that they should

at any rate have the advantage ;it sea, us thuy had formerly ;" i. e., before

their recent defeat in the naval engagement,
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rate more than before. Demosthenes, however, would not at

all listen to the proposal for continuing the siege ;
but if it

were necessary for them not to withdraw the forces without a

decree from the Athenians, but to remain in the country, he

said that they should either remove to Thapsus and do so, or

to Catana, where they could overrun with their troops a large

part of the country, and support themselves by ravaging their

enemies' property, and so might injure them; while at the

same tiin.j with their fleet they would fight their battles on the

open deep, and not in a confined space, which was more in

favor of the enemy, but rather with spacious sea-room, where
their skill would be of service to them, and they would have
an opportunity of retreating and advancing in no narrow and
circumscribed space, both on putting out and coming to land.

In a word, he did not, he said, at all approve of remaining in

their present position, but of removing immediately without

delay. Eurymeion also supported him in this view. But as

Nicias objected to it, a degree of diffidence and hesitation was

produced in the'n, and a suspicion also that Nicias might be
so positive from knowing something more than he expressed.
The Athenians, then, in this way lingered on, and remained
where they were.

50. In the mean time, Gylippus and Sicanus had come to

Syracuse ;
and though Sicanus had failed in winning Acragas

(for while he was still at Gela, the party friendly to the Syra-
cusans' had been driven out), yet Gylippus came with fresh

troops raised from the rest of Sicily, and with the heavy-armed
which had been sent out from the Peloponnese in the spring, on
board the merchantmen, and had arrived at Selinus from Libya.
For when they had been carried by a tempest to Libya, and the

Cyrenxans had given them two triremes, and pilots for their

voyage, during their passage along shore they entered into al-

liance with the Euesperitse, who were being besieged by the

Libyans, and defeated the latter people ;
and after coasting along

thence to Neapolis, an emporium of the Carthaginians, from
which the distance is shortest to Sicily, namely, a voyage of

two days and a night, they crossed over there from that place,
and arrived at Selinus. Immediately on their arrival, the Syracu-
eans prepared to attack the Athenians again on both sides, by

1

Literally, "the party for the Syracusans, for friendship with them,"
as Arnold renders it. See his note.
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sea and by land. When the Athenian generals, on the other

hand, saw that a fresh force had joined them, and that their own
ciiviiMistances at the same time were not improving, but were

daily becoming worse, and most especially were depressed

through the sickness of the men, they repented of not having
removed before. And as even Nicias did not now oppose them
in the same degree, except by bogging them not openly to vote

on the question, they gave orders, as secretly as they could, for

all to sail out of their station, and to be ready when the signal

should be given. And when, after all was in readiness, they
were on the point of sailing away, the moon was eclipsed ;

for

it happened to be at the full. The greater part, therefore, of

the Athenians, urged the generals to stop, regarding the mat-

ter with religious scruple ;
and Nicias (for he was somewhat

over-addicted to superstition, and such feelings) declared that he

would not now so much as consider the matter, with a view to

moving, until, as the soothsayers directed, he had waited thrice

nine days. And so the Athenians, having been stopped on

this account, remained in the country.
51. When the Syracusans, too, heard this, they were much

more stimulated not to relax in their efforts against the Athe-

nians, since they themselves had now confessed that they were

no longer their superiors, either by sea or by land (for they
would not else have meditated sailing awav), and at the same

time, because they did not wish them to go and settle in any
other part of Sicily, and so to be more difficult to make war

upon; hut wen; desirous of forcing them to a sea-light there,

as quickly as possible, in a position that was advantageous" to

themselves. They manned their ships, therefore, and practiced
as many days as they thought suilicient. And when a favor-

able opportunity presented itself, on the iirst day they assaulted

the Athenian lines; and a small division of their heavy-armed and

having sallied forth against them through certain gate-

ways, they intercepted some of the heavy-armed, and routed

and pursued them back; and as the entrance was narrow, the

Athenians lost seventy horses, and some lew heavy-armed.
.V_'. On that day, then, the army <>f the, Syracusans drew off';

but on the next they loth sailed out with their ships, seventy-
six in number, a:id at the same time advanced with their

: ist the walls. The Athenians put out to i -1,

them with eighty-six ships, and closed and fought with them.
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Now when Eurymedon, who commanded the right wing of

the Athenians, and wished to surround the ships of the enemv,
had sailed out from the line too much toward the shore

;
the

Syracusans and their allies, after first defeating the center of

the Athenians, intercepted him also in the bottom and furthest

recess of the harbor, and both killed him, and destroyed the

ships that were following him. After which the Syracusans

closely pursued all the ships of the Athenians, and drove them
ashore.

53. When Gylippus saw the enemy's ships defeated, and
carried beyond the stockades and their own station, wishing to

cut oft' the men that were landing from them, and that the

Syracusans might more easily tow off the vessels, through the

land being in possession of their friends, he ran down to meet
them at the break-water with some part of his army. The

Tyrrhenians (for it was they who were keeping guard at this

point) seeing them coming on in disorder, advanced toward

them, and fell upon and routed their van, and drove them into

what was called the marsh of Lysimelea. Afterward, when
the force of the Syracusans and their allies had now come up
in greater numbers, the Athenians also advanced against

them, being afraid for their ships, and entered into action with

them, and defeated and pursued them to some distance, killing
a few heavy-armed. They saved also the greater part of

their own ships, and brought them together alongside their

station
; eighteen of them, however, the Syracusans and their

allies captured, and put all the men to the sword. Wishing
also to burn the rest of them, they filled an old merchantman
with faggots and pine-wood, and having thrown fire into it,

and the wind blowing right on the Athenians, they let the

vessel drift toward them. The Athenians, alarmed for their

ships, contrived, on the other hand, means for checking and

extinguishing it
;
and having stopped the flames and the near

approach of the merchantman, they thus escaped the danger.
54. After this, the Syracusans erected a trophy, both for their

sea-fight, and for the interception of the heavy-armed above, at

the wall, where they also took the horses
;
while the Athenians

did the same for the rout of those of the infantry whom the

Tyrrhenians drove into the marsh, and for that which they
themselves effected with the rest of their army.

55. When the victory had now been so decisive on the d
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of the Ryracusans, even at sea (for before this thoy were,

afraid of the ships newly come with Demosthenes), the Athe-

niaus were in a state of utter despondency ;
and great was

their disappointment, but far greater still their regret, for

having made the expedition. For these were the only states

they had hitherto attacked with institutions similar to their

own, and living under a democracy like themselves; ]>

ing, too, ships, and horses, and greatness: and as ihey were

not able either to introduce any change, as regarded their

government, to create dissension among them, l>v which they
might have been brought over, nor to elYect that by means of

their forces (though they were far superior
1

),
but had failed

in most of their attempts, they were even before this event in

perplexity ;
and after they were defeated even at sea, which

they could never have expected, they were far more so still.

56. The Syracusans, on the other hand, immediately began
to sail without fear along the harbor, and determined to close

up its mouth, that the Athenians might not in future sail out,

even if they wished it, unobserved by them. For they were

no longer attending to their own preservation merely, but also

to the prevention of the enemy's escape ; thinking (as was the

fact) that wiih their present resources their own cause was

decidedly the stronger; and that if they could conquer the

Athenians and their allies both by land and sea, the victory
would appear for them a glorious one in the eyes of the (J reeks.

For of the rest of the (J reeks some in that ease \\ere s'raight-

way liberated, and others released from fear (as the remaining

power of the Athenians would no longer be able to bear the

war that would afterward be waged against them), while

they themselves also, being regarded as the authors of thin

would be greatly admired, both by the rest of the world, and
1

Y)f/TTo?>".~| I have taken this as a nominative case, with Arnold and
others, rather than as an accusative, as I'oppo is inclined to do in his

larger editi n ; because the superiority of' the Athenian threes at, tho be-

ginning of their operations is quite evident from many oilier pa
even besides those referred to in Arnold's note: and the use of the par-

ticiple i-.'//l',i<-.'r at the be^innin<r of the section is more suituHe to the

neemenv of the sieev than to the later period of it, when '

;;s could with truth be said lobe superior to their assailants. Be-

sides, ov-ff is found after Kpttinovr in three; of tlio MSS. With
to the construction of //.

/rc//H/r7/cri7/r, it seems to depend upon
yeatiai understood from the preceding Trpoat/yovro, as Bloomfield observes
in the note to his translation.
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by posterity. And the contest was indeed worth ^encountering,
both on these grounds, and because they were winning the

victory, not only over the Athenians, but over the other

numerous allies also
; and, again, not winning it by themselves,

but also in company with those who had joined in assisting
them

; having taken the lead, too, with the Corinthians and

J.ari'ilremonians, and given their own city to stand the first

brunt of the danger, and paved the way, in great measure, for

their naval success. For the greatest number of nations met

together at this single city, excepting the whole sum of the

confederates assembled, during the war, at the city of Athens
or of Lacedsemon.

5*7. For the following were the states on each side that re-

paired to Syracuse for the war, coming against Sicily, or in its

behalf, to assist the one side in winning, and the other in

keeping possession of the country ; taking their stand with

one another, not so much on the ground of right, OT of kindred,
but as they were each circumstanced with respect either to

expediency or to necessity. The Athenians themselves went

willingly, as lonians against the Dorians of Syracuse; and
with them went, as their colonists, having the same language
and institutions as themselves, the Lemnians, Imbrians, and

yEginetans, who then occupied ^Egina ;
as also the Hestiaeans,

who inhabited Hestiasa, in Boeotia. Of the rest, some were

serving with them as subjects ;
others in consequence of their

alliance, although independent; and others as mercenaries.

Among their subjects and tributaries were the Eretrians,

Chalcidians, Styrians, and Carystians, of Eubcaa. From the

islands were the Ceans, Andrians, and Tenians : from Ionia,
the Milesians, Samnians, and Chians. Of these, the Chians

joined as independent allies, not being subject to tribute, but

supplying ships. All these were chiefly lonians, and de-

scended from the Athenians, except the Carystians, who were

Dryopes ;
and though subject, and going from necessity, still

they followed at any rate as lonians against Dorians.* Besides

these, there were of ^Eolic race, the Methymnaeans, subject to

supplying ships but not tribute
;
and the Tenedians and

1

Implying that the present were not the original inhabitants of it.

a
'luves ye inl Awpu'of.]

" That is, it was not unnatural or irksome to

them to servo against their natural enemies, although it was not in a

quarrel of their own." Arnold.
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ans, who were tributaries. These, altliougli vEolians, were by
compulsion fighting against ^E lians, namely, the Boeotians,
their founders, who were on the Syracusan side. But the

Plataeans alone fought as Boeotians right in the face of Boeo-

tians,
1

ias might have been expected, for the hatred they bore

them. Of Rhodians and Cytherians, again, both of Doric race,

the Cytherians, though colonists of the Lacedaemonians, were

lighting in concert with the Athenians against the Lacedae-

monians with Gylippus ;
while the Rhodians, who were Ar-

gives by race, were compelled to wage war against the Syra-

cusans, who were Dorians, and the Geloans, who we 1
.

their own colonists, serving with the Syracusans. Of the

islanders around the Peloponnese, the Ophallenians and Za-

cynthians followed, indeed, as independent allies, but still, on
account of their insular position, rather by constraint, because

the Athenians commanded the sea. The Corcyra3ans, though
not only Dorians but even Corinthians, followed openly against
the Corinthians and Syracusans, though colonists of the one

and kinsmen of the other; by compulsion, according to their

specious profession, but rather with good will, for tl.e hatred

they bore the Corinthians. The Messenians, too, as they arc

now called, at Natipaetus, and also from Pylus, which was then

held by the Athenians, were taken to the war. Moreover,

some few M^garean exiles, owing to their misfortune, were

fighting against the Selinuntines, who were Megareans. Of
the rest the service was now more of a voluntary nature.

For it was not so much on account of their alliance, as out of

hatred for the Lacedemonians, and for their own individual

advantage at the moment, that the Argives followed in com-

pany of the Ionian Athenians to light as Dorians against Do-
rians. While the Mantineans, and other mercenaries from

Arcadia, went as being accustomed to go against the enemies

who at any time wore pointed out to tin-in
;
and thought, for

llie sake of gain, that the Arcadians, who at that time, came
with the Corinthians, \\cre no less than others their foes.

The Cretans and .Etolians also came for consideration of pay;

1

K(iravTiKpi'.~\ Such is perhaps the force of the word, in the fibs<

any instance in which Tlmeydides uses it.for urn K/ >rr. Otherwi-

meaning <>f
"
absolute" or

'

downright Bo30tians," would suit the pnssn^e
much better, as distinguishing between the Plateaus who actually lived

in the country, and those before mentioned who were onjy colonies from it-
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and it happened in the case of the Cretans, that although they
had joined the Rhodians in founding Gela, they now came, not

with their colonists, but against them not by choice, but for

pay. There we:e also some Acarnanians who served as aux-

iliaries, pally from motives of interest", but mainly as Li-ing

allies, through their friendship with Demosthenes, and their

good-will toward the Athenians. These, then, were within

the Loundary of the Ionian gulf.
l Of the Ilaliots, on the other

han 1, the Thurians and Metapontines, as they had Leen over-

t:ik 'ii by such necessities at that time, owing to those seasons

of faction, joined in the expedition ;
and of the Siceliots, ihe

Naxians and Catanians. Of barbarians, there were the Seges-

tans, who indeed invited them to their aid, with the greater

part of the Sicels
;
and of those out of Sicily, some of the

Tyrrhenians, on account of a quarrel with the Syracusans,
and some lapygian mercenaries. Such and so many were the

nations that were serving with the Athenians.

58. To the aid of the Syracusans, on the other hand, came
the Camarinaeans, who lived on their borders

;
the Geloans,

who lived next to them
;
and then (for the Acragantines were

neutral) the Selimmtines, who were situated on the further

side of the island. These occupied the part of Sicily opposite
to Libya, but the Ilinaeracans the side toward the Tyrrhenian
sea, in which they are the only Greek inhabitants, and from

which they were the only auxiliaries of the Syracusans. Such
then were the Grecian communities in Sicily that joined in the

war, being all Dorians and independent. Of the Larbarians,
there were the Sicels alone, such of them as had not gone over

to the Athenians. Of the Greeks beyond the limits of Sicily,

there were the Lacedaemonians, who supplied a Spartan leader,

while the rest of the troops were Neodamodes and Helots
; (the

term Neodamode being now equivalent to free
;)

the Corinth-

ians, who alone of all the allies joined with both sea and land

forces ;
the Leuca lians, also, and Ambraciots, for the sake of

their connection with them
;
while mercenaries were sent from

Arcadia by the Corinthians, and some Sicyonians, who were

pressed into the service. From beyond the Peloponnese,

1

T$ 'loviw /coA:rcj 6pi6fj,evoi.~\ i. c., who wore separated by that sea

from the Greeks of Sicily and Italy. Compare VI. 13, rovf ^tv 2</ce-

'AiuTa, olaTtep vvv fy>oif, xpcj/ievove n-pur 7/,uuf, ov /zefiTTOif, TJ re 'loviy

KGnTTU, K. T. A.

21*
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some Boeotians joined them. Compared, however, with thoso

who came as auxiliaries, the Siceliots themselves supplied

larger numbers in every branch of the service, inasmuch as

they were powerful states; for numerous heavy-armed, ships,
and horses, and an abundant crowd 1

besides, were collected hy
them. And compared, again, with all the rest put together, as

one may say, the Syracusans by themselves furnished more
numerous levies, both from the greatness of their city, and

because they were in the greatest peril.

59. Such were the auxiliaries collected on either side, which,

by this time, had all joined both parties, and there were no

subsequent additions to either.

The Syracusans and their allies, then, reasonably conceived

that it would be a glorious prize for them, after their recent.

victory in the sea-fight, to capture the whole armament of the

Athenians, great as it was, and not to let them escape either

way, neither by sea nor land. They began therefore imme-

diately to close up the great harbor, the mouth of which was

about eight stades across, with triremes ranged broadside, and

merchant-vessels, and boats, mooring them with anchors; while

they prepared every thing else, in case the Athenians should

still have courage for a sea-fight, and entertained no small do-

signs with regard to any thing.
60. The Athenians, seeing them closing up the harbor, and

having received intelligence of their other plans, thought it

uy to hold a council. Accordingly the generals and the

Taxiarchs assembled to deliberate on their difficulties, arising

both from other causes, and especially because they had neither

any more provisions lor their immediate, use
(for, thinking

that they were going to sail away, they had sent before to

Catana, and commanded them to bring them no longer), nor

were likely to have them in future, unless they should gain
the command of the sea. They determined there!'* :

evacuate the upper part of their lines, and having ii;

with a cross wall just by the ships the least spare that, could

be sufficient to hold their sloivs and their sick, to garrison

that, while with the, rest of (heir troops, malcing every
on board, they manned all their ships, both such as were

sound and such as TI since; and after a

engagement, if they were victorious, to proceed to Catana
;

,]
t. e., of lifrlit.-.'inned irregulars.
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but if not, to burn their ships, throw themselves into line, and

retreat by land, in whatever direction they would soonest

reach some friendly town, whether barbarian or Grecian.

They, theu, having resolved on these things, acted accordingly ;

for they gradually descended from their upper lines, and

manned all their ships, having compelled to go on board who-

ever, even in any degree, seemed of age for rendering service.

Thus they were manned in all about a hundred and ten ships ;

on board which they embarked a large number of bow-men and

dartmen, taken from the Acarnanian and other mercenaries,
and provided every thing else, as far as it was possible for them,
when acting upon a plan which necessity alone dictated, such

as the present. When most things were in readiness, Nicias,

seeing the soldiers disheartened by their decided defeat at sea,

and wishing, in consequence of the scarcity of provisions, to

hazard a final battle as speedily as possible, assembled them,
and on that occasion

1

addressed them all together first, and

spoke as follows:

61. "
Soldiers of the Athenians, and of the other allies, the

coming struggle will be common alike to all for the safety and

country of each of us, no less than of the enemy ;
since if

we now gain a victory with our fleet, each one may see his

native city again, wherever it may be. Nor should you be

disheartened, or feel like the most inexperienced of men, who,
after failing in their first atterffpts, ever after have the antici-

pation of their fear taking the color of their disasters. But as

many of you here as are Athenians, having already had ex-

perience in many wars, aud all the allies who have ever

joined us in our expeditions, remember the unexpected results

that occur in warfare
;
and make your preparations with a hope

that fortune may at length side with us, and with a de-

termination to renew the conflict in a manner worthy of your
numbers, which you see yourselves to be so great.

62.
" Now whatever we saw likely to be serviceable against

the confined space of the harbor, with reference to the crowd

rare rrpiDroi;.] I have retained the old reading rorc,

though all the editors have changed it into re, because I think it is by no
means inexpressive, if taken with -rrpurov ;

the two words being intend-

ed, in my opinion, to make a marked distinction between the speech ad-

dressed by Nicias "on that first occasion," to all the troops together, and
that which ho afterward addressed to the trierarchs by themselves. Seo
ch. 69. 2, avdif TUV rpujpupxuv Iva frcaaroy uvenufai, K. T. 7,.
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of ships that there will be, and the enemy's troops upon their

decks, from which we suffered before, every thing has now
been looked to and prepared by us also, as far as present cir-

cumstances would allow, with the co-operation of the masters

of our vessels. For great numbers of bowmen and dartmcn
will go on board, and a multitude such as we should not have

used had we been fighting in the open sea, as it would have

interfered with the display of our skill through the weight of our

ships; but in the present land-fight which we are compelled
to make on board our ships, these things will be of service.

We have also ascertained the different ways in which we must

adapt the structure of our vessels for opposing theirs, and es-

pecially against the stoutness of their cheeks, from which we
received most damage, we have provided grappling-irons,
which will prevent the ship's retiring

1

again after it has once

charged, if the soldiers on board them do their duty. For to

this necessity are we reduced, that we must maintain a land-

fight on board our fleet
;
and it seems to be our interest nei-

ther to retire ourselves, nor to suffer them to do it; especially as

the shore, except so fur as our troops occupy it,
is in pos-

session of the enemy.
63. "

Remembering this, then, you must fight on as long as

you can, and not be driven to land, but (let ermine, when one

ship has closed with another, not to separate before you have

swept off the soldiers from your enemy's deck. And this ex-

hortation I offer to the soldiers not less than to the sailors, in-

asmuch as this work belongs more to those upon deck. And
we have still even now a general superiority with our troops.

On the other hand, I advise the seamen, and entreat them too

at the same time, not to be too much dismayed by their mis-

fortunes, as we have now superior resources on our decks, and

a larger number of ships. Consider, too, how well worth pre-

serving is that pleasure enjoyed by those of you, who, being
hitherto considered as Athenians, even though you are not,

from your knowledge of our language and your imitation of

our customs, were respected through Greece, and enjoyed no

less a share of our empire as regarded the benefits you de-

rived from
it, and a far greater share as regards Ix-ing

:

by our subjects, and bcin^ sremvd from injuries. Since then

1

TT)V rcn'Xiv aKUKpovoti',] i. e., retiring in order to gain the momentum
required for a fresh attack. See note on ch. 36.
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you alone, as free men, share our empire with us, abstain, as

just men, from now utterly betraying it. And with contempt
for Corinthians, whom you have often conquered, and for Si-

celiots, none of whom presumed, while our fleet was in fine con-

dition, so much as to stand up against us, repel them, and show

that, even when attended by weakness and misfortunes, your
skill is superior to the fortunate strength of any others.

64.
" Those of you, again, who are Athenians, I must re-

mind of this also, that you left behind you no more such ships
in your docks, nor so fine a body of heavy-armed troops ;

and
that if any thing else befall you but victory, your enemies here

will immediately sail thither, and those of our countrymen
who are left behind there will be unable to defend themselves

against both their opponents on the spot and those who will

join them
;
and thus at the same time you who are here will

be at the mercy of the Syracusans (and you know with what

feelings you came against them), and those who are there at

home at that of the Lacedaemonians. Being brought then to

this one struggle for both parties, fight bravely now, if you ever

did
;
and reflect, both individually and collectively, that those

of you who will now be on board your ships represent both the

army and the navy of the Athenians, all that is left of your

country, and the great name of Athens : in behalf of which,
whatever be the point in which one man excels another, either

in science or courage, on no other occasion could he better

display it, so as both to benefit himself and to contribute to the

preservation of all."

65. Nicias delivered this exhortation to them, and immedi-

ately commanded them to man the ships. Gylippus and the

Syracusans, on the other hand, were able to perceive, from the

sight of their very preparations, that the Athenians were

about to engage them at sea, and the device of throwing the

frappling-irons

had also been previously reported to them,

hey prepared themselves therefore on all other points severally,
and on this also

;
for they covered over with hides their prows

and a considerable space of the upper part of the vessel, so

that the grapple, when thrown, might slip off, and not obtain

any hold on them. And now, when every thing was ready,
(heir generals, together with Gylippus, exhorted them by speak-

ing as follows :

66. " That our former achievements have been glorious ones,
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Syracusans and allies, and that this struggle will be for glo-
rious results in future, most of you seem to us to be aware

(for you would not else have devoted yourselves so eagerly to

it),
and if any one is not as sensible of it as he ought to

be, we will prove it to him. For when the Athenians had come
to this country, for the subjugation of Sicily in the first place,
and then, if they succeeded, for that of the Peloponnese also,

and the rest of Greece
;
and when they possessed the largest

empire enjoyed hitherto, either by Greeks of former times or

of the present, you were the first men in the world who with-

stood their navy with which they had borne down every

thing, and have already conquered them in some sea-fights,
and will now, in all probability, conquer them in this. For
w*hen men have been put down in that in which they claim to

excel, their opinion of themselves in future is far lower than if

they had never entertained such an idea at first
;
and failing

through the disappointment of their boasting, they give way
even beyond the degree of their power. And such, probably,
is now the feeling of the Athenians.

67. "But in our case, both the opinion wo entertained be-

fore, and with which, even while we were yet unskillful, we
were full of daring, has now been confirmed 1

;
and from the

addition to it of the thought that we must be the bes! seamen
in the world, since wo have conquered the best, each man's

hope is doubled. And, generally speaking, it is the greatest

hope that supplies also the greatest spirit for undertakings.

Again, those points in which they are imitating our equip-
ments are familiar to our habits, and we shall not be

awkward at each of them :

l

whereas, on their side, when

many soldiers are on their decks contrary to their custom, and

many dartmen, mere land-lubbers
2

(so to speak), Acar-

nanians and others, have gone on board their ships, who will

not so much as know how to discharge their weapons while

1

dvup/ioGTot,'] or, as others take* it,
"
unprepared against each of thorn."

2
xepvaim.'] I have ventured to use a rather A/I///;/ term, because the

qualifying expression, r f/Tf/'r, which is added in the original.

to imply that \ri><~;<ii(>i was employed by him with a similar niranimr <>('

rcproaeh. The meaning of rn'>,i//i.>. as used just below, scorns borrowed
from the unsteady reeling motion of an intoxicaied person; the simile

/ the l'sMlmi-4 with reference to mariners tossed in the storm,

"they reel to and fro, and st.i drunken man, and are at their

wits' end." Or it raav mean to "cmbarr
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stationary, how can they avoid swaying the ships, and falling

all into contusion among themselves, by not moving accord-

ing to their own fashion ? For neither will they derive any
benefit, from tli<- superior number of their ships (if any of you
LH- afraid of this, I mean the idea of his not going to fight them
with an equal number) ;

for many ships in a small space will

be less effective for executing any of the movements they may
wish, while they are most liable to be injured by our prep-
arations. On the contrary, be assured of this, which is most

true, according to the certain information which we believe

we have received. It is through \he excess of their miseries,

and from being forced to it by their present distress, that they
are induced to make a desperate effort; not so much from

confidence in their resources, as from hazarding a chance, in

whatever way they can, that they may either force their pass-

age and sail out, or afterward retreat by land
; since, at any

rate, they could not fare worse than at present.
68.

" To avail yourselves then of such confusion, and of the

very fortune of our bitterest enemies, which has betrayed itself,

let us close with them in wrath, and consider that the feeling

of those men is most lawful, with regard to their enemies, who

determine, when taking vengeance on their aggressor, to glut
the animosity of their heart : and that we too shall have an

opportunity of avenging ourselves on our foes the very thing
which is every where said to be most sweet. For that they are

our foes, and our bitterest foes, you all know
;
inasmuch as

they came against our country to enslave it, and if they had

succeeded, would have imposed on our men all that was most

painful ;
on our children and wives all that is most dishonorable

;

and on our whole country the title which is most degrading.
Wherefore no one ought to relent, or deem it gain that they
should merely go away without danger to us. For that they
will do just the same, even if they gain the victory. But that,

through our succeeding (as we probably shall do) in our wishes,
these men should be punished, and should leave a more secure

liberty for the whole of Sicily, which even before enjoyed that

blessing ;
this is a glorious object to contend for. And of all

hazards those are most rare, which, while they cause least liaini

by failure, confer most advantage by success."

69. The Syracusan commanders and Gylippus having in

their turn thus exhorted their men, immediately manned the
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ships on their side also, since they saw tliat the Athenians
were doing it. Nicias, on the other liand, being dismayed ;it

the present ciiumStance.s of liim-^' and- his colleagues, and
r ho\v great and how c.l.-s.e al hand now their peril was,

since they were all hut on the point of putting out; consider-

ing, too (as men usually feel in great emergencies), that in deed

every tiling fell short of what they would have it, while in

word enough had not yet been said by them
; again called to

him each one of the Trierarchs, addressing them severally by
their father's name, their own, and that of their tribe :

ging each one who enjoyed any previous distinction, from

personal considerations not to sacrifice it, nor to obscure those

hereditary virtues for which his forefathers were illustrious;

reminding them too of their country the most free one in

the world and the power, subject to no :. :',ion, wlikb
all enjoyed in i 'rd to their mode of life,

; mentioning
other things also, such as men would say at a time now so

eriti'-al, not guarding against being thought by any one to

bring forward old and hackneyed topics, and such as are ad-

vanced in all cases alike, about men's wives and children and

country's gods, but loudly appealing to them, because they
think they may be of service in the present consternation.

Thus he, thinking that he had addressed to them an exhort-

ation which was not so much a satisfactory one, as one that he

was compelled to be content with, went away from them, and

led the troops down to the beach, and ranged them over as

large a. space as he could, that the greatest possible assistance

might bo given to tho->e on board toward keeping up their

spirits. Demosthenes, Monander, and Kuthydemrs, who went

on board the Athenian fleet to take the comm-md, put out

from their own station, and immediately sailed to the bar at

the mouth of the harbor., and the passage through it which

had been closed up,
1

wishing to force their way to the outsido.

1 rbv \Traf>a'ket<t>On<Ta\ fVA-AoiT.] As some correction of this reading
seems necessary, I have preferred that which is adopted by Arnold,

Kara%.i}<j>6evTa,tQ that which Hekker proposes,
-

seems tar more prohable from the next chapter that uo passage at all

ing. If there had been. why should tin

when they had defeat rd (he squadron at the harbor's month, havo

ir><rs of Hie ves. l.< whieh formed
'

(sec. 2), instead of sailinir out ;it <>i f them probablv would
hatre done, under their present circumstances. if the passage had been
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70. The Syrarusnns and their allies, having previously put
out with pivtty nearly th same number of ships as before,

proceeded to keep guard with part of them at the passage out,

and also round the circumference of the whole harbor, thai

they mi^ht fall upon the Athenians on all sides at once, while

their troops also at the same time came to their aid at what-

ever part their vessels might put in to shore. The commanders
of the Syracusan fleet were Sicanus and Agatharchus, each

occupying a wing of the whole force, with Pythen and the

Corinthians in the center. When the Athenians came up to

the bar, in the first rush with which they charged they got the

better of the ships posted at it, and endeavored to break the

fastenings. Afterward, when the Syracusans and their allies

bore down upon them from all quarters, the engagement was

going on no longer at the bar alone, but over the harbor

also; and an obstinate one it was, such as none of the

previous onesJiad been. For great eagerness for the attack

was exhibited by the seamen on both sides, when the com-
mand was given ;

and there was much counter-maneuvering
on the part of the masters, and rivalry with each other

;
while

the soldiers on board exerted themselves, when vessel came in

collision with vessel, that the operations on deck might not

fall short of the skill shown by others. Indeed every one,
whatever the duty assigned him, made every effort that he

might himself in each case appear the best man. And as a

great number of ships were engaged in a small compass (for
indeed they were the largest fleets fighting in the narrowest

space that had ever been known, since both of them together
fell little short of two hundred), the attacks made with the

beaks were few, as there were no means of backing water, or

cutting through the enemy's line
;
but chance collisions were

more frequent, just as one ship might happen to nm into

another, either in flying from or attacking a second. So long
as a vessel was coming up to the charge, those on her decks

plied their javelins, arrows and stones in abundance against
her

;
but when they came to close quarters, the heavy-

open for them. Bloomfield indeed thinks that the mere fact of a Syra-
cusan squadron having been posted near the mouth of the harbor proves
that there must have been an opening left. But surely this is a very
weak proof; for knowing as they did that the Athenians would break

down the bar if they possibly could, it was a very natural precaution to

defend it with a division of their fleet.
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armed marines, fighting hand to hand, endeavored to board
each other's ships. In many cases too it happened, through
want of room, that on one side they were charging an enemy,
and on the other were being charged themselves, and that

two ships, and sometimes even more, were by compulsion en-

tangled round one. And thus the masters had to guard
against some, and to concert measures against others not one

thing at a time, but many things on every side while the

great din from such a number of ships coming into collision

both spread dismay and prevented their hearing what the boat-

swains said. For many were the orders given and the shouts

raised by those officers on each side, both in the discharge of

their duty, and from their present eagerness for the battle :

while they cried out to the Athenians,
"
to force the passage,

anl now, if ever they meant to do it hereafter, to exert them-

selves heartily for a safe return to their country ;" and to the

Syracusaris and their allies,
" that it would be a glorious

achievement for them to prevent the enemy's escape, and by
gaining the victory to confer honor on their respective coun-

tries." The commanders, moreover, on each side, if they
saw any captain in any part unnecessarily rowing astern,

called out to him by name and asked him, on the side of the

Athenians;,
" whether they were retreating because they con-

sidered the land, which was in the possession of their bitterest

enemies, as more their own than the sea, which had been won
with no small trouble ?" on that of the Syracusans,

u whether

they were themselves flying from the flying Athenians, whom
they knew for certain to be anxious to escape from them in

any way whatever?"

71. The troops on shore too, on both sides, when the sea-

fig]
it was so equally balanced, suffered a great agony and con-

flict of feelings; those of the country being ambitious now of

still greater honor, while their invaders were afraid of faring
even worse than at present. For, since the Athenians' all was
sttk -d on their fleet, their fear for the future was like none

they had ever felt before
;
and from the unequal nature of the

jjiug ii-e;Me,nt they were also compelled to have an unequal view

,rom ihe lieneh. For as the spectacle was near at hand,
an 1 as they did not all look at the same part at onee, if any
.vtw their own men victorious in any quarter, they would be,

encourage!, and turn to calling on the gods not to deprive
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them of safety ;
while those who looked on the part that was

being beaten, uiteivd lamentations at the same time as cries,

and from the sight they had of what was going on, expressed
their feelings more than those engaged in the action. Others,

again, looking on a doubtful point of the engagement, in con-

sequence of the indecisive continuance of the conflict, in their

excessive fear made gestures with their very bodies, cor-

.;ding with their thoughts, and continued in the most dis-

tressing state, for they were constantly within a little of

< 's. -aping, or of being destroyed. And thus among the troops
of the Athenians, as long as they were fighting at sea on

equal terms, every sound might be heard at once, wailing,

shouting,
"
they conquer,"

"
they are conquered," and all the

other various exclamations which a great armament in great

peril would be constrained to utter very much in the same

way as their men on board their ships were affected until at

length, after the battle had continued for a long time, the

Syracusans and their allies routed the Athenians, and pressing
on them in a decisive manner, with much shouting and cheer-

ing of each other on, pursued them to the shore. Then the

sea forces, as many as were not taken afloat, put into the land

at different parts, and rushed from on board to the camp :

while, the army, no longer with any different feelings, but all

on one impulse, lamenting and groaning, deplored the event,
and proceeded, some to succor the ships, others to guard what
remained of their wall

;
while others, and those the greatest

part, began now to think of themselves, and how they should

best provide for their own preservation. Indeed their dismay at

the moment had been exceeded by none of all they had ever

felt. And they now experienced pretty nearly what they had
themselves inflicted at Pylus : for by the Lacedaemonians' losing
their ships, their men who had crossed over into the island

were lost to them besides : and at this time for the Athenians

to escape by land was hopeless, unless something beyond all

expectation should occur.

72. After the battle had been thus obstinately disputed, and

many ships and men destroyed on both sides, the Syracusans
and alli<s, having gained the victory, took up their wrecks
and dead, and then sailed away to the city, and erected a

trophy. The Athenians, from the extent of their present
.

misery, did not so much as think about their dead or their
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wrecks, or of asking permission to take them up, but "wished

to retreat immediately during the night. Demosthenes, how-

ever, went to Nicias, and expressed it as his opinion that they
should still man their remaining ships, and force their passage
out, if they could, in the morning ; alleging that they still had
left more ships fit for service than the enemy ;

for the Athe-

nians had about sixty remaining, while their adversaries had
Jess than

fifty. But when Nicias agreed with this opinion,
and they wished to. man them, the seamen would not embark,

through being -dismayed .at their defeat, and thinking that they
could not now gain a victory. And so they all now made up
their mi i)ds to retreat by land.

73. But Hermocrates the Syracusan, suspecting their pur-

pose, and thinking that it would be a dreadful thing, if so largo
a force, after retreating by land and settling any where in Sicily,

should choose again to cany on the war with them, went to

the authorities, and explained to them that they ought not to

suffer them to retreat during the night (stating what he him-

self
1

thought), but that all the Syracusans and allies should at

once go out, and block up the roads, and keep guard before-

hand at the narrow passes. But though the magistrates also

agreed with him in thinking this, no less than himself, and
were of opinion that it ought to be done, yet they thought that

the people, in their recent joy and relaxation after the labors

of a great sea-fight, especially, too, as it was a time of feasting

(for they happened to celebrate on this day a sacrifice to Her-

cules), would not easily be induced to listen to them ; as the

majority, from excessive gladness at their victory, had fallen

to drinking during the festival, and would, they expected,
rather obey them in anything than in taking arms, just at

present, and marching out. When, on consideration of this,

it appeared a difficulty to the magistrates, and Hermocrates

could not then prevail upon them to attempt i', he afterward

devised the following scheme. Being afraid that the Athe-

nians might get the start of them by (juicily passing during
the night the most difficult points of the country, he sent cer-

1 d Kal ai>T<7> itii'm:
/.]

T sen no reason whatever for any such alteration

of avTtf), ;is B;mer :m<l I )ohrco propose ;
as the words evidently refer to

(lie fiK't mentioned ;it the beginning of the chapter, that Flennocrates

had himself suspecti-d (vnovoiyoaf utirtiv TI/V 6uii>otav) what he stated to

the magistrates as the design of the Athenians.
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tain of his own friends with soino cavalry to the Athenian

cam]), as soon as it grew dark. These, riding up to within

hearing, and calling to them certain individuals, as though
th-y wnv friends of the Athenians (for there were some who
sent tidings to Nicias of what passed within the city) desired

them to U'll that general not to lead off his army by night, as

the Syracusans were guarding the roads
;
but to retire leisurely

by day after making his preparations. They then, after deliver-

ing this message, returned; while those who heard it reported
the same to the Athenian generals.

74.
They,

in accordance with the information, stopped for the

night, considering it to be no false statement. And since they
had not, as it was, set out immediately, they determined to re-

main over the next day also, that the soldiers might pack up, as

well as they could, the most useful articles
;
and though they

left every thing else behind, to take with them, when they
started, just what was necessary for their personal support.
But the Syracusans and Gylippus had marched out before

with their troops, and were blocking up the roads through the

country where it was likely the Athenians would advance, as

well as guarding the passages of the streams and rivers, and

posting themselves for the reception of the army, in order to

stop it where they thought best
;
while with their ships they

sailed to those of the Athenians, and towed them off from the

beach. Some few indeed the Athenians themselves had burnt,
as they had intended

;
but the rest they lashed to their own at

their leisure, as each had been thrown up on any part of the

beach, and, without any one trying to stop them, conveyed
them to the city.

75. After this, when Nicias and Demosthenes thought they
were sufficiently prepared, the removal of the army took

place, on the third day after the sea-fight. It was a wretched
scene then, not on account of the single circumstance alone, that

they were retreating after having lost all their ships, arid while

both themselves and their country were in danger, instead of be-

ing in high hope; but also because, on leaving their camp, every
one had grievous things both to behold with his eyes and to feel

iu his heart. For as the dead lay unburied, and any one saw
a friend on the ground, he was struck at once with grief and
fear. And the living who were being left behind, wounded
or sick, were to the living a much more sorrowful spectacle
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than the dead, and more piteous than those who had perished.
For having recourse to entreaties and waitings, they re< lured

them to utter perplexity, begging to be taken -away, and ap-

pealing to each individual friend or relative that any of them

might any where see
;
or hanging on their comrades, as they

were now going away; or following as far as they could, and
when in any case the strength of their body failed, not being
left behind without many

1

appeals to heaven and many lamenta-

tions. So that the whole army, being filled with tears and

distress of this kind, did not easily get away, although from
an enemy's country, and although they had both suffered

already miseries too great for tears to express, and were still

afraid for the future, lest they might sutler more. There was

also among them much dejection and depreciation of their

own strength. For they resembled nothing but a city starved

out and attempting to escape ;
and no small one too, for of

their whole multitude there were not less than forty thou-

sand on the march. Of these, all the rest took whatever each

one could that was useful, and the heavy-armed and cavalry

themselves, contrary to custom, carried their own food under

their arms, some for want of servants, others through distrust-

ing them
;

for they had for a long time been deserting, and

("id so in greatest numbers at that moment. And even what

they earned was not sufficient; for there WHS no longer any
food in the camp. Nor, again, was their other misery, and

their e<|iial participation in sufferings (though it affords some
alleviation to endure with others), considered even on that

account easy to bear at the present time; especially, when

they reflected from what splendor and boasting at first they
had been reduced to such an abject termination. For this was

the greatest reverse that ever befell a (Jrccian army ; since,

in contrast to their having come to enslave others, they had

to depart in fear of Undergoing that, themselves ; and instead

of prayers and hymns, with which they sailed from home, they
had to start on their return with omens the very contrary of

these; going by land, instead of by sea, and relying on a mili-

tary rather than a naval force. But nevertheless, in conse-

1 OVK avfv
<>"k'r/uv.~\ Arnold thinks that "the negative must bo twice

l if it wore OVK. dvev OVK ohiyuv, just as
" non modo" in Latin

instead of " non modo non." Or, may it be considered as a con-

fusion of two expressions, viz., OVK dvev rro^uv and //cr' OVK okiyuv \
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qusnce of the invatnc.ss of the danger still impending, all these

things seemed endurable to them.

76. Nicias, seeing the army dejected, and greatly changed,

passed along the ranks, and encouraged and cheered them, as

\v-ll as existing circumstances allowed
; speaking still louder

than before, as he severally came opposite to them, in the

earnestness of his feeling, and from wishing to be of service

to them by making himself audible to as many as possible.
77. "

Still, even in our present circumstances, Athenians
and allies, must we cherish hope ;

for some men have, ere now,
been preserved even from more dreadful circumstances than

these. Nor should you think too meanly of yourselves, or

yield too much to your misfortunes and present sufferings,
which are beyond your desert. For my own part, though I

am not superior to any of you in strength (for you see what
a state I am in through disease), and though I consider

myself to be second to none, whether in my private life or

in other respects, yet now I am exposed to every danger,
like the very meanest. And yet I have lived with much
devotion,

1

as regards the gods, and much justice and freedom
from reproach, as regards men. And therefore my hope is

still strong for the future
;
and my calamities do not terrify

me, so much as they might. Nay, they may perhaps be alle-

viated
;

for our enemies have enjoyed enough good fortune
;

and if we displeased any of the gods by making this expedi-

tion, we have already been sufficiently punished for it. Others

also, we know, have ere now marched against their neighbors ;

and after acting as men do, have suffered what they could en-

dure. And so in our case it is reasonable now to hope that

we shall find the wrath of the gods mitigated ;
for we are now

deserving of pity at their hands, rather than of envy. Look-

ing, too, on your own ranks, what experienced and numerous
men of arms there are with you, advancing in battle-array to-

gether, do not be too much dismayed, but consider that you
are yourselves at once a city, wherever you may settle

;
and

that there is no other in Sicily that would either easily resist

your attack, or expel you when settled any where. With

regard to the march, that it may be safe and orderly,
look to that yourselves; with no other consideration, each

Compare the use of the cognate participle, ch. 86. 5, TT)V

Trdaav ef dpsTTjv vevofj.iafievr]v
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of you, than that whatever the spot on which he may be

compelled to fight, on that he will have, if victorious, both a.

country and a fortress. And we shall hurry on our way both

by day and night alike, as we have but scanty provisions ;
and

if we can only reach some friendly town of the Sicels (for

they, through their fear of the Syracusans, are still true to us),
then consider yourselves to be in security. And a in.

had been sent forward to them, and directions have been

them to meet us, and bring a fresh supply of provisions. In

short, you must be convinced, soldiers, both that it is neces-

sary for you to be brave men since there is no place near,
which you can reach in safety, if you act like cowards and,
at the same time, that if you escape from your enemies now,
the rest of you will gain a sight of all you may any where wish

to see
;
and the Athenians will raise up again, though fallen

at present, the great power of their country. For it is men
that make a city, and not walls, or ships, without any to man
them."

7,8. Nicias, then, delivered this exhortation, and at the same
time went up to the troops, and if he saw them any where

straggling, and not marching in order, he collected and

brought them to their post; while Demosthenes also did no

less to those who were near him, addressing them in a similar

manner. They marched in the form of a hollow square, the

division under Nicias taking the lead, and that of Demosthenes

following; while the baggage-bearers and the main crowd of

camp followers were inclosed within the heavy-armed. When

they had come to the ford of the river Anapus, they found

drawn up at it a body of the Syracusans and allies
;
but. having

routed these, and secured the passage, they proceeded onward
;

while the Syracusans pressed them with charges of horse, as

their light-armed did with their missiles. On that day the

Athenians advanced about, forty stades, and then halted for

the night on a hill. The day following they commenced
their march at an early hour, and having advanced about.

twenty stades, descended into :i level district, and there en-

camped, wishing to procure some eatables from the houses

(for the place was inhabited), and to carry on with them water

from it, since for many stades before them, in the direction they

to go, it was not plentiful. The Syrac.usans, in the inc.-m.

time, had gone on before, and were blocking up the pass in ad-
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vanre of them. For there was a steep hill, with a precipitous
ravine uii cither side of it, called the AcnenBO Lepas. The next

day the Athenians advanced, and the horse and dartm- u

of the Syracusans and allies, each in great numbers, im-

peded their progress, hurling their missiles upon them, and

annoying them with cavalry charges. The Athenians tough t

tor a long time, and then returned again to the same camp,
no longer having provisions as they had before

;
for it was

no more possible to leave their position because of the cav-

alry.

79. Having started early, they began their march again,
and forced their way to the hill which had been fortified

;

where they found before them the enemy's infantry drawn up
for the defense of the wall many spears deep ;

for the pass was

but narrow. The Athenians charged and assaulted the wall,

but being annoyed with missiles by a large body from the hill,

which was steep (for those on the heights more easily reached

their aim), and not being able to force a passage, they re-

treated again, and rested. There happened also to be at the

same time some claps of thunder and rain, as is generally the

case when the year is now verging on autumn
;

in cons 3-

quence of which the Athenians were still more dispirited, and

thought that all these things also were conspiring together for

their ruin. While they were resting, Gylippus and the Sym-
cusans sent a part of their troops to intercept them again with

a wall on their rear, where they had already passed ;
but they,

on their side also, sent some of their men against them, and

prevented their doing it. After this, the Athenians returned

again with all their army into the more level country,
and there halted for the night. The next day they marched

forward, while the Syracusans discharged their weapons o^

them, surrounding them on all sides, and disabled many with

wounds; retreating if the Athenians advanced against them,
and pressing on them if they gave way ;

most especially at-

tacking their extreme rear, in the hope that by routing them
little by little, they might strike terror into the whole army.
The Athenians resisted this mode of attack for a long time,
but then, after advancing five or six stades, halted for rest on the

plain ;
while the Syracusans also went away from them to theii

own camp.
80. During the night, their troops being in a wretched

22
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condition, both from the want of all provisions which was now

felt, ami from so many men being disabled by wounds in the

numerous attacks that had been made upon them by the

enemy, Nicias and Demosthenes determined to light as many
fires as possible, and then lead off the army, no longer by the
same route as they had intended, but in the opposite direction

to where the Syracusans were watching for them, namely, to

the sea. Now the whole of this road would lead the arma-

ment, not toward Catana, but to the other side of Sicily, to

Camariiia, and Gela, and the cities in that direction, whether
Grecian or barbarian. They kindled, therefore, many fires,

and began their march in the night. And as all aimies. and

especially the largest, are liable to have terrors and panics

produced among them, particularly when marching at night,
and through an enemy's country, and with the enemy not far

off, so they also were thrown into alarm
;
and the division of

Nicias, taking the lead as it did, kept together and got a 1< mo-

way in advance; while that of Demosthenes, containing about
half or more, was separated from the others, and proceeded in

greater disorder. By the morning, nevertheless, they arrived at

the sea-coast, and entering on what is called the llelorine r<
>.-;<!,

continued their march, in order that when they had readied the

river Cacyparis, they might march up along its hanks through
the interior

;
for they hoped also that in this direction the Sieels,

to whom they had sent, would come to meet them. But when

they had readied the river, they found a guard of the Syracu-
sans there too, intercepting the pass with a wall and a palisade,

having carried which they crossed the liver, and inarched on

igain to another called the Eiineus; ior this was the route

kvhidi their guides directed them to take.

81. In the mean time the Syracusans and allies, as soon as

it was day, and they found that the Athenians had departed,
most of them charged (lylippus with having purposely let

them escape; and pursuing with all h;.ste by the route which

they had no difficulty in finding they had taken, they overtook
1'ieiii about dinner-time. "Wlu-n they came up with the troops
under Demosthenes, which were behind the rest, and marching
more slowly and disorderly, ever since they had been thrown
into confusion during the night, at the time we have mentioned,

they immediately fell upon and engaged them
; and the Syra-

cusan horse surrounded them with greater ease from their
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IKMUL; divided, and confined them in a narrow space. The

division of Nicias was as much as fifty stades off in advance
;

for ho led them on more rapidly, thinking that their preserv-
ation depended, under such circumstances, not on staying be-

hind, if they could help it, and on fighting, but on retreating
as quickly as possible, and only fighting as often as they were

compelled. Demosthenes, on the other hand, was, generally

speaking, involved in more incessant labor (because, as he
T.?as retreating in the rear, he was the first that the enemy at-

tacked), and on that occasion, finding that the Syracusans
were in pursuit, he was not so much inclined to push on as to

form his men for battle
; until, through thus loitering, he was

surrounded by them, and both himself and the Athenians with

him were thrown into great confusion. For being driven

back into a certain spot which had a wall all round it, with a

road on each side, and many olive-trees growing about, they
were annoyed with missiles in every direction. This kind of

attack the Syracusans naturally adopted, instead of close com-

bat
;

for to risk their lives against men reduced to despair was
no longer for their advantage, so much as for that of the

Athenians. Besides, after success which was now so signal,
each man spared himself in some degree, that he might not be

cut off before the end of the business. They thought too that,

even as it was, they should by this kind of fighting subdue and

capture them.

82. At any rate, when, after plying the Athenians and their

allies with missiles all day from every quarter, they saw them
now distressed by wounds and other sufferings, Gylippus
with the Syracusans and allies made a proclamation, in the

first place, that any of the islanders who chose should come
over to them, on condition of retaining his liberty : and some
few states went over. Afterward, terms were made with all

the troops under Demosthenes, that they should surrender

their arms, and that no one should be put to death, either by
violence, or imprisonment, or want of such nourishment as

was most absolutely requisite. Thus there surrendered, in

all, to the number of six thousand
;

and the whole of the

money in their possession they laid down, throwing it into

the hollow of shields, four of which they filled with it. These

they immediately led back to the city, while Nicias and his

division arrived that day 0:1 the banks of the river Erineus ;
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having crossed which, he posted his army on some high

ground.
83. The Syracusans, having overtaken him the next day,

told him that Demosthenes and his division had surrendered

themselves, and called on him also to do the same. Being in-

credulous of the fact, he obtained a truce to enable him to

send a horseman to see. When he had gone, and brought
word back again that they had surrendered, Nicias sent a

herald to Gylippus and the Syracusans, saying that he was

ready to agree with the Syracusans, on behalf of the Athen-

ians to repay whatever money the Syracusans had spent on

the war, on condition of their letting his army go ;
and that

until the money was paid, he would give Athenians as host-

ages, one for every talent. The Syracusans and Gylippus did

not accede to these proposals, but fell upon this division also,

and surrounded them on all sides, and annoyed them with their

missiles until late in the day. And they too, like the others,

were in a wrretched plight for want of food and necessaries.

Nevertheless, they watched for the quiet of the night, and
then intended to pursue their march. And they were now just

taking up their arms, when the Syracusans perceived it and
raised their paean. The Athenians, therefore, rinding that they
had not eluded their observation, laid their arms down again ;

excepting about throe hundred men, who forced their way
through the sentinels, and proceeded, during the night, how
and Avhero they could.

84. As soon as it was day, Nicias led his troops forward
;

while the Syraeusans and allies pressed on them in the same

manner, discharging their missiles at them, and striking them

down with their javelins on every side. The Athenians were

hunting on to reach the river Assinarus, being urged to this at

once by the attack made on every side of them by the numer-

ous cavalry and the rest of the light-firmed multitude (for

they thought they should be more at ease if they wore once

the river), and also by their \ve:iriness and craving for

drink. When they reached its banks, they rushed into it

without any more regard for order, every man anxious to bo

hiiiKolr' the iirst 1o cross it
;

while the attack of the enemy
rendered the passage more difficult. For being compelled tc

advance in a dense body, they fell upon ami 1r<>de down one

another; and some of them died immediately on the javelins
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and artirl.-s of baggage,
1 while others were entangled together,

and floated down the stream. On the other side of the river,

too, the Syracusans lined the bank, which was precipitous, and
from tho. higher ground discharged their missiles on the Athe-

nians, while most of them were eagerly drinking, and in con-

fusion among themselves in the hollow bed of the stream. The

Peloponnesians, moreover, came down to them and butchered

thorn, especially those in the river. And thus the water was

immediately spoiled ;
but nevertheless it was drunk by them,

mud and all, bloody as it was, and was even fought for by most
of them.

85. At length, when many dead were now heaped one upon
another in the river, and the army was destroyed, cither at

the river, or, even if any part had escaped, by the cavalry,
Nicias surrendered himself to Gylippus, placing more con-

fidence in him than in the Syracusans ;
and desired him and

the Lacedaemonians to do what they pleased with himself, and
to stop butchering the rest of the soldiers. After this, Gylip-

pus commanded to make prisoners ;
and they collected all that

were alive, except such as they concealed for their own
benefit (of whom there was a large number). They also sent

a party in pursuit of the three hundred, who had forced their

way through the sentinels during the night, and took them.

The part of the army, then, that was collected as general

property, was not large, but that which was secreted was con-

siderable
;
and the whole of Sicily was filled with them, inas-

much as they had not been taken on definite terms of surrender,
like those with Demosthenes. Indeed no small part was actu-

ally put to death
;
for this was the most extensive slaughter,

and surpassed by none of all that occurred in this Sicilian war.

In the other encounters also which were frequent on their

march, no few had fallen. But many also escaped, neverthe-

less
;
some at the moment, others after serving as slaves, and

running away subsequently. These found a place of refuge at

Catana.

86. When the Syracusans and allies were assembled toge-

ther, they took with them as many prisoners as they could,
with the spoils, and returned to the city. All the rest of the

1
i. e., some died immediately on the javelins, while others fell over

the loose articles of baggage, and being too weak to regain their footing,
were floated down the stream
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Athenians and the allies that they had taken, they sent down
into the quarries, thinking this the safest way of keeping
them : but Nieias and Demosthenes they executed, against
the wish of Gylippus. For he thought it would be a glorious
distinction for him, in addition to all his other achievements,
to take to the Lacedaemonians even the generals who had com-

manded against them. And it so happened that one of these,

namely Demosthenes, was regarded by them as their most in-

veterate enemy, in consequence of what had occurred on the

island and at Pylus ;
the other for the same reasons, as most

in their interest
;

for Nieias had exerted himself for the release

of the Lacedaemonians taken from the island, by persuading
the Athenians to make a treaty. On this account the Laced*
monians had friendly feelings toward him

;
and indeed it was

mainly for the same reason that he reposed confidence in Gylip-

pus, and surrendered himself to him. But certain of the

Sycacusana (as it was said) were afraid, some of them, since

they had held communication with him, that if put to the tor-

ture, he might cause them trouble on that account in the midst

of their success
; others, arid especially the Corinthians, lest he

might bribe some, as lie was rich, and effect his escape, and so

they should agau> incur mischief through his agency ;
and there-

fore they persuaded the allies, and put him to death. For this

<aus3 then, or something very like this, he was executed
;
hav-

ing least of all the Greeks in my time deserved to meet with

such a misfortune, on account of his devoted attention to the

practice of every virtue.

87. As for those in the quarries, the Syraousans treated them
with cruelty during the first period of their captivity. F<>r .'is

they were in a hollow place, and many in a small compass, the

sun, as well as the suffocating close;,, -d them at first,

in consequence of their not being under cover
;
and then, ou

the contrary, tho nights coming on autumnal and cold, soon

worked in them an alteration from health to disease, by means
of the change. Some, too, in consequence of their want of

room, they did every thing in the same place ;
and the dead,

moreover, were piled nj>
one upon another such its died from

their wounds, and from the change they had experienced, and

such like there were, besides, intolerable stenches; while at tho

same time they were tormented with hunger and thirst; for

during eight months they gave each of them daily only a
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cotyle
1

of water, and two of corn. And of all the other mise-

ries which it was likely that men thrown into such a place
would suffer, there was none that did not fall to their lot. For

&ome seventy days they thus lived all together ;
but then they

sold the rest of them, except the Athenians, and whatever

Sicelots or Italiots had joined them in the expedition. The
total number of those who were taken, though it were difficult

to speak with exactness, was still not less than seven thousand.

And this was the greatest Grecian exploit of all that were

performed in this war
; nay, in my opinion, of all Grecian

achievements that we have heard of also
;
and was at once

most splendid for the conquerors, and most disastrous for the

conquered. For being altogether vanquished at all points,
and having suffered in no slight degree in any respect, they
were destroyed (as the saying is)

with utter destruction, both

army, and navy, and every thing ;
and only a few out of

many returned home. Such were the events which occurred
in Sicily.

1 The cotyle was a little more than half an English pint ;
and the al-

lowance of food here mentioned was only half of that commonly given
to a slave. See Arnold's note.



BOOK VIII.

I. WHEN the news was brought to Athens, for a long time

they disbelieved even the most respectable of the soldiers,

who had escaped from the very scene of action, and gave them
a correct account of it

;
not crediting that their forces could

have been so utterly destroyed. When, however, they were
convinced of it, they w

rere angry with those of the orators who
had joined in promoting the expedition ; (r:s though they had
not voted for it themselves

;)
and were enraged with the sooth-

sayers and reciters of oracles, and whoever at that time by
any practice of divination had put them on hoping that they
should subdue Sicily. Every thing, indeed, on every side dis-

tressed them; and after what had happened, fear and the

greatest consternation overwhelmed them. For they were at

once weighed down by the loss which every man individually,
as well as the whole state at large, had experienced, by the

destruction of so many heavy-armed, and horsemen, and

troops in the flower of their youth, like which they saw

they had none left; and at the same time being aware that

they had no competent number of ships in the dock?, nor

money in the treasury, nor crews for their vessels, they were

at present without hope of saving themselves. They thought,

too, that they should have their .enemies in Sicily directly sail-

ing with their fleet against the Pira-ns, especially after they
had gained such a victory ;

and that their foes at home, then

doubly equipped on all points, would surely now press tin m
with till their might, both by land and by sea, and their own
allies with th-m in revolt. But nevertheless it was determined,

3 far ;:s their present resources allowed, they ought not

to submit, but to equip a ileet, by whatever means they could,

providing by contribution both timber and money ;
and to put

fna'ters on a secure footing among the allies, especially in

Euboea : and, moreover, to reform every thing in the city, with
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;i view to greater economy, and elect a council of elders, who
should deliberate beforehand on their present measures, as

1:1 !.- nii^ht bi occasion. And through their excessive fear at

the moment they were ready (as is the people's fashion), to be

<>:(!. 'Hy in rv-rv thin^. Having thus determined, they acted

accordingly, aii'l H> the summer ended.

2, The following winter, all the Greeks were immediately ex-

cited by the great misfortune of the Athenians in Sicily. Those

who were not in alliance with either side thought, that even

if no one called on them for aid, they ought not any longer to

keep aloof from the war, but should volunteer to march against
the Athenians, when they reflected severally that they might
have attacked them also, it' they had succeeded in their measures

at Syracuse ; and, moreover, that the remainder of the war

would be but brief, and that it was creditable for them to take

their share in it. The allies of the Lacedemonians, on the

other hand felt to a greater degree than before a common

anxiety to have done speedily with their heavy labors. But,

above all, the subjects of the Athenians were ready, even be-

yond their power, to revolt from them; because they judged
of affairs under the influence of strong feeling, and did not so

much as leave them n chance of being able to hold out the fol-

lowing summer. The Lacedaemonian state was encouraged

by all these things, and most of all, because their allies in

Sicily, since their navy had now of necessity been added to

their resources, would in all probability be with them in great
force with the spring. And thus being on every account full

of hope, they determined to devote themselves unflinchingly to

the war, reckoning that by its successful termination they
would both be released in future from all dangers, like that

which would have encompassed them from the Athenians, if

they had won Sicily in addition to their other dominion
;
and

that, after subduing them, they would themselves then enjoy
in safety the supremacy over the whole of Greece.

3. Agis, their king, set out therefore immediately, during
this winter, with some troops from Decelea, and levied from

the allies contributions for their fleet
;
and having turned in

the direction of the Malian gulf, and carried off, on the ground
of their long-standing enmity, the greater part of the exposed

property of the (Etaens, he exacted money for the ransom cf

it; and also compelled the Achasans of Pthiotis, and the other

22*
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subjects of the Thessalians thereabouts (though the Thessa-

lians remonstrated with him, and objected to
it),

to give both

hostages and money; the former of which he deposit,'*! at

Corinth, and endeavored to bring their countrymen over to

the confederacy. The Lacedaemonians also issued to the states

a requisition for building a hundred ships, fixing their own

quota and that of the Boeotians at five and twenty each
;
that

of the Phocians and Locrians together at fifteen
;
that of the

Corinthians at fifteen
;
that of the Arcadians, Pellenians, and

Sicyonians, at ten; and that of the Megareans, Trcezeuians,

Epidaurians, and Hcrmionians at ten. They were also

making all other preparations, with the intention of proceeding
immediately to war at the very commencement of spring.

4. The Athenians too, as they had determined, were prepar-

ing during this same winter for building ships; having con-

tributed toward the supply of timbers, and fortified Suniuin,
that their corn-ships might have a safe passage round

;
while

they also evacuated the fort in Laconia, which they had built

in that country when they were sailing by it for Sicily ;
and

with a view to economy retrenched all their other expenses,
whatever any where appeared to be useless expenditure ; and,
above all kept their eye on the allies, to prevent their revolt-

ing from them.

5. While both parties were carrying out these measures,
and engaged in preparation for the war, just as when they
were commencing it, the Euboeans, first of all, sent during this

winter an embassy to Agis, to treat of their revolting from the

Athenians. lie acceded to their proposals, and sent for Al.\-:-

menes son of Sthcnelaidas, and for Melanthus, to come from

Sparta and take the command in Eubcea, Accordingly they
came with about three hundred of the Neodamodes, and ho

began to prepare for their crossing over. But in the mean
time some LeSbians also came to him

;
for they, too, wished

to revolt. And as the Boeotians supported their application,

Agis was persuaded to defer aeiing in the cause of Kubu>a,
and made preparations for the revolt of the Lesbians, giving
them Alcamenes as a commander who was to sail to Euboea;
while the Boeotians promised them te.n ships, ;md Agis the

same number. These measures were undertaken without the

authority of the Lacedaemonian state ; for as lonu
1 as Agis was

at Decelea, and his forces with him, he had power both to send
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troops to whatever quarter ho pleased, and to levy soldiers and

money. And at this time the allies obeyed him, one might
s:iy, much more than the Lacedaemonians in the city : for he

was feared, because ho went every where in person with a

force at his command, He, then, furthered the views of the

Lesbians. The Chians and Erythraean*, on the other hand,
who were also ready to revolt, made their application, not to

Agis, but at Sparta. There went with them also an cmbassador

from Tissaphernes, who was governor of the sea-coast under

kin^ Darius, son of Artaxerxes. For Tissaphernes also was

inviting the Lacedemonians to co-operate with him, and

promised to furnish them with supplies. For he had lately
been called on by the king for the tribute due from his govern-

ment, for which he was in arrears, as he could not raise it

from the Greek cities because of the Athenians. He thought,

therefore, that he should both get in his tribute more effect-

ually, if he reduced the power of the Athenians
;
and at the

same time should gain for the king the alliance of the Lacedse-

monians
;
and either take alive, or put to death, as the king

had commanded him to do, Amorges, the natural son of

Pisuthnes, who was in rebellion on the coast of Caria. The
Chians and Tissaphernes, then, were negotiating this business

in concert.

6. About the same time Calligitus son of Laophon, a Me-

garean, and Timagores son of Athenagoras, a Cyzicene, both

of them exiles from their country, and living at the court of

Pharnabazus son of Pharnaces, arrived at Lacedasmon, being
sent by Pharnabazus to bring a fleet dispatched to the Hel-

lespont; and that he himself, if possible, might for the sake

of the tribute, cause the cities in his government to revolt

from the Athenians the same object as Tissaphernes had
in view and gain for the king by his own agency, the al-

liance of the Lacedaemonians. While these negotiations were

severally carried on by each party, by the emissaries both of

Pharnabazus and of Tissaphernes, there was great competition
between them at Lacedaeinon, the one striving to prevail on
them to send a navy and army to Ionia and Chios first, the

other to the Hellespont, The Lacedaemonians, however, ac-

ceded with a very decided preference to the application of the

Ohians and Tissaphernes. For Alcibiades was also co-oper-

ating with them, being the hereditary and very intimate friend
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of Endius, one of the ephors ;
for which reason also his family

had a Lac -daemonian name, in consequence of this friendship ;

for Endius was called "the son of Alcibiades."
1

However,
the Lacedaemonians first sent to Chios Phrynis, one of the

jPerioeci, to ascertain whether they had as many ships as they

said, and whether their city corresponded with the represent-
ations of its high character : and when he brought them word
back that what they heard was true, they straightway took

the Chians and Erythraeans into alliance, and resolved to send

them forty ships, as there were already there (according to the

statement of the Chians) not less than sixty. Of these they
tln'inse.lves at first intended to send ten, with Melancridas, who
was their high admiral

;
but afterward, an earthquake having

occurred, instead of Melancridas they determined to send

Chalcideus, and instead of the ten ships to equip but five in

Laconia. And thus the winter ended, and the nineteenth year
of this war of which Thucydidcs wrote the history.

The following summer when the Chians straightway urged
them to dispatch the fleet, and were afraid that the Athenians

might get intelligence of their measures (for all parties seat

their embassies without their knowledge), the Lacedaemonians

sent three Spartans to Corinth, to haul the ships as quirky as

possible across the Isthmus, from the opposite sea to that on

the side of Athens, and to give orders for them all to sail to

Chios, both those which Agia was preparing for Lesbos, and

the rest. Now the total number of the ships belonging to the

allied states that were there was thirty-nine.
8. Calligitus, then, and Timagoras, acting in behalf of

Pharnabazus, did not join the rest in the expedition to Chios,

or give, to forward the dispatch of the fleet, the money which

they had brought with them, namely, live and twenty talents
;

but they intended to sail afterward by themselves with a fresh

armament. Agis, on the contrary, seeing that the Lace-

daemonians were determined to send to Chios first, did not

himself maintain any different view, but the allies assembled

at Corinth, and held a council, when they resolved t<> sail first

to Chios, with Chalcideus as commander, who was equipping

1 "That is, Alcibiades was the distinguishing family name- of this

Endiua, borno by the members of his house in every alternate

tion; so that Alcibiades was the surname to every Endius, and Endiua

the surname to every Alcibiades." Arnold.
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the five vessels i:i La. -on in
;
then to Lesbos, with Alcaraenes

in command (the same person as Agis intended to appoint) :

mid, lastly, to goto the Hellespont, where Clcarchus, son of

Uamphias, was appointed to the command. But they deter-

mined to take only half the ships across the Isthmus first, and

let these sail off immediately ;
that the Athenians might not

attend to those which were setting out, so much as to those

which were being conveyed across after them. For in this

case they were making their expedition openly, as they im-

puted to the Athenians a want of power to oppose them, be-

cause no numerous fleet belonging to them was yet visible.

And so, according to their resolution, they immediately took

across one and twenty ships.

9. But when they were urgent for setting sail, the Corinth-

ians were not disposed to accompany them before they had

kept the Isthmian festival, for which that was the time. Agia
expressed to them his willingness that they (according to what

they urged) should not break the Isthmian truce, but that he
should make the expedition on his own responsibility. When,
however, the Corinthians did not agree to this, but a delay
was caused in the matter, the Athenians the more easily

gained intelligence of the designs of the Chians
;
and sending

Aristocrates, one of their generals, charged them with the

fact, and on their denying it, commanded them to send with

them some ships, as a pledge of good faith in their alliance.

Accordingly they sent seven. The reason of the ships being
sent was, that the majority of the Chians were ignorant of the

negotiations : while the few who were privy to them were

both unwilling at present to incur the hostility of their com-

mons, before they had gained some strength, and no longer

expected the Peloponnesians to come, since they had so long

delayed.
10. In the mean time the Isthmian games were being cele-

brated, and the Athenians (the sacred truce having been pro-

claimed) went to attend them
;
and thus the designs of the Chians

became more evident to them. When they returned, they im-

mediately took measures that the fleet might not put out from

Cenchrea unobserved by them. After the festival the Pelo-

ponnesians set sail for Chios with one and twenty ships under

the command of Alcarnenes
;
and the Athenians, having at

first advanced against them with an equal number, then be-
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gan to retreat toward the open sea. When the enemy
did not follow them far, but drew back, the Athenians like-

wise returned
;
for they had the seven Chian vessels in the

number of those with them, and did not consider them ti list--

worthy. Afterward, having manned others, so as to make in

all thirty-seven, while the enemy were coasting along, they
chased them into Piraeus in the Corinthian teiritory. This

is a desert port on the extreme borders of Epidaurus. The

Peloponnesians lost one ship out at sea, but collected the rest,

and brought them to anchor. And now, when the Athenians

both attacked them by sea with their ships, and had landed

on the shore, there was a great disorder and confusion
;
and

the Athenians severely damaged most of their ships on the

beach, and killed Alcameues their commander
;
while some also

fell on their own side.

11. After parting, they posted a sufficient number of ships
to keep watch over those of the enemy, and with the rest cause

to anchor at the small island [opposite the mouth of the har-

bor] ;' on which, as it was not far off, they proceeded to en-

camp, and sent to Athens for a reinforcement. For the

Corinthians, too, had joined the Peloponnesians on the day
after the battle, coming to the succor of the ships ;

and not

long after, the rest of the people in the neighborhood also.

But when they saw that to keep guard over them in so desert

a spot was a difficult service, they were at a loss what to do,
and thought of burning the ships ;

but afterward they deter-

mined to draw them up on shore, and station themselves by
them with their land forces, and keep guard until some favor-

able opportunity of escape presented itself. Agis also, on

receiving intelligence of this, sent to them a Spartan, namely
Thermon. Now news had first been taken to the Lacedaemon-
ians that their ships had put to sea from the isthmus (for

Aleainenes had been told by the ephors to send a horseman

when that took place), and they immediately wished to dispatch
their five ships, with Chalcideus in command, and Alcibiades

with him. Afterward, when they had resolved on this, the

news of their fleet taking refuge in Pira-us reached them
;
and

being disheartened, because they had failed iii their iirst opera-
tions in the Ionian war, they no longer thought of sending the

1

t'r ri}
vynifitov.'] This explanation of the article is taken from Col

Leake, as quoted by Arnold.
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sliips from their own country, but even of recalling some that

h;id previously put out to sea.

12. When Alcibiades knew this, he a^ain persuaded Endius

an 1 the rest of the ephors not to shrink from the expedition;

telling them that they would have made their voyage before

the Chians heard of the disaster which had befallen their

fleet
;
and that he himself, when he had once reached Ionia,

would easily persuade the cities to revolt, by acquainting them
both with the weakness of the Athenians and the forwardness

of the Lacedaemonians
;

for he should be thought more cred-

ible tha:i others. To Endius himself he also represented in

private that it would be a glorious thing to have caused by
his own agency the revolt of Ionia, and to have brought the

king into alliance with the Lacedaemonians, instead of that

honor being earned by Agis (for with him he happened to

be at variance). lie, then, having prevailed on the rest of

the ephors as well as Endius, put out to sea with the five

ships, in company with Chalcideus the Lacedemonians, and

they proceeded on their voyage with all speed.
13. About this same time also, the sixteen Peloponnesian

vessels in Sicily which with Gylippus had assisted in bringing
the war to a conclusion, were on their return; and after being

intercepted near Leucadia, and roughly handled by the seven

and twenty Athenian ships whicl} Hippocles son of Menippus
commanded, on the look-out for the ships from Sicily, the rest

of them, with the exception of one, escaped from the Athen-

ians, an --I sailed into harbor at Corinth.

14. With regard to Chalcideus and Alcibiades, while they
were on their voyage, they seized all they met with, to prevent

any tidings of their approach being carried
;
and after first

touching at Corycus, and leaving them there, they themselves

having previously had an interview with some of the Chians

who were in co-operation with them, and being urged by them
to sail up to the city without sending any notice beforehand,

they thus came upon the Chians unexpectedly. Accordingly
the greater part of them were astonished and dismayed ;

while

it had been arranged by the few that the council should be

assembled just at the time. And when speeches were made

by Chalcideus and Alcibiades, telling them that many more
feesels were sailing up, and not acquainting them with the fact

respecting their fleet being blockaded in Piraeus, the Chians
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revolted from the Athenians, and immediately after them the

Erythraeans. After this they sailed with throe vessels and
induced Clazomenae to revolt also. The Clazomenians imme-

diately crossed over to the continent, and began to
fortify

Policbna,
1
in case they might want it as a place to retreat to

from the island on which they lived. They, then, having re-

volted, were all engaged in raising fortifications and preparing
for the war.

15. News of the revolt of Chios quickly reached Athens,
and considering that the danger which had now one:>i;:'

them was great and evident, and that the rest of the allies

would not remain quiet when the most important state, had

changed sides
;

with regard to the thousand talents which

throughout the whole war they had earnestly desired not to

meddle with, they immediately rescinded, in consequence of

their dismay, the penalties attaching to any one who proposed
to use them, or put such a proposal to the vote

;
and passe 1 ;>

decree for taking them, and manning a large number of ships ;

while of those that were keeping watch at Piraeus they at once

sent off the eight which had left the blockade, and after pur-

suing those with Chalcidcus and not overtaking them, had
returned (their commander was Strombichides son of Dioti-

mus), and resolved that twelve more, under Thrasyeles, should

also leave the post of observation, and reinforce them shortly
afterward. They also removed the seven Chian vessels, which

joined them in the blockade of Piraeus; and liberated the

slaves who were on board of them, while the freemen they put
in bonds. In the place of all the ships that had departed they

speedily manned others, and sent them to observe the iVlo-

pounesians, resolving at the same time to man thirty more.

So great was their ardor
;
and no trivial measure was under-

taken with regard to the forces they sent to Chios.

1G. In the mean time. Strombichides with his eight ships ar-

rived at. Sainos, and having added one S.imian vessel to his

squadron, he sailed to Teos, and begged them to remain quiet.
Chalcideus also was a Ivaiicing with three and twenty ships
from Chios to Teos; while at the same lime 1'.

1

T//I> 1lii'//\-i'nr.~\
" Tl ral name which has beco

ono by ihirn, Kirby. etc., in Kn^lish ;
or more

in Italian, the full mime of tin- pl:ire b'-inq- properly rtjv li

:.'Eviuv, Borgo dci (!l;r/.oin<Mii
; and thence in common speech,

simply r?/v HoMxvav, Borgo." Arnold.
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the Chazomenians and Erythraeans moved along the shore.

Strombichides, on receiving prior intelligence of this, weighed
anchor beforehand; but when out in the open sea, on observing
that the ships coining from Chios were so numerous, he fled

toward Samos, while they pursued him. With regard to the

land forces, although the Teians were not at first disposed to

admit them, yet when the Athenians had fled, they received

them into the city. The troops then waited for some time,

expecting Chalcideus also to return from the pursuit; but

when he was long in coming, they began themselves to de-

molish the fort which the Athenians had built on the land side

of the city of the Teians
;
while a small body of the barbari-

ans also, who had joined them under the command of Stages,
lieutenant of Tissaphernes, assisted them in the demolition

of it.

17. Chalcideus and Alcibiadcr, after chasing Strombichides

into Samos, armed the seamen on board the vessels from the

Peloponnese, and left them at Chios; and having manned
these with substitutes from Chios, and twenty besides, they
sailed to Miletus to effect its revolt. For Aleibiades, being on
intimate terms with the leading men of the Milesians, wished

to anticipate the ships from the Peloponnese by winning them

over, and so to secure that honor, as he had promised, to the

-Chians, himself, Chalcideus, and Endius who had sent them

out, by causing the revolt of as many cities as possible in con-

cert with the Chian forces and Chalcideus. Having made
therefore the chief part of their passage unobserved, and. hav-

ing arrived a little before Strombichides and Thrasycles, who
had just come from Athens with twelve ships, and joined in

the pursuit of them, they prevailed on Miletus to revolt. The
Athenians sailed up close after them with nineteen ships, and

on the Milesians not admitting them, came to anchor at tho

adjacent island of Lado. And now the first alliance made be-

tween the king and the Lacedaemonians was concluded by
Tissaphernes and Chalcideus, immediately after the revolt of

the Milesians, to the following effect :

18. "The following are the terms on which the Lacedae-

monians an 1 their confederates concluded an alliance with the

king and Tissaphernes. All the country and cities which the

king holJs, or the forefathers of the king held, shall belong to

the king : and from these cities whatever money, or any thing
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else, came in to the Athenians, shall be stopped by the king,
the Lacedaemonians and their confederates, in common; so that

the Athenians may receive neither money nor any thing else.

Moreover, the war with the Athenians shall be carried on
in common by the king, the Lacedaemonians, and their con-

federates
;
and it shall not be lawful to bring the war with the

Athenians to a conclusion, except both parties shall agree to

it, the king, and the Lacedaemonians with their confederates.

Should any revolt from the king, they shall be considered

as enemies to the Lacedajmoriians and their confederates
;
and

if any revolt from the Lacedaemonians and their confederates,

they shall be considered as enemies to the king, in like

manner."

19. This, then, was the alliance that was concluded
;
imme-

diately after which the Chians manned ten more ships, and

sailed to Ansea, wishing both to get
-

intelligence of those in

Miletus, and at the same time to urge the cities to revolt. 1 Jut

a message having reached them from Chalcideus, that they
were to sail back again, and that Amorges would be upon
them with an army on shore, they sailed to the temple of

Jupiter, and then descried sixteen ships, with which Diome-
don again, subsequently to the arrival of Thrasicles, was sail-

ing up from Athens. On seeing them they fled with one ship
to Ephesus, while the rest proceeded toward Teos. The

Athenians, then, took four of their ships empty, the men hav-

ing escaped to shore beforehand
;
but the rest took refuse in

the city of the Teians. And now the Athenians sailed away
from Samoa; while the Chians put out with their remaining
vessels, and their land forces with them, and procured the n-
volt of Lebedos, and then again of Era. After this they re-

turned to their respective homes, both the land and the sea

forces.

20. About the same lime, the twenty ships of the Pelopon-
nesians that were in 1'irauis, which had been chased to land

at the time we last mentioned them, and were blockaded by the

Athenians with an equal number, having mad<- a sudden sally

against the Athenian squadron, and defeated it. in a;i engage-

ment, took four of the ships, and a Her sailing back to ( Vnchiva,

proceeded t<> prepare attain for their voyage to Diios and Ionia.

As'yochus also joined them from Laeeda'inon, as high admiral, to

whom now belonged the command of all the naval forces, Mean-
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while, after the troops had returned from Teos, Tissaphernea
himself also repaired thither with an army, and further de-

molished the fort at Teos, whatever had been left of it, and
then returned. Not long after his departure, Diomedon, having
arrived with ten Athenian ships, concluded a treaty with

the Teians for admitting his force, as they did the enemy's.
And after coasting along to Era3, and assaulting the city
without taking it, he sailed away.

21. About the same time, too, occurred at Samos the insur-

rection of the commons against the nobles, in conjunction with

some Athenians who happened to be there on board three

vessels. The popular party of the Samians, then, put to

death some two hundred of the nobles, in all, and condemned
four hundred to banishment; and having themselves taken

possession of their land and houses (the Athenians, moreover,

having after this passed a decree for their independence, consid-

ering them now as trusty allies), they governed the city

henceforth, and neither admitted the landowners to any other

privilege, nor allowed any of the commons in future to give
his daughter in marriage to them, nor to take a wife from
them.

22. After these things, in the course of the same summer,
the Chians went on as they had begun, without any falling
off in their zeal

;
and as they found themselves, even inde-

pendently of the Lacedaemonians, with a large force for bring-

ing over the states, and at the same time were desirous that

as many as possible should share the danger with them, they
made an expedition by themselves with thirteen ships to Les-

bos, according to the arrangement of the Lacedaemonians to

go to that island in the second place, and thence to the Helles-

pont, while at the same time the land forces of the Pelopon-
nesians who were there, and of the allies from the country
itself, moved along shore toward Clazomenae and Cuma

;
the

commander of the troops being Evalas, a Spartan, and of the

shij s, Diniadas, one of the Periceci. The fleet having sailed

first to Methymna, effected the revolt of the place, and four

vessels were left there
;
while the remainder, again, effected

that of Mytilene also.

23. Now Astyochus, the Lacedaemonian admiral, set sail, as

he had intended, with four ships from Cenchrea, and arrived

at Chios. On the third day after his coming there, the Athe-
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nian ships, five and twenty in number, sailed to Lesbos under
the command of Leon and Diomedon

;
for Leon had subse-

quently brought a reinforcement of ten ships from Athens.
The same day, at a late hour, Astyochus also put out, and

taking one Chian vessel in addition to his own, sailed to Lcs

bos, to render it -whatever assistance he could. Accordingly
he came to Pyrrha, and thence the next day to Eresus, where
he heard that Mitylene had been taken by the Athenians on
the first assault. For the Athenians, immediately on sailing

to the place, unexpectedly put into the harbor, and defeated

the Chian ships ;
and having landed, and conquered in a battle

those who opposed them, they took possession of the city.

Receiving this intelligence, both from the Eresians and from
the Chian ships coining from Methymna with Eubulus, three,

of which fell in with him
(for one had been taken by the

Athenians), after being left behind at the time, and so escaping
when Mitylene was taken, Astyochus no longer advanced to

Mitylene, but having persuaded Eresus to revolt, and sup-

plied it with arms, he both sent the heavy-armed from 0:1

board his own ships to Antissa and Methymna, having ap-

pointed Eteonicus to the command, and himself coasted along
thither with his own ships and the three Chians

; hoping that.

the Methymnoeans would be encourage 1 by the sight of them,
and persevere in their revolt. But when every thing at Lesbos

went against him, he took his own force on board, and sailed

back to Chios; while the land forces also that had been dis-

embarked from the vessels, and were to hare proceeded to the

Hellespont, returned again to their several cities. After this,

six of the allied ships from the Peloponnes.- that were at

Cenchrea came to them at Chios. The Athenians, on the

other hand, arranged matters again at Lesbos, and sailing

thence, took Policnna, belonging to the Clazomenians, which
was being fortified on the mainland, and carried them over

again to their city on the island, excepting the authors of the

revolt, who had departed to Daphnus. And thus ( Ma/omen:?',

came over again to the Athenians.

24. The same summer the Athenians, who were with their

twenty ships at Lade for the observation of Miletus, having
made a descent at Panorrmis in the Milesian terriiory, slew

Uh.'ilcidcus, the Lacedemonian commander, who had come

against then; with a few men, and sailing across three days
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sifter, erected a trophy ; which, as it had been raised without
their having command of the country, the Milesians threw
down. Aud now Leon and Dioinedon, with the Athenian

ships from Lesbos, advancing from the (Euussae, the islands

off Chios, and from Sidussa and Pteleum, fortresses which

they held in the Erythraean country, as well as from Lesbos,
carried on the war against the Chians from their ships, having
as epibatce, some of the heavy-armed

* from the muster-roll,
who had been pressed into the service. Having landed at

Cardamylo and Bolissus, after defeating in battle those of the

Chians who had come out against them, and killing many of

them, they desolated the places in that neighborhood. They
defeated them again in another battle at Phanse, and in a third

at Leuconium, after which the Chians no longer went out to

meat them
;

while they ravaged their country, which was

finely stocked, and had continued unhurt from the Median
wars down to that time. For the Chians are the only people
that I am acquainted with, after the Laceda3inonians, who wero
at once prosperous and prudent; and the more their city in-

creased in greatness, the more secure were their arrangements.
An r

l even their present revolt, if any think that they executed

this without regard for the safer course, they did not venture

to make, before they were likely to run the risk in concert with

many brave allies, and perceived that even the Athenians them-
selves no longer denied, after their disaster in Sicily, that with-

out doubt their circumstances were utterly bad. But if they
were somewhat disappointed by the unexpected results that

occur in the life of man, they found out their mistake in com-

pany with many others, who had in the same way imagined
that the power of the Athenians would be quickly destroyed.
When therefore they were excluded from the sea, and were

being ravaged by land, a party of them endeavored to bring
over the city to the Athenians. Though the magistrates de-

tected them, they remained quiet themselves, and having

brought Astyochus the admiral from Erythne with four ships,
which he had with him, considered how they might stop the

conspiracy by the mildest measures, whether by taking host-
1 " The i-TTiCjarai were usually drawn from tho fourth class, or Thetes;

ilthough on some occasions men of the higher classes seem to havo
volunteered to serve among them. See III. 98. 3, note. Now, how-

over, the citizens of the higher classes were actually compelled to servo

us f'-i^'irat, owing to the peculiar exigency of the crisis." Arnold.
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ages, or in any other way. They, then, were engaged with

this business.

25. At the close of the same summer, there sailed from
Athens a thousand Athenian heavy-armed, fifteen hundred of

the Argives (for live hundred of the Argives who were light-

armed, were provided witli full armor by the Athenians), and
a thousand of the allies, in forty-eight ships, some of which
were transports, under the command of Phrynichus, Onomacles,
and Scironides : these sailed into port at Samos, and after

crossing over to Miletus, formed their camp there. The Mi-

lesians marched out themselves to the number of eight hun-

dred heavy-armed, the Peloponnesians who had come wiih

Chalcideus, and a body of foreign mercenaries 1 with Tissa-

phernes himself, who was at present with his cavalry, and gave
battle to the Athenians and their allies. The Argiw
vancing from the line with their own wing, and despising the

enemy, while they pushed forward in some disorder, as agaiiu-t

lonians and men who would not receive their charge, were

defeated by the Milesians, and not less than three hundred of

them slain. But the Athenians defeated the Peloponnesians
first, then beat back the barbarians and the rest of the multi-

tude, and without engaging the Milesians (for they re(

into their city after their rout of the Argives, on seeing the

rest of their army worsted), they pitched their ramp, as being
now victorious, close to the very city of Miletus. And it so

happened, that in this battle the lonians on both sides were

superior to the Dorians; for the Athenians conquered the

Peloponnesians opposed to them, and the Milesians the Ar-

gives. After erecting a trophy, the Athenians prepared to in-

vest the place (which stood on an isthmus), thinking that if

they could win Miletus, the other towns would easily come
over to them.

26. In the mean time, when it was now about dusk in the

evening, intelligence reached them that the, five and
liity

ships from ilic Peloponnese and from Sicily were all but tin-re.

For from the Siceliols, who were, chiefly urged by llermo-

crates the Syracusan to take part in what remained for the

destruction of the Athenians, there came twenty ships of the

Syracusans, and two of the Selinuntincs
;
and those from the

Peloponnese, which they were preparing, [when we last men-

1

EVIKUV,~\ i. e., foreigners to Tissaphcrnos, not Asiatics.
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tioned them], were now ready : and both squadrons being
committed to Theramenes the Lacedaemonian to take to Asty-
ochus the admiral, put in to Lerus first, the island before Mi-

li-Uis. Then, on finding that the Athenians were at Miletus,

tiny sailed llu-nce into the lasic gulf in the first place,

wishing to know the state of affairs with regard to Miletus.

When Alcibiadea therefore had gone on horseback to Tichiussa,
in the Milesian territory, to which part of the gulf they had
sailed and brought to for the night, they heard the particulars
of the battle. For Alcibiades was present at it, taking part
with the Milesians and Tissaphernes ;

and he now advised

them, if they did not wish to sacrifice Ionia and the whole

cause, to go as quickly as possible to the relief of Miletus, and
not permit it to be invested.

27. They, then, intended to relieve it in the morning.
Phrynichus, the commander of the Athenians, on the other

hand, when he had heard from Lerus a correct account of their

fleet, and when his colleagues wished to await its arrival and

give it battle, said that he would neither do so himself, nor,
to the best of his power, allow them or any one else to do it.

For when they might meet them hereafter with an accurate

knowledge of the number of ships on the enemy's side, and
with how many of their own opposed to them they would, after

adequate aud calm preparations, be able to give them battle,
he would never run an unreasonable hazard through yielding
to the disgrace of reproach. For it was no disgrace for the

Athenians to retreat with a navy at a proper time
;
but in any

way whatever, the result would be more disgraceful should

they be defeated, and for the state to incur not only disgrace,
but also the greatest danger. For after its late misfortunes,
it was hardly expedient voluntarily for it to act on the offens^

ive in any quarter, even with a force that could be relied up-
on, or even in a case of absolute necessity : how then could it

without any such compulsion rush into self-chosen dangers ?

lie ordered them therefore as quickly as possible to take up
their wounded, and their land forces, with such stores as they
had brought with them

;
but to leave behind what they had

taken from the enemy's country, that their ships might be the

lighter, and to sail away to Samos, and thence, when they had
collected all their ships, to make their attacks upon them,
whenever they had an opportunity. Having given this ad-
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vice, he acted accordingly ;
and so Phrynichus, not on that

immediate occasion more than on subsequent ones, nor in that

business only, but in all that he had any thing to do with,

proved himself to be a man of sound judgment. In this way,
with an incomplete victory, the Athenians immediately broke

up their camp, and retired from Miletus; and the Argives,
in mortification at their defeat, sailed off home from Samos as

quickly as they could.

28. As soon as it was morning, the Peloponnesians weighed
anchor from Tiehiussa, and put into Miletus after the enemy's

departure ;
and after remaining one day, they took with them

on the next the Chian vessels which had, in the first instance,
1

been chased in company with Chalcideus, and were disposed
to sail back again for the stores which they had taken out of

their vessels at Tichiussa. On their arrival, Tissaphernes
came to them with his land forces, and persuaded them to sail

against lasus, in which Amorges their enemy maintained

himself. Accordingly, having assaulted lasus on a sudden,
and while the inhabitants thought nothing but that the ships

belonged to the Athenians, they took it; and the Syranisans
were most distinguished in the action. Amorges, who was a

natural son of Pissuthnes, and had revolted from the king, tho

Peloponnesians took prisoner, and delivered him up to Tiss.-i-

phernes to lead away to the king, if he pleased, according to

his orders. They then sacked lasus; and tin* army got

very large treasures, for the place was one of ancient,

wealth. The mercenaries serving with Amorges they took to

themselves, and added to their ranks, without doing them any

harm, as most of them were from the Peloponnese : while

they delivered to Tissaphernes the town and all the captives,

both bond and tree, for each one of whom they stipulated to

receive from him a Dane stater; after which they returned to

Miletus. Pedaritus the son of Leon, who had been sent by
the Lacedaemonians to take the command at Chios, they

dispatched by land to Krylhr.T, with the mercenary 1'oive

taken from Amorges, and appointed I'hilippus to remain on

ihe spot, as L'-ovtTiior of Miletus. And. so ihe summer ended.

29. The following winter, when Tissaphernes had put lasus

into a state of defense, lie passed on to Miletus, and distributed

all the ships a month's pay, as he had undertaken at

1

rdf w/cara<5/.w;i;0e7af.] See eh. 17. 3.
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Laceda'inon, at the rate of an Attic drachma a man per day ;

but wished in future to give but three oboli, until he had con-

sulted the kins' ;
should he, however, command it, he said he

would give them the full drachma. When Herrnocrates, the

Syracusan commander, objected to this (for Theramenes, in-

asmuch as he was not admiral, but only sailing with them to

deliver up the fleet to Astyochus, was easy on the subject of

p;iv), there was fixed, notwithstanding, a sum [for the whole

fleet] larger by five ships' than three oboli a man per day. For
he gave three talents a month for five ships, and to the rest, ac-

cording as they had vessels beyond this number, was given in

the same proportion.
30. The same winter, more ships, to the number of thirty-five,

having come from home to join the Athenians at Samos, with

Channinus, Strombichides, and Euctemon in command, after

collecting those from Chios and all the rest, they determined,

having drawn lots for their respective services, to blockade

Miletus with their navel force, and to send against Chios both

a fleet and army. And they did so. For Strombichides,

1

Trcpa Trt'vre vaf.] If these words could really be interpreted
"
for every

five ships," as Goller and Arnold think, I should then agree with the lat-

ter, that the whole passage might be allowed to remain as it stands at pres-
ent. But neither of them brings forward a single instance of napd being
thus used with the distributive force commonly expressed by Kara; and in

the absence of all such proof, it seems safer to take the proposition, as

Bloomfield has done, in a sense which is recognized by the grammarians.
This method renders necessary one of the two corrections which have been
made by the editors in the following sentence either the omission of Kat

irevTijKovra, or the insertion of rpiuKovra instead of rpia and though it is

perhaps of little importance which is preferred, I have adopted the former,
as the mistake of the copyists in that case seems more easily accounted
for than in the other. See (roller's or Arnold's note. With regard to the

question, why the ships should be taken in divisions of five, that number
might perhaps have been fixed on for mere convenience, as the lowest
which gave a round sum in talents, without any fraction. Or may wo
conjecture that the Lacedaemonian government had sent out five ships on
the expedition, and that their quota was first considered by Tissaphernes,
as a compliment to the leading state? Arnold's supposition that "it was
intended to exclude any state from the higher rate of pay, whose contin-

gent fell short of live ships, in order to encourage the allies to greater ex-

ertions," does not seem very probable; and the idea of ro?f uAAcuc refer-

ring "to those other states who had no ships at the present moment
afloat, but who might at any instant be supposed ready to send some," is

surely inconsistent with the indicative mood of the verb r/aav, which can

only refer to such aa were actually afloat at the time of the arrangement
23
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Ouomacles, and Euctemon, having with them thirty ship?., and

taking in transports a part of the thousand heavy-armed that had
come to Miletus, sailed, according to their lot, against Chios,

while the rest, remaining at Samos with seventy-tour ships, se-

cured the command of the sea, and advanced upon Miletus.

31. Astyochus, happening at that time to be collecting at

Chios the hostages taken in consequence of the conspiracy,
ceased from that, when he found that the ships with Thera-

menes were come, and that the affairs of the confederacy were

more prosperous. And taking a squadron consisting of ten

Peloponnesian and as many Chian ships, he put out to sea,

and after attacking Pteleum without taking it, coasted along
to Clazomense, and commanded those of them who favored

the Athenian cause to remove inland to Daphnus, and to join
their party. Tamos also, who was lieutenant-governor of

Ionia, united in this command. When they did not listen to

it, he made an attack on the town, which was unwalled, and
not being able to take it, sailed away before a strong gale
himself to Phocaea and Cuma, while the rest of the ships put
into the islands adjacent to Clazomenae, namely, Marat hnssa,

Pele, and Drymussa. Having staid there on account of the

winds, eight days, all the property of the Clazornenians that had
been secretly stowed away there,

1

they partly ravaged and con-

sumed, and partly put on board their ships; and then sailed olf

to Phocaea and Cuma, to join Astyochus.
32. While he was there, enibassadors from the Lesbians

came to him, wishing to revolt again. And as far as he was

concerned, they gained his assent; but when the Corinthians

and other allies were not zealous for it, in consequence of their

former failure, lie weighed anchor and sailed lor Chios; at

which place, after his ships had been dispersed in a storm,

they arrived from different directions. After this, Pedaritus,
who when we last mentioned him was moving along the coast

by land from Miletus, arrived at Krvthne, and then passed

over, himself and his forces, to Chios; where he had also

1

tiTreffKaro.] Bloomfield follows Hobbes in translating this,
"
lay with-

out the city," altogether omitting the peculiar force of the two proposi-
tions thus meeting in composition, whether in m-utcr or transitive verbs.

Compare I. 137, where the word occurs in exactly the same significa-

tion; I. 89, AieKopi&vTo filh'r ijUi i' ii-i zitffv-0 rraidae KOI yvvaiKai;, K. T.

'/.; and Kurip. llec. 6, 6eiaar /U? i)ite$eiTe(ftye Tpuinrj? %i'
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about five hundred soldiers who had been left by Chalcideus1

from their five ships, with their arms. And when certain Les-

bians made offers of revolt, Astyochus urged to Pedaritus and

the Cliians, that they ought to go with their ships and ctli-ct

the revolt of Lesbos
;
for so they would either themselves gain

an addition to the number of their allies, or, in case of failure,

would still do the Athenians mischief. They, however, did not

listen to them, and Pedaritus refused to give up to him the

ships of the Chians.

33. He, therefore, taking the five of the Corinthians, a

sixth from Megara, one from Hermione, and those of the

Lacedaemonians which he had come with, sailed for Miletus, to

take the command as admiral, after many threats to the

Chians that assuredly he would not come to their aid, should

they be in any need of it. Having touched at Corycus, in

the ErythraBan country, lie staid there the night. The
Athenians also, on their passage from Samos to Chios with

their troops, w^re only parted from them by being on the

other side of a hill
;
and so they brought to. for the night, and

escaped each other's notice. On the arrival of a letter from

Pedaritus in the night, to say that some Erythrasan prisoners
after being set at liberty, had come from Samos to Erythnea
for the purpose of betraying it, Astyochus immediately

weighed anchor again for Erythraea : within so little was he of

falling in with the Athenians. Pedaritus also sailed across to

join him
;
and having investigated the case of the men who

were thought to be traitors, when they found that the whole

story had been made up in order to effect the escape of the

men from Samos, they acquitted them of the charge, and sailed

away, one to Chios, the other to Miletus, as he had intended.

34. In the mean time also the army of the Athenians, while

sailing round with the ships from Corycus, met with three

Chian vessels of war off Arginus, and on seeing them gave them
chase

;
when a violent storm came on, and the Chian ships with

difficulty took refuge in the harbor. Of the Athenians, the

three which had pursued most vigorously were wrecked, and
thrown up near the city of Chios, the men being either taken

prisoners or slain
;
while the remainder took refuge in the har-

bor under Mount Mimas, called Phoenicus, from whence they

1 See chap. 17. 1.
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afterward came to anchor in the port of Lesbos, mid made prep-
arations for the work of fortification.

1

35. The same winter, Hippocrates the Lacedaemonian,
having sailed from the Peloponnese with ten Thurian ships,
under the command of Dorieus son of Diagoras, and two col-

leagues, one Lacouian and one Syracusan, sailed into port at

Cnidus, which had now revolted at the instigation of Tissa-

phernes. When those at Miletus received intelligence of them,

they gave orders for half of the vessels to keep guard at

Cnidus, and the other half to cruise around Triopium, and
seize the merchantmen that were approaching from Egypt.
This Triopium is a promontory running out from the Cnidian

territory, and is consecrated to Apollo. But the Athenians,

having had notice of it, and having sailed out from Samos,
seized the six ships that were keeping guard at Triopium,
though the crews escaped from them. After this they put in

at Cnidus, and having assaulted the city, which was unforti-

fied, were within a little of taking it. The next day they made
a second assault on it

;
but as they did not now do it so much

damage, since the inhabitants had provided better defenses

during the night, and the crews which had escaped from the

ships at Triopium had gone in to join them, they withdrew,
and after ravaging the territory of the Cnidians, sailed back to

Samos.

36. Astyochus having come about the same time to the fleet

at Miletus, the Peloponnesians were still abundantly supplied
with every thing in their camp. For pay was given them to

a sufficiently large amount, and the great sum of money which
had been raised from the plunder of lasus was still at the

command of the soldiers, and the Milesians carried on the war
with spirit. Nevertheless the Peloponnesians considered that

the first convention with Tissaphernes, which had been con-

cluded by Chalcidcus, was defective, and not so much for their

advantage [as for his] ; and, consequently, while Theramenes
was yet there, they concluded another, which was to the fol-

lowing ('fleet I

37. "The convention of the Lacedaemonians and the allies

with king Darius, the sons of the king, and Tissaphernes, that

then; should he n treaty and friendship between them on these,

terms : \Vlia!e\--r territory and cities belong to King Darius, or

2

If TUV Tcixiapov] i. e., for the fortification of Delphinium. See ch. 38. 2.
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did belong to his father, or his ancestors, against these neither

the Lamia'iiionians nor the allies of the Lacedaemonians shall

be permitted to proceed for the purpose of war, or for any harm :

neither shall the Lacedaemonians, nor their confederates,
< x-

act tribute from these cities. Neither shall King Darius, or

any states in the king's dominions, be allowed to proceed
against the Lacedemonians, or their allies, for the purpose
of war or other injury. Should the Lacedaemonians, or their

allies, require any assistance from the king, or the king stand

in need of any from the Lacedemonians, or their allies
;
to

whatever they may gain each other's assent, that shall be right
for them to do. Both parties shall carry on in common the

war against the Athenians and their allies
;
and should they

come to terms of peace, they shall both do so in common.
Whatever troops shall be in the king's country in conse-

quence of the king's having sent for them, the king shall pay
their expenses. Should any of the states which have con-

cluded this convention with the king proceed against the king's

country, the rest shall prevent it, and assist the king to the

utmost of their power. And should any of those in the king's

country, or in all his dominions, proceed against the coun-

try of the Lacedaemonians, or of their allies, the king shall

prevent it, and assist them to the uttermost of his power."
38. After this convention Theramenes gave up the fleet to

Astyftchus, and sailing away in a small boat was lost at sea
1
.

The Athenians, having now crossed over from Lesbos to Chios
with their army, and commanding both land and sea, pro-
ceeded to fortify Delphinium, a place that was both naturally

strong on the land side, contained several harbors, and was
not far from the city of Chios. Now the Chians having been
beaten in several previous engagements, and not being on very

good terms among themselves, but regarding each other with

suspicion, because Tydeus, son of Ion, and his party had al-

ready been executed by Pedaritus on the charge of Atticism,
and the rest of the city was by compulsion reduced to an

oligarchy ;
in consequence of these things they kept quiet, and

thought neither themselves nor the mercenaries under Pedari-

tus to be a match for the enemy. They sent, however, to

Or, as others render it,

"
disappeared from the scene of

action :" but Bishop Thirlwall's interpretation of the word seems un-

doubtedly the correct one.
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Miletus, urging Astyodhus to come to their aid : and when he

did not listen to them, Pedaritus sent a letter to Laceda'mon,

representing him as being guilty of a misdemeanor. On this

footing stood the affairs of the Athenians at Chios : while from
Samos their ships kept sailing out against those at Miletus,

and when they did not advance to meet them, they returned

again to Samos, and remained quiet.
39. The same winter, the seven and thirty ships which

had been equipped by the Lacedemonians for Pharnabazus,

through the instrumentality of Calligitus the Megarean and

Timagoras the Cyzicene, put out from the Peloponnese, and
sailed for Ionia, about the period of the solstice, Antisthenes a

Spartan being on board in command of them. The Laeed;e-

monians also sent eleven Spartans as assistant counselors

for Astyochus, one of whom was Lichas, the son of Arcesilaus.

They were instructed on their arrival at Miletus to co-operate
in the arrangement of all other affairs, as should be best, and
to dispatch these vessels either just the number, more, or

fewer to the Hellespont to join Pharnabazus, should they
think proper, appointing to the command of them Clearchus

the son of Ramphias, who sailed out with them
;
and also, if

the eleven commissioners deemed fit, to depose Astyochus
from the office of admiral, and appoint Antisthenes; for they
were suspicious of him in consequence of the letters from

Pedaritus. Sailing therefore from Malea across the op<

the squadron touched at Melos, and there falling in with ten

Athenian ships took three of them empty, and burned them.

After this, being afraid that those of the Athenian vessels

which had escaped from JNIelos miidit (as was the ease) give
information of their approach to those at Samos, they sailed

to Crete, and having made their voyage longer by taking this

precaution, they made the land at (\-iunus, in Asia; from

which place, considering themselves to be now in safety, they
sent a m 'ssagc to ihe snips at .Miletus, in order to be com

by them along the coast.

40. At this same time the Ohians and iVdaritus sent

]<jvrs to Asiyoclms, notwithstanding his holding back,

and begged him to succor th'-m in their siege with all his

lleet, and not to permit the largest of the allied cities in Ionia

to be both excluded from the use of the sea, and wasted by

forays on the land. For the slaves of the Chians being
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numerous, and indeed forming the largest body there was in

any one city, except that of the Lacedaemonians, and at the

same time being, in consequence of their great numbers, pun-
ished more severely than usual in cases of offense, when the

Athenian army appeared to be firmly established, with the

advantage of a fortified position, the greater part deserted to

them
;
and these did the most mischief to the country, through

their acquaintance with it. The Chians therefore represented,
that while there was still a hope and possibility of stopping
them, while Delphinium was still being fortified, and not yet

completed, and a higher wall was being erected round their

ramp and the ships, it was incumbent on him to assist them.

And although Astyochus, because of his threat on the occa-

sion already mentioned, had not intended to do it, when he

saw that the allies also were anxious for their relief, he set out

to succor them.

41. In the mean time tidings came from Caunus that the

seven and twenty ships, with the Lacedaemonian counselors,

were come. And thinking every thing else of secondary im-

portance, compared with his convoying so large a number of

ships, in order that they might more entirely command the sea,

and with the safe passage of the Lacedemonians who had come
to observe his conduct, he immediately gave tip going to the

relief of Chios, and sailed to Caunus. Having landed, as he

coasted along, at Cos Meropis,
1 which was unfortified, and in

ruins in consequence of an earthquake which they had expe-
rienced the most violent one which I ever remember he

sacked the town, the men having fled to the mountains, and

by incursions made spoil of the country, excepting the fres

population, whom he released. Having come from Cos to Cni-

dus by night, he was constrained by the advice of the Cnidians

not to land his seamen, but to sail, just as he was, straightway

against the twenty Athenian ships with which Charminus, one

of the generals at Samos, was on the look-out for those seven

and twenty ships that were approaching from the Peloponnese,
and to join which Astyochus also was coasting along. For

those at Samos had heard from Melos of their approach, and

1 Ku>v TT)V MepoTmJa.]
"
According to the old mythical language,

' Cos
first settled by the hero Alerops.' See Stephan.. Byzant., Hesychius, etc.

According to the interpretation now given to this language,
' Cos first

settled by the people called Meropes.'
"

Arnold.
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dial-minus was watching for them about Syme, Clialce,

Rhodes, and Lycia ;
as by this time he was aware of their

being at Caunus.

42. Astyochus therefore sailed immediately to Syme, before

IK- was heard of, on the chance of finding the ships somewhere
out at sea. But the rain and the cloudy state of the atmos-

phere which lie encountered caused the dispersion of his ships

during the dark, and threw them into confusion. In the morn-

ing, when his fleet had been separated, and the left wing was
no\v in sight of the Athenians, while the rest of it was still

dispersed around the island, Charminus and the Athenians put
out against it with all speed, with fewer than their twenty

ships, thinking that these were the vessels they were watching
for, namely, those irom Caunus. Having attacked them, there-

fore, immediately, they sank three, and severely damaged some

others, and had the advantage in the action, until the larger di-

vision of the fleet unexpectedly came in sight, and they were

surrounded on every side. They then took to flight, and hav-

ing lost six ships, fled for refuge with the rest to the island of

Teutlussa, and thence to Halicarnassus. After this the Pelo-

ponnesians put into OnHus, and the seven and twenty ships
from Caunus having effected a junction with them, they sailed

with the whole number, and erected a trophy on Syme, and
ihen e.'ime to anchor again at (Juidtis.

43. The Athenians, on hearing the particulars of the en-

gagement, having sailed with all their ships from Samos to

Syme, made no attack on the fleet at Cnidus, or that on them,
but took their naval stores,

1 which were at Syme, and after

touching at Lorymi on the continent, sailed back to Samos.

And now all the Peloponnesian ships at Cnidus were refitted,

so far as they required it; and the eleven Lacedemonian com-

missioners held a conference with Tissapheriies (for
he had

come to meet them), both respecting what had already been

done, if there was aught that did not please them, and with

reference to future hostilities, in what way they might be con-

ducted most to the, benefit and advantage of both parlies.

Licli;:s, more especially, kept an eye on the transactions, and

1
Til GKn'rj, X. r.

/...] "i.e., the masts and sails of Charminus' squadron,

which, according to custom, had been left on shore at Synn-, \vhen Mio

ships put to sea suddenly to attack tho fleet of Astyochus. See chap
42. 2." Arnold.
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said, "that neither of the two treaties were properly drawn up,

neither that of Clialcidrus, nor that of Theramenes, but it was

a shanu-ful thing that the king should even now claim to bo

nrister of all the country over which he and his ancestors Iwi

formerly had dominion. For in that was involved the re-sub-

jugation of all the islands, with Thrssaly, Locris, and as far as

Boeotia; and so, instead of freedom, the Lacedaemonians would

be putting the Median yoke on the Greeks. He told them,

therefore, to conclude another and a better treaty, or at any
rate they would not act according to this

;
nor did they want

any of his supplies on these terms. But Tissaphernes, being
offended at this, went away from them in a rage, and without

settling any thing.
44. They, in consequence of communications from some of

the most powerful men there, were disposed to sail to Rhodes;

hoping to bring over to their side an island which was strong
both in its number of seamen and its land forces

;
and more-

over thinking that they should themselves be able to maintain

their fleet from their own confederacy, without asking Tissa-

phernes for money. Having sailed, therefore, immediately,
that same winter, from Cnidus, and having first put in with

ninety-four ships to Camirus in the Rhodian territory, they

frightened away most of the inhabitants, who were not aware
of their intentions, and therefore fled, especially as the town
was unfortified. Then, having assembled both these and the

people from the two other towns, Lindus and lalysus, the La-

cedaemonians prevailed on the Rhodians to revolt from the

Athenians. And so Rhodes joined the Peloponnesian confed-

eracy. The Athenians, having got notice of it, sailed at this

time with their ships from Samos, wishing to anticipate them,
and came within sight of the island as they lay out at sea

;

but being a little too late, they sailed back in the first instance

to Chalce, thence to Samos, and afterward carried on the war

against Rhodes by attacks from Chalce, Cos, and Samos. The

Peloponnesiaus levied money from the Rhodians to the amount
of two and thirty talents

;
but in other respects lay still for

eighty days, having drawn up the ships on shore.

45. In the mean time, and at even a still earlier period, be-

fore they removed to Rhodes, the following negotiations were

being carried on : Alcibiades being suspected by the Pclopon-
nesians after the death of Chalcideus and the battle of Miletus,

23*
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and instructions having been sent by tliem from Lacedsemon
to Astyochus to put him to death (for he was a personal ene-

my of Agis, and in other ways appeared to be unworthy of

trust), he first retired in alarm to the court of Tissaphernes,
rind then did the greatest harm he could to the cause of the

Peloponnesians with him. Being his adviser on all points, he-

cut down the pay, so that instead of an Attic drachma three

oboli were given, and that not regularly ; telling Tissaphernes
to represent to them that the Athenians, who for a longer time

had had experience in naval matters, gave the ; r men but three

oboli; not so much from poverty, as that their seamen might
not grow insolent from abundaifce, and either be less able-

bodied, through spending money on such things as produce

weakness, or desert their ships by means of leaving their ar-

rears of pay as a security for them.
1

lie also gave him such

instructions, that by giving money he persuaded the trierarchs

and generals of the different states to concede these points to

him, excepting the Svracusans; but of these Hermocrates
alone opposed him on behalf of the whole confederacy. The

states, too, which applied for money, he dismissed with an an-

swer from himself, on the part of Tissaphernes, alleging by

way of refusal, that " the Chians were shameless, who, though
the wealthiest of the (Greeks, and being protected as they
were by the aid they were receiving, expected others to risk

both their persons and their purses for their liberty/' With

regard to the rest of the states, which used before their revolt

to lavish their money on the Athenians, he said that they
were wrong if they would not now also contribute as much,
or even more, for their own interests, lie also

represented
that Tissaphernes was naturally sparing at present, inasmuch

as he was carrying on the war with his own resources; but

that if supplies should ever come down from the king, he would

give them their full pay, and atlord the states all proper relief.

46. He likewise advised Tissaphernes "not to be in too great
a hurry to bring the war to a'conclusioTi

;
nor to be, anxious,

by either bringing the Phoenician licet which he was equip-

ping, or giving pay to a larger body of Greeks, to com

''in//>r/fi.r.]
Tliat is, that the larger pay w:i; ,-onsidered as a security

men's returning to their post, when summoned, and theni
lor greater indulgences in ^rantiiiLT leave of absence than was

proved by tlio result to be consistent, v.-ilh the interests of the service.
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tin- same party the command both of land and sea; but to let,

them each hold a divided sway, and so leave the king the

power at all times to lead the one party or the other against
those who were annoying him. If, on the contrary, the com-
mand both by land and sea were united, he would be at a loss

for any party to assist in overthrowing the stronger ;
unless

he should himself ever choose to arise and carry out the con-

test with them at a great expense and hazard. It was a

cheaper risk to wear down the Greeks against each other, at a

trifling share of the expense, and at the same time with secu-

rity to himself. And the Athenians, he said, were a more de-

sirable people to share the empire with him
;
for they were

less desirous of possessions on shore, and carried on the war
with both a profession and a practice most advantageous to

him, as they would unite with him in subjugating, as far as

the sea was concerned, to themselves and to him all the Greeks

,vho lived in the king's country ;
while the other pai ty, on the

contrary, had corne to liberate them. Nor was it likely that

the Lacedaemonians should at the present time be liberating

the Greeks from men of their own Grecian race, and should

omit to liberate them from those who were barbarians
;
unless

they should ever fail in reducing the Athenians.
1 He urged

them, therefore, to wear them both out at first, and after cut-

ting off' as much as possible from the power of the Atheni-

ans, then to get rid of the Peloponnesians from his country."

Tissaphernes adopted these views in the main, so far, at teast,

as might be conjectured from his actions. For having on this

account placed himself in the confidence of Alcibiades, as of

one who had given him good advice on the subject, he both

scantily supplied the Peloponnesians with money, and would

not allow them to fight by sea
;
but by telling them that the

Phoenician fleet should come to them, and that so they should

contend with superabundant strength, he greatly injured their

cause, and took oft' the vigor of their navy, which had been

very great ;
and in all other respects, too evidently to escape

observation, he wanted hearty zeal in co-operating with them.

47. Alcibiades gave this advice to Tissaphernes and the
'

*
7/v [IT]

Trore avrov?, K. r. A.] I have followed Haack's and Poppo's in-

terpretation of this passage,
"
nisi si quando eos ( Athenicnses) non everte-

rint," rather than Herman's, who supposes that the word
firj only in-

creases the force of the negative :

''
nisi hi barbari Graecos, quos sub

ditione suu tenerent, etiam delevisaent."
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king, while he was with them, both because he thought it best

for them, and, at the same time, because he was further pro-

viding for his own restoration to his country ; knowing that

if he did not bring it to ruin, he would some time or other

have means of persuading his countrymen, and returning to

it. But the way in which he thought he should persuade them
most easily was this, namely, by Tissaphernes' appearing to be

in his interest. And so it turned out
;
for when the Athenian

sjldiers at Samos found that he had great influence with him,

[the plan was adopted] to a certain extent, in consequence of

Alcibiades having sent word to the most powerful individuals

among them, to let it be mentioned to the most respectable

people, that he wished to return home on condition of there

being an oligarchy, and not that unprincipled democracy which
had banished him

;
and after making Tissaphernes their friend,

to enjoy his privileges as a citizen with them
; but, at the same

time, the trierarchs and the most influential Athenians at Santos,

were of themselves still more eager for abolishing the democracy.
48. This design, therefore, was first mooted in the camp,

and thence spread to the city. Accordingly, certain individu-

als went over from Samos, and had an interview with Alcibi-

ades
;
and when he held out that he would first make Tissa-

phernes their friend, and then the king, in case they were not

under a democratical government (for so the king would place

greater reliance on them), the aristocratical party among the

citizens, who also suffered most at present, entertained many
hopes of getting the government into their own hands, as well

as of gaining the victory over the enemy. Accordingly they
went to Samos, and united in a club such men as favored

their views, openly representing to the people at large, that the

king would be their friend, and supply them with money, if

Aleibiades were restored, and they were not governed by a

democracy. The multitude, though annoyed to a certain

extent by these negotiations, remained" quiet because of

their abundant hopes of pay from the king ;
v>hile those who

were for establishing the oligarchy, after they had commu-
nicated their designs to the mass of the people, again con-

sidered the proposals of Alcibiades among themselves' and

' KOI. aQirnv auroif, K. r.
?..] Dobrcc, G oiler, Poppo, and Arnold

in thinking that iv must be inserted before aQinn', without which Mm
passage seems to them not fairly intelligible. But may not this be re-
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the greater part of their associates. To the rest, then, they

appeared advantageous and worthy of their confidence; but

1'hrynirhus, who was still general, was not at all pleased with

them, but thought that Alcibiades (as was really the case) had

no more desire for an oligarchy than for a democracy, or con-

sidered any thing else but how, by bringing the state to change,

its present constitution, he might obtain his recall by the in-

vitation of his associates.
" What they themselves, however,

should most especially look to, was," ho said,
" to avoid being

rent by factions. That it was not for the king's advantage,
when the Peloponnesians were now on an equality at sea, and

held none of the least cities in his dominion, to incur trouble

by siding with the Athenians, whom he did not trust, when
he might have made the Peloponnesians his f.iends, by whom
he had never yet been injured. As for the allied states, again,

to whom, forsooth, they had promised an oligarchy, because

they themselves also would cease to be under a democracy, he

well knew that neither those which had revolted would any
the more on that account come over to them, nor those that

were left be more stanch to them
;

for they would not wish

to be slaves with either an oligarchy or a democracy, rather

than to be free, under whichever of those two forms of govern-
ment they might obtain their liberty. And with regard to the

garded as a "dativus instrument!?" which is certainly used sometimes

with reference to persons, though less commonly than to things. Ono
instance of it is given by Jelf, Gr. Gr. 608, Obs. 3, from Soph. El. 226,

rivt -yap TTOT' uv, u (j>i7iia yevlG'Aa, Trpoatyopov uKOvvaifj,' t?rof ; and perhaps
a second might have been added from the same play, v. 441, el aoi

7rpocr0i/lwf avTij 6oKeZ Tepa ru(5' ovv ruQotot d^aaOat viK.v$. Matthi;c,

?96, brings forward another undoubted instance from Eur. Beracl. 392,

uvtijHi yap XP ^ 1 ' VK d"fy&wtfft TOVC ivavriovg opdv
' and another less

certain one from Xen. Cyrop. One instance may also, I think, be quoted
from Thucydides himself, though I am not aware that it ever has, viz.,

VIII. 82. 3, %vviC>aLve <5 TGJ 'A.AKt6iu6y rC> fj.lv TioaaQtpvei rove 'AVrjvaiovc

Qoftelv, lueivoie d TOV TtaaaQepvrjv. There seems, therefore, to be no

sufficient reason why the same construction should not have been used

here. If this be admitted, I would apply the same principle to two

other passages of our author, of which I have before taken a different

view, viz., I. 25, ovre Kopivdiu dvdpi Trpoita.Tapxu[ievoi, and V. 38. 4,

OVK alJXn -finfieiaflat n ofaot Kpotiiayvovres irapatvnvaiv. With regard

to the former, when I wrote the note on it, I had not seen the quotation
with which Poppo corroborates Bloomfield's interpretation, and which

puts it beyond a doubt, I think, that Arrian, at any rate, took the same

view of it.
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respectable classes, as they were called, they considered that

the oligarchs would not cause them less trouble than the

popular government, being as they were the authors and in-

troducers of projects which were evil for the people, and from
which they themselves derived the most benefit. Indeed as far

as depended on them, they would be put to death without trial,

and even by measures of violence
;
whereas the commons were

their refuge, and the moderators of the other party. And as the

states had learned these things from positive facts, he well knew
that such was their opinion on the subject. For himself, then,
he was pleased with none of the schemes carried on by Alci-

biades at present, as before."

49. But those members of the association who had as-

sembled acceded to the present proposals, as they had at first

determined, and prepared to send Pisander and some others on
an embassy to Athens, to treat for the return of Alcibiadcs and
the abolition of the democracy in that city, and so to gain the

friendship of Tissaphernes for the Athenians.

50. But when Phrynichus saw that there would be a pro-

posal for the recall of Alcibiades, and that the Athenians
would accede to it, being afraid, on considering the opposite

tendency of what had been maintained by himself, that if he

were restored he would do him some mischief, as one who had

impeded his plans, he had recourse to the following device. J le

sent to Astyochus the Lacedaemonian admiral, who was still in

the neighborhood of Miletus, with secret instructions that

Alcibiades was ruining their cause by bringing Tissaphernos
into friendship with the Athenians; expressly mentioning all

the other matters also, and pleading that it was pardonable
in him to devise evil against a man who was an enemy, even

though it were to the detriment of the state. Now Astyoelms
did not so much as think of punishing Alcibiades especially
as he no longer put himself in his power as he used to do but

having gone up to him and Tissaphornes at Magnesia, at once

told them the contents of the letter from Samos, acting as an

informer to them and for his own private gain devoting him-

self, as was said, to the interest of Tissaphernes both <>n thc<c

and on all other matters : for which reason also he was the more

gentle in remonstrating with him respecting the pay not

given in full. Alcibiadcs immediately sent a letter i<> Sainus

giving information against Phrynichus to the authorities there,
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telling them what he had done, and requiring that he should

he put to death. Phrynichus, being confounded and in tho

most extreme danger, sent again to Astyochus, reproaching
him bccauso his former information had not been duly kept

secret, and telling him now that he was prepared to give them
an opportunity of destroying the whole Athenian armament at

Samos; describing the particulars of the way in which he

could do it, as Samos was unfortified
;
and pleading that it was

not now culpable in him, being, as he was, in danger of his life

through them, to do this, or any thing else, rather than

be destroyed by his bitterest enemies. Astyochus gave in-

formation of this also to Alcibiades.

51. Now when Phrynichus had discovered beforehand that

he was doing him injury, and that a letter from Alcibiades on

the subject was on the point of arriving, he himself anticipated
it by announcing it to the army, that as Samos was unfortifie \
and all the ships were not stationed wuhin the harbor, tl.o

enemy intended to attack the camp : that he had certain in-

telligence of this, and that they ought as quickly as possible to

fortify Samos and put every thing else in a state of defense.

Now he was himself general, and so had full authority to carry
out these measures. Accordingly they prepared for the work
of fortification

;
and owing to this Samos was the more,

quickly walled, though it would have been so under any cir-

cumstances. Not long after came the letters from Alcibiades,

saying that the army was going to be betrayed by Phrynichus,
and that the enemy were on the point of attacking them. As,

however, Alcibiades was not thought to be worthy of credit, but

to have had a previous acquaintance with the plans of the

enemy, and through personal dislike to have attributed them to

Phryuichus, as though he were privy to them, he did him no

harm, but rather bore witness to his statement by sending this

intelligence.
52. After this, Alcibiades tried to bring over and persuade

Tissaphernes to the friendship of the Athenians; and he,

though afraid of the Peloponnesians, because they were there

with more ships than the Athenians, was still disposed to be

convinced by him, if by any means he could
; especially since

he had observed the dissatisfaction of the Peloponnesians
which had been expressed at Cnidus about the treaty of

Theramenes (for as at this time they were at Rhodes, it* had
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already occurred
J

),
in the course of which Delias had verified

the observation which had before been made by Alcibiades

about the Lacedaemonians liberating all the states when he.

said that it was an intolerable agreement that the king should

be master of the cities over which, at an earlier period, either

himself or his fathers had had dominion. Alcibiades then, in-

asmuch as he was struggling for a great object, was earnestly

courting and soliciting Tissaphernes.
53. The Athenian embassadors, on the other hand, who had

been sent from Samos with Pisander, on their arrival at Athens,
delivered an address before the people, giving a summary of

many arguments, but most especially urging, that by recalling

Alcibiades, and not being under a democratic;!] government in

the same manner as hitherto, they might both have the king
for an ally, and gain the victory over the Peloponnesians.
When many others opposed them on the subject of the de-

mocracy, and the enemies of Alcibiades at the same time

exclaimed that it was a shameful thing if he were to return

by doing violence to the laws
;
and the Eumolpidse and (

'

adjured them with regard to the mysteries, for which he had

been banished, and appealed to the gods against their restoring
him

;
Pisander came forward in the face of much opposition

and indignant protesting, and taking aside each one of his

opponents, asked him whether he had any hope of pr,

tion for the state, since the Peloponnesians had no feuer ships
than themselves opposed to them on the sea, and more cities

in alliance with them, while the king and Tissaphernes sup-

plied them with money ;
whereas they themselves had no

longer any, unless some one should persuade the king to come
over to their side. When, on being thus questioned, they al-

lowed that they had not, he then said to them plainly, "This

advantage, then, can not be attained by us, if we do n<>1 adopt
a more teinperale policy, and put the offices into the han

a smaller number, that the king may place coniidence in us

That Is to Say, the quarrel had taken place
at ('nidus (eli. A'\. ii-4), and from ('nidus the Peloponnesians had moved
to IMiodes 'eh. -!!. 1). therefore as the I Vlopoimcsians \ven> arrived at

! when Aieibiades made his application to Tissaph'

[y possible for Tissaphernes to be influenced in his reception

proposals by his feeling ol' resentment toward the 1 Vlopomiesians, as

that, having occurred while they wore at Cnidus, must havo been prior

to hi.s interview with Alcibiades." Art,
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(and that we may not consult so much at present about a form

of government as about the preservation of the state : for we
shall have power to alter hereafter whatever may not please

us) and, moreover, if we do not restore Alcibiades, who is the

only man at present that can effect this."

54. The people were at first very indignant on hearing mention

made of the oligarchy ;
but when plainly informed by Pisander

that there were no other means of preservation, being afraid,

and at the same time having hopes of changing it again,
*

they

gave way. Accordingly they resolved that Pisander and ten

commissioners with him should sail and conclude, as they might
think would be best, the negotiations both with Tissaphernes
and Alcibiades. At the same time, on Pisander's falsely ac-

cusing Phrynichus, the people deposed him from his command
with his colleague Scironides, and sent Diomedon and Leon to

the fleet as generals in their stead. For Pisander calumniated

Phrynichus by saying that he had betrayed lasus and Amor-

ges, only because he did not think him favorable to the ne-

gotiations carried on with Alcibiades. Pisander likewise visited

all the clubs, which had previously existed in the city for mu-
tual support in law-suits and elections to offices, and exhorted

them to unite together and by common counsels abolish the

democracy ;
and after making all his other preparations to

suit the present state of affairs, so that there might be no more

delay, he himself with the ten commissioners proceeded on his

voyage to Tissaphernes.
55. In the course of this winter Leon and Diomedon, having

by this time reached the Athenian fleet, made an attack upon
Rhodes. The ships of the Peloponnesians they found hauled

up : and having made a descent on the territory, and defeated

in an engagement those of the Rhodians who went out against

them, they withdrew to Chalce, and carried on the war from

] 'E7re/l7rtCv is the reading which Bekkcr adopts from nine

of the MSS. in the sense of "
building their hope on this." But as this use

of the word appears to belong to later writers only, it would perhaps be

better (supposing the compound verb to be the genuine reading) to give
the proposition its very common force of addition, "having, besides their

conviction of present helplessness, the hope of changing hereafter what

they did not like." Compare the use of errtfcpaTreuwv, ch. 47. 1. Or,

again, it might imply the idea of a hope in reserve an after-hope, as in

and some other words: e. g. t Soph. Antig. 385, ifievdei yap rj
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that place, rather than from Cos
;

for it was more convenient

for their observing whether the fleet of the Peloponnesians put
out in any direction. Xenophantidas the Lacedaemonian also

came to Rhodes from Pedaritus at Chios, telling them that the

wall of the Athenians was now completed, and unless they
succored them with all their ships their cause would be

ruined at Chios. Accordingly they determined to relieve

them. In the mean time Pedaritus, with his mercenaries and

the Chians, made a general assault on the fortification round

the Athenian ships, and took a part of it, and got pos^
of some vessels that had been drawn up on shore: but when
the Athenians had come out to the rescue, and had routed the

Chians first, the rest of the force, more immediately around

Pedaritus, was defeated, he himself killed, with many of the

Chians, and a great number of arms taken.

56. After these things the Chians were besieged still more

closely than before, both by land and sea, and the famine in

the place was great. In the mean time, the Athenian eml>as-

sadors with Pisander arrived at the court of Tissaphernes,
and conferred with him respecting the convention. But as

Alcibiades could not depend on the views of Tissaphernes,
who was more afraid of the Peloponnesians, and wished still

(as he had been instructed by him) to wear both parties out,

he had recourse to the following plan, in order that Tissa-

phernes, by demanding the greatest possible concessions from

the Athenians, might avoid coming to terms with them. Tis-

saphernes also, in my opinion, wished the same result, being
himself led to do so by fear: but Alcibiades, when he saw

that the sat raj) was not, under any circumstances, desirous of

making an agreement, wished the Athenians to think that he

vvas not incapable of persuading him, but that when Tissa-

phernes had been persuaded, and was willing to join them, the

Athenians did not concede enough to him. For Alcibiades,

speaking in person in behalf of Tissajthcrnes, who was als..

present, made, such excessive demands, that the refusal <<f t:ic

Athenians, although for a long time they conceded whatever
;

.ed, was still the apparent cause of their failure. For

they required the whole of Ionia to be, given up, and then

again the adjacent, islands, with other things; and when the

Athenians did not, object t<> these demands, at last, in their

third interview, being afraid that he would certainly be con-
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victed of inability to keep his word, he demanded that they
should permit the king to build ships, and sail along his own

coast, \\horever and with how many soever ho might please.

Upon that the- Athenians complied no longer, but considering
that the business was impracticable, and that they had been

deceived by Alcibiades, they departed in a rage, and went to

Samos.

57. Immediately after these things, in the very same winter,

Tissaphernes proceeded to Caunus, wishing to bring the Pelo-

ponnesians back to Miletus, and after making still another

convention with them, to give them pay, and not have them
driven to absolute hostilities with him

; being afraid that if

they were without supplies for many of their ships, they might
either be compelled to engage the Athenians and be defeated,

or through their vessels being unmanned the Athenians might
without his assistance attain the object of their wishes. And

again, he was most of all afraid that they might ravage the

continent in search of supplies. From calculating and fore-

casting all these things, in accordance with his wish to reduce

the Greeks to a footing of equality with one another, he con-

sequently sent for the Lacedaemonians, and gave them supplies,

and concluded a third treaty with them, to the following effect :

58. "In the thirteenth year of the reign of Darius, while

Aloxippidas was ephor at Lacedaemon, a convention was con-

cluded on the plain of the Masander by the Lacedaemonians

and their allies, with Tissnphonies, Ilieramenes, and the sons

of Pharnaces, respecting the interests of the king, the Lace^

daemonians, and their allies. That the king's country, so far

as it still lies in Asia, shall belong to the king still
;
and that

respecting his own territory, the king shall adopt such meas-

ures as he ploases. That the Lacedaemonians and their al-

lies shall not invade the king's territory, nor the king that

of the Lacedaemonians or their allies, to do it any harm.

That if any of the Lacedaemonians invade the king's terri-

tory to do it harm, the Lacedaemonians and their allies shall

prevent it; and that if any one from the king's country

proceed against the Lacedaemonians or their allies to do them

harm, the king shall prevent it. That Tissapdernes shall

provide the pay for the ships now present, according to the

contract, until the king's fleet has come; but that when the.

king's fleet has come, the Lacedaemonians and their allies
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shall be at liberty to maintain their own ships, if they wish it.

That if, however, they consent to receive supplies from Tissa-

phernes, he shall furnish them, and the Lacedaemonians and
their allies shall refund to him, at the conclusion of the war,
whatever sums of money they may have received. That
after the king's ships have arrived, those of the Lacedaemonians
and their allies and those of the king shall jointly carry on the

war, according as Tissaphernes and the Lacedemonians and
!their allies may think fit. And if they wish to terminate hos-

tilities with the Athenians, they shall be terminated on the

same footing."
59. This was the treaty that was made. And after this,

Tissaphernes prepared to bring up the Phoenician fleet, as had
been agreed, and all other things which he had promised ; or,

at any rate, he wished to appear to be thus preparing.
60. When the winter wras now closing, the Boeotians took

Oropus by treachery, while an Athenian garrison was holding
it. There co-operated with them, also, some of the Kretrians

and of the Oropians themselves, who were plotting the revolt

of Euboea. For as the place was just opposite to Eretiia, so

long as the Athenians held it, it could not fail to do much dam-

age both to Eretria and the rest of Euboea. Being now there-

fore in possession of Oropus, the Eretrians came to Rhodes,

inviting the IVlopoimesians into Eubcea. They, houever,

were more disposed to relieve Chios in its distress, and so put
out and sailed from Rhodes with all their fleet. When they
were otf Triopium, they descried that of the Athenians out at

sea, sailing from Chalcc : and as neither side advanced against.

the other, they arrived, the Athenians at Samos, the Pelopon-
nesians at Miletus, finding that it was no longer possihle to go
to the relief of Chios without a sea-fight. And so the, winter

ended, and the twentieth year of this war of which Thucvdides

wrote the history.
61. Immediately at the commencement of the spring of the

following summer, ] K-rcyllidas, a Spartan, was sent with a

small ton-,- by land to the Hellespont, to effect the revolt of

Abydus, which is ;i colony of the Milesians; and the Chians,

while Asl.yochus \vas at a loss how to succor them, were

Compelled by the pressure of the siege, to a naval engagement.

They happened, while Astyochus was still at Rhodes, to have,

received from Miletus, as their commander after the death of
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Pedaritus, a Spartan named Leon, who had come out as a

passenger with Antisthenes, and twelve ships which had been

on guard at Miletus, five of which were Thurian, four Syra-

cnsan, one Anaean, one Milesian, and one Leon's own ship.

When therefore the Chians had gone out against them in full

force, and had occupied a strong position, while their ships at

the same time to the number of six and thirty put out to meet
the two and thirty of the Athenians, they engaged them by
sea

;
and an obstinate battle having been fought, the Chians

and their allies, who had not the worst in the action, returned

(for it was now late) into their city.

62. After this, immediately that Dercyllidas had proceeded
thither by land from Miletus, Abydus on the Hellespont re-

volted to him and Pharnabazus, as also did Lampsacus two

days later. When Strombichides heard of this, he went to

the rescue from Chios, as quickly as possible, with four and

twenty Athenian ships, some of which also were transports

carying heavy-armed troops ;
and when the Lampsacenes

came out against him, having defeated them in battle, taken

at the first assault their city, which was unfortified, and made

spoil of implements and slaves (though he restored the free-

men to their dwellings), he proceeded against Abydus.
When they did not capitulate, and he was unable to take

the place by assault, he sailed away to the coast opposite

Abydus, and appointed Sestus, a town of the Chersonese which
the Medes had held at the time so well known,

1

as a post for the

garrison, and for the defense of the whole of the Hellespont.
63. In the mean time the Chians were masters of the sea

more than they had been
;
and Astyochus with those at Mile-

tus, on hearing the particulars of the naval engagement, and
the departure of Strombichides with his squadron, took fresh

courage. And so having coasted along with two ships to Chios,
he took the fleet from that place, and with all his force now
united advanced against Samos. When the Athenians, in

consequence of their being suspicious- of one another, did not

put out to meet him, he sailed back again to Miletus. For
about this time, or still earlier, democracy had been abolished

1

Tore.]
" The allusion is to the circumstance that Sestus was almost

the last spot held by the Persians in Europe, and that it sustained a long
and obstinate siege before it could bo taken from them. (Herod. IX.
11 5, and seq)." Arnold-.
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at Athens. For when Pisander and the ambassadors came
from Tissaphernes to Sarnos, they both secured still more

strongly their interest in the anuy itself, and instigated the

most powerful of the Sarnies also to try with them to set up
an oligarchy among themselves, although they had been rising

up against one another to avoid an oligarchical government.
At the same time those of the Athenians at Samos determined,
after communicating with each other, to give up Alcibiades,

since he would not join them (for indeed he was not a proper

person, they said, to become a member of an oligarchy), but to

consider among themselves, since they were now actually

imperiled, by what means their cause might escape abandon-

ment
;
and at the same time to persevere in their measures tor

the war, and themselves to contribute with alacrity from their

own private resources, both money and whatever else might be

required, since they were no longer bearing the burden for any
but themselves.

64. Having thus exhorted one another, they then imme-

diately sent back home Pisander and half the embassadors, to

manage matters there; with instructions also to establish oli-

garchy in such of the subject cities as they touched at : the

other half they sent to the rest of the places subject to them,

i,ome in one direction and some in another. They also dis-

missed to his government Diotrephes, wh< was in the neigh-
borhood of Chios, but had been elected to take the command
of the countries Thraceward. He, on his arrival at Thasos,

abolished the democratical government; but about two months

after his departure the, Thasians began to fortify their city,

as wanting no more aristocracy in conjunction with the Athe-

nians, but daily looking for liberty to be given them by the

Lacedaemonians. For indeed there was a party of them with

the Pelpponnesiana which had been expelled by the Atheni-

ans, and which, in concert with their friends in the ci!

exerting itself with all its might to bring a squadron, and etl'ect

the revolt of Thasos. They had the fortune, then, to find

what they most wished, namely, the city brought to the right

Hide without any danger, and the democratical party deposed,
which had been likely to prove an obstacle. Thus then in the,

. and, I imagine, in that of many other of the

Mihjeets, the result was the contrary of what was expected by
Chose of the Athenians who were establishing oligarchy; for
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when the states had got a moderate government, and security
of action, they went on to absolute liberty, and did not value

the specious advantage
'

of good laws which they received

from the Athenians.

65. Pisander, then, and his companions, as they coasted

along, abolished the popular governments in the cities, accord-

ing to arrangement, and, moreover, took from some places

heavy-armed troops as their allies, and so came to Athens.

There they found most of the business already accomplished

by their associates. For some of the younger men, having

conspired together, secretly assassinated one Androcles, the

most prominent leader of the commons, and who also had

mainly procured the banishment of Alcibiades
;
and for both

these reasons, on account of his being a popular leader, and

because they thought they should gratify Alcibiades, who,

they concluded, would be recalled, and would make Tissa-

phernes their friend, they were the more ready to kill him.

There were some other obnoxious individuals also whom thry

secretly took off in the same manner. A proposal too had

already been openly set on foot by them, that no others should

receive pay but such as served in the war
;
and that not more

than five thousand should have a share in the government, and

those such as were most competent to do the state service both

with their property and their persons.
66. Now this was but a specious profession for the people

at large, since the same men would really hold the govern-
ment as would bring about the revolution. The people, how-

ever, and the council of five hundred 3
still met notwithstanding,

though they discussed nothing that was not approved of by
the conspirators, but both the speakers belonged to that party,
and the points to be brought forward were previously discussed

by them. Indeed no one else any longer opposed them, through

fear, and from seeing that the conspiracy was extensively

spread ;
and if any one did speak against them, he immedi-

ately came to his end in some convenient way, and there was
neither any search made for those who had perpetrated the

deed, nor were they brought to justice if they were suspected ;

1

evvopiav.] Or "
independence," according to the reading avrovofiiav,

which Bekker and Poppo adopt from the majority of MSS. See Arnold's

note.
2

/3ovA/) % UTTO TOV Kvu^ov.] Literally, "the council of the bean," so

called as being elected by ballot.
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but the commons remained still, and in such consternation

that every one thought himself fortunate who did not meet
with some violent treatment, even though he held his tongue.
From supposing, too, that the conspiracy was much more general
than it really was, they were the more faint-hearted, and wore
unable to ascertain its extent, being powerless in consequence of

the size of the city, and their not knowing one another's views.

And on this same ground also it was impossible for a man to

bemoan himself to another in his indignation, so as to repel
'

one who was plotting against him
;
since he would either have

found a person he did not know, to whom to speak his mind,
or one whom he knew but could not trust. For all the members
of the popular party approached each other with suspicion,

supposing every one to have a hand in what was going on. For
there were among them some whom one would never have sup-

posed likely to join an oligarchy ;
and it was these that pro-

duced the greatest distrust in the many, and that contributed

most to the safety of the few, by confirming the people's want
of confidence in each other.

67. Pisander and his colleagues therefore having come at

this critical time, immediately addressed themselves to the iv-

mainder of the work. In the first place, having assembled

the people, they moved a resolution for electing tvn commis-
sioners with absolute powers for compiling laws, and that nnVr

compiling them they should lay before the people, on an ap-

pointed day, their opinion as to the manner in which the state

would be best governed. Afterward, when the day had ar-

rived, they inclosed the assembly in the Colonus (a temple of

Neptune outside the city, at the distance of about ten staples),

and the compilers brought forward no other motion, but simply
this, that any of the Athenians should be at liberty to express

any opinion he might please; and if any one either prosecuted
the speaker for

illegality,
or otherwise injured him, they im-

posed upon him severe penalties. Upon that it was at length

plainly declared, that no one should any longer either hold

1

ufivvaadai iTrtfjovTievoavra.'] Or, as others have taken it, "to defend

himself by plotting against the enemy." But Arnold truly, I think, oil-

serves, that if that had been the meaning, Thucydides would prob.-ibly
have written dvre7ri.6ov'/<.evaafj.rn. In addition to the \vhich

ho refers (III. 12. 3), compare VI. 37, win in just
no sense as u/uvveaVai is here: dvrl roi> del <j>v'/(daaoUai

Kdl dvTenidovfavcrai TTOTS in TOV 6fj.oiov
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office, or receive pay, according to the present constitution
;

that they should elect five men as presidents, who, again, should

elect a hundred, and each of the hundred three for himself, and
that these, amounting to four hundred, should enter the coun-

cil-chamber, and govern as they might think best, with full

powers, and should elect the five thousand also, whenever they

might please.

68. Now it was Pisander who moved this resolution, and
in other respects was openly the most forward in assisting to

put down the democracy. But the person who devised the

whole business, and the means by which it was brought to

this issue, and who for the longest time had given tbe subject

great attention, was Antiphon, a man second to none of the

Athenians of his day in point of virtue, and who had proved
himself most able to devise measure:;, and to express his views

;

who also, though he did not come forward in the Assembly of

the people, nor by choice in any other scene of public 'debate,
but was viewed with suspicion by the people through his rep-
utation for cleverness, yet was most able for any one man
to help those who were engaged in contest, whether in a court

of justice, or before a popular assembly, whoever of them

might consult him on any point. And he himself, too, when
the party of the Four Hundred had subsequently fallen, and
was severely treated by the commons, appears to me to have

made the best defense of all men up to my time, when tried

for his life on the subject of this very government, on a charge
of having assisted in setting it up. Phrynichus, too, showed

himself, beyond all others, most zealous for the oligarchy,

through fear of Alcibiades, and the certainty that he was

acquainted with the intrigues he had carried on at Samos
with Astyochus ;

for he thought that, in all probability, he
would never be restored by an olgairchical government. And
he showed himself, when once he had undertaken their busi-

ness, by far the most capable of facing dangers. Theramenes,
the son of Hagnon, was also a leader among those who joined
in abolishing the democracy, a man of no small power, either

of language or intellect. So that, conducted as it was by so

many clever men, it was not unnatural that the business should

succeed, though an arduous one. For it was a difficult mat-
ter to deprive the Athenian people of its liberty, about a hun-
dred years after the deposition of the tyrants, and when it had

24
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not only been subject to none, but accustomed also, for more
than half of that period, to rule over others.

69. When the assembly had been dissolved, without contra-

diction from any one, and by its own ratification of the meas-

ure, then they afterward introduced the Four Hundred into the

council-chamber, in the following manner : All the Athenians,

in consequence of the enemy established at Decelea, were con-

stantly under arms, either on the walls or in the ranks. On
that day, then, they permitted those who were not privy to their

design to go home,
1
as usual

;
while to those who were in the

conspiracy directions were given to wait about quietly, not just

by the arms, but at some little distance
;
and if any one should

oppose what was doing to seize the arms and not suffer it.

Moreover, some Andrians and Tenians, and three hundred

Carystians, with some of the ^Eginetan colonists, whom the

Athenians had sent to occupy that island, had come for this

very pufpose with their own arms; to whom directions had

already been given on this subject. When these things had
been thus arranged, the Four Hundred, each with a dagger con-

cealed on his person, and the hundred and twenty (livcian

youths, of whose services they availed themselves wherever any
business required to be dispatched, came and presented them-

selves to the council of Five Hundred, who were in their cham-

ber, and told them to take their pay and go out; thei-

bringing it for the whole of their remaining term in office, and.

giving it to them when they went out.

70. When in this way the council had withdrawn without

speaking a word against it, and the rest of the citizens made
no disturbance, but kept quiet, the Four Hundred then en-

tered the council-chamber, and elected their prytanes by lot
;

and for what concerned the gods, offered prayers and sacri-

fices on installing themselves in their government. After-

ward, however, they departed widely from the popular ad-

ministration (except that they did not recall the exiles, because

of Alcibiadcs), and in other respects ruled the city by force.

Some men, who appeared desirable to be, taken out of their

way, they put to death, though not many ;
others they put in

prison, and others they banished. Tiny also entered into

1 dTTF./.OtTV.] i. (.,
"
after a sort of morning parade," as Anmi

''

leaving their arms piled in some open space, to be ready in caso of any
alarm."
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communication with Agis, the Lacedaemonian king, who was at

Decclea, telling him that they were desirous of making peace,

and that it was but reasonable that, as he would tivat with them,

and no longer with the faithless multitude, he should more

readily come to terms.

71. He, however, thought that the city was not in a settled

state, and that the people would not so immediately give up
their ancient liberty, nor remain quiet, if they should see a

large force of Lacedaemonians
;
and not being quite sure at

present that they were no longer in a disturbed condition, he

made no conciliatory answer to those who had come from the

Four Hundred, but sent for a large additional force from the

Peloponnese, and not long after went down himself with the

garrison from Decelea, in conjunction with the troops which

had joined him, to the very walls of Athens
; hoping that

cither the people there, being thrown into disorder, would

submit on his own terms, or that in consequence of the con-

fusion which would probably be created both within and with-

out, he could not fail to carry the long walls on the first assault,

owing to the absence of troops along them for their defense.

But when he approached near to the city, and the Athenians

made not the slightest stir within, while they sent out their cav-

alry, with a division of their heavy-armed, light-armed, and

archers, and shot down some of the enemy in consequence of

their near advance, and got possession of some arms and dead

bodies, then indeed, finding this to be the case, he led his army
back again. He and his own troops still remained in their former

position at Decelea, but the newly arrived forces he sent home,
after they had stayed in the country some few days. After this,

the Four Hundred sent an embassy to Agis, nevertheless
;
and

when he now received them more favorably, and advised them
to that effect, they sent envoys to Lacedsemon also to negotiate
a treaty, being desirous of peace.

72. They likewise sent ten men to Samos, to reassure the

troops, and to tell them that the oligarchy had not been estab-

lished for the injury of the city and the citizens, but for the

preservation of the whole state
; moreover, that there were five

thousand, and not four hundred only, who had a share in the

government ; though never yet, in consequence of their expedi-
tions and their foreign occupations, had the Athenians come to

consult on a business of such importance that five thousand of
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them assembled for the purpose. They gave them, too, all

other instructions as to what was suitable for them to say, and

dispatched them immediately after their own establishment in

power, being afraid that a mob of sailors might (as was really the

case) both themselves refuse to continue under the government
of an oligarchy, and through the evil spreading from that quar-
ter be the means of deposing them.

73. For at Samos the oligarchy was already made the sub-

ject of new measures, and the following events happened at

the very time that the Four Hundred were conspiring. Those

of the Samians who had risen up against the aristocratical

party, and constituted the commons, turned round again, and

being prevailed upon by Pisander on his arrival, and by the

Athenians who were in the conspiracy at Samos, both bound
themselves by oaths to the number of three hundred, and Avere

prepared to attack the rest, as forming the demoeratical party.

They also put to death one Hyperbolus, an Athenian, a, base

fellow, who had been ostracised, not from fear of his influence

or rank, but for his villainy, and for being a disgrace to the city ;

acting in the matter in concert with Charminus, one of the

generals, and a party of Athenians who were with them, and

to whom they had given pledges of faith. They likewise per-

petrated other such deeds in conjunction with that party, and

had determined to make an attack on the, populate. They,

however, having notice of their design, revealed what was going
to be done to Leon and Diomedon, two of the generals (for

these submitted to the oligarchy against their will, from being
honored by the people), and to Tbrasybulus and Thrasyllus,
the, former serving as a trierarch, the latter in the heavv in-

fantry, as well as some others who had always been thought
to be most opposed to the conspirators ; begging them not

to -land still and permit them to be. ruined, and Samos to be lost

to the Athenians, through whose help alone their empire had

held together up to (his time. On hearing this, they went to

every one of the soldiers, and exhorted them no! to put up
with it, and especially the crew of the 1'aralus, as all on board

of that, vessel were, Athenians and freemen, and had always
bitter against an oligarchical government, even be-

fore there, was one established. Leon and Diomedon also

l"f(, them some ships for their protection, whenever they might
themselves sail any where. So that when the three hundred
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made an attack on them, by the aid of all the?e, and especially
of the crew of the ,1'aralus, the popular parly of the Saniians

gained the upper hand. Of the three hundred they put to death

some thirty, and banished three who were the most guilty ;

while with the rest they entered into an amnesty, and lived to-

gether for the future under a democrat ical government.
74. The ship Paralus, and Choreas, son of Arehestrattis on

board of it an Athenian who had been forward in the revolu-

tion were sent by the Samians and the soldiers with all speed
to Athens, to carry the news of what had taken place ;

for

they were not yet aware of the Four Hundred being in power.
On their sailing into harbor, the Four Hundred immediately
threw some two or three of the crew into prison, and having
taken their vessel from them, and removed them into another

employed as a troop-ship, they set them to keep guard round

Euboea. Choreas, by some means or other, immediately se-

creted himself; and when he saw the present state of things,
he went back to Samos, and took the soldiers an exaggerated

report of affairs at Athens, aggravating every thing, and telling
them that "

they were punishing all with stripes, and it was

impossible to speak a word against those who held the govern-
ment

; moreover, that their wives and children were outraged,
and that they intended to seize and confine all the relatives of

such as were in the army at Samos and not on their own side,

in order that, if they would not submit to them, the prisoners

might be put to death ;" with many other false statements which
he made besides.

75. On hearing this, they were at first strongly inclined to

make an attack on those who had been the chief authors of

the oligarchy, and such of the rest as had taken part in it.

Afterward, however, being prevented by the men of moder-

ate views, and warned not to ruin their cause, while the enemy
were lying so near them with their ships ready for action,

they desisted from it. After this, wishing openly now to

change the government at Samos to a democracy, Thrasy-

bulus, the son of Lycus, and Thrasylus (for these were the

chief leaders in the revolution), bound all the soldiers, and, most

of all, the oligarchical party themselves, by the most solemn

oaths, that they would assuredly be governed by a democracy,
and live in concord; and also that they would zealously prose-
cute the war with the Peloponnesians, and would be foes to
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the Four Hundred, and hold no intercourse with them. All

the Samians too, who were of full age, took the same oath with

them
;
and the soldiers communicated to the Samians all the

circumstances, and the probable results of their dangers, think-

ing that neither for them nor for themselves was there any
resource that could save them, but that if either the Four Hun-
dred or the enemy at Miletus should defeat them, they would be

destroyed.
76. Thus they were engaged in contention at this time, the

one party wishing to force the city to a democracy, the other

to an oligarchy. And the soldiers immediately held an as-

sembly, in which they deposed their former generals, and any
of the trierarchs whom they suspected, and chose others in

their place, both trierarchs and generals ;
of whom Thrasy-

bulus and Thrasylus were two. They also stood up and

exhorted one another, both on other topics and on this :

" that

they ought not to be disheartened because the city had re-

volted from them
;
for it was but the smaller party which had

separated from them who were the larger, and better provided
in all respects. For since they held the whole fleet, at their

command, they would compel the other cities under their do'

minion to give them money, just the same as though they
oming from Athens. For they had a city in Sanios,

and no weak one either, but such as, when at Avar with

them, had been within a very little of taking away the com-
mand of the sea which the Athenians enjoyed. And ,

the enemy who were defending themselves against them from

the. same position as before. They, then, inasmuch as they
had command of the ships, were more able to provide them-
sehes wi1.li necessaries than those at home. Nay, it was

through their being stationed in advance at Sanios, that those

at homo had before Commanded the entrance to the .I'ira'us;

nnd now also they would be brought to such a strait, should

they not consent, to give them back the government, that they
themselves would be. be't.er able to exclude them from the

sea than to be excluded from if by them. Indeed it was but

a trilling and inconsiderable degree in which the city was of

them toward gaining the victory over the enemy ;
and

they had lost nothing in losing those who had neither anv
more money to send them (but the soldiers provided it them-

selves), nor yet good counsel to give them, for the sake of
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which a state has authority over armaments. On the con-

trary, even on these points the other party had done wrong by
abolishing the laws of their fathers

;
while they themselves

maintained those laws, and would endeavor to make them do
it also. So that neither had they the inferiority as regarded
those who should give good counsel. Alcibiades, too, would

gladly secure them the alliance of the king, should they grant
to him security of person and a restoration to his country. And
what was most important, should they fail on all points, yet,

having so large a fleet as they had, there were many places
for them to retire to, in which they would find both cities and

territory."
77. Having thus debated the matter together, and encour-

aged one another, they proceeded to make preparations for the

war no less than before
;
and the ten embassadors who had

been sent to Samos by the Four Hundred, hearing of this when

they were now at Deles, remained quiet there.

78. About this time also the soldiers in the Peloponnesian
fleet at Miletus were raising a clamor among themselves,
about their cause being ruined by Astyochus and Tissaphernes.
For Astyochus, they said, would neither fight before, while

they themselves were still the stronger, and the Athenian fleet

was small, nor would he now, when the enemy were said to

be in a state of sedition, and their ships were not yet brought
together ;

but they would run the risk of being worn out by
delay, while waiting for the Phoenician fleet an idle pretense,
and not a reality. And Tissaphernes, on the other hand, did

not bring up this fleet, and at the same time injured their own

navy by not giving them supplies regularly, or to the full

amount. They ought therefore to wait no longer, but to

come to a decisive engagement at sea. It was the Syracusans
that most especially urged this.

79. The confederates, and particularly Astyochus, hearing
these murmurs, and having resolved in council to fight a de-

cisive battle, since the disturbances at Samos were also re-

ported to them, they weighed anchor with all their ships,

amounting to a hundred and twelve, and having given orders

for the Milesians to march by land toward Mycale, they sailed

to the same place. But the Athenians with their eighty-two

ships which were lying at Glauce in the territory of Mycale
(Samos being but a short distance from the mainland at this
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point, opposite Mycale), when they saw the Peloponnesian
fleet sailing against them, retired to Samos, not thinking them-

selves sufficiently strong in numbers to risk a battle for their

all. Besides, as they had had notice from Miletus of the

enemy's wish for an engagement, they were expecting Strom-

bichides from the Hellespont, to reinforce them with the ships
which had gone from Chios to Abydus ;

for a messenger had

previously been sent to him. Thus they retired to Samos;
while the Peloponnesians put in at Myeale, and formed their

encampment, with the land forces of the Milesians and the

people in the neighborhood. The next day, when they were

going to advance against Samos, tidings reached them of the

arrival of Strombichides with the squadron from the Helles-

pont, and they immediately sailed hack again to Miletus. The

Athenians, when their squadron had joined them, advanced

themselves against Miletus with a hundred and eight ships,

wishing to come to a decisive battle
;
but when no cue came

out to meet them, they sailed back again to Samos.

80. The same summer, and immediately after this, since the

Peloponnesians had not with their whole united rle< t offered

battle to the enemy, not thinking themselves a inateh for

them, they were at a loss from what quarter to get money lor

such a number of vessels, especially as Tissaphernes supplied it

ill
;
and therefore they sent Clearchus the son of Raxnpbias with

forty ships to Pharnabazus, in accordance with the original
orders from the Peloponnese. For Pharnabazus invited them
to his aid, and was prepared to furnish them with supplies ;

and at the same time intelligence reached them that Byzantium
had revolted. Accordingly, these ships of the Peloponnesiana

put out into the open sea, in order to escape the observation

of the Athenians during their voyage ;
but were overtaken by

a storm, and the, greater part of them put into Delos with

Clearchus, and subsequently returned to Miletus (riearehus,

however, afterward went to the Hellespont by land, and en-

tered on his command), while the rest, to the number of ten,

arrived safe at the Hellespont with Hclixus the Megrirean,

anil effected the revolt of Byzantium. After this, vJien the

commanders at Samos were aware of it, they sent some ships
to the Hellespont to oppose them and keep guard against them ;

and a trifling battle was fought at sea before Ityzantiutn. btv

tween eight vessels against eight.
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81. Now tho leading mon at Samos, and especially Thrasy-

bulus, had all along retained the same purpose, ever since

he had effected a change in the government, namely, to re-

store Alcibiados
;
and at length, in an assembly, he persuaded

the greater part of the soldiers to the same
;
and when they

had passed a decree for the return and security of Alcibiades,
he sailed to Tissaphernes, and brought Alcibiades to Samos,

thinking that their only chance of preservation was his bring-

ing Tissaphernes over from the Peloponnesians to them. An
assembly therefore having been convened, Alcibiades both

complained of and deplored his own calamity in having been

banished, and by speaking at great length on public matters

raised them to no slight hope for the future
;
and extravagantly

magnified his own influence with Tissaphernes, in order that

both the members of the oligarchy atrhome might be afraid of

him, and the clubs be the more quickly broken up ;
and also

that those at Samos might hold him in the greater honor,
and be more encouraged themselves; and that the enemy,
moreover, might be as much as possible set against Tissa-

phernes, and cast down from their present hopes. Accord-

ingly Alcibiades, in the most boastful strain, held out these

promises to them :

" that Tissaphernes had pledged himself to

him, that if he could but trust the Athenians, assuredly they
should not want for supplies, so long as any of his own prop-

erty remained, even though he should have at last to sell his

own bed ; and that he would bring the Phoenician, ships which
were now at Aspendus to join the Athenians, instead of the

Peloponnesians; but he could only place confidence in the

Athenians, if Alcibiades himself were recalled to be his se-

curity for them."

82. On hearing these and many other representations, they

immediately elected him general in company with the former

ones, and committed to him the whole management of their

affairs. And now for nothing would they have exchanged
their several hopes at the moment, both of preservation and
of vengeance on the Four Hundred. Nay, they were at once

ready immediately to despise their enemies on the spot, on the

strength of what had been said, and to sail to the Piraeus.

He, however, most positively forbad their sailing to the Pira-us,

and leaving behind them their enemies who were so much
closer at hand, though many were urgent for it, and told thmii

24*
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that since he had been chosen their general, lie would first of

all sail to Tissaphernes, and arrange with him measures lor

the war. And so, on leaving this assembly, he took his de-

parture immediately, that he might be thought to communicate

every thing to him; at the same time that he wished to bo

more honored by him, and to show him that he was now
elected general, and was able to do him either good or liana.

And thus it was the good fortune of Alcibiades to awe tin-

Athenians by means of Tissaphernes, and Tissaphernes by

means of them.

83. When the Peloponnesians at Miletus heard of il

call of Alcibiades, though they were before distrustful of Tis-

saphernes, they were now far more disgusted with him than

ever. For the truth
1

was, that in the case of the Athenians

advancing against Miletus, when the Peloponnesians would

not put out to meet them and give them battle, Tissaphernes
became far more sick of giving them pay; and indeed that ho

had even before this made some progress in their dislike, on

account of Alcibiades. And so the soldiers, and some of the

other men of consideration also, as well as the soldiery, dub-

bing together as before, began to reckon up their grievances;

namely, that they had never yet received their full pay ;
that

what was now given them was deficient in amount, ami no!,

even that paid regularly ;
that unless they cither fought a de-

cisive battle, or removed to some station' where they might
have supplies, ihe men would desert their ships; and thai for

all this Astvodius was to blame, through his humoring Tis-

saphernes for his own profit.

84. While they were thus reckoning up their griev

the, following disturbance also occurred about Astyochus.

1 Km </T.] If /cat must bo changed, as most of tlio editors

think, into cither Kara or /teru, the former would certainly appear the

:i>lo correction. But I think that J'oppo is quite right in retaining
the original reading of all tho MSS.

;
tho; :'d ratlin- Q

the ace 1 -r-'/.ni'v as an instance of anacoluthon (if it can n.it

be considered as an " accusative do quo,") than connect it with tho in-

vavfiaxTjaai.
J B6i . c.] Bekkcr appears to me to be fully justified in re-

which has so large a majority of the MSS. in its favor, in

, which 1'oppo, (iollcr, Arnold, and Bloomfield have

adopted. Would not the reason alleged by Arnold
the indicative here applv with equal force to ch. 86. 7, and the p
there quoted by himself, V. 103. 1 ?
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Tiie Syracusan and Thurian seamen, inasmuch as they were,

generally speaking, most free, applied to him also with the

greatest boldness, and demanded their pay. He answered them
somewhat haughtily, and threatened them

;
and indeed against

Dorieus, who was supporting the plea of his own seamen, he
even lifted up' his baton. When the mass of the armament
saw this, sailor-like, they rushed in a rage

1

upon Astyochus
to strike him

;
but he saw them in time, and fled for refuge to

an altar. Notwithstanding their rage, therefore, he was not

struck, but they were parted again. The Milesians also took

the fort belonging to Tissaphernes which had been built in

Miletus, having attacked it when unobserved, and drawn out

of it the garrison that was in it. And the rest of the con-

federates also approved of these things, and especially the

Syracusans. Lichas, however, was displeased with them,
and said that the Milesians and the rest of the states in the

king's country ought to submit to Tissaphernes, in such things
as were reasonable, and to pay him court, until they had

brought the war to a happy conclusion. But the Milesians

were offended with him for this, and other things of the same
kind

;
and afterward, when he had died of sickness, they

would not allow them to bury him where those of the Lace-

daemonians who were present wished to do.

85. When their affairs, then, were involved in these dis-

sensions both with Astyochus and Tissaphernes, Mindarus
arrived from Laceda3mon to succeed Astyochus as admiral,
and assumed the command, while Astyochus sailed away.
With him Tissaphernes also sent, as an embassador, one of his

courtiers named Gaulites, a Carian who spoke two languages ;

3

both to lay an accusation against the Milesians on the subject
of the fort, and at the same time to make an apology for him-

self; for he knew that the Milesians were going thither chiefly
to raise a clamor against him, and Hcrmocrates along with

them, who intended to represent Tissaphernes as ruining the

cause of the Peloponnesians in concert with Alcibiades, and

ef.] Literally, "breaking out upon him;" an excellent in-

stance of the etymological meaning of our word "rage." In illustration

of ola 61) vavrai, compare Eurip. Ilec. 604, tv ~ot fivpi^ arparevpaTi
'

*\.K(>?i.aaTO o^Aof, VCIVTLKT^ T' uvapxi(l Kpetffffwv Trvpof.
2
Kdpa di-y^uaooi:']

" One of those Carians who were accustomed from
their childhood to speak two languages;" as in the caso with the people
of French Flanders, and many other such frontier districts." Arnold.
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pursuing a double policy. For he had always been at enmity
with him about the payment of the money to the forces; and

at last, when Hermocrates was banished from Syracuse, and

some others of the Syracusaus, namely, Potamis, Myscon, and

Demarchus, had come to Miletus to take command of the

Syracusan ships, Tissaphernes pressed far more severely than

ever on Hermocrates, when he was now an exile
;
both laying

other things to his charge, and especially, that having once

asked him for money and not obtained it, he displayed his

enmity to him in consequence. Astyochus, then, with the

Milesians and Hermocrates, sailed away to Lacedsemon
;
while

Alcibiades had by this time crossed over again from Tissa-

phernes to Samos.

86. And now tho ambassadors from the Four Hundred,
whom they sent at the time we mentioned to appease and in-

form those at Samos, arrived from Delos, after Alcibiades had

come; and when an assembly had beeli called, they attempted
to make a speech. But the soldiers at first would not heal

them, but cried out, that they should put to death those who
were abolishing the democracy ; afterward, however, they
were with difficulty calmed down, and gave them a hearing.

They then delivered to them this message :

" that it. was

neither for the destruction of the state that the recent change
had been made, but for its preservation ;

nor in order that it

might be delivered up to the enemy (for they might have

done that when they invaded tho country during their gov-

ernment): that all in their turn should share the privileges
of the Five Thousand; and that their relatives YUMV neither

being outraged, ;:s Chaereas had slanderously reported to

them, nor sutlerin^ any harm, but remained ;:s the\- were,

each in the enjoyment of his property." Though they made
this and many other statements beside, they listened none

the more favorably, but, were angry, and expressed different

opinions, though most general! v. that, they should sail to the

Piraeus. And on that occasion Alcibiades appeared to have;

benefited the state for the firs! iim<>, ;md in a degree interior to

no one else. For when the Athenians at Samos were bent on

sailing against their countrymen, in which ca>c most certainly
the enemy would have taken possession of Ionia and the Bel-

t,
he was the man who prevented them. Indeed on that

emergency no one else would have been able to restrain the
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multitude. He, however, both made them desist from the

attack, and silenced with rebukes those individuals who were

on their own account most angry with the embassadors. He
then dismissed them with an answer from himself,

" that he

did not object to the Five Thousand being in power, but or-

dered them to depose the Four Hundred, and to establish tin;

council of Five Hundred as before. That if any retrenchment

had been made with a view to economy, in order that those

who were on service might be better provided with supplies,

he entirely approved of it. In other respects, also, he urged
them to stand out, and not at all to submit to the enemy. For

if only the state were preserved, there was great hope of their

being reconciled to one another
;
but if either of the two par-

ties were once destroyed, either that at Samos, or that at home,
there would no longer be any one for them to be reconciled to."

There came, also, embassadors from the Argives, with offers of

assistance to the popular party of the Athenians at Samos
;
but

Alcibiades thanked them, and desiring them to come when

they should be called upon, thus dismissed them. Now the

Argives came in company with the crew of the Paralus, who,
when last mentioned, had been commanded by the Four Hun-
dred to cruise in the troop-ship round Euboea : and who, while

taking to Laccdsemon some Athenians that had been sent as

embassadors by the Four Hundred, namely, Lcespodias, Aristo-

phon, and Melesias, when off Argos in their passage, seized the

embassadors, and delivered them up to the Argives, as being
some of those who had been most instrumental in abolishing
the democracy ,

while they themselves did not go to Athens

again, but taking the embassadors from Argos to Samos, ar-

rived there with the trireme they were in.

87. The same summer, and at the very time when the Pelo-

ponnesians were most offended with Tissaphernes, both on other

accounts, and especially because of the return of Alcibiades,

thinking that he was now evidently Atticizing, he, wishing, as

it seemed, to clear himself to them of these charges, prepared
to go to Aspendus for the Phoenician ships, and desired Lichas

to accompany him
; saying, that with regard to the armament,

he would appoint Tamos as his lieutenant, to furnish the sup-

plies while he was himself absent. The same account, how-

ever, is not given by all
;
nor is it easy to decide with what

motive he went to Aspendus, and yet, after going, did not
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bring the fleet. For it is certain that the Phoenician ships, a
hundred and forty-seven in number, came as far as Aspendus ;

but why they did not come on, is a subject of many conjec-
tures. For some think it was, that by going away he rnio-ht,

in accordance with his plan, wear down the power of the IV-

loponuesians (at any rate Tamos, who was intrusled witli the

charge, provided them with supplies no better, but oven worse,
than himself). Others, that after bringing the Phoenicians to

Aspendus, he might exact money from them for their discharge

(for under no circumstances did he intend to employ them on

any service). Others, that it was on account of the clamor

against him, which had spread to Lacedannon to have it

said that he was not wronging them, but was certainly gone
for the ships, which were undoubtedly manned for service-

To me, however, it appears most evident that it was with a

view to wear out the Greeks, and to keep them in suspense,
that he did not bring the fleet; to weaken them, during all

the time that he was going there and delaying; and to k-ep
them balanced, in order that he, might make neither party
too strong by joining them. For had he wished to bring the

war to a conclusion, it is surely evident that he miijlti have

done it without any doubt. For by biitiging the fleet lie

would, in all
probability,

have given the victory to (he Lace-

daemonians; since even at present they maintained their oppo-
sition Avith their navy, on terms of equality rather than of

inferiority. But what most clearly convicts him is the excuse

which he alleged for not bringing the ships. For he said that

they were fewer in number than the king had commanded to

be collected. But surely he would have gained still greater
thanks by that, through not spending so much of the king's

money, and yet oflee.ling the same object at a le.-s cost. At
anv rate,

1

with whatever intention it might have been, Tissa-

pherne-s went to Asp-ndus, and had an interview willt the

riuenicians
;
and the Peloponnesians, by his desire, sent Phi-

lippus, a man of Laceda'inon, with two triremes to fetch the fleet.

88. Aleibiades, on finding that Tissaphernes had gone 1o

Aspendus, sailed thither himself, a!->, \vi:h thirteen ship.-,

1

y Tl.rl fty }3'W//7/.] Th' Of till'

lily linve. UIOUK'''

tin- doubtfulness bein;.: here expressed, w'liicli in most cases is

only implied, when they arc thus joined tojrotlior. Sv note, p ::{.
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ising the forces au &imos a sure and great benefit
;
for that lie

would either himself bring the Phoenician fleet to the Atheni-

ans, or at any rate prevent its going to the Peloponnesians.
For in all probability ho had long known the purpose of Tissa-

phernes, that he did not intend fetching them, and wished to

prejudice him as much as possible with the Peloponnesians,
on the ground of his friendship for himself and the Athenians,
that so he might be the more compelled to join the side of

Athens. Accordingly he set sail and pursued his voyage up-

ward,
1

straight for Phaselis and Caunus.

89. When the embassadors sent from the Four Hundred
arrived at Athens from Samos, and delivered the message from

Alcibiades, namely, that he begged them to hold out, and not

submit at all to the enemy ;
and that he had great hopes of

reconciling the army to those at home, and of getting the

better of the Peloponnesians ; they gave him much more-

courage to the greater part of those implicated in the oligar-

chy, who had even before been discontented with it, and would

gladly have been quit of the business by any safe means. Ac-

cordingly they now united, and found fault with the present
state of things, having as their leaders somo of the most in-

fluential generals and men in office, such as Therainenes the

son of Hagnou, Aristocrates the son of Scellias, and others
;

who, though among the first members of the government,
were yet afraid, as they alleged, of the army at Samos, and
of Alcibiades most especially, as also of those whom they were

sending as embassadois to Lacedrcinon, lest without the au-

thority of the greater part of them they might do the state

some harm
;
and so they declared,

3
not that they wished to

1

iivu,~\
i. <?.,

" toward the countries on tho way to the East, and tho

center of the Persian government." Arnold.
2

<j>oj3ovuvoi 6\ <l)r tyaaav, K. T. /*:.] This passage, as it stands in Ar
uold's text, being utterly untranslatable, I was compelled either to omit

it altogether, or to adopt such corrections as would at any rate give some
sense to it, whether the true or not. I have therefore, with Goller,

changed rove: into ouf, taken away tho comma after TrpeapEvofterove, and
Substituted dxa'AAafrieiv for d^a/./.<ii;rn>. With regard to tho TO before

that infinitive, I am disposed to think that it is not so hopeless a readini-;

as has been considered
;
but that this may be added to those instances

given by Jelf, Gr. Gr. 670, in which tho article shows that "especial

emphasis is
'

laid on tho notion expressed by the infinitive." Compare
especially II. 53. 4, Kat TO

/LII>V npoGTabafrrupelv T<1> tid'avrt KaAcj ovtieic

7rpotiu[j.or f/v ; Xen. Apoi. Soc. 13, TO Kpoeidivai TOV Osov TO pe/.hov TTUVTE{
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escape from the administration falling into too few hands, but

that they ought to establish the Five Thousand in reality, not

in mere name, and to settle the government on a more equal
basis. This, however, was but a public profession made by
them in word; but it was from private ambition that most

of them pursued that very method by which an oligarchy
formed out of a democracy is most sure to be overturned.

For all at once not only claim to be equal, but every one

decidedly the first man. [And in such a case failure is in-

tolerable
:] whereas, when an election is made under a de-

mocracy, a man more easily submits to the result, as he
does not think himself beaten on equal terms.

1

J>ut what
most evidently encouraged them was the interest of Alci blades

being so strong in the army, and their not thinking that the

power of the oligarchy would be permanent. Each one,

therefore, strove to be himself the first to take the lead of the

commons.
90. But those of the Four Hundred who were most opposed

to such a form of government, and who now took the lend,

namely, Phrynichus (who when general at Sanios h;:d quarreled,
as already mentioned, with Alcibiades), and Aristarchus, a man
in the highest degree, and for the longest time opposed to the

democracy ;
and Pisander, and Antiphon, and others who were

most influential, had before as s >on as the}' were established

in power, and afterward, when the forces at Samos revolted

from them for n democracy sent members of their body as

embassadors to Laceda-nion, and been very anxious for peace
with them, and been engaged in building the fort in what is

called Ketionia.
2 And far more than ever was this the case.

after their embassadors from Samos had arrived
; seeing, as

Til. Snnp. TIT. ?>,
oM,"/V ant, fo?j, uvri7.f\n TO /

The last two quotations prove that this eoiistruetion is common after

verbs of "saying;" and in tin- present instance I suppose the infinitive

to depend upon such a verb understood from <,V lo(iaui> in the preceding

part of tli!- paragraph. There Beemg therefore to be DO reason lor chang-

ing 7i> into mi, ;is 1 was once led by the various reading rd>i to conjee-
before I knew that, (ibller had done the same.

0V rn n-o.lairni'Td
V/>F/.~]

I'. \rnold observes.
i%

they
that the W6J 'ivernment is air.'dnst them, and are thus

the peculiar pain of b''in^ beaten in a ftir race, when th

'.lit with equal advantages, and thero is nothim
; the mortification of defeat."

3

'Heriwrm.] For the nature and o!>jee; of this fort, see Arnold's note.
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they did, that both the majority of the peoole, and those of

their own members, who before appeared trustworthy, were now
rlKiniriiiir their views. And so they dispatched Antiphon,

Phryuichus, and ten others with all speed (tor they were afraid

of what was going on both at home and at Samos), with in-

structions to make terms with the Lacedaemonians in any way
whatever that was at all tolerable. And they worked with

still greater earnestness at the fort in Eetionia. Now the ob-

ject of the fort, as Theramenes and his party maintained, was
this : not that they might avoid admitting the army at Samos
into the Piraeus, should they attempt to sail in by force, but

rather that they might admit the enemy, whenever they

pleased, both with ships and troops. For Eetionia is a mole
of the Piraeus, and the entrance into the harbor is straight by
it. It was being fortified, therefore, in such a manner, in

connection with the wall previously existing on the land side,

that, with only a few men posted in it, it would command the

entrance. For in the very tower standing on one of the two

sides, at the mouth of the harbor, which was narrow, was the

termination both of the original wall on the land side, and of

the new and inner one which was being built on the side of

the sea. They also built a portico, which was very large and
in immediate connection with this wall in the Piraeus

;
of which

they themselves had the command, and in which they com-

pelled all to deposit both what corn they had before and what
was now brought in, and to take it out thence when they sold it.

91. On these subjects, then, Theramenes had long been

murmuring ;
and ever since the embassadors had returned

from Lacedaemon without effecting any general arrangement
for them, he did so still more, saying that there would be

danger of this fort's proving the ruin of the city. For some

ships from the Peloponnese, whose aid the Euboeans had in-

vited, to the number of two and forty, including some Italian

and Sicilian vessels from Tarentum and Locri, also happened to

be now lying off Las, in Laconia, and preparing for their pass-

age to Euboea, under the command of Agesaudridas, son of

Agesander, a Spartan. These Theramenes declared to be sail-

ing, not so much to the aid of Euboea, as of those who were

fortifying Eetionia
;
and that if they were not on their guard

now, they would be lost before they were aware of it. And
there really was some plan of this kind entertained by those
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who were charged with it, and it was not merely a verbal mis-

representation. For it was the wish of that party, if possible,
to retain -their dominion over the allies with an

oligarchical

government ;
it not, to retain their independence, with the pos-

session of their ships and walls
;
but if excluded from that also,

at any rate not to perish themselves under the restored democ-

racy before and above all others, but even to call in the enemy,
and without walls and ships to make peace with them, and re-

tain the government of the city on any terms whatever, if they
had only security for their persons.

92. For this reason they were also diligently raising this

fortification, with both posterns and entrances, and facilities

for introducing the enemy, and were desirous to have it com-

pleted in time. Now what was said of them was previously
advanced in small parties only, and with greater secrecy : but

when Phrynichus, on his return from the embassy to Lace-

daemon, had been designedly stabbed in the full market by a

man who served in the peripoli,
1 and after proceeding but a

short distance from the council-chamber, expired immediately,
and the assassin escaped ;

while his accomplice, who was an

Argive, though seized and tortured by the Four Hundred,
mentioned no one's name as having instigated him to it, nor

any thing else, but that he knew many men assembled in dif-

ferent houses, both that of the commander of die pcripoli and

others; then indeed, when no disturbance arr.se from this,

Theramenes and Aristocrates, and all the rest of the Four

Hundred, as well as of those out of doors who held the same

views, proceeded with greater Confidence to the execution of

their measures. For at this same time the ships had now
sailed round from Las, and after coming to anchor at Fpidau-

rus, had overrun yKgina ;
and Therameix s remarked, that it

was not probable that, while on their passage to Kuba\'i, they
should have run into the bay, and be lying again at, Kpidaurus,
unless they ha I been invited, and come for the purposes with

which he had all along been charging them
;
and therefore it

w:is not possible any longer to remain quiet. At lenglh.

many more seditions speeches and suspicions had been uttered,

they now proceeded to business in re;il earnest. For the

heavy-armed who were in the Pira'iis, building the wall iu

i, Miioiig whom, also, was Aristocrates, a taxiarch,

1 rtiv jrepjTroA&n
1

.]
See note. p. 2M.
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with Ins company, arrested Alexicles, who was a general on

the side of the oligarchy, and very favorably inclined to the

associates, and taking- hiin into a house confined him there.

There were others who assisted them in this, and particularly

one Ilerrnon, commander of the jwipoli stationed in Muriychia ;

and, what was of most importance, the mass of the heavy-armed
were in favour of these measures. When this news reached

the Four Hundred (who happened to be sitting together in

their council-chamber), immediately, with the exception of

such as did not approve of . the present government, they were

prepared forthwith to arm themselves 1

,
and threatened Thera-

menes and those with him. He, however, said in his defense

that he was ready to go at once and assist in rescuing Alexi-

cles
;
and taking with him one of the generals who held the

same views with himself, he proceeded to the Piraeus
;
while

Aristarchus and some young nr>n of the cavalry went to the

rescue. The tumult, then, was great and alarming : for those

in the city thought that the Piraeus was already taken, and the

general under arrest put to death
;
while those in the Piraeus

believed that the men in the city were all but attacking them.

But when the elder men stopped those in the city who were

running about, and rushing to the stands of arms
;
while Thu-

cydides the Pharsalian, the Proxenus of the state, was also

present, and earnestly opposed the several parties, calling

upon them not to destroy their country while the enemy were

still waiting to attack them
; they were with difficulty quieted

and forbore from attacking one another. Now when Theramcnes

came into the Piraeus (for he too was one of the generals), as

far as shouting went, he was angry with the soldiers
;
but

Aristarchus and those who were opposed to the popular party
were in a violent rage. Most of the soldiers however joined in

the work, without changing their purpose, and asked Thera-

menes, whether ho thought that the wall was being built for

any good, or would be better demolished. He said, that if

they thought right to demolish it, he also agreed with them.

Upon that both the soldiers and many of the men in the Pi-

raeus immediately mounted, and began to pull down the forti-

1
lr rti o7r/la levai.~\

" To run to the spears and shields" (which in the

present circumstances of the city were always kept piled in the open
spaces in different parts of the town), "and so to arm themselves for

battle. See ch. 69. 1, 2
;
VII. 28. 2." Arnold.
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fication. And the cry for the encouragement of the multitude

was this :

" that whoever wished the Five Thousand to rule

instead of the Four Hundred, must go to help in the work."

For they continued, notwithstanding, to conceal their real

views under the name of the Five Thousand, so that whoever

wished the commons to hold the government did not expressly
mention that word

; fearing that the Five Thousand might

really have been elected, and that so by saying something to

one [who belonged to that body,] he might, through his ig-

norance of the fact, commit himself. And, indeed, for this

reason the Four Hundred neither wished the Five Thousand
to be elected, nor to have it known that they were not

;

thinking, on the one hand, that to install so many partners
with them would amount to a downright democracy ; and, on

the other hand, that uncertainty on the subject would strike

them with fear of one another.

93. The next day the Four Hundred, although alarmed,
assembled nevertheless in their council-chamber

;
while the,

soldiers in the Piraeus, after releasing Alexicles, whom they had

arrested, and demolishing the fortification, came to the temple
of Bacchus close to Munychia, and having piled their arms,
held an assembly there out of the usual place ;' and in accord-

ance with a resolution made by them, proceeded straightway to

the city, and piled their arms in the Aiiaceuin.
a Hut when cer-

tain chosen deputies from the Four Hundred came to them, they

conversed man with man, and such as (hey saw to be men of

moderate views they persuaded both to remain <jniet themselves,

and to restrain the rest; telling them that they would publish
the names of the Five Thousand, and that from these the

Four Hundred should be elected in rotation, in such a manner
as the Five Thousand might think fit: but, in the mean time,

they begged them by no means to destroy the city, or drive it,

into the hands of the enemy. So the whole body of the sol-

diers, when such addresses were made by many and to many,
were more pacified than before, and most alarmed for the

whole state; and they agreed to hold, on an appointed day,
an assembly in the temple of Bacchus, with a view to restoring
concord.

Knhijoiaoav.'} Or simply, "hold an assembly," according to Bek>
kcr's reading, i^cK/.rjaiaaav.

-<
:

> '.\rnKfu.),] i. e.
}
tlio temple of Castor and Pollux, to whom tho

titlo of dvaKoi "tho princes," wan givon, according to Eustathiuji.
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94. When the day for holding the assembly was come, and

they had all but met, news were brought that the two and

forty ships with Agesander were advancing from M-j.r;ir;i

along the coast of Salamis
;
and every one of the soldiers in

general considered this to be the very thing which had so long
been asserted by Theramenes and his party, namely, that it was

to the fort that the ships were sailing ;
and it appeared lo have

been thrown down to good purpose. And it might, perhaps,
in some measure have been by appointment that Agesandridas

lingered about Epidaums and that neighborhood; though it

is also probable that lie staid there in consequence of the

present sedition among the Athenians, in hope of coming up
at the moment favorable for action. But the Athenians, on

the other hand, on receiving this intelligence, immediately ran

down in full force to the Piraus, considering that a war with

the enemy, of greater importance than that among them-

selves, was threatening them at no great distance, but close to

their harbor. Some of them therefore went on board the

ships that were already afloat; others launched additional

ones
;
and some others ran to the defense of the walls and the

mouth of the harbor.

95. But the Peloponnesian ships, after sailing by and

doubling Sunium, came to anchor between Thorictis and

Prusia3, and subsequently went to Oropus. So the Athenians

were compelled to go to sea in a hurry and with untrained

crews,
1 inasmuch as the city was in a state of sedition, and

they were anxious with all speed to go to the rescue of what

was their most important possession ; (for since Attica had

been closed against them, Eubrea was every thing to them
;)

and accordingly they sent Thymochares in command of sonic

ships to Eretria. When they arrived there, they amounted,
with those that were in Euboea before, to six and thirty ;

and

they were immediately forced to an engagement. For Age-
sandridas, after his men had dined, put out from Oropus ;

which is distant from Eretria about sixty stades by sea.

When, then, he was advancing against them, the Athenians

straightway prepared to man their ships, supposing that their

1

d!;vyKpoTj/Toic.~] Literally,
" not hammered together ;" i e., not blended

into one body, like two pieces of metal welded together by the hammer.
To the examples of this metaphorical use of the verbs quoted by Arnold

may be added Demosth. 23. 3 (Reiske), OavftacTol nal avyKEKpo T7)[iivoi

ra TOV Tro/l^uof ; 520. 12, cvyicpoTelv KOI 6idu.OK.ELV
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men were near their vessels. They, however, were purchasing

provisions for their dinner, not from the market-place (for by
an arrangement of the Eretrians there was nothing on sale

there), but from the houses in the outskirts of the town, in

order that the enemy, while the Athenians were long in man-

ning their ships, might attack them by surprise, and compel
them to put out just as they might happen. Moreover, a

signal had been raised at Eretria to give them notice at Oro-

pus of the time when they should put to sea. The Athenians

then, having put out with such scanty preparations, and fought
a battle off the harbor of Eretria, held out against them, not-

withstanding, for some little time, and were then put to flight,

and pursued to the shore. And now such of them as took

refuge in. the city of the Eretrians, as being friendly to them,
fared worst of all, for they were butchered by them

;
but

those who fled to the fort in the Eretrian territory, which
the Athenians themselves occupied, were saved

;
::s also were

all the ships that reached Chalcis. The Peloponnesians, having
taken two and twenty of the Athenian vessels, and either killed

or made prisoners of the men, erected a trophy. And not

long after they effected the revolt of the whole of Kulu.

opting Oreus (which was held by the Athenians themselves),
;: id arranged all other matters thereabout.

96. When the news of what had happened at 1

d the Athenians, a greater consternation was felt by
them than had ever been before. For neither had the di

in Sicily, though it appeared a great ono at the time, nor
;ii>y

other event, ever yet alarmed them so much. For when, ai'ler

their army at S-imos had revolted from them, and they had
no more ships nor men to go on board them, while they were.

i:i a state of sedition, and did not know when they might
break out into conflict with one .-mother; [when, I say, under

such Circumstances]
a. calamity had hei'al!.-:! them

one in which they had lost their fleet,, and, what Mas n,

all, Eubo2:t, from which tliev derived more advantages than

from Attica how could their dejection be unnatural i I Jut

what especially and most immediately alarmed them, was th<

thought that the enemy would venture, on the strength of

th"ir victory, to sail straightway to tin; attack of their port.

I'ir.Ttis, while it had no ships for its protection; and they
that they were already all but there. And indeed,
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if they had been more bold, they might easily have done that,

and so have either divided the city still more than ever, by
lying near it, or if they had remained and blockaded it, have

compelled the fleet in Ionia, though opposed to the oligarchy,
to come to the rescue of their own relatives and the whole

city ;
and in the mean time the Hellespont would have been

theirs, with Ionia, the islands, every thing as far as Euboea,
in a word, the whole empire of Athens. But it was not on
this occasion, but on many others also, that the Lacedremoni-
ans proved themselves most convenient people for the Athe-
nians to be at war with. For by being very widely different

in character the one people being quick, and the other slow
;

the one enterprising, and the other uuadventurous they pre-
sented very many advantages, especially in the case of a naval

empire. A proof of this wras given by the Syracusans ;
for

they, through being of a congenial disposition, were also most
successful in carrying on war with them.

97. On receiving therefore this news, the Athenians, not-

withstanding, manned twenty ships, and called an assembly ;

one immediately, which was summoned to meet on that oc-

casion for the first time in what was called the Pnyx (where
they had been accustomed to meet in other days), and in

which they deposed the Four Hundred, and resolved that the

government should be put into the hands of the Five Thou-
sand

;
that in that body should be included all who furnished

themselves with heavy armor
;'
and that no one should re-

ceive pay for the discharge of any office
;
or if any one did,

they declared him to be accursed. Many other assemblies

were also held subsequently, in which they appointed persons
to frame a code of laws, and every thing else requisite for the

government. And during the first period of this constitution

the Athenians appear to have enjoyed the best polity they
ever did, at least in my time

;
for the blending together of

the few and the many was effected with moderation
;
and this

was what first raised the state up again after the disastrous oc-

currences which had taken place. They also passed a decree

for the recall of Alcibiades, and some others with him
;
and

1 dvai J avTuv, K. r. /L]
" Wo must suppose that all who could furnish

heavy arms were eligible into the number of the Five Thousand : wheth-
er the members were fixed on by lot, by election, or by rotation : as
it had been proposed to appoint the Four Hundred by rotation out of tho
whole numbei of the Five Thousand. See ch, 93. 2." Arnold.
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sending to him and to the army at Samos, they urged them tc

attend diligently to their interests.

98. On this change being made, the party of Pisander and

Alexicles, and all who were most devoted to the oligarchy,
withdrew privily to Decelea

;
while Aristarchus alone of them,

happening to be in office as general, took with all haste s< me
of the most barbarous among the archers, and proceeded to

(Enoe. This was a fortress belonging to the Athenians OB
the borders of Boeotia, and in consequence of a blow that had
been inflicted on them by the garrison, by cutting oft' a party
of men on their return from Decelea, it was being besieged by
the Corinthians, who had volunteered for the service, and had
called the Boeotians also to their aid. After communicating
therefore with these, Aristarchus deceived those in (Kn< c, by

telling them that their countrymen in the city had made a

general surrender to the Lacedxmonians, and they must give

up the place to the Boeotians
;

for that such were the terms of

the capitulation. They therefore, believing him, inasmuch as

he was one of the generals, and knowing nothing that had

happened, in consequence of their being blockaded, evacuated

the fort under truce. It was in this manner that the J'oeo-

tians took and occupied (Enoe, and that the oligarchy and se-

dition at Athens came to an end.

99. About the same period of this summer the Pelopon-
nesians at Miletus also executed the following measir

When none of those who were intrusted with the business by

Tissaphcrnes, at the time that he went to Aspendus, afforded

them supplies, and neither the Phoenician ships nor Tisra-

phernes made their appearance hitherto, but Pliilippus whc,

had been sent with him, as well as another Spartan named

Hippocrates, who was at Phaselis, wrote word to Mimlaius

the admiral, that the ships would not join them, and that they
were being wronged by Tissaphernes in every respect ; and

when again Pharnabazus was calling them to his aid, and v

desirous to get the ships in his turn, like Tissaphernes, and

cause tho remaining cities in his government to revolt from

the Athenians, hoping to gain some, advantage thereby ;
under

these circumstances, I say, iMindarus, with great regularity, and

with orders suddenly given, t> escape the observation of th<

!ic<] anchor from Miletus with three and seventy

ships, and sailed for the Hellespont. (Sixteen ships had at an
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earlier period of this same summer entered that sea, and over-

run some parts of the Chersonese.) But being caught in a

storm, and compelled to do so, he put in at Icarus, and after

remaining there through stress of weather five or six days,

arrived subsequently at Chios.

100. When Thrnsylus heard of his having put out from

Miletus, he himself also set sail straightway from Samos with

five and fifty ships, hurrying on to prevent his sailing into

the Hellespont before him. But on finding that he was at

Chios, and expecting that ho would stay there, he posted
scouts both in Lesbos and on the mainland opposite, that in

case of the ships stirring in any direction they might not do

so unobserved
;
while he himself coasted along to Methymna,

and gave orders for preparing meal and other necessaries,

with a view of advancing from Lesbos to attack them at

Chios, if any length of time should be spent there. At the

same time, since Eresus in Lesbos had revolted, he wished to

sail against and take it, if he could. For some exiles of the

Methymnseans, and those the most influential, having carried

over from Cuma about fifty heavy-armed men who had been

associated with them, and hired others from the continent,

with three hundred in all, of whom Alexander, a Theban,
took the command on the strength of his connection with

them, made an attack on Methymna first
;
and when beaten

off from the attempt by means of the Athenian garrison

troops which, had advanced from Mytilene, and again re-

pulsed in an engagement outside of the town, made their way
over the mountain, and procured the revolt of Eresus. Thra-

sylus therefore sailed against it with all his ships, intending
to assault it. Thrasybulus, too, had arrived there before him

with five ships from Samos, on receiving tidings of the exiles

thus crossing over; but being too late, he went to Eresus,

and lay at anchor before it. They were also joined by two ves-

sels on their return home from the Hellespont, and by those of

the Methymnseans ;
and so there were pesent, in all, seven and

sixty ships, with the troops of which they made their prepara-
tions for taking Eresus by storm, if they could, with the aid of

engines, or in any way whatever.

101. In the mean time Mindaurus and the Peloponnesian

ships at Chios, after being victualed for two days, and receiv-

ing from the Chians three Chian tessaracostes a man, on the

25
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third day put out with all speed from the island, not into the

open sea, to avoid falling in with the fleet at Eivsus, but sail-

ing to the continent with Lesbos on their left hand. After

touching at the port of Carteria, in the Phocosan territory, and

dining, they proceeded along the coast of Cuma, and supped
at Argennusa on the mainland, over against Mydlene. Thence

they still coasted on, though it was late in the night, and ar-

rived at Harmatus on the continent, just opposite Methymna,
and after dinner passing quickly by Lectum, Larisa, llamaxitus,
and the towns in those parts, came somewhat before midnight
to Rhoeteum, and so were now in the Hellespont. Some of the

ships also put in at Sigeum, and other places in that neighbor-
hood.

102. Now the Athenians were at Sestos with eighteen

ships ;
and when their friends gave them notice by fire sig-

nals, while they also observed the fires on the hostile shore

suddenly appear numerous, they were aware that the Pelo-

ponnesians were entering the Hellespont. Accordingly that

same night, sailing as quickly as they could, and keeping
close under the shore of the Chersonese, they coasted along
toward Elrcus, wishing to escape from the enemy's fleet into

the open sea. And they eluded the observation of the sixteen

ships at Abydus, although orders for keeping guard had been

before given by their friends who went to them, that they

might be on the alert against the Athenians in case they should

sail out. But descrying those with Mindaru^-m the morn-

ing, and being immediately chased by them, they had not all

time to escape, but the greater part of them did, to Tmbros and

Lemnus
;
while four of the ships, which were sailing last,

were overtaken off Elasus. One of these, which was stranded

opposite the temple of Protesilaus, they took together with

its crew, and two others without their crews
;
while the re-

maining one they burned, after it had been deserted, close to

Imbros.

103. After this, with the vessels which had joined them
from Abydus and the rest, amounting in all to eighty-six,

they besieged Elseus that day, and when it did not surrender,

sailed hack to Abydus. As for the Athenians, they had been

deceived by lh"ir scouts, and did not imagine that UK-

if the enemy's fleet could ever escape their
Vigilance,

but

leisurely assaulting the walls of Kresus. When, how
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ever, they were aware of it, they immediately left Eresus, and

proceeded with all haste to the defense of the Hellespont.
And they took two of the Peloponnesian ships, which having
on that occasion put out into the open sea more boldly than

the rest, fell in with them. The next day they arrived and
cast anchor at Elanis, and bringing in from Imbros such ships
as had taken refuge there, they were five days making prepara-
tions for the battle.

104. After this they fought in the following manner. The

Athenians, drawn up in column, were sailing close along shore

toward Sestos
;
while the Peloponnesians, observing this from

Abydus, put out on their side also to meet them. When they
found that they were on the eve of an engagement, they ex-

tended their flank, the Athenians along the Chersonese, from
Idacus to Arrhiana, with seventy-six tJiips ;

the Peloponnesians,
on the other hand, from Abydus to Dardanus, with eighty-six.
On the side of the Peloponnesians, the right wing was held

by the Syracusans, the other by Mindarus himself and the

fastest sailing vessels
;
on that of the Athenians, the left was

held by Thrasylus, the right by Thrasybulus ;
while the other

commanders took their position as might severally happen. It

being the object of the Peloponnesians to strike the first blow,
and by outflanking the Athenians' right with their own left

to exclude them, if they could, from sailing out of the straits,

as well as to drive their center on to the shore, which was at

no great distance
;
the Athenians, aware of this, extended their

own wing also where the enemy wished to hem them in, and
had the advantage over them in sailing ;

while their left had

by this time passed the headland called Cynossema. But in

consequence of this, they had to form their center with weak
and scattered ships, especially as they had the smaller number
at their command, and the coast about Cynossema formed a

sharp and angular projection, so that what was doing on tho

other side of it wau riot visible.

105. The Peloponnesians therefore, falling on their center,

drove the Athenian ships ashore, and landed to follow up their

attack, having had a decided advantage in the action. To
assist their center was neither in the power of Thrasybulus
on the right, owing to the superior number of ships that were

pressing on him, nor of Thrasylus on the left
;
for it was con-

cealed from him by the headland of Cynossema, and, moreover,
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the Syracusans and the rest who were opposed to him with no
inferior numbers prevented his doing it : until the Pelopon-
nesians, from pursuing, in the security of victory, different

vessels in different directions, began to fall into greater dis-

order in one part of their force. Thrasybulus therefore, ob-

serving this, ceased now from extending the flank, and facing
about immediately attacked and routed the ships opposed to

him, and then proceeding to those on the victorious part of the

enemy's line, handled them roughly in their scattered condi-

tion, and threw most of thorn into a panic without striking a

blow. The Syracusans also had by this time yielded the vic-

tory to Thrasylus, and taken to flight more decidedly, when

they saw the rest doing so likewise.

106. The rout having thus been effected, and the Pelopon-
nesians having most of them taken refuge at the mouth of

the river Midius in the first instance, and then at Abydus,

though the Athenians took but few ships (for the narrow

breadth of the Hellespont gave their opponents places of ref-

uge at a little distance), yet the victory which they gained in

this sea-fight was most opportune for them. For whereas they
had before been afraid of the Peloponnesian fleet, in conse-

quence of losses in detail, as well as of the disaster in Sicily,

they now ceased to think disparagingly of themselves, and to

consider their enemies as good for any thing at se;i. However,

they took from their opponents eight Chian vessels, five Co-

rinthian, two Ambracian, two Boeotian, and one Leucadian,

Lacedaemonian, Syracusan, and Pellenian, respectively ;
while

they themselves lost fifteen. After erecting a trophy on the

headland of Cynosscma, securing the wrecks, and restoring
the enemy their slain under a truce, they then dispatched a

trireme to Athens with the news of their victory. On the

arrival of the vessel, and on hearing of their unexpected good
fortune, after the disasters which had recently befallen them
in Euboea, and through their own sedition, they were much

encouraged, and thought that their cause might still possibly

prevail, if they supported it with vigor.
107. On the fourth day after the engagement, the Athenians

at Sestos having hastily refitted their ships, sailed against

Cyzicus, which had revolted. And descrying the eight shins'

from Byzantium lying at anchor off .llarpagium and Priapus,

See ch, 80. 4.
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they attacked them, and took the vessels, after defeating in a

battle those who came to help them on shore. On their ar-

rival also at Cyzicus, which was unfortified, they got posses-
sion of it again, and levied a contribution from it. In the

mean time the Peloponnesians also sailed from Abydus to

Elajus, and recovered such of their ships as were in sound

condition (the rest having been burned by the inhabitants), and
then sent Hippocrates and Epicles to Eubrea, to fetch the

squadron that was there.

108. About this same time, too, Alcibiades returned to

Samos with his thirteen ships from Caunus and Phaselis,

bringing word that he had prevented the Phoenician ships
from joining the Peloponnesians, and had made Tissaphernes a

more decided friend to the Athenians than before. Having
then manned nine ships in addition to those he had already,
he levied large sums of money from the Halicarnassians, and
fortified Cos. After executing these measures, and placing a

governor in Cos, it being now toward autumn, he sailed back
to Samos. As for Tissaphernes, when he heard that the

Peloponnesian squadron had sailed from Miletus to the Helles-

pont, he set out again from Aspendus, and proceeded to Ionia.

Now while the Peloponnesians were in the Hellespont, the

Antandrians (of ^Eolian extraction), conveyed by land over

Mount Ida some heavy-armed troops from Abydus, and intro-

duced them into their city, in consequence of being ill-

treated by Arsaces the Persian, Tissaphernes' lieutenant.

This same man, pretending to have a quarrel which he had not

yet avowed, and offering service to the chief men among
them, had induced the Delians, who had settled at Atramyt-
tium, when driven from their homes by the Athenians for the

purpose of purifying Delos, to go out as though on terms of

friendship and alliance with him
;
and then, having watched

when they were at dinner, had surrounded them with his own

troops, and shot them down. Since therefore they were afraid,
on account of this deed, that he might some time or other

commit some outrage on themselves too, and since he also im-

posed upon them burdens which they could not bear, they ex-

pelled his garrison from their citadel.

109. When Tissaphernes heard of this act also on the part
of the Peloponnesians, as well as that at Miletus and that at

Cnidus (for there too his garrisons had been driven out), con-
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sidering that lie must have incurred their violent displeasure,
and fearing that they might do him still further mischief, and,

moreover, being vexed to think that Pharnabazus, by mvivmg
them, might in less time and at less expense be more successful

in his measures against the Athenians, he determined to go lo

them at the Hellespont, that he might both complain of what
had been done at Antandrus, and defend himself as plausibly
as he could against their charges respecting the Phoenician

fleet, and all other matters. Accordingly he went first to

Ephesus, and offered sacrifice to Diana.

[When the winter following this summer shall have termin*

ated, the twenty-first year will be completed.]
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ABDERA, 108, 153.

Abronyohus, 55.
A by clus, 548, 578.

Acanthus, 276, 322.

Acarnan, son of Alcmaeon, 158.

Acarnamans, 4. excellent singers, 142.

conquer the Ambraciots, 133. make
peace with them, 227.

Acesmes, the river, 243.

Acharnae, 104, 106.

Achelous, the river, 157, 222.

Acheron, the river, 29.

Acherusian lake, ib.

Achilles, 3.

Acrae, 380.

Acragas, 379, 480.

Acropolis, the, 74. 102, 106.

Acte, 292.

Actium, 18, 19.

Admetus, king of the Molossians, 80.

^Eantidas, tyrant of Lampsacus, 415.

^Egaleos, Mount, 104.

jEginetae, formerly of great power at

sea, 10. stir up the war against the

Athenians, 39 conquered by the Athe-
nians at sea, 62. how and why expelled
jiEgma by the Athenians, 107. are set-

tled by the Lacedaemonians at Thy-
rea, 108. how used by the Athenians
when they reduced Thyrea, 261.

jEgitmrn, 217.

^Egraeans, 222.

^Egyptians, which ofthem most warlike,

jErieas, 298.

jEnesias. 90.

^Eruadae, 157, 227, 487.

.iEolians, tributary to Athens, 487.

jEotis, 219.

jEsimides, 29.

jEson, 338.

jEtaeans, 214,
4. invaded by the Athenians,

215. defeat them, 217.

jEtna, 228

Agamemnon, 5, 6.

Agatharchidas, 143.

Agatharchus, 464, 497.

Agesander, 83, 573.

Agesippidas, 349.

Agis, king of Sparta, 212, 228. he com-
mands against the Argives, 348. lets

them go without a battle, 350. is ac
cused for it at Sparta, 351. marches a Arnimades, 132.

second time against them, ib gains
the victory at Mantmea, 358. fortifies Ammias, son of Coroelius, 170.

Decelea in Attica, 460. makes an un-
successful attempt on Athens, 555.

Agr?enns, 157, 225, 273.

Agriamans, 153.

Agrigentmes, 311. neutral in the Sicilian

war, 488

Alcaeus, archon at Athens, 323.

Alcamenes. 514, 517

Alcibiades, son of Clinias, 340. his expe-
dition into Peloponnesus, 347. and to

Argos, 367. named for one of the com-
manders in Sicily, 382. his speech on
that occasion, 387. is accused about the
Mercuries, and for profaning the mys-
teries, 395. insists on a trial, 396. sets
out for Sicily, ib. his opinion at a coun-
cil of war, 409. is recalled to take his

trial, ib. flies and is outlawed, 411.

takes refuge at Sparta, 418. his speech
at Sparta, 435. advises the Lacedemo-
nians, about prosecuting the war, 515,
519. sent to Chios with Chalcideus,
519. his transactions at Miletus, 521

goes to Tissaphernes, and becomes a
favorite, 538. contrives his own recall
to Athens, 541. his quarrel with Phry-
mchus, 542. is recalled, 561, 576. his

management at Samos, 561, 564. goes
to Aspendus, 566.

Alcidas, the Lacedaemonian admiral,
sent to Lesbos, 167, 173. he flies, 176.

returns to Peloponnesus, 202. sails to

Corcyra, 205. one of the three leaders
of the colony to Heraclea, 214.

Alcimdas, 323, 325.

Alciphron, 351.

Alcmaeon, 158.

Alcmaeonidae, 416.

Alexander, a Theban, 577.

Alexarchus, 461.

Alexicles, put under arrest, 570. flies to

Decelea, 576.

Alexippidas, 547.

Almopians, 155.

Alope, 107.

Alyzia, 469.

Arnbracia, gulf of, 18, 34.

Ambraciots, aid the Corinthians against
the Corcyraeans, 16, 17,29, make war
on the Amphilochians, 132. and the
Acarnamans, 140. make another expe-
dition against both, 221. take Olpae, ib.

are defeated, 223. make peace, 227.

send aid to the Syracusaus, 488.

Amemias, 307.

Ammocles, 9.

Amorges, revolts from the king of Per-

sia, 515. is taken prisoner by the Pelo-
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ponnesians, and delivered to Tissa
phernes, 528.

Ainpelidas. 324.

Amphias, 298.

Amphiiochian Argos, 220, 2~1.

Amphilochians, 132, 157.

Ainphilochus, 132.

Amiihipolis, 59, 287, 310, 321, 366.

Amphissians, 218.

Amyclae, 322.

Amyntas, 153, 156.

Arnyrtaeus, 64.

Anactonum, 18, 34, 227, 257, 329, 469.

Ansea, 271,522.

Auapiis, the, 142.

Anaxilas, 380.

Andocides, son of Leogoras, 32.

Andnans, 253, 487, 554.

Androcles, 551.

Androcrales, 172.

Andromedes, 339.

Androsthenes, 345.

Andrus, 124.

Aneristus, 131.

Antandrus, 258,271, 581.

Anthernus, 155.

Anthene, 338.

Anticles, 68.

Antnnemdas, 339.

Antiochus, king of the Orestians, 141.

Antiphemus, 379.

Antiphon, 553, 568.

Antippus, 323, 325.

Antissa, 168, 174.

Antisthenes. 534, 548.

Aphrodisia, 200.

Aphytis,
38.

Apidanus, 274.

Apodoti, 215.

Apollo, Dehan, 9, 220, 296, temples of,

18, 322, 344.

Maloeis, 160.

Archegetes, 378.

Apollonia. 16.

Arcadia, 2, 328.

Arcadians, furnished with ships by Aga-
memnon in the Trojan expedition, 6.

mercenaries, 488.

Archedtcc, 415.

Archelans, 156.

Archestratus, son of Lycomedes, 35.

Archetimus, 18.

Archms, of Camarina, 243.

the Corinthian, founder of Syra-
cuse, 379.

Archidamus, king of Sparta, his speech
on war with the Athenians, 48. com-
mands in the invasion of Atlic.a, 96. his

speech, 07. commands in another in-

vasion, 1 |H. and against PlaUea, 134.

Archonidas, 449.

Argilns, 322.

Arginus, 531.

Arrives, 3. have thirty years' truces
\vith the Lacedaemonians, 318. are ir-

ritated by the Corinthians against the

Lacedaemonians, 327. aim at being u

leading state, 328. make war upon
the Epidaunans, 347 are surrounded
by the Lacedaemonians, bin
351. are defeated at Mantmea, and
make peace, 358, 359.

Argos, 6, 260.

in Amplulochia, 132.

Argylhans. a colony of Andnans, 288.

Ananthidas, 280.

Aristagoras, 288.

Aristarchus, 568, 571, 576.

Ansteus, son of Pellichas, 18.

son of Adimantus, 3638, 131.
the Lacedaemonian, 307.

Anstides, son of Lysimachus, 55.

son of Archippus, 257, 271.

\nsto, 475.

Anstocles, 320, 358.

Anstocrates, 323, 325, 567, 570.

Aristogiton, 12. 13, 412.

Aristonous, 379.

of Larissa, 106.

Aristonymus, 299.

Anstophon, 565.

Anstoteles, son of Timocrates, 222

Arne, 8, 288.

rnissa, 304.

\rrhiana, 579.

Arrhibaeus, king of the Lyncestians, 274.
warreil against by Brasidas and Per-
diccas, 274, 300.

Irsaces, 581.

Irtabazus, 76.

Irtaphernes, 257.

\.rtas, 470
Vrtaxerxes Longimanus, 61. begins to

reign, 81. dies, 257.

.rtemisium, the month, 323.

Vsia, athletic, games in, 5.

tsme, 236, 259. !!().

.sopius, son of Phormio, his exploits
and death, 1(52.

spendus, 561, 565.

stacus, 109, 157.

stymachus, 190.

st vochus, the Lacedaemonian admiral,
522. goes to Chios, $-23. in great dan-
ger, 530. refuses to succor the Chians,
531. betrays Phrymchus, 542. is muti-
nied against by his own seamen, and
returns to Sparta, 562.

talanta, 110, 156,212,322.
thena'iis, 298.

thcnagoras, ins speech at Syracuse,
402.

theiiians, gave shelter at first to all

who would settle among them, 11.

how they became a naval power, 12.

origin of their great war with the Pe-

loponnesians, 15. rebuild their walls,
51. made war against, the long of Per-

sia, uniler Pausamas, 57. gradual
growth of their power. 5H. ^ain a vic-

tory at Eurymeilon. 59. reduce th

isle of Thasos, 60. receive Hie Helots,
and sett let hem at, Naunacius, 61. then
war in Egypt, iL>. with the Corinthian^
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ib. and Epidaurians. and ..Eginetae, 62.

with the Lacedaemonians, 63. Boeoti-

ans, ib. Sicyomans, 65. Cyprians, i

recover Chajronea, 66. defeated at Co-
ronaja, ib reduce Eubo3a,i&. make war
upon Samos, 67. make alliance wit!

the Corcyraeans, 28. assist them a

gainst the Corinthians, 30. they take
measures to repress the revolt of the
Potidaeans, 35. speech of their embas-
sadors at Laceuaemon in reply to the
Corinthians, 44. make war upon Per-

diccas, 35 fight the Potidasans and Co-
rinthians, 37. besiege Potulaea, 39. re-

duce Samos, 67, 68. deliberate about
the Peloponnesian war, 83. prepare
for defense, 94. send their fleet to
cruise upon Peloponnesus, 106. attack

Methone, ib invade Lqcris, 107. eject
the jEginetaj from the isle of ^Egina,
108 make an alliance with Sitalces, ib

take Solium and Astacus, 109. invade
the Megaris, ib. fortify Atalante, 110
celebrate the public funerals, 111. are
afflicted with the plague, 119. senc'

their fleets to cruise on Peloponnesus
124. are angry with Pericles, 125. take
Potidaea, 134. war upon the Chalcidi

ans, 139 fight the Poloponnesians at

sea, 144, 150. send a fleet to Lesbos,
160. besiege Mytilene, 162. reduce it,

174 seize the island of Minoa, 189.

send a fleet to Sicily, 211. their war in

Acarnania, 215. are defeated by the
jEtolians, 217. their proceedings in

Sicily, 227. they seize and fortify Py-
lus, 232. fight between them and the

Lacedaemonians, 236. fight the Syra-
cusans, 240. invade the Corinthians,
253. take Anactorium, 256. conquer
Cythera, 259. take Thyrea, 261. sur-

prise Nisaea, 2G8. invade Bosolia, and
are defeated at Delium, 283. lose Am-
phipolis, 290. make a truce with the

Lacedaemonians, 295. take Mende, 304.

besiege Scione, 306. eject the Delians,
309. are conquered by Brasidas at Am-

Ehipolis,

316 make a peace, 321. take

cione, 332. want to break the peace,
340. make an alliance with the Ar-

gives, 343. invade and reduce Melos,
367. determine on the Sicilian expedi-
tion, 377. their preparations, 396. they
sail for Sicily, 398. land at Syracuse,
420. fight, 422. solicit the alliance of

Camarina, 426. take Epipolse, 445. be-

siege Syracuse, 443. fight with Gylip
pus, 453. send a reinforcement to Sy-
racuse, 458. fight the Corinthians at Bricfnniae. 311.

Erineus. 471 . defeated in the attack of

Epipolae, 478. are raising the siege,
484. are stopped by an eclipse of the

moon, ib. fight a battle in the harbor,
497. rnarcii away, 501. forced to sur-

render, 507, 508. the consternation at

Athens, 512. their measures, 513. take Cacy
Mitylene, 524. subdue the Clazomeni- Ca

25*

ans, ib. besiege the Chians, 525 de-
feat the Milesians, 526 quit Miletus
for fear of the Peloponnesiaris, 527.

fight and are defeated, 536 solicit the

friendship of Tissaphernes, 546. fight
with the Chians, 549 lose their de-

mocracy, ib. lose Euboea, 574. defeat
the Peloponnesians in the battle of

Cynossema, 579.

Athos, Mount, 292, 310.

Atintanians, 141

Atramytium, 309, 581.

Atreus, 6.

Attica, 2, 6, 35, 66.

Aulon, 288.

Autocharidas, 317.

Autocles, 258, 298.

Axius, the river, 155.

Bacchus, temples of, 101, 207, 572.

Battus, 254.

Beraea, 36.

Bisaltia, 155, 292.

Boeotarchs, 280, 336

Boeotia, 2.

Boeotians, 7. ejected out of Arne, 8. con-
quered by the Athenians at (Enophy-
ta, 63 become free, 66 win the battle
of Delium, 284. besiege Delium, ib.

take Panactum, 310. send aid to the

Syracusans, 400.

Boaum, 63.

Bolbe, Lake, 35, 288.
, ,

Bolissus, 525.

Boriades, 218.

Borniensians, 217.

Bottiaeans, 35, 139.

Bottice, 39.

Brasidas, saves Methone, and receivei
the public commendation at Sparta,
107 is of the council to Alcidas, 202.
his gallant behavior at Pylus, 235.
saves Megara, 268. marches to Thrace,
274. his character, 275. marches a-

gainst the Lyncestians, ib harangues
the Acanthians, 276. gets possession
of Amphipolis, 289. is repulsed at

Eion, 290. marches into Acte, 292
takes Torone, 293 and Lecythus, 294.
crowned by the Scioneans, 299,march-
es a second time against the Lynces-
tians, 300. his brave retreat, 303.
makes an unsuccessful attempt on
Potidae*( 808. opposes Cleon at Am-
phipolis,

312. resolves to attack, 314.

harangues, ib. sallies, 316 conquers
and dies, 817. his funeral, ib.

Brauro. wife of Pittacus, 290

Brilessus. 106.

Bromiscus, 288

Bucolion, 308

Budorum, 152, 183.

Byzantines, revolt from Athenians, 67.

?aris, the river, 506.

as, the, 7U.
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Calex, the river, 271.

Cahrrhoe, the spring of, 181.

Callias, son of Calhades, 36. lulled, 38.

Calibrates, 18.

CaHiensians, 217.

Calligrtus, 515, 534.

Calydon, 219.

Camanneans, twice ejected, 380.

conduct in the Sicilian war, 261, 411,
426, 434, 470

Cambyses, 9.

Caimrus, 537.

Caranus, 106.

Carcinus, 62.

Cardamyle, 525.

Carians, 3, 5.

Carneian holydays, 348, 361.

Cartena, 578.

Carthaginians, 9.

Caryae, 349.

Carystians, 58, 253, 487, 554.

Casmenae, 380.

Catana, 311.

Catanseans, dwell under Mount
228. reduced by the Athenians, 411,
488.

Caunus, 534.

Cecrops, king of Athens, 100.

Cecryphalea, sea-fight at, 61.

Cenchreae, 254, 522.

Centotnpa, 441.

Cephallema, 17, 95, 109, 140, 215, 469.

Cercine, 154.

Cerdyhum, 312.

Ceryces, 544.

Cestnne, 29.

Choreas, 557.

Chaeronea, 66, 272.

Chalaeans, 218.

Chalcideans of Eubcea, make war with
the Eretrians, 10. subject to the Athe-
nians, 487.

Chalcideans of Thrace, revolt from the

Athenians, 35, 37. defeat them, 140.

enter into league with the Argives,
331.

Chalcideus, the Lacedaemonian admi-
ral, 516. his exploits. 520, 521. killed

by the Athenians, 524.

Chalcidice, 3'.), 274.
< 'halms, 64, 574.

Ghaonians, 133, 140.

Charadrus, the river, 352.

Charicles, 461.

''lianniniis, an Athenian commander,
529. defeated by tin; Peioponni
535. helps the oligarchical party at

Samos, 55fi.

Charoaaes, son of Euphiletus, 211.
killed. 813.

Charyh.lis, 212.

Chersonese, 7, 253.

Cluans, 2jH. allies to the Athenians, 12,
67. suspected, 518. revolt from the
Athenians, 524>. their war, 522.

Chunerium, 19, 29.

Chioms, 323

Chromon, 217.

Chrysippus, 6.

Chrysis, 90, 307.

Cihcians, 65.

Cimgn, son of Miltiades, takes Eion,58
beats the Persians at Eurymedon, 59.

dies in the expedition to Cyprus, 65.

their Cmaeum, 214.

Cithaeron, 137, 172.

Citmium, 63.

Citiuin, 05.

Clarus, 176.

Clazomenaj, 530.

Clearchus, 517, 534. 560.

Clearidas, commands in Amphipolis,
307, 312, 313, conquers Cleon with
Brasidas, 317. endeavors to break the

peace, 324.

Cleippides, 160.

Cleobulus, 335.

Cleomedes, 367.

^leomenes, 74, 173.

'Icon, his speech, 178. command at Py-
lus, 245, 247. his command in Thrace,
309, 315. conquered by Brasidas, and
killed, 010.

^leonae, 292, 356,441.

"leopompus, 107, 124.

Clophyxus, 292.

Cnemus, the Spartan, commands a

squadron against Zacynthus, 131. sent
into Acarnania, 140. retires from Stra-

tus, 144.

Cnulos, 212, 532.

Coecinus, 220.

Dolonre in the Troad, 77.

Colophomans, 310.

Donon, 469.

Corcyraeans, 9. founders of Epidamnus,
15. were themselves a Corinthian col-

ony, 16. make; war on Kpidamus, 17.

beat the Corinthians at sea, 19. beg
the alliance ofAthens, 20. their E

ut Athens, ib. their success, 2N. en-

gage the Corinthians at sea, :!'). then-

sedition, 202, 255. aid the Athenians
in the war of Sicily, 488.

Jorinthians, first built ships of war, (
J.

origin of their hatred for the Athe-
nians, 61. their quarrel with the Cor-

cynrans about. Epidamnus, Hi. their

speech at Athens, 24. continuation of
their war with the Corcyra'ans, 29.

send aid to Potida-a, 3fi. cry out a-

gainst, the Athenians, 30. their first,

speech at Lacedaemon, ?//. their sec-

ond, 69. invaded by the Athenians,
'J.'):i. excite discontent in I'eloponnu-
sus, :t-J(), 327. makes alliances with
the Eleans and Argues, 331. ;ud th3

Syracusans, 435, 459.

'oronta, 157.

Hlyta, 260.

^'orycus, 519, 531.

'oryphasnim, 230, 290, 322.

'os'Meropis, 5I15.

ranii, 1011. 334. 31 'J.
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Cranonians, 106.

Crataemenes, a founder of Zancle, 380.

Crenaj, 221.

Crestonia, 155, 292.

Cretans, 488.

Crissaean gulf, 63, 133, 143.

Crocyleum, 216.

Cro3sus, 10.

Cromrnyon, 254.

Cropaja, 104.

Crusit, 140.

Cuma, 523, 530.

Cyclades, 3.

Cyclopes, 377.

Cydonia, 145.

Cyllene, 19, 144.

Cylon, his history, 73.

Cyme, 175.

Cynes, 157.

Cynossema, 579.

Cynuna, 260, 318.

Cyprus, 61, 65.

Cypsela, 333.

Cyrene, 64.

Cyrrhus, 156.

Cyrus the elder, 9, 10.

the younger, 131.

Cythera, 258, 296, 318, 322.

Cytherseans, the, 488.

Cytmmm, 216, 219.

Cyzicus, 580.

Daithus, 323.

Damagetus, 323.

Damagon, 214.

Damotnnus, 298.

Danaans, 3.

Daplmus, 524, 530.

Darius, king of Persia, succeeds Cam-
byses, 9. reduces the Ionian isles, 10.

son ofArtaxerxes,515. his leagues
with the Lacedaemonians, 521,532,547.

Dascon, 380.

Dascyliurn, 76.

Dauhs, 108.

Decelea, 438, 460, 554, 570.

Dehans, removed out of Delos by the

Athenians, 309. brought thither again,
332.

Delium, 280.

Delos, 5, 58, 95, 174, 220. 581.

Delphi, oracle of, 15, 18, 69, 74, 79. 214,
320, 332.

temple at, 65, 193, 308, 321.

Demaratus, 448.

Dernarchus, 564.

Demodocus, 271.

Demosthenes, 213. his war in ./Etolia,

215, 223. his seizure of, and exploits at

Pylus, 230, 232. his harangue, 233. his

attempt on Megara, 265. carries up a
reinforcement against Syracuse, 458.

arrives at Syracuse, 476. repulsed at

Epipolae, 478. is for raising the siege,
480. decamps, 501. surrenders with
the troops under his command, 507.

is put to death. 509.

Demoteles, 243.

Dercylidas, 548.

Derdas, 35, 36.

Dersaei, 157.

Deucalion, 3.

Dians, take Thyssus, 333. dwell on
Mount Athos, 365. revolt from the

Athenians, ib.

Didyme, 212.

Diemporus, 90.

Oil, 153.

Diitrephes, 467.

Diniadas, 523.

Diodotus, his speech against putting the

Mytilenaeans to death, 183.

Diomedon, besieges the Chians, 522,
524. favors the democracy, 556.

Diomilus, 442.

Diotimus, son of Strombichus, 28.

Diotrephes, 550.

Diphilus, 471.

Dium, 274, 292, 365.

Doberus, 154.

Dolopes, 58.

Dolopia, 157.

Dorcis, 57.

Dorians, in Peloponnesus, 8. founders
of Lacedfemon, 11, 63. border on the
Canans, 96. warred upon by the Pho-
cians 63. the perpetual enemies of
the lonians, 429.

Dorieus the Rhodian, 162.

the Thurian, 532, 563.

Drabescus, 59, 288.

Droi, the, of Thrace, 157.

Drymussa, 530.

Dyme, 144.

Eccritus, 460.

Echinades, 158.

Edones, 59, 155, 288, 292, 312.

Eetionia, 568.

Egypt, expedition of the Athenians to,

Eion, 58, 231, 257, 288, 312.

Elaeus, 578.

Elaphebolion, the month, 297, 323.

Eleans, aid the Corinthians against the

Corcyraeans, 17, 19, 29. defeated by the
Atheniaus, 107. in alliance with the
Corinthians and Argives, 330. with
the Athenians, 343.

Elemiotse, 155.

Eleusmians, made war against Erec-
theus, 101.

Eleusis, 66, 267.

Ellomenus, 215.

Elymi, 378.

Embatum, 174.

Ernnedias, 323, 325.

Endius,the Spartan, 516. cmbassador to

Athens, 341. his enmity with Agis, 519.

Enipeus, 273.

Entimus, the Cretan, founder of Gela.
379.

Eordians, 155.

Ephesus, 81, 176,257.582.
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Ephyrc, 29.

Epicles, 581.

Epicydidas, 317.

Epidammans, harassed with seditions

15. beg aid of Corcyra, ib. at Corinth,
ib. besieged by the Corcyrseans, 17.

reduced, 19

Epidaurians, 17, 60, 66, 347.

Epipolse, 425, 441,477.

Epirus, 227.

Epitadas, 233, 248.

Erse, 522.

Erarchus, 109.

Erasinides, 453.

Erectheus, 101

Eresus, 168, 177, 524.

Eretrians, at war w ith the Chalcideans,
10. subject and tributary to Athens,487.

Erythne, 172, 515, 520.

Eteonicus, 524

Eubcea, 14, 53, 66, 100, 514, 574.

Eubulus, 524.

Eucles the Athenian, 289,

the Syracusan, 447.

Euclides, founder of Himera, 380.

Euctemon, 529.

Euespentse, 483.

Enmachus, 110.

Eumolpidse, 544.

Eumolups, 101.

Eupalmm, 216, 219.

Euphamidas, 110, 298.

Euphernus, his speech at Camarina, 430.

Eupomidas, 169.

Europus, 156.

Eurybates, 29.

Euryelus, 442, 478.

Eurylochus the Spartan, 218, 219, 220.

killed, 223.

Eurymachus, 90.

Eurymeddn, sent to Corcyra, 206. to

Sicily, 228, 229. is fined for returning,
265. sent thither again, 458. arrives at

Syracuse, 476. killed, 484.

fiurymedon, the river, 59.

Eurystheus, king of Mycenae, 6.

Eurytanians, 215.

Eustronhus, 338.

Euthydemus, 323, 325, a commander at

Syracuse, 458. unsuccessful in the last

battle, 499.

Evalas, 523.

Evarchus, tyrant of Astacus, 110.

a founder of Catana, 379.

Evenus, the, 143.

Galepsus, 290, 312

Gauhtes, 503.

Geia, 361, 311,379.
Gelo, king of Syracuse, 379, 380.

s, build Agrigentum, 379. ak
Syraeusaiis, 4HN.

is, 160.

Gerariea, 62,63.
Getir, 153.

Gigomis, 36.

Glauce, 559.

Glauco, son of Leager, 32.

Goaxis, 290

Gongylus the Eretrian, 76.

the Corinthian, 450.

Gortyma, 156.

G racuans, 153.

Grecians, account of the old, 3. how
they undertook the Trojan expedi-
tion, 7. applied themselves to mari-
time affairs, 11, 12.

Gylippus, sent to command at Syracuse,
447 arrives there, 450. his battles, 453.
takes Plemmyrium, 461. procures suc-
cors, 483. fights the Athenians, 484

stops their decampment, 501. takes
Nicias prisoner, 508. brings home the
fleet from Sicily, 519.

Gtyrtomans, 106.

Rasmus, Mount, 153.

Hagnon, 68, 124, 153,288, 317, 323, 325.

Halex, the, 218.

Haliae, 61, 124, 255.

Sahcarnassus, 536.

tfalys, the, 10.

Hamaxitus, 578.

Harmatus, 578.

Harmodius, his history, 12, 13, 412.

Harpagium, 580

Hebrus, river, 153.

Hlegesander, 460.

EJegesippidas, 347.

tfe.lixus,'560.

Uellanicus, 58.

Bellas, 2.

;lellen, son of Deucalion, 2, 3.

Helots, their revolt from, and war with,
the Lacedaemonians. 60, 61. are feared,'
and 2000 of them made away with, 275.

ielus, 259.

Heraclea, m Trachynia, 214, 218, 273.

317, 347.

leraclidre kill Eurystheus, 6, 8.

Ueraclides the Syracusan, 425, 447.

Ueraeans, 356.

Eleratoclidas, 15.

Hercules, 15.

leniiieondas 161.

lermione, 17, 75, 124.

lermocrat es, his speech to the Sicilians,
Ml. to the Syracusans, 899. his charac-

ter, 424. encourages the Syraeusaiis,
ib. made a commander, 425. "his speech
at Camarina, 426. l\\s stratagem, 500
banished, 564.

lermon, 571.

Iesi..d,216.

8, 218.

liera, 252.

s, 547

, 214.

lierophon, 222.

limera, 227, 380, 418, 44'J.

Hippagrct.as, 351.

his history, 12, 13,412

aid the licramenes
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Hippias, the eldest son of Pisistratus
his history, 13, 412.

tin: Arcailiiin, 177.

Hippocles, son of Alcnippus, 519.

Hippocliis, tyrant of Lampsacus, 520.

Hippocrates the Athenian, 265. Ins at

t.Mii;>t on Megara, 266. his harangue
283. killed at the battle of Deliurn
286. tyrant of Gela, 380.

the Lacedaemonian, 532.

Hippolochidas, 273.

Hipponicus, 213.

Hipponoidas, 358.

Histiaeans, 66.

Histiodorus, 134.

Homer, 3, 6, 7, 221.

Hyaeans, 219.

Hybleans, 441.

Hyblo, 379.

Hyccara, 418.

Hylias, the river, 472.

Hyperbolus, 556.

Hysise, 172, 366.

lalysus, 537.

lapygia, 470.

lasus, 528.

Iberians, 377.

Icarus, 174.

Icthys, promontory of, 107.

Ida, 258, 581.

Idacus, 579.

Idomene, 156, 225.

Illyrians, 15, 17, 301.

Imbrians, 161, 246, 313, 487.

Inarus, a Libyan king, revolts fiom the
Persian monarch, 61. crucified, 64.

Inessa, 220.

lolaus, 37.

lolcius, 323, 325.

Ionia, 2, 8.

Ionians,4. had a great fleet in the reign
of Cyrus, and were masters at sea, 9.

subdued by Cyrus, 10. revolt, 57. ene-
mies to the Dorians, 429. used to as-
semble at Delos, 220.

Tpneans, 218.

Isarchidas, 18.

Ischagoras, 306, 323, 325.

Isocrates, 143.

Isthmionicus, 323, 325.

Istone, 211,255.
Italus, 378.

Italy, 8,
k

J3, 94.

Itarnenes, 177.

Ithome, revolt of the Helots at, 60.

Itonaeans, 312.

Itys, 108.

Jetae, 450.

Juno, temples of, 15, 205, 207, 307.

Jupiter, temples of, on Ithome, 60.

Miliehius, festival of, 74.

Nemean, 216.

Labdalum, 443.

Lacedaemonians, their power in Pelo-

ponnesus, 6. their dress, 4. were the
first who stripped in the public gaini-s,
4. demolished tyrants, 11. origin of
their great war with the Athenians,
15. deluded by Themistocles, 54. ac-
cuse him, 45. war against their He-
lots, 60. at war with the Athenians,
61. and the Dorians, ib. beat the Ath-
enians at Tanagra, 63. make a truce
for five years, 65. begin the holy war.
ib. make a thirty years' truce with
the Athenians, 66. consult about the
Peloponnesian war, 48. determine for

it, 53. send embassies to Athens to

spin out time, 73. invade Attica, 98.

assign Thyrea to the ^Eginetae, 108.

invade Attica, 118. make war on
Zacynthus, 131. march to Plataaa,
and besiege it, 134. invade Acarna-
nia, 140. fight at sea, 143. their project
to seize the Piraeus, 151. invade At-

tica, 159. resolves to succor the Mity-
lenaeans,66.become masters of Plataea,
190. put the Plataeans to death, 201.

beat the Corcyreans at sea, 205. send
a colony to Heraclea, 214. their expe-
dition against the Amphilochians,219.
invade Attica, 229. their endeavors to
recover Pylus, 231. send an embassy
to Athens to solicit a peace, 238. van-

quished in Sphacteria, 247. make away
with 2000 Helots, 275. take Amphipo-
lis, 290. make peace with the Athen-
ians, 295, 321. march into Arcadia,
330. forbid to assist at the Olympic
games, 345. succor the Epidaurians,
348. gain a victory at Mantinea, 358.

determine to succor the Syracusans,
440. fortify Decelea, ib. succor the
Chians, 516. enter into league with
the Persian monarch, 521, 532, 547.

take lasus, 528. fight with and beat
the Athenians, 536. seize Rhodes, 537.

are beaten in the sea-fight of Cynos-
sema, 579.

Lacedaemonius, son of Cimon, 28.

Laches, commander of the Athenian
fleet in Sicily, 211, 323, 325, makes
war on Melae, 212. defeats the Lo-
crians, 220.

Lacon speaks in behalf of the Plataeans,
190.

Laconia, 124, 162, 230, 258.

Lade, 521.

Lajspodias, 448, 565.

Lamachus, loseth a squadron, 271. one
of the three commanders in Sicily,
382. his opinion at a council of war,
409. killed, 446.

^amis, 379.

l,ampon, 323. 325.

l,ampsacus, 83, 415, 54flt

liaodicium. 307.

japhilus, 323, 325.

-,aeaeans, 153.

jarissaeans, 106.

Laurium. 123, 439.
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Learchus, 132.

Lebedos, 522.

Lecythus, 294.

Lemnians, 246, 313. accompany the
Alhcnians'to Sicily, 487.

Lemnos, 67, 119.

Leocorium, 13.

Lepcrates, 62.

Leon the Lacedaemonian, 214, 341, 548.

the Athenian, 323, 325, 524, 545.
,

Leontines 243. at war with the Syracu
sans, 211. in sedition, 311.

Leotychides, 53.

iepreum, 330, 345.

Lerus, 5-27.

Lesbians, 12, 67, 159, 161, 258, 514.

Leucadians aid the Corinthians against
the Corcyrreans, 1(5, 1-7.

Leucas, 19, 140, 215,447.
Leuconium, 525.

Leuctra of Arcadia, 348.

Leucimna, 19,29, 32.

Lichas, an Olympic victor,but scourged,
346. his embassies, 324, 362. public hi

of the Argives, ib. his dispute w
Tissaphernes, 536, 563, his death, ib.

Ligurians, 377.

Limnaea, 141, 222.

Lindii, 379, 537.

Lipara, 212.

Locri Epizephyrii, 449.

Ozolae, 4. lose Naupactus, 61.

confederate with the Athenians, 229.

Lorymi, 536.

LyciL-urn, 320.

Lycophron, 144, 254.

Lyncestae, 155, 275.

Lyncus, pass of, 275, 300.

Lysicles, 169.

Lysimeleia, the marsh, 485.

Lysistratus, 292.

Macarius, 218. killed, 223.

mia, Athenian expedition to, 35.

Marhaon, 143.

illaMiiiler, 109, 547.

Ma'ihans, 154.

Maenaliii, :CM.

Magnesia of Asia, 82, 542.

Mantineans, 223, 224. war with the Te
geatffi, 307,make alliancewitb the Ar

gives, 328. at war with the Lacedae-

monians, 333. renew the peace with

them, 364. mercenaries, 488.

Marathon, 11, 44, 416.

1,61.
Marathussa, 530.

Mecybernaeans, 322.

Mr. Iron, 222.

Medes, 11,27.

tea, 70.

tlc,xa!>a/us tho Persian, 01. son of

Xnpyrus, //;.

le-jareans, their revolt from the Co-
rintlnans, 01, 02. from tho Athenians
66. aid the Corinthians against Cor-

cyra, 17, 29. prohibited the harbors and
markets of Athens, 39, 83. schem
to betray their city to the Athenians,
265. demolish their long walls, 292.

Melancridas, 516.

Melanthus, 514.

Meleas, 161.

Melesander, 133.

Melesippus. 83, 98.

Melians, 214. their conference with the

Athenians, 367. besieged, 376. reduced,

Melitia, 273.

Melos, ;>13, 534.

Memphis, 61, 01.

Menander, an Athenian commander in

Sicily, 458, 477, 496.

Menas, 323, 325.

"Mende, 231, 299, 305.

Menecolus, 380.

Menecrates, 298.

Meneda3us, 218, 223.

Menon, 106.

lost Messana, 229.

ith Messanians of Sicily, 212, 213.

Messapians, 218, 470.

Messenians of Peloponnesus, ejected
by the Lacedaemonians, 61. settled by
the Athenians at Naupactus, ib. take

Pheia, 107.

Melai/encs, 323.

Metapontines, 470.489.

Methone, 106, 255, 322.

Methydrium, 350.

Methymneans, 159; 487, 523, 577.

Miciades, 29.

Milesians, their war with tho Samians,
67. beat the Argives, 526. demolish the
fort built by Tissaphornes, 503.

Mindarus, the Lacedaemonian admiral,
563, 570. defeated. 57'.",

Minena, temples of, 79, 101. 295.

Minoa, island of, 1M), 200, 296.

Minos, his naval power, 3, 5.

Mitylenaeans, revoltfromtheAthenians,
159, their speeoli at Olyni])ia, 162. re-

duced, 174. ordered to'be ma
178. debate on its execution,!*, coun-
termanded, 188.

Molossians, 141.

Molycriiimyl44, 145.

Molyemum, 219.

Morgantina, '205.

53, 550.

Mycalessians massacred, 467.

Myrrna:, 6.

Myconus, 171.

ftia, 85, 155.

My In;, 213.

Myoneans, 218.

M voimoMis, 170.

Myrcinians, 2<o. 312.

Mvromdes, 0-J, 03, 283.

Myrrhine, n:i.

Myrtihis, 323, 325.

Myscon, 50 J.

Myus, 83, 169.
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Nauclides, 90.

Naupactus,61, 140, 144,218,257, 272, 469

Naxians, 58, 'J13. favor the Athenians
Hi i, -li>7, vanquish the Mcssenians, Oropians, 106, 284, 548.

243.

Neapolis, 483.

. :<50.

Neodamodes, 332, 356, 460, 469, 514.

Neptune, temples of, 75, 296, 553.

Nericus, 162.

Nestus, the river, 153.

Nicanor, 141.

Nicasus, 298.

Niciades, 297.

Nicias, son of Niceratus, 189, 213, 245,

Orneans.356,381.
Orobiae, 212.

Oradus, 141.

Oropus, 213, 284, 466.

Oscius, the river, 153.

Paches, sent by the Athenians to reduce
Mitylene, 168, takes it,. 174. and No-

, tium, 177. and Pyrrha and Eresns, ib.

Paeonians, 153, 154.

Pagondas, his harangue to the Boeotians,
281. wins the battle of Deliura, 284.

Palaereans, 109.

.Pale, 17.

253, 258, 298, 305, 319, 342, his speeches, Paleans, 109.

382, 391, 421, 491, 503. named for the Pallene, isthmus of, 34, 38, 295.
command in Sicily, 382. his opinion at Pamillus, 379. -

a council of war, 408. defeats the Syra- Pamphyh:i, r:>.

cusans, 423, 446. his stratagem, 440.
, Panactum, 310, 322, 335.

left in the sole command, 447. his let- Panel, 157.

terto the Athenians, 454. refuses to'Panaerus. 273.

raise the seige of Syracuse, 481. raises Pan.athenaic procession, 13, 414.
the siege, 500. surrenders to Gylip- Pandion, 108.

pus, 508. put to death, 509.

the Cretan of Gortys, 145.

Nico, 460.

Nicolaus, 131.

Nicomachus, 279.

Nicomedes, son of Cleombrotus, 63.

Niconidas, 273.

Nicostratus, aid the popular faction at

Corcyra, 204. takes Cythera, 258, 298.

takes Mende, 305. besieges Scione,
352.

Nile, the river, 01.

Nissea, 61, 66. 110, 151, 2C6, 296, 320.

Notium, 177.

Nymphodorus, 108.

Odomanti, 157.

Odrysse, 108, 287.

(Eanthians, 218.

(Eneon, 219.

CEnce, 65, 103.

(Enophyta, 63, 283.

(Esyme, 290.

(Etaeans, 513.

(Ethieans, 60.

Olpaeans, 218,

Olympia, 70, 162, 322.

Olympic Games, 4, 73.

Olympieum, 452, 474.

Olympus, 274.

Olynthians, 373.

Olynthus, 35, 37, 139, 300, 322.

Onasimus, 298.

Oneum, Mount, 254.

Onomacles, 526, 529.

Ophioneans, 215.

Opicans, 378.

Opus, 110.

Orchomenos, 66, 212, 272, 352.

Orestes, son of Echecratidas, 65.

Orestheum, 354
Orestians, HI.

Oreus, 574.

Panggeus, 155.

PanormusofAchaia, 145. of Miletus, 524

Pantacyas, the river, 379.

Paralians, 214.

Paralus, the vessel, 556.

Paravaeans, 141.

Parnassus, 216.

Parnes, Mount, 106, 284.

Parrhasia, 333.

Pasitelidas, 307, 310.

Patmos, 177.

Patraa, 143.

Pausanias, captain-general of Greece,
56. subdues Cyprus, 57. besieges By-
zantium, ib. grows atyrant, ib. recalled
and tried at Sparta, 'ib. returns to the
Hellespont, 75. his letter to Xerxes, 76.

driven from Byzantium, 77. betrayed,
78. starved to death, 79.

Pedaritus, 528, 530, 546.

Pegae, 61, 63,65, 66, 265.

Pelasgi, 3.

Pelasgium, the, 1C2.

Pella, 155, 156.

Peloponnesians, their colonies, 6 9.

their character, 84. originally Dorians,
429. their war with the Athenians, see
Athenians and Lacedaemonians.

Pelops, &
Pelorus, Cape, 242.

Peparethus, 212.

Peraebians, 274-

Perdiccas, king of Macedonia, his po-
litical turns, 34, 36, 37, 109. invaded by
Sitalces, 152. in conjunction with
Brasidas invades Arrhibaeus, 275, 300.

quarrels with Brasidas, 304. makes
peace with the Athenians, 306. is again
their enemy, 364.

Pericles, commands the Athenians, 65.

conquers Euboea, 66. and Samos, 67.
his speech for war, 83. makes the fu-
neral oration, 111. his speech in d<>
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fense of himself, 125. his death and

character, 130, 131.

Perieres, 380.

Periceci, 60, 214.

Perseus, 6.

Persians, at Thermopyla3, 250. their

noble custom, 156.

Phacium, 274.

Phaeacians, 16.

Plweax, 311.

Phaeinis, priestess of Juno, 307.

Phagres, 155.

Phalerus, the, 62.

Phalius, 15.

Phanas, 525.

Phanomachus, 134.

Phausteus, 279.

Phanotis, 272.

Pharnabazus, 515, 534, 560, 576.

Pharnaces, 132, 309.

Pharsahans, 106.

Pharsalus, 65.

Phaselis, 133, 567.

Pheia, in Elis, 107.

Pheraeans, 1Q6.

Philip, brother to Perdiccas, 35, 36, 152.

Philippus, the Lacedaemonian:, 528, 566,

Philocharidas,298, 323, 341.

Philoctetes, 7.

Phliasians, 17, 448. ,

Phoceans, found Massalia, 9. beat the Procles

Carthaginians at sea, ib.

Phocians, at war with the Dorians, 63.

recover the temple of Delphi, 66.

Phoenicians, exercised piracy, 5. in-
habited the isles, ib. had settlements Prote
in Sicily, 378.

Phoemppus, 297.

Phormio, an Athenian commander, 38,

68, 109. commands their fleet at Nau-
pactus, 133. beats the Peloponnesians
at sea, 144. prepare for a second en-

gagement, 145. his harangue, 147.
beats them again, 150.

Photys, 141.

Phrynicus, 526. his intrigue against Alci-

biades, 512. deprived of the command,
545. is of the oligarchical faction, 553,
56H. is assassinated, 570.

Phrynis, 515.

Phtniotis, :<.

Phyrcus.84&
Pliysea, 155.

I'hytia, 222.

18, 155.

I'mdiis, Mount, 157.

'2, 100, 151, 326, 570.

I'lsander, overturns the democracy at

Athens, 545, 549,568. flies to Dccelea,

slhe tyrant. 13,220. 412. puri
ties Deios, 220. dies an old man, 412.

the son of llippias, 413. dedi
! altars, th.

Picuthnes, 07, 176, 177.
Pjtancnsian Lochus, 13

Pithias, 202, 203.

Pittacus, 290.

Platanms, confederate with Athens, 90.

beseiged, 134. a body of them make
their escape, 170. surrender, 179. their

speech to the Lacedaemonians, 190.

are put to death, 201.

Plcistarchus, 77.

Pleistionax, king of Sparta, 63, 66. ban-
ished, 104. restored, 319, 323, 333, 361.

Pleistolas, 323.

Plemyrium, 451,462.
Pleuron, 219.

Polichna, 524

Polichnitaj, 145.

Polles, 312.

Pollis, 131.

Polyanthes, 471.

Polycrates, tyrant of Samos, powerful
at sea, 9. consecrates Rhenea to the
Delian Apollo, ib.

Polydamidas, 300, 305.

Polymedes, 106.

Potamis, 564.

Potidseans, originally from Cornith, 34.

revolt from the Athenians, 35. de-

feated, 37. beseiged, ib. 125. surren-

der, 134.

Potidanea, 216.

Prasiae, 124, 448, 573.

Priene, 67.

, 213, 218, 323.

Procne, 108.

Pronaeans, 109.

Proschium, 219, 222.

Prosopis, island of, 64.

i, island of, 236.

Proteas, son of Epicles, 28, 106.

Proxcnus, 220.

Pteleum, 322, 525, 530.

Ptceodorus, 272.

Ptychia, island of, 255.

Pydna, 36,81.
Pygrasians, 106.

Pylus, 230, 275, 318.

Pyrrha, 168, 173, 177, 524.

Pystilus, 379.

?ythangelns, 90.

'ytlien, 4-17, 449, 497.

''vthia. 322.

'ythodorus, the arehon at Athens, 90.

t he M>n of Isolochus, in the command.
227, 323, 448. banished, 265.

Ramphia, 83,317.

Rhenans, 311. attacked by the Locrians,
229. neutral in the Sicilian war, 407.

{heiti. 101, 253.

Lhenea, 9, 220.

Rhium. 144. 145.

Miodians, Doric by descent, 488

Ihodopo, 153.

llin-triim, 258,578.
Uiypa,471.

Sabylinthus, 141,

Sacco, 380
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Sadocas, son of Sitalces, 109. made
citizen of Athens, ib.

Salathus, sent to Mitylenc, 173. takon
prisoner and put to death by the Athe
nuuis, 178.

Salamiiua, the tirireme, 205, 411.

Salamis, 44, 81, 152, in Cyprus, 65.

Salynthus, king of the Agraeans, 225

Samaeansj 109, 322.

Samians, 9, 26. conquered by the Athe
mans, 67. their insurrection, 523.

Sammthus, 351.

Sandms, 169.

Sane, 292.

Sardis, 67.

Sargeus, 461.

Scandea, 259.

Scioneans, of the Pellene, originally
from Peloponnesus, 298, revolt ib

crown Brasidas, 299. reduced and se

verely treated by the Athenians, 332

Scironides, 526, 545.

Scirphondas, 468.

Scolus, 322.

Scomius, Mount, 153.

Scyllamm, 347.

Scyros, 58.

Segestans, 380, 408.

Selinuntines. 489. at war with the Se-

gestans, 380.

Selinus, 379, 408.

Sermylians, 39, 322.

Sestos, 53, 549, 578.

Seuthes, 154, succeeds Sitalces in the

kingdom of Odrysae, 287 marries the
sister of Perdiccas, 157.

Sicanas, 425.

Sicamans, 377.

Sicels, 378, 434.

Sicilians, 213.

Sicily, 8, 9, 11,23, 94.

Sicyonians, 18, 64, 65, 66, 287.

Sidussa, 525.

Sigeum, 416, 578.

Simus, 380.

Singaeans, 322.

Sintians, 154.

Siphas, 272, 279.

Sitalces, king of Thrace, 108. ally to the
Athenians, 109, 132. invades the Mace-
donians, 152. his power, 153. con-

quered by the Triballians, 287.

Socrates, son of Antigenes, 106.

Sollium, 109, 216, 329.

Solygian Hill, 253.

Sophocles, son of Sostratides, 228. sent
to Sicily, 229. his acts at Corcyra, 255.

banished from Athens, 265.

Sparta, 75.

Spartolus, 139, 322.

Sphacteria, 232.

Stages, 521 .

Stagirus, 279, 312, 322.

Stesagoras, 68.

Sthenelaidas, his speech at Sparta on
war with the Athenians, 52.

Stratodemus, 131.

Stratonice, 157.

Stratus, 141. 157, 222.

Strombiclndes, 520. his exploits, 52ft
549.

Strongyle, 212.

Slrophacus, 273.

stryiimii, the river, 58, 153. 257, 291.

Styphon, 251.

Stynans, 487.

Suriium, 514.

Sybota, the island, 29, 33.

port of Thesprotis, 31, 32, 83,
205.

Syca, 443.

Syrne, 535.

Syracusans, at war with the Leontines,
211. are defeated by the Athenians, 242.
draw up against the Athenians, 420

prepare for battle, ib. are defeated, 423.

fortify their city, 425. send embassa-
dors to Camarina, 426. to Corinth and
Sparta, 435. engage and are defeated
by the Athenians, 442, 445. raise their

counterworks, 444. are about treating
with Nicias, 447. prepare their fleet,

462, attack the Athenians by land and
sea, 463, 474. erect two trophies, 480.

prepare again for an engagement, 484.
defeat them again, ib. prepare for liic

last battle, 490. engage, 497. are vic-

torious, 499. stop the Athenians by a
stratagem, 501. pursue them and take
them all prisoners, 507. send aid to
the Peloponnesians, 526, 579.

Tsenarus, temple of Neptune at, 75.

Tamos, 530,565
Tantalus, a Lacedaemonian command-

er, 261.

Tarentum, 407, 447.

Tanagra, 63, 213, 272, 467.

Taulantii, 15.

Taurus, 298.

Tegeans, fight with the Mantineans, 307.

Teilias, 447.

Tellis, 323, 325,
remenidae, 155.

Tenedians, 159, 487.

Tenians, 487, 520, 554.

Teres, father of Sitalces, 108. gets the

kingdom of Odrysae, ib. enlarges it, ib.

Tereus, 108.

Terias, the river, 410, 441.

Terinan Gulf, 447.

Teutiaplus, 175.

Teutlussa, 536.

Thapsus, 379. 442, 483.

"harypus, king of the Molossians, 141.

hasians, revolt from Athens, 59. de-
feated, ib. beg aid from the Lacedae-
monians, ib. surrender, 60.

Thasos, 282, 550.

heasnetus, 169.

^heagenes, 73.

Thebans, 17. surprise PlaUca, 90. their

speech to the Lacedaemonians.against
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the Platicans, 195. demolish the w
of Thespiae, 307.

Thebes. 54.

Themistoclgs, 10, 45. by his advice the
battle was fought in the strait of Sala-

mis, 45. is sent embassador to Sparta,
54. deludes the Lacedaemonians, ib.

gets the Long-walls and Piraeus se-

cured, 56. banished Athens by the os-

tracism, 80. resides at Argos, ib. ac-
cused by the Lacedaemonians, ib. fli

to Corcyra, ib. to Admetus, ib. the dan
ger he escaped, ib. his letter to the king
of Persia, 81. his character, 82.

Theogenes, 323, 325.

Theramenes the Athenian, 553. one of
those who overturned the democracy,
ib. turns to the other side, 567, 570.

the Lacedaemonian, carries

alls Tichiussa, 527.

Tilataeans, 153.

Timagoras of Cyzicus, 515, 516, 534

ofTegea, 131.

the fleet to Asia, 527, 532.

Therme, 36, 109.

Thermon, 518.

Thermopylae, 156, 214, 250.

Theseus, 100.

Thespians, 441.

Thesprotis, 19, 29, 31.

Thessalians, drive the Boeotians from
Arne,8. confederates with the A then
ians, 63. send them aids, ib. 105.

form of government, 273.

Thessalus, brother of Hippias, 13.

Thessaly, 2.

Thoricus, 573.

Thracians, overthrow the Athenians, 59,
290. are free, 108. their sordid custom,
154. fight with the Thebans after the
massacre at Mycalessus, 468.

Thrasybulus, 556. supports tho democ-
racy, 557. made a commander, 558.

brings back Alcibiades, 561. beats the

Peloponnesians at sea, 579.

Thrasyolcs, 323, 325, 520.

Thrasyllus the Argivc, 351.

Thrasylus the Athenian, 556, 558, 577,
579.

Thrasymelidas, 235.

Thrium, 66.

Thucles, 378.

Thucydides, son of Olorus, why he
wrote the history of this war, 1, 12.

326. had the plague, 119. Ins gold
mines and great credit in Thrace.
289. Commands in Thrace, //;. arrives
too latetosave Amplnpolis. //,. secures

Eion, 290. was an exile for twenty
years, 327.

tlie colleague of Agimn and
Phorinio, 6S. the I'liarsalian, 571.

Thunans, 00, 470, 489.

Thyamis, tho river. 29.

Thyamns, Mount, 222.

Thyraocharis, 573.

Tliyrea. 10H, 200. 338,441.
US, 292, 333.

Tichium,216.

Timanor, 18.

Timocrates, 144, kills himself, 150.

Timoxenus, 110.

Tisamenus, 214.

Tisander, 218.

Tisias, 367.

flies Tissaphernes, lieutenant of Darius, 515.
his compacts and leagues with the
Peloponnesians, 521, 532, 547. is con-
quered at Miletus by the Athenians,
526. fortifies lasus, 528. pays the Lace-
daemonian ships, ib. lessens :

by the advice of Alcibiades, 538. wants
to be reconciled to the Lac<

ians, 547. inveighed against by the

mariners, 559, 563. why he did not

g up the Phenician fleet, 566.

Tiepolemus, 68.

Tolmidas, son of Tolmaeus, 64, 66.

Tolophonians, 218.

Tolophus 218.

Tomeus, the, 296.

Torone, 292, 310.

Torylaus, 273.

tlieir Trachinians, 214.

Traezenians, 17.

Tragia, island of, 67.

Treres, 153.

Triballi, 153. conquer Sitalces, king of
the Odrysians, 287.

Trinacria, 377.

Triopium, 532,

Tripodiscus, 268.

Tntieans, 218.

Trogilus, 443.

Trojans, how enabled to resist the
Greeks for ten years, 7, 8. some of
them settled in Sicily after the taking
of Troy, 377.

Trotilns, 379.

Tydeus, 533.

Tyndarus, 6.

Tyrrhenes, 292.

Ulysses, 242.

ires, Ephorus. at Sparta, 335, 348.

commander of the lleracleots,
killed, 347.

160.

Xenoclides,SO,887.
Xenophantidas, 545.

Xeno|)iuiii, sun of Euripides, 134, 139
. Id, (is. h;s leiiei to l'aiisanias.70

Zacynthians,aid the Corcyraeans ai

the Corinthians, 89. a colony of Achtt-
a us, 13 1, 215. aid the Athenians in the
Sicilian war, 409, 488.

'/ancle, 379.

Zeuxidas, 323, 326.
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